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This manual is a sample of CDCS services available to any-
one on a contract basis;

Remote areas development; as treated herein, consists of
projects implemented to motivate people to help themselves in
the improvement of their living standards, local economies, and
the national economies of the countries. in which they live.

Self-help projects are the vital part of remote areas
development but few persons have had experience with such pro-
jects. A searchfor what to do and how to do it usually is
fruitless since most of the available information is too tech-
nically advanced to be immediately applicable to villagers.

This man,-al attempts to correct that situation by enabling
the development counselor to understand the needs of _a remote
area group and to provide for those needs through effective self
help projects.

The projects_ covered are those which can solve most effect-
ively, on the village level, the most pressing problems. For
example, if a village's agriculture is handicapped by a lack of
tools, the manual can help the counselor to teach selected
villagers to make and use a hand forge to provide the tools for
production of ample food.

The manual is generally applicable, for reference and gui-
dance, to any remote area group. However, since problems differ
with areas, the counselor will have to adapt projects to what he
finds in a specific area.

A key to remote areas development is the selection and
training of bright villagers who can teach their own people.
If the number of such persons is limited, small extension teams
can be formed to instruct in health, education, and economic
development.

Most of the undeveloped populations of the world subsist
by growing food crops and animals. In suggesting changes one
must understand soil conditions, availability of water and
nutrients, climate, weather, diseases, and all of the other
factors that determine an area's potential for improvement.
Many groups produce only enough food for subsistence, and an
easy way to make such populations unfriendly is to experiment
with new ideas at the expense of their food supplies. A begin-
ner can keep his experiments small and explain that his trials
may not succeed but, if successful, could add to the community's
income or food supply.

Make sure before you try any pro4ect that it does not
violate local customs or traditions. A CDCS counselor once
suggested the use of oxen and buffalos to pull wooden plows.



c sccn discovered that this was taboo because the ancestors
lived in the fields and the animals were not allowed to walk there;

ee tnat a big effort (lees not turn into a_big blunder; A

recent preg'am to estahlish vegetable gardens seeped to have con-
Sidetable Merit; Imported seeds were distrihuted isl large nunbers;

1116 untested forei seeds did not produce. Farmers were extremely

aQp' at the host government and at foreign advisers because of

lost labor, income and food; The purpose in relating thiS story
is not to discourage but to ad\ise that extreme care is needed to

avoid adverse elIects;

In promoting cottage industries for remote area ponulations;
One hUSt imagine that the pages of history have been turned hack

and that modern tochnolo,, and industrial capahilitics no longer

-eici5t. If water is carried by hand, perhaps a Persian, or other,
cater wheel could Gater crops or animals; The time saveu could
be used toprovide better care of crops throw,h home manufture
of fertilizers hv compostinc;

Improvements can often be made in traditional methods of
Weaving cloth Or Making clothing. Introducing a hand loan might

improve a village's s-.andard of living. 'Taking pot soap is an

indUStrY that could aid health and sanitatibn; Old rubber tires

M,Y6 good Shoes if cut properly and sewn together;

Amazing accomplishments can be achieved by the counselor
who can recognize needs that can be resolved hy_simple projects

such as those suggested in this manual; \lost of the effective

recent development programs have resulted from experimental_

beginnings on the village level; Let CHCS help to imrrovolivimj
standards for all remote arca populations throughout the world:

This effort must he carried on if the affluent fraction of hum a-

nity is to Obtain and keep the good will of the majority;

2
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N
Analysis Questions for the Field_Counselce

Agricultural

I, What crops,- vegetables; animals; or Other items form the

basiS for the population's food supply and/or economy?

2. What topographici weatheri cliMateo toilt_wateri_windi_and

other- factors restrict or assist-the groWith of certain plants or

animals?

at plants or animalS would_possibly ajust to area con-_

ditions and at the same time_benefit the local population's food

supply and/or economic situation?

4. %ghat improvements could be made utiliiihg_16tal assets to

improve thd aredsNagricultutal production? (LxampleS might be_com-

pbStingto improve crop_ or isolatiOn_Of sick animals to

control the spread of-diteaSe).-

S. What methods of productioni crops, or animals exist in

adjoining areas that could be introduced to assist the target area?

b. What are the types of_programs that could he attempted on

An experimental basis to determine application and population_interest?

(ExaMpleS are_home,gardensl useof animal power, new hand tools to

assist production techniques, and other development).

7; Is there a potential and outlet for cash crop production

and/or animal industries?

8. What assistance -is available for agricultural loans or

development grants from local government or other sources?

9. Would coopeiative marketing'or production techniques improve

the area economy?

10. What_area assets are available? From whOM can you obtain

teChniCal guidahte and/or other assistance in the development of agri-

cultural programs?

11. What are the customs and traditions of the population groups

'.sat affect agricultural systems?

12. What government controls or other outside restrictions handi-

cap improvement of the general economic situation?

cottage Industries or Home Industries

1. What cottage industries presently exist?

2. Are basic items needed that could be prodOeid on the village

level?

4



3. What cottage industries would assist_the villages in pro=
viding more food, clothing, housing or_tither basic_nteds? (Examples

are weaving iooms, brick presses or kilns, and hand forges to produce

tools);

4. _What raw_materials -a.G available to meet the needs of various

cottage industrial programs?

_5._ _DO the villagers have certain basic skills that might be

applicable to certain types of industries?

b. What are the various possibilities for financing simple
machines?

7. Can_the_beeded machines be improvised and constructed on

the village level?

8. It there a_potential_for cash inome-resulting from the sale

of have manufactured products?

What are the existing conditions of health and sanitation?

2. If sanitation is poOr, what are the primary reasons?

3. Can health education programs.be_initiated to improve
village standards? (Examples are use of latrines, penning of animals,
improvement of water supply, etc.)

4. Do local governments provide basic medical assistance? If

not, what programs could be initiated?

'5i What types of primitive medicine are offered from "quack doCtors",

sorcerers, etc.?



A 'basic understanding of anthropology; sociolOgy; climatic

influences; and education is necessary: fer_anyone haprng to
develop community improvement programs. Although_ the reader

will realize that all Of these subjects are vaIuabIei_he will
not fully appreciate -their merits_until he finds_himself wrest-
ling with actual problems in the field. There one learns what
programs can succeed. _Often people refuse to try something new
becaUS6 of various customs;_beliefs; or lac: of education. These
probleMS are not necessarily barriers but they must be understood

before they can he corrected.

It is very frustrating to have wasted conSidttable time
and effort attempting to introduce a project which,_ if it had
been presented differently,would have succeeded. kknowledge of

anthropologyi_Setielegy; and the_specific area prompts the
counselbt to learn pertinent facts. -Even extensive'xeading
ahoUt a group does not replace being there_ and asking intelli-

Olt questions, particularly.of village elders; historians; and

sorcerers.

Remember that you are present to give assistance and
training for anly_a_Very Shaft time The American often makes

the mistake of thinking that the best way toclevelop a community

is -to d6 it hiMSelf. He reasons that the work will move faster
and more smoothly this way- because he already has the_necessary

kneWledge; devotinglime_to developing among the natives the
skillS needed to enable them to continue the_work_after he haS
left would impede progress: However; trained_indigenous perscnel

are an absolute requirement for the Continuation of all community

development programs.

The American'S_ tendency is to pick up_the ball and run

with it; thusi_ when he leaves the game_is over. Teaching the

:people YOU_Are helping to carry the_ball_themselves is a diffi-

cult and Often avoided task but this is the essence of community

development.

CULTURA1,-,_ANITUROPOIDGY

Anthropological studies explain how communities solve
their probleMS And_ how a culture or civilization affects the
attitudes of all the individuals living in it;

_

Nbst people live in communities and have traditional ways

Of adjusting to their natural environments and to -one another.

The ways of life of a community; in-eluding its faiths and

standards; are solutions to prablems of survival.

13



WHY SECIETIES ARE ALIKE

All societies provide ways for meeting the fundamental
problems. qeti feed themselves and their children, reproduce
and rear their offspring, and protect themselves and their
offspring.

Man's: adaptation to the physical world is accomplished
not through changing his physical nature, but through society.
Animals_and_plants have made_ajustmentsi over long periods,
by the development of radical changes in their very organisms.
ireditary differences meet needs of various environments.
BUt among the_races of men, differences in head form and in
Other physical features are not, in most cases, clearly adap-
tive. Nor is it clear that mental capacities of races are
different. So far as we know, the races of man are equally_
intelligent and equally capable of solving their problems of
living together. Their varying ways of life are, it_seems, _

social and learned differences and not physical and inherited
differences. Therefore, man's adjustment to his surroundings
is to be studied_im_custom and institution, not in anatomy
and neural structure.

Perhaps the most basic, aspect of man's adjustment to
the physical_world is the relation between population and
resources. Any human community is an aggregate of organisms
competing with others for food and the other necessities of
life. The ways of life of any settlement_ depend on or are
conditioned by the possibilities for_livelihood which the_en-
vironment offers; And, though men always work out ways of
feeding themselves, the_ways do not remain adequate indefi-
nitely._ The increase of population that comes with success
in developing natural resources disturbs the balance between
resources and population and demands new adaptations; If the

tools and methods for exploiting the resources_ are modified,
these modifications in turn bring changes in the institutions"'
and social organization of the people.

_ __Thus, the presence of bison enabled a certain number
of Indians to live successfully on the_Great Plains. The

introduction of the_horsei which greatly increased their power
to hUnt bison, enabled more Indians to live there; With the
development of cooperative hunting, when entire tribes depended
upon_ accessible herds of buffalo,. soldier societies with police
functions grew up among the Indians to control it When the
gun was added to the horse, the bison_were hunted so effectively

that they were almost exterminated. This reduction of the herds
destroyed the Indian economy on_the plains, and With the
suppression of warfare by the whites, was largely_ responsible
for the disappearance of soldier societies and military and
hunting virtues.

7



The .:Ituatiot of many a farmer teday_is quite comparable;

In producing large fiunbers of deprived and insecure _migratory

laborersi the interaction of these same interrelated factors

will -be found to be involved: (1)- Population increase; (2)

accelerated use of limited or marginal_ resources;__(3) strong

social and economic pressures_frOM without; (4) technical

changes; as_ in the mechanizatieh_of agriculture, and develop-

ment§in marketing and finahting in agriculture; andi (S) cer=_

responding repercussions on the institutions of the farmert and

their outlook on life.

IOW TILE ANTHROPOLOGIST LOOKS AT SOCIETIES

The anthropologist-is helpfUl because he studies the

adjustment of people to_theit physical environment and to One

another; Anthropology had_itt beginning in speculative

saphy and became a discipline responsible to factilargelyi as

one of the earth scientes;=a study of humansociety as one of

the elements in a habitat. It is capable of telling Ut_how a

simple_ community makes a living_and how_ social_ organization and

even the will:to live are affected by changes in the business

of making a living.

In sore comnunities the problem confronting the admi-

nistrator may be getting enough_feed; A knowledge of resources;

population and technology may be enough for dealing with that

problem.
population, -and

is not encouraged first to make an exhaustiVe _

study of the effects of progressive starvation upon the_tOcial

institutions. HoWeVeri_a_Study of the interrelations of teth7

nology and social institutions may be of great practical value;

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SIMPLE AND CMPLEX SOCIETIES

To survive men must control nature and relations ame4

themselves; Social _adjustments among_the members of a group

are made by means of such organizations as the familyi the neigh-

borhood; and economic and political organizations.

Each society has built up; thfoUgh experiences of its

meMbersi_a set of values by which -they _live. Certain actions

are considered good and others bad; and these evaluations deter=

mine rules of conduct. Such rUlds consist_of obligations,

dUtieto rightsi and privileget by which the members of the

group are controlled.

The social organization of apeople not only _regulates

the relations of the members but also controls_the division of

labor necessary for the manipulation of_the_tkills and tools.

In some societies the labor is equalbi_diVided;_ in_ others some

individuals are_given the pleasanti and others the unpleasant

joks. Thete differences in tatkt are usually associated with



status. All of the complex societies; including our own; have
some kind of status system. A caste systemi_such_as that of
India; is so_rigidly fixed that every individual is born to per-
form a certain task and to occupy a corresponding social position.

There are simple; or ultdifferentiated, social structures
and complex, or differentiated ones. A socially differentiated

isociety is divided into many social nstitutions; while the
simple societies have few social_ institutions. The family is _

often the only formally organized social structure that many of
these_simple communities possess. The more differentiated com-
munities; such as our own; develop.different kinds -of institu-
tions to perform different social functions. The faMily system,
instead of organizing the economic and political activities of.-
the community; chiefly controls sexual behaVior and the early
training of the resulting offspring; In primitive societies in
Australia; old men dominate the group. In complex communities
control is widely distributed among politicians; factory owners;
administrators; teachers; professors; soldiers; ministers; and
church officials.

_ In complex societies; the appearance of many kin& of
people_that are not found in the simpler communities means that
there is an increase in (1) specialization, (2) kinds of social
statusiand (3) individualism.

In specialization there are more activities but fewer
of them are performed by anv individual; The automobile factory
performs a highly specialized activity since it -makes but one
article; and specialization -is carried to its ultimate on the
assembly- line where_the workers perform but one or two of the
thousandSof activities necessary to make the automobile. h
the development of automotive manufacture the number of activi-
ties has increased, while the number of operations performed
by the average worker has diminished. A similar specialization
occurs among farmers; One region grows corn; another cotton;
and still others fruits; vegetables; and other crops.. A com-
munity living on the production of one crop is dependent or
other communities' products.

Social differentiation of a commuriity provides a reater
variety of opportunities. This tends to produce individimlism;
If the variety of situations is such that no two men have the
sane training or social relations; each man is different.

No study of societies is complete without reference_to
the universal existence of sacred beliefs and rituals which
control communities. These-concepts seem to lose_their influence
as changes become_ rapid and frequent, 'In the old days," said
the_Indian after_he_had been put on the reservation, 'there was
no law; everybody -did what was right." Od meant that actions;
being explained and justified by myth, ritual, and the approval

16



of his fellOWSo seemed both natural and right. Where a society

is _left albhe long enough1 beliefs and customs become harmonious

and interdependent. One aspect of contemporary social problems

is the_break7down of common understandingso especially moral

understandings;

In simple agricultural communities such as those of the

ahofigiheS of the northernrhilippineso or the Pueblo Indians

of our own Southwest--at least before the adVeht of the white

man= - everyone tends to do part of all the essential things and

All men tend to have similar_ views of life. Anything one man

or woman does is much like what anothet does. In such societies;

every man performs the same rituals for the security of his

crops and for his inner well=bei4. The ideas_of_gods and of

good and bad canduct_are_SUbstantially the same for every person

in the community. Therefore, when a student of such a society

gets to khOW one adult in the community; he kn6WS much of all

the others.

k complex ,societies- where the division of labor is

high, no -one _person_does more than a small part of the necessary

tasks._ The_people who participate in this division of labor

are not homogeneous; as is the case iti_a self-sufficient primi-

tive society. No man understandS_it all. The ideas and under-_

standings of any one membeti_adapted though they be to the mode

of life that is there current, do not have the completeness of

interrelationship that is characteristic of the habits and

customs-of people in self- sufficient primitive societies.

The anthropologist; if cohfi-Ohted with a problem of

land settlement or a new marketihg provision, will study the

new system in its- relations to the customs of the comimulity.

He will ask himself: What was the old program and how does

the subStitUtionaffect the_worki play, -or social structure of

the toirftnity? assuming the tendency of customs and institu-

tions_ to be conditioned by one another; he will consider the

new feature in terms not merely of its- practical efficiency or

its theoretical outcome; but of the values and understandings

of the people of that community._ He Will seek to discover what

the new device means_to:lhe people, and wh=it changes in their

customary ways are- likely to follow as a result of using_iti

A change in techhology_ofteh brings with it changes in the

social iitahization and the system of values of the community.

it ..ipearsthata community funetiehS better when its

metberS sha.e common traditions; idealso-Ahd objectives. _h
primitive societies the members of the community have -lived

long and intimately togetheri_facing common- difficulties and

working out solutions in whith everyone participates



SOCLOInG'

It has often been said that the physical or 'llatural" sciences
have been developed to a high state_but that they are just as capa-
ble of wrecl.ing,as of creating civilization. ghat is needed;
according to this view; is a social science that will show_us ho_
to use our ki.owledgejor the good of man. But the .>ocial sciences
are very young, and to a considerable extent they have been con-
fined to the classroom and the professor's study; Gan they he
applied to the problems of the everyday world? Here is an _attempt
to explore the possibilities of using sociology in the study of
rural problems;

Sociology has been developing for only a little over a gene-
ration; but during that short period it has been organized into
fairly concrete fields of study and investigation focused upon
social problems of which the general public has become conscious;
The following specific fields of teaching and research; each of
which will be described later; probably represent sociology as
well as any: Social organization; population study; or_social
demography; social ecology, or human geography; cultural or
social anthropology; social psychology; social pathology.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION,

The study of social organization is the heart of sociology;
for social organization constitutes the formalized- machinery by
which people live; Social organization in rural life is in many
ways similar and in a number of ways dissimilar to-that in urban

life. Each rural grouping has.a pattern conditioned not only by
geography and the maans_of transportation and communication but
by inherited ethnic; religious, and economic social patterns;
Neighborhoods; villages; institutional and service groups; in-
cluding families, schools, churches, libraries; and health;
recreational, and welfare agencies; class and commodity group-
ings; and even political groups, all constitute forms of social
organization; Ieople measure their social standing in_ terms of
the extent. to which they arejablu or are. permitted to help operate
these pieces of social machinery; andsince_everyone desires an
acceptable social statos;_someof the deepest issues of rural
welfare are involved in the problems of participation in social
'organizations.

The impact of the world at large on rural life is steadily
increasing; It is important to know to what extent local orga7
nizations contribute to the economic; social; and psychological
stability, well-being; and contentment of rural people. Their
major concern is with comparatively local community organizations;
Development programs should recognize this;



POPULATION, OR SOCIAL DEMOGRAPIN

Demography (from demos, people; and geography) or_popu-_
latien analysis; is important to the economist;_ the political

scientist, and_the geneticist; It deals with the nuMbers;
distribution, and composition of populatiOnS and ventures
predictions concerning population trendS and their :elation-

ships to the physical, economic; and social environment.

Rural -
populations throughout the world bear peculiar

relationship5 to national populations and to national eco-
nomic and social structures. The_urbanization of society

haS been in process for generations and has stimulated an
AlMOSt constant net flow of population from farms to towns

and cities; out of agriculture into _industrial, commercial,
and professional occunations. The rural birth rate nearly
everywhere is higher than the urban, and in_ many instances

is highest in areas with the poorest natural resources and
the lowest standards of,living. Because potsonp born and

reared in rural areas, including areas with podY_natural

resources and poor economic and social opportunities ,will

continue to furnish workers and citizens to_other segments
of the population and to the economic and social life of the

nation as a whole; a nation mustbeconcerned with the cha-

racter; composition; and opportunities of its rural population.

SOCIAL ECOLOGY, OR I IUMAN GEOGRAPIfY

_Secial geography or ecology is the study of the way

1)6000 distribute themselves over the land in developing
and utilizing natural resources and in response_to cultural

and social forces; Land titilization strongly affects the

total social structure of a region. The amount of land per

farm determines the spacing of the rural population and con-

sequently affects all social institutions and contacts;
Community life; institutions_, and the levels of living of

_

a people are influenced_by the- natural resources of the area

Ownership and control of land condition social welfare;, Un-

less_tenure is_relatively permanent and seture; the making of

profits fteM efficient use of land will not guarantee the

user's welfare.

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Not least among the natural resources of a society or a

nation is its social heritage. Iri_a rapidly changing society

this heritage_may be lost._ It is not possible for any_so-
ciety to break completely the ties between its past and present;



but it is easy to fail to recognize the influence of these ties.
Such failure is quite common, especially among those who deal
with more exacts and measurable_ phenomena. It is natural that
new traits of culture, especially when they are physical or
economic and therefore'easily observed, should obscure the
presence of old traits that lie deeply hidden in people's
attitudes and their value judgments. These attitudes and
judgments are the most persistent things in human experience;
They may constitute the inertias of a society which prevent
change and preserve "sacred" tenets of the group: The more
rationalized--that is, the m67a scientific, efficient, and
planned--agriculture becomes, the more important it is to
understand these forces of inertia_that may thwart complete
rationalization or expertization of economic, political, and
social programs.

The folk culture in a simple society is its most treasured
possession. This is probably true of even the most complex
societies, though people are not aware of it; hhen change is
very rapid and diverse, however, the treasured possessions of
culture are jostled out of their place in the life_ of the
group because of the competition of new elements that tempo-
rarily obscure them; In our modern rural_ society, we un7
doubtedly desire many of the new things, but we_would like to
obtain them without sacrificing the treasures of social heri-
tage. he want not only the economic but the social and psycho-
logical security people had when self-sufficient agriculture
prevailed. We want the richness-of rural life _that many less
commercial agricultures have because of their folk art, music,
drama, recreation, and other corm-unity activities; we want
the - personality -and values which we- think grow only out of
family, neighborhood, and community life;_ but we do not want
the_continuation of a large_ amount_ of irksome labor, the iso-_
lation, and the low_ standards of Iiiiingithat can be eliminated
by modern science, business, and technology.

he cannot attain this happy combination of past and pre-
sent unless we understand the folk, as well as the scientific,
processes; he must know how far and how fast improvements
can be made in the standard of living by artificial stimula-
tion or by demonstration; Cultural anthropologists have for
decades been studying cultures of relatively simple societies.
Their techniques are applicable to analysis of more complex
societies.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

While the cultural anthropologist studies human behavior
as a complex whole in terms of folkways, customs, traditions,
and group values, the social psychologist attempts to understand
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these cultural processes as they manifest themselves in individual

human behavior;

Social psychology dealS with the way customs, traditions,

institutions, and unique_ life_ experiences ;re reflected in the

attitudes and_opinienS of Members of a group; It also attempts

to. analyze_and understand the_opetation of public opinion as it

functions in collective behavior;

_Sbcial psychology helps us to predict attitudes toward

development programs and the economic and social adjustments

which these programs seek to effect. It tells us how public

opinion and_democratic processes can be made,to work in pro-

grams that are promoted,_ at least partly, and in some cases

quite_dominantly, from abeVe; What_is happening to individual

initiative and enterpfiSe Uhdet such programs -and under public

relief programs_; and what ig_happeningto_the old rural neigh-

borhood and folk attitudes and habits under the impact of

mechanization and commercialization.

Because of the slowness with which new elements of culture

have penetrated rural_areatighAViOt and ideas have_ prevailed

there long after they have ehanged in urban centers. thorough

understanding of the values and inertias -of rural institutions

is essential to an underStanding Of how they can be changed;

SOCIAL PATHOLOGY

Social pathology is the study of social maladjustments.

In rural districts crime has ali4Ayt been relatively slight and

pauperism almost absenti_bUt poverty has been_much more wide-

spread than is commonly_ known._ If rural families living in

poverty do not resent thiS status, it ill behooves the socio:

logist or anyone elSe to be_unduly_worried_about them unless_

the existence of such conditions jeopardizes other families or

handicaps the future generation being born and reared in these

homes.

Rural slums have been deVeldping through a number of

generations, but this has not been obvious to the general

public, or even to the rural public. Inadequate rural,houses

existing by the thbUtandS have not -been so concentrated geo-

graphically as to be_obvious to the passer-_by._ Rural unem7

ployment haS most often existed in terms of underemployment__

or ineffective emplorTent and has not beeh_recognized because

of the relatively self-sufficient mode of life -on the farm;

Conseouently little attention has_becn given to the_problem

of -farm unemployment. It is too often assumed that there is

a steady stream of people moving up the agricultural ladder_

from laborer to tenant to owner; There is considerable evidence

that there'is an eVer=increasing number of persons who are being

stalled on the lower rungs of the ladder and many who are

descending.
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EDUCATION

The function of education has always been to prepare people
for happy and successful living in the caruilunities of which they
are a part; If education is to be of real service to remote and
rural communities; we must cease to be awed by traditional sub-
jects and procedures and teach essentials.

Education has existed in all societies. h many ways the
educational procedures of primitive_mon were more sensible and
more effective than the schools of today. The ancients knew
what they wanted and went about it vigorously and directly.
The boys learned'warfare, hunting, and hardihood as well as
many manual arts; The girls learned cooking, weaving; and
other women's skills and duties; Both sexes were steeped in
the traditions; morals and ideals of their voup; The socie-
ties of adolescents and the spectacular and often_prolonged
initiation ceremonies were for the sole purpose of preparing
young people for their coming responsibilities_as meMbers_of
the tribe: American_ hldians; Pelynesian islanders; and African
tribetmen went to school arduously and on the whole success-
fully centuries beforetheJittle red schoolhouse care into,-
being in burope and North America.

The formal schooling of western lurepe and r.odern America
grew from the save need as the home training and societies of
adolescents of the ancient tribes; As life became more complex
with the growth of reading and writing and science and mecha-
nics; the duties of the school became more onerous_ and time-
consuming. During the last century or two; with_the upsurge
of science and the industrial revolution,- -the obligations of
the school became overwhelming. It was_necessary to_divide the
tasks and classify the studies. Specialists were called in to
teach each subject: reading, figuring, crafts, traditions and
morals, foreign languages; the fine arts; sciences and mechanics;
Some of this education was given in the home; some of it by
priestsand_preachers_i_mostof_it_in_special-buildings called
schools. About each department of learning grew up a special
profession -of teachers and special textbooks; traditions; and
feelings of prestige.

Today most of us do not talk about the sacredness to
education of any given subject; Instead, with the same direct-
ness as the primitives, we are trying to teach what members of
a society need to know;

RURAL AND THE NATION

That happens_in_rural schools concerns all of us. If

we can devise-good educational practices anywhere.;_these_may
be expected in time to influence the whole school system; To
a great_degree the future citizens of cities are being educated
in rural conMunities. Urban populations are not reproducing
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themselves; and rural regions are continuing to produce surplus

populations which are moving into cities;

_
How then can we plan the rural school so that_it will -give

the villager what he needs for life in his community -and also

for citizenship in the modern complex WOW? The problem is to
give,him the basic tools_of knowledge- and to get -him to put

these 'tools to use for hiS_On growth and for the improvement

of the community i.. whith he lives.

READING, liTITIAG; AND ARITHMETIC

No perten is prepared, to take his place_in the modern_

world without some competence in madingi writing; and arith-

metic but remember that language and nuMberS are tools and

not ends -in themselves. The chief fault-in the_ teaching of

them is that lessons become so forMalited that the_pupil

scarcely understands why he_ is learning. Despite the great

amount of time devoted te_thete primary subjects shocking

number of children-=etpetially'in rural regions - -do not

acquire even an elementary knowledge of them;

If a person really learns to read and puts his knowleepe

into practice, he can care for all the rest Of_his academic

education by his own efforts; The difterente between_educated
and uneducated people is_large4 tie difference in the range

and understanding of their reading. Abraham Lincoln was one

of the best educated_Of men despite meager schooling because

he read so avidly. AlteSt all of the subject matter of

elementary ttheilS may_be regarded as practice in reading

and it should be thought of not as something to_be had from

a special class or a special set of textbeekt; but as the

means of mastery of all the subjects and projects which make

up life.

COUNTRY LIFE AS CLNLRAL EDUCATION

The rural pupil should be acquainted with handcrafts and

the procesSeS of nature, not necessarily astvoCational sub-

jects but as essential tools quite as general in their use as

language or arithmetic; Ability to use one's hands is a

fitting supplement to ability to -use one's wits. Manual arts

run the whole gamut from homely hand labor to high_ expression

in art and music; _Hand _skint are a part of any person's

preparation for life._ NatUre study, through instruction in

gardening; animal husbandry; and health; should also be

stressed.

Manual dexterity and theunderstanding of nature are_so
generalized that they may-be introduced better through related



activities than through formal courses; School lessons attempted
in'health or hygiene have proved to be almost_as deadly as the
ills they were supposed to correct._ Stimulating activities in-
volving_manual. dexterity_and natural processes can easily_be
arranged: by a resourceful teacher. They do not requireelaborate
or expensive equipmeat. The less formal the equiprent the better,
since the aim is to stir up ative impulse and to develop
resourcefulness; This especially true for rural children
whose problem often is- to create utility or beauty from meager
materials.

if _true educat on_is learning_ from doing one_task_hov_to
use similar proccs es in other problems, then hand work and
activities -with na ure are almost necessarily educational. One
can scarcely use saw or a hammer without realizing that it
is usable for ends;_ using clay, clo`il, or a musi.:al
instrument is ge eral rather thn rote. Similarly in the
processes of navre variety rather than routine is the rule.
The planting of school garden_, for eyarple, involves so
many variables seed, soil, fertilizer, weather, parasites)
that it is a st impossible for it to become routine;

Thep/hand ard natzire activities tend_to_break-down_the
rote 1 ming of other subjects._ When a child sees multipli-
cation at_Work-through the breeding of rabbits, he_ cannot keep
from_r alizing that arithrtic is something more than a lesson.
Reading tcomes an active tool7,not simply an exercise--when
it is ed in finding out how to plant flowers or cultivate
vegata les; Figuring comes alive for a boy when he measures
off a garden plot or computes the yield from seed corn.

UflrOral children can gain some competence in these basic
skills and can put them to active use, they will have sons
preparation for happy and successful_ living; The reason these
skills arenot mastered is that instead of generalized study
and prncticecof a few broad topics_, the school attempts to
cram a great'multitude_of lessons into the brief_daysi
-i-F-CtS--ar-e- artificially divided into fragments which are re-
hearsed in tiny sections; b many rural schools one or two
teachers rush through a whole day made up of lessons of_ less
than 15 minutes each._ No wonder that teachersi_driven_by_
fantastic schedules of rote lessons, fall to offer real edu-
cation in any subject or that children, hurried from class to
class, come to regard school as a place for reciting rather
than for learning.

All this may seem to be arguing the obvious. It is.

But thousands of schools today are not attempting to_ give any
application to the simplest of routine skills. Millions of
children are merely-learning scholastic tricks--just like
parrots or trained fleas.



SOIOOL AND socIETY.

The school today_has one other significant task. Not only

must it give its_pypilsknowldge and skill; it must_ in some way

get this learning into practice by_the_children and by the cot-.

munity. The general welfare is today largely a question of edu-

cation; Especially in rural regiong the school is often the only

organized social force able to exert general influence.

In this new world of science and democracy, education not

only has to encompass new realms of leaping but also has to _

assume much of the social responsibility previously cared fbt by

the church, the home, and other constituted aUthetitieS, If it

were possible to build afresh a well-balanced society; the desi-

gners of it would probably hesitate to_cawentrate so much res-

ponsibility in a single institution. But in many countries.aoday,

and especially in rural areas, there is no other institution to

which we can turn.

In health education thelation between teaching and the

practices of thecommunity is;immediately apparent for health

cannot be treated as an individual matter. Hookworms r.an be

avoided only by general_ sanitary facilities. Typhoicris spread

by impure water or bad food; -no matter how careful each

dual tries to bd._ Malaria' flies on the wings of mosquitoesfret
hoUSe to house_unlesS'swamps_are drained or screens carefully

used. Tuberculosis, diphtheria, measles, spread from person to

person. Public action and compuBity cooperation are necessary
if a village or countryside is to keep_ well. The school, as

the emiSsaryof modern knowledge, is the natural rallying ground

for information_ and for action toward better health for the

individual and for the neighborhood.

Farming is another example of -tile natural transition from

the ClaStreet to the licld.The_processes_of_natureabout which
the Child learns in school are the foundation of agriculturd.

The verbal learning takes effect only as itis applied. Of

course small children cannot undertake to change the habits of

their parents. But the school can help both parents and chil-

dren to profit from modern knowledge.

_
The school may become the focal point for cooperative

action by many governmental agencies-rpublic health, nome demons-

tration, farm extension, library service. Coordination_ is

badly needed in these public services which mean so much to

rural development but which suffer' from the natural tendency of

each to engage- busily in its own activities without.rekard for

the work of the others or the general needs of the communities;

.

The community is the piactice ground_ for the_school; 'The_

school succeeds only as it-contributes to the community as well

as to the skill and knowledge of individual pupils;

25.
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CL PIATE

TEMPERATM.E DISTRIBUTICN

The.distribution of temperature over the world and its_varia-
tions through the_year depend primarily on the amount and distri-;
bution of the radiant energy_received from the sun in different
/regions. This in turndepends mainly Oh latitude but is greatly_

.
modified by the distribution of continents and oceans, prevailing
winds, oceanic circulation, topography, and other factors;

In the winter of the Northern Hemisphere the poleward tem
rature gradient (that is, the rate of fall in temperature) north
of latitude 15° is very steep over the interiorof North AMerica.
The temperature gradient is also steep toward -the cold --pole over

Asia. In western Europe, to the east of the Atlantic Ocean and_
the North Atlantic Drift, and ih the region of prevailing wester-
ly windso the temperature gradient is much more gradual; 'In the
winter of the soutbo-n Hemisphere the temperature gradient toward
the South -Pole is very gradual btcause continental effects are
largely absent.

In the summers of the two hemispheres -duly in the north and
:January in the'south--the temperature gradients_ pOleward are_very
much diminished as competed with thoSe_during thc winter. ,This"
is especially marked over middle and higher northern latitudes
because of_the greater warming of the extensive interiors of North
America and Lurasia than of the - smaller land areas in middfe and

higher southern latitudes. ,

DISTRIBUTION OF PRECIPITATION

hhether precipitation occurs as rain or snow or in the rarer
forms of hail_or_sleet depends largely on the temperature climate,
which may he influenced more by elevation than by latitiwie, as in
the case of the perpetually snow = capped mountain peaks and glaciers

-on-the-Ehuator-In-bothSouthl-America_and Afrira..

The quantity of precipitation is governed by the amount of
water vapor in the air and the nature of the process_that_leads
to its .condensation into liquid or solid form thrCugh cooling..
Air may ascend. to great elevations through local_convectioni_as
in thunderstorms and in tropical regions generally; it may be

forced -up over topographical elevations across the prevailing
wind directioni as on the southern or_windward slopesof the
HimilayAS_in the path of the southwest monsoon of India; or it

may ascend gradually in migratory low-pressure formaons_such
as those that govern the main features pS weather in the United

States.

The areas of heaviest precipitation_ are generally located in
tropical-regions-where; _becauseiof_the high temperature,_tho_
greatest tiumidity_and evapOratien,OCCUr;;although only where con-

ditions favor Oohdenatijah can rainfall occur Outstanding_ex-
ceptioht: are certain regions in high latitudesi such as southern
Alaskai western NerWay, and southern Chilei where relatively.warm
moist winds from the sea undergo forced ascent over consioerable

elevations.
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In marked contrast to the rainy regions just named arc thc
cry polar regions where the humidity is always very low because
of the low temperature and very limited evaporation. The dry

areas in the subtropical belts of high atmospheric pressure
(in_the vicinity of latitude 30° on all continents, and especial-
iy_from, the extreme western Sahara over a broad, somewhat broken
-belt to the Desert of (:ohi), and the arid strips on the lee

L. sides of mountains on whose windward slopes precipitation is
heavy to excessive, are caused by conditions which, even though
the temperature may be high, are unfavorable to the condensa-
tion of whatever water vapor may he present in the atmosphere.

NORTH MLRICA

North America is nearly all within middle and northern lati-
tudes. It has a large central_area in which the continental type
of climate with marked seasonal temperature extremes is to be
found. Its western coast has moderate midsummer temperatures in
marked contrast to those prevailing in the intevior east of the
mountains. The mild midwinter temperatures in the coastal_areas
also contrast with the severe conditions from the Great Lakes
re;,ion northward and northwestward.

In the hest Indies, temperatures arc subtropical; _and_in
lexico and Central America, climatic zones depend on elevation,
ranging from subtropical to temperate in the higher levels.

The prevailing westerly wind carries the continental climate
eastward ovO' the United States,so that the region of maritime
climate along; the atlantic Ocean is very narrow.'

The northern areas are very cold; but.,:ihe midwinter low

temperatures fall far_short of the records set in the cold-pole
area of northeastern Siberia, where-the vast extent of land be-.

comes much colder than the partly ice - covered area of northern

Canada.

'ream the Aleutian Peninsula to northern California_ west of _

.
the crests of the mountains, there is a narrowstrip_Where annual
precipitation is over 40 inches; it exceeds_ 100_inches locally

on the coast of British Columbia. Last of this belt there ian
abrupt decrease-in precipitation to less than 20 inches annually
over the western half of the continent from lower California
northward, and -even less than S inches in parts of what used to
he called the "Great American Desert," in the southwestern part
of the United States.

.
In the eastern part of the continent--that is, from the- south-

eastern part'of the United States northeastward to Newfoundland-7_
the average-annual precipitation is more than 40 inches. Rainfall

in the Nest Indies, southern Mexico, and_Central America is

generally abundant. It is very spotty, however, varying widely
,even within shdrt distances, especially from the windward to the

leeward sides of the mountains.
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SOUTH AktERICA

A large part of South AMerica is tropical._ The remaining
-rathtt narrow southern portion is not subject to_the extremes
of heat and cold that are found where wide land areas give full
sway to the continental climate with its hot summers and cold
winters, as in_North America and Asia; Temperature anomalies
for a given latitide are to be found mainly high in the Andes
from the isthmus of Panama to Cape Horn.

The Antarctic Current and its cool Humboldt branch skirting
the western shores northward to the Equator, together_with the
prevailing_on-shore winds, exert a strong cooling influence over
the coastal regions of all the western countries of South 'America
except Colombia. On_the_east the_southerlymoving Brazilian
current from tropical waters has the opposite, or warming, effect
except along southern Argentina;

In the northern countries of South America the_sharply_con-
trasted dry and_wet seasons are related to the regime of the trade

In_the dry season (corresponding to winter in the Northern
Hemisphere) these winds sweep the entire region, while in the wet
season (corresponding to summer in the Northern Hemisphere) calms
and variable winds prevail. In the basin of the Amazon River the
rainfall is related to the equatorial heft of low pressure and to
the ,trade winds, which give the maximum amounts of rainfall in the
extreme west, where they ascend the Andean slopes.

The desert areas on the west coast of South America, extending
from the Equator southward to the latitude of Santiago, are due
primarily to the cold_HUtboldt or Peruvian Current and upwelling
cold coastal water. The_moist, cool ocean air is warmed in pass-
ing in_over the land, with a consequent decrease in relative
humidity, so that the dew point is not reached and condensation
of vapor does not occur until the incoming air has reached_high
elevations in the Andes, where temperatureS are very much lower
than along the coast.

In southern Chile_the summer season has moderate rainfall, and
winters are excessively wet. The conditions that prevail farther
north are not present here, and condensation of moisture from the
ocean progresses from the_shores up to the crests of the Andes; By

the time the air passes these elevations, however, the moisture has
been so depleted that the winds on the leeward slopes are dry, be
coming more and more so as they are warmed on reaching lower levels.
The mountains can be looked upon as:casting a great "rain shadow"
an area of little rain--over southern Argentina.

EUROPE

In Europe there is no extensive north-south mountain system such
as is found in both of the Americas, and the general east-west direc-

tion of the ranges in the south allows the conditions_in the maritime
west to change rather gradually toward_Asia, Generally rainfall it
heaviest on the western coasts, where locally it exceeds b0 inches
annually, and diminishes toward the east--except in the elevated
Alpine and Caucasus- regions - -to less than 20 inches in eastern Russia;
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There is-a well - defined rain shadoW_in Scandinavia,_ with over 60

inches of rain in western Norway and less than 20 inches in eastern

Sweden.

Over much_Of Etitopd rainfall is both abundant and rather evenly

distributed thrOUghOUt the year; The chief feature of_seasonal
distributieh of precipitation is the marked winter_ maximum and the

extremely dry, even droughty; summers in most of the Mediterranean

lands.

Isothermal lines haVo the general direction of the parallels of

latitude except in winter, when the waters of the western oceani

warmed by the GUlf_StreaMi give them_a north-south trend,_ Generally

there_are no marked dips in isotherms due to elevation and cOnti=

nental type of climate such as are found in North AmeritA. In

Scandinavial_howeveri the winter map sfloWt an abrupt fall in tempe-

rature from the western coast of Norway to the eastern coast of

Sweden and thence a continued fall eastward; under a type_of exposure

more and more continental in contrast to the oceanic exposure on the

west.

ASIA

The vast extent of Asia gives full opportunity for continental

conditions te_deVelep a cold area of-high barometric pressure in

winter and a low- pressure, hot area in summer; the_former northeast

of the Himalayas and the latter stretching_ widely from west to east

in the latitude of northern India. These distributions of pressure

give to India the well-known monsoon seasons, during_which the wind

canes from one direction for several months, and also affect the

yearly distribution of rainfall over eastern Asia;

In winte_the air circulation is outward over the land from the

cold pole; and precipitation is very light over the entire cOhti;

nent, In summer, on the contrary; there is an inflow of air_from

the oceans; even the southeast trade winds flow across the Equator

and merge into the southwest monsoon which- crosses India. This

usually produced abundant rain_oVer Most of that countryi with ex-

cessively heavy amounts when the air is forced to risei even to

moderate elevationsi in its passage over -the land. At Cherrapunji

(4,455 feet), on_the sourthern side of the Khasi Hills; in_Assami

the average taihfall_in a winter month is about 1 inchi while in

both June and July it is approximately 100 inches. However, this

heavy summer rainfall meets an impassable barrier in the_Himalaya

Mountains, while the much lighter summer monsoon_ rainfall over

Japan and eastern Asia does not extend far into_China because of

lesser elevations; ConsequentlYi while the southeast quadrant of

Asia, including the East_Ihdiesj also with monsoon windsi has heavy

to excessive annual rainfi'lli the remainder of the continent is dryi

with vst areas receiving less than 10 inches annually.

North of the Himalayas the low_plains are excessively cold in

winter and_tenperatUret rise rather high in summer._ At Verkhoyansk

in the cold=pele area, and north of the Arctic Circlei the mean_

temperature in January is about -59" F. and -in July approximately

60°; the extreme records are a maximum of Tei from readings at

1 p.m., and a minimum of -907i



__
In southwestern Asia the winter temperature control is still the

interior_ high- pressure area, and temperatures -are generally low,

especially at high elevations; in summer at low elevations excessive-

ly high maxima are recorded, as, for example, in the Tigris-Euphrates

Vallev

AFRICA

Africa, like_South_America, lies very largely within the Tropics;

and there, tooi temperature distribution is determined mainly by

altitude. along the southern portion of the western coast
the cool Benguela Current moves northward, and on the dasttrn_coast
are the warm tropical currents of the Indian Ottani whichcreateton-
ditions closely paralleling those found around the South American

Continent. In the strictly tropical areas of Africa conditions are
chatatterited by prevailing low barometric pressure, with_convectional
rainfall and alternate northward and southwP.rd movement of the heat

equator, while in both the north and the south the ruling influences

are the belts of high barometric pressure.

Except in the Atlas Mountains in- the liorthweSti where the consi-

derable elevations set up a barrier in the path of the trade winds and

produce moderate rainfall, the desert conditions typified by the

Sahara extend from_the Atlantic to the Red Sea and from the Mediterra-

nean soOthWard well bbyond the northern Tropic to about the latitude

of southern Arabia.

SOUth of tb0 Sahara, rainfall increases rapidly, becoming- abundant

to heavy from the west coast to the central lakes, with annual maxima

of over 80 inches in the_regions bordering the eastern and western ex=

tremts of the Guinea coast; This marked increase in precipitation does

not extend to the eastern portion of the middle region of the conti - :

nent, where the annual amounts received are below 40 inches and de-

crease to less than 10 niches on the coasts of Somaliland;
in

to

the south of the central rainy area there is a rapid fall in precipi-

tatien toward the arid regions of Southwest Africa, where conditions

are similar to those in Somaliland;

Tht hem'y rainfall_over sections of Ethiopia -from June to Ottoberi

when more than 40 inches fall and bring the overflowing of the other-

wise arid Nile valley, is one -of the earth's outstanding features of

seasonal distribution of raibT all 'Ioist equatorial climate is typi-

fied by conditions in the Belgian Congo;_ arid torrid climate by those

of Egypt and -the Sahara; and moderate plateau climate by those found
in parts of Ethiopia and the British possessions to the southward.

AUSTRALIA

Because of the location of Australia, on both sideS of the south-

ern Tropic, temperaturek far below_freezing are to be found_only in
a:small part of the continent, in the south at high elevations. In

the arid interior extreme maximum temperatures are very high, ranking

with those of the hottest regions of the earth;
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CLI\IATL AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

Although CliMate primarily affects animals indirectly through
its influence on the ouantity and quality of the plant products

used as fee-di it also affects physiological functions involved

the taiht-ehAht0 of normal body temperature under diver-se Weathe-

CenditiOnS. There are optimum climatic conditionS Udder_ whith
different classes of livestock will deVelbp and produce best with-

in the limits of their inherent capacity.

hith few exceptions4 the types of farm animals in the United

States originated on other.continents. Vast numbers of breeding
stock_ have been imported from the Old horld and distributed_through-

out this countrv. Through trial and error and ad)ustment of types_
and breeds to various environments, nutritional planes, and economic
conditions,_ regional distribution 01 domestic types and breeds is

resulting as the areas adapted to each type become better defined.

INDIRECT AND DIRECT EFFECTS OF CLIMIE

The rate of groWth from birth to about 30 months of age of

beef cattle is directly influenced by seasonal changes in weather

due to their effects on pasturage; The long drought characteriStit
Of many parts of the Tropics materially reduces_milk production by

Greatly reducing the pasturage available and affecting the nutri-

tiveyalue of the grasses. When dairy cattle arc properly fed__
during-the drought season -.here is no appreciable drop in produc-

tion; Climate also inflUenteS_the production of dairy cows more
directly._ Larger eggs are produced in the northern than in the

southern_ latitudes by pullets of the same breed, and summer eggs
are smaller than winter eggs from the same birds. In the Philippines

rainfall also influences egg production. On a year=retind high plane

Of nutrition maximum production is attained dUring the dry season

and minimum production during the wet season.

Rainfall is also an important_ factor in the case ofsheeN It

is generally recognized that the__'letine as a breed is not naturally

adaptable to moist cenditiOnS. On_the other hand, British mutton

breeds thrive best in a moist; cool climate; Apart from their

effects on paStUtageo tervtrature and rainfall have a pronounced_

effect upenthe distribution and development of the BritiSh breedS

Of sheep._ Ih England the denser sheep populations -are feUnd in

areas With 20 to 40 inches of rainfall annually. _In SOUth Africa,

the hest wool-growing areas have less than 20 inches of rainfall_

and the production of fat lambs is possible only in areas with more

than 30.

EFFECTS OF SEPARATE CLIMTIC FACTORS

Climate is a coniplex thing, including such factors as _teMpeta=

turei humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind velocities, and amount

of light. Each of these factors affects life proceSSeti but under

natural conditions it is seldom possible to determine_ their effects

separately; For this reason, when StientiSt;_StUdv the effects of

climatic factors they take one at a time and try to hold alLthe

other factors of the environment constant, varying only the one

under investigation. Since temperature is perhaps the most
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important climatic factor in livestocK production, and certainly the
easiest to control in experiments, considerable work has been done on
the effects of temperature on farm animals;

TUIPLRATURL

lith dairy cattle, as the atmospheric temperature increases from
400 to 95' F6 milk production gradually drops from 29 to 17 pounds
aday; .Purebred European dairy cattle imported into the Tropics
produce, on balanced rations, only 56 percent of their apparent capa-
city; The optimum stable temperature for_dairy animals is about 504.
holstein cows in Singapore in an air-conditioned barn kept at 70'
produced an average of 24 pounds of milk a day as compared with a
production of 9 pounds for a similar group in an open, ventilated
harn exposed to tropical' temperature.

!iigh atmospheric temperatures have a 'profound effect on the Tepro-
ductive as well as the productive efficiency of livestock; In the.

experiment just cited, SS percent of the cows in the air-conditioned
barn .concelYed_within S months as compared with_only 25 percent in
the ventilated barn. The breeding efficiency of males in particular
is affected by high_temperatures. Proved (aged) sires at the south-
ern experiment stations of the United States Department of Agriculture
had an average fertilitY of 36 percent while those in the western and
northern_ stations averaged 49 percent; Sterility during the hot
months_of_a large percentage of hulls of the exotic (imported) breeds
in South Airica is attributed to the high temperature. _High summer
temperatures lower the vitality of the spermatozoa in the ram and

if continued several weeks, cause degeneration of the reproductive
organs, resulting in sterility. These researches explain in part_
why breedin is seasonal with some classes of livestock) especially
sheep; In the United States ewes of the major breeds come in heat
and hreed during October and \ovemher.

Or DAY ANL) SUNLICIII

Lerv;th cf daylight also affects the fertility of farm animals,
thereby influencing the breeding season; Increased fertility by

the use of lights in poultry houses to stimulate production during
the winter months when daylight is limited and egg_prOduction is
normally low is a common practice on the commercial poultry farm.
41en cattle are iove_d___Lrom the shade and exposcu to strong sunlight
on a summer dav, their respiration rate and hock. temperature rise,

_indicating increased difficulty in disposing of body heat; This is

reflected in grazing hahits; less time is spent grazing in an open
pasture.on a bright, calm summer day'than on an overcast day. _

Cattle graze more on hright summer days with a gentle breeze than
when the air is still. European types_of_cattle adzpted_to
certain areas in Puerto Rico because of the rat..:t. rcr.;tant Caribbean
trade winds there.

0.11:000611Nr CLI'. IIC DISAI)VA\TAr.ES 13Y BRIII)INc.

Some of the ill effect of high temperature and humidity can be
overcome_bvclipping but the lack of adaptability of certain types
of animals to tropical climatic conditions, as evidenced by
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discomfort, low production and degeneration in type, can best be

overcome by breeding. There are distinct differences between
species and breeds in ability to withstand climatic conditions.
The superior adaptability of the Brahman (Zebu) types of cattle
to tropical climatic_ conditions is,being utilized in various ways.

In Jamaica_ when_ the low milk-producing but highly adaptable Mont-
gomery (Sahiwal) type of Zebu was crossed with European dairy
eattle, -the_offspring were frequently much better producers than
their parents. Comparable results have been obtained_with cross-
bred beef cattle in South Africa, Australia, and the Gulf_coast

region of the United States. Cross breeding of BrahMan with stan-

dard beef breeds for resistance to subtropical climatic conditions
has been a general practice in the Gulf_coast_region for more than
a generation. The U.S._has_developed the Beefmaster (Brahman;
Hereford, and_Shorthorn), Brangus (Brahman and Angus), Charbrav
(Brahman and Charoldisd), and Sahtd Gortrudis (Brahman and Shorthorn

Improved dairy types of cattle adaptable to tropical and sub-
tropical Climatic conditions are being developed in India_ with pure
Btdhmah (Zebu) stock, while in Brazil, Jamaica, and the Philippines

new Brahman-European crossbred types are appearing; That dairy

strains of Brahman cattle have not been used in_the continental
United States to improve the heat-resisting ability of dairy cattle

in the South is due partly to the availability of_the Jersey,_which

possesses more heat tolerance than some of the other breeds in the

United States. Tests at Jeanerette, La.0 show that this breed has

a heat tolerance somewhat superior to the one-quarter Brahman,

three-quarters_Angus crossbred. The preponderance of Jersey-bred
cattle in the Southern States may be explained on this basis.

The pig under domesticatiu is usually well housed and therefore

not subjected to extreme climatic conditions in the Temperate Zone.

However, Texas summer temperatures reduce the rate of gain of hogs.

In the Philippines a new breed, the_Berkjala, a cross between the

Berkshire and the native Jalajalii is being developed as a lard -

type hog to resist tropical climatic conditions.

Farm animals usually_are kept in an artificial environment;

Much of the_success -If the livestock industry depends upon our

ability to_furnish a 7avorable environment in which livestock can

develop and proauce to the limit.

EFFECTS OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON (TOWINC PLANTS

Climate largely determines the type of vegetation that_grows

naturally in any part of the world and the kinds of agricultural

production that are possible. The three most important factors
in climate from the standpoint of_plant response are temperature,

water supply, and light. Temperature is the main factor that
determines where_natve species_or crop plants can be grown in

great belts north_and south of the Equator. Precipitation_ or__

water supply is the most important factor in determining the dis-

tribUtion of plants and crops within these_great belts of somewhat

similar temperature conditions. Light_varies_greatly in intensity

in different areas, and the length of daily illumination varies



in different regions and at different seasons of the year. Both light

intensity and the length of the daily illumination period profoundly

affect plant behavior.

of

elements of climate are Less important from the standpoint

of crop production. wind increases the water requirement of plants.
Hailstorms, tornadoes, or hurricanes may destroy crops locally._ Near
salt water, the salt spray may he destructive to many forms of vege-

tation.

All of these elements of climate are interrelated in their effect

on the plot organism. Temperature and light_affect the water requi-

rement, The available moisture supply greatly influences the_effects
of high temperatures and light intensities:' Although these elcmeht5
of climate are discussed separately, the reader should keep in mind_

that the plant is a complicated organismi_affeced by all_factors in

its environment, nutritional AS Well as climatic, and that these

effects_are OSUally interrelated in plant_response.__Thefollowing
values for lAtitUdei lehgitUdt, and elevation are suggested for
detertihihg the time at which plants of the same species will flower:

1. For each degree of latitude north or south of the Lquator,

flowering is retarded 4 calendar days.

2. For each S degrees of longitudei from cast to west on land

areas, flowering is adVanced 4 calendar days.

3. For each 400 =foot increase in altitude, flowering is retarded

4 calendar days.

TENIPERATURE AND PLA.-NT-(11201.11i

Temperature influences every chemical and physical process con-
nected with plantssolubility ofminerals; absorption of water,

gases, and mineral nutrients; diffusiOn; synthesis, growth and

reproduction. Thus temperatures delimit_the areas of successful
'production of most agricultural_ crops. Such well - defined areas

as the Cotton Belt, the Corn belt, the winter and spring wheat areas,

and the _tichigan frUit beltare determined essentially by tempera-

tures. This limiting influence on crop distribution results
primarily frOm (1) too short a period of favorable temperature for

crop maturity; (2) unfavorably high or unfavorably lowgrowing-
season temperatures for proper development of the crop; (3) occur -

cnce of temperatures, either high or lowi that cause injury or_

death to growing plants;_ (4) Winter temperature conditions that

injure or kill derMaht plants; and (5) temperature conditions
partieUlatly favorable to the development of injurious diseases

or insect pests.

In its evolution the plant kingdom has become adapted to a wide

range of temperatures. There are few places on earth too hot or

too cold to sustain some form of plant life. Certain blue-green

algae thrive in hot springs where the water is constantly near the

boiling point. Plants_ef arctic regions survive where winter
temperatures reach =90° F. %iany plants can adapt themselves to

great extremes of temperature by entering resting stages. Dormant

trees that WithStand =65° F. in winter are killed when they are in
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summer growing condition_Ev temperatures a few degrees below freezing.

Dried seeds and spores withstand temperatures of liquid air and liquid

oxygen. Spore stages of certain fungi can survive temperatures up to

130 C. (260° Fi)i

The temperature,range_within which growth takes place is much

morc_limited than that within which plants in inactive stages can-
survive. Mention has already been made of the hot-springs_Ogae _

that grow at temperatures of about 930" C. (199.4° F.)., -At the other

extreme are fungi that develop in cold storage_at about 6° C. (21.2°F.)
and certain marine algae that complete their lifetycle in sea water
below 0° (32° F.). These, however, are_exceptional cases, interest-
ing because they show the enormous_adaptabilitY of plant protoplasm;
By far the greater number of_both higher ancl lower plants are capable

of carrying on- growth only within a compatatively narrow range; from
about 0" C. (32 F.) to about 50° C. (112° F.).

For each species and varietv2Ire is a minimum and maximum

growth temperature. Between then limits there is .an optimurri tempe-

rature at which growth proceed with greatest rapidity. These three

points are called the cardinal growth temperatures._ At the minimum

point growth proceeds very ,slowly. From somewhat above the minimum
to the optimum, the rate /of growth follows van't HOff's_law;, that is

to say, for every 10° 54'f18 F.) rise_in temperature the rate -of
growth approximatelyAoubles. _ Above the optimum, the growth rate falls

off rapidly until _it stops. Thus the optimum and maximum points are
closer together ran are the optimum and minimum.

These cardinal growth temperatures vary considerably among the

different ,kinds of plants. With typical cool-season crops, such as
oats, rye!- wheat, and barley, these points are -all comearatively low-

minimuff'0 -SO" C. (32°-41° r.)2 OptimUM 2S°-31° C. (77g -87° F.)_, and

maximum 31°=37° C. (87X-98.6" F.). For hot-season crops; such as

melons and sorghums, the temperatures_are_much_higher--minimum
15"-18° C. (59 -64;4° F.), optimum 31°,37° C. (87.8°-98.6°.P.), and

maximum 44°-50° C. (111.2°-122° F.). Howeveri, there_ are other crops

such as hemp-that embrace the whole range of growth temperatures,

having the minimum of the cool- season crops and the maximum of the

hot-season crops.. The cardinal temperatures for growth may yary
considerably with the stages of plant development, such as germina-

tion, seedling stage, and_maturity. Thus seedlingsoften have lower
temperature requirements than plants in later stages.

The optimum temperature that produces the highest_growth_rate is

not necessarily the most favorable for the general_ welfare of the

plant and is often undesirable from an agricultural standpoint. Too-

rapid growth may delay or entirely prevent fruiting; it may produce

plants that are structurally weak, susceptible to disease or insect
attacks, and subject to_damage by windi haii4 or other climatic

influences. Howeveri_wide departures from the optimum will so reduce

growth as to make-pi-eduction unprofitable.

Temperature requirements for the sane variety of plant vary,
greatly under different' growing conditions. The greater light dura-

tion during the summer in more northern latitudes may_partly compen-

sate for_less heat. Thus, while plants may be classed as_requiring
much, moderate, or little total heat, a definite_number of degree-

hours or degree-days does not result in similar development under

widely-varying conditionsi
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_Unlike warm-blooded animals, plants have no Mechanism for con-

trolling temperature independent of environment or for maintaining

a uniform temperature throughout the organism.: Plant parts have

approximately the same temperature as their surroundings.

EFFECTS 01 LOt'. TPNPERI\TURES

Wherever freezing temperatures occur, plants are in danger of

frost injury. There are, however, many habits and modifications by

which they are able to survive_in regions having temperatures at or

below the freezing point. _Tender annuals escape freezing -by com-

pleting their life cycle, ft-OM teed_te Seedlduring theperiod_between

frosts. HerbaceoUt perennials die back to the ground but -maintain
life in undergroUhd organs==roots bulbs, tubers, or rhizomes--which

produce new tops when temperatures are favorable._ Beneath the_soil

these organs are either entirely protected from freezing or- subjected

to much_ less cold than aerial parts. Coverings of snow -or leaves

also afford protection from low temperatures, and many low-growing__

half-hardy plants are able to survive -in cold regions because of such

covering during periods of extreme cold. Natural protection is fre-

quently supplemented in farming by such practices as mulching.

Cold-hardy plants have the ability to develop cold_ resistance with

in -their tissues. The degree_ of_ resistance varies_ with different

species and varieties. Some herbateOUt tYpes,_such_as cabbage, with-
stand ice formation in their leaVet but are_killtd by winter tempera-

tures in the colder parts of the country. Hardy wood plants-trees,

shrubs, and Vihet==that endure cold winters without protection develop

the greatest degree of cold resistance among higher plants. The eact
nature of this remarkable physiological adaptation to cold is_still un-

known. Within limits, it is possible to secure increased resistance
to many species by breeding.

ane correlations have been noted betWeen cold resistance and
certain plant characterittitti_tUth_at structure and the chemical and

physical properties of the tellt. one of these factors, however,

seems_to be common cold-hardy plants and none can therefore be
regarded as the causal mechanism of cold resistance. The exact nature

of cold resistance, as well as the mechanism of injury from_freezing,

Must await a better knowledge of the structure and the physiology of

plant protoplasm. -

Bark, bud scales, and hairy coatings, often regarded by enthusias7
tic amateur naturalists as a_Mdant of keeping the plant_warm, actually

have little value in protecting_ it from cold. At best such coverings

only slightly_tetatd the rate of temperaturcjajl, and the plant soon

comes to eqUilibtiUM with the temperature surrotmding it.

In their efforts to extend production into colder regions, farmers

and gardeners have persistently carried plants beyond the temperature

range to which they are naturally adapted. Consequently, cold injury

is COmmon_incultivated plants. Since frost occurs in practically

every part -of the continental United States, loW-temperature_ injury

is an agricultural problem of the_entite_COOntry, and none of our agri-'

cultural areas are entirely free frOM thit hazard.

The nature of freezing_damage to crops varies in_ different regions_

and with the different kinds_of crop plants. In winter - garden sections

frosts may kill outright fieldt of tender cropsisuch as beans, melons,

and tomatoes. Subtropital=frUit districts may experience winter frosts



that freeze and ruin green or ripening fruit on the trees. With
more severe freezing, the leaves and even the trees are killed.

-<;
Over much of the United States late-spring froatt_conatitute a

major hazard of plant production. They may_daMege or kill young plante

of corn; nazi potatoesj ccittonj_tander garden vegetables, and even

seedlings of such comparativelk hardycropsas wheat and alfalfa. Plants

such as tomatoes, which -are- normally transplanted. -into the fielder are

usually started in the South -or under_glaes to escape the frost hazard.
DecidUendfrUitS and nits suffer damage to opening binds; fiowerej or
young fruit, often to ts extent of completely destroying the crop.
Flowers; shootsi and leaves of ornamental trees,, shrUbsj and perennials

may be killed or damaged so that their esthetic value is largely lost

for the season. Forest trees suffer dAoAge reek late spring frosts
through destruction of_the eeed_cropj killing back or injury of IJW
growthi and development of frost rings in the wood; which later yields

lumber of inferior quality.

Plants overwintering in cold regione-are subject to various types
and degrees of cold injury. Since not all_partsj organej-er tissues are
equally cold- resistant; one part may be killed or badly injured while
another is undamaged. For this reason, plants apparently -hopelessly
injured by cold often make a Surprising recovery._ Ontho other hand;
the effects of- winter injury-are_not always_ immediately evident. Injured
trees or branChed May Suddenly wither 'and die after opening their bildsi

ot.thoymAy flourish until summer and even flower and fruit before dying.
Injury to roots or interference wigs the conducting system by excretions
or outgrowths from cold-injured tissue in the wood may be the cause of

such surprising behavior.

Winter injury to herbadebus plants may consist in complete kflIingi
as frequently happens with winter'wheatjgraeses, alfalfa clover;

strawberries, and Many ornamental perennials. Less severe cold may kill
buds or injure crowns or rootej as is common with alfalfa and strawberries.

Wooer plants _mar have terminals kiIledbacki and with lower temperatures

killing may extend'to the snow cover or to the ground. Injury to certain
tissues or internal structures of woody stems is common and is generally
recognizable by discoloration of the affected part. "BlaCk_heart" ib an

extreme case of such injury prevalent in7cold regionsj_inwhiCh_pith and
often one or more annual rings _of wood will be dark=colorod. The cambium,
the region betieen the wood -and bark where new wood and bark cells are

fOrmed!--is the -most cold -r_ esistant parts of a dormant stem
and Often temaine:utinjuted;later laying down new rings of sound Wood

outside the discolored layers.

Roots are sometimes killed or injured even thourh 4.he top is un-

harmed. uardy fruit or nut varieties bu"el or grafted on tender root-

stocka are likely to suffer from root killinr. 'inter killinr of flower

buda is common in many parts of this country, particularly on such crops

as peach, cherry, and allond_. It also occurs on -nnle, pe^r, and many_

ornamental plants. Local killinF of the bark occur. on trees at crotch=

et, at the base of the true':, and in prtches v-riouslv located on branch-

es and trunk. Frost cracks and splitting and loosen'nF of brrk are me-

chanical injuries 'to tre:,s resulting from freezing.
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Sunscald is a Cold injury occurring on the_southand_Weat_dideb of
tree trunks and branches. I-n -cold weather) sunlight falling direttly_On
the bark may -warm it- several degrees_above shaded parts. At sunset the
temperature drops suddenly, and killing of the .ark results either from
the rapid fall in_temperature or from freezing of tissues temporarily
started into growth by the heating effect of the sun; SUch practices as
shading or wrapping_the trunk or whitewashing to reduce absorption of
heat from the winter sun reduce the sunscald type of injury.

Indirect effects of low temperatures on overwiiitering plante are
heaving of soil, resulting in breakage or exposure- of-roots; the smother=
ing effect of ice sheets; and breaking of trees and shrubs by snow and

sleet.

1Mleteriouseffects may-result when plants are subjected to low:tem-
peratUres above freezing; _Orowth is slowed down, elongation is reduced,
and plants beome dwarfed and more compact. in habit. Definite injuries
result from chilling many typically warm-ciimate plantS. osure of a

day or two at temperatnes-from slightly aboVe 00 C. (32° F.) to loo c;
'500 'i) may result in yelloWing of folia7e,_dead areas in the leavesi
the dropping of leaves, and even the death of the plant.

Not all low-temperature effects are harmful. Many plants, including

all of our deciduous fruit trees, hare a "rest period," during Which no

growth takes place, even when all external conditions are favorable for
growth. Shoots of woody plants, seeds, bulbs, tubers, and crown buds may
erilibit this phenomenon. Some rather drastic treatments, by cold, chem-
ical vapors, or -heat, are necessary to breal, this rer:t. Cold is the

natural means of accomplishing this result. Seed stratification, cold
storage of bulbs, and chilling of rhubarb roots and flowering stems, of

lilac and other woody plants before forcing are commercially applied to

break the rest period.

Certain pIant.:;. seem to require a period Of 16W temperature during

germination and early seedling stages in order that later stages of de-

velopment may be normal. Winter wheat sown in spring does not head; but
if the seed_is partly gettinated and held from I to 2 months at tempera-

tures around freezing and then snring-sowni a crop_wilIbe_produced.
_ _ -

This method of shortening the vegetative period and hastening seed

production ie called vernalization. Many cool-Clieate plants respond

;fiVorably to this treatment;

EFFECTS OF HIGH TEMPERATURES

The effects of high temperatures on plants are difficult to- separate

fribMtha usually accompanying factors of high_ light intensity and

rapid-_ transpiration. Above the optimum groWthtemperature_therate of

growth drops rapidly, and plants become dwarfed. Temperate Zone plants

under tropical conditions tend to make only vegetative growth and to

fruit sparingly or not at -all. Fruits grown -where summer temperatures
are excessive for thaveriety ripen their crop prematurely, and the frUit

is .poor in flavor) color, and keeping quality. High temperatures cauee

in certain varieties and strains pollen abnormalities that result in

sterility and failure to produce seed or fruit. Heat treatment of floral
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parts is used as areane of indUCing polyPioidyAMUltipaicatien of the

number of chromosomes) in plants. Tissue injuries resultinr fram-high-
temperatures may kill local areas on leaves, as in tipburn of lettuce

and potatoes; scald fruits--such aeAltraWberrie6 And gooseberries;
discolor and cause malformation -of flowers,- as in early_bloomingchry-
santherums and dahlias; and produce heat cankers on tender plants such

as flax, ana on the bark of fruit trees. General effecte of excessive

heat are defoliation, premature.dropping of fruitt, and, in extreme cases,

death of the planti

WATER SUPPLY AND PLANT DEVELOPMMT

Water supply, from rainfall or irrigation, ranks with temperature
as the great determiner of where plant species grow naturally or can

be grown agricultarally. Within the great belts of similar temperature
conditions, it is more important than any other factor in determining
the distribution of plant species and agricultural crops.

Plants may be divided into three great groups on the basis of the
moisttire conation to which they are adapted: (1) 'ydrophYtes==water
planes or water-loving plants; (2) mesoplytes-eplants adapted to
mediull moisture conditions; and (3) xerophytesplants able to survive

under conditions of extreme moisture shortage.

with part of the plant structure above water or floating on water.

and thin epidermal covering. They often have a reletively poorly de-
Plarrs in this group are usually large-celled and have thin cell walls

T;ydrophytes may grow entirely under water, or, more frequently,

veloped root system that can survive in the absence of oxygen: They

have relatively little protection against water loss. Among important

Such crops can be grown only where water, from either rainfall or ix--
agricultural crops, rice most nearly approaches the typical hydrophyte.

rigation, is extremely abundant.

The mesoph es, requiring a medium amount of waterl_incIude the

greater proportion of our agricultural crops. Such plants need mod-

erate soil moisture and alto good aeration around their roots, as the

root system rust have oxygen for development. They have-moderately

large root systems in proportion to the.tops. Their structures are

composed of medium-sized cells with surface covering well developed

to prevent excessive water loss. Stomata, or pores, in the leaves

usually close under conditions of incipient leaf wilting=. Thus the

plants are moderately well protected against water loss.

The third class, xerophytes, includes plants highly resistant to

drought conditions. Usually their structure is such that water loss

reduced,to P minium-=leaves are small, all epidermal coverings are

thick and heavily covered with waxy material (cutinized), stomata are

small and are frequently set in _pits instead of on the eurface of the

leaves, and cells are small and thick-walled. Much -of the true-xero-

phytic vegetation has large root systems. Such plaits usually prow

slowly when moisture is .available but are highly resistant to
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water loss and can survive long periods of drying; Since they are
generally slow growing, they are not of great importance agriculturally;
Howeverj_the native_xerophyti& vegetation.of arid sections provides
some feed for livestock and is important in reducing soil erosion.

In arid regions, in addition to xerophytic plants, there is
usually an additional flora -of quickly maturing_ plants that grow from
seed and produce_flowers and_fruits_durirg short seasons when rainfall

occurs. The_seeds than remain in_the_ground until moisture Iand temper-
ature conditions are again favorable for growth. Such plants are meso-
phytic in type and develop only when moisture is ample.

_
A plant_properly classed as a mesophyte tends to assume some of the

characteristics of xerophytes when grown with a shortage of moisture
and some of those of hydrophytes under conditions of abundant moisture.
Thus the individual plant grown with abundant moisturrwill generally
have_lergerleaves, larger cells, thinner cell walls, and less highly
developed surface coverings' than plants of the -same variety or species
grown Under conditions of deficient water.

THE ROLF OF WATER IN PLANTS

growing_plants contain much more water than all other mate-

rials combined. C. R. Barnes has suggested that it is as proper to
term the Plant a water structure as to call ai.,house composed mainly

of brick a brick building. Certain it is that all essential processes
of plant groWth and development occur:in water; The mineral elements
from the soil that are_ usable by the plant must be dissolved in the

soil solution before they can be taken into the root; They are carried

to all parts of the growing plant and are built into essential plant

materials while in a dissolved state. The carbon dioxide from the air
may_enter the leaf as a gas but is dissolved in water in the leaf before

it is combined with a_part_of the water to form simple sugars--the
base_material from which the plant body is mainly built; Actively

growing plant_parts are generally 75 to 90 percent water;. Structural

parts ofplantep such as woody stems no longer actively growing, may

-have much less water than growing tissues.

The actual amount of -water in the plant at any one tithe, however,

is oray an_ infinitesimal part of what passes through it during its

development. The processes of photosynthesis, by which carbon dioxide
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and water are_combined-_-in the -presence of chlorophyll and with
energy derived from light - -to form sugars, require that carbon
dioxide from the air enter the plant. This occurs mainly in the
leaves. The leaf surface is not solid but contains great numbers
of stomata, or pores; through_ which the carbon dioxide enters: The

same structure that permits the one gas to enterthe leaf; however;
permits another gas- -water vapor7-to be lost from it. Since carbon
dioxide is present in the air only in trace quantities (3 to 4 parte
in 10;000 parts of air) and water vapor is near saturation in the
air spaces within the leaf (at 80° F. saturated air would contain
about 186 parts of water vapor in 10,000 parts of air), the total
amount_ of water vapor lost is many times the carbon dioxide intake.
Actually; because_of wihd_andlother factore; the lose of water in
proportion to carbbn dioxide intake may be even greater than the
relitiwconcentratione of the two gaaea. Also; not all of the

carbon dioxide that enters the leaf is ap.theeized into carbohydrates.

While; the air spaces inside the 1laf are normally at or near
saturation in plants -not in a wilted condition; the moisture in the
air surrounding the leafmay_vary from full saturation to as low as
10-percent saturation. The drier and hotter the air surrounding the
plant in general the more rapid the water lase in proportionito
carbon dioxide intake. Thus in the drier, hotter areas the total
water required to grow a plant to u given size will be greater than

in areas where the air contains greater average quantities of moisture.

Also water lose is more rapid when there is much wind than on a atilt

day with the same temperature and humidity.

Water enters_the plant primarily through the root system; which
in moat plants; at leaet those.growing in a medium to dry environ-
menti_iS ueually- more_exteneive than is generally realized. Weaver

and Clements, in -Plant Ecology -(one of the sources for this manual,'
state that corn in open soil will root almost se deeply artne height

of the Stalk; that the roots of a si2:gle lima bean cr cabbage plant

may ramify through 200 cubic feet of soil; and that many grasses
and legumes have roote_16 feet deep in the soil. In open soils
planted to such crop, it may be_impoasible to find even a pubic inch
of soil in the upper 2 or 3 feet that is not.penetrated 14. roots.

The amount of moisture that the soil will hold against the

downward force of gravity is termed the "field capacity" and varies

in general with thefineness of the par...Axles making ..p/the soil._

The moisture is held in- the so.1 as films of water uroind the eoil

particles, and the total amount held is roughly proportional to the
total amount of these surfaces. As the young roots penetrate the
soil they are in:Contact with these moisture films; and the water
enters them largely as a result of the physical proOess called osmosis:



Not all the water in the soil, however, can be absorbed by the
lant. If the films of water surrounding each soil particle become

thin, the rate of capillary flow becomes less until the root is no
longer able to absorb water. If this condition is reached in much
of the_root zone the plant wiltss because water is lost more rapidly
from the top than_it is supplied by the roots. The point at_which
the_roots arc no longer able to absOrb appreciable moisture from the
soil is termed the_"Wilting percentages" the moisture below that
point being unavailable for plant use. The available moisture capa-
city of the soil is the amount of water available -for plant use that
it will stores or the amount between field capacity and wilting per-
centage; In generals the moisture content at the wilting percentage
is a-,little less than hag that of field capacity, though this varies
in different soils.

The amount_of available water that the soil will hold varies
greatly with the -soil texture_and structure. Thus coarse, sandy
soils may not hold more than half an inch of available water.per
foot of depth. 'Ioderate-textured loam_soils will usually hold_1-1/2
to 2 inches of available water per foot of depth, while some clay
soils will hold as much as 3 inches. Thus the lights coarse - textures:
soils that hold little available water are known as droughty and are
of value agriculturally only under conditions of very frequent and
regular rainfall or where abundant irrigation water is available;
On the other hand, soils of high available water-holding capacity
freouently will store enough water to mature satisfactory crops even
though no rainfall occurs during the period of crop growth.

The most critical period of water_shortage in a plant is when it
is making its most rapid growth, or_When cell division is occurring
most rapidly. In crops grown for their seeds the most critical period
is likely to he the time of fertilization ofthe_flowersi since lack
of water then is likely "fe- to form seed. In plants
grown primarily for their leaves and stems; such as the forage cropsi
water shortage is likely to reduce production more during the earlier
stages of development than during the later stages before harvest.
ith tree fruits such as cherries and peachess the period of rapid

growth just before maturity is the most serious in Teducing production.

In perennial plants, which form_their_flower bads during_the
season preceding that in which the buds flower and_fruits moderate
water shortage tends to result in increased fruit-bud formation.
Thus seasons of moderate water shortage usually are followed by
abundant bloom the following spring in many fruit and forest trees;

Many of the basic farm practices, particularly in regions of
limited rainfalls are based -on conservation -of water. Summer fallow-
ing is primarily_to secure 2 years' rainfall for one crop. _Conr
touring -and mulching arc based -in part on securing_ penetration into
the soil -of all water that falls. Clean tillage of cultivated crops
during_the growing_season removes the competition -of weeds for water,'_
Irrigation is supplying water to plantt that could not develop properly
without it. Finally:, much has been accomplished and more is possible
in breeding varieties of agricultural plants that will thrive under
conditions of limited water supply.
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AnRONCMY

SOILS Alb THEIR FLORA -FAUNA

There are many different sorts of_soils and many different condi-

tions of Scsiils_ The first cannot be altered,_the second can; and it is

the farmerd! Object to maintain it as the most acceptable medium for

plant grOWth.

In order that a plant's roots may thrive they abed moisture, food,

airj warmth and_anthorege. An ideal soilj then) Will hold and conduct

moisture, contaih_ah abundance ofavailable foodj parte/Add with an ex-

tensive network of cracks and channels, yet compact to -aid Water move-

ment and anchorage. We have already studied the pl./Li-it'd food, but the

remaining items art Mainly bound up with soil structure.

Natural undiStUrbed soils consist of a friable suf.fade layer filled

with a mat of roots perhaps 2 or 3 in; thick and containing a quantity

of decaying plant remains. Underneath there is another layer of crumbly

earth of a dark colour about 6 in. thick, but in which the cruMbe are_

All fitted compactly together like a jig;=stw, being separated mayfly by

fine cracks. -Tire roots penetrate betWeen_these cracks and expand,

squeezing the plastic soil crumbt into different shapes and, at the Same

timej clOting up some cracks and opening_ others so that a constant sup-

ply of fresh feeding surfaces is available to the plant.

In addition to these cracks there are the_larger perforations made

chiefly by earth - worms; more especially on Well-drained but moisture-

retentive_soils. These form the main conduits for the access of air_

and forthe-drainage of surplus moisture. Worms are constantly feeding

on soil in one place and damping it, in a more finely divided and Mixed

condition, in another;

Iii Some parts of the world there are no earth-worms to provide

drainage. Such places have long dry periods s o t hat waterlogging is

remote in any casei The -need for these burrows, therefore; is not

great, unless long wet periods intervene, _as in the Tropicsi_where ants

often serve the same purpose. In rather dry temperate climates, where

microbial activity is low, a fibroue type of organic matter accumulates

at the surface and its-siow decay gives a finely granulated but fairly

well aerated eoil=-the prairie soil.

Obing deeperi_tbe cracks become fewer but larger, so tha the in-

dividutil_sciil_druMbs become soil blocks with_ more or less vertical di-

visions forMed by the alternate drying and shrinking, and wetting and



expansion, of the body of the soil. Down these cracks the plant tap
roots go in their search for moisture and often for minerals also.
The worm-holes; too, become fewer but larger, only the large worms
are found below 9 in., the great majority of worms living mainly in
the top 6 in. Disused worm-holes again become easy passages for roots.

These larger_channels, in well=drained loamy soils, often go down
6 ft.. -and many of our_crops go to this depth, especially root crops
and others-possessing tap roots. Roots of lucerne in some dry Ameri-
can soils have been found at 30_rt. There is seldom any need for roots
to travel such distances for_ moisture in this country except on shallow
soils overlying fiasured rocks.

Plants use a lot of water while building up their substance,_though
only about to 1 per cent of the water taken_ up is actually built into
the sugars and other materials that make up the plant body or used in
plant processesi The remainder is evaporated by the plant through its_
leaves and stems during transportation, drawing up a good deal of nutri-
ents from the root at the same time.

It has been found that a plant needs at_least_20 gallons of water
to form 1 lb. of dry weight, and_ up to 80 gallons in dry climatesin
the latter case simply to keep the plant tissues from wilting under the
intense evaporation.

The water content of_ average soils on a rough basis is the equiva-
lent of about 1 in. of rain for every foot of sandy soil and 2 in. for
every foot of clay soil, with loam soils taking an intermediate position.

There are a variety of soils, more or less_extreme cases, with high
proportions of sand; clay or silt. A loamy soil containing abaut 40
per cent of sandi_40 per cent of silt and 20 per cent of_clay may be

taken as the standard, in which the sand and-silt particles are bound
together by clw to form the small soil crumbs. Only clay, of the min-

eral constituents. has this binding property--a_sort of gelatinous
stickiness which is only too obvious to those afflicted with clay
Silt, which is a grade of soil particles intermediate between clay and
sand does not posses!, this stickiness. For that reason) it does not
hold itself together in crumbs but easily breaks down to dust_ or mud
with cultivationi and in wet weather effectively seals off soil pores
with the possibility of suffocation of plant roots.

N

Sand particles, being coarser still, though having po bindingpro-
perties again, will nevertheless allow air to penetrate into the soil.
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Then? is adnetines a danger; however, that if it contains Ordpor=

tion_of tilt this will wash down and accumulate at a loWer layer,

forMing a kind of pan.

All these extreme types ha4grone thing in common. They are all

iMproved, cumulatively, by decaying organic matter' Theyare im=

proved in two ways. Py an improvement in structure and an improve=

ment in water=holding capacity. This is brought about by the presence -

of large numberd of bacteria and fungi and their remains, which are of

a mucilaginous or gummy nature' This helps the silt and sand particles

to combine into aruMbS._ FUngal hyphae have a similar effect' It alio

permits the cracks in clay soils to remain open; this mucilage being of

much less sticky material than the clay itself. It creates lines of

weakness between the clay crumbs and blocks. Unfortunately, these

effects only hold as long as the micro = organisms are supplied_withor-

genic matter' A good soil with a good Structure in one that will work

to a tilth over a wide range of moisture conditions without the indivi-

dual crumbs losing their entity under rain.

Water-holding capacity is iiroved in two WayS:'by the _presence

of these mucilaginous materials and, iii.the_date Of clay and silt soilsi,

by the forMation of fine cracks which hold thin filnia_of moisture.

ThoUgh ths relative quantity of these colloidal materials it not great

they can hold up to ten times their bulk of water. An initial dressing

of 14 tons Of dung per acre, over many yearsi_has beein_Sh604 te increase

the water content of the, top 9 in. of the soil by Abedt a thirdi that

is, frOth 2 in. to about 2 3/4 in. And consequently reducing the loss

by drainage) as the following figures from Rothanated SNOW.

Average number of days on which the field draina were running:

Dunged land
Undunged land

0.7 days 4 _-__ -____ ---during the same period
19.5 days
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PROVIDING THE 'GOD

It _remains now to dicouss the mechenisma by which these crops are
produced.

In order to produce good crops, plants need a steady and liberal
release of nitrogenous compounds, potash, and phosphates, and all
other necessary adjuncts to the pIantss health.

All this is provided, under natural conditions, by one mean;
through the activity of soil organisms. These in turn require food,
mainly as a source of energy. There is a great distinction here- -
the plant provides its own energy from light and often some to spare
for symbiotic organisms. The micro-orgadsm has to find its energy
requirements direct from the soil particles.

The need of soil organisms for nitrogenous materials in the
shape of dung, and so forth, has been stressed to the point of
imbalance. Certainly thgy need nitrogen (and minerals), but they
need fifty times as much energy-providing food. We give them ample
roast beef but forget their bread and bitter.

This energy supply consists of carbohydrates which are_in tarn
plant remains; plant skeletons. It may be divided into various frac-
tions varying slightly in their chemical constitution and considerably
in their rate of availability as food to the Micro-organisms. The_
most easily used fractions are Sugar and starch; next come the hemi-cel1U-
loses and celluloses used for'plant skeletons in herbaceous plants; and
finally the lignins, found in trees and other hard, wood stems) some-_
times to the extent of 3040 per cent of the total carhOhydrate. Lignin,
it seems, can only be decomposed by fungi, whereas the first two groups
can be. utilized by_ bacteria_ as well. These materials are converted to
carbon dioxide with the evolution of energyvindeed,_the_quantity of
carbon dioxide liberated is a direct indication of the biological_
activity of the soil_and consequently of its current fertility. (But
not necessarily of its total or potential fertility; except under
natural conditions, AA biological activity. can be stimulated by culti-
vations, addition of nitrogen and other nutriente; etc.)

A notable point of the natural cycle of plant growth and decay is
its economy of nutrients. This is oovious enough in tropical climates
where_fallen leaves and branches decay rapidly and the plant foods they
contain are equally rapidly assimil; 'd by the surrounding growth. In
most temperate climates, where most of the rain falls in autumn, the
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mildness and warmth of the soil at this_tilte; coupled with the fact

that plants can he _longer grow very much on account of the shortage

of light; deCay_ and nitrification release a good deal of nitrogen

into the soil WhiCh_ia in danger of being Washed away;_ In fact;

however; it is at this time of year that the fiAngi come into their

own feeding on the freshly- fallen leaves and Stems;_or dead grasses;

and incorporatihg_this free nitrogen into their protoplasm where it is

held until the follOwing year; Then; with a diminution in food supply

and alternate drei.Olts and rains of sprihg And_Summer; much of this

fungal material dies and the nutrient is a.sorbed by the plants again;

Worms also are active -in autumn and assist bY_dragging plant remains

into the soil or feeding on them; thus rendering_them more suitable

for fungal use. It would seem wise; then; to irritate Nature by

applying undecompeadd residues to the soil in autumn.

Bacteria; of course, are active more or leSS throughout the

year; but their activitiet;_whichare greatest in autumn, -would be

rather in a secondary capacity after the plant remains had been

incorporated with the soil by worms and fungi.

A soil well supplied with_organic matter and in its natural

ihtultivated conditibh dOes not lose nitrogen readily by leaching

With heavy rain for4hother reason. It appeatt that the water

percolates rapidly doWn tracks and worm-holes_t0 the subsoil,

leaving_the bulk of the plant food in the body of the soil granules

OT crumbs.

The ideal situation for this organit matter; it seems; is as

near the surfaCe as possible. Here again_ evolution can provide -us_

with a clue. _Plaht and animalrenainS; with theexception of plaht_

roots and soil AhiMels; are deposited on the surface and dragged under

bit by bit by worms and to a limited extent by other animals., Here

it is either mixed up with finely-divided
soil particles by the worm

and excreted in an ideal form for further ,breakdown by bacteria and

fungi; or it is acted onbo:these agents directly_at the_soil_sutface

where the loWer_laers oflitter_are Mast and shaded; It will be

noted that the decay isinvariably_aerObicencouraging-nitrogn=
fixing and nitrifyin, bacteria; and_it_isalso adjusted to the plants'

needs; giving an increased supply of plantfoodslin warm and damp

weather when plants are growing quicO4rj_ and
decreasing during cold

or dry weather when plant -foods cannot_be used. A very different_Set

of events take6 place when organic matter is ploughed in; especially

under modern conditions of deep ploughing and artificial manuring.
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The plant and animal residues are put into a permanently damp
atmosphere at the bottom of the fUrrow With a varyiWdegree of
aeration according to the depth of ploughing And type>dfvsoil.
Providing the soil is not cold;_e.g._winter tiMeidecOmPosition is
immediate and rapid; resulting in a large_microbial and fungal pop-
ulation. Providim the residues contain per cent. or more of
nitrogen; there will be sufficient of this element to support the
plant as well as the micro - organisms. BUt also; if plenty of
nitrogen is present; the carbohydrates in the organic matter will be
used_up_quickly; giting a fUrther and rapid release of nitrogen on
the death of micro-organisms by starvation. The crop may be able
to take up quickly all this nitrogen; but generally; as will be
shown in a_ moment, excess nitrogen in the soil is liable to severe
losses. This rapid evolution of nitrogen is followed subsequently
bya comparative shortage and the plant may starve ii not already
mature) even though large amounts were added in the first place.
When quickly available nitrogenous fertilizers or dung are used these
effects occur even:more rapidly.

-There is another reason why the organic matter should be left
on the surface. The carbohydrate of plant remains_is converted to
humus chiefly by fungi and to a comparatively small eXtentby bacteria.
When these remains are turned under by_the plough much carbon_oloicide
is evolved by bacterial actions_which in turn suppresses the
so that carbon dioxide rather than humus is formed.

There are two; more seriousl_disadvantages_to_the use of- nitrogen-
ous manures not generally known- -there appears-to be no discrimination
here between the inorganic forms _and the organic_forms_of concentrated
nitrogenous manuresuch as dried blood) auxi hoOf and horn. These
difficulties again are associated only with present methods of agri-
culturei _

It is obvious that_a superabundance of_a particular_ kind of food
will result in a rapid increase in the particular kind of organism
that enjoys that food: take, for examplel the groWth_of_yeast in a
sugary solution orthe_prolificacy Of_rabbits where there is plenty
of winter grass. So it is when we-add nitrogenous manures to the
soili These are added as; or are soon coverted into; nitrates.
Certain organisms can obtain both bOdy-bUilding materials and oxygen
for_their energy by breakingdown nitrates- -the denitrifying organisms.
These can work without or with air; but more commonly without--so the
process is more rapid when'the,manures are turned under by the plough.°
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They deStrOy the nitrates and convert them_ to atmospheric nitrogen-7.

they are then lost to the plant. Indeed,_the fact that these organisms

can work Under Ote conditions seems to indicate that nitrates have a

short life in- the -soil. In warm weather this destruction of nitrogenous

fertilizer taked tile to three weeks under suitably moist conditions,

that is WhY_in market gardening top dressing8 have to begpplied at

.about this interval.

Rothamsted shoes hov an application of 1/4 tons per acre of dung

(which contains a particularly high proportion of denitrifying organ-

isms) to the acre loses 70 per cent of its nitrogen, while 14 cwt. of

sulphate of ammonia annually lost 6o per cent. The higher the appli-

cation the greater is the proportionate loss.

LOSS OF NITROGEN FROM A CULTIVATED SOIL

Brbadbalk;_Rothamsted--49 years, 1865=1914

As lb. per acre in top 9 in.

Farmyard
Manure
AntuAlly

at 114 tons No

per acre Manure

Complete
ArtifiCialS_
including d6 lb.
Ni as Sulphate
of Ammonia
Annually

N. in soil in 1d651b per acre 4,850 2,960 3,390

per cent 0.196 0.114 0.123

N. in soil in 191)4 - -lb. per acre 51590 2,570 3,210

per cent 0.236 0.092 0.120

Total change in 49 Yearslb. +74o -390 -180

N. added in manurej seed and
rain--per ann.

N. removed in crop--per ann.
N. retained or lost - -per ann.
F. unaccounted for--per ann.

208 7 93
50 17 146

41.5 -6 -4

1143 (gain 2) 51

Thdt loss is equivalent to three crops of 30 bushels of wheat

annually. Some of the loss may be dUe td,leaching, but es this loss

else occurs in dry climates it seems- unlikely to account for much of

it. It has also peen suggested that the crop plant itself breaks down

the_ nitrates - -tut there does not seem to be any need to postulate

such a view.



Iniay own_experiente, plots of land receiving large quantities of
dung and artificala for three years in succession gave no support to

cabbage,. seed sown subsequently. While, blackcurrant and other crops
needing much nitrogen gave very satisfactory crops with a mere mulch

of straw and no manure.

The best we can_manage. When using concentrated nitrogenous nourish-

ment for the glint,_ ia_tb provide a rapidly fluctuating food supply; very

dependent on rain for-its solution and consequent assimilation. and with

a risk of scorching the roots or depriving them of water in dry weather.

It is for this reason that these crop yields vary so widely from year to

year.

The other wastefUl effett of nitrogenous manures not generally

known is that it stimulates biCteria, including the nitrifying andde-
nitrifying types, to search around for any pOSSible source of carbona-

ceous matter for energy, and they_Will_diddMpOSO:the forms of humus

(peaty material) which are normally fairly resistant to breakdown and
have a great influence on soil structure. It- is this effect that has.
above all others. given artificial manures a bad name in- marry quarters- -

bat It is not confined to artifidial manakeh. _WO have the curious__

anomaly where hy the ploughing-in of a auccOlent green crop leaves the _

soil with rather less organic matter than beftire, dying to- the -fact that

it contains much nitrogen (page 45 ). Even dung.*iftcst entirely_decom=
poses itself; as can be seen in the case of a beip,Of itithilte left for

twelve months on a paved yard. An annual_ application Of lif tons per

acre is just sufficient to keep the_organic matter at an economic level
andsas already shown, the losses of nitrogen are enormous__If only

for this reason, it is much more economic to compost -dung- either with
fibrous plant residues or by spreading on graahland (sheet composting)

so 80 to bring the proportion of nitrogen tb_abbutli per cent -of the

carbohydrate. Again, this effect is aggraVated by our agricultural
customs.

When ploughing-in a young green croprofi_say mustard or rye-
_

a rapid decompoititin teletato of_plantfoods_takes place
which thfOrtdhate/Yiii daMpleted in 1=2_months,and may be followed by

'starvation of the plant. SO the plant -has to be -kept going with top

dressingsi hoping for rain tO render_thaft_effettive. Or it is given

a heavy dressing of artifidiale, in the first plteei in the hope that
it will see the crop.through-with a fiirther 10s* of organic matter;

The above wastages take place when the dung,ovgreencrop_is
ploughed in immediately_ before spring scwing It seems more usual.
however, to plough in these materials in autumn. The losses of ?mmms



and nitrogenous plant foods are much more severe - -the period of
maximum nitrification coincides with the autUfgh rains and much of
the soluble nutrient `is washed away. We are faced again With the
necessity of a spring top dressing.

i.

Supposing._ now, the crop of green manure is allowed to become
mature and woody. and ploughed in. The proportion of nitrogen_ie
much less than if per cent, probably more like per cent. All_the
available nitrogen in the soil is seized by the microbes to build up
their bodies for the attack on the celluloses and their conversion to
humus. The crop goes short. Another top dressing of fertilizers or
basal application ploughed in, to compensate. There is, as before, a
gradual decay and consequent release of plant food from this woody
material. Unfortunately, the crop may not get the benefit from it
until late in the season, or perhaps not at an. The decomposition
may be completed by the onset of autumn and the wet weather will soon

get rid of the hoped-for benefit. :lbweveri under the present system
this is probably the best that can be achieved.

If'-,- however, this woody_material had been left on or near the
surface, micro-organisms would not have been able to attack it in
entirety, so absorbing all the soil nitrogen; as it would not have
been in a permanently moist condition. It would also have provided
the surface living nitrogen-fixing organisms with food to fix some
nitrogen for the crop. Thus by ploughing in organic matter, not
on] y do we not gain apy nitrogen but we also lose some of what we had

The losses of organic matter from the soil in spite of ploughing
in green-manure crops are well demonstrated py the following table.
Inshese experiments the green manure was sown in maize in the third
week of August, and ploughed in during the first week of May before
sowing_ the Maize, over a period of five years.

It will be noted that, generally speaking,_the loss of humus is
least where about a ton Or dry. matter, nitrogen_contentrof

between 1.2 and 1.7 is added. Crimson and alsike clovers;_ giving a,
large amount of dry matter but of a soft succulent nature high in
nitrogen; cause the greatest loss. Winter vetch, on the other hand,
forms a large weight of relatively mature tissue on account of the

much better start in life provided by the relatively large seed_reserve.
Crop yieldsi not surprisingly, correspond with the amount_of nitrogen
added; but would decline over a long_peried where the soil organic

matter was not maintained.



Dry
Weight °Nitrogen

of in

Plants Plants
lb. per lb. per

acre acre
--

annually annually

Loss of. Total

Nitrogen Humus Dry

Content Yields as Car- Matter
Of_ of bon over Added

Plants Maize 5_years; over

LPOr per as per 5 years

cent-_ cent cent of tons
Soil

W_eeds/only 1;263 _1t39 1.50 100.0 0.08 3.15

Winter Ve-tCh 3;812 133-' 3i49 127.8 0.02 9.53

Crimson
Clover 3048 924 3.03 115.6 0.10 7.62

Red Clovei_ 1,786 50;4 2.82 1147 0.05 4.46

Sweet Clover 1;436 39.5 2.75 113-7 0.07 3.57

:Alsike CloVer 1;983 53.1 2.68 104.4 0.11 14.96

Winter Wheat 2089 34;1 163 99.7 0.10 5.22

Winter Ryei 2;463 31;8 1.29 95.3 0.10 6.15

It will be seen that the accustomed practice of repeatedly ploughing.

in young green crops and mowing grass orchards to 'build up fertility' is

in fact; doing the reverse --though in doing so it -is stimulating the activity
of micro-OrganiSM6 in the teil;_which will have some beneficial effects at

the timeil W.-1 must keep clear the distinction of; 'building up fertiIity'i

i.e. nitrogenous humus Comm:kinds, whithalsOfpreserve soil structure;

and keeping up a high level of bacterial adt3.v7ity_for_some_,SPecific pur-

pose; e.g. release Of soil minerals. The two 'processes are largely antag.

onistic. One cannot save and spend until one_has Accumulated some capital.

___ __
It seeMs;:then; that the more_nitrogen used theyfaster the organic

matter is used up.. The leSS organic matter; the poorer the soil aera-

tion; the'poorer thederatiOn;_the-de,-,,per one must plough and cultivate.
The-deeper-one---pleughathe tdre_nitrogen must be used in an attempt to

balance the activity of the denitrifying organiSms.



I 1 .1* :4 :Pk.

Soil maps are a basic tool for selecting a_systad of -soil Man=
agement. The maps show the kinds of soil in a fidld and farm7-essential
knowledge for selecting from the various available soil -management
practices the combination of practices that'is best suited to the soil
and to-the resources; skids, and desires of the farmer and rano/kir.

If they know the effect of a given,practice on a field' *Woad kind
of soil also is knowni they can foresee the effect of-that practice on
other fields with the same-kind of soil. Just as they can predict the
behavior of ajoarticular variety of hybrid corni so can they predict
the response to management of,a part ruler soil.

Soils are classified and just as plants and animals are.
Plants are identified_bysuch,c acteristica as the structure of the
flower and the form_of_the leaf. Soils -are identified by such char-
acteristics as the kinds and numbers of horizonsi or layersi that!hsve
developed in them. The texture_(the_relative amounts of_atonesi
gravel, sand, silt and claw), the kindsof_mineralA_present and ,their
amounts, and the presence of salts and alkali help distinguish the
hOritons.

Nott of the characteriStice that identify soils can be determined

in the field. A few can be determined only in the laboratoryi but
even 4ithaut\laboretory tests you often can get an accurate knowledge
of them from Standard *iorks on soils and geologyi For exampleslyou
can estimate the amount of sand in a soil from its feel when you rub
it between your fingers, bat for an accurate knowledge you would have
to depend on laboratory ana.17Ses

The -type is the smallest unit in the natural-classification of
soils. One or a few types constitute a soil series. These are the
common classification unite seen on soil maps and survey reports:

A soil series 16 a group of soils that havehorizona that are
essentially the same in the properties used to identify soils, with
the exception of the texture of the surface soil and the kinds of
layers that lie below what is considered the'true soil.

The names of soil series are taken from the towns or localities
near the place where the soils were first defined.
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the soil typo* eadbdivision of the soil seriesiJs based on the

texture of the surface soil. Storms, gravel-j sand, silt, and clay

have been-defined as heVing_the following diameterst Graiielp between

0.08 inch and 3 inChefol Band, between_Osa and 0.002 inchj_tilt, bew.

tweem0.002 and 0.0001006 inch; and clay; less than 0.00008 inch.

The full name of soil_ type includesthemae of the soil series

'and the textural clas6 of the surface soil equivalent to the plow layer.A

that is, the upper 6 or 7_inches. Thus, if the surface of an area of

the Fayette series is a silt loam, the name of the soil type is "Fayette

silt loam."

The soil phase iS_ not a_ part of tare natural classification. It can

be. a sub-division_ the soil type, series, or one of the higher unite

in the classification.

Phases shown'on aoil nape commonly are xdbdivisions of "oil types

and are based on characteristics of the soil significant to its use for

agriculture.

Phases shown on large-scale soil maps generally have reflected

differences in sloPe, degree_oferosion, and stoniness, but or bases
for defining phases include drainage and flood protection, citmate, and

the presence:of contrasting layers below the soil. (A comparable sub=

division in the.classification of animals might be classes according

to their age; such as old animals, old cows, or old Holstein cows.)

-The lagefids that accompany_soiltepa gencoralfl4y include such names

for the units on the map, as "Sharpsburg silty clay loami eroded

rolling phasei" or "Fayette silt loam,_0-14 percent slopes, eroded."

Those names-identify the soil oeriesi_the soil.trilei and the phases

They_ represent names of the most_spedific kinds of sari comparable to

the name of a practical subdiVision of a variety of a plant, such as

old Jonathan apple trees.'

The word "Fayette" in the second soil name we mentioned is the

name of the soil series. This name, plus the, words "silt loam," iden-

tify the soil type, and thi phase is identified by thewords, "8-14

percent slopes, eroded." In this name, the word "phase" is not used

but is understood.

Higher units in the classification system include families, great

soil groups, subordere, and orders. They are seldom *sad on Any bdt

small-scale soil 'nape.



Soil series, types, and phases ao_not occur at random in the land-
scape. _They hive an orderly_ pattern of occurrence that is related to
the land form; the_parent material from which the soil was formed; and
the influence of the_plants that grew on the soils, the animals that
liVed on them, and th6 way men have used them.

On a given farm, the different kinds of soil commonly have are
peating pattern, which is associated with the slope.

The relationships between the soils- and landacape° vary in- details
in different parts of the_country,_bUt the_ relationships_ generally
exist. Anyone who is familiar- with the_soils_can visualize the laud-
scape from a soil_map; or, if he sees the landscape, he can predict
where the boundaries are.

A soil survey includes finding out which properties of soils are
important, organizing the knowledge about the relations_of soil -pro=
perties and soil use, classifying soils into defined and described
unite, locating and plotting the boundaries of the units on mapai and
preparing and publishing the maps and reports.

The soil survey report consists of a map that shows the diStribU=
tion of soils in the area, descriptions of the soils, some suggestions
as to their use and management, and general information about the area.

Reports usually are prepared on the soils of one country, although
a single report may cover several small countries or only parts of

countries.

Soil surveys are made cooperatively by the Soil- Conservation Service
of the Department of Agriculture, the agricultural experiment stations,
and other State and Federal agencies. Plans for fr.he work in any area
are developed jointly, and the reports are reviewed jointly before pub-

lication.

Soil maps have many uses, bat generally they are made for one main
purpose--to identify the soil as a basis for applying the results of
research andenerience to individual fields or parts offleIdsi ResuIta
from_anexperiment on a given soil can be applied directly to other
arose of the same kind of soil with confidence. Two areas of the sane
kind of soil are no more identical than two oak trees, but they are so
similar that (with comparable past management) they should respond to
the same practices in a similar manner.



But many_ thousands of kinds of soil exist in the United States.

ResearCh can be conducted on' only a few of thet. The application of

the research results must usually be based Oh_the relationships of

the properties of the soil on which the experiment was conducted to

the properties of the soils shown on the tape'. This can be done best

by the soil classification system.

The significant properties that can be known_from the soil maps

include_ physical properties, such as the amount of moisture that the

soil will hold for plants, the rate at which air and water move through

the soil, and the kinds and amounts of clays, all_of which are impor-

tant_ in drainage, irrigationierosion control, maintenance of good

tilth, and the choice of crops.

Some it:portant Chemical properties can be kneWh from_the soil maps.

The ability Of_d soil to convert phosphate fertilizer to- forms un-

available to plahtt is an_example. Generally speaking, however, the

ability of a soil to tUpply_tutrients needed by plants cannot- be known

with precision fret the soil map alone, for the supplies of the nu-

trients are chahged Wheh a farmer applies fertilizers.

Soil tests on ihditidOal_fields are becoming more and more it=

portant. Considered in relation to the kind of soil, they form the

most reliable backgreUtd for recommending the application of fertilizers.

The- soil map shows the diStribution of specific kinds of soil and

identifies them through the map Tegen& _Thelegend is a list of the

symbols used to identify the kinds of soil on the map:

The most common soil units shown on maps nre the phases of soil

types, but other kind6 of units may be shown.

The soil bodies, areas occupied_ey_the individual soil_units,__

generally range fret a- few acres to a few hundred acres. Ofteh within

one soil body are small Areat_of other soilsseries, typesp_or phases.

If the included soils are similar in nature, they are generally not

identified unless they represent more than 10 or 15 percent of the. -soil

body in which they are included. If the properties of the included

soils differ markedlY fret theSt of the rest of the soil hody, they

usually are indicated by special symbols.

But occasionally the individual parts of a unit are so small and

so mixed with other units thAt_they_eannot be showni Then the legend

will indicate the area occupied_ by the intricate mixture as a soil com-

plex if all of the included units are present in nearly every area.
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A complex may consist of two or more phases of a soil type, bit
commonly it consists of two or more series. The names of complexes may
carry a hyphen between the names of two soil types or phases, as
"Barnes -Buse Ioams." If several series or types are included in the
complex, the names of one or two of the most important series or types
will be followed by the word "complex," for example, "Clarinda -Lagonda
complex."

Two other kinds of units are common on soil maps - -the undifferenti-
ated group and the miscellaneous land type.

Two or more recognized kinds of soil that are not regularly associ-
ated in the landscape may be combined if their separation is costly and
the differences between them are not significant for the objective of
the soil survey. This kind of undifferentiated group is shown in the
legend with the names of the individual units connected by-a conjunction--
for example, "Downs or Fayette silt foams:"

The miscellaneous Iand types are used for band that has little or
no natural soil. The map units then are given descriptive names, such
as "steep, stony land," "gulIied land," and "mixed alluvial land."

The relationships between the units that appear on the maps and
legends and the use and management alternatives are explained in the
text that accompanies the soil survey report.
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Hag_ TO _DETERMINE NUTRIENT NEEDS

You can tell whether soil needs fertilizers by the health and
productiveness of the plants that grow on it.

Plants in poor health may be stunted -wr==whet thitriente_are
critically lowshow sium_ of sicknses on leaves, -stems, or Mites
In some pIantsi howeveri the need for more or different rintriente it
Ions easily seeni_ Often they may not appear stunted or *he* deft=
cienay symptomei_hut_they will respond- to the addition of iiitriente
to the soiIi This hidden hunger will beteMo More onation as farmers
increase their yields

soil:
Three steps are necessary to &tartan' the nutrient needs of

The problem must be diagnose&

The degree of deficiency must be determine&

The amount of fertiliser needed for the debited yield *Wit be
found:

Plants and soil conditions must be eXaMined in detail in the
fielti There is no way_of gettIng around that. This diagnosis can
then be checked by simple fertiliser WAS in the field or ereen-
houssi by quick tests of plant tissues, and by analysis of soils and
plants.

Often you can easily see _that a crop id not mixing prow, growth.
Somelames plants exhibit general or specific symptoms of poor nutti=
tioni Too little sulfur and nitrogen, nor aumplesproduti a general
chIorosis--a yellow or pale -green color over the entire plant Some
deficienciesi like that of ironi show up mostly it the yonngst tissues;
the young Ise blades are white or pals yellow but the *Sins may be
normal:

Although symptoms are a useful-guide to the need for nutrients,
one has to be careful in interpreting themi portioultrly whin two or
more deficiencies exist at the same ttmei Climate also may affett th4
expression of symptoms: Therefore the diagnosis should be confirmed
by testa of the plant tissues or by applying the nutrient to
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the soil or the foliage and seeing how the plant .responds.

Of particular importance in diagnosis is the influence of the

soil profile. Poor drainage_may_inddee symptoms of deficiency. An

example is so-called lime-induced thlorosis, or iron deficiency, which

is con on susceptible crops or poorly drained sites in the West.

Plants in fields where surface soil has been removed by erosion or in

preparation for irrigation often art_deficient in nitrogen, phospho-

rus, iren; potassium, or zinc,_ especially if the sdb-SOil contains lime.

04dtliming can induce some deficiendies on acid soils. Deficiencies

of one or more elements frequently occur where sand or gravel underlies

shallow soil.

It 16 important but not alway6 easy to exclude other_poeSible_

causes of poor growth or symptoms that look like mineral deficientios.

Some insects suck juices from plants and so reduce growth. The- toxins

of soma insects deform plants and produce symptoms like those of min-

eral defitiency. Nematodes may retard development of roots.

SoMe plant diseases; particularly_ the virus diseases,_prOddte

leaf patterns that can be confused With symptoms of mineral deficiency.

So do Viltiods organisms that prOduCe dead areas in leaves. Rciot rot

can reduce the ability of a plant to forage for nutrients.

EkceSS_saltsin the soil reduce the entry of water into plants

and- restrict their growth without producing specific symptotS of de-

ficiency. This problem is common in western irrigated areat_and May

become 80 in the Eastern States._ Accumulation of sodium on the clay

of salt) leads to an alkali condition that often is linked with poor

graWth or no growth of crops and the presence of deficiency trytipt/sas

Of iron and sometimes zinc.

_
The damage done by drought May _be mistaken for nitrogen defi-

ciency in grains, corn, sorghdft, and grasses.

Frost damage_may also proddoe symptoms that may appear to be de-

ficienties of nutrients.

Applying fertilizers too_adde to the seed at planting or aide -

dressing fertilizers at too high rates or too close to the plants may

proddto injuries that reduce growth or kill plant tissues.

Improper cultivation may result in deficiency symptoms. Light

rang may sear small areas in a field.
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After you have made a field diagnosis,_you can confirm it by pot
experiments in a greenhouse or strip_ tests in the field. These tests
are made by adding (singly or in various combinational) the fertilizer
elements suspected of being deficient and observing the plant growth
that results.

The next step it to determine the extent of the deficiency.

One way to do that is to maks an experiment in the field itself.
The deficiency is estimated by adding nutrients and determining what
effect the additions have on the plants. The fertilizer containing
the nutrient Is added to the soil or sprayed on the plants at various
rates of application--more than one nutrient may be deficient, and
several rates of each nutrient may be added in combination with dif-
ferent rates of the others.

Several kinds of information may be had from these experimentes
The siMplest is the response curve of yield in relation to the amount
of nutrient supplied. _It gives information about the supplying power
of the unfertilized- soil in terms of bushels or tone of produces If
the increase in_yield is great, the experiment shows that the soil has
too little of the nutrient in question. The shape of the response
curve also shove how much nutrient is needed to produce the desired
yield level Under the existing set of conditions:



pH SOIL ACIDITY) AND PLANT GRCUTH

When crop plants do not grow well, one of the .first questions the

soil scientist usually asks is, "What is the pH of the soil?" or, "Is

the soil acid, neutral, or alkaline?"

The_reaeon for these questions lies in the fact that the pH, or

degree of acidity of the soil;often is a symptom of some disorder in

the chemical condition of the soil as it relates to plant nutrition.

A measurement of soil acidity or alkalinity Is like a doctor'S_

measurement Of_a_pationt'stemperature.
It reveals that something may

be wrong bUt it does not tell the exact nature of the trouble:

The acidity or alkalinity of every water _solution or mixture of

soil and water is determined by its content -of 4drogon ions_and hy-

droxyl ions. Water molecules break up, or- in che.tiCal language)

ionize, into to parts=hydrogen ions and hydroxyl ibtiS; When there

are more hydrogen ions than hydroxyl ions, the solution is said to be

aLid. If there are more hydroxyl ions than 4drogen ions, the_solu-

tion is alkaline (or haSi-6.__Solutions with equal numbers of hydro-

gen and hydroxyl ions'ard Called neutral

Only a very small percentage of the water moIeculea present are

broken up into hydrogen and hydroxyl ions at any one time. If one

attempts to express the concentration of these ions in conventional

chdmical ways, some cumbersome decimal fractions result. In_order

to avoio these cumbersome numbers, the Danish biochemist S. P. L.

Sorenson devised a system called pH for expressing the acidity or

alkalinity of solutions.

The pH scale goes from 0 to_14. At pH 7, the midpoint of the

scale, there are equal numbers of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions, and the

solution is neutral.

pH values below 7 indicate an acid solution, where there are more

hydrogen ions than hydroxyl with_the acidity or hydrogen ion

concentration) increasing as the pH values get smaller.

pH values above 7 denote alkaline solutions) with the concentra-

tion of hydrOXyl ions increasing as the pH values get Iargere
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The pH scale is based on logarithms of the concentration of the
hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. Tide means that a solution or pH 5 haS
10 times the hydrogen ion concentration of a solution of pal 6. A'so-
lution of pH 4 has 10 times more hydrogen ions than one of pH 5 And
10 times 10, or 100 times, the hydrogen for concentration of a solu-
tion of pH 6.

A measurement of the pH ofa solution of a strong, or highly
ionized, acid measures essentially the total /strength of the acid.
But a pH determination of a solution of weak, or slightly ionized,
acid measures only a part ofthe total strength of the acid, because
pHis a_measure_of_hydrbaen ions only and does not measure all the
acid molecules that can potentially ionize to form hydrogen ions'

In a soil, hydrogen ions exiat in a number of different chemical
combinations and states of adsorption on the surfaces of solid parti-
cles. The number of hydrogen ions in the soil solution at any cos
time is small in relation_ to the number held in.a leas active form in
various nonionized molecules and on the surfaces of the solid parti-
cles.

When, the soil is limed in order to bring it to- neutrality, enough
lime must be added to rsact not_onlY_With_the socalled free hydrogen
ions of the soil solution but slim with those held: in the lees active
forms.__This is_so_bocause_as the neutralization- of the soil progresses,
ionization of the less active forms of hydrogen likewise progresses and
new free_hydrogen ions are formed as long as the supply of leas active
forms holds out.

Thus it is possible to think of the total acidity of a Boil as
being composed of two parts.

One part, often called the active acidity' is Made up- of the 4t=
dragon ions in the soil solution. These are the hOdrOgen ions meas-
ured when the pH of the soil is deterMined.

The second/ and muchlarger, -part of the_totalsoil idiait.Y. is
often Called potential acidity. The potential acidity is dile to'h-
drOgen ions held in various chinsical combinations and adsorbed on the
aurfaces_of solid particles. These hydrogen ions are in chemical
equilibrium -frith the -free hydrogen ions of the active part of the aoil
acidity, and as the free hydrogen ions of the soil solution are neu-
tralized or removed from the soil solution in other ways, hydrogen ions



from the less active (or potential acidity) source enter the solution.

Most of the hydrogen ions in the potential acidity forms are held

on surfaces of solid particles of clay or soil organic matter. These

clay and organic partici:OS are very small) and consequently have a

large surface area per unit weight. They matte up What is called the

colloidal fraction of the soil. Since_most of the potential acidity

of soils is due to hydrogen ions held on the clay and organic particles)

it f011OWs that fine-textured Siailai which are high in clay and organic

Matter) can have a higher total acidity than sandy sals of low clay

and organic content.

There -are different kinds of clay in different soils) and these

different kinds of clay -can hold different amounts of hydrogen ions in

the potential acidity form.

Approximate Amounta of Finely GrOUnd Limestone Needed
toy

Raide the pH of a 7-inch Lays of Soil an Indicated

Soil regions and
textural classes

om P
to pH 4i5

T.s.ns per acre

rcm p
to pH 5.5

Tone per acre

FrOid

tit

to pH 6.5
Tone per acre

Soils of warm - temperate
and tropidil regions:4
Sand and log* sand -444 0.3 0.3 6.4

sah4y loam 6000 .5 _.7

Loam 01100 i8 1.P

Silt loam 00041I 1.2 1.4

Clay loam
1.5 2.0

1A11 limestone goes through a 2-ram.

a 0.15-mm. mesh screen. With coarser

greater. For burned_lime about the

drated lime abmt 3/4.

2Red.4sIIow Podzol) Red Latosol) etc.

Monti screen and at least thrOUgh

materials) applications need to be

amounts giver. are used; for hy=
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Soil regions and
textural classes

Limestone requirements
From pH_:i;5 From pH 10 From pH 5.5
to pH to pH 5.: to pH 6;5

Tons per acre Tons per acre Tons per ;.ere

Kuck 3-2.5 3.3 3.8

Soils of cool - tempprate and
temperate regions:"
Sand and loamy sand .4 .5 .6
Sandy loam .8
Loam 1.2 1.7
Silt loam 1.5 2.0
Clay loam 1.9 2.3
MtiCk 249 3.8 4;3

3'T he suggestions for muck soils are for those essentially free of
sand -and clay. For those containing much sand or clay the amounts
Should he reduced to values midway between those given for muck and
the corresponding class of mineral soil. It the mineral soils are
unusually low in organic matter; the recommendations should be re-
duced about 25 percent; if unusually highi increased by about 25
perccnt or even more.

4Podzoli Gray-Prawn Podzoli Brown Forest; Brown Podzoli etc.

5From USDA Handbo K No. ldi p42374



MAINTAINING ORGANIC-MATTER

Soil organic matter is dynamic material. It changes continually

through fUrther decomposition, but it Maintains a_degree of sta-

bility in quantity and in quality through the additions of new raw

materials.

Organic matter is a temporary product--a stage in a natural cycle

of elements. Each_aincrement remains in the soil while it passes

through the several slow biological oxidation changes that eventually

reduce it to carbon dioxide, water, and mineral elements. As it

passes through the cycle, it is replaced by organic matter formed

from fresh residues.

Organic matter forted in the biological uecompositiOn Of plant

and_animal residues. In the decomposition process, some di* the plant

substances are converted_rspidly to carbcn_dioxidei water, and mineral

elements (Ilineralivation), and other substances may be only chemidilly

altered at first.

The microbiologidel activity is high when_freshplant residitea

begin todecayi As the micro = organisms consume the more easily de-

composable materials, the leVel.Of activity gets less andlessi When

only the more resistantplant substances_ remain along with the series

of new organic materials synthesised by the micro =organisms; the mi-

crobial activitybstomas sIow.akbatO a smoldering firs--and is the

cause of constant loss of organid matter from soil.

The amount of organic matter in soil at any tine hinges on the

speed_of the microbiological activity and_the amount -of fresh reeidue

material that is added each_year.__The principles that regulate micro=

biologicalldecomposition--mhich affect mechanical losses_of soil and

deterMine the amount and kind of redidUes returned to the soil--there-_

fore are the principles that govern the level of organic matter in soil.

A number -of things affect the speed of activity of soil microbes.

We can_contrOl some of them. Othera depend _on_ the weather. Some are

determined_by_early,geological processes and_the kind of plant cover

that prevailed before men became interested in soil organic matter.,

Among the fattors are temperature, MdiStUres_aerationl_acidity, supply

of plant nuttientsi tilIagei and the_kind and_the amount of crop resi-

dues and manures returned to the soil. Cropping systems and soil

management exert strong influences_on most of these factors?

Microbes are most active in a moist soil, Nitrobial activity is

depressed when a soil is extremely wet or dry. Air is excluded from the

soil pore spaces in a wet soil, and the latk of air slows decomposition.
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GOXPOSTING

The purpose of composting plant and animal residues is to provide
the plant with food in a more eaely available form than that con-
tained in the original residues. There are, in addition, a number of
other benefits to be gained from this preparation of the food.

The food ia presented to the plant in a steadily available
form, being broken down by soil organisms during the course
of the season as and when the plant requires it.

The organic matter provides a useful soil conditioner in a
form less_readily deatroyed than dung, as it conteLns a
better balance of carbon and nitrogen compounds.

Weed seeds and pathogenic organisms are destroyed by the
heat and microbial activity of the composting procees.

The bulk of the materials used is reduced to abbot a third,
and is in a friable condition, thus_considerablY reducing
handling coats over the original bUik of materials.

The highly concentrated and sometimes harmfUl compounds
in some animal manures are converted to more suitable and
better balanced materials for plant use.

(f) The conservation of nitrogen and other easily lost nutrients.

In jrder that this decomposition of residues shall come about
rapidly and efficiently, three factors must be present--nameiy, air,
moisture and sufficient nitrogenous matter, phosphates and trace
elements, for the micro=organisms to build up their bodies.

Air, naturally, is required for the micro-organisms' respiration,
during which they burn up the carbohydrates in the plant residues
with the evolution of considerable heat. If we are to obtain this
heat (1140-160° F.), the air supply must be adequate. On the other
hand, too much air will cool and dry the heap--the supply mast be
controlled. This is best achieved by wrapping small heaps with some
porous materialsacking or slatted boards - r, in_ the case of large
heaps, by situating them out of winds, or, better still, in pits with

a network of air channels on the bottom'to provide a steady percola-

tion of air from the bottom upwarda. It is for the reason of excessive
air supply that heaps of less than half a cubic yard are difficult to

heat properly except in warm weather, or unless extreiliely well insulated.
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The actual rate of presage of air can vary within quite wide liMitst

an increaae in flow, though carrying away the heat, also gives the

organisms the opportunity to work faster and ,produce more heat, et,

that the process ie to some extent compen8atorY4 Care mat be taken

to avoid extremes.

In practice, a mixture of soft leafy or grass materials and plant

stems in equal proportiont, or straw, with the addition of the commonly

recommended one-quarter by bulk of farmyard manure, will give good_

results. Sawdusts'coffee grounds and similar acme-textured materials

are almost impossible to decompose quickly, mainly beauee of poor

aeration. The addition of Sufficient nitrogenous matter and moil=

tare for complete decomposition would effectively stop air from enter-

ing these materials. It id better, therefore, if quick reeuIte are

required, to mix these materiald with more fibrous matter.

The loss of nitrogen through composting close-textured materials,

particularly if high in nitrogen, is well borne out in the folowing

table;

Material

CHANGES OF NITROGEN CONTENT IN COMPOST I 0

Nitrogen Nitrogen
at -Start at End Gain or Loss Percentage

lb. lb. lb. Gain or Loss

Weeds 44.2 25.7 -18.5 =41.8

Weeds and
Crotalaria 42.8 28.14 -14,5 =33.8

Ditto .49.7 29.2 - 20.5 -41.3

Mixed Crop
Residues 28.3 29.5 1.3 + 404

Crotalaria is a legumihoU8 plarit Heaps of approximately 2 tons

at start.

It will be noted that the higher the proportion of nitrogen the

greater the lose. While a well=adrated heap low in nitrogen finally

contained the most. It has been found also that mixed wastes decom-

pose more quickly than single materials partly, nodoubts ng to

the improved texture of the heap. But iteatma that many micro-
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organisms thrive better on a mixed diet, and these will be better
catered for.

Moisture is necessary and needs to be present within compara-
tively narrow liiits -- sufficient to provide a film of moisture for
the micro-organisms to travel:in, but not eo_much as to impede aerar
tion or oven to ran_through the heap and cool it. While water- passing
through will probably_not carry away much nutrient, providing the heap
is warm and well aerated, should the heap become cold and the Micro-
orzanisms inactivated, there is-A decidedrisk of this occuring._ In
practice, a water content of 50-70 per cent is found -to be satisfactory;
in effect, the materials will be holding just as much water as they
can without any surpluato drain away. Too much water gill also impede
thLactivity of fungi which is necessary to decompose the ligneous
fractions.

Nitrorenis the chief food elementi apart from carbohydrate,
required by the micro- organisms. Inorder to provide_a balanced diet
for micro-organisms the nitrogen must be between-123 and 18_per
cent of the carbohydrate on a_dry-weight-baeal which represents a
carbon-nitrogen ratio of about-33:1.-On this basis, a ton of fresh
dung containing 10 lb. of nitrogen would suffice -for 1,000_1b. of
straw already'containing about 0.5 per cent of nitrogen. A smaller
quantity will result in a somewhat slower decomposition, while a
greater quantity will not; be utilized'by the microbes and will be
destroyed br denitrifying organisms or lost_to the_atmosphere_as
ammonia or evil- smelling compounds. From the point_of view of
economy, therefore, it is probably wiser to. err on the lower side.

It'is interesting to note in thiaconnection that a compost heap
is to a large extent self-compensatory in its nitrogen requirements,
as microorgihisms feeding on the material can fix consAerable
amounts from the` -atmospherei as shown by the following table:

1

Total N. , Total N. Ni-,;enZ;age

Amount of aVstart at End Gain of Gain N.
Dung Used lb, lb; N. in lb.

'Fill quantity' 32e70 34.87 6.6 2.17
-?-i quantity 29412 32.36 11.1 3424

A

It will be noted that the lownitrogen heap has gained 147 lb. more
of nitrogen over the full=nitrogen heap. This effect is also
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dependent on the aeration of the heap) as shown below.

Pit 4 ft. Pit 2 ft.
Deep Niel)

Total at start (1b.)_ 31625 29.12

Total N. at end (lb.) 29'49 32.36

Loss or gain N. (lb.) = 1i76 + 3'24

as percentage = 6'1 +11.1

Both these tables refer to pite containing about 2 tons of wastes.

For those farmers having abundant eUpplies Of_dUngs providing the

proportion of this material does not exceed _quarter by bulk to strawy

or other low-nitrogen wastes) there will be little loss or gain. For

the market gardener; however) who has te_bUy his dung)_only one=
sixteenth partof_farmyard manure is needed) provided fresh) or

leee_ifthe wastes contain a fair pro0Ortion of discarded vegetables;

tomato haulms) etc.) which are generally a good deal higher in nitro=

gen than straw. In practice) all that is required is sufficient to

ensure satisfactory heating of the heap): permitting a large degree of

latitude in proportions of materials used. Oh thie_batia, very much

less of other nitrogenciqs materials used for composting than has hith=_

erto been recommended soma necessary. I have myself Used_such compost

for several years with satisfactory results) UithoUt) until recently)

appreciating the reason for them.

:Amperature has some influence on the nitrogen and organic matter

content. Less organic matter and nitrogen.ie lout as the temperature

rises from 113° Fl (450 C.) to 1679 F. (75° C.), and the same applies

to temperatures below 86° F. (300 C.). In the intermediate range_organic

natter decomposes more quickly) while the nitrogen content max increase.

The energy food of the organisms) alMeet entirely _carbohydrates)

with a little_protein) can take mane. forms varying in digestibility._

The most easily decomposed are the sugars which provide food for some

nitrogen fixing organisms) notably azotobadter. There_are further

mall quantities of starch and pectine) but thagreat_bUlk) as a rule)

consists Of_celluloses and hemi-celluIoses whith provide food for a

great variety of bacteria and fungi. The last group of energyrprovid-

ing materials are the lignins which) so:far as we kik*, can only be

broken down by_fungi. Curiously enough) the heat=leVing bacteria

tha- live in the heapin its early stages seem to prefer proteins. This

possibly acctiOnte_for the fact that material low in_niZtogenous come

pounds and activated with sulphate of ammonia or other artificial



nitrogen may fail to heat up satisfactorily'

The course of events taking place in a compost heap are roughly
as follows: The hemi-celluloses surrounding the cellulose fibresare
strongly attacked by fungi and bacteria with the evolution of much
heat This releases the celluloses for attack; mainly by bacteria.
This stage is needed after about a week; when the temperature reaches
its highest peak. With a gradual fall in temperature the fungi rein-
wade the he and its celluloses; and also attack the ligneous frac-_
tions; but: their action is slow and lasts over several months; accord-
ing to temperature and aeration If the material contains as much as
20=30 per cent of lignins; as in wood; decomposition is very slol, as
the lignin encloses much of the cellulose material; thus protecti.lg
it from decompositior4 Sawdusti from its finely divided natAre; is a
good deal-more accessible; though this is counterbalanced to some
extent by its close texture impeding aeration. The processes are ex-
emplified in the table

RATE OF' DECu21PCSITICi4 Or THE RYE: ST Fqc.I.1 AT ,"

Duration of 0 h 8 24 84

Decomposition days days days days days

Total Otganic
Matter 100 78 62 49 As percentage

Celluloses 57 564 41.9 3014 214.2 of original

Hemi-celluloses 2185 18.35 IO.bi 842 6.85 organic matter
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CORPO5ID__SZWA02: SLUDGE

Organic materials once were the only fei"tiliSers used by farmers.

,F7,
They we mainly plant and animal product. -high in protein and were

used for their nitrogen-supplying valUe. The deMand_fdr_many of them

in making -wed and the lower cost and_greater_AVailability_Of_plant
nutrients in mineral fertilizer haVe led to the replacement of most

of them as fertilizer.

Other organic materials, such as composts, peat, and sewage sludge,

-continue to be used to improve soil. T.;ey aro called soil amendments
rather titan fertilizers becaute of their low content of plant nutrients.

They may be incorporated into the soil or iLvad as mulches. Heavy

rates of application are the rule. TWA they nave the double effect
of contributing some plant nutrients and improving the physical condi-

tion of the aoi1.

Sometimes the amendtentS represent utilization of materials that

otherwim would be wasted. Some haVe_an unusual composition, and
special ?ractices are needed to use that successfully-.

In composting, a microbiological process, organic materials are

partially decomposed.by the activity of microbet. Hemicelluloses
gumlike substances), celluloie (the plant fiber), and lignin, (the woody

material) make up 50 to 05 percent of mature plant materials. The

lower percentages occur in the leguminouS plants, the intermediate ones

in nonleguminous crops, and the higher emounte in wood. Tao rest of

the plant is Largely water-soluble Subdtances and protein and email

amounts of fat and ash.

Microbes readily attack the Water=t0lUble substances, hemicelluloses,

and cellulose, which rot quickly.

Lignin is quite reeistan to attack. It8 nature changes somewhat,

but it disappears only slowly.

From the readily decomposable substances, microbes get energy to

carry on their activities and the carbon they need for building their

cells.

About 20 percent of the carbon -in the decompozed_part_may be

'synthesized into microbial cells. The remainder enters the air as carbon

700-
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dioxide and becomes available for photosynthesis by new generations
of plants.

About one-half of the total dry matter originally present is
decomposed by the time the compost is ready for use. Three-fourths
of this loss is represented by a decrease in hemicelluIoses ana
cellulose;

Microbial cells contain 5 to 10 percent of nitrogen; So, if large
amounts of energy substances are present, considerable nitrogen is
needed for synthesis of cells. The amount of energy available and
consequently the amount sf nitrogen needed depend on the amount of
material susceptible tn decomposition by the :microbes;

Materials like spbagnur 7axpts and highly signified wood tissues,
which resist decomposition; hz low nitrogen requirements; For the
usual farm crop residues, z %itz.igen content of 1.5 percent_isenough
for amaximum_rate_of_dection _Microbe6 do not assimilate all
the hitrogen_in materials that have higher nitrogen values, and the
excess is subject -to loss by volatilization, leaching,-or denitri-
fication Actually, values of 1 to 1.25 percent of nitrogen are
adequate.

Mature nOnlegrminous plant residUes arc .'.n_ nitrogen and high

in substances that supplk_energy for microozal groheth. When they are
incorporated into soilj microbes asaiMilate available nitrogen from
the soil and cause a shortage of nitrogen for crop growth.

This nitrogz.-d-depleting effect can be ow77come by adding enough.
availablenit:ogon to supply the needs of the milrobes. The nitrogen
may be supplied by commercial fertilizer added with the organic matter
if it is turned under directly._ If- used asrbeddIng for livestock' the
feces and_urine of animals supply the nitrogen. A third (but more
expensive) way to overcome tile nitrogen=depleting effect is to compost
the material;

Two main objectives are accomplizned by composting.

First, readily decomposable substances -are removed, and the per-
centfq,,,? of nitrogen con tent is increased; Thus there is no danger
that a nitrogen shortage will be induced when composts are added to
soils.

Secor'. the physical nature of the material is changed. The
deloanposition or cellulose causes the plant material to lose its
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strength and to break easily. It becomes friable, crumblyi and easier
to handle and incorporate into the soil. That is important when hand
tools or small tillage implements are used.

With some materials, such as manure or municipal garbage, a
result of composting is the removal of obnoxious odors.

The composition_ of_composts is variable._ The moisture content is
usually in the neighborhood of 75 percent, but it may be as_low_as 40
percent. A high moisture content makes the finished_compost weigh more
than the dry weight of the material originally placed in the heap. That
is the basis of statements:that 1 ton of plant residues_ will produce 2
tons or more of compost. Its value, cf course, it ih the dry matter.

_Composts commonly contain_ perc.mt_of nitrogen, but the content
may be 1.5 to 3,5 percent in the dry matter.

The phosphorus content, of dry composts is about 0.5 to 1.0 percent.
Potassium values probably_are twice as These values will be corres-
pondingly higher if phosphate and potash are added to the compost.

The nitrogen of composts is only slowly available and never approaches
toat of inorganic sources of nitrogen. Its slob: availability lowers
the possibility of leachi% and extends ava lability over the entire
grJwing season. Presumably tne availabilit4 of phosphorus and potassium
in composts approaches t:TF:t of inorganic sourcas.

Composts are essenti;daY low-analysis fertiliL,:rs, and large amounts
must be used to obtain a:.a2,4ate additions of plant, n-A:,:ients to sails.

The maximar effects of compn5t3 on soil strUct:Urcincreased aggre-
gation; pore space; xld water-hui:ilAg ability- -and cm yield usually

occur only after several years,

Composts increase crop yields aJ -.161 as equal additJ.Jns of _

-1-ahure from the bedding of horses and catGle. Comi:sts_should be used
in. much the samu way as manure with regard to amount_and_metad_of
application and reinforcement, Because compost is like farmyard manure
in physical natuf compositon, and value; wr scAetimes call it syn-
thetic manure:

Composts are good to use a:. -alchez in garde: or around shrubbery.
Applied 2 or 3 inches deep, they conserve soil moisture, lower soil
temperatures in hot weather, help control weas, and conibate nutrients.
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Applications on small _areas of large_amouats of_compost may supply
the entire nutrient needs for_the successfUl production_of crops. If
the composted materials come from a large area' the land from which_ they
come loses its share of organic matter. One can overcome some of that
loee_by using rotations of sod crops_whose roots restore tha physical _

condition_of the soil. The amount of organic matter that can be renariled
to the soil over any large area of land can be no larger than the_amount
produced on_it. Because, furthermore, some is used by animals and man'
only moderate rates of compost applications can be attained over any
large area

Before you decide whether to practice_ composting it_practical farm-
ing operations, you should compare the soil-improving value of compost
and that of the froNsh residues from which it is made.

In 12 years_of compariaona at the Rothamsted_Experimental Station
in England, turning une.ar fresh straw to which nitrogen was added gave
10 to 20 percent greater yields of potatoee, barley, and sugar beets
than composts prepared from the aame amount of straw and nitrogen.

At the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,_freah residues,
applied on an equal organic-matter basis, produced double or triple the
aggregation of silt_and clay particles produced by composts prepared
caom iJie same materials.

One must also realize that (since one half the organic matter is
lost in composting) fresh residues applied at the same rate will cover
twice the area that can be covered by composts. When it is feasible
to do so, one should return plant residues directly to the soil in
preference to composting; doing so leada to greater soil improvement
and saving of labor. Sufficient nitrogen and other nutrients in the
foy2 of commercial fertilizers should be added to meet the needs of
the crop.

In some situations, however, composting meets a recd and is a
high37 desirable practice.

Tha first is in areas where commercial fertilizers are evensive,
labor is cheap, and implements are simple. Composts prepared from
plant, anima34 and human wastes have been used extensively flr many
centuries in India, Japan, and t;hina. More than nno-half the nitro-
gen and a higher proportion of the phosphorus and potassium returned
to the soil in Japan in 1946 were supplied by composts. Composting
practices in some countries include the use of town obago and night
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soil; a supplementary betefit thus is improved sanitation.

Composts also are used When soil is used intensively as in market

gardenin, in which frequent tillage and_almostcomplete removal of

crops (sometimes even the roots) may lead to soil deterioration; Com-

posts are used to overcome tnis effect.

Special composts are needed for growing mushrooms; They used to

be prepared from horse manure, but more aad more they are made from

definite mixtures of plant products and commercial fertilizers, which

supp1y nitrogen and potash.

The most prevalentcomposting in the United States is by gardeners

who save garden residues, weeds, tree leaves, lawn clippings, and kitchen

wastes.

Compost is produced commercially in many places.

A few operations in the United States are using manure from Stock=

yards or large dairies. An installation at the stockyards in Chicago

uses a mechanized process and can treat 50 tons of manure daily. Plana

have been made to compost all_of the 75,000 tons of manure produced

annually at the stockyards. These preparations command a premium price

and are used on gardenS and lawns.

A plant at voyatet-p Hi-illand, produces 120,000 tons of compoat a year

from municipal refuse. The annual production of compost is sold at a

low price to fatMert, and the demand for it is Great.

In genckal, it may be said_thatcommercial production of compost

in limited te.: situations where the cost of assembling the material is

not charged to ti Composting operation itself.

Two sourced of C50:00Stable material may get greater--wood residues

kfrbm lumbering, woodwolicit8 plants, and improvement cuttings in fort-ate)

and organic wastes in cities.

The total annual quantity otunUtilized_wood residues was estimated

in 196 by the Forest ServiCe to be 1.4 billion cubic feet at sawmills

and woodworking plants. An almbat_equal_quantity was left as loEging

resAues in the forests. Abciut 7CX) Million cubic feet of tact residues

at sawmills and plants was fine Materials such as sawdust, which requires

no further reduction in size for use in soil improvementi A Lu-ge part

of_the wood residues accumulate, at pcints_remote from possible agri-

cultural use; but in ame sections as in the North Central States,



nearly all lumberin operations are on_ farms.__ Wood residues_ are also
quite accessible for agricultural use in the Northeast and the South.

TLe use of these residues has been confined mainly to sawdust and
shavings because of their favorable physical form and accumulation in
large amounts.

All available supplies of sawdust and snavings in parts of New
England are used as_bedding for dairy cows. The manure is used Qn
crops. Waste wood is_ also converted to chips for use as beddini;, The
cost may be so high, however, that theuse_of chips may be restricted
to localities where_supplies of sawdust and other forms of bedding
are inadequate and transportation costs make wood chips competitive
with other bedding materials.

_ Wood residues can be incorporated directly -into the soil. They

also can -be composted. Both sawdust and woodchips make excellent
mulches for blueberries, strawberries, fruit trees ornamentals, and
garden crops. Because woody plant materials_are low in plant nutrients,
they need extra nitrogen and phosphate wnen they are composted or add-
ed to soil.

Municipal organic wastes of garbage and_street ref4se are compost-
ed for agricultural use in many uropean cities and in the Fat EaSt.
In this country they have been disposed of mostly by land_ filling,_
soil burial, or incineration, but there is an increasing interest in
the possibility of disposing of_them by composting because of the grow-
ing scarcity of areas to be filled in, objections to air pollution
produced by incineration, and the possibility of reducing costs of
waste disposal from the sale of the compost.

The Staff Of the Sanitary Engimering Research Project of the
University of California_ in 1953 completed a series of experiments on
composting municipal wastes. They found thata wide variety -^f wastes

be_ composted successfLLVy. Shreddingthe material (after cans
and_ bottles have been removed) to permit _uniform mixing was found
desirable. No fi.rther modification was iound necessary. Turning the
heaps every,3:or 4 days meant thafinishe?J compost could be produced
in -2 or 3 weeks. The composts contained-As much plant nutrient as
did composts from crop residues. Its value for soil improvenont
shoUld equal those of manure or composts farm residues-6

Almost. any natumi organic product care be composted with proper
case -- corns=talks, straw, hay, tree leaves, wood residues, coconut husks,
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animal and human excretal garbage; wastes from wineries and bre0=
eriesi and many more. The ticrobet: are net choosy.

For making composts; you must proVido proper_aerationl moisture,
nutrientsi and temperature for microbial decomposition. _Those factors
and the nature of the material affect the time required for prep -
aration and the final composition' Composting is usual4 carried out
by piling organic materials into heaps where reasonable control of
these factors can be maintained.

Air should penetrate the entire compost he to allow microbes
to act and finish the compost in a minimum of time. Aeration depends
on size of air spaces within the heap; the heightof the pilei and the
moisture content.

The coarse matertalsi like cornstaIksi cause large air spaces,
excessive aerationi and rapid loss of moisture and heat from the -heap.
They should be cut to 6-inch lengths.or mixed with finer materials
before composting. Excessive aeration can be reduced by compacting
the pile and by increasing its height. Fine materialsi such as reit-
dust; are hard to aerate and may be mixed with coarser materials or
turned oftaner. Cereal straws and tree leaves have good properties
for composting.

Compost heaps should be built no more than 6 feet high so air
can penetrate to the bottom of the ptle. Width and length may be
adjusted for convenient handling.

Excessive moisture cuts aeration by filling air spaces in the
material and by increasing compaction.

Only a slow partial deeomposition takes ranee when aeration is
insufficient. Intermediate products of anaerobic microbes such as
ore,gonie acids and reduced nitrogenous and: eulfUr compoundsi are
formed. Moan y have offensive odors.

The physical nature of the composting material frequently is
altered little under anaerobic condttionsi and it remains hard to
handle. Poor aeration is overcame by turning the heap.

The canpostir mat vial should be kept damp but not wet enough
to cause liquids to trizkle dam and collect at the bottom of the
heap. The weight of the moisture should be 1 to 2.5 tunes that of
the dry organic material. Decomposition is slowed down when



the heap is drier than that: anaerobic conditions set in, particularly
at the bottom of the heaps when it is wetter. Water is hest applied
to the layers as the pile is built up.

Many fresh dry plant residues are somewhat herd to wet. They can
be wetted beat by applying the water in a fine spray. If necessary,
water should be added an 2 or 3 successive days at the start of the
composting period.

Letting water run out at the bottom of.the pile should be avoided
because nutrients are lost. Fresh green materials, such as grass cl4p-
inge, contain too much moisture for proper composting. They should be
loft to wilt before piling or should be mixed with about one-third
their weight of dry material. Rainfall miry increase moisture in the
heap. If the moisture becomes excessive it can ty:, ifduced by turning

and loosening the pile. Small. heaps that have a high proportion of
exposed surface may become nnduly dry. Water should be added to them
as needed.

goat plant residneo will form uomposts in time if they simply are
put in a heap and kept moist.

Sometimea nutrients are added. Mature residues of nonleguminous
plants require the_addition of about 15 pounds of actual nitrogen pus
ton of dry material--eqmil to the nitrogen in 70 pounds of 8B:lonium
sulfate or calcium cyanamide, 45 pounds of emmonium nitrate, or 30
pounds o? urea. Any of them are satisfactory. Calcium cyanamide and
urea give a slightly basic reaction, which promotes rapid decay. If
ammonium sulfate in useds_an equal amount of finely ground limestone
shoule- be added to neutralise the acidity arising from the sulfate
an tai

Residges of leguminous plants and young nonleguminous plants
may contain 1.5 to 3.5 percent of nitrogen and need no adeitianaI

nitrogen. Substantial losses of nitrogen ocmr if such reeiduee are
composted directly, because the amount of nitrogen present is in

excess of that assielilatedte the microbes. Such materials should
be mixed with residues of low nitrogen content. Two or three parts
of mature, nonleguminous residues mixed with young plants or with
leguminous plants give a satisfactory mixture.

Other org&lic nitrogenous subitances, such as cottonseed and
soybean male and dried Mood, may be added to composts to give .he

proper nitrogen content. The cost of nitrogen in these forma is
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greater then in the inorganic form. Ltquid and solid excreta of
aniele and aeuage sludge also may be ured to supply nitrogen to
composts;

The microbes need so little phosphate and potash that ordinary
plant residues supply enough for composting. To aawdust or plant
reeiduea that become leached before composting, it may be wise to
aid phosphate ancfpf)taah=-about 20 pounds (or 3 gallons) of super-
phoephate:And 5 or 10 pottrds of potassium sulfate or potassium
chloride to a ton of reed-Ale.

1- The phoaphe and potash increase the fertilizing value of the
resulting compost. A\complete fertilizer with an analysis such as
10=6-4 may be used to4rupply atrogen, phosphate and potash, The
fertilizer should he added to g.1,Te the proper amount of nitrogen in
the be.tginning compost Extra orre should be taken to ,wevent leach-
ing. If that_cannot be done, it is preferable to reinforce the com-
post when it is applied to the soil instead of LT! the pile.

_ Rotting proceeds slowly at tianperaturee near P^eszing. Micro-_

bial processes increase at higher temperaturen. The rate nearly
doubles for every rice of 18° F. Ji.n temperature,

Microbes themaolvesproduce heat as a byproduct of the decom
position, They release l&'ge amounts of heat in the -pile; since_it
is nearly self - insulating, the temperature of the pile rises.; Mi=
crobes that grow best at ordi_ary_teoperatures initiate the decomz
position and carry it an until a_temperature_of about 115° to 12C°

is reached, That temperature kills them, and another group of _

crobes takes over, They are called tbermoPhZ,N5, or_thermophilic
organisms; because they can carry_ on at high,temperatvrea. They
raise the temperature insids the heap .to 1400 to 170°, This rise

temperature, which usually persicts 2 -or 3 w4eksvindicatea sat
the composting is proceeding normally. _It greatly rhortens_the
time. required for the decay t4f the plant_metarial. The rapid 0..,zsipation

of heat in amen or open heaps may keep temperatures down too 1/w.

The high temperature also kills disease--musing organism*,
insects, and weed seeds, except in the outer parts and the oottom
of the heap, WheN the heap Zs turnedj those Farts should 1-1 I m
od to the center of the pile so that they also will be m,Ojected

to the high temperatures,
1

Residues of diseased plants should be Composted only if
can be completely subjectA to the high temperatures in the In:erior



of the heap. That is seldom possible with small piles; if so, they should
be bUrned to avoid spreading disease.

TurrT ,-ompoot heap battens the decomposition _by increasing
the aupr for the_Microbes; 'jeeps may- be turned every 3 or 4
days ja, operations. In some men' nized procesemai air it
1X1a cont'....nuously through the composting_ mixture. In :arm and garden
p:eaClicasi the compost should be turned at_leatt_onco about every_3
weekt after its preparation. Fibre frequent turning is desirable to
assure Mixing and more uniform decomposition of the heaps_ The number
of turnings may be adjusted to facilities a*ailable and the desired
time for completing the compost.

Occasionally sane practices are_advocated that are not essential.
Inoculation with prepared cultures of Microbes_is sometimec said to
hasten the process and lead to a better product;

Experiments at the University of California tested soili horse
manure; pertially composted matdriali and a comer-Cis' preparation
of selected cultures as inoculantsi. None had any significant, effect
on the =urea of composting; It appears that the materials used in
composting have enough of the microbes on their surfaces to start
and continue decomposition

Mixing small amounts of soil Into composts is unnecesearyi bat
the soil may help conserve nitrogen and other nutrients. A thin layer
of obi' on the outside surfaces of a heap will aid in retaining mois-
ture; A shallow pit does the acme; but the pit should be in a well-
drained places because accumulation of water in a poorly drained pit
will produce anaerobic conditioner

When is the composting pr(4.,;1;: Qompleted? in, largei well-.

preparedheappi a drop in the .;141tsti..-J temperature to values near
airtemparature and easy -nritMOig sk the.materialw in the hvid
indicate Completion;

\

Full composting in snail usually requires 3 months under
favorable conditions of mointurt and temperature; Composta pre..

pared late_ the fall in ?,Jgions of Ovid winters may not be ready
for use until early the next summer; Under commercial conditionsi
with large heaps and frequent turningi composting time may be short....'
ened to 2 or 3 weeks; With some mechanized procttses; on14; 10 dayn
are required for fresh material; and that may be shoeAned to 3
days if the beginning material is already partly decomposed;
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Bins of simple construction are desirable for home or garden-

scale composting; A bin will he3p to maintain moisture at the _edges

of -the heap and _prevent blowing. It should be about _

5 feet high, and as long as needed to bold the material available ftir

composting. No floor is needed.

It is well to have twobinsside by aide with one .comMon Wall.
The compost m1 be forked then from one bin to the other for turning

and The compost that is ready for useAMay be kept in_ one bin

While fresh compost is started in the, other./

Snow.fncing with posts_at the corners Makes a satiefaCtory bin.

A variety of timbersi4rranged in logcabin'fashion,_or boardS nailed

to corner posts provide satisfactory enclosures. Only narrow craCkS

ihtald be_left between the timbers or boards More permanent structures

may/:b6 built of concrete blocks or bricks. Small openings_should be

4411 hear the bottom of such walls to permit penetration of air.. Ond

/end if the bin should be closed with removable boards to permit access

for mixing and removal of the compost.

Peat is a widely used organic soil amandrent. It is made up of

plant remains that haVe accumulated over the centuries under relatively

airless conditions in bogs.

Peats may be diVided into two main types,;, according to the kind

of plants from WhiCh theY_Werefermed, One issphagnum peat--or peat

moss- or highmoor peatOhiCh IA derived fmm species of the sphagnum

plant. The other, fOrMed frdm the s9dges, reeds, mosses, or trees Is

called lawmoor peat.

Peat derived from trees is some iMes groupedse
peat, or peat mold. It is interme ate in camposi

peat and.thatderived from Sedges _d_reeds. Forest
finely divided particles of wood an is often used fo

rately as forest
between sphagnum
t contains many
mulching.

Sphagnum pests of a dry- matte basis have an ash content usually

below 5 percent, nitrogen 1>pertent or less,_and_phosphorus and pot=

assium-below 0.1 percent. They are very acid, with pH values between

3.0 snd 14.i5 Fresh sphagnum peats haves high'water=holding capacity

equal to 15 to 30 times their own_ weight, bUt that is cut in half

following drying. Cellulose and hemiceilulose make up about 40. per-

cent of sphagnum peats$ bOt the.ate reoiSant to decomposition by

microbes.
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Laumoor pests are more variable than sphagnum. Their dry matter
contains 5 to 140 percent of ash, 1.5 to 3.5 percent of nitrogen, and
lees than 0.1 percent of phosphorus and potassium. They can hold_3 to
8 times their own weight of water. Their pH values range from 3.5 to
7.0. Becau06 most of the cellulose and hamicellulose in them hae been
decomposed, they have a high amount of 11grOmaike subetances.

Feats improve the later lding_abili. y of most soils and give
better physical structure to fine eoile. Heavy applications equal to
25 to 50.percent of the volume of the soil often are made with that in
mind. They are used mostly on specialty crops and home grounds.

Undecomposed or slightly decomposed forms of sphagnum, if incor-
porated into the soil, require small amounts of nitrogen. Acid peats
are used for acid-loving plants as a direct growth medium 'or by mix-
ng into the soil or as a Mulch on the place where they are grown.
The acidity of such peats may need to be neutralised with ground lime-
stone if they are to be used for ordineri plants.

'Pests especially the coarser grades of sphagnum, are good live-
stock bedding and poultry litter. In 1950 in the United Statec an.
estimated 161,000 tons of peat were used for soil improvement and
31,000 tons for steble bedding and poultry litter.

Sewage sludge is the solids remaining from the treatment of
sewage in dispose plants. Various methods of digestion and removal
of the solids reduce the organic matter in the plant effluent to a
safe point. 'Tht.resuIting sludge is filtered.off and may be burned or
sold or given away for use as a fertilizer;

The value of the sludge for soil improvement depends on the
method uped'for treating the sewage;

Activated sludge comes from disposal plants in which aerobic
treatment is obtained by bubbling large quantitiee of air through
the digesting sewage. The sludge is then allowed to settle in large
settling tanks, drawn off, and filtered. The filtered material_still
contains 80 to 85percentof water. If.it is to be sold as ferti-_
liser,_it is dried by heat to a moisture content_of_5_to_10 percent.
Activated sludge contains 30 to 40 percent of ash, 5 to 6 percent of
nitrogen, and 1 to 3.5 percent of phosphorus.

Digested sludges come from disposal eyetems in which solids
are allowed to settle out and are then digested anaerobically. On



a dry-matter baaie, they contain 35 to 60 percent of wrh, 1 to 3

percent of nitrogen, and 0.5 to 1.5 percent of phosphorus; They

are allowed to air-dry on sand filter bedb outside or_in green=

houses where they are protected from rain. Because of their low

content of plant nutrients, they are seldcn sold for fertilizer.

Activatedsludge_hse a higher nutrient content, -lower moisture,

better physical condition, and no odor. Available nitrogen in acti-

vated sludge ie almost equal to that in cottonseed meal -end -costs

about the same.- When it is added to soil, abOut One-hilf_the nitro-

gen is nitrified in 4 ueeke; More than 50,000 tons of activated
sludge are prodAted annually by the sewage disposal plint_Of Mil=! _

waukeei Wie._ There is a wide demand at good prices for this product,

for fertilizing grass in lawns, parks, and golf courses.

LU sewage_alUdgeiatre_l61, 1 potassium because compounds of_

potassium dissol*6 readily- in T3 3y must then be suppleminted

with a potash fertilise- When ...:.:T;od_on soils thathave too little

potasciunn- Additional phosphate also is needed on acme soils, depend-

ing on the amount of sludge used.

Sludges contain appreciable nUentitite_Of minor elements;

copper, boron, manganese, molybdshUM) end_tint. A few experiments

indicate that they are available for plant griciwth

Sanitary aspects must be,considered when digested_sludges_arti

applied. Pathogenic organisiS may escape the treatment process. it

is_not advisable to use digested sludge on toot corps -or low7growing vege-

tables that are to be eaten raw. Incorporation_ into the soil 3 months

ahead_of planting leads to destruction of the_disease organisms.

Digested sludges give rise to bad OdOra,_Whith_can be overcome by

iMmeditte incorp-ation into the soil. Activated sludges have no

bid odor and micr-25es are killed in the heat tree:anent.
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WATERSIEDS

A watershed is a drainage area containing a few thousand or a feW
hundred thousand acres, from which water drains toward a single CharRA.
it is a social and economic unit for cammnity deveiopment and eon. -

tititi_of water, soil, forests, and related resources. Conservation ,-it

on the watersheds.

COnterVation based on management of watersheds goes far back. In

1867 a commistion_established by the Wisconsin State Legislature pointed

out the relationship between forest cover and streamflow. A New York
State ComMissibt in 1872 investigated the desirability of maintaining
the forests of the Adirondack Mountains for the purpose of benefiting
the Hudson and other rivers and theErie Canal. The American Forestry
Congress in 1886 adopted a resolution directing attention to the value
Of pOblic lands at the sources of streams_in the preservation of-water
supplieS and urging that those lands be kept for public use "with a view
to maintaining an reserving supply of water in all rivers and

streams." In 189i the first forest reserves were set aside under aUthOrity

granted_by the Congress; In 1897 the Congress, in enacting the Organic
Administration Act for national forests, established as one of_the ptin=
cipal purposes of such forests the "securing of favorable condititint of
water flows."

SURFACE-IRRIGATICN

There t general nothods of a7p" 'ng irrigation w-ter

the land.

In surface irritation the Seil is tho 1R sir from which the

plants draw the Water they hoed. The soil also ;one's and dis-
tributes the wat ©r over the field.

In sprinkler irrigation tha water is conveyed above the field. in

pipes, and the aoil acts as a storage reservoir.

In subirrigetiOn they water flows underground, and the capillary

water moves Vp:41.d toward the surface of the land to meet the needs

of.the crops.

Sbrfate irrigationi with which this chapter deals, includes the

general mc-thoc of flood ar_a furrow La.d corrugation irrigation.

__In_fleed irrigation, the rater :%Lm permA..ed tc_cover the surface

or the law, in a continuous sheet. 7heo:vtically the water should be

Standing_ etevery point in the fields just long, enough_ for the soil

to abSoth the whole amount of water needed to refill the root zone

But under practical field_conditions it is seldm possible -to -meet

the thoOtotical requirement compIeteIy--some parts of the field usu-

ally receive too much water if aIllparts receive_adewAte water._ If

the of the irrigation stream Is preperly balanced against the

intaki rate of the soil, thetot*1 aepth of Water to be stored in the

root_ zone, and the area be covered by the stream, however, the

/results will be reaaenably uniform and efficient.



irrigation includes several methoAd: Border strip,- basin;

co:tour bench border irrigation, flooding from contour ditched,
-wild flooding, rld border ditch.

The object of border strip irrigeion is to aftance a_sheet of

water down a narrow strip between low ridp's bOkiers and to get
the_waterinto the soil as the sheet advances. The strip must be
Well leveled between the border ridges and -the grade down-the strip

must bo fairly uniform to avoid ponding. The ridges should be loW_
and rounded so they can be planted with the strips and no land lost

to nroduction.

Border strip irrigation is well adapted for all close-growing_
crops and is used for some row crops, such as cotton. lay and grain

can be irrigated On uniform slopeL up to 3 percent.

Esttblishod_pasture can be irrigated on uniform slopes up to 6

percent. The Metbod_Oar be used on soils of coarse or fine texture.
It utilizes large water streams safely. Its requirements as to labor

and time are IOW. It provides for uniform wetting and efficient use

of water.

Basin irrigation is adapted especiallyto flat lands; It con!-_

sists_of quidkly filling a diked area with water to the desired depth

and allo'dng the water to percolate intotha soil. It is desirable
for closse.-groWing crops a;,A orchards on medium- to coarse-textured
soils and fer_rita that is grown on fine-text-red, slowly permeable

soils. When the basins are properly graded and built to the right

dimensions for the kit(i of soil and water supply, water an be ap-

pl;ld efficiently and alkali can be controlled.

Cohtbtr, or- bench border, irT4-ntion is adapted to fsirly Uni-
form, me6.1A:rate slogs with deep soils. Border strips are laid out

acrcs5 the slope on a controlled grads, and the ridges are construc"-ad

par1,77-.1 to eac} other. If the strips are laid out on a grade, they
opfrate abOUt the same as does border strip irrigation. If the strips

short and level, it la like basin irrigation.

ooLu.ng_fftiti contour ditches is used often on olose-groWine

?4-3.ps on sloping or: rolling lands not subject 4o_the deFree of level-

ing necessary for other methods of irrigation. Water is_flooded

downslope betweer closely spaced field ditches running along the con-

tour of the land, The ditches prelrent_the water from concentrating

and causing erosion. Fairly uniform wetting-is possiblej but labor

-J
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zsasts of irrigat'lg are rather high. In general, this methQd shOtld
not bv used if a more desirable method can be ...sod.

In wild flooding, the stream of water_is_diverted_from its
course and allowed to spread out over the field st_randbm. It is not
Ivcommended, because the low spots in the field will get too rola
water and the high spots will receive none:

The border ditch method is used in_ some of the_olderirrigated
areas of the West, but it is not generally recommended. Parallel_

ditr.:nes 25 to 200 fi apart are _run down_ the fipld in the direcAon
of the land elope. The stx'ips_of land between the ditthesare_ir-A=i
gated by_diverting the wetlr at intervals from either aide of th
ditch. Thy method uses water and labor_inefficiently. The_ditchee
often erode on the steeper lopes_and silt ftll on the flatter slopes.
They take a considereoll aree.of_land out of crop production and act
as a weed nursery for this rest of the field.

Furrow irrigatim is the most common method of applying water,
to raw crops. Water is_applied in the furrows between the -rows of

plants. As water runs dowv the row4_part_of it is_ being; absorbed
all along the furrow and is moVing throrgh the- soil to
mo1.53ture-storage rese7-voir of_the_soil under the_grOWing plants. It

in adar, ,z)c.1 to all row crops; truck crops, orchards vineyards, and
be'ry :3atchr;s on Fontle s)4-,..es on all btt the coarser sale.

ultiVation of the ftrrowe control seeds keeps thos,-)il loose.

When :he furrows run f4-:/n the s1440, serious erosion can occur unless

the size of the irrigatIng str is carefully controllel.

Flirro* irrigation. Is usually expensive front a time And labor

standpoint Prciierly operated, it is fairly efficient in its use of
water

irrigation 18 as adaptat,i2a of furrow irrit tion,
in Which_ t2.,0_1.rre::a are laid across the slope on a carefully selected

grade- _° A redt,:tion_ id_ the- grade of the furrows makez them much less

subjcst to eronion ay 1-':,''.48A4on water and rain.

rlarrOgatton irrigation is well adapted to close-growing crc7s on

and_tialli lands and to soil slow to take water._ The water

ennl-L.,eu in smAll furrows running down the slope from the head_ .

The purpose of the furrows is not 93 attach to carry the stream
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of water_ as to Fut.., it. Some over-opping of the furrow -may occur.
Corrugation_ irrigation is suitable for fino7textured soils that take
the water slowly and tend to seal over and bake whenflooded. It
provides uniform wetting and prevents erosive 'water accumulation on
7-nd_teo rolling or steep for borders_or basins and miles use of
small irrigating strearr. It f: relatively expensive in labor.

A_farm distribution system is necessary convey the irrigation
wader Jo the various fields from the point at which the water is .

aval'abl, on the farm.

The system must be designed to carry enough rater to net the
7-ar c. of the crop to each field withnut erosion and allow for ef-

ert application. It must be laid out in accordance with good
management pracices. It must provide for cr,nveyirg and regu-

IatW the irrigation stream and for the roads and drains that are
needed. It must be located_ito give minimum interference with seed-
ing; tillage; and harvesting.

Open ditches are the most common means of conveyin irrig:tion
water. In mazy areas the ditches to each field are permanently con-
structed and pltintaired. They form field boundaries and have per-
manent conveyarrus and control structures. Often their banks are
seeded to perennial r,rasses to contra weeds and provide extra eta-

They usually have fiat bottoms. Side slopes may be in tb
raU,:, of 1.5_to 1 or flatter; and are deeirnecl to c.irry the strew
at_a nonerosive velocity. Permissible velocities may be as high AS
6 feet a seLond on shales and IviAdpan&: *nd as low as 1.5 feet a.
enlonl in fins sands;

aroma where the sear':;naI requirements are :ow and only oae
irri.g:ticus are required It is often wise -to utilize temporary

di .aches for distributing the wa4,-.er to the fields. Such ditche!r; two_

with farm-type ditchers; they may have flat or rvindsd bottoms

o a V crow, section.

In medium- and fine-tektured soils midc s7opes are sometimes
quite steep to reduce the overall width- of the_dit&and to facili-
tpte the installation o temporary checks or oti"er structu!-1s. These

-her are plowed in after the irrigation leant, ir, comoleted as a

3u1-49 of weed control and to remove obstructions to harvesting

recdonsi
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Temporary ditches also areused for conveying the water from the
edge of the field to the Individual furrow or border. They are usu-
ally installed after the crop is planted, are used during the ir7ip,-
tion seaeons and are re mooed before harvest.

Conveyance structures: of various types are usually necessary in
open dA.tnhes ator at the desired elevation on each field.
Often an intervening low ax ea beteen the water source and the uppsr
part of the field recruires t 13 use cf flumes or inverted siphons to
carry the Water acroso thu draw or swale4 These permanent structures
should be well designed and constructed to4fulfill their purpose and
eliminate excessive Maintenance.

When_any Minor_depreesions_are enoountereds a_compacted_earth
fill is often placed and the ditch constructed on its_top, Drainage
water :tan be carried from one_side of the embankinent to Other_ by

a culvert placed below the bottom of= the irrigation ditch._ Such in-
stallations, While relatively cheap to conatructs pose problems of
maintenance and'are subject to damage from rodents aid bUrrowing
animals..

When ditches are constructed across porous si,ilss the lose_or
irrigation water by seepage may be serious. If sos permanent ditches
may be lined with such less perimeable material as clays or bentenite
The ditThes may be lined with_concreto asphaltic concrete or may
be sealed by means of s thin flexible membran,. Membrane linings are
usuary buried- a: inches below the ditch surface to protect them
from mechanical damage.

`Lmoortant pa-ts of any farm distribution system are tho crossing
structures; which permit the moverent_of machinery, produces and live-
stock across the Irrigation stream. Often the can be made a part of
other structures-. Sometimes culverts or bridges are proviOed.

Carif-aI strictures placed_iior,i4r :s may be of _many types.
T-)eir-frn ,ion is to measure the .; provide a merns of diverting
the water rom the ditch., or to i..rsr sa:aly the 1,z:ter from one ele-
va'Aon to vother.

T make proper application of the waters tic, irrifzator should
know the size of the stream he is using. _Measit._ devices should_ r,!,

part of the distribution system and phould permii; the fanaer tO6:ter-
mine the flow beinc delivered to any raint on his farm. Parshall
flumes or weirs are often used for the purpose. Other structures in
the ,"stem are sometimes calibrated so that reliable est'_mates of thb
fly w may be made.

SC
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Water-control structures may've.° classified as
turnouts, and checks. Division boxes are used if t.
vided into two or more sublaterals and May or may no
With gates to control the flow; Tarnouts provide a
ing water from the ditch to the area to In: irrigated
rary_ditch. checks are adjustable dams placed.in th
;._:'.itch to provido a means of controlling the depth of
the turnouts. Often .1.t is advantageous to install s
perform two or more of the function.

vision boxes,
e stream is di-
be equipped
ans of deliver-
r into a tempo-

eJrrigation
water eerving
tructures that

Permanent ditches usually are equipped with permanent or seiai-
permanent stre'ltures of concrete, masonry, timber, or-metal. Tem-
porary ditches usually- have portable structures, which ;may be quickly
installed or moved as neede&

Siphon tubes or spiles often are used 1..; deliver the/.water from

temporary ditches. The tubes, which carry wuta:' over the di-ch bank
by eiphonic action, are made a variat of materials in a number of
sines; Small tubes may deliver as little as n gallon a minute: The

larger ones carry as much as 2 cubic feet a seaond; Spiles, or tubes
bid through the &itch bark, also ar's commcraially available for a
similar range of floc

A temporary crick dam of a common type is made from a sheet oil
flexible plastic or canvas attached to u sunr,orting rod or beam. The

daa is placed across the ditch in such a wry that the rod or beam
rests on the ditch banks and the plastic or canvas material is tucked
into the ditch nide and bottom ue-tream. Such devices usually can be
adjusted so that sow she flow may be carried down:-trcam thov.gh a

c=verthe top of the dam; Other types of temporary caccks
are made of ahet metci, pipe; fabric, cr covtbinationn of tIpse
materials.

Open ditches mast ,al-ry the required flow of water without

accuring. Sruaion-control structures often are necessary to reduce
the rr-.de in the earth sections of he ditch. Tf4 structures have

fJrms and materials. A common type is s weir notch, equipped
Wit:i_an_apron at -a lower elevtion so that thu water may be dropped
vertically to reduce the velocity of the water in the earth ditch to

safe value. Others consist of paved ditch sections on steep
trades- -often called chutes - -or buried pipes, Which will lower the

water. Regardless e the typei tv±4n structure must he able to irry

;.he- required flow and_pro71.de for aillsnation of the energy in the

filling water before it enters te earth ditch section below;
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Pipelines are usually more expensL's to install but have ad-
vantavos over open-ditches. Pipelines ma; ur, to..:01)ve water
by gravity alone or under pressure across a or to a ilgher
e3evatiou. They are essential when pressur(, 1..r; rvcrssrfry to opeits
the s:stemti.

Permanent pipelines vriPlly are burie,... end :ire eqvinpad :7ith
necessary hydrants, relief stands, and other dawl'es t, _control UL
water and protect the line. Permanent lines are cAlm.7oy made_ )f
concrete, clay, asbestos-cement, or steel pipe. r1Nt7y:: ..:!.nd aluminum
pipe have become popu-' r.

Portable surface pipes or hoses provide a good Trsthod of con-
veying the water to the field or to ..he individual border) basini.or
furrow. They are made of light materials -- steel, altariTiam) plastic,
or canvas--and often are equipped with patented coupling devices for
ease in connecting. They may be manufactured with_ small, adjustable
gates, which permit the release of e small stream into each irWtVidu-
al furrow.

Pipelines must be carefully planned meet the requirements_of
the crop, fit the site dor0_tions, and provide for economy ort'nstal-7
Iation and operation. Because they eliminate losses from seepage and
evaporation and provide excellent control of ths water, ,hey have
found favor in many areas where water is scarce or expe'adve.

The layout, and management oc the systei needs rarefUl planniOg
as to soils and topwraphy, intake and watisr-hoAing capacities
of the sons, the amount oc water that can be run in each furrow or
border strip without causing- erosion, and the relationship between
length of run and size of irrigation stream to get the proper amount
and distribution of moisture in the root zone.

Excessive' irrigation wastes not only watev., It also causes the
1eaching of water-soirbIe nutrients beyond tho rei,-11 of the plants.
Tob heavy irrigation on higher land often causes wat.rlegging of rich,
lower lands. II-wally such a situation can be corree-Ti only by a
costly system of drains and reclamation.

How to apply irrigation water to crops without causing soil to
erode is a big problen. Imrrcvement in the fertility and strucblre
of roil usually ha4s it abr,rb water faster. As the rate of intake
inr.rease; larger streams z,-1 water must be delivered to the furrows
and borders to get uniform irrigation. Even thourherof4iAlity may



be reduced by good-soil management, the effect of the larger streams

more than offsets any such gain. Thus the soil chsracteri§tits that

influence irrigation methods are not st'ble. Condition§ change from

yar to year with the cropping prar"ces and ever from irrigation to

irrigation in 1 single season.

Theoretically i' would be de;;ifabIe to change the irrigation

layout of field at_each successive irrigation for maximum efficien-

cy. From a practical Standpoin* continuously changing the length of

run and spacing of furr148 is not possible. Therefore the irrigation

engineer, taking into account all of the influencing factors and the

magnitude of change that might take place throughout the season and

the rotation period, must choose practices that will be safe and

reasonable for the conditions of the site.

Some suggestions are given for the layout and stream size gener-

ally most esirablia.

Furrow-an': corrugation layouts are handled together because they

are both subject to erosive action and both are_thoUght of as gener-

ally carrying the water from one end of the field to the Other

The allowable size- of_ streams on sloping lands laiely_dopends

on the slope at whiCh the furrows are laid out. The general relation-

6hip of maxiumu alloWable furrow stream and slope is cz.10, in which
3

Q is the maxtmun nonerosive furrow stream in gallons per minute and

S is th slope of furrow in pettentage

Thus;; if the sl606 of the furrow is 0.2 percents t-,.4 furrow will

carry 50 raIlons a minute without serious enpsion._ a- slope of

2 psrct, the furro4 will safely c.z.rry only 5 7q120nt a minue;

With the s'Itt';:sr Sloposi erosion probably 1,11 not be A factor--

the carrying capacity cif the furrow limits the of s.Gream that

can be carried.

Maximum alleWable length of run d7neno::_en ractcr, in=

`.uding the maximum allowable stream site, the re at 7,L,Ich

is absorbed by the soil, and_ths amount of water to be stare:

irrigation. The last two faztors particUlarly vary_thrcoui,_the

seas:n. The ac,:diii4nying tabulation gives the values suggested for

average ennditlena.



Spacing of_fUrrows and corrugations sometimes can be vPried
within cartain_limits. Spacing greater than 30 inchea generally
is not desirable for most annual cropsi_bocause the root zone is
so limited during much of the _season. Of course many row crops are
grown at a greater spacing and the fUrrow spacings are fixed.

_In_ general* the (;oarser the soil, the closer the lorrugaLio:rs
0.1.7ald_id44 spaced_for efficient irrigation,:bnt spacings of less than
15 inChesare seldom practical to construct and maintain.

Flow control from the field lateral to the individual furrows
and corrulations is usually_by siphons, apnea, or open cute in the
bank. For !,fficient and sife_irrigationi however, postive controls
ale needed. Furrow_streams of varying size do not give uniform appli-
cation of water and pie'larger streams may cause excessive erosion.

Border strip 'layout depends oa the intake of the soil, the
slope, and the depth of application.

The Iize of the-or-6er stric should not be ..-Eater than
maximAn allawable_or evialable stream will cover uniformly he

,i.erik.fation set, WithoutiKir.ossilm losf;es. Ti-te wAdth it largely
governed by_theslope. ;74 the lend and the amount, of_efeter that can be
safely carried through ttrnau;,a the strip.' The length is hmited
by- the size of Stream p--Jr of Width of strip Mat will flaw .vdth-
out causing tirosion.

For example, with slc.pas of 0.5- percent, a flow of 0.1 cubic
foot per second per foot c.f border strip width may be safely used;
With a slope of 2.0 percent, the safe value falls to aout 0.035.
Thus a longer run (Isngth of border strip) is possible on the flatter
fq0r):1.

The height and shape of the border dikes are -important; A com-
mon I.r.or is to b.Aild the dike too lov to control the flow. The

dikes mast higher for the flatter alorss thsn for the stcaper ores r.
ba' of the like also should usually be bfoad; :4o that farming

operations can be carried on over the dike. SeI41 should the side
Of the dike besteeperthan 2 horizontal to 1 varticaL cy.t the

steeper land whe-re_a minimum-heirht of dikD is 3 incheei'tbe base
would reed to be at least 18 inches wide. On flatter lands were at .

6=inch-high Ailce is .needed, the minimum base width of the dike should
be about 36 ii-hes.
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Properly_ constructed dikes alli*r_for_crop growth rl!'", -,;7- the

dike and still control the flOW of water during irrigatict

The size of the irrigationatte&M depends on the soil, 31.z ' of

border strip, and depth of application. Soils of h4gh intake rates
require large streams_to get the utter over the land rapidly ifex-
cessive deep-percolation losses are to be avoided Likewise for

shallow irrigations large etreSAS must, be Small streams are

desirable r deep applications.

The on the next psge_suggests therelationship between

size of needed to- irrigate border strips of various sizes

under y, " site condit4ons:

Gritr'q ()Z' -low into the border_O-ipS can be by open cuts Ln

the old lateral; through open ot_pipe turnouts, or throughsipnons
over th bank In loose, sandy_ soils and in places where large flows

are desirlile, siphons that Will tarry_ up C.J- 2.0 cubic feet a second

each have been found usefUl. Such cfpher: require the use of a prim-

ing pump, but are relatively easytt handle_and positive in adtion;

The investment in an adequate number_of_Siphont to irrigate a large_

field is relatively of7allj compared 4.6 th0 cost of adequate penral:tent

turnouts; The use of siphons lets the hei.d ditth remain open, so that

it can be cleaned by machines instead of labor.

Basin irrigation !lepel!:As on using_ relatively small, level areas

surrounded with dikes oi;::1 enough to store the desired depth of water

on the Ind; The irrigatIon stream is large enough to fill the basin

quickly and then be turned into the next,

The basin dikes are often higher and sto(,por than those -used

With border asAi is not sL tionmiih to farm over basin

Str-m sizes desirable for basin irrigation should be considerably

:lrrer per lloit of and area than with border irritation: Possibly a

rood guide for the proper strewn t'ite would be to use at least twice

as large a strear ler unit of area as uwsueg-ted for ths fIatt:r'

trades with bordt 'xrigation.

Stream control t-_-__the_batitS is_usually through some type of

c;jenor Pipe turnout that has adequate capacity for the Iarre streams

required.
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Sorrier Irrigation Felationshipo for Various Soils,
Slopes; and Depths- Of Application

Slope_of Depth at Suggested border- Size of irri-
Soil Texture LAnd ApplidAtion strip size gation stream

Width Length
Percent Indies CUbic feet

per second

Coarse ; 0

feet feet

0.25 2 50 586 8.0
h 50 800 7.0
6 50 1,320 6.0

1.o0 2 h0 300 2.75
IA ho 500 2.50
6 40 900 50

2.00 2 30 200 7..25
11 30 300 J.00
6 30 600 --Ai°

Medium . . . 0.25 2 50 800
50 102o 6;o

6 50 1020 3.5

2' h0 5C0 2.5
4 4o 1,000 2.5
6 ho 1i320 2.5

-,:_Jo 2 3o 300 I.°
h 30 600 1.0
6 30 Ii080 1.0

Fine 0.25 2 50 1,320 11.0
4 5o 1,320 2.5
6 50 1,320 1.5

1.10 ) 2 i:0 1,330 2.5
4 43 1020 1;25
6 40 1.320 0;75

2.00 2 0 660 1;0
IA 30 1020 1.0
6 30 1020 0.67
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Flooding frolit contour ditches is commn practiCe_ on some_of the

older irriFated_lands_of the West, where the t.opography_is rather

rov'Fh. The contour ditcts should be with practical) -no grade

if they are not too long._ For longer tches, a slope_ Of 0.1 test

per 100 feet it usually adeauate and is .64.3ier to handle.

SpadingbetWeen contour_ ditches should not.be_teo great. With

fine-textUredSeils on grades of I to 2 percent, the_ spacing_ should

not exceed "450 feet. On the same grades, ditch spacing on_thecearser

soils should not exceed 100 feet; For 5-percent slopes, the distances

should be 150 feet and 50 feet, respectively.

The size of stream required at any one turnout along the contour

ditch need not be large, because the area of land such a stream is

expected -to cover will be small. The stream Stites, per unit of area,

suggested under border irrigation generally apply to the contour

ditches.

Fie-4 control from
banks, particularly if.
isfactorY in some local

Specifications for

contour ditches is often ir the ditch

the banks are sodded. Si.' iiav 'L4en sat-

ities.

surface irrigation methodS cannot be entirely

Many Of the factors affecting the relationshipt of length of

run, the Size of stream, and_spacing of corrUgationt vary widel

throughout the irrigation season and throughout the crop rotation

period. The_ fOreroi.np specifications; howetrei'i will satisfy average

conditiOht VthOh rood fprmtng is practiced.

Fonder strir irrigation generally will not function properly

when the Sltips in the_direction of flow is mo'S then 2 percent;

'Fasturelandt tietimes utilize borders on steeper trades up totbout

6 pereent, but t'le distance between border ridges MUst.be reduced tu

about 10 to 15 feet; The steepest dowafield alopo_on any one border

st'ip should not be *rester than twice the flattest, the grade

should either increase or decrease consistently_ from ("1P end to the

other_Without undulation. A crq slope as much as one -tenth of a

foot is allowable within an individu!1 botd6r ttriT); that often pre-

videS factIr for the width of border ,strips For ex-

ample, a field with 'a cross slope cf 0.2 percent could not have

border ridges Mt:ire than 50 feetapart.
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(1)

Soil texture

Maximum

allow-

able

Furrow Slope none

furrow

stre

Furrow Irrigation Relationships for Various Soils, Slopes, and Depths of Application

Percent Gallons

per

Minute

0.25 , . 140

20

0.75 . . 13

1.00... 10

.

3.00 . 3

5.00 . . 2

94

Coarse Medium Fine

Depth of irrigation application, inches

4 6 4 6 8 / 6 1

Na)iiUm allowable le th of run feet

500

316

2'0

235

190

160

125

95

720

480

380

330

265

225

180

135

875

600 680

480 550

hoo 470

330 375

275 320

220 250

165 190

AAA
820 1,150

560 800

450 630

380 540

310 430

26e 370

210 295

160 225

1,450 1,650

975 1,120

"5 900

650 760

530 620

450 530

360 420

270 320

1,050

730

580

500

h00

345

270

210

1,500

1,020

820

750

570

480

385

290

95

1,750

:4250

1,000

850

700

2,14o

1,1460

1,150

990

800

600 675

1470 550

350 410



Corrugations can be SUddessfUlly used_on slopes as high as 8

percent in places where runoff from rains is not a serious problem

and where the irrigation water is carefully_ controlled. The slope

of the corrugation within the run should not undulate; When the

grade increases down the fieldi_the steepest portion should not have

a slope greater than twice the flattest, and the total change should

not exceed 2 percent. When the grade decreases, the steepest part
shoUld not_be more than one and one-half times the flattest; or a

total change of 1 percent. If the grade of the corrugation is more
than 2 percent, a cross slope as highas_0.5 percent may be permitted,
but on flat grades the cross slope should not be greater than one=

fourth the down- field: grade.

Furrows, like border strips and corrugations, should not have an

undulating profile. They may be used-on slopes up to 3 percent when
aerosion from rain is not problem. The steepeStgrada'in the pro-

file on increasing slopes should not be greater than twice the flat-

test; on decreasing slopes, the steepeSt should be less than one and

one-half times the flattest.

The maximum allowable cross -slope depends on the depth of the

furrow; When furrows are about 9 inchet_deep, cross slopes up to 8

percent aresatisfactory on fine-_and_medium=textured soils. On

coarse- textured solid, the upper liMit of_cross slope is 5,percent;

on very coarse soils it is 2 percent. With medium -depth furrows) 6

inches; the allowable cross slopes are_3 percent, 2 percent, and 1

percent; respectively, for fine or medium) coarse, and very coarse

soils. Shallow furrows, 3 inches, may have cross slopes of 0.5 per-

cent on medium and fine soils and 0.3 percent on coarse soils. These

requirements are very important when the contour irrigation is the

method to be used.

Basins or level borders require grades less than 0.1 percent

with no cross slope. if contour levees are used, such as in rice

basinS, the land slope should not exceed 1 percent, and the levees

should be spaced so that the vertical interval between dikes is not

more than 3 inches;

Surfece irrigation should be supplemented with a complete water-

ditpoSal system to remove waste waters and to eliminate unwanted

ponding. The drains should be designed to carry off short, peak

flood_floWs as well as irrigation waste water. Provisions are needed

to alloW basins or leveesystems to be drained when desirec4 Drains

often need some protectionvegetction or some structure, to carry thn

Water without erosion. Drains should be equipped, with crossings so

that farm equipment can be moved over them.
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Preparinu Lind for Efficient Irrigation

On many farms three-fourths of the irrigation water is wasted.
A Food way to prevent such waste is to prepare fields properly be-
fore they are irrigated.

The preparation of land for irrigation--or land leveling; as it
is commonly called - -is the reshaping of the land surface to facilitate
or improve the uniformity of application of the water. It includes
trading or shaping the surface to any desired slope as well as the
formation of an actual horizontal plane.

Generally the reshaping is done to provide uniform grades or to
reduce grade in the direction of irrigation or at right angles to it.
Sometimes the grade of a field 1E7 increased or grading was done so
the direction of planting could be changed. Land preparation in humid
areas is needed to provide surface drainage and to achieve mon9 even
penetration of irrigation water and rain;

Because of differences in soils, slopes; or the farmer's wishes,
no, all_fields are given smooth surfaces. Lind preparation may con-
sist_only_of removing a part of the high.spotr and fillinr P part of
the low places. It may brim, only a minor improvement in irrigation
efficiency. Or it may be possible to reshape a field to the extent
that beneficial use can be made of ell the irrigation water and much
Of the rainfall.

Many irrigation workerdin the Southwestern States have used a
classification of types of land preparation; It is based on the ef-
fectiveness of different forms of land surfaces in improving the uni-
form application of water.

Six_types are classified; starting with rough grading (type I),
then iariable grades in all directions (type 2), up through uniform
irrigation grade with side'slope (type 3), level transversely_ with a_
variable irrigation grade (type 11), and with a uniform grade (type 5);
and finally to exactly level in all directions (type The first

three types permit side slope. The others require thnt the land be
exactly_level at right angles to the direction of irrigation. -The
classification has proved_to be useful; and something tike it would

of value in all irrigated areas.
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If we acknowledge that there are different tvpOS or,degrees of

efficiency in land preparation; we recognize that_the farmer or land

operator must make a choice of type when he undertakes land leveling;

We say generally that the highest type of land leveling suitable to

A field should be adopted, but there are situations in which something

less will be satisfactory and more practical.

The land slopes; kind and depth of the soils; climatia crops to

he growniwater supply for each field; econ6ilic considerations; and

the farmer's preferences all have to be evalilated i jn designing any job

Of land preparation.

If the land is very_tollinf; steep; and irregular and the soils

Are shallow; it may not be possible to shape -.he surface to uriform

slopes on good irrigation grades; SuccesLful J.7.rigation farming can

be practiced on land of steep and nonuniform slopes; but that land

8htitild be kept in pasture as much of the time as possible in order to

prevent severe soil erosion.

The development of a unifOrm grade only in the directidh_ofIr-

rigatioh often may be the highest practical type of land leveling.

That is especially true of fields -that haveIittle cross slope; where

the crops will always be irrigated by -the furrows or corrugations

Ih orchards esPeciaIly; this type of leveling is satisfactorY.

Sot-6 extremely irregular fields or irregular fieldSwith shallow

soils -will not permit use of a,higher_order of land preparatiOn. Only

a study of the cuts that will be. required for better leveling can

det(,rmihe this, but often they will

Wells and Pumps for Irrigated Lands

In much of the arid and semiarid regions of the United Statesi

the water from streams is completely utilized for irrigatitin or, if

eurplUS water is still availablel the cost of bringing it to the land

is too high. In those place6; therefore; pumping from the great

reservoir of water in the ground is the only source of additional

water for irrigation;
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Factors_to be considered in developing successful' irrigation _

"'.4 enterprises by pumping from wells are the supply of ground_ water) the

land) the woll) the pump and accessories) the crops) and the markets.

is the water supply. If it is inadequate or if the quality

is unsatisfactory there is r need to consider the other factors.

NeXt in importance is the land. It must be fertile. The to=

pograp4 must be suitable for irrigation.

A supply of_adequate and suitable ground water usually is harder

to find than land that is suitable for farming. Water exists_beneath

the surface of the ground in most arid and semiarid regions) but con=

ditions often_are not favorable for utilizing it to irrigate crops.

4ometiMeis it_is so far down that the cost of numping_is too great.

Or the formation in which thS water occurs is so tight that it does

not -yield water readily or is so limited (in extent that the supply_

Would soon_be_lxhausted. Or the rate of recharge of the ground water

reservoir is too small to justify extensive deirelopMent of the area.

Or the supply may contain too much salt.

_
Alluvial deposits containing thick 14YerS Of_Water=bearinr sand

and gravel are most favorable for obtaining a gOed_water

Btoad alluvial valleysi_traversed by rivers or itrigatedby a net-

work- of 'canals, are ideal sites. The_seepage_frOm the rivers and

Cabala and the deep percolation losS frOM_itrigation_nearly always__

assure adequate,recharge of the pround=gater reservoir. In such val-

leye the water table usually is quite close to -the surface, an impor-

tant aspect from the standpoint of putping

hard-and-fast rules- can down as to the depth tc water

beyond -which pumping is no longer feasible for irrigation. It depende

primarily on the value of the Crepe produced In California and

Texas)where fruits) cotton) and winter vegetables are grown, lifts

of 400 to 500 feet and more are:coati-oh) but in other areas where gen-

eral farm crops are grown) 100 feet_it probably the_maximumi except

under special- conditions. Ifsprinklett_art_usadi_the total pumping

lifts can be higher because the amount of water required usually is

leas.

The water need trot be potable, bUt it must not contain high con-

centrations of salts injurious_td plants or soil. Water of doubtfUl

quality should be tested to dotal-Mine which alkalies are present and

the percentage of each.
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Sal Moisture in Relatirm to Plant Growth

Growing plants tr-inpi7t :nortaous quanti.fet_tif Water which they

from the aGil. r;.e corm f.:131. IoWe transpires enough water

durir a scliason to cover tae field to a depth of 12 or 16 inches. The

product_;:n :I: 1 ton of iry allaM on the Great Plains may involve
the transplt'attor. tf' 761 tons of Watmore or less, depending on the

etorAting p:; /1-:r 'd' !Imo8phi!-i-a. V. a temperature of 75O F. and a

relative hunddit, of pent, 4 t;-,.Laiblial force of approximately

1000 i'atio,sphe,!::-% would ,;irct to :he aP). tad to water to stop evaporation.

Plants Ios,.! watr 6i, joy. Th_ltivest loss is at night and

the _ghost at middaf. But :: tort -he ail,wateris not replenished by

rain or irrigation nii.-4e6k or months. Hence the soil

acts as a moisture reservoil. fkii. the 07.:itts.

To a Colorado wteat gmw-67, iTib;d Nirvest 50 bushels an acre or

nothing, according to the stkitilis of the mo-;.sture reservoir in his soil

in a given season, it vou3d_be dfffi,::dlt to overemphasize the impor-

tance of 6oi1 moisture in plant growth.

The capacity the soil moisture reservoir is limited by the

field capacity (upper limit) and the permanent wilting percentage
(lower limit) of the soil in t;4 effective root zone of a crop. Field

capacity is the moisture percentage of A soili_expressed on dry-weight

basis, in the field 2 or 3 -days after a thorough wettinr of the soil

profile by rain or irrigation Water. Fermanent wilting percentage is

the moisture percentage of soil at which plants wilt and fail to re-

cover turgidity. It is usually 'determined by growing dwarf _sunflower

plants in small containers of the soil under examination. Ihe mois

ture held by the -soil against a displacing force of 15 atmospheres (221

nonnds a square inch) is a good estimate of the permanent wilting per-

centage.

There is_a wide disparity between the value of 1i000 atmospheres'

associated with the evaporating power of the air on a warm, dry day

and the 15 atmoSpheres_of soil moisture tension associated -with the

wilting of plants. Rate of entry of water into the roots is impaired

by the prevalence -of -only a few atmospheres of soil moiature stress,_

even though:the plant can withstand a great drying forae at the leaf

surface.



The permanent wilting percentage of soils may vary from 3 per.=.
cent for a coarse sandy soil to 23 percent for a fine clay; Compar-
able figures for the range in field capacity are 8 and 40 percent;

F; J. Veihmeyer and A. H. Hendrickson, of the California Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, have conducted extensive experiments
demonstrating the usefulness of these two soil moisture constants in
irrigation practice; They designate the moisture held by a soil in
the range between field capacity and permanent wilting percentage as
the available range. Thus th moisture reservoir ronstitutes themas
water in the available range held by the mass of soil in the active
root zone.

Let us examine the amount of water that may be available in a
unit volume of soil, say, 1 cubic foot. A Mineral soil is made up of
three major components, air, water, and mineral particles. One cubic
foot in the dry state will weigh from 65 pounds for clays to 110 pounds
for sands. Soil particles have an average density of 2.65, and a cubic
foot of soil minerals would weigh 165 pounds; Thus, as much as 60
percent of the volume of a clay soil may be voids filled with air and
water. In coarse sands it may be as low as 30 percent.

It is essential for most plants that the v)ids be only partially
filled with water in order to provide necessary aerationi

Plants vary markedly as to rooting habit under favorable soil
conditions. Foots of_lettuce and spinadh .i:enetrats only 12 to 15
inches; those of Wntees an peas, about 2 feet; tomatoes _-and to-
bacco, 3_feet; field corn and asparagus. L feet; and alfalfa and
grapes, down to 8 or 10 feet or more. Potatoes grouting in a_lbam_
that can hold 1.5_inches of available_water per foot of depth would
have a total moisturereservoirof 3inchesof water -- enough for a
Vigorously growing- potato crop for about 1 to 3 weeks, depending on
the evaporation rate.

There is evidence that the water in the available range of a soil
is held equally available to crop plants, even though water at the up-
per limiti field capacityj is withheld from the plant roots by a ten-
sional force of about only 1;5 pounds a square inch; whereas water at
the lower limit, permanent wilting percentage, is withheld by a ten-
sional force of about 200 pounds a square inch; Those values constitute
a wide range in tensional force; Why, then, do we find evidence that
insofar as plant growth is concerned water is equally available be-
tween those limits?
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The relationship between soil moisture tension and moisture con-

tent provides an answer:
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When To Irrigate And How Much Water To A001Y-

Plantrootswill not grow in SOil.__Water from rain or ir-

rigation that fails to moisten the full depth_of_dry soil will en-

courage Shallow rooting; which often_is undesirable. If only the up-

per part_of the dry soil is wetted; loSada_by evaporation are increased

and Plant grOtith is retarded more quickly than if the entire root zone

is moistened.

Too little uater to moisten the root zone and too much water both

prodOe undeSirable effects on crops and waste water that may be need-

ed for other purposes or in other places. It is_thereforehighly de-

sirable to apply _enough water to moisten the root zone without ex-

cessive loss by deep percolation; except When you have to leach the

soil of ,_indebirable salts.
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Water moving inA6 dry soil ferms a distinct wetting front. Dry
soil is_slower to wet than moist soil and the wetting front is sharp-
enin the_dtier soils. Consettaently when a limited amount of water
is applied to dry soil, the waterwill be distributed unevenly:
surface soil becomes moist, bUt the subsoil remains dry.

Water Will continue to mciV6 from the moist soil to the dry soil
for a-long time; but most of the movement will be completed after a
day or tWo. The amountOf_Water retained after 1 or 2 days of drain-
age; expressed as a percentage Of the drysoil by weight or volume,_
is known as the 'field capacity of the_soil, It is not an exact figure;
because the_movement may not_celJed. The degree of dryness before ap-
plication of water and_structure or texture also cause changes in the
amount of water the soil retains.

Work:is required_to remove Water_retained by the soil. Curves

that relate the amounts of water retained by_a soil at different mois-
ture contents and the_work required at each level to remove a unit of
water are called moisture - release curves. More work isrequired.as
the soil becomes drier. Because a given force acting over a given
distance produces work; the forte or pressure per unit area is used
as a measure of the_retentien of water by soil. This force of reten-

tion is called moisture tension.

When measured in the field, water is retained at about 1.5 pounds
per square inch; or oneterith atmosphere of tension; when the soil is

at field capacity. When disturbed samples_are measured in the lab-
oratory; the same moisture content is obtained at about 5pounds per
square inch; or_one-third atmosphere. The difference is probably a
result of changing outflow bethdario;_the flow of water from dis-
turbed soil to a Membrane or ceramic olato is vastly different from

the flow in undisturbed soil.

Although the plant roots take water freely from soils at field

capacity, the Work required to remove the water becomes progressively
greater as the soil becomes drier and the forces of retention increase.
Different soils release different amounts of waterfor each increment of

work. Whenever the soil moisture is reduced to a point that a large
change in work is required to remove only small amounts of water, the

plant Will soon suffer from moisture deficiency Water should be ap-
plied before that point is reached by most of the soil in the root zone

or plant groUth is checked.
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Soils in which the moisture content ip depleted until plants,

wilt and fail to recover when plaCed in a_moistattospbert in the

dark are said to be at the permanent wilting point. This represents

the lover limit of available moisture. Like field capacity, the
Wiltinp_point cannot be determined exactly; and it cannot be found for

some Stills; particularly silted soils. For many soils the permanent
wilting ocint lies within the range of moisture tension from 10_te 20

atmosnheres. The percentage moisture at 15 atmospheres_is considered
frequently to be equivalent to the permanent Wilting point. 41prexi

matey 5 times as much work is required to remove moisture at the

Wilting point as is needed at, field capacity. Although- all-the wat- er

ftem_field capacity to permanent wilting_Point is considered to be

aVailable'to plants; they wilt temporarily long before that point i- s

reached.

The soil may be considered roughly as a reservoir for'§bilmoi- s-

tUre; with the upper limit at a moisture content corresponding to

field capacity; and the lower limit at the permanent wilting percent-

age. RoOts correspond to a pump with many inlets that may penetrate

deeper into the resgi:Voir as the crop grows. As the soil gets

mope ottorpy is required to pump the water out; for_it_is getting

lOWer_in the rervoir. A distinct and important difference_eXiSts
at thit_peintbetween atrue:reservoir and the soil. The water_iti a

reservoir is free to run to the pump inlet and moves more rapidly

than -the -pump can extract it. Water in the soil is not free to move
to_the plant roots, and it may move much more slowly than the roots

and plant can remove it; -Then the plants may wilt, only to recover

when the demand is reduced.

Coarse soils transmit water faster tan fine soils When the Water

is retained at low tensions; At higher tensions; however; water move=

ment is more rapid in fine soils.

Frequency of irrigation and amount of water te1_be applied are af-

fected by the fertilityofsoiIs. Unless enough nutrients are avail-

able to the plant to produCe maximum growth at all tiMes; nothing will

be pained by keeping moisture available at low tensions. Nitropen may

accumulate in the soil during periods- of slow growth when moisture ten -

sion -is high; then; when water is supplied; the cron-may_use up the ac-

cumulated nitrogen rapidly; If moisture -is kept constantly_at-low ten-

aidti8; so that it never limits growth, the nitrogen may still become

available at about the same rate and crop yield may be about the same.

The plants might show nitrogen-deficiency svmptoms in one_ instance but

hdt_in the other; The most desirable frequency of irrigation can have

maximum benefit to the crop only if a supply of readily available nitro-

gen is present in the soil;
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Sometimes maturity of a crop is delayed by periods of low moisr
ture during its vegetative stare. If sweet corn is kept moist and i8
fertilized with large amounts of nitrogen and has enough of the other
nutrients) it will mature as_ much as 2 weeks earlier than corn With
limited fertilization that_also is constantly moist. If moisture ten-
sion increases just a little during the earlyi_fast veretative stags
of growth) the early maturity is?ost and yields are lowered.

Phosphorus is taken up by plants more easily from moist than from
dry soils. Because phosphorus does not move appreciably in the.soil)
it is taken up from the same relative depth nt which it in applied._ A
common practice is to_npply fertilizer near the surface. If so) and
if p,'osphorus_is the limiting element) lifht) frequent irrigations may
produce growth far out of proportion to their value in ideal conditions.

Crops respond differently to_ moisture _tension at different_ stages
of groWth. .hen vegetetive_groWth is rapid) plants react quickly to
moisture stress. If the soil becomes dry at this time, new leaves do
not develop filly, and a general reduction in succulence follows. When
water again becomes available,_rapid growth may be resumrsd) but the
small leaves and stems produced under_high moisture stress never be-
come fully enlarged) and the plant seldom catches up with the plants_
that were not subjeCte-1 to the stress. Potratoes are sensitive to_soil
moisture from planting until the tubers are fully formed. _sugar beets
are most sensitive in the seedlini stage and (like most other_crops)
continue sensitive until the growth rate is retarded by_maturity.
Field corn requires water at low_tensions from seeding to hard-dough
stage for maximum growth and Yield. It is particularly sensitive to
moisture stress at silking tiMe_and shortly thereafter. Small grains
are similar to corn. -Very little difference in_yield can be'demon-
strated by moisture variations during the ripening period.

Tobacco transplants are resistant to mcisture stress for relar
tively long. periods of moisture deficiency, but when enough water is
once supplied to initiate rapid_vegetative groWth) a continuance of
water at low tension is required to develop the crop properly.

Peaches are particularly sensitive during the period of rapid
enlargement of the fruit. Apples_enlarre at an alMost uniform rate
and need a steady supply of readily available moisture.

Maintenance of low moisture stress assures a maximum of vege-
tative growth but does not always assure the quality and quantity of
the marketable crop when fruits and seeds are harvested. The quality
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of apples and peart may be improved by restricting the supply of ir-

rigation water, during theripening period. Water is then required

again near picking time to prevent desiccation and injury to next

season's fruit budt wring the winter;

Truck crops need to be grown at high moisture levels- to develop

the succulence and tenderness that the market demands. These crops

respond well to light, frequent irrigations because they are relative-

ly shallow-rooted.__DeOP=tOoted
crops; such as alfalfa and orchards;

may produce well with hetvyi infrequent irrigations; and many annual

crops; such as corn; cereal grains, and sugar beets, are intermediate.

Young plants that only partly cover tne ground have very small

root systems. Such plants need water just as much as When they are

older. They should not be allowed to suffer for water in the mistaken

belief that the root system thereby will bs forced doWnWard into deep

soil. giant roots groW deeper in'soils that are keot moist, but not

wet; during the early stage of growth: It is true that the root

system is capable of rapid growth at this stage, but the groWth of

both roots and shoots is reduced during any period when moisture is

deficient in that portion of the soil already occupied by roots_ and

the plant that so suffers gene,-ally it'permanentIy retarded by the

adverse condition. Sometimes the retarded plants may be alloWed to-

grow for a longer period than the other plants and produce an equal

yield, but usually that is not the case.

Water should be applied for a long enough period to get sufficient

water in the soil to moisten the dry soil without appreciable amounts

moving into the moist soil below. In order to bring this about, water

must be turned off thortly before the entire root zone becomes wet;

Subseouent drainage for the next 2!m hours will be sufficient to mois-

ten the balance of the soil in the root zone and deep percolation will

not be excessive.

The application of water should be slow enoughto avoid erosion

and water wastage thre4ph runoff. Many soils take water at rates be-

tween one-fourth inch and 1 inch per hour. High infiltration rates

are favorable to the use of sprinkler --irrigation systems.__In furrow

irrigation; high infiltratieh causes more water to enter the soil near

the head of the field beford_the area is covered and, in extreme cases;

results in excessive penetration there while irrigation at the lower

end is still deficient.
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The times when irrigation water shoUld be applied can be deter=

mined despite the many variables; To do it_MOSt_accurately you must
know the depth of soil from which moisture is being extracted and the

moisture tensions throughout that depth.

You can determine the depth from whibh water is_beinF extracted

,by using one of the several methods of measuring soil moisture;

If determinations are made at SeVeral_depths and at regular

intervals; the varyng rates at_Which moisture is being removed from

different depths can be obserV&!. If no active plant roots are
present; the rate of moisture removal is slow, Moisture tensions may

be determined at the same time as the depth of rooting: instru-

ments indicate tenaidan directly or_are otherwise calibrated to regis-

ter tension or moisture content Which can be converted to tension by

using moisture-release curves.

Available water will Still:be present in the root zone in ap-

preciable quantities when the time to irrigate arrives;because of

the way water is removed by crops._ Plants draw a disproportionate

amount from the upper soil where their concentration of roots is
greatest; evapOration_aleo removes water most readi1 from the sur-

face soil; thus when 60 percent of the available water has been re-

moved from the upper auarter Of the root zone, exhaustion of the en-

tire root zone may be less than 30 rercent.. relative amounts will

vary with crops; weather and soil conditions, the wilting poi

is reached first in the upper soil. _Irrigation is needed when only

a part of the root system is restricted in supplying water to stems

and leaves;

pest results with irrigation are obtained for most crops if

water is applied before the average tension in the zone of rapid

moisture removal Foes aboVe ii_attatiSpreres and if irriration is with-

held whenever the tension is below tine=blf of latmosnhere. Ten-

sion-indicEting meters or resistance units fri- measuring soil mois.=_

ture may be placed at varioUt_depths and read_periodi^allv to indidhte

these moisture conditions -that represent a range of about 30 percent

to PO percent of -the total water retained between field capacity and

the permanent wilting percentage on many soils;

A commonly accepted generalization caIls for irrigation when 60

percent of the available water in the root zone is depleted. If

water addition6 are confined solely to irrigationi fields may be in=

rigated in sequence as they approach that level. Rainfall at any tine



before or during the growing season, however, may result in approxi-

mately the same moisture level over the entire area. Irrigation may

be needed later.

If the farmer has a large number_ of fields and irrigates one or

more of them a day, the moisture levelin the last tract may be at

or near the wilting point by the tite_he_gets to it. He should start

soon enough to arrive at the_latt field before its available water is

completely exhausted. _ThiS is the reason for irrigating in a range

effrom 30 percent to 80 perdentdepletion. If this range represents

3 inches of available water in the_reet_zone and consumptive use is

0.3 inches a day; he has aboUt 10 days to complete his irrigation.

Soil moisture will seldom be reduced to the permanent wilting point

before irrigation is applied if some good method is used to indicate

in advance the water status of the soil.

Very sandy soil may have a capacity of less than 1 inch of

available water per foot depth of soil. Clays and organic soils may

retain 2;5 inches or more. The range for most soils lies between 1

and 2 inches for each foot of depth. To express these figures as

volume percentages, the_deeth_tif Water retained is divided by the cor-

responding depth of soil (in inches) and multiplied by 100.

The amount of water to -apply tc replenish the moisture in any _

depth interval of soil can be calculated by subtracting the amount of

available water that iT present from that which the soil will hold

without deep percolation Iota. If this value is stated as a voluMe

percentage decimal, it need only be multiplied by the depth of soil

in the sampling interval to- convert it to a depth of water per acre.

If the depthinterVal_iS 6 inches and the volume percentage ia_201

then the amount needed to restore that 6-inch intervalis_1.2inehea.
Any additional water will be lost by percolation and will letith soil nutrients.

The Irrigation and Culture of Rice

Upland rice, which is not irrigated,_ and paddy, or irrigated;

rice require different varities and different cultural methods.
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All df_the commercial rice in the United States is grown under
controlled irrigation; Several systems of controlled or uncontrolled
irrigation are used in various countries to supply the water needed
for the development of the rice plants

Upland rice is grown in areas where rainfall is heavy- during the
growingseason; Much of the rice grown in Central America and South
America and in many countries in Asia is produced

in small
con-

ditions. _Upland rice also is crown for home use n bmall fields,
totality fewer than 3,000 acres, in the Southeastern States;

A limited acreage of "providence" rice is grown in Louisiana and
elsewhere in the Southern States; Field levees are constructed as
for_irrigated rice, but rainfall supplies the needed water. Fairly
satisfactory yields are produced in seasons of uniformly high rain-
fall, but avernpe or dry seasons mean low yields.

Floating rice is grown in southeastern Asia where streams over-
flow during the growing season. Some especially adapted varieties -are

sown before the flood season: The waters rise slowlyvand the field6
remain inundated for several weeks. Meanwhile the plants elonpate
rapidly PS the depth of the water increases. The culms are weak but
are supported by the water. .hen the water recedesInthe plants lodge,
but enough straight growth remains so that the panicles are off the
ground and seed is produced. Rice produced in that way must be

harvested by hand.

Land suited to rice usually is rather level and has a definite
drainape pattern. In the Philippines and elseWhere in southeastern
Asia, however, rice is grown on terraces in mountain regions, where
sometimes the entire mountainside has-been converted into a series

of rice Daddies. Spillways permit the water to flaw dawn from one

terrace to another.

In the United State6 the irrigation water is diverted from
streams or is pumped from rivers,_ bayous, wells, lakes, or reser-

voirs. The water is deliVered into field levees, which are built on
the contour and keep the field SUbterped at a fairly uniform depthi

Rice growing -in- the United Stjtes sterteii_in the 17th century

near Charleston, S. C. Ride soon_ became an important crop along the

tidal streams in the Si:ith Atlantic coastal area. The fields-along

the streams were divided by:drainage ditches and levees into plots of

about the same loVel. The levees were constructed from the earth
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taken from the ditehea. The small fields were, nett to canals, which

carried the water_fraM streams. _The canals also connected small

streams, formed diVidinglinesbetween plantations,_ and provided for

barge transportation &Wing Planting and harvest. Floodgates, lo-

cated above the salt=Water line in the streams* controlled the flow

of water into the Cabal. The gates were placed So that water flowed

into the canals at high tide and was shut off at ebb tide.. The gates

could be opened at low amide to drain the fields.

New settlers, coming it after 1865, attempted to Prow rice on

the prairie in southwestern Louisiana.

They found that rice prew very well there, and that the sluggish

streams, called bayouS, provided plenty of water for irrigation. The

problem was to get the Water to the 'ligher lands. The first attempt

was to dam up small drainage areas and collect water during the

winter. The water was pumped to the-field Zby small pumps driven
by

steam engines. These systems_ were improved, until in 1894 the first

large irrigation plant was established on Rayou Plaquemine, about 2

miles from rrowley, La. It first used a vacuum-type pump, which fail-

ed in midsummer. The next year's centrifugal pump was installed, but

it did not have enough capacity to deliver the water needed for the

entire acreage. A larrer centrifupal_pump, installed in 1896, de-

livered 5,000 gallons of water a minute* enough for the planted acre-

age. Many pumping planta Were installed on the streams in Southwest-

ern Louisiana and southeattern Texas the next few years. Some pump-

ing plants in operation in 1901 delivered up to 45,000 gallons a

minute.

The water requirement for rice is rather high, bettuse the fields

are submerged for 3 to 5 months;

In CaIifornia,3 to 8 feet are needed each season.- The requirement

in Arkansas and Louitiatia is 1.5 to 3 feet. The amount of irrigation

water required is ledet in places where the subsoils are relatively

impermeable and the dee-Serial rainfall is high. The normally_ abundant

rainfall- cuts the pumping requirements in the rice sections of Ar-

kansas, Louisiana, and Texas, but unusually heavy rainfall may cause

breaks in the levees and serious losses of water.

More than 40 percent of the 1953 rice acreage in the United States

Was irrigated -from wells. About_90_percent of the 485i000 rice acres

in Arkansas, _40 perdent of the_60h000 acresin LeUisiana, and 20 per=

tent of the 573,000 acres in Texas, IC) percent:rif the 394_000 acres_in

California, and most of the 75,000 acres in Mississippi were irrigated

from uells
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Pumping from bayous supplies most of the surface water in
Louisiana and Texas, _Diversion from large streams.is the main
source of -water in California.__ The main surface water supply in
Arkansas is fran excess rainfall stored in reservoirs. These
reservoirs vary in size_from 20 acres to more than 4,000 acres and
are filled during periods of high runoff.

Heavy; concentrated pumping has seriously lowered the_ground
water level in some parts of Arkansas, but other sources of irri ga -
tion water are being developed. The rechare of ground water through
wells has been considered.

Diesel enFines came into common use for pumping water after 1919;

Convenience, low labor requirements, and reasonable initial and
operating costs have since caused a shift to electric power for ir-
rigating -rice. About_1j800 irrigation installations; nearly 50 per-
cent of the total; were powered by electricity in Arkansas in 1955.
In Louisiana, of a total of 11061 wells; h50 were poWered by diesel
enFines,_212 bynatural pas, 105 by electricm and the remain-
der by other units.

The efficiency of the pumps has improved rapidly; so that out-
lays for electricity have dropped; Pump bowls ordinarily had an ef,
ficiency of about 20 to h0 percent in 1915; "odern rump bowls of
suitable design have efficiencies of about 83 percent;

Costs of electric power for irriFnting rice in Prkansas ranged
from h.68 to 11.2h dollars an acre in 195h. Fixed &r overhead costs
averared about 3.75 dollars an acre. The electric rates for rice ir-
ripation are lowest for numps that operate continuously during the
season, but it may be advantageous to pay slightly hither rates in
order to have a larger flow of water during some periods and to reduce
the time expended in irrigating; A now of 5 gallons a minute an -acre
delivers the average of 22 acre-inches required in slightly more than
80 daysj while 7;5 gallons reouires a little less than 60 days. The

average well flow on Arkansas rice farms has been estimated at about

7.1 gallons a minute an acre. i'arrn experience thus indicates a pref-

erence for more'than the minimum;

The water is conveyed from the pumpsj streamsj or reservoirs in

canals; from which it is diverted into_lateralsj field ditlhea, and

finally the field checks; or levees. Those structures should be lo7r

cated by a competent en7ineer and be of proper size to provide water

when and where it is needed;

17.
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When the rainfall is below normal in the gulf coast of Louisi-

ana and MIMS, the water level in the streams that supply irrigation

water often is so low that brackish water encroaches from the Cuff;

The concentration of chloride salts may become So high that the yield

and quality of the rice is reduced or the crop ruined.

Water that contains more than 35 grains of salt a gallon (600

parts per million) should not be used to irrigate young rice if the

soil is dry and if the water is to remain on the field. Rice watered

continuously with water containing 35 and 75 grains of Salt a gallon

(600 and 1,300 parts per million) was reduced in yield about 25 and

70 percent, respectively, and the rice was of lower quality than when

water containing 25 grains a gAllon was used. The rice plant can

tolerate higher concentrations of salt, in the later Stages of growth,

although very high concentrations may kill the plantt or make them

sterile. The Blue Rose variety is more tolerant to salt than some

other varieties and has made satisfactory yields when the water con=

tains salt concentrations of 75, 150, 200, and 250 graing a gallon in

the tiliering, jointing, booting, and heading stage, reipectively.

Some of the newer varieties probably would be damaged$Seriously by

those amounts of salt.

If a field, haS_been watered with fresh water and -the SUpply_ie_

then replenished with -salt water,__ the damage will be less than if the

salt water is put -on nTdry soil. The reason is that the salt is -more

concentrated in the dry soil and more of it moves into the root zone,

whence it is taken 120 by the plants. Rice grown on claY soils may

not be injured by salt water to the. same extent as on lighter tells,

because less water is used and less is lost by seepage.

About 3 tone an acre of Salt areadded when water containing 50

grains of salt a gallon is used for the -whole growing season._ The

accumulations of salt over the years may deflocculate the soil, so

that stickiness, compaethess, and impermeability increase. The de-

flocculated soil is hard to cultivate and produces low yields.

Well water, used to irrigate a large part of the rice acreage in

Louisiana and Arkansas, usually is low -in chlorides. In the lower

baSintif the Vermillion River in Louisiana, however, salt water en=

croaches on the Chicot Peiervoir when the river is intruded by salty

water.
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Water from shallow wells sunk into Quaternay bedS in Arkansas
contains 75 parts per million of calcium and 22 parts per million of
marnesium; soils that have been:irrigated for many years with this
well water have increased in pH ratio from about 5.0 up to as high as
8.0._ That change from a highly acid to a htrhly alkaline reaction ir
due_tothe annual addition of about 1;500 pounds an acre of limestone
equivalent. The increase in available calcium and magnesium lowered
the availability of phosphorus in the soil. If a new source of water
is obtained that is low in dissolved minerals; those changes may be
reversed.

Rice has been grown in order to reclaim saline or alkali lands
in California; It is successful when the water is appreciably lower
in- dissolved minerals than is the soil, the soil is relatively perme-
able, and drainage is adequate; Crops that are not salt - tolerant can
be grown on the alkali soils After 2 or 3 years of rice;

The temperature of the irrigation water is important; The tem-
perature may be too low early in the season and too high late in the
season for maximum emergence of rice sown in the water; Cermination
is retarded when the temperature of the water ie below 70° F; Roots
develop poorly when the temperature is above 85°, perhaps because of
the low oxygen content of warm water; The temperature of the water
from shallow wells in Arkansas and from streams in California is
usually 650 F; or lower. When such cool water goes directly into the
fields the rice growing near the water inlet usual3y is retarded.
Such "cold water" rice may ripen 7 to 10 days later than the rice in
the rest of the field, and the difference interferes with harvesting.
The way to avoid that condition is to hold the water in a warming
basin or to have several inlets to the field; The water from deep
wells in Arkansae and from the streams, lakes, and reservoirs in the
South usually is warm enough;

Water is delivered usually to the highest point in the field

by canals or pumps. It passes into successively lower paddies
through openings or metal checks in the levees. Metal checks provide
permanent control of the maximum height of water in each paddy: Field

levees must be properly spaced on the contour to provide uniform Ir-

rigation and complete drainare. Levees are spaced at a difference of
about two-tenths of a foot elevation between acLiaCent levees. smooth -

ing the land before surveying results in more accurate surveying, more
uniform irrigation, and better drainage;
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! ither levee disks or puthertypeinines -form leveet With

sloping sides and high enough to hold water 4 to 6 incheidadp-On----

the subfields or paddies without overflowing into the next ldo6r

paddy. Low, sloping leved8 reduce production costs because they can

be seeded and thus produce considerable rice while reducing weed

growth.

Two general methods of seeding -and irrigating rice are practiced

in the United States. One ie_to_drill the seed in the soil; sub=

Mergence follows. The other ie to broadcast the seed in the water.

Most of the rice in the Southern States is drilled or is sown

With_ah endgate seeder and covered With a disk or harrow. The soil

is then irrigated-lightly if moisture -is needed for germination and

gteWth of seedlings. Later the soil is submorted when the plantt-are

6 to 8 inches tall.

The seedbed is prepared by plowing with a moldboard or disk

plow in the fall, winter, or early spring, followed by diskin and

harrowing, and sometimes the use of a heavy plank drag to break th3

clods. Heavy soils, such as Sharkey or Beaumont clay, usually are

dry by the time the land has been prepared and seeded so that it he=

comes necessary to irrigate to germinate the seed unless rain comes

soon after seeding. The field must be drained after the early ir-

rigation, because rice seed that is covered Ath an inch or more of

soil will not germinate in standing water. This practice, however,

also provides ideal conditions for the germination and growth of weedy

grasses.

Experiments started in 191h on new rice lands in California

showed that the best yields were obtained when the land was submerged

to a depth of 6 to 8 inches about 30 days After the rice seedlings _

emerged. This method, however; favored the invasion and increase of

weedy grasses, particularly barnyard grass (Echinoehloa species), and

therefore was not suited to old rice lands. Experiments in trkansas

demonstrated that a heavy infestation of grass reduces the yield off._

the rice by 50 percent or more. Water-teedinr methods were developed

to control the weedy grasses.,

The seeding of rice in water was started in California as a_waY_

to control barnyard_grass. Low spots covered with water when a- field

was being'drilled_often were sawn by hand broadcasting, and such spots

were observed to_be_telatively free_frembarnyardgrass. 7xperiMentt

in seeding rice in the water about 6 inches deep demonstrated that
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many grasses could be controlled in that way, and gc.oi 'Itands of rice

and high yields could be obtained. The rice germinates and emerges
through 6 inches of water, whereat the grasses seldom get to the sur-.

_face of the water. At firSt the rice was sown with a broadcast seed-

er. Broadcastinvin water with an endgate seeder stirs up mud, which

makes it hard for the driver_ to-follonTua_straight line. The airplane

is more satisfactory for sawing Submerged land.,-The-airplane operator

is guided by flagmen, one at each end of the field, who pace offthe
distance (about 30 feet) that the plane can sow in one trip across

the field.

Airplane seeding was attempted first near Merced; California, in

1929, for reseeding a field in which the rice had been destroyed by

mud hens. A fair stand of rice and a satisfactory yield were ob-

tained. Several California growers seeded their rice with an air-

plane in 1930. Now airplane seeding is the common practice among

growers in Califo-nia. Experiments with water seeding in Arkansas and
other Southern States developed modifications, which were adapted to

the other areEe.

The prevailing method of growing rice in California is to plow

the land in early Spring to a depth of 14 to 6 inches and allow the

soil to dry for 7 to 10 days. A satisfactory seedbed can then be

prepared by harraWing twice and floating once with a heavy plank drag.

The field levees are then put up, the floodgates put in place, and the

field flooded to a depth of about 6 inches. Seed that has been soaked

for 36 to 118 hours is then sown with an airplane at the rate of 135

pounds of seed an acre. The field is kept submerged to a depth of 5

to 7 inches until the rice is ready to drain before harvest. Prepar=

ing the seedbed when the soil is dry gives better control of some of

the aquatic weeds and grasses that cannot be controlled by flooding

and retards the growth of algae (green scum) on the surface of the

water.

In the water- seeding method in A_kansas, the land usually is

plowed in winter, and the seedbed is prepared by disking 2 or 3 times

and then harrowing. Frequently the soil also is_tilled_to_tv_depth of

about 8 inches with a fieldcultivator to provide space for the ap-

plication of cool irrigation water thatcontain6 oxygen, which is

necessary for early root development. The water below the surface of

the soil remains cool and retains considerable oxygen, whereas the

surface water is warmed by the sun, and much of the oxygen escapes.
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The levees_are completed after, the_soil is worked with the field cul-

tivator; and the fieldjs then cultivated_With a springtooth harrow;

ullich leaves Shallow fluiTraws and ridges that_prevent drifting of the

seed. The floodgates are then put in; the field_submergedto a depth_

of Li to 6 inches; and the rice sown from an airplane; Zeeding is done

as promptly Ps possible; as poor stands usually are obtained when the

water has_been on_the_field longer than about 4 days before seeding

The seedingrate_isIOC to 110_pounds of dry seed at_acre; The water

is usually drained_after 5 to-6_weeks for the_control of the rice

water weevil and to provide dry soil for top-dressing with fertilizer;

_

The water-seeding method as practiced_on heaVy clay soils in

Texas and other Southern States consists of plowin and--d-iskingthe

land to kill vegetition; but the surface is leftrough. The leveee

arc then put- up and the field is irrigated enough barely to cover the

land; The:flooded field is_then cultivated_ with a light disk or

heavy spike tooth harrow. The soaked seed is -sown immediately from

an airplane. Sometimes a shallow_ flood is left, but usually the excess
water is_draine- off the field_after seeding and_the_s.aeds are covered

with a thin film of mud. Germination of the_presoaked seed is rapic4
Assoon_as_tne syse:ilings emerge; a_shalloP floodof water is adeed to

fields that were -drained after sowing. The depth of water is increased

gradually up to 5 te_7 inches as the_seedlifigs elongate. The water

may be drained I or 2 times during the growing season to control in-

sects or to apply fertilizer,

Correct timing of irrigation and ,irainage_mav help to control
certain insects. The root maggothar:reduced yields up to 29 per-

cent in some areas, and increases_of 11 to.27_percent in yeiid have

been obtained by draining the field_uhen heavy pruning of the rice _

roots by the maggots'is evident._ That usually occurs abottt 17 to 28

days after the field is first submerged._ The practice; however;

makes an ideal breading place_for rice=field mosquitoes (Psorophora

confinris and P. discolor). They lay thcir ergs on the soil from

which water has been drained. The eggs hatCh when the soil Is again

submerged. The southern corn rootworm; chinch_hugs* sugarcane eetlea;

---and-the-southerm-graSe:Worm5---which-often-are7serious-peste:in_some
places; often can be controlled somewhat by submerging the field When

seedlings are attacl:ed_or by holding the water on the field as long

as possible when the rice is attacked as it is nearing maturity;

'everal diSeasesof rice can be controlled on the lost..3s frtm_

them can be reduced by using the correct irrigation methods. Straightr..

head is a nonpargsitic disorder Aar.,,cterized by failure to set seed;
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usually accompanied by a distortion cf the palea and the giumes.
Straighthead sometimes is destructive in the Southern States on soils
high in organic content. It occurs most frequently on sandy3 loamYs
or mixed soils but rarely on clay soils. Effective control is ob=
tamed by drainingthe field Just before the panicle bud forms--usu-
ally 6 to 8 weeks after emergence, depending upon length of growing _

season of the variety. The field is flooded again as soon as the, soil

is dry.

Stem rot, a fungua disease, first appears in midsummer as small,
diseolomi areas on the sheaths of the rice stem near the water line.
The most satisfactory method of control is to drain the water from
infected fields before the infection reaches the cube. JiatertheUld
then be added from time to time to keep the_soil,saturated bit not
submerged. Such treatment may result in reduced losses from lodging,
but a stigh4' reduction !al yield is usual where infection is light4.
Speh irrigation should not be practiced unless infection is heavy.

'Blast; calsed by the_fUngus_Piridularia oryzae)__has caused losses
in yield in the Southeih StateefroM time to time. _Usually the most

cbvious and damaging phase of the disease is the infection of culms
and panicles after the plants have_headed._ Infection alsooccursin
the seedling stage and causes a Teduction in stand before the_field

is submerged; but then injury may be reduoed_by submergence of the

land as soon as the leaf spots become evident.

Growing 100-BusheI Corn With Irrigation

Corn cannot be groom profitably without irrigation in the arid
sections of the West. Irrigation changes corn from a marginal to a
profitable crop_ in semiarid dreat._ It removes the everpresent hazard

of drought in the eubhuMid area and the humid East4,

Corn Yields greater than 150_bUshels an acre have been obtained
in experiments-uhderTirrigetien-Itt-teveralTplaces-in-dry-sections-of
the Nest. Such yields Were obtained only by the use of the best com-
bination of practices, bUt_farmers in those areas can expect to im-

prove yields by adopting similar practices

BehOfitd_frOm irrigating corn vary from year to-year in the eub=

humid_and hUMid sections. Experiments at the Redfield DeveIopMent
Fand in South Dakota Showed increases in yield due to irrigation of

117 and 27 bushels an acre.



Farming Where Rainfall Is 8-20 Inches A Year

Dryland farming no longer means simply farming in a region of

IOW rainfall. Rather; it has come to -refer to a fairly well es-

tablished system of managing crops and 86118 that is adapted to semi-:

arid or dry climates:

Sueh a climate exists in various -parts Of the world; including

parts of all the Western States;notably the Great Plains; the rreat

Basin; the Pacific Northwest; and the Central Valley in California.

The total precipitation in the dryfarming areas generally is

low, about 20 inches down to 8 inches annually.

Scant rainfall; though; is only one aspect. The average temper-

ature in the Northern States is much lower than in the Southwestern

States. A riven amount of precipitation therefore is much more ef-

fective in the North than in the South. The distribution of the pre-

cipitAtion through the year also is important. The limited precipi-

tation in parts of the Pacific Northwest comes,mainly in winter; when

evaporation is low.. So the rain penetrates deeper into the soil and

subsoil.than does the much higher rainfall of the Central Plains;

where the moisture comes chiefly in summer. A rain of one-half inch

on a hot; dry day may lose so much of the water by evaporation that

only a small fraction is available to the plant. During cool weather

a rain of one -half inch may penetrate the soil to the extent that

much of it may be used eventually'by a crop.

Wind erosion of the soil is common in nost dry-farming rerions;

particularly in sandy areas. In many- places an occasional torrential

rain or a sudden heavy Shower may cause considerable erosion.

Great progress has been_mado toward producing a great share of

the- -Nation's food in the !Jest,--- a-part,-of which the early explorers

called the Gmat AMetidan Desert. Livestock and small grainSare_the

food products that can be crown to best advantage. research has had

a great effect on -the progress of allimited-rainfall regions. The

mechanization of farM operations has altered labor reCUiteMents and

has chanred the debt of rroduction in regicns where ariektehSive arri-

culture.is practiced.
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AS the Great Plains were settled, largely during the last quarter

of the 19th century;_ farmers drove their covered wagons westwardfren
the hdriid areas of the Eastern States to those low-rainfall regions.

They bredght with -them the methods of a humid agriculture; They also

brought the seed for crops_that_had been found suitable for humid Cdh=-

dition. ThOY soon learned_that the types apd varieties of crops they

had usedback east would not withstand the climate of the Plains:'

Corn wa' not successful in most years. The soft wheats of ttie East

would not produce satisfactory yields in the Plains.

New hethOds_were developed only with the coming of certain Euro=

pearls, like the German-Russians, who settled in central and western

Kansas. They_bredght from the regions around the Black Sea varieties

of hard red winter wheats that had been grown under conditions like

those of the Great Plains. 3incethen great improvement has been made

varieties and in the methods of managing_soiIs and crops, and

greater agricultural stability has come to all dry-farming localities.

The improvement in methods came from two main directions: The

hard earned experience of farmers in the new and demanding environment

and the work of experiment stations.

The experiment stations for_studing_dryland problems were

authorized by the Congress in 1905. Within the next decade about
stations were established in the dry-farthing areaS;

Some stations gave attention to livestOck. Some studied horti-

culture, landscape gardening; and forestry so as to improve living

conditions on the Plains; But their-Work was devoted mainly to prob-

lems of soilsandprops--testing and_comparing methods of production,

conserving soil moisture and) much later) conserving the soil itself.

-
Failure to recognize'the capability of the land brought about a

great number of failures in the dryland areas.

-Yany of the critical problems-there7aroSe-betatme-a-plouing-up-7-- 7/

grassland that is unsuited for cropping in places of limited rainfall;

Particularly in the southern part are the soils hazardous==very sandy

or shallow. An estimated 7 to 8 million -acres of that kind were cul-

tivated in the Southern Great Plains in 19%. Even mOderately.sandy

and_Moderately_deep soils in the southern dryland_regions are hard to 4
protect against wind damage if they are placed_under cultivation; It

is advisable to cultivate then only occasionally. Grass should cover

the land at least half the time.
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steeprieet:of slope adds to the complexity of the erosion problem;
Cultivated landa on 2=percent to 5-percent sIopes_in the I7-inch rain-

fall belt of the_SoUtherri Plains tend to be dmaged 2 times as fast

as similar land that is nearly level; When rain totals 20 inchesj the

rate of erosion become8 about 16 times faster;

The slope- of- piece of land should therefore be given full con-
sideration in decidirif whether it is suitable for Iong-time culti-

vation;

Livestock men were the first settlers in the Plains and other _

dryland -areas of the United States; Up to that time the Indians_had
obtained much_ of their food from the great herds of buffalo; Cattle

replaced the btffaloj And the cattlemen virtually took over the 71ains

as a grazing region;

At settlements_ increased and towns grewj the demand for farMland

increased, The cattlemen were thus gradually pushed back until all

the land that could -be plowed easily had been broken; The open range

disappetted and barbed wire enclosed the plowed fields and pastures.
Mostly only rough- land was left for grlzingj which farmers used for_

small herdsj whiCh got some feed from crops grown on the plowed land;

This livestock system has come to be one of the stabilizing types

of dryland farming. The man who lives on the land and farms on a
year-round basits usually gets along better and is more sure of a good

living if he has some liveatock,

He can then work out his cropping system so as te'make use of

land for grazing- and -also producegrain and rough feed for winter;

His main precaution is to adjust the number of livestock to the feed -

and pasture he -gill probably have in unfavorable years; He then will

be able to build up some reserve supply of feed for the poor years, or

he may have some for etle in good yearsi

The crop&grown for feeding ?Arvin different sections of the _

dry-farming trea; _Grain sorghums, eudan grassi or some type of sorghum

for hay may be used in-the southern part of the Plains to supplement

native pasture; Some legumes, like coupeas for feedi and pinto beans

may be grown if cliMate_it favorable. In many places wheat may be used

for pasture at certain times if ovalpv,tinr and pasturing too Iate are

avoided;
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In the central and northern parts, some other crops may be used

to supplement the pasture; Some corn may be produced, but sorghums

are ,less vrell_adaptedthan farther south. Barley Sand oats aIso are

feed_cropa. Rye may be used for pasture and in some localities vetch
may be seeded with it.

Throughout the_dryland country, cattle seem_to be the type of
livestock beat adapted to -the climate and the type of feed available.

They Make good use of native grasses and can be.wintered on rough
feed and native great hay.

In extensive -areas in_tent_parts of the_Plainscattle raising is
still the main iiithittty. Rangelands may be concentrated in a large
block of country with obly_ltmited areas of farmland. What farmland

there is may be mostly irrigated. Examples of these extensive range

areas are in_the Sandhills of Nebraska andrthe short-grass country in
eastern Wyoting) Montana, and several other Western States.

In -some areas sheep have been grazed in mountains and foothills.

Texas, Wyotint; Montana, California; New Mexico, Utah, and Idaho have

produced thousandt Of sheep_as range animals; It is a type of live-
stock productiOn_fOr 167ir=tainfall regions, but is not classed as
typical dryland farMintj since in- these areas it is chiefly a range
type of livestock prodUctitin and involves a minimum of crop production

to support it.

Soil erosion by wind and water -has come to be a big problem in

nearly all dry-farming areas. 40-cial precautions need to be taken

against erosion wherever the add_has been broken and cultivated crops

grown. On steep slopes an occasional heavy shower or the water from

melting snoW may cause severe erosion if the land is in a condition

to wash.

On level land, as well as on rolling or hilly land, wind erosion

does extensive damape to crops and soils. In practically all dry-
farming regions the control of wind erosion is one of the most im-

portant points in any system of farming. Wind, erosion may not be

severe every year, but it is alWaya a threat and,can occur almost any

year if the principles of control have been neglected.

Sandy soils_are_more subject to:wind erosion, and on them it is

harder to control. Fine=tettred soils may also suffer from wind
erosion; and durinf long droughts they may suffer from soil drifting.



Sped effective yet simple methods have been developed to hold

down wind eroSion. Some of the more important principles of control

are:

Keep the soil covered with a growing crop as much of

possible.

When land it not in a growing crop, keep the residue

previous crop on it by the use of stubble mulch, in which

tilled with an implement that pulverizes the soil without

it or burying the residue.

Use strip croppingalternate strips of growing crop

or stubble-mulch fallow.

Make use of cloady fallOW.

the time as

from the
the land is
inverting

and stubble

Use tree shelterbelts or strips of tall growing crops to protect

adjoining land.

Use emergency methods of tillage when soil starts to drift.

The equipment needed for use against wind erosion is discussf-A

under methods of preparing the seedbed for wheat.

Steps_to avoid wind erosion Should be_taker_at least a year be-

fore the -time that erosion is most likely_ to ocur, If an attempt

is Made tocontrolthe erosion_by shelterbeltsj the trees may have

to_be_planted several years before they can be expected to have much

effect.

Highly effective in many areas is the stubble-mulch method, It

inVelVet the use of stubblei strawi stalks;_or other form of residue

to reduce_ the velocity of the wind at wound level and thus reduce

its ability to move soil. A common forth of stubble mulch is wheat

stubble and. Ottait,after the combine._ It must be left on the sur-

face during the preparation of the seedbed ter-the-next-CrOp-
_.

Row

crop6 that leave a dense stubble may also offer effective protection.

.Sudan_ot sorphum; even though much of the plant is removed for

hay or_feedi mai_otill leave a dense atubble in the row. If it is cut

6 to 12 inches highi depending on the density, the field may be reason=

ably well protected: Such stubble should -be left upright until the

next crop is planted; if possible, Sometimes it is feasible to drill
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small grain or grass mixtures in the stubble without previous culti-

vation if there are no weeds. If that can be done, the old stubble

___InaY afford effective protection arainst_wind erosion while the new

Bras- crop is retti started. Cornstalks or sparse stubble usually

do not give good protection.

A third method, that of using strip crops to control wind erosion,

has been widely used in some sections. Alternating strips of wheat

and fallow may be 5 to 10 rods wide or even wider. Sometimes they

are at right angles to the most destructive winds. Sometimes the

strips are on the contour to get the greatest protection arainst run-

off and erosion durinr a heavy rain. If the fallow strip is handled

by the stu,,,-le-mulch methori, almost complete protection against wind

erosion usually can be achieved.

In this systemone strip would be in_groWing_wheati which was

seeded on mulched land for protection against soil. blowing. The ad-

joining strips would be reddiving_the fallow treatment, in which the

land is subtined with equipment_ that leaves the residue on the sur-

face; After the wheat_is harvested, the stubble and straw protect

that strip, and the falloWed strip is seeded to wheat. All the land

is thus protected at all times.

Cloddy falloW_My be used_with any type of fallowing; if the_sur=

face is left largely deVered_With clods that cannot be moved by the

wind they wi31 protect_ the_ fine_material from blowing. Fine- textured

soils form rather stable Clods that protect the soil. Sandy soils de_

not form stable clodS; even if the soil is worked when mnisti the -clods

weather down quickly. The effectiveness of the method therefore de=

pends on the kind,of soil.

The use of_tree thelterbelts received a great stimulus duringthe

decade 1933-19i42. Millions of trees were planted in the treat Plains

with the idea that they would greatly affect_wind movements and do

much toward controlling wind erosion. Narrowbelts have been placed

at intervals of; 20 to /40 rods in some sandy areas.

,After the treat reach considerable height under such conditions,

they are quite effective in reducing wind damare to the soil or crops

The use of shelterbelts seems to have about reached its peak, for

several reasons: They_take considerable space away from the cultivated

acreage on the fart; their esthetic value is greats hUt their economic

value may be questionable; we have agronomic methods for reducing wind

erosion.

4
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The use of emerpency_tillage_MethOds_isusually brought into use

when more effective methods haVe_been neglected; If a cultivated

field has no growing crow or reSidUe_dh it, wind erosion may start;

Roughening the surface or a-part of-it may_then stop soil movement over

the entire area; Any shovel-tY1,&tillage implement, like a plow;

lister; or shovel cultivator; will throw_up clods or chunks of soil;

which will tend to stop soil movement. One or two lister furrows

snacpd 2 or 3 rods apart across the field may hold the soil or a wheat

field from drifting for a while;

It may be necessary -to -run more ftrrows between the first ones if

drifting starts again; DiSk may_be_usedto stopwind erosion

on tilled land temporarily; but Since_ disk implements tend to pulverize

the soil and do not throw UP di-6db; they are less effe-..tive than shovel-

tvpe tools;

If land is kept covered with atthble mulch; the emergency methods

will seldom be needed. EMergendy_ methods are sometimes necessary on

a large scale if widosoread_drourht has_reduced the amount of mulch

protection that can be PrOVided. SOMO States have laws reouirinF farm-

ers to use emergency methods when needed;

titer erosion is a More serious problem in the dryland farminc

area than is generally thOUght. In the eastern part; P rainfall

intensity of ,3_inches ah_hoUt for 30_minutescan_beexpected to occur

about once in 5 yeara; The comparable figure farther west is about 1_

inch; Only permeable_Seilt or soils protected with residue can absorb

rains of that intensity.

The resultiht runoff creates a water erosion problem on the more

sloping land and_On neatly_level land if the slopes are lour; because

the water accumUlate8 on the lower partf the slopes; A stubble mulch

effectively conttolS water erosioni as well as wind erosion._ The

litter maintained on or in the surface breaks the force of the falling

raindrop; reduceS the speed with which water moves across the land,

and maintains a faVo^able condition for intake of water at_the_ail_

surface; If slope3 are so long or steep that residues will not control

erosion; mechanical measures, such as terraces and contoui'infi are

needed;

Terraces genetallV are considered applicable on slopes steeper

than about 1 percent, on w^ich even small concentrations of flowing

water attain erosive velocities; Terrsces intercept Vie runoff be=

fore it reaches damaging proportions
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On long slopes of less than 1 percentj one or more diversions may
be needed to reduce the length to one on which erosion can be control-
led by vegetative measures.

The diversions may be several hundred feet apart. _Even on the
gentle slopes some farmers prefer a regular terrace system with closer
spacing because they help conserve water. Planting and cultivating row
crops on the contour has noticeable benefits in some years and is
,especially important_on_terraced land. Contour drilling of wheat is
especially beneficial if decp - furrow drills are used.

The term "crop rotation" is less aptly applied in -dry- farming areas
than elsewhere: _There are -newer -crops from which to_chcose and.feW
legumes- that canoe -generally used to maintain the nitrogen supply in the
soil. It- is- therefore not so important that any particular sequence of
crops he followed. One of the main considerations is to arrange the
sequence with a view to the possibility of a moisture_supply_for the
oncoming crop. For examplej_corn (in areas where_it is_ adapted) usu7.
ally leaves the soil with a better sunnly of moisture than does small
grain. Wheat usually exhausts the_available soil moisture almost en-
tirely by harvesttime. Consequently some time should elapse before
another crop is seeded. early preparation of the seedbed after wheat
is essential if another seeding of wheat is to follow.

Wheat -may often be seeded on_cornland from which the crop is re-
moved for fodder or silage. Or it may be drilled between wide-spaced
corn rows.

Another reason for not using the term "rotation" so much is the
possibility of crop_failure. Because of the wide fluctuations in an-
nual rainfall, nearly all dryland areas experience some crop failures
or near failures, which may break the sequence of a rot-tion. .=hen

the farmer has to nut in the crop that has the best chance for success
under the conditions of soil moisture and weather at the time.

Some examples of types of cropping systems that might be adapted
in different parts of the dryland farming areas of the United States
are: Corn, wheat, wheat; corn, wheat, fallow, wheat; corn in wide rows,
Wheat, wheat on earl' worked land; wheat, fallow; wheat, sorghum,
fallow; corn removed for silage, wheat; corn, barley, fallow, wheat;
Wheat, peas for canninr; wheat, rrass several years, sorghum, small
Frain; kafir, cowneas, mile, (Southern Plains).
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The type of cropping system used on a given farm has evolved on

the basis of the type of farming a man wanted to carry out. "Jeveral

rather distinct types of dryland farms exist.

The first is the reneral farm that has considerable livestock.

This type usually occurs in localities in which a Food supply of

range or pastureland is available to supplv_summer grazing. :nough

grain and roughage should be produced to carry the livestock through

the winter; Practically all crops produced are fed on the farm.

Nearly all the income is obtained from the sale of livestock and live-

stock products; Some livestock and a limited acreage for feed crops

may mean a more stable system and a more steady income- than a one-

crop wheat system. In many areas the totallonatime income may be

hirher with a wheat system, but that, it -must be admitted, Will mean

some total failures. The farmermust decide whether he can stand the

financial strain in order to realize more income in the long run.

Another_type of mixed farming is the cath-grain farm, in which

the returns are from the sale of grain, seed, or hay.

The wheat farm &rivet practically all its income from the sale

of Wheat. The fnrmer liveS on the land and devotes hit time chiefly

to this one enterprise.

The "suitcase" farmer is the absentee wheat -rower. "e may have

a profession or business in a city and occasionally visit the farm or

ennloy someone to do the farm work. He does not become part of the

farm community. He ma': not see the wind erosion in the Spring; maybe

he does nothing to help control erosion Ourinr that serson.

Some farmers try to ad;ust their plantings on the basis of the

moisture present in the soil at seeding time. The rractice_returns

a hirher total income over a period, although there may be consider-

able variai'ility from year to year.

6upnose a nan started out on the basis of a wheat-fallow system.

If good rains should follow harvest, -he might ret moisture into the_

soil to a depth_ of 2 feet or more. Then he might decide not to fallow

the land the folloWing year but to put it back to wheat for another

year; Likewise, if he held wheatland over with the idea of fallowing

for another wheat crop, but found the soil well filled with moisture

by spring, he would have the choice of several crops. He could hold

it over for wheat, but Would produce no crop that year. Instead he

might plant the land to corn, sorghum, potatoes, or some other crop

and thus make use of the soil moisture as soon as possible after it

had been stored.
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This idea of farminf according to the moisture supply offers a
basic principle for the drvland farmer. If he would plant a crop in
season every time he has an adeouate supply of soil moisture and leave
the seed in the bag when he does not have the moisture, he would put
his farming on a more realistic basis. Ue would be takinp less of a
chance with the possibility of rain after the crop is planted. If the
idea were adopted, a tile spade or n soil auger should become ptandard
equipment on a dr'land farm. Either of those tools permits a farmer
to determine quickly the depth to which the moisture has been stored
in the soil.

Available son moisture is one of the main concerns in dryland
fnrming The rainfall durtnr the time a crop is on the land seldOm
is enough to rroduce a good crop. It, is necessary therefore to have
some reserve moisture stored in the soil before the crop is planted.

Research workers of the Kansas P.rricultural ::rperiment ::tation
at Has found that when wheat eras seeded in dry_soil with no available
moisture stored in the subsoil the averrre Yield of wheat_was b.9
bushels an acre; when the soil was wet l_foot deep at seeding time,
P;' bushels; wet 2 feet deep, l542 bushels; -and when wet 3 feet deep
or mere, 26-5 bushels an acre._ The uneven distribution 6f_rAirlf111
rnd the frecrient occurrence of extended dry periods has led to the
practice of fallowing. This mezins keepint; the -land free of a_ crop or
weeds for a period of time so that moisture and nitrates may be ac-
cumulated in the son for use by.the next crop.

A year of wheat followed by a year of fallow has come to be a
common practice in the wheat territory. A wheat crop is harvested ih
the central-Great Plains in Jul. Unless the_ field becomes weedy the
land is allowed to lie without treatment until the- following sprint,
when tillage operzltions for fallow begin. The land tC be fallowed
would be one-wayed or plowed about the first of Yay or a out the time
weeds or volunteer wheat start. The land is then worked often enough
to keep dol-11 weeds, but do it to break the crust, on the surfnce_of_
Plowed land; to reduce runoff during the next rain) and to avoid wind
erosion on smooth; crusted soil.

Work at numerous drlaand experiment stations has shown that deep
working of the soil has not perceptibly mitirated the effect of

drought.' It has not increased yields of crops enough_to be profit=

able, no matter what method has been used to deeren the cultivated

laver of soil. .)esnite the nroef furnisher) by 'sr) years of experiments,

WLich htvo failed to show any consistent rrofit from dcen tillage or
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tilling into the subsoil, interest in the practice wr,xesnnd wanes

perieditraly;Ferhaps_decper tillage_May be of some value in con-

hettiOn with the deeper placement of fertilizers, but that point has

had little study in regions of lititod

Fertilizers have been used very littlt_in most of our dry-farm-

ing Areas, as those'soils are reasonably Well supplied with the

mineral_ elements plants need. In some plates_the addition of rhos-

photUt has given favorable results. enough nitrogen usually is present

to anew crops to make use,Of the available moisture --especially if

a crop follows fallowi

Fallowing not only allows the soil to store water, but it ac-

cumulates nitrates at the same time. fie_ use of nitrogen fertilizer

on falloWed land has given little return in most places and usually

has been considered impractical. en some Soils, particularly the

sandier types, rood results from nitroren fertilizers have been ob-

tained, even on fallowed land. Increases in ieleof Frain.; straw;

or protein content have been obtained under many conditions.

As to the future: As the fertility of drvland soils is rradually

reduced through cropping, greater returns from the use of fertilizers

can be erpected. 'fter a half century of farming, nitroren ferti-

lizers may begin to show greater returns on many_drland soils. If

one crop follows another without an intervening fallow, ed'ed nitrogen

in the form of fertilizer may offset somewhat the effect of no fallow,

esrecially if the moisture is reasonably adeouate. Chemical analyses

of soils in various Parts of the dryIand rerion have shown that they

hnve lost 2 to LO percent of their total nitrogen since the land was

put under Cultivation.

Since many of the soils have been farmed for only 30 to 50

years, the loss can be considered serious. The use of nitrogen ferti-

lizer would Appear to be only a matter of tin*. The need for phos-

phorus or other mineral elements will be ascertained for various

localities as the land continues to be farmed.

The use of barnyard manure has given only slirht returns. Like-

wise green manure has not been very effective in improving the growth

of the folloWing crop. The 1:enefits from these treatments may in-

crease after the land has been farmed for a longer time, and further

experimentt determine the most effective methods of using themi
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Some farmers burn straw and stubble before preparing' the seedbed
for the next crop. Often they have found that the yields were as
high as from land where the straw was not burned. Since tillage was
easier after burning, they have asked whether the practice- is sound.

The explanation of the good yields following the burning of stubble
involves several points; In the first place, burning all the trash
on the field makes possible a good, smooth job of plowing.

The rate of nitrate accumulation may be increased_for a time
after the straw is burned. The soil micro-organisms Which cause
straw to decay use some nitrate present in the soil for their own
growth; consequently in the burned area this reaction does not take

place and more nitrate may be stored for the immediate use of the

wheat crop; If the straw is burned every year for a fAw_years: how-

ever; the advantage in improved yields at the start_ gradually

appears. The land to which straw was returned may then riVe=the
higher yields.

The great advantage in returninF straw; instead of burning it,
is that the straw increases the capacity of the soil to absorb water

And protects it against wind erosion. Ole nitrogen returned with
straw amounts to about IO pounds a ton of straw.

The equipment for dryland farming used by the early settlers

was what they took along with them. The tough grass_sod_wat first

broken with a sod plow; or prairie breaker; which had a lon Mold-
beard, or steel bar; for inverting the furrow slice.

In later years came the stubble pldw, which had ,_much shorter
itioldbOard., ,It turned the furrow slice and did much onlverizinp of

the soil.

Much of the early research on the dryland'Experimental farms was

concerned with the time and depth of moldboard plowing for various

crops. Plowing was a good way to start preparation of a seedbed,

but later people realized that it had some shortcomings. It permit-

ted much erosion during heavy rains and exposed the soil to severe

wind erosion.

Other types of tillage tools have been introduced since. One of

the most widely used is the one-way disklow. It stirs the_soil;

tives_a minimum of trouble in operation; and land can be covered

rapidly with it. The principal objections are that, being a disk im-

plement, it tends to pulverize the soil too finely and tends to bury
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the crop residue too completely._ :t -may be used for the first oper-
ation to -kill weeds and volunteer plants, but if used a second time
or more it may bury most of the residue and lead to wind erosion.

_Mmore appropriate_ implement for the second and later operations
is the subtillerl usually a lisweep7type machine that has-come into
use for stubblettilth farming. Sy the careful use of subtillers,
enough residtie_May be_proserved from one crop to,hoId the soil until
the next crop is started to control wind and_water erosion. With

this stubble-ulch V8tOrti of course; other useful methods should be
used--practical cropping- systems, striocroppinr, cloddy fallow, and
sometimes terracing.

The use of power machinery has helped the dryland farmer im-
measurably. Tractors and large equipment enable him to do his til-
lage, seeding, and harvesting operations in less time and atthe most
advantageous time. Timely operations m y be of importance not only
for the crop but also in the control of insects and diseases.

Reseeding dryfarming land to grass has been suggested-as a way
to treat the drylands that are not well adapted to cultivation;

A considerable amount of reseeding is done by farmers who need
additional pastureland to support their livestock program. But many
farmers feel that they will realize, a higherretu-m from the land if
it is in cultivated crops. Another reason why reseeding to grass is

not done more widely is that it is-hard to establish grass on culti-

vated land. Very -dry weather may follow seedingi_so that germination
will be low and the thancefor survival of the seedlings greatly re-
duced. Only_abeUt one -third as_much land is seeded to grass in the
17 Western States as is seeded in the /est of the country.

The types of grass used in different parts of the dry-farming
area vary_ with climatic conditions. The methods of seeding also vary

widely. In order to conserve moisture and obtain protection against
soil blowing, much of the grass seeding is being done through some
sort of residue cover. In the Northern Plains it is common practice
to drill grass seed into wheat stubble in late fall with no previous

seedbed preparation. The seed is then in the ground ready to germi-
nate and start growth with the first warm days of spring, when the

soil very likely is moist enough.

In the Southern Plains some_ tillage of the seedbed may be given,

but the seeding it beet_dene with drills that have depth pages, so

the seed will -be planted_deep enough to get moisture but not 86 deep

that the seedlings dahnot_come through_toproduce a_good stand._

Seeding with some protective residue cover aids in holding moisture

for germination and prevents the young- plants from being blown out

or from being cut off by blowLw soil or sand particles.

4..ft vl
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TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL AGRICULTURE

Optimum prodUCtibn of crops is effected by addition of
fertilizers and amendments to soils of good physical structure.
More often than not, however, measures to curtail losses frbt

leaching and erosion, to improve water relations; to maintain
so1/1 organic matter, to rehabilitate worn -out soils, or to
reclaim waterlogged or saline sollsAre necessary before a soil
fertility program can be_Utilited to advantage; Soil management

begins with clearing of the virgin cover; be it tropical rain
forest; savanna; or grassland, and continues so long as the soil
is used for agricultUi,a1 purposes. Perhaps in no other part of
the world are soil management measures more-important than in

the tropics and subtrOpida (JaCks and Whyte; 1939); Failur'e of

agricultural systems to comprehend the significance of erosion,

as_well as intensive weathering under hot; humid conditions;_hat
brought about the widespread distribution of poor, badly eroded,
infertile soils all ovei,the trOpics and subtropics; Intensive
management is needed to return these lands_toproductive
agriculture and to retain fertility and good structure in thoSe
which now possess them.

Three general systems of agriculture, exclusive of livestock
farming, are practiced in the tropics and subtropics:_ paddy
(padi) or lowland rice; patch, "ladang" or_ukaingin" (shifting__
culture); and intensive cultUt'e (LOWdermilk, J934; Russell; 1950;
Robinson, 1950; Jackson and Shertan; 1953; Pendleton; 1954).

Paddy culture is one of theoutstanding_features of the

lowland tropics. The: major- requirement of lowland rice is

water. Wherever rivers, lakes; or canals can be diverted the

crop_may be grown; Generally, paddy fields are located in level

terrain; although hillSidea may be- terraced at an Infinite

expense of labor as long as there is possibility of irrigation.

Lowland rice is the major grain, the basic diet of millions of

people in the tropics. It can be raised Successfully on land too

poor to support almost any bther. crop. Paddy_fields; unlike

patch plantings; are farmed year_after_year in the same ,place,

sometimes for generations, soil - fertility being maintained by
careful management and continual replenishment of nutrients
from organic matter and the water that flows slowly over the

areas. Paddy culture is destined to remain-themainstay of
tropical agriculture for small farMers_in many countries until

ways and means are developed fOr reclaiming the fertility of
upland ,soils on a broader scale than is now possible;

Patch, ladang or kaingin; CUltUre is- the typeLof agriculture

utilized -by small holders bn land incapable of' being flooded for

paddy. It consists typically of Clearings opened up in the

jungle around a village; During the dry season, the farmer cuts

the trees back to poles; felling the larger ones, and piles up
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the underbrush so that the trash may be burned or the_large
pieces sold for fuel after it has dried; Crops are planted
in little_holes for one, two; or three seasons Until_the_soil
has lOtt its fertility or weeds cannot. be overcome with the
simple hand tools that are used; The cleaning is then
abandoned and the practice repeated elsewhere. Mainly_food
crops are planted, but cash crops; such as cotton; rubber;
cacao,- coffee, and tobacco, may'also be grown; Patch culture
is at best_a subsistence agriculture; since the small plots_
will provide little more than enough to feed the family during
the year. It is extremely wasteful of land as five; ten, 15
years or longer periods are required before the forest returns
and the same plbt Can,be_replanted. This means that each
farmer needs ten tb_15 times more area to grow his crops than
a single; well-fertilited plot on better soil; Oftentimes;
the serious grass -pest cogon (Imperata cylindrica Beauv.)
obtains a foothold in the clearings before the forest fires
kill out the seedlings of forest trees, enabling the cogon to
convert the area into savanna. A stand of cogon is so dense
that it cannot be cleared with hand tools, and the intense
root competition smothers out crops planted among the grass.
A partial solution in central Africa 18 to hill_thesoil up
into-mounds and plant the crop on top._ The intrusion of
cogon into (ores clearings has converted extensive areas of

Asia and Africa to savanna; areas Whibh are lost to agriculture
until the grass can be plowed out and de8troyed by power
equpment.

Intensive culture in the tropics and subtropics falls
in o two general categories, plantations and dMall holdings;
Th se provide the world with bananaa; citrus, pineapples,
co fee; cacao; tea,, rubber; spices, COpa, palm oil,:sugar cane;
fiers;_and other crops; Some of them require such simple
prjocessing that small holders can grow theM a8 Cheaply as

p antations. In other cases; the advantages of large-scale
p oduction are secured by cooperatives; Thib is_ particularly

t e with those crops which 'require large areas to support a
f ctory or processing plant of economical site or Whose markets
are principally in export trade; Cash crops_ in small holdings
are of- definite value to a country. The number of farmers
engaged in raising them may be expected to increase as fertility
and management practices developed by governMental agencies_lind
plantation personnel are adopted.

REMOVAL OF PLANT COVER

Preparation of land in tropical and subtropiCal regions
consists of removal of the existing plant cover in such -a_

way as to effeCt the transition from forest or grassland to

intensive crop CUltUre with minimum disturbance of the natural
equilibrium of soil; vegetation, and climate. Foresta or
grasslands can be cleared with machinery; hand labor; or a
combination of the two. Where a new plantation is being opened
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and the terrain is relatively level so that_erosion is not a
serious problem; all of the operations may be earried_out with
power equipment; such as bulldozers, road:scraperS, stump pullers
and the like; If labor is readily available)the_area is small)
or the land is steep, clearing may be done ent'irely by hand
labor using axes, saws, mattocks, shovelsiand hoe8, Both_have
their advantages; Heavy land - clearing equipment like_ bulldozers
with their cleated tracks churn up the ground thoroughly, _but

they can clear large areas quickly and economically. _Hand
labor is slower, although selectivity can be exercised in_removal
of trees and herbaceous cover which might be'retaihed to help
reduce erosion while clearing is in progress. On the average
plantationwhere_an area up to 100 ha; may be opened.at title
time, it is generally less- expensive to use hand labor for 8-Otte_
of the operations,with tractors; road scrapers; chain Saws)
and similar equipment to aid in felling trees, getting out
stumps and roots, levelingthe land; building terraces; and
other heavy work; Such machinery will be used in maintenance_
around the plantation later on and should be available when -the

land is being_cleared; Draglincs or ditch diggers are helpful
for rna.zing drainage_ditches; They and other heavy equipment
may be- rented as the need for themarises; Certain laborious,
tite=eonsuming tasks like digging out large stumps:and boulders
can be expedited by the judicious 'use of- explosives: If the
Plantation manager or one of his men is expert in handling
them, they can be useful in many other ways., as for instance,
digging large drainage ditches-. The small hoIder'who wishes
to -clear a hectare or two will generally do everything by hand)
.aided perhaps by a tractor.

The _first 'step in opening a plantation involves 'a detailed
survey_ of the terrain. Sites for the factory, office, managers
and laborers' housing, and accessory buildings are :selected at
thiS time even though their locationmay have to be changed
after clearing is completed. Ideally, they should be in as
nearly a_dentral spot as availability of adequate water supplies
and considerations of health and accessibility will permit;
The land to be cleared is parceled off into blocks which may
be any convenient size and dimensions:_ If the topography
permit's; they_are_square or,rectangular;_four or five hectares
in extent, and oriented with the edges north-south and east-west.

Clearing of virgin or old second- growth Jungle; densely
forested areas, and of young second- .growth jungle; savanna;
sh,'ub thicketa.i. or- grassland fellows the same_general pattern,
except that removal -of large trees:does -not_posea problem in
the latter group. Where the blocks are cleared by hand labor,
they are divided into about_ten sections. Gangs of six to
eight men work with axes and saws in alternate sections so that
trees may be cut down without endahgeringanyone.. Each gang
or pair of gangs -has a tractor equipped with a_chain to aid in
felling trees and large clumps of underbrush as well as.for
dragging off trash. Starting at the uphill side of the block,
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the men first clear away the_underbrush and small trees up to a diameter of

25 cm. to make_roOM to fell the giants. The portion of the area' designated

as the plantation watershed -may be selectively_thinhed Or-left intact; The

largest trees are cut down last; Timber that_is too small to_be sawed up

into lumber is laid horizontally across the slope, dunped into ravines, or

piled up for burning in areas that will_notbt planted. -Tide ashes from burn;

ing have a beneficialeffect on acid soilS but are -not recommended on neutral

or alkaline soils; .Also, if the piles are made too large; bUrning may

Sterilize the soil around them;

After the underbrush, termite nests, and trees are removed, the stumps

and larger roots remain, These_may_simply be left te_rtit_if_the crop is not

particularly sensitive to root- rot or does not command a high market_price

Stumps and large roots close_tothe surface, howeVer, are an unmitigated

nuisance, as they -make regular planting and machine cultivation almost im-

possible. SoVerl methods are possible to effott their removal. Stumps may

he dug around -and cut off at a depth of -6d to 75 an, below the ground level

A tractor with a heavv_thain may be used to pull them out; Large stumpsi_if

thevate reasonably sound, can be blown out with explosives. A stomp puller

maybe used.- (This is a heavv crawler-tvpt tractor equipped with an apparatUS

designed and operated like a dentist'S forcepts.) Large roots and smaller

stumps tav be removed by a bulldozer equipped with a scarifier instead of the

usual blade. The scarifier has_stout steel fingers which effectively! rip up

the ground to a depth of 30 to 60 an. Three additional systems of ridding

areas of roots and stumps have_been worked out in the Far Last -where clearing

is done almost entirely by hand labor. Strip or semiforest cultivation -was

originated in Malaya.bY Birkmose and has been used extensively in Indonesia

for rubber and other crops. Wide strips along thecontours_or parallel to the

row... are cleated and tleaned_of stumps in the jungle- and the -crop is planted

in these, leaving the borders intact. The system reduces erosion, but its

disadvantages are excessive shading, root
cOMpetition,,continued loss_to a

certain extent from root diseases, and the danger to personnel from wild_

ani.lals. Ditch clean clearing or -step clean clearing has proved beneficial

to tea and rubber. Ditch clean clearing consists of digging a trench About

60 cm, wide, as deep as needed6_ and_4 to 5 m. long. Soil from one side_of

the trench is worked and then the other before tne trench is moved forward;

The work is tediouS, but results_in thorough removal of even small roots;

Step clean cleating is more intricate and needs more supervision, but the soil

is left more or less intazt The system consists of cleaning the soil in _

layers which arc -piled on top of those previeUtly cleat-L The chief problem

in cleatifig_ young secondl_rowttliunglei savanna, shrub thickets, and grassland

is to ric. the soil of rlJzome mats of noxious- grasses like coon,: The simplest

is to plow up the lard and rake it several times with laborers trailing

after the tractor 'o pick up loose pieces of rhizome.

A _good transportation network enhances economical operation of a planta-

tich. Major access- roads,-railway lines, canals, bridge, acid dams are

generally contracted_to:engineering firms which specialize in construction;

Caner roads, paths, - drainage ditches, and similar structures are built by

plantation personnel. If it has not already been dend at the time of laying

out the blocks, a detailed topographic survey_ IS made. In flat terrain, the

roadways are run along the--boundaries of the_bltckS;
in hilly land, they

follow the contours as nearly as possible._ Roadt for trucks and other vehicleS

arc graded to a slope of not more than eight degrees and for pedestrians or

riderS not more than 15 degrees. Main roads are usually made about 6 m. wide,

why lc roads in the interior of the blocks are about 3 M. HeaVily traveled
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roads are gravelled or- asphalted; those with light traffic are soddet2 with

grass and gravelled only in heavily shaded spots. They should have a slightly
rounded crown so that they shed water easily into ditches on either side;
Ditches along the roadways may conveniently be made part of the over-all
drainage system of the plantation, in which case they are shallowor deep,
wide or narrow, depending on the volune..of water they must carry. The sides_

of the ditches nearest the road are made with a long gentle slope, if possible,
and reinforced with material such as sodi_stone, or -rip -rap to protect against
washouts; Low stone or sod dikes, 25 to 30 cm. high, or woOd_pales are
installed in the ditches at intervals of 20 to 25 m. to slow down the water;
Ditches along roads bordering the plantation or waste areas of forest are made
deep enough;_ usually 1 to 2 m., to check competition from roots of the wild
plants. Paths are_made_in the interior of the blocks to afford easy access by
the laborers to all parts.

CONTROL OF EROSION

The most important phase of soil management and probably the outstanding
problem of agriculture in general is the control_of erosion, which is'caused

largely by the interference of man with_the equilibrium that exists_between
soil and its environment; Natural_erosion, or weathering, is normally a slow

process even under the drastic conditions prevailing in the tropics, and, as

long as the soil -is covered with vevtation4 thousands or millions of years
may be required for complete destruction. Catastrophic erosion occurs when

man or -some other agency disrupts the natural equilibrium, and the soil is

exposed to the full force of rain, wind, and sunshine; Then, loss of soil

by actual removal or oxidation_is vastly accelerated, and within a few years,

or in extreme cases a_few months, material that has taken centuries to_ reach
its present fertile, friable state is reduced to bare, unweathered rock.

Soils of the humid tropics and subtropics are particularly vulneraUla

to erosion from torrential rains which are Characteristic of these regions;

Control of erosion in these and other_areas has been an age-old problem;

Early civilizations in ChinaiIndia0 Ceylon, Malay Archipelago, 'Asia Minor,

Africa, the Mediterranean region, and the Americas were well aware of the

destruction caused _by denudinp lands of their vegetation through overcropl ing
and overgrazing and devised measures to conserve and protect the soil. In

certain regions, notably the Asiatic tropics, two systems arc still widely

used by native populations; One of these, paddy or_lowland rice, is the main7

stay of agriculture on lands _Clat can be flooded. Less_of soil is confined

for the most part to fine sediment swept away in the water as it moves slowly

across the _fields on its way_ to the sea so that lands in the upper parts of

a watershed gradually lose their fertility.
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Development counselors have found_that local conditions will deter-

mine the feasibility_Of attempting to improve existing systems of fruit

or vegetable production. Disease_and insecrproblems make the intro-

duction of_new plants extremely difficult. Crossbreeding and /or graft-

ing may help to solve disease_problems_but these should be considered

only_at the_advanced stages of development. Mechanical control or hand
killing of insects may prove adequate where labor is plentiful and

spraying impractical.

The manual makes no attempt to discuss varieties of VegetableS,
fruits or crops, because of extreme variations of specieS and growth
factors in different locales. Study and observe the existing situation

before making recommendations. Expand and improve the growing and uses
of local fruits and vegetables as.the_most feasible means to improve
village horticulture. _Methods of curing and storage often_ provide a
means to a_yearly supply of vegetables and some fruitsj An underground
potato cellar mayprovide storage, or natural cooling might suffice.
(For drying. see Sun Drying of Fruits and Vegetables under Home Industries.)

1. Fruits._Principal fresh fruits of world commerce are the grape,
apple, orgigrPeari plum and banana; principal_nuts are the almond,

Brazil nuti
orange,

coconut, filbert, pecan_ and_ walnut. Large van=
tities of fruits are dried, canned i frozen and otherwise processed._ .___
The grape, including grapes grown for wine, for drying and for table use,

is the leading fruit of the world.

The apple_is the_moSt important tree fruit of the temperate zone.
The orange is the most important commercial tree fruit of tropical and

subtropical regions; The date is an important crop_in the_drier areas

of the world. There are'more species of fruit in the_trOpits than in
any other region, but most of them are only of -local importance because

of their highly' perishable nature. The four of greateSt canmercial
value are the banana, pineapple, coconut and Brazil nut. Others include

mango. avocado, papaya, guavai_sapOdillavcherimoya and_prickly_pear,
The mango is as important to the_people_of India as is theapple to the

inhabitantS of the temperate regions. The banana is the great starch

foOd of the tropics.

In the growing of fruitsithe first factor to consider is the kind

Of fruit to_be grown._ The variety selected should be well_adapted to

the particular section of the country in which the_enterprise is to -be

located. Successful fruit growing requires careful attention to all
production practices, particularly spraying for pest control.

Having selected the location and the_kinds of fruits to be grown,
the particular area_of the'farm on which the fruits_are to be grown

ShoUld receiveconsideration next. Soil is the most important factor

in_Selettibh of the site. Fruits will grow on a fairly wide range_of
Soil types bUto_ingenerall fruit plants grow and produce most_satis-_

factorily in a soil that is at least moderately fertile,_well drained,

well aerated (so that the roots may penetrate_ deeply) and adequately_

supplied with moisture. The presence of an abundance of organic matter
in the soil is a great aid in retaining moisture. Fruits usually do

best on slightly acid soils.
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2. Vegetables. Because of their bulk and their perishable nature,
fresh vegetables do not figure prominently in world commerce as do
fruits and nuts; In domestic commerce, however, vegetables surpass
fruits in value. The sweet potato is a universal food crop in the
tropics and offers much promise for development.

The vegetable garden is primarily to proyide food -for the family,_
vet it_may reach considerable economic importance in the aggregate. Thd
size of the garden will be dictated by the size of the family, the
interest in gardening, the_labor available and the geographical location.
Following is a suggested plan for a garden.30 to 60 ft.-for temperate
zone conditions and arranged in numbered rows according to season of
planting: (1) asparagus;. (2) lettuce and radishes; (3) spinach,
followed by cucumbers and hush squash; (4) _onion sets; (5) early
turnips, mustard, cress; (6) early beets, followed_by_late_cabbage;
(7)- onions; (8) parsley, carrots;__ (9) parsnips; (10) -early peas,
followed by string beans; (11) cabbage,cauliflower;_ (12) lettuce,
followed by celery; radishes, followed by celery; (13) late peas;
(14) string beans; (15) early sweet corn, followed by turnips; (16)

late sweet corn; (17) dwarf lima beans, peppers; and (18) tomatoes
and eggplant.

3. Propagationof_Plants. Horticultural plants are propagated
(i.e., increased in numbers) by two methods, namely, by seedage (sexual
propagation) involving the formation and planting of seedsi and by
vegetative. means (asexual propagation) involving the use of a_portion
of the plant other_than the seed. Propagation by seed is employed for
plants_which provide -an abundance of seed and Which can be bred readily
to uniform_and pure lines, as -most annual flowers and many vegetables.
Hybrid seed, such as that used for sweet corn, is produced by developing
two pure lines and then combining them by cross-fertilization; Such
seed may produce superior yields, but seed taken from plants raised
from hybrid seed should not be used for reseeding.

Seed of herbaceous plants, such as tomato, onion and zinnia, will
germinate as soon as it is mature. On the other hand, seed of many
wood plants must be afterripened before it -will germinate.__Thus, peach
seed requires 12 weeks at_about 41" F., under moistsurroundings, and_
apple seed requires 8 weeks at approximately the same temperature. In

nature, these conditions_are provided out-of.7doors_ in winter. Nursery-
men and plant breeders either plant such seed in the early fall, or
provide similar conditions by stratification in which seeds are placed
in boxes or.trays in alternate layers with sandy soil or peat moss and
stored at temperatures of about 41° F. for the period of time required
for the particular seed under treatment..

Plants_are propagated vegetatively from portions of leaves, stems
or roots. Although in propagation by seed_each plant varies scmewhat
from every -other plant in the lot, in- vegetative propagation all
daughter plants_are identical in genetic make-up and are also identical
to the parent plant from which they are secured. This is of great
importance in horticulturei since it means that a single plant with_
desirable characteristics can be retained and perpetuatedi_identical
in all respects to the original. None of the common tree fruits, such
as the apple, pear, cherry, plum and peach will produce true from seed;
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distinctive horticultural varieties, such as the Northern Spy apple and

the hashington Navel orange, are propagated by vegetative means.

A combination of both seedage and vegetatiVe propagation is common

with many woody plants., such as fruit trees and roses, in which an

inexpensive_ seedling root is raised from seed and upon which the desired

variety is then budded or graftedi__The.pertien of a plant which serves

for the root or anderportion is called the rootstock or stock, an&the

portion of a plant which_is placed upon the stock is called the scion.

The resulting plant is thus cOmpoted of a seedling root and_ a known=

varietal top and may be_termed a stion (combination of stock_and_sciOn).

In combining a stock and a scion, various techniques are_employed, all

of which A:e_a form of grafting; A common forM is called budding in

w h a single bud is grafted onto the stock during the active growing

season, as contrasted with grafting_with dormant scions in midwinter or

early spring; Strains of plants whith are propagated by vegetative means

are called clones;

Humidity, light;_ temperature, soil, rooting medium an _the nm:Ure

of the material itselfl)lay important parts in the_method of propagation

selected and the_results secured; Continuous artificial mist has aided

in the rooting-of softwood cuttings; synthetic growth substances, such

as indolebUtytit atidi_have increased the speed and degree of rooting;

and synthetitplastic films, such_as polyethylene, having proved of great

value in air layerage and in propagation of cuttings.

4; Pett Control. Pests of horticultUral plants are controlled by

both hAtUTI17172717fificial means; The development of varieties which

are tetittant_to certain pests has becethe One of the_important_functions

Of plant breeding; For example, resistance to mosaic virus has been__

bred into red raspberries, wilt resistance into tomatoesi_powdery mildeW

resistance into canteloupe and nematode resistance into peach understotkt.

Artificial controls include crop rotation; purificatiOnand grading of

seeds, soil cultivation, sanitationi soil fumigation, placing of mecha-

nical guardt as protection against rodents and spraying,_dusting and

dipping with various fumigants, fungicides and insecticides.

_
COMMOn insecticides include arsenate of lead, used as a stomach

poison against_ chewing insects; nicotine, pyrethrumi_rotenone, dinitro

compounds and oils_i_used as contact insecticides; and hydrocyanic acid,

carbon disulfide, paradichlorebentene, ethylene dichloride- used as _

fumigants; Common fungicides include various sulfur caMpoLnds, bordeaux

mixture and copper and mercury compounds;

Si Hatvettital-..:-----; The time_Of harVett is dependent upon

the crop the use Whith is to be made of it and the

fatilities for storage; Beans are harvested_ in the green, tnnature stage

When used as snap beans, but are left until full maturity When used as

hard=shell beans; Among the_indeXet of maturity are changes in color,

changes in the pressure required_to puncture the flesh as measured by a

mechanical pressure tester, and_the predetermined time interval between .

full bloom and the usual harVett season;

Both common storage and artificial cold storage are used for horti-

cultural products.- Common storage depends upon hatUrai_outdoor tempera-

tures and is pi.ovided by basement storage rooms in residences, by boxes

or barrels sunk.-into the.ground and by specially- designed pits,_caves and

ventilated bUildings; Cold storage is provided by refrigeration in

specially constructed -and insulated buildings.
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I-UM S GARDENS Az LA:NS

The management of our garden soils follows the same prindiples as
the_management of field soils; but we use different practices. InHbur

gardens we aim for variety; and we have a wide range of plants--grasses,

annuals) perennials, shrubs; vines; and trees;

We try to have flowers and fruits through the seasons and orna-
mentals for sun and shade. Yet the total number of plants is small;

and we can treat them individually; Even with simple handtools; we
have a chance_to apply the principles of soil management over a wide

range of combinations more precisely than the farmer can do for a few

crops in big field.

We have little choice in selecting our garden soils; Rarely can

we choose level; stone-free, sunny, "rich loam" soils; which are
recommended so blithely in the. garden books and on the backs of seed

Packets. Once the location of the house is fixed; we must take the
soils we_find and make the hest of them; Oftener than not; the soils
around the house are not well suited; as they are; to the plants we
want to grow; especially if builders have destroyed the natural

surface ;oil and left thin topsoil over fills of trash and raw earth.

__ Thus many_new_home gardeners ma begin with soils that are too

hilly, too sandy;_too clayey, too dry; too wet; or too infertile for

good gardens. But good garden soils can be made froza them,

_By "gardeh,_" I refer to all the cared-for soiIs.and plants _around

the home7-tht_kitchen garden; fIoweroeds; lawns; and plantings of _trees

and shrubs. Included is a variety of plants that have unlike soil re-

quirements. Some need shade. Others want full sun. Some prefer a

slightly acid or neutral soil; Others do best in strongly acid ones.
Some should have high soil fertility; others do well in poor soil,

The central problem of soil management in gardensis to develop

and maintain_a proper relationship between each plant and the

immediate soil in which it grows;

ASide from_ pure luck; the gardener's success depends upon knowing

two sets Of factors: The requirements of the different plants he can

grow and the characteristics of the soils in his garden;

me plant can be found for almost any kind of soil as it ie.
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And almost Any_kind of soil can be modified by management to grow

any climatically adapted plant if one is willing to go to the trouble.

Most succe6Sfill gardeners try to find satisfying combination_ s of

plants that require a minimum of soil change for _good growth. Yet

othera go to 0 lot of trouble to change theiradile to make them suit-

able for particular_ plants they want to have in their gardens. Some

may even make drastic changes in a soil already about ideal for

azaleas to have one suitable for roses; or the other way around.

_ode_COUld_hardly_overemphasize_theioxitical_rel4tionship between

a plant and the soil in which it growsi Admiration of a plant in the

catalogi at the flower show; -or in a friend,bgarden is not enough of

a basis for dediding to put it in our own gardeni_Unlesswe know

that its requirements can be satisfied by our garden soil as it is or

as we can change it.

Gardening is an art; and many home gardent are outdoor living

rooms. No one -can say what is practical for hate gardeners in general.

Some are satisfied With almost any kind of green and crowing_ things an

long as the soil is nearly covered and the plahte 166k

sensible goal fOr persons with only a mild interest in gardening.

A large money budget is not necessary for a gObd_gardeni even

or poor soil. Far more_important is the work budget- -the care and_

attention the garden will be given throughout the season, -trot simply

during a 4h6ft spring bustle that is followed by neglect in summer

and autumn.

The plade_for the_garden is normally near the hOuse. Even-the

kitchen garden is best there unless the soil in some distant place- -is

a great deal better_for vegetables and fruita. Neae ithe:house there

is time to d0 the little things; before a peeti_e_drtinght;_or a

nutrient deficiency becomes serious. The watchfUl eye of the

gardener is the best fertilizer for his garden.

To begin a_garden; we need to know several thitigs about.our awn

place:

The:basid soil conditions; the air drainage and frostiness; the

water supply we -can -count one both natural and ittifitial; the light

that fans on theplants during the seasons; and_theprotection
required against hazards of wind. tree rootsi and anitala.
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To learn about -the soils we must dig- -not simply into_the surface)
but down to about_3 feet or even more, if deep hardpans or: other bar-
riers to_roots and water are_suspected. The lower layers Of soil
control the supplies of nutrients, air, -and water -for deep roots. The
movement of water out of the surface soil itself depends upon
permeable layers beneath.

Most soils- consist of a series of-definite layers) or horizons,
one above the others Withdifferent colors and other properties.
The noritons-have-;been prOduced by the longtithe effects of the climate
and vegetation acting on the Mineral matter. The horizons collectively
are called the -soil profile. Very-young soils may not have horizons;
Examples inclUde_those in the flood plains along streams, recent sand
dunes, or new soil_made_by_earthfills._ It the gardener digs into an
ordinary upland soil add finds no regular horizons, he can be reasona-
bly certain that the soil has been moved abou and mixed up not long
before.

The main things to lock for are depth, texture, structure, color,
drainage, the slope and exposure, acidity, nutrients, and contamination.

pepth. Three kinds of soil depth are important. The dark-
colored surface soil is normally the most mellow -and most fertile; This
is deepest in the black, sons developed under grass, like those in
Iowa and the Dakotas. It is normally very thin in the desert and only
moderately thick under the forest of humid regions; On steep slopes
it is commonly very thin. Builders often destroy this dark-colored
surface soil completely or may cover it with raw, earthy material from
excavations.

Then we need to know the depth of the whole soil) both surface
soil and subsoil (or A and B-horizons)) over the raw substratum of
weathered rock or other earthy material that has not been_Changed to
true soil;

Finally, we_sho_tad_know_hav deep_the whoIe_soiI and- other loose)
earthy material is over solid.rock; The material under many_ soils is
loose and porous to great depths; Other soils are thin over hard
rocks with only a small space for roots md water storage. Such soils
generally can support only drought- reaiatant plants that normally have
shallow roots;

Texture; The relative prIcortion of sand, silt) and clay) or
soil texturei_of each horizon is important becauae it affects many other
properties and because many recommendations_are keyed to it. The
texture in moat soils changes from horizon to horizon. Commonly
the subeoil,_or B horizon, contains more clay than the surface soil
above it or the substratum beneath it.
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Classes of soil texture start with sand, which has only a little

silt and clay. Then with increasing amounts of clay, the principal

classes are loamy sand, sandy loam, loam, silt lokm, clay loam, and

-clay.

With a little practice, you can- easily distinguish then by

squeezing a moist 'sample of the soil between your fingers. The sands

are hareh_And gritty, and the particles scarcely hold together at all.

Loamy sands are gritty, too, but the particles cling together When

moist. At the other extreme, clay can be squeezed into a smooth smear.

The silt loAM Maket,a rough and broken smear. Clay beams are inter--;

mediate; Loans give only a very rough smear; sandy loans give

scarcely any.

Garden Seiledf intermediate textUre==the sandy beams, leans,

and silt leaM6=-=are easiest to handle. SandS and loamy sands are

permeablei but they hold rather small quantitieS of water and are

said to be droUghty_Seils.
Clays tend to beddhe hard and massive

unless they are handled aarefullyi

Structure. The individual'ooiI particles in _the ideal garden

ar-eled into Stable_granuIes or crtiMhS. Next- best are

blocky, nutlike aggregates, between which roots and Water can move.

Worst of all are the structureless aoils.

At the one extreme are sands, in which each grain_is_by itself.

Such -soils hold little water between rains and are easily blown

about by the wind.

At the other extreme-are massive soils with no regUlar structural

forms. Commonly cIayeY soils deficient in organid matter become

massive if plowed, stirred} or walked on when they are wet. But

massive-hardpans-can-form-fromhloams_and_even
frOM SAWS with some

cementing_ material to hold the particles together. Wherever they

occur within the depth of normal rooting for garden plants) such

massive Sell must be reworked-to7Make-it-grahular-or-blocky.---It_ie.

not enough simply to break up massive clods of clay. Organic

matter must be added, or the fragMetts flow back together into masses

when they are wet againi

Ceder. Soil color by itself is not important, but it suggests

other c- or that are._ Color, arcing with other evidencej_can tell

the gardener a great deal_about drainage,_ the_ amount of organic matter

in the soili and the general level of preductivityi



Brownish2=black and dark -brown colors generally suggest a good
supply of organic matter. in wooded areas where the normal upland
soils are brown, black colors in the surface of soils in low ground
suggest muck and poor drainage. Well=drained soils developed under
tall- grasses, like many in the Middle West, have black or nearly
black surface soils. But a few black soils are poor in organic matter
and easily lose their structure and become massive.

Solid red or yellow colors generally (but not alwaye) suggest
fairly good to free drainage. Yellow suggests leaching and -a low
supply of plant nutrients. So do the grays or whites in upland
areas of good drainage. But in low oUnd, especially if the surface
soil is nearly black, gray_horizons_(cgralled_gley) indicate poor
drainage- -too poor for ordinary garden plants. White colors in dry
regions suggest too salty or too lithy for most plants.

Some horizons beneath the surface are mottled. Imperfectly

weathered rock just above the solid rock may look like this. But
the commonest cause of mottling in soils is imperfect drainage,
now or in the recent past: The soil is saturated with water, or
waterlogged, part of the time and pervious to air, or aerated, part
of the time.

Draina-e. Imperfectly drained soils that are well drained during
the summer a wet only in winter and early spring can support annual
garden plants, but the roots of perennials cannot live over the winter
in them. Even annuals do poorly if periods of waterlogging occur
during their growing seasons. Often there is little evidence in the
surface soil alone of poor drainage beneath; Thus it is important that
you identify such conditions in advance so you can take appropriate
steps for drainage or for plant selection;

_Tr_379.11 haVP_Eu1Y_Oubt_about_drainage,___you_can-dig_some--hoIes_to-
the depth that roots normally grow--say to.2 or 3 feet, depending on
the plants-and fill them with water. For all garden plants:that
require=welldrained=soilai-the-water should disappear within-30-minute8
or an hour; If it does not disappear within 24 'hours, only shallow-.
rooted plants couldhe expected to survive.

Slope and exposure. The slope of the surface soil has a lot to
do with drainage, runoff, and erosion. Highly permeable soils that
admit water rapidly can be used fort cultivated plants on fairly
steep slopes. On soils of slow to moderate permeability, small
terraces are needed to slow down the runoff watery partly to give it
more time to soak into the soil and partly to prevent washing.
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You need to look at the whole slope, since it may begin above

garden and carry water from higher ground over your garden. If so,

should plan a diversion terrace on the upper side of the garden to

intercept the excess runoff water and to guide it harml#ssly to a

prepared outlet.

Water tends to accumulate on nearly flat soils that are only

slovay permeable unless ditches or special drains are made.

your
you

The direction of the slope is often critical. SouthfadingSlopes

in warm areas maybe too -hot for plants that do well on north.=fading_

slopes. Many gardeners_in warm areas find it easier to maintain good

bluegrass, lawns oh_north4acing slopesthan_on south-facing ones.

The south-facing Slopes in cool sections may be much better than north=

facing ones for vegetables and flowers that require a warm surfade soil.

nutrients cannot be seen; of course. They can be

guessecrat from the vigor of growing plants. The soil in which blue.=

berries and the like grow wild_is strongly acid. If roses and blue-

grass are doing well, it probably is not.,

Acidity.. and nutrients can be measured accurately only on samples

in -the laboratory. I suggest that field tests be made for acidity

only, but if you have some flair for chetistry you can try the tests

for nutrients.

Most upland soils in humid forested regions are likely to be

too acid for vegetables, a bit too acid for most flowersi and too

low -in- plant nutrients for best growth. A generous application
Of fertilizers rich in phosphorus and potassium usually should be

given -at the start. But many shrubs and flowers and a_few fruits demand

ati_adid soil. Most of the flowers need mediumrather than high fertility;

aid some of the-herbi want even low fertility,

Until you get a representative sample of each kind of your-soil

tested -for- adidity and plant nutrients, you are working a great deal

VI the dark. Samples should be taken carefUlly to represent an even

elice_or core of the surface soil that is normally spaded, down to-
e to 8 inches, say, and_of the soil beneath to about 20 inches. If

the layers aboVe 20 inches are strongly contrasting, it is better to

have a separate_ sample of_each. Samples of unlike soils;_or of Unlike

horizons from the same Sal; should not be mixed. Generally it is best

to write to a laberatery,before you collect the samples to meet any

special requirements of the laboratory.
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Contamination. In areas of disturbed soils_ you need to be on the

lookout for buried trash. Fragments of tar papel.i_concretei_and other

rubbish should-be removed. Any buried pieces of plaster or concrete
are bad for acid-loVing plants like azaleas'and may cause chiorosis,
or yellowing, of the leaves.

Commonly the worst places for buried materials are near the house,

where shrubs and fIowerbeds are needed. The excavations for basements

usually are made somewhat larger-than necessary so that after the walls

are finished a V-shaped space is left just outside the wall. Care-
less builders allow rubbish to accumulate in this space and at the
end simply cover it with a layer of topsoil. It should have been filled

with soil and packed to protect the basement wall from accumulations
of water. For plantings near the house it often is necessary therefore
to remove a large amount of miscellaneous rubbish.

Other bad spots that your examination may uncover include old
buried roadways or sidewalks and spots of oil=doaked aoil. They

must be dug up and removed.

The air drainage of the garden affects its frostiness. If the
garden is relatively high on a slope, the cold air moves_ or drains
away from it into the low ground, so that planta escape -the late=
spring sand early-autumn frosts that kill plants in the loW ground.
The gardener in low ground thus cannot count on so long a growing sea=

son as his neighbors on high ground with good air drainage, Plants

growing on muck soils on low ground are even more subject to froSt

damage than plants growing on mineral soils on low ground. When you
estimate the frost-free days from the reports of the nearby Weather

station, you should take these local ground conditions into account.

Water should be available for all of the garden except the pots
that haveonly_naturalized wild plants entirely adapted to the natural
soil; A dependable source of irrigation water is essential in dry
regions; short periods of drought cause damage that nullifies much of

the benefit from other good practicesi

You can conserve soil water so that you need_ only a littlt_if you
prepare the soil pkoperly, build terraces Where they_are_helpful,:and

. use mulches to protectthe---aurface. But this little is often critical
for carrying through fine plants in the kitchen garden and among the

ornamentals,;
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Evergreens need watering during severe winter droughts as well

as summer droughts.

In cities where the use of water for gardens maybe _regulated

during dry spells, the resourceful home gardener may find a way to store

some of the rainwater in a pond or cistern.

The light requirements of plants vary greatly. You need to_study

the place to determine the hours of sunshine for the various parts of

it,'remembering that under deciduous trees there is little shade in

winter and early spring and heavy shade in summer.

Nearly an vegetables and fruits do best in full. sun0 although

the salad crops need shade in_warm sections. _Tomatoes, one of the most
important vegetables in a small garden, grow fairly well in half the

normal sunshine. The moving shade of a 41se_is less harmful to sun-

loving plants than the dead shade of a building.

Other plants prefer shade. A few j ornamentals flourish in_

the continuous shade of the north side of a, building. Several of the

ornamentalado well with winter and sprig un and summer shade, as

under an oak tree.

Some lawn grasses prefer full sun and o hers partial shade, Ivy

or other ground cover is more satisfac ry t an grass in heavy shade.
.

Many ornamental plants that seer to with r in full sun are really_

injured by high soil temperatures. f good mulches keep their roots_

cool; they do all rL-ht in full sum, OrdinarkyjcIematis is one of these.
Azaleas prefer partial shade, but t ey may do well in the sun if kept

well mulched with something like s dust.

Some of the trouble with p ts grOwing near trees_and big
shrubs that is commonly put down:to shade is due to root competition.

Plants need protection froM(competing roots, wind, and aniMals.

Roots from a competing tr e may be pruned by digging_a t;'ench

)4
&long one side--or even more the tree is growing normally. A steel

barrier may be placed in the=trench to whatever depth_ the roots penetrate,

say 2_to_14 feet, as a perman nt protection for flowerbeds, vegetables,

and shrubs.

Plants vary in their eaction to the roots of other plants. Azaleas,

for example, grow well alt ong oak trees, but roses do not. Yet azaleas
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grow poorly in competition with elm or maple roots; In fact; lawns;

nowerbeds; and fine shrUbs do badly near:elms, maples; cottonwoods;

poplars, and willows; which are not for small gardens;

In very large gardens near a woods, some gardeners dig deep; open

trenches as a protection againSt roots, biit they are unsightIrand

dangerous;

Manyfailures due to cOmpeting roots are incorrectly laid to

the soil or its shade. Even small plants can rob theothers; Forsythia

roots, for example, are very bad robbers, -arid soarethOseof AMerican

bittersweet; Some iris are bade_ UnletS the roots of strong growers

are kept prunedithey take over -in a mixed garden;Flowerbeds may
be protected from grass roots With_h=inch steel barriers and from

most shrub roots with 12-inch barriers.

Wind is a serious hazard in Many parts_of the country - -hot winds

in summer; cold winds inoiinter; or bbith. Usually windbreaks of

ornamental trees; especially evergreens,__canbeiplanted_ifthesoil_
is suitable and if water is aVailable- Winds may be very destructive

in a few places around the garden CUting the winter; Those spots can

be identified by their barrenneSS Of snow_when the rest of the garden

is covered with it. mature shrubs often thrive in such places if

moved into them; but little shrUbS of the same kind perish;

Animas are not useful in the garden; Kitchengardens can be

destroyed by rabbits. Dogs are probably the most commonly destructive

in most home gardens; It is not Worth while trying to grow fine

flowering shrubs in some communities WithoUtiences;

Tillage is commonly the first StepinAireparing_the garden soil;

Organic matter, fertilizers; and other soil amendments are_commonY.

mixed into the soil at the same time.

Large gardens can be plOwed With_MaChines4 but_smaIl plots and

6Mall_areas for flowerbeds and indiVidual shrubs or trees should be

Spaded. Deep, fertile, granular soil, receptive to roots and water;

May not have to. be plowed or spaded very much, but usually some

tillage is necessary;

The objectives of tillage are to- produce and to maintain as deep

a rooting zone of fertile grant:11dr soil as possible, control weeds; and

keep the soil receptive to water.
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The development and maintenance of good structure is the Main rea-

son for
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plowing and spading. Considering the soil most gardeners havei this

meana working a great deal of organic matter into the soil --not juat

once, but often.

?Inch has been said about the use_of synthetic soil conditioners --

polecroIytes. They do not bring 'bent good etructure when they-ere

simply added to massive Boni but they help greatly to stabilise the

granular structure of soil after such a structure has alrledy been

Obteined by proper treatmenti incInding tillage at the right moisture

content.

For spading or stirrizzi a sample of the soil should just cruebIe

in' the hand ',After it has been formed into a ball and squeezed. Tillage

of wet and stlecy soils canoes them to lose their granular stricture

and become massive especially tf they contain math cley and little

organic_matter. Once_ a Olayey roil is badly puddled, it often takes

years of careful handling ,to produce good structure.

It often is convenient to apply fertilizer and_lime, beaides

orgamlo matter, to the lower layers when spading. Most plant nutrients

in time are carried down intK; the soil by rain and irrigation water if

applied to the anrface, but the movement is slow in clayey soils.

Phosphorus especially- moves down very slowly although deeply rooted

plants move it from their surface roots into their deep_roota, where

it becomes aiaileble to new plants after the old roots decompose.
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Deep spading of the surface soil is rarely good practice in the

garden except in the few soils'that have little or no contrast between

the horizons. The surface soil should be spaded_to a depth of about

5 inchet in dry sites and 7 or 8 inches in normally moist ones,

Without mixing in more than a very little of any lighter colored

subsoil at any time.

Subdoil spading usually is necessary in most garden soils for good,

deep rooting. That is, very many garden soils should be spaded to -a
considerable depth, but each major layer should be spaded separately

and not mixed w ith the others. That is called double or triple spading

if two or three layers are spaded separateIY.

Let us take as a common example a soil that has a dark-colored

surface horizon of intermediate texture about 7 inches thick overlying

a clam tubto11 that goes to 20 inches with a fairly pervious sub-

stratum below that.

Double spading is_called for; You start spading at one end of

the garden er_flOWerbed by removing entirely a 2- or 3-foot strip

of surfaCe toil_tO 7 inches and piling it to one side. Thon you

spade the tUbtal for 13 inches--making a total depth from the surface

of 20 inches==and mix in the necessary sawdust, compost, or manure (as

organic- Matter to improve structure), any needed lime (to- correct

aciditr), and the baSic fertilizers. When you have spaded and prepared

the subisoll in this first strip, you spade the surfaCe soil from the

next similar strip over it and at the same time mix the necessary organil

matter and_ fertilizers into it. Then the newly uncovered subsoil ie
spaded at btfore==and so on across the e..tire bed or,plot. The surface

soil you remove from the first strip you carry Over4o cover the

spaded subsoil in the last strip.

If the Substratum belt the subsoil is also massive andneeds

improvement for priTer rooting and for proper movement of waters_ you

carry- out surface soil from the first two strips at the end of the plot

and the subsoil frOm the first strip to one sidei

Then the_Substratum is spaded and treated. The subsoil from the

second Strip is treatedwith organic matter and other Materialt and

you spade it ever -the freshly spaded substratum of the first strip.

The surfaCe Soil -from the third strip you place overthe_freithly

spaded subsoil -of the first strip; This triple spading 16 carried

across the whole plot. The subsoil from the first strip is used in

the last one and the surface soil from the first two strips covers the

laat two.
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If the soil is massive, mere spading does little good:_ When it is

wet again, the soil particles settle back together--deeper layers are

heavily pressed by the weight of the ones above them.

Besides spading, you need to add abundant organic matter and the

basic fertilizers for good structure and adequate nutrition of deep roots.

The organic matter has a direct effect in ',.n.inging about lines of

weakness and preventing the settling'Of the soil particles into solid

masses. But more important, in_well=drained soils the organisms deOom-

post the organic Matter and produce compounds that lead to natural

soil granulation.

These organisms need nutrients, especially nitrogen and phosphorus,

which are deficient in sawdust, peat, arid most organic materials

(except high-ruality compost and manure) that a gardener can add. The

relation of nitrogen to organic matter I explain later.

Once the lower horizons are loosened thoroughly arid supplied

with organic matter and plant nutrients and if they are kept

free of excess water by natural and artificial drainage, the roots

of many kinds of plants extend down into tnem. The roots supply

further organic matter to the lower layers.

If organic matter is not available, triple spading with good

fertilization can be successful if the soil is planted immediately

to a deep-rooted Iegume like_sweetelover or kudzu. After a year

Or two of vigorous growth, these plants produce a large amount of

Organic matter above and below the Surface. Thu aboveground part can

be cut and spaded into the surface soil or sized with other materials

for the compost. Such treatments may delay the garden for a year or

so, but they are often worthwhile.

The soil for small beds and little places for individual shrubs

and trees can be .improved in the same way. Each soil layer is removed

and piled to one side separately. It it replaced after organic matter

and fertilizers are added to it. If the soil has hardpans or very heavy

claypans, it is best to discard those Li-verb and replace them with good

garden soil, with surface soil from a fertile field, or (for acid-

loving plants) with soil from a woods.
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*-Cultivation after the soil is_spaded and_during_the growing
season follows the same general rule about soil_ moisture. If the

clayey soils are stirred or tramped when wet; they_lOse their granula-

tion. If the garden must be walked on; broadboards shoUld be laid

down. Yet garden soils should be kept free of weeds and porous to

water. Since so many of our rains in the United States come as sharp

She*iers;_a hard crust on the surface allows much of the water tip_run

Off and be lost before the soil becomes permeable. Then, tool after

plants have fair size, surface tillage needs to be shells:* and gentle

ad as not to harmsurface roots. A good mulch can go a long_ way in sub-

atitUting for tillageit helps prevent crusting; promotes the entry

of water, and suppresses weeds;

Organic matter is a vital material of which most gardenerS rarer
have enough.

Organic matter has several functions in the garden soilsas food
for microorganisms and_tiny animals within the soil; as a source
of plant nutrients) and as a mulch. It also improves soil structure.

Its promotion of gl-attlar structure aids root growth and the entrance

of water and air into the soil; reduces crusting and losses of surface

soil by blowing or_wasting; and increases the ability of the soil to

hold both water and nutrients for use by plants. Mulches help to
control temperature; to reduce_ evaporation losses; and to suppress

weeds. (Mulches_of coarse_sarid and small stones have some of the same

effects; too.) Organic matter; especially manure or compost derived

from a wide_ range of normallygrowing plants;furnishes the growing
pl4nts a balanced supply of slowly available nutrients; including the

trace elements.

The living roots; micro-organisms; and small creatures; such as

earthworms; are a part of_the total organic matter in the soil. Besides

them; the garden soil contains three_general classes of organic matter- -

the fresh remains of plarits partly decomposed_materials; and the more ,

or less stable; dark-colored humus, which is slowly decomposed to water;

carbon dioxide; end ash. DUring the decomposition of fresh materials;

a vast number of intermediate organic compounds_appear before the

formation of humus; Some of_them are toxic in_large amounte but

in normally 14II-drained soils they are transitory; and are themselves

decomposed so soon that large amounts are_never present; This decom-

position is carried out by the tiny animals and the micro-organisms.

The organi: matter furnishes them food for growth and the nutrients in

it are thereby released for use by plantS.
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The fresh materials vary widely in their rates of decomposition
and in the amounts of plant nutrients they release, especially the
amounts of nitrogen.

Cottonseed meal and meat scraps, for .!:xample, decompose rapidly and
furnish so much- nitrogen that they are regarded primarily as fertilizers;
Next come freshly cut clover and grass. Wheat straw decomposes moder-
ately fast but is loW in protein and so furnishes little nitrogen. Oak

leaves and pine needles are_even more resistant. Finally, sawdust and
wood chips decompose very slowly and furnish negligible amounts of plant

nutrients to the soil. Because they decompose slowly they are good
mulches, especially in warm, moist regions. As we shall see in a moment,
dry straw, tree leaves, and sawdust actually reduce the nitrogen avail-
able to plants when first added to the soil.

Among the partly decomposed materialsi aniMal_manure is *portant.
Nearly pure manure is also a kind of fertilizer;_ often it IA dried and

sold in bags; It decomposes rapidly and gives the soil a balanced_eup
ply of plant nutrients. Manure that has much dry straw and wood chips

with it decomposes more slowly.

Leaf mold, the partially decomposed leaves just above the_Mineral
soil in the woods, is an excellent material, especially for mulching
acid-loving plants. It decomposes slowly and furnishes some nutrients.
Most peats decompose slowly and furnish minor supplies of nutrients.

Compost is a major source of organic matter to the gardener who

has trees. _It can be used as a slowly available source of nutrients

and as a mulch and to improve the structure of soils.

The chief aim in composting is to produce an organic matter
approxiMately like that in.a fertile soil, in which the organic matter
has about_10 parts of carbon for each part of nitrogen, or, as we say,
a C/N ratio of 10.

The plant materials most commonly available to the gardener- -
autumn leaves and straw or other plant stems--are dry, coarse, and much
higher in carbon, with a C/N ratio of 30 or higher; If they are added

directly, it is hard to mix them evenlyth the soil, considerable
moisture is needed to moisten them -in advance of_ decomposition, and

the excess carbon as carbohydrate furnishes the batteria a great deal

of energy food; With this food, Which_acts_like sugar, they increase
enormously in numbers, taking-out of the soil phosphorus and nitrogen,

Whithh otherwise could be available to plants.



For a field or a very large gardenj it_is most prfictical to add
these materials directly to the surface soil, together with enough
nitrogen and phosphorus to balance the carbohydrate, and plow all Of
it into the soil. But for small gardens and flow ?r beds it is best to
arrange for partial decomposition in advance in a compost pile. The
pr3duct can be added as needed in preparing beds or as a mulch.

You should have a rick or open bin in which to make the compost.
You can use ordinary wire fence or boards attached to solid posts, or
open brickwork; to make such a rick some 3 to 3 feet high and 3 to 5

feet wide and of any convient length; One end should be made with
removable sides for convenience in building up the compost and for
taking out the material;

Material like autumn leaves can be laid down in layers some 6 to
12 inches thick. To each layer is added some nitrogen and phosphorus
(and magnesium sulfate--or epsom salt - -in the humid East, or dolomitic
limestone, if none of the compost is to be used for acid-loving plants)
and a half-inch layer of soil.

The leaves should be moistened as they are added. The pile is
built up in this way, layer after layer; and finally topped with a
1.=; to 2-inch layer of garden soil.

As it is built up, the material should be packed with the feet
around the margins but only lightly in the middIe--so that the center
Will settle more than the margins and water added to the surface, will
gradually moisten the whole.

Some gardeners use pits, but it is better to build from the
surface of level ground. The material needs to be moist but not soggy.
Decomposition without air leads to loss of nitrogen;

If lime is needed in compost intended for the kitchen garden,
wood ashes can be used instead. If nitrogen and phosphorus are not
available separately, a mixed fertilizer can be used. If considerable
manure or fresh clover hay is used, the amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus

can be reduced proportionately.

The table suggests some alternative mixtures in making compost with
leaves or straw as the main material.
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Material To Add in Making Cotpost

Rate-in cups
per tight4_

Material packed buallel

For Genral Purposes; Including AciC=loving Shrubs:

Lombination_k:
Ammonium sulfate 1__

Superphosphate (20 percent) 1/2_

Epsom salt
1/16

CoMbination_a:
gixed fertilizer I0-6-h

1 1/2

or
Mixed fertilizer 5-10-5

2 1/2

For Kitchen Garden or Flowers Not Requiring Acid Soil:

Combination C:
Ammonium, sulfa te

3.

Superphosphate-(20 percent)
Ground delenitit limestone or wood ashes 2/3

Combination I):
Like Bi above) pits ground dolomitic limestone or

wood ashes
2/3

After 2 or 3 montha_of moderate to warm weather; the pile should

be turned for best results;_ although that is not entirely neeesWy.

In- turning into another rick) you can_cut_down vertical Sections_in the

old one and put then horiZontally in the new one; being Careful to

keep any dry materials to the inside.

In regions having cool;_ frosty winters; compost made from autumn

leaves in November and December may be turned the folloWing May or

June.

A pile that is made too large may overheat; with a loag of nitrogen;

If the material is kept reasonably moist and has a cap of- garden

soil (besides the soil between the layers); it should haiie no odor,
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App cations_ o_ compost or stable manure to the garden are

abotit h to ho bushels to 1,000 square feet.

Other organic materials -may be used as mulches. Straw free of

weed seeds, is good, especially for small fruits; although it is a

fire hazard and does not look neat in a garden.

Sawdust and Wood chips are useful to mix into clayey soils to
improve their structure and as mulches. Since they _contain some
slowly soluble carbOhYdrateS; hitrogen_must be_addedwith them over
and above that recommended for the soil otherwise. About 1 or 2

cupfuls of ammo:lum sulfate is used for each bushel Perhaps well -

rotted sawdust is somewhat better, but fresh_sawdust is used success-
fully. When moistened, it ives nearly_ ideal acidity for azaleas and

other acid-Ioving plants. For the kitchen_garden and the rose garden
it is well to u3e about one-fOurth to one-half cupful of finely ground

dolcnitic limestone witi- each bushel,

A 3- to 5-inch ruIch of sawdust is recommended around shrubs and

other tall plants. Gardeners particular about the appearance of
their intimate gardens can put a light covering of well-rotted compost

over the sawdust or wood chips.

Cover crops are helpful on garden soils used for annual plants,

both flowers and vegetables. Winter wheat; ryej ryegrassj or other
vinterhardy crops may be planted in auturin. They;brotect_the soil and

absorb nutrients that would otherwise be lost. In the spring_you have

a supply of succulent, nutrient-rich organic matter to -spade into the

surface. This is very fresh organic matter and makes little contribu=

tion to the basic supply of humus.

The control of water is essential for the garden except in_spots
naturalized to wild plants that can endure wet, dry, or alternately

wet and dry conditions.

Most soils _lose a part of_the water that falls_on them through

runoff from the surface, percolation through the soil, evaporation

from the surface; and transpiratioh through plants.

N'tch of a gardener's success depends upon keeping these losses

to_a minimum; except the transpiration from his wanted plant, and on

being sure that excess water does not accurtulate in the pore spaces of

the soil at the expense of air. Actually, it is not the- excess water

that injures plants in poorly drained soils, but the lack of air.
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The ideal gar en soil admits nearly all the water that falls_on

it; holds a large quantity- within the fine capillaries between rains;

allows any excess to drain awayi is protected by surface mulches from

excessive evaporations and_has no weeds; It should be added that a

sandy garden subject to heavy leaching during the cool, rainy

periods should haVe a_ cover of growing plants that take in nutrients_

that would othetWiSe be leached away; These are returned to the surface

soil again when the plants_are spaded under in the spring or the

material can be taken to the compost pile;

Ternaces_are_needed on Sloping soils; To make full use of the

water that falls dUring sharp showers; we need to have the Soil

granular. But In_ addition; on sloping soils; little; winding terraces,

usually at a slight angle to the contour; to slow down the water -are

necessary; You:Can make several individual level terraces out of small

stones the size of quart datit or gallon jugs with low walls on_the

downslope side of each large plant or small group of plant's; These _

stones guide the water into the soil. With terraces; most of the plants

can thus be planted or set out on level ground;

Drainage of wet soils can be accomplished in several ways. The

simplest method is to thi,oi.i_up beds of soil above the original ground

level, with places between for the excess water to collect and to

flow away;

Irrigation is needed to -some degree in most gardons; In fact; the

more we do to improve our JOila and to_protect our plants; the more

important it becomes to-provide water for the critical periods so that

we do not lose the benefit ftoth all our other work;

A soil in good tilth; properly fertilized and well MUlChed; requires

much less irrigaticin than a poorly managed one. Yet critical periods

are fairly common When even the best garden soil needs water for find

plants.

Most of us Irrigate When we see that our plants have Started to

wilt; That is too late ft/. best results; When plants wilt, at least

some damage_has_already been done. For a few doIlarsyou can buy_ an

instrument (callet1 a tensiometer) to keen in your garden soil during

the summer. Such an instrument indicates the moisture content and

tells 'rou when to irrigate before plants begin to wilt.
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Depending on convenience; you may irrigate in small ditches; with
a porous hose; or by sprays; The important thing is to irrigate well
when it is done.

Excees salts can do a lot of harm. They are commonly associated
with poor drainage in arid and semiarid regions; oro:ith the use of salty
irrigation water; or both. Readers having this kind.of problem in their
gardens are referred tc the special chapter on the reclanation and man-
agement of saline and alkaline soils.

Controlling the reaction of the garden soil is one of the import
t-rt- adjustments the gardener can make for his plants; Many plants
glow quite well over a wide range of soil reaction :(acid- neutral-
alkaline); especially when other growing conditions are good; but
most plants do best within a rather narrow range.

The garden vegetables; most of the common annual flowers; most lawn
grasses; and may herbaceous perennials and shrubs do best in slightly
to very slightly acid soil - -about pH 6.). to 6.9. The term "pH" is a
quantitative measure of the degree of acidity:

Extremely acid Below E11.5.

Very strongly acid LS-Sxi
Strongly acid SA-5;5
Medium acid 5;6-5;0;
Slightly acid 6.1-6;5;
Neutral 6;6.--i.3

Mildly alkaline ';14-7;8;
Moderately rIkaIine -.9-8;b;
Strongly alkaline 8;5-9;0
Very strongly alkaline 9.1 and higher;

A more acid soil than pH 6;5 is better for many plants; especially
those that grow naturally under a forest with acid leaf litter; A few
examples are given in the table and nore are listed in my book, Our
Garden Sells;

Any plants like these having an ideal soil pH. range so far on the
acid side usually do better in soil that has no free lime within the
rooting zone. Such free lime occurs naturally in some_soils; especially
in subhumid and semiarid regions. It may have been added accidentally
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as ashes or in rubbish. Or it may have been added when garden soils

Were treated to Make them best for vegetables, lawns, or other plants

intolerant of strong acidity.

Other things being_ equal, such as structure,
moisture, or organic

matter, the micro -organisms that decompose
organic matter, that

transform organic nitrogen into forms most suitable to plant roots, and

that fix nitrogen from the air grow beat about pH 6;5; Near this

same soil OR, 6.5, conditions are best for the availability to plants,

Withdlit toxic amounts, of most plant nutrients.

CAM
pH RANGES

4.5 8.0 G.5 fi 0 6.5 70 1.5

Alfalfa
Alsike Ckirei
RPOLet
Asparagus
Azalea
Bliliy

Uma
Seam Snap
pans, Velvet
illudAlf
Suck wheat
Cahhate
Carrots
Corn
Cotton
Cowp_e_u_
Crimson Clover
Cncumber
Grasiei,
HyRuhasAiBluo Flowered

flluerlsg
ilthiPer, Irish
KO,
Lestucti_
Mustard
Data
(Rama_ _
farsn_a_
Pets
Peppert

Ltmelesr
Pine. Yellow
Potatoes-, Skil
Potstria White
Radishes
Red Glover
Rye _
Solt], rm

SpinachSpirsach -

trawberries
Sudangrau
Swericloite
lirnottly
loMicco
Tomatoes
Trefoil, BirdarbOI
Wien_
Wheat

acv

_Ltmanwmmimaampams

11M1M1191

tr

Whole( Wier
45 5.0 a5 6.0 6:5 7.0 14

Suitable pH Ranges for Various Crops and Ornanzental Plants



Among the trace elementsv_iron) manganesel_copper) anc zinc_
become less available as the_OH rises. __Iron chlorosis) a yellowing
disease of plant leaves_due to iron deficiencyp_is a_common symtom of
acid-loving plants growing on soils containing free lime.

On the other hand) availability_ of nearly all important plant
nutrients except iron diminishes with increasing acidity) phosphorus
especially.

Most upland soils developed under forests thChumid sections
are too acid for the best_-,Towth of lawns) vegetables) and many other
plants._ They require liming. Most soils developed -under grasp and
shrubs in the subhumid or dry sections do not need lime.'

Since ph measures_only the intensity of soil acidity) and_not
the total amount) applications of lime for soils of the same PH
increase with increasing total amounts of clay) with increasing
activity of the clay) and with increasing amounts of organic matter.

The table overleaf gives -some general guidelines for the ,

application of finely ground limestone) all of whie passes through a
100-mesh screen. Only_onehalf_as_much burned lime should be/used.
If the organic matter in the soil is very high, the amounts should be
increased about one-fourth over those given in the table. If the
organic matter is very low) the amounts of lime should be reduced by
about one - fourth.

Suggested Applications of Finely Ground Limestone to liaise
the PE of a 7-inch Layer of Several Textural ClaSses of

Acid Soils) in Pouncis per 1)000 Siluare Feet

pH ii,5 to 5,5 tiri 5,5 to 6,5

/Northern SouthernSouthern / Acirthern Southern /
and :. and

Central Coastal ./ Central Coastal
Textural class States States States States

Sands and loamy sands ,-4 25 15 / 30 20
Sandy looms h5 P.5;/ 55 35
Loams ------60 10 85 50
Silt barns 80 ;60 105 75

Clay Ioams 100 :80 -- 120 100
Muck 200 ,/ 175 225 20:,
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You/should bear in mind that the _individual horizons of your soil

may have_quite different pH values and lime requirements. For example,

many soils are medium acid in the Surface4_strongly acid in the sub-

soil, and only slightly acid or even slightly alkaline in the sub-

stratum.

Overliting must be avoided. It is easy to_overlime very fertile

soils_in Which only small amounts are required to make a big Change.

0v sliming Cadges problems of:nutrient deficiency) especially/ with the

trace elements. Partly for this reason it is_better to use burned lime

or hydrated lite, both of which are strong. Any unevenness in

spreading may lead to overliming.

The_biiSt material of all is finely ground doletitiolimestone.°

It contains maf-liesium carbonate and calcium carbonate. _Most soils

needing lite_are_likely to be deficient to some degree in both

maq.nesiUM and calcium asslant_nutrientsi_ FUrthernOte) because

dolomitic limestone becomes nearly insoluble at pH_7 or,higher, the

danger ofCVerlitingwith_
o

uneven spreading is :reatly reduced.

Finally, if a Very strongly acid soil is to be_used_for vegetables or

lawnsi it is better to raise the pH in two applications a year or so

apart than in one big application.

For the acid=loving plants, you nay have the prOblet of increasing

the acidity of the SOil; Ifthe_soiI contains free lime, the most

practical thing to do is to remove it, say to about 20 inches for

rhododendrons and_ataleas,_and replace it with naturally acid surface

soil from the woods. But for soils containing little or no fret limei

sulfur can be added according to the amount shown in the table below

Amounts for Sandyloams are intermediate between those for sand

and loam. It is not commonly practical to use soils more clayey than

loam for acid-loVing plants. The gardener can grow acid-loVingplants

by removing the Clayey soil and replacing all or a part of it With

sandy soil mixed with acid organic matter.

Although aluminut sulfate often is recommended to gardeners for

increasing the acidity of the soili_it has a toxic salt effedt on

plants if it is used in large amounts; /Small amounts are not *witty

effective. About 7 pounds of aluminum sulfate is reouired to accom-

plish the same effect as 1 pound of sulfur.
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Suggested Application of Ordinary Powdered_ Sulfur to Reduce the pH of an 8-inch Layer

of Soi1, as Indicated in Pints per 100 Square Feet

Pints of sulfur for 100 mare feet to reach OH. 1010

Original pH of-soil d Loam Sand Loam Sancfro7 /Sand Loam d
041011014.,

_'
510 ..011 OOOOOOOOOOO lie 2/3 2 .... .... .... 1110 11 !__!! 0014

5.5
1 1/3 ) 2/3 2 "v. .... ..., .... WO 41000

6.0
__

2_ 5 1/2 1,1/3 h 2/3 2

___
.... ....

6.5 84100 *0 OOOOOOO 2 1/2 8 2 5 1/2 1 1/3 4 _2/3_ .
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The soil to be treated must be well drained. A mixture of sulfur
and organic matter in wet soils produces hydrogen sulfide, an ill=
smelling substance that is toxic to plants.

Whenever possible, it is best to prepare the soil at the proper
pH for acid-loving plants in advance; The soil can be kept moist while
the reac'Lions take place, followed by a thorough moistening to leach
out any soluble materials before planting; If the plants are alrea4y
established before you discover that the soil is not acid enough, you
can mix one=half to 1 tablespoonful of 'sulfur into the surface soil
just above the roots for an area of about 1 souare foot.

Besides sulfur, the use of acid mulches .(such as pine needles,
sawdust, and acid peat- the continued use of ammonium sulfate as
a nitrogen fertilizer tend to increase soil acidity;

_A balance of_plant nutrients_ in the soil is essentialfor_good_
p:rowth. Nost_gardeners realize this and may tend to oversimplify the
prolslem of soil proeuctivity_by getting a big bag of fertilizer from
the store,_ spreading it on_the soil, andthen feel they have done_
the job. That can be helpful, but the plant nutrients are no more
irportant_than_proper structure, adequate supplies of water, and the
control of soil temperature with mulches.

Besides the carbon) oxygen, and hydrogen from air_and water,
plants take at least 12 essential elements from the soil. Deficiencies
it nitrogen, phosphorusi_and potassium are most widespread; those
elements are most commonly contained_in mixed fertilizers. Calcium
and magnesium ordinarily are included in liming materials, and at
least small amounts are in most mixed fertilizers. SulfUr is
abundant in most arid soils; it is contained- in some fertilizers; and
enough falls in the rain near cities; Six trace elements are needed
by plants in tiny amounts: Iron, boron, manganese, copperi_zino,
and molybdenum; Each of the 12 elements is important as a fertilizer
somewhere in the world;

Vanadium and chlorine also are essential to plants, but we would
not expect them to limit plant growth in garden soils; Occasionally,
however, a soil may be found that contains toxic amounts of some of
these trace elements or of others.
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Each of the 12 elements is contained in_manureand_ in teMpeat made

frOM normally growing plants; although usually-not in the_best propor==

tieht to make a good garden soil f'rom a naturally infertile one. It

would take a long time to build up the phosphorus content of a highly

phosphorus deficient soil with compost and manurealone.,,It is
more practical to use chemical fertilizer in addition to organic matter.

With the general scarcity of good manure and good compost and the

general use of mixed fertilizers rich in nitrogen, phosphorus, and

potassium; gardeners must pa increasing attention to the trace elements

in order to have a proper balance among the nutrients at a high level

of fertility.

The balance among the -lutrients--not only_the total amounts of

them - -is important: In man; of the naturally infertile; leached soils
of the eastern part of the osuntry; for example; a ladk_ef_beren may

ba the factor thatlimits plant, grow:Y. :Unless it is added; the_
gardener does not get the advantage of other fertilizers and good

practices; Boron is etect-37L1). :.,ortant for tomatoes and_,other plants

in the kitchen garden; also rather coragonly_der7Yciet; Lite

streaks on the leaves of corn indicate its lack.

The common basic eIemulits- 3 especially calOiuM; r-ignesium; and

Pbtagitliti, must be in proper reIationsh!:p to one arother for good

nutrition.

Thus the use of a large amount of a pure calcil'm liming Material

can brim; or magnesium deficiency'; often exhibited by_a chlorosis;

or yellowing, of the older Ieaves;_iwhich'spreads to the younger- leaves.

An excess of either magnesium or potassiuri can depress the intake of

the other by plants.

Aa'hosphorua; potassium; 'and nitrogen need to be in reasonable balance;

Ah eXte.a.5_Of nitrogen causes spindly; flabby plants susceptible to disease;
Where gardeners use a lot of manure or compost and fertilizers rich in

nitrogen, they are inclined to have big Plants with lots of leaves and

7.elatively few flowers and fruits; The addition of potassium to such

A soil strengthens the'plant; The addition of phosphorus encourages
Mete frUiting; earliness; and root growth,

An excess of both phosphorus and nitrogen together,_ and especially

Where potassium isjow;may stimulate iron, eficiency; which causes

ohleroS,i. This, of course; is' especially bad for acid=lbVing plants
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if the soil pi? is too high znyway.

OhldrOit_Can also be caused by manganese deficiency and by zinc

deficiendy;'ShOt_it is most commonly dueto either iron deficiency or

magnesium deficiency. In the latter, t,re old leaves turn yellow early,

and- the yellowing spreads to the new 3; -ayes With iron deficiency, the

yellowing Startith the young leaves and progresses to the old ones.

A nitrogen defictinty also can cause grayish or yellowish leaves, which

tend to mature abnormally yearly.

The serious gardenor finds it well worth his time to become_ familiar

with the funcion.: of the individual nutrients in plants and their

common reactions in the soil, as explained in other chapters.

Estimating the amounts Of_fertilizer to apply depends upon three

separate sets of more baSideStiMatest The nutrients already in the

soil, plus those normally added in any coiost:ormanures the general
requirements of the specific- plants to rown; and the amounts of

the nutrients contained in the various fertilizer materials available

for use.

None of the fertilizers consists l00_percent of plant nutrients:

The actual plant nutrients are parts bfother_compounds, and some other

mate!rials may have been added tb_ko:iep the fertilizer in good physical

condition. Thus; if you use ordinary superphosphate as a source of

phosphorus and 20 pounds of phosphoric oxide are called_fori_you
would apply I00 pounds of the Material, because ordinary superphos-

phate has only "0 percent of phOsphOric oxide.

Our caIcuIationsare further complicated by the Old trade practice

of expressing the amounts of OhoSphortit in terms of phospi.yric oxide

(130d rather than as elemental phosphorus Similarlyi_the plant

nutrient content of a potassiUM fertilizer is expressed as potash (K20)i

rather than as potassium (K). I hope that these practices will be
changed; so that all nutrients ale ShOwn as the elements; That is

now done with nitrogen (N).

A laboratory soil test is the be-St means nor estimating the

existing supplies of available plant nutrienta,_along with the

appearance and abundance of previous plant growth. But ftese results

cannot be followed blindly since the same test result inIcAteti

somewhat differentifertilizer recommendations_for different soils

in the various parts of the country. A qualified soil - testing
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laboratory takes these factors into account in the interpretatiOn'of

their tests. Th48_ when you send samples tothe laboratory for tettingp

the more preb:Ae_the inromation about previous plant growth_ and

about the soil that you furnish the laboratoryi the better the

recommendationS you receive from the laboratory.

Suggestion6 about_ the needs of specific kings of plants for normal

growth are given elsewhere in this book.

The folloWing suggestions about groups of garden plants are- given

as rough' general guides. Readers sh suld be aware that individual plants

within these. groups vary considerably. After each group of plantSj I

indicate roughly their fertility requirements for nitrogen; phosphibrUS,

r*d potassium as high) low, or medium;

yegetables 4.k.. High.

herbs Medium to low.

Lawn grasses Pedium to high.

Fruits Ye6ium.

-4Annual flowere Medium;

Perennial flowers Eedium to :.ow.

Shrubs; dr.ciduous Medium to loW.

Shrubs; ever.,.!- Lowi

S'.1de treasi -.lociduous Medium to low.

shade trees; evergreen Low;

The table on page 161 is designed as a rough guide _to the

amounts of nitt'Ogen; phosphorus; and potassium to use on_gardln_soile

,)f various te:ktUtile_ and of low or high ferti7ityi_as indicated_by

present plant grOUth or soil tests. The figures I give are not_ for

the fertiliter themselves; they refer to tn,. net plarit nutrients it
fertilizers as nitrogen, phosphoric oxidei arl potash._ The high part

of the range is_inr plants responding to high levels of fertility for

alementi and the low range is for plants neeiling only low amounts

of the element.
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Suppose tnat our garden soil is a loam of low fertility and we
want to prepare it for vegetables._ As_a general guide,_we should-need

about 2 pounds of nitrogen, 3 of phosphoric oxide, and_2 of_potash.

That would amount to 20 pounds per 1,000 square feet of a 1015==10

mixed 'fertilizer, containing 10 percent of nitrogen, 15--percent of phos-

phorid oxide, and 10 percent of potash. Instead of_a 10=15-10, we could

use 40 pounds of the more common 5 -10 -5, which would give us just What

we need of nitrogen and potassium with a little extra phosphorus.

When preparing a garden soil for vegetables, flowers, and lawns,
the necessary limestone and basic fertilizer, as_suggested above, can
be spre-ld on the surface and spaded in along_with aboUt 10 to_20 bu-
shels of mEurtre or goes: compost for each 1,000 square feet; If the

lower layers also need improvement, they_may,be given similar treat-
ments with variations in the liMe according to the degree of acidity;

Many gardens_alao need one or more of the trace elements, espe-
cially who :.e little manure or compost is used.

MagnesiuM can be had With dolomitic limestone where it is used.
Most mixed fertiliter8 contain some. If limestone is notusedias
for acid-loving p]aht, ordinary epsom saltca:a be tv7 d at a rate of
one-hif cupfv.1 per 100 square feet for sandy soils ,ad twice that for

clayey soiIsi

For iro; serdeLers have usually- depended uponsprays having around

I to 2 percent of a3 ferrous sulfate. One wants to be sure to use
bj.gh-quality materials containing no residual acids. With woody plants,
such spraying way neeri to be done every year_to prevent chlorosis if the

soil pH is too high or it contains free lime. More_effective iron
P-i.rtiIi.zers have appearcri_on the market under various _trade names They

are :clq.1 kind of it ry c:.elc,tes. _Commonly they are added to the soil in
water solutions; ;.n accordance With the su-ggestions for the- specific ma-

terials. sithough some spray t,sm on the plants. But such spraying is

not necesJa7y eycEDt for_ curing an immediate situation. I have seenrather
serious cases of iron chlorosis in azaleas- cured- within 10 days after
treatment of the soil droetly under the plant with an iron chelate dis-

solved in water.

Ordinary borax may -tie used to supply boron, lunch often is impor-

t: in tae kitcaen garden_oriSoilb that were originally acid. You
must be careful to spread it evenly at low rates of about 5 ounces, or

1 tablespoon to 100 sc Are feet for sandy soils; or up to 3 times



that amount fel. clayey soils.; Such small amounts can be spread more

easily if they are mixed the bulkier fertilizers or with sand.

For safet:r; a zk:.-ed.Jh arid lawn can le -Given 'a application

every 2 or 3 yearS. _Although celery, eauliflower;appIes; beets; and
tomatoes are espedially_SenSitive to a .7.-afidiency of boron; beans are

easily harmed by a slight excess of : =a_ on.

GENERkL SOIL CLASS

FERTILITY

NUTRIENTS
(Peunds per 1i000 square feet)

NITROGEN PHOSPHORIC POTASH

MXTURE LEVEL (N) OXIDE (F205) (K20)

Sandy soils . . . Lciw 1 to 4 2 to 5 1 to 4

High 0 to 2 0 to 3 i to 3

:a.my soils . . 4, LeW 1 to 4 2 to 5 1 to 4

High 0 to 2 0 to 3 0 to 2

Clayey soils. . . LOW_ 1 to 4 3 to 6 2 to 5

High o td 2 0 to 3 0 to 3

Muck soils . . . LOW i to 3 3 to 6 1 to 7

High 0 to 2 1 to 4 o to 3

To treat soils deficient in manganese you may use about a tables-

poonful of manganese sulfate per 100 square _feet; If plants are al-

ready suffering chIorosis frOM manganese deficiency; a 1- or 2-nercent

solution of manganese sulfate may be sprayed on the plants; as with

iron.

Zinc deficiency is rather uncommon except with citrus; pelans; and

sweet corn. All plants need at leaSt_a little. Where deficiencies are

suspected;_zinc sulfate may be sprayed or applied to the soil in the

same amounts as recommended for manganese sulfate.

Copper deficiencies are most likely in newly developed peat soils

or inold; highly leached sandy soils. APplications_of copper sulfate

should mt exceed 1.5 teaspeozA'uLs on peat soil for 100 square feet.

Very eld; leached soils may haVe Let little molybdenum for growing

clover in the laani mixture. If you -sus- such a deficiency you may

use approximately one-haIf teaspoonful of sodium melybdate for each 100

square feet. Excessive amounts an! toxic.
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Sulfur is a limiting fattdr_inperts of the Pacific NarthWeat,_the

northern Lake Statesj.and some Of_the highlands of the Middle Atlantic

States far from cities or indUStrial establishments. If ordinary- super

phosphate is used, either_directly or in low-analysis mixed fertiliters

sufficient sulfur is obtained that wayi If a deficiency is knoWn or sus-

pectedi it may be overcome by- the use of ordinary powdered sulfUt at _the

rate of about 1 cupful for 100 square feet. Certainly it is not needed

on many gardens.

The trade offerS gardeners a few special mixed fertiliterS to

supply- the minor nutrientS, ThOse_fromdependable companies are good to

use if you are sure that none of the nutrients is aIread- present'in ex-

cessive amounts.

The amounts of fertilizer materials I have discussed so far are

based upon broadcast applications over an area. 0nc9 the soil for the

kitchen garden is well built up in fertility=--=especially in calciuM, mag-

nesium, phosphorus, potassium, and the_trace elements--it is usual to

place the fertilizer in bands aboUt 1.5 inches beneath and to one side

of the seeds. You ,nay dig a v=shaped trench on each side of the guide

line for the row and add the -fertilizer. These little trenchea may be

filled, and a shallow one made for -the seeds themselves direCtly on the

line for the row. Similar lodal placement can be made in bandb arbUnd

individual tomato plants, cabbages, and others. For such lodal placeE

ment, the recommended amounts of fertilizers are reduced by AboUt half.

With high applications of Compost:or manure, the broadcast treat=

rents may also be reduced by abaUt half.

With sweet corn, tomatoes; and Iong-season salad crops, especially

in gardens below the 42d parallel, it iShelpful to give the planta addi=

tional nitrogen after th3y are well started. With toma:-,oesi this is after

the first set of fruit. The application on swt corn should be made when

the plants Ate:about24 inches hign. Nitrt, fertilizer is added in a

small band by the! side of the plants within tie_sw-face inch or so 'of soil.

One may use 6.13-04t three-fourths cupful of ammonium sulfate, or its eqUiVa=

lent in some other nitrogen fertilizer, for each 100 feet of row, with the

rows about 2 feet apart; Slightly lower amounts are used for plants in

narrower rows and slightly higher if:L.hey are in wider rows. For an in-di=

vidual,tbitiato plant about 2 teaspouniuls of ammonium sulfate can be mixed

into the surface inch of soil )n a_circular_band beginning b inches frbm

the plant and extending to about 12 inches from it.

These recommendations are very generalized, but they may still seem
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a bit complicated to a few readers. Those in a hurry can treat the
"average" kitchen garden or flowerbed (if taere is an :taveragen) with 1;000
pounds of manure and 20 pounds of a 10-10=10 fertilizer per_1;000 square
feet and hope for fir success. This will not fit all plants

Recommendations as to fertilizers in bulletins and those based on
the results of soil tests from a reliable laboratory are usually given in
terms of pounds per acre or pounds per 1;000 square feet. Since most gar-
deners do not have proper scales for weighing these materials, tables are
given (next pagus)_ to_show how such recommendations may be converted into
ordinary household measures-- pints, cups, tablespoons, and teaspoons. The
values are not precise but are near enough for applications in the ordinary
garden. One pint is equivalent to 2 cups; or 32 tablespoons; or 96 tea-
3poonsi Figures in the tables refer to level-full measures; except those
marked s4 which are slightly less than full; and those marked with h, which
are slightly heaped.

A pint of water weighs 1.0427 pounds. So for materials having that
same weight; one may convert directly from pound,,, to pints; although most
of them are lignter than water. The eomnion materials have been grouped
according to their weight) and calculations were made on the assumption
taat materials are dry and loose and are scooped up without packing.

One table gives the equivalents for various groups of materials in
volume measure for 100 square feet from recommendations given in pounds
per acre or pounds per 1)000 square feet The next table translates these
volume measures per 100 square feet into volume measures required for rows
or individual plants at different spacings,

Suppose, for example, the recommendations for 1;000 square feet of
garden soil are 60 pounds of finely ground lime tone; 26 pounds of ordi-
nary superphosphate; 2 pounds of ammonium sulfate; and 6 ounces of borax.
By_linding the proper group in the first :able, we find that these sale
recomtrentiations become resptctively 6 pims; 3 pints; 8 tablespoonfuls;
and I iablespoonful for 100 square feet. In the .titer table we find that
for tomato plants laced 2.25 by 2.25 feet tho rates for individual plants
are; respectively; cupful; 5 tablespoonfuls, 1 teaspoonful; and 1/6 teas-
poonful; and thus we see that the materials are used at very different rates
and how easily it would be to get an excess of nitrogen and borax.

Lawns are a special problem to mast- gardeners. The basic primiplas
of ,mod soil structure) dralage irrigation) acidity) and slant nutrients
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apply to the garden soils used for lawns about as tney do to those used

foriiegetables and flowers. The same may oe said for light and root coin=

petition.

Somehow, gardeners have the notion_thzt any space not used for_flOWerS)

snrubs) _and trees around the-home should be 5:eeded to lawn grass. This does

not hold. Grasses cannot oe exected_to do well in heavy shade amid cotpet=

ing tree roots. In areas of relatively mild winters, several other groUnd_

covers) such as periwinkle or English ivy, do better, both in the shade and

on steep banks, provided that the growing ends are tipped into the Sail to

give a solid_ root mat. Where snade and much walking are both handicaps to

grass) flagstones can well be laid.

_

iLstablishing a proper grade is tne first step in developing a laWn._

When building a nouse, it isbest to scoop up-any goodsurface soil and lay

it aside. The materials excavated from a basement space should be carted

away0'except for thoseneeded_in,the lower part of deep fills, say in holeS

or depreStiOnS. Even for such fills, heavy raw clays should be avoided be=

cause drainage is slow tnrougn them.

Following completion of the excavation;_ grade lines snould be planned

in even gentle slopes away_from. the house. The grade lines should allow

for an addition of good_eurface soil or utopsoiln of 3 to 10 inches, depen-

ding on the Character of_thesubsoil. If -the SUbgrade_materiaI is soil of

medium teXUti. and can be worked into gocid_StrUcture rather easily, a thin_

topsoil of 3 to inches is adequate) but if the subgrade material is nearly

strucl.ureleSS) either single-grained sand or massive clay, a thick topsoil

is cal:Led fer.

Steeply sloping soils cannot oe expected to- support good lawns. Any

steep slope shOUld be broken upoy some stone t.iall8 or terraces so that

the actual lawn -Aa.S even, gentle slopes'

If tne garden area slopes upwar:1 at the back of -the house;- consider-

able excavation may be needed and combinations of walls and drainage out-

lets may nave to be wilt so that all the water froM_the slopeis_inter-

cepted and flows slOWly away from_the nouse without danger of flooding the

aouse or of eroding thrJ soil during heavy storms.

Many steep soils) especially in the relatively dry Wesz.ernStates,

are not stable; during periods of prolonged rain) alaS&6J of soil tend to

slide; £ ieavy stone retaining wahis) well ancnored_beek into the hill and

with deep foundatichb; are necessary for safety. Siich construction calls
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for the services of a skilled engineer familiar with soil stabilization
and drainage.

In building a new home and_garden in any wooded area, arrangements
should be made to protect selected trees. Builders_snould not_be per-
mitted to destroy tne nice oaks and other slow-growing trees that can be
saved; It taxes too long to replace them from small ones. Most of the
rapidly growing trees are a nuisance in a small garden because their re-
Iativelysnallow roots compete directly witn the grass and with other
garden plants.

Trees selected for saving should be_ protected_ against machines used
during excavation and grading by heavy planks about 6 feet long placed
vertically around the-tree and bound to it with heavy_wire_around the
planks. If the fin,.2. ,.ade line is much below the original one) the trees
cannot be saved, of co4rse. If the soil was originally- poorly -or im-_
perfectly drained and_tne new cuttings for roadways sudrienly change the
soil to a well-drained one' tae older trees will probably die because
their surface roots_ will not be able to supply enough water. Younger
trees may te saved by watering until new roots have grown more deeply.

Trees can endure significant addition: of roil where the grade line
is above the_original ground line only if wells are built around them.
More than a 6-inch layer is hazardous without such a well. Wells are
built of brick or stone from original soil surface to the top of the
new grade. The upper rim of the. well is made level and is flush with
tne new grade only on the upper side of the slope. dells are about 6
feet in_diameter for mature trees. If the new grade Iine is no more than
about 16 inches above she original) the well alone is enough to aerate
tne roots wnile tney are being reestablisned. If the added soil is deep-
ertnan that, a layer of coarse rock fragmentsi covered with fine stones
and topped with some gravel and sand, should be laid outside the well on
the ground out tb the t:l.ps of the. branches before- the new soil or soil
material is added. pith tile -laid througn the- well into this coarse
layer, tne roots can 6,et air during the several years needed for the trees
to establish roots in the new situation.

slaving preparud the subgradein even, gentle slopes) it_7.1ould be
firmed so that fills will not settle after the Limn is establIshed. If
tne materialis acid, ground_ limestone shouldbe added. It can be fer-
tilized on the basis of a soil tizst, cut usually 30 pounds of ordinary
superphosphate and lu poundt of potassium sulfate to 1,000 square -feet _

Will not, be, far wrong. Manure) co-Tost) or other organic materials ahould



be workee ,1-1to the subgrade material if it is clayey or ii the soil tends

to become massive.

After tn.-) subgrade_ie Well prepared; the topsoil; already saved or _

brought in from a fertile_meadow; should be addediandgraded for the final

surface; This soil should be limed if it-is'acid and fertilized accord-

ing to need. Generally a rough fertilizer
reComiendation tilet applies to

many lawns is 25 pounds of a 10-=10-10 mixed fertilizer or 50 pounds of

5-10 -5 to start; fertilizers haying a higher amount of nitrogen may be ap-

plied after the grass is established; say 25 pounds of a 10-6-4 to 1;000

square feet. If one is sure_that phosphorus a.71d potassium already exist

in_theSoil in adeduate supply; a nitrogen fertilizer that becomes avail-

able Slowly without "burning'' the grass is best.

Tie soil nee& to be firm and free of tbig air_pockets; but not hard.

F-:.2..,";Img the surface of Cleyeysoils snoUld be aVaided because it promotes

tile.fOrmation of nerd crusts,'

Lawn grasses Tc1); be established by todding the soil surface; sprig-
.

gin individual plants or plugs or by :ceding. Ueneral recommendations

for kinds of grasses to use ark: icl.ven In
DepartMent_of_Agriculture Home _

an.6 Garden Bulletin No. 51, Br.j:TE.H LAriNS.
Recommendations also can easily

be aac from youreState agricultural experiment station.

Good weed-free sod is both .expensive and hard to come by. Weeds '11

the lawn make a serious problem to rimy gardeners. _It is far easier to

keep them out and prevent them from going to :seed than it is to eradicate

them onte0,hey are established in the turf. So the careful gardener pre-

fers sprigs and clean seed over weedy sod.

It is easizr to uss sod tnaa seed ontairlor steep slopes that are. to

be greened. When sod is placed on such slopes; many flattish wooden

stekeS;_about 1 to 2 inches_wide and b inches long; should be driven through

it until_the tops _are just flush_lth the surface of the sod. These hold

the sod fromslipipirc down the z..F.:pe luring wet periods before the grasses

become rOted in the soil beneat4.

In t4erm areas; grasses like Bermudagrass; St. Atigustinegrass, and

ZOYSIA can be :;at as_plugs or sprigS or as small sods. Even in the Central

States ZOYSIA is becoming more popUlzr,because of its vigorous growth and

resistanee to Orought; nea.t a i df,sease; despite the fact that it remains

brown during the winter. Plugs _of this grassare commonly set op:: in Iate

spring_Or mid-summer at :_,-foot intervals in new lawns.__It is well fertilized;

watered ane weeded_while'jt_is getting started. Once the whole:soil is well

covered; weeds nave difficulty establishing themselves.
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Lawns in cool areas can be seeded during the spring; but in warm
areas early autumn is best so that roots become well established. before
.periods of high heat. Grass seeds are scan most evenly with a machine,
but good results can be had with hand broadcasting on a windless day
if hill is sown in strips.Iaid-out-one way and the other half in stripe
laid out across the first ones.

The seed is lightly covered wit. :mid raking and watered lightly with
a gentle, fine spray.: Only new grassseedings cxe.watered frequently and
lightly. Mature lawns should be watered deeply if they are watered at all.

On sloping soils where there is danger of heavy rains before the grass
is eStablished, coarsely woven cloth or erosion netting can be staked down
over the newly seeded- surface to protect it from wasaingi It is held by
small Wooden stakes driven down flush with the suriace7 both stakes and net-
ting will rot away.

After establishing-the 'kWh, if the gardeper finds small depressions
from soil settling' shallow ones may be filled gradually over a period of
years Ciysifting onerthalf inch of good garden soil onto the estaolished
grass from time 1:o time,

The established lawn needs contimal care on most soils. Occasional
applications of finely ground limestone may be needed to keep the re-
action at Pbout pH 6,5. More than this she ad not be tamed. If 4he coil
has beer fertilized well with phosphorus ald potassium and if any other
defieieAeies have been corrected at the start, an' annual application of
a m1;xed fertilizer high in nitrogen is commonlf used,

Most recommendations suggest an application of something like 20
or 25 pounds per 1,000 equre feet of a 10-6-4 fertIlizer in the spring,.
Unless it is applied carefully when the grass is dry and unless hie ap-
;:-htion is followed by rain or thorough sprknkIing, "burning" of the

frz,v, is 3 eiy It is much setter to split the applications into two
)e t.'aee Iightei. ones over an interval of some weeks. You can buy ;1
slow4 available but high-analysis nitrogen fertilizer that does not burn
the grass but gives a elow, continuous suppl y. to the plants throughout
the growing season.

huMid areas) Joweverl_epring_applications of nitrogen often
stimulate fUtigus diseaseo, especially on claYeyisoils. lauegraos, for
example, :responds leadilY 440 nitrogen fertilizer. The plants are luscious
and tender. Then during 1.-A, inehict days in late May or June, damptici-off
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and brown patch may nearly destroy these susceptible plants. Under such

conditions', tne main application of fertildwr can be made in early

auumnijifter the danger of these diseases is past. The grass plants go

into Ghia winter with good root reserves and should be given only very

light, 4plications of nitrogen during the remainder of the year, except

in _he shade under the trees, t"lere they should have light to medium ap

p4cLtions in spring and sumier.
,

// Close clipping with the mower is a common cause of poor lawnsi espe-

cially in warm places where trio hot rays of the eUnfhll directly on the :

/ crowns of the plants. With the mower set high,,the clipped plants can

/ stand more heat. A mixture of clover helps to shade-the crowns of blue-

r' graSS; In cool regions, the grass may be clipped down to 1 inch, but in

Warm areas 1;5 or 2 inches is better.

Frequently it is wise to leave the clippings on the'lawn, because

the clippings help to maintain organic matter and nutrients in the s'-

Lace soil. Heavy clippings from infrequent mowings, however, should be

removed to tne compost pile and not left as'a smothering mat over the

grass.
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Insect- Groups
GRASSHOPPERS, ROACHES; AND THEIR
KIN (Orthoptera) Medium to
large insects. Live on land. Forewings leathery.
Hindwings folded fan-like (some have no wings).
Development gradual. Chewing mouth-parts.

EARWIGS (Dermaplera) Small insects
with typical pincer-11>e tail. Usually four small
wings. Segmented antennae.. Development
gradual.
TERMITES (Isoptera) Ant-like in-

..

sects, small and soft-bodied. Some have four
long wings. Live in colonies. Specialized
"castes" for working, fighting. Chewing mouth-

'parts. Development gradual.
LICE (Anoplura) Small, wingless in-
sects with pier,ing and sucking mouth-parts.
Body flamed. Legs with claws for clinging to.
warm-blooded animals.
LEAFHOPPERS, APHIDS, AND SCALE IN-
SECTS (Homoptera) Small to me-
dium insects, most with two pairs of similar
wings held sloping at sides of body. Jointed
beak for sucking attached to base of head.
Land insects. Some scale-like.
TRUE BUGS (Hemiptera) Range
from small to large in size. Two pairs of wings,
with forewings partly thickened. Jointed beak
for sucking arises from front of head. Develop-
ment is gradual.
DRAGONFLIES AND THEIR KIN (Odonata),

Fairly large insects with two pairs
of long, equal-sized wings. Body long and slen-
der.. Antennae short. Immature insects are
aquatic. Development in three siczes.
MAYFLIES (Ephemerida) AND STONEFLIES
(Plecoptera) Both with two pairs of
transparent; veined wings. In mayflies, hind
wings are smaller; in stoneflies they are larger.
Mayflies have long, 2- or 3-pronged tali.
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NERVE=WINGED INSECTS (hIllitopter4,
The two pairs of wings, usuel6y equal

in size, are netted with veins. Foui ttnest of

velopment: egg, larva, pupa, rind cidult. Chew-

ing mouth-parts. Long antennae.

SCORPIONFLIES (Mecoptero) Small

insects with two pairs of slender, generally spot-

ted wings, Legs long. Antennae long also.

Beak-like, chewing mouth -parts. Larvae live in
soil.

..:ADDISFLIES (Trichopteru) Most lar-

vae live in he'll water. Some build ornamented

case. A-duits with two pairs of wings with long,

silky hr' rind with long antennae. Mouth-parts

reduce

MOTHS AND BUTTERFLIES (Lepidoptera)
Medium to lb.ge insect:, with two

pairs of scaly wings. Sucking mouth-parts. An-

tennae knob-like or feathery. Development in

four stages.

FLIES AND THEIR KIN (Diptera)
TWo-winged, small to medium insects, with

sucking mouth-parts, Antennae small, eyes large.

Second pair of wings reduced to balancing or-

gans. Develoknent in four stages.

BEETLES (Coleoptera) Foie-

wings modified to thickened covers. Hind wings

thin, folded. Size horn small to large. Chewing

mouth-parts. Antennae usually short. A:I have

four life stages. Some aquatic.

BEES, WASPS, AND ANTS (Hymenoptera)
Small to medieth-siz c. infects;

many social or colonial. Two pairs of thin, trans-

parent wings. Hindwings smaller. Mout!.-parts

for .hewing or sucking. Only insects with "sting-

art." DevelopMint in four stages.
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ERADICATICti OF CORN CRCP PESTS

COIN; ETC E, SCE GRIM ; ND SMALL-MIN INSECTS

Crop and insect Insecticide
4i. P 111.1

Min, days

from last

application

tä harveet

or feeding

Formulation

Dosage per acre

fictive ingred:ent

UnleSS otherwise

indicated)

CORN

Armyworm

Parathion

Barrier stripe

Cori carwurm

1

7

0

7

0

12 kc

EC

BO EC

2 lb.

Where and when to apply

Wben nasiryowtg.

To base of planW *bore

bug; congregate; coat or

wet bop.

5 kernels 1

0112 cob

removed

Z5 fodder or 7

thWge

ib

2lb.in2p.3

if Lb. in 25 pl.

fkrip 4 roa *A, hill
along edgo of cornfield

and hall along edge of

ilAI1grAlS Iatrlp
across each end; repeat

1 or 2trsake later

Oa larvae ln *hod rptri-

tr011i WSW) 1.o.r 2

applications dirt-64 so

!pray will run into whoei

of 'nefore tasseling

Oo lune and ears

(soul corn) tlee

clearance arlylarkiAng

4 ripsaw per row; dire t

gprel 14 eirs. Thu

applicate re, der than

2 t!ts afttr law .',01g;
repot onca or twice 1-1

days apt rt.

EFJICTI'111111J1ili

Salety restrictions

Do not feed forage; including

erillIage, treated with DDT

or toxaphene to dairy animals

cr an11311111 being finished for

slaughter.

Parathion should be applied

only by a trained operator.
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CORN, ftICE, SOPCWL(D SM GRAIN It/SECTS (continued)

Crop and insect Innectickle
Tolerant..

(P.P n

CORN (cm

Corn *Navin

Ditzlnon*

fleipVdifOr

CarliOrcTii and gene Akita

soil basil. a

fleptadtior

0

0

0

Min. &I.:

from 'ail

application

to haryist

or feeding

Formulation

G, EC,

ferti! Iture

G

G, Et fertilk er

mixture

Dosage per acre

(active ingredier,

Uthetw

indicated)

1,11re and when to

Wank
hills ar3et

maximum bt widcsat

fore planting and iald1-

itely work frito upper

of ion: Apply

diatinon to row only when

Ointing.

alety rent ;citims

"1--7
Do ret few) forage; locludIng

.entitlaigai tatted 4111 Writ.

Dar, or louphene, or with

Eno;e than one application of

e.idit; to airy animaisi or

that treated with DT iiiiiilsion

or dust to animal! being Moho

for slighter', do not feed for-

age treated with DDT granules

within !'l days of slaughter, or

with torllhene gruittlea to

iiiir; i-A'Aii Or kiiTnill beini

firiishei for ilaugh.er.

0

Etiropetn corn borir ' DDT

3

5k

Pill cob

intsk

rediOireil

25 fodder or

forage

,

EC

1-2 lb.

1-2 lb,

EC

V

G

45 EC

C

14

;yr,

1 WP

;r1

Mae wb® rootworms in developed resistance to over insecticfM.

lb.

2 lb,

i lb.

lb.

1/5 k IL

1/5 lb,

p.

11 lb.

lj lb.

Ih.

Mlniniwn dose in band

over row Ien planting;

naWreem bras/lout be-

fore planting aid irnrnee.i

stely work Into upper

3-4 In of toll-.

Wben 1 of plmts ;tog

fIrst-generitIon !gyre

feedlot In 1T/1idid:lid

RCP 7 days latIr if

needed; Tte.51 ..1. eecaryi

irenerstion Atli Ineee_-_,., .

106 egg ;o: igil
Pia*.

Endrth and EPS sbould be

applied only by a trilled

operator.

116 not 1700iy aidtin at dieldrin

mow tun once.

Et not apply hreptichlor .10

---talt-ititere-Sept-enty-bet .

It may 14;verselY affect tai

hop riot.

I

861GriiiMIt4if
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Crop and insect Gieectici&

--CORN,RICE,SOnsatjain SMALLORO INSECTS (c '4"tinu ()

Tolerance

(P.P.m./

CORN (con.)

Fail armyworm

Larne In whorl

Larne attacking

ears

DDT

Endrin

Parathion

Sevn

oaphene

5 kene)s

jai to
with husk

removed

Witt
forage

7

Min. days

from last

application

to harvost

or (ceding

Formulation

Dosage per acre

(active ingredient

unless otherwise

indicated)

Where .ind when to apply Safety restrictions

or G

I)

45 FL'.

12 EC

I W:

EC

lb.

oz,

lb,

lb. in 25 gel.

2 lb

DDT

Stria r, kernels

lus Cob

th husk

.emovfd

2.. fodder or

forage

1

7

EC

I) or WP

lb.

One or two application:

e/ctel into whorls from

ahoy'..

One or two applicatilm

when larvae are young-,

direcicii at ear zone,

Flea beetles Dieldrin 60 EC 1/3-i .

Grasshoppers Aldrin

Ch WA*

Dleldrin

Makthion

Sevin

Toxaphene

4

81

0

0.3

21(20,1

10 (4 n7

60

EC 2-4 OE

EC

EC

2 kernels_ s EL

phi' ett

with tusii

removed

8 ferfge 5

5 kernels 7 WP

plus cop_

with hulk

ree.died

25-felder or 7 WP

folge

EC

lb.

1-2 oz.

1 lb.

Lt

lb,

When pViii5 ire small;

To hatching 'Areas hen

ra:4, -

D' not feed forage, including

Illage, treated with aldrin,

chloArie, DDT, or tontene,

or with more than one applica-

tion of endrth, to dairy

Or thit treated with DDT emul-

alon or dui( ti friIiiiill being

finished for slaughter; do not

teed forage. treated with DDT

granules within 90 days 01

slaughter.

Etidrin and parathion should be

applied cqi, by a (robed

operator.

Do not k,,)1y !UM!' or dleldrin

more than once.
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Crop and cosec;

coaN (con.) _

Mormon mar'

Southwestern corn

Iktet

Spider mites

Supreme beetle

Lip t ,

To.erata

to, p. .e. I

StiPCHUM; AND 'AA.i,1,7GRAIN INSECTS Iconiinuedt

I

s I

(fl I

oplIcation Fermi-114mi

to harvest

or feeding

.Dosage per acre

luck ingredient

,unless otherwise

indic. ed)

AldrM

Chlordane

Toraphene

F,ndrin

Paithien

Aidrin

Neptoe.:1.4rt

0

Baits°

EC or WP for wet

bait; oil kiln. let

dry bait

Where and when to apply Safety restrictions'

In 100 lb, 1-41;i

2 oz,

lb;

1 lb,

C lb,

Spread bait ahead of

advancing band of

erielietoi it 10-20 lb;

per afire,

2 applications 10 days

apart when second-

generilion berets are

first observed.

12 D or EC

EC or C

EC et C

I lb, tai foliage as needed;

So one borer

1 lb,

I lb,

IL.

c-e N baud on top of row

when planting, At.:_arM

may alio be appliedaa

soon as poaalble atter

corn eomes

.

3 10-14 days apart

when eecond-or third-

generalize borers arc,

find observed.

Store bait when liyalieek Mt-

not reach it; dormtpile on

troilit Keep livestock off

Air 'trips where pWiee are

being loaded with bait, 7rY

not to spill-bail; clean up any

tlut ii

Do not feed forage, Including

;ensilage; treated with Ildrin,

chlordne, mire. Or LWpiielle

to dairy climate orminials

being finished for slaughter.

Endrin and parathiti shiEd be

applied only by a lit*

leiter;

White pubs

Wireworms

Aldrin

Heptt.chicr

HeptacMr

0

Prepre according to direction; b ED 2081,

0

E or L

EC Or G

EC or C

1f-2 lb,

11,-2 lb,

11-2

1i-2 lb.

Broadcast 2.3 vlsks be7

lore planting and 'rut-

ntely lick into upper

1-44 of soil.

Ileoadcaat before planting

and immelMely work Into

4,;per 3.4 in. of soil.

fYEMMIM.1.

Do_ not apply heptul for to toils

where hops may be grown u It

may advetitly Ofe,el the hop

plant.
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Crop Jtioi Insect Insectic kie

CORN , RICE; SORGHUM; .4141SMALL-GRALIINSECI'S (continued)

Tolerance

(P. P, )

Miii.

from last

applickon

to harve.J

RICE

Grape colas*

Rice water weevil

Stlkg

,k1drin

nitton

C. -7, earworin or

hell& for pan

Pacadria

;141vo

Chinch 4

['crier stripe

7

31

7,via

104'.

3

ID pain 21

100 fo 1

0 60

5 grain

0

Formulat-m

Dot WP

D or WP i'o./100 'lb. seed

FL L

Dosage per aer.

(activr

k.)Nc

indicated)

Whore and when to apply Safety restrictions

lb./100 lb et:.!..4

14 WP i-2 lb.

Die!trW

185

EC

WP

EC

60 LC

To seed before plat Do not e treated ieed for

food o, med

About 1 wedk after beta )0 not allow dab, WWI or

appear. Two application,' Labials tieing flnisied tar

may ve needed If infestation slaughter to rue of Hoed

lo severe, treated with toupbeae.

Wh Grvae are small. Do not 104 forage or straw

treated with toaap)ene or

4
Ib

2 lb.

To 'Ise of plant where

ccogrepte; colt or

wet btv,

b.

.1.=m/..m.....

Strip 4 ioew ';ide; hill

aim 6fge or. Poraim.) field

T,Intottp of

era ati step

acrf , etch end: repeat

or !et? iater if ?lied,

pkwohemiden to dairy ar

flnlibad hr sliusiter. N.

lirnitatice on use of the Min,

t;



Crop and insect Disteticide

CORN, RICE, SORGHUM, AND SMALL-GRAY INSECTS (editbrly

Min, days

from last

application Formulation

to honest

or feeding

Tolerance

Neap per acre

(active ingredient

unless nthenvioe

indicated)

Witere- and when to apply Safety restrictions

_SORGRUM (con.)

Fall armyworm

Endrin

rrithloa

yin

oxtphene

10 grain

ZOO forage

Lorne in whorl DDT

(Nd iarni damage)

Parathion

se yin

Sorghoi midge

fiat beetles Dieldrin

Crossbow, iXeldrin

Theiii

on DDi

heads for seed

45

12

21

1

1 lb,

2 lb,

3-4 oz,

lb,

1i lb,

1-2 lb.

2 lb.

12

EC

EC

When larvae are young.

2

2 lb. To entire plant before

het& appear,

1 lb,

grain

forge

21

1

11 lb,

EC 1/3-1 lb.

0

s

40 EC-

2! EC

1-2oz,

1-1

VbeiiP[sli5 ire,sinall.

tii hitehEng itils when

nymphs are young, Apply

iik,rin only once.

11 lb.

Scrghum webworm 'ialed

PI redtin

Recommended on grain sorghum only.

18'/

1

10 grain

100 bilge

4

3

EC

EC

As soon 14

found.

Do. not feed forage treated with

11rIT, or with more than 2 oz.

of dieldrin; to dairy animate

being

slaughter,

net apply DDT to sorghumn

after heads berth to form

Weal heads are being

produced fur seed.

Do.not apply endrin more than

coca,

Endrin, parathion, and

ouldtrqpited-
only by a trained operator.

Pnnol feed. forage treated ,

tOiti-piiene to dairy

animals or animals being

finished for slaughter.

not apply toxaphene more thin

once after heads be6in to form.

4 CI



CORN, RICE, SORGHUM, AND SMALL-GRAIN INSECTS (continued)

Crop and insect

SMALL GRAINS--

Darley, Oala;

Abeal, kid Rye

Insecticide
Tolerance

('''''rn.)

Min, days

from last

applieation

to harvest

or feeding

F ,riiidatIon

Dosage per acre

(active ingredient

unless otherwise

iindicated)

Where and when to apply Safety restrictions

DDT

. _

Dieldrin

Parathion

Toxaphene

.

--

0.1 grain

0,75 straw

1 (except on

rye)

5

7

1

15

--

EC

EC

EC

EC

11 lb.

i lb,

lb.1

O. lb.

When larvae ire young.
Do not apply DDT after heads

begin to form:

Do not apply endrin more char

once,

Do not allow dairy animals or

animals being finished for

slaughter to graze on fields

treated with DDT or toxaphen

Endrin or parathion should be

applied only by a trained

operator;

Do not apply DDT to barity or

parathion to rye.

Do not apply demeton more

than twice per sown. Allow

at leaat,14 days between appli

cations,

Armyworm

Brown wtteat mite Penticton

Parathion

0.75 grain

(except on rye)

5 Forage and

straw

(except on rye)

I (except Oil

rye)

45

21

15

EC

EC

1 lb.

i lb.

When damage appears.

Chinch bugs,

Barrier stripe Dieldrin 0.1 grain

6,75 straw

----
7 EC 11 lb. Strip 4 rods wide; half

kloq C4e of cornfield

and half along

small grain, and strip

across each end; repeat

1 or 2 weeks later if

needed.

Corn leaf aphid Parathion 1(except on

rye)

15 EC 1 lb.

On Iollage as needed.

Cutworms

__.

DDT

Toxaphene 5

--

14 bitleY

7 others

EC

EC

1 lb.

ii 1b,

When larvae are young.

Fill armyworm DDT

Fair In

Parathion

ToxiMlietie

_.

..

I (exceot on

rye)

S

--

45

15

-

EC

D

EC

F.0

EC

in

1 lb

2 lb.

3.4 ox

.1 lb

li--2 lb
21b
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CORN, RICE,SORGHUM AND SMALL-GRAIN INSECTS (conttnt0_

Crcp and i nsect Insecticide
Tolerance

(I): r): it : /

Min. diva

from lut

application

to litrVeit

or reeding

Formulat ion

_Dome per acre

(active ingledient

wiles(' oUierwise

iindicated)

Where and whin In *ply Sifety restriction'

SMALL GRAINS--

Wley, NW, Whett,

' sad ille (cce.),

Aldrin

Chlordane

Dieltrth

Matthion

Toxtphene

0,1 gran

075 arty

--

0.1 gXlth

0.75 shim

8

5

7

30

--

7

7

7

--

EC

EC

EC

EC

EC

2-4 oz,

I- 1f lb.

1-2 oz,

1 lb.

1-1 Ih-,

To birching tress when

nymphs are yang.

Do not apply chlordane after

heads begin to form.

Lb not allow grazing on Reich

treated with Do

riot illovi ditty [Milian Or

animals lit* firiliked for

daughter to graze on fields

treated with totsphene..

Methyl parathion or parathion

Mould be applied Only by i

trainer! opt rator.

Lb not apply parithice to rye.

Store hat where Ilitstock can

not reach 11 e10 not pile on

groirld. Keep livestock off

airstrips whereptines are

Wu* iiii&d *Rh Ult. Try

not to spill bat; clean up any

that. spilled.

lb not apply *tutor' more

that twice per NUM Allow

It least 14 6yz between

Applications.

6-riathoppert

GreeAul Demeton

Methyl parathIon

Parathion

Phoephainidon°

0.75 gi.th

(ucePt co Tr)

5 forme and

itraw \

(axeePt on rfil

0

1 (except an

rye)

45

21

1 5

,

15

30

EC

EC

EC

EC

1 lb;

f lb.

f lb.

1-0).

Mien temperature 4

or above.

Mormon cricket Meld'

Chlorine

Toraphene

0,1 gran

0.75 straw

5

7

30

14 NI Hey

7 others

Baits

EC or WP for wet

bait; oil 'loin. for

dry 41t ,

''' MOO lb, talt

spread bas eked of -

advancing bind of

cricket' it 10-20 lb.

per acre.

2 oz.

lb .

1 lb: . ,

Red barrel ir int Carbon disulfide

Chlordine

Dieldrin

--

--

0.1 grain

0-75 itriw

-- Fumigant POT! bit0 infante boli 01
nett;

4 fl: or.

7

7

5% 0

1,5 $ D

f lb, ,

f lb,

Spread thinly 1n4-6-In.
kind Iii circle 5-6 11

Di dWmeQr triad nett
album, -

'Recommended for use on wheat only,

Prepere according to directions in LB 2081.

iQI
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CORNS RICE; SORGHX_AND_SMLL-GRAIN INSECTS (confined)

Crriti EMI 'rimed lrititcliode
Tolerance

(I) . P , ril :1

Min. days

from last

application

tO harviisi

or fetiltng

Fermi talk*

Dosage per acti

(iCki ingredient

unless otherwise

indicated)

-------
Where Ind when to apply Safety restrictions

SMALL GUMS--

linty, Data, Wheel,

and Rye (con.)

Mallthion

Parathion

8

I. (except on

rye)

7

15

EC

t:C

3/5 lb.

I-1 lb, (itaxIviti

lOr ii-rOlitte w11-

cation)

. _ . ...... _ _

Apply as noon tis injury

&opera.
Pateiblen aYetild be applied

only by a trained operator.

Do not apply pettUil--on to ryi

Winter pen mite

. .
. ...._ .

,

.

fl -1 . .

....,

.

. . . . .

..

__..,
4+. '

r

,

1

via ions:

93

Bait ; ; B

Dust ; D

EtUWfiable concentrate , EC

Granules Wettable powder ; WP_

Solution; ; soln;
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

BEEF CATTLE

You can convert feeds produced on your farm into beef under a
number of systems

1; Beef breeding herd, with all calves except necessary replace-
ments sold as feeders at weaning or at yearling ages; A variation of
this system, more important in the South than elsewhere, is to sell fat.
calves for slaughter at weaning;

2; Beef breeding herd combined with feeding operation; All sur-
plus young cattle fattened on the farm where produced.

3; Feedlot operations with purchased feeder cattle.

4; Combination grazing and feeding operations with purchased
feeder cattle;

Dual-purpose breeding herd, with calves either fattened on
farm where produced or sold to feeders.

The particular system of beef production that will suit your
farm depends on--

= Type of farm. Should most of it be in pasture or forage pro-
duction or is much or all of it suitable for grain_ production?

- Size of your farm.

- What markets are available in your area.

- Your financial situation.

- How much help iaavailable and what you pay for it.

You can vary your feeding plan 7-thuratio of concentrates to
roughage--to use your_available feed to the best advantage; Table 1
gives reasonably- realistic estimates of the amounts of feed required
per head for various production programs.

Cow herds_are particularly adapted to farms that produce large
amounts of pasture and harvested roughage and limited amounts of
grains. Dtylot full feeding of weaned calves, either steers or

1
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heifers; requires no pasture--only moderate amounts of harvested
roughage and relatively large amounts of grain:

T%HLE I .4 ppron mate amount of feed rooter,/ 72,, //cad under saran;., bet f-peoduclion
program.,

Program tun'

I .k Yeragt.por day
I

A %oral, per year Or Per
I

I

animal_
1.

l --
I lar

.
iliac I

VeSlvd pii-..iii , VuNtud '

1 Protoliiroughage ,; , roughalei 'l'Hin Slininc ;rim sapple' ihay i hay I
111,111 mootuti1JIN'N. ugnIV.11

hill)
1

1 kni I ,

billo.pound hoer cow and rat( to weaning
-----! ---

(no creep!
Past lir!

bays
'215

Posed. Poo mbo' P., .2. Pus ltd. Priesa. Poo too

-11 Inter ilas
2 Additional to on ep-feed cad for Ito

s, A, cm
5(111

1,511

3 reiling steer-calves from Oil to 450pounds
DrY s taverage dallY yaw, 2

pund l 12 1 5 1.250 I 375
4, Feuding_ steer___calves_ from 450 _to J Loso.

pounds 1 Winter,- 150 days (average dally
gain,_ I_ 5 _pounds1
Pasture, 120 days tavern, dolly gain, I ,

pounds1 12. 1.1111 2, I.N. /NI
Dry lot, HE days (average daily gain, 2 u

pounds) ..... 14 I
5, Feeding heifer calves from 4411 to 750 pounds

Dry _Int, 21si s las. rage dad) gain, 1 7.5

poutoI1 II I '", 2,2111
Feeding_ y carting st,..rs fr,rn 711,1 to 1.0521

_sill

Pnunds
Dry _1.1_150 i1,ij s uts,rage daily gain, 2 311

pounds) 13 1 1.0.511 1, 11511 IN1
7. 2yearold steers from 950 to

pounds
Dry-lot, about too das s las,:rago 41,111

gain, 2.5 pounds)
s. 1,stpour-ul- dualpurpose __cow mugs;! 250

days and her calf to seatiing r 215

In 15 s I I Lotto

4-""

I. Sao

I,3wI

I Ill

h3i

Thi_s_ taid_o_i_s_ _based_ largoly_on _pubbishod_.1.1ta __ Ann Inatara, approximate awl y. r n1 %.1,1..11% of
the Nation, particularly because of iltderence in the length of the g raring suitNotn

Deferred Kansas System
Assuming that the cots is nillked 250 day, Pl.' ,(1.51111110UilliS Milk (4-.1 coiltvii-

txtriv_uiltur,att rite of I pound ((Jr eat 4 pounds., ililk proItioed, and is f.'d 5 'W.I. u1 111.1.1,1h1..ult dunug hor
dry period Inter 1.

Other feeding operations with older cattle and deferred feeding
systems with calves effectively use larger proportions of roughage than
call feeding systems; Thase operations; however; also require grain
production on the farm or a local source of grain at reasonable prices
if they are to be successful:

Your farm may be best adapted to a system in which cattle are
both raised and fattened; For example; part of your farm may be rough;
broken; non-tillable land that is best suited for grazing cow herds:
If your farm also has tillable land from which you can harvest grain
and roughage; a system of fattening the animals raised as calves or
yearlings may be your choice;

ryfeitse -,
LikO; rt 1 r

,6
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Mal-purpose cattle systems were an important part of the Nation's
cattle economy in_earlier years. They have become less' important with
the trend_toward larger farms, more_ specialization, more expensive
labor, and more rigid sanitary requirements for the production of dairy
products for human use.

Today, the_dual7purpose cattle system probably is
to small or medium-sized farms in areas where there is
market for fluid milk and where unpaid family labor is

This bulletin_ discusses the management of beef -cow
gesticns are included on raising the calves produced to

SIZE OF HERD AND EXPECTED PRODUCTION

suitable only
not a ready
available.

herds. Sug-
market ages.

On most farms) a beef herd is only one of several enterprises.
Therefore, considerable flexibility in size of herd is possible.

The herd should include at least 20 to 25 cows. One bull can
service a herd this size or somewhat larger. _Small 'herds cost more
per cow for bull service. Often, inferiorcbUlls are used in small
herdsand calf quality is lower.

Partnership or- community ownership of bulls or use of artificial
insemination may_ make smaller herds feasible. Artificial insemination
le successful with beef cattle if the cows are observed carefully so
that heat can be detected accurately, but it is not available in some
areas.

The profit You can expect from your beef-herd depends to a large
extent on- the percentage of the cows that prdduce calves each year
A survey in 1955 indicated that less than 80 percent of the Nation's
beef- caws produced calves each year. Properly managed rarm herds
should exceed this figure;_but herds with average calf crops of above
95 percent over a period of years are exceptional. A calf .crop- of

90 percent is about the Otainable average under good management.

%Tattling weights vary with the type of cattle and feed supplies;
but your calves should weigh an average of 450 to 500 pounds at 7 to
8 months of age if you arcs to make money.
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SELECTIM BREEDING STOCK

Any of the leading beef- breeds is satisfactory for Earn production
in areas where they are adapted. You can choose the breed you prefer.

_ Crossbred calves of British types- have given conflicting results
in limited experimentsi_tut they probably are more vigorous and grow
faster on the average than purabreda or grades with parents of similar
quality. _However, their superiority is not great, and it is difficult
for a small-herd owner to follOV a systematic crossbreeding program.

Unless _you have a herd large enough to use two or more sires,_
you probably should use a bull -of the same breed as your cows. This
will involve a period of "grading up" if you start with a mired or
nondescript group of dm. In some areas, it is difficult to market
crossbreds to advantage.

In the aeep_South, experiMentt hive shown that crosses between
Brahman_and British breeds exhibit vigor and growth rates superior to
either parental type. TheY_OredUdo carcasses equal to or only slightly.
inferior to those from Beitish=typo cattle at least when marketed at
young_ages The value of Brahman blood is particularly apparent in
the cowls_calfrraising ability'. If you live in an area where some .

Brahman blood is deSitAble, you can use a continuedcrossbreeding
program or grades or purebredi_ef_dho of the new breeds based on
Brahman-i-British crossbred ftWidatiOna.

More important than beleetingthe breed or the crossbreeding plan
is selecting breeding stock Erma within the breed or breeds chosen.

SELECTING HERD BULLS

If you can find one, an older bull that hais been proved on the
basis of his progeny to be a duperior breeding animal probably would
be your "best buy," provided he is free of reproductive disease.
Such bulls seldom are available, hOWeer, so you probably will be forced
to purchase youngi untried bulls.

A bull 12 to 114 months of age can ba_handbrad to 20 to 25 cows in
a season or can be allowed to pasturobrood smaller herds. Using bulls
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this age is riskyi boWeVer) since their fertility and breeding be-

havior tend to be uncertain. It is _preferable to use a bull at least

18 months old; Under pasture breeding cohditionsi_bulls of this age
and older usually will breed 25 to 30 cows satisfactorily in a 70-

to 120-day breeding peribd.

Consider the follOWing fadtors in selecting a young bull:

- He should be frbit'a sire and dam with good fertility records.
Ifpossiblei choose a bUll from a sire and dam whose other off-

spring have above-average performance records.

- He shOuld have been raised_ by his own mother and have had a

satisfactory weaning weight. 'Stich a bull will have a good chance

of transmitting satiafactOry Calf=raising ability to his daughters
and thus contribute to the longtime improvement of the herd's per-

formance;

- He.should have exhibited good gaining ability after weaning
and should have a high weight=f6r=age at 12 to 14 months of age;

- He should be a thidk=fleShed animal of desirable conformation;
of acceptable breed character*_and_of an iftherent skeletal size that

is compatible with producing finithed progency at popular market

weights;

- He should be disease free and from a herd with a good health

history;

SELECTING FEMALES

As far as possiblei use the -same standards when buying females

for your herd as when b4ying bulls. Ordinarily you cannot be so

selective;

Cull the cow herd on the badie of regularity -of calving and

weight and quality of- calves produced. If a cow's first calf is poor)

her later calves are likely also to be_below averaee; You can .safely

cull cows in the lower 10 td_25 portent of a herd on the basis of

performance records of 1 or 2 of their calves.

For replacements in an eStablidhed-herdj 20 to h0 percent of.

the heifers raised must be saved if herd numbers are to be kept up

19
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(depending on percentage of calf crop)_culling intensity among cows,
and the age at which cows are replaced). $elect heifers with heavy
weaning weights, good rate of gain and fattening qualitiesi_and ac-
ceptable beef-type conformation.

Keep performance records to help you cull older animals and
select replacement_ animals intelligently. These records need not
be elaborate but should include the following:

- Identification of each animal by means of ear tattoos, ear
notches, brands, or neck straps.

A record of the parentage of each calf.

- A record of the birth date of each calf.

A weight and grade taken at or near weaning to evaluate the
dam's maternal ability.

If you keep your calves past weaning age, you should feed and
manage all those of each -sex alike so that you can evaluate rate of
gain from weights taken 6 months to a year after weaning; Grade
animals at this time.

When buying he sires or females from other herds, look for
animals from herds where performance records are available. Because
management practices and feed supplies have a great influence on
records, do not rely solely on the absolute size of the records. In
stead, select animals from among the tops in a herd.

RAISING REPLACEMENT BREEDING ANIMALS

Good pasture is the best and)_usually) the cheapest feed for
developing replacement heifers following weant4g. However) heifers
usually are weaned in the fall and must be fed through the winter
in dry lot; The level of feeding to be used the first winter fol-
lowing weaning should depend largely on whether you plan -to breed
the heifer:- at 114 to- 16 months of age to calve at about 2 years of
age or Whether you plan to breed them:to calve first at about 3 years
of ago.

20o
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If you plan to breed them for liarly_talving, feed them during

the first winter -so that they gain 1 to 1 pounds per day and weigh

600 pounds or more at breeding.

Rations that should accomplish this are as follows:

1. Corn or sorghum silage
Grain
Protein supplement

2. Leg4me or mixed hay
Grain

3. COrn or sorghum silage
Legume hay
Grain

High-quality grass hay
Grain
Protein supplement

Poutids

25 to 30
3 to 5

1

12 to 15
3 to 5

20 to 25
3 to 4
3 to 5

12 to 15
3 to 5

These heifers will requirgl Similar rations duiing their second

winter just before calving.

If you postpone breeding so that heifers drop their first

calves as 3-year-olds, you can feed them mord14mited and econom-

ical-winter rations and depend on summer pasture to produce most

of the growth.

Rations that can be expected to produce gains of 1/4 to 3/1&

pound daily during the first winter are:

.1. Legume -hay
LOW=quality nonlegume roug ei such strawi

low- quality grass hay. or cottonseed hulls

2. Corn or sorghum silage
COttonseedssoybeani or linseed mealt or other

high - protein supplement

20j
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Pounds

3. High=quality grass hay 12 to 15

4* LaWtrquality grass or legume hay 10 to 15
Pretein supplement 1

5. Legume hay 3 to 5
Corn or sorghum silage 6 to 10
Grain 2 to 3

In many parts of_the country_you can winter heifers more cheaply
on permanent pasture than in dry lot on harvested feed even if pastures
are low in quality. _Feed_protein supplements at the rate of 1 to 2
pounds daily if you do this.

Usually) bulls should be fed'rather liberally from weaning to
12 to 111 months of age._ This promotes rapid development and makes
breeding_ use possible at minimum ages. 'Also) liberal rations
during this period give a bUll an_opportunity to show his inherent
ability to gain, fatten) and develop satisfactory conformation, His
ability in these respects is related to the potential performing
ability of his progeny._ Thus) selecting and using bulls with above-
average performance during this period should lead to improved herd
performance.

FEEDING AND CARING FOR BREEDING BULLS

As a general rule; a bull requires more feed than a cow. How
much more depends on his size and age and how heavily you use him.

Fertility is likely to be best if bulls are kept in- medium-__
flesh and can exercise at will. Too much fat wastes feed and money
and may result in poor fertility, Bulls that are too :thin also may
have breeding difficulties,

During the grazing season) good pasture will provide most of
the bulls nutritional needs. Usually) however) young growing bulls
need some supplementary grain to keep in satisfactory flesh, If__
used_on a seasonal- basis, most bUlls are likely to lose 200_to 300
pounds during breeding season,- They, must gain 1 to l pounds a day
during the rest of the year.to regain this loss.
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Older bulls usually will maintain desirable condition on goOd
patttre_in summer and roughage in winter; To provide enough carotenei
which the animal can convert to vitamin A; at least half,of the roughage
fed (dry basis) ahould be good legume hay or corn,- sorghum; or grass
Silage. If none Of the roughage is legume); 1 to 2 pounds daily of a
high - protein supplement should be fed.

AlthOUgh there is no scientific_ evidence to_confirm their idea;
many breeders think it is detirable to stop feeding silage about 30 days

before the breeding season. Usually; -some grah_id fed fOr 30 to_ 6i0
days before the breeding season; and during the breeding season when
this is possible, to- improve breeding performance. -One pound of prow.
tein supplement and 5 pounds of -grain daily should be ample for most
bulls; The condition ofAhe bull should govern the amount of feed
offered;

Do not allow the herd bull to run with the cows tho whole year.
If possible; keep him in a separate enclosure during the nonbreading
season; If you cannot keep him in a pasture by himself after the
breeding season; pasture him with steers or pregnant cows. A buil
in good breeding condition is likely to be temperamental; Always

handle him with care

The fence around the lot or corral where you keep the bull should
not atop_him from seeing other cattle but should be securely constructed,
For_an Added safety factor, install i,battery-operated "charged-wire"
device on the inside of the fence enclosing the lot or corral; Find
the best- location for the wire by trial; a height of about 2 feet is
suggested.

FEEDING AND CARING FOR THE COW HERD

Cows produce fewer pounds of meat per hundred_pounds of live weight

than any other class of_farm animal; Because feed required for mainte-
knbeia roughly_proportional_to live_weightj beef cows must be fed as _

as possible on low!-cost roughage and waste and byproduct feeds if
they are to compete successfully with other classes of livestock.

In all beef-cow herd operations a middle level of nutrition is the

most profitable; Feeding above this level will increase expense with-
out commensurate increase in production; Keeping cows too.fat may
decreiee rertility and milk flow; Undue limitations on feed quality_
and vantity will reduce productivity -- particularly the percentage of
calf trop==and thus reduce net income.
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Pastures are the natural feed for beef cattle, and cows on good
pasture ordinarily will not need supplemental feed; Some cattlemen__
think that beef cows on extremely succulent pasture early in the spring
benefit if they are fed some hay or other dry roughage.

If ,ou wean your calves in the fall,_you may be able to maintain
your beefcow herd until well into the winter on meadow or small grain
aftermath, on stalk fields after corn has been harvested, or on permanent
pasture where grass has been allowed to accumulate during the late summer.
They can get most of their roughage from such material -- feed that Might
otherwise be wasted; Usually this roughage ie low quality, because it
is mature and low_in protein. If this is so, feed about 1 pound of
protein concentrate per head daily.

, Start winter feeding when pasture conditions demand it and before
the cowl lose much weight. Supply feed in small amounts at first_ and
ircrease as necessary. Usually, feed the poorest hay or silage firet
and save the best roughage for late winter and the 'calving season.
In many climates you can feed your herd on permanent pasture sod. This
saves cleaning and manure hauling during the bug*, spring season.

_Feed cows) yearlings, and calves separately. Separate cows into _

small groups for winter feeding so that the "bossy" cows can be separated
from timid ones.

Rations for_drY teef cows can vary_widely, because they dependon
the feed available. _Include a source of vitamin A_ in_the ration. You
can meet _a cow's daily requirements for vitamin A by feeding abbut 5
pounds of green-colored hay or -l5 or more- pounds of silage preserved
so that its green color is well maintained.

A succulent_feed is desirable but not essential in the ration of a
dry beef cow. Silage js the most Widely used feed of this type. Corn,
sorghum, and various types of grass silage are exellent. Stock carrots
or other root crops also_are excellent, but they are not used much
because of the labor needed to grow and harvest them.

To maintain weight, a beef_cow needs about 2 pounds of dry matter
daily per 100 pounds of live weight. _Mudh of this can be straw, low-_
quality grass hay, corn stover, ground corncobsi_cottonseed hulls, and
similiar materials; Feed good-quality hey or silage in limited amounts
or a cow will eat more than she needs and increase feed costs unduly;
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Some examples of suitable rations for dry, pregnant'cows weighing
about 1000 pounds follow:

Pounds_
I. Legume or mixed grass - legume hey

2. Legume hay
Straw or Iow-quaIlty grass hay

5 to I0
10 to 15

3. Corn or sorghum silage 30
Legume, hey 5
Straw; low-quality press hay, cottonseed hulls,
ground corncobs; or other low - quality roughage Unlimited

Cereal straw
Protein supplement

5; Corn or sorghum silage _
Protein supplement

6. Prairie or grass hay
Protein supplement

7. Grass silage
Straw or low - quality grass hay

Unlimited

50 to 60

Unlimited
0.5 to 1.0

30 to J30

Unlimited

There hal, been some interest in wintering cows or heifers entirely
on low - quality roughage such as ground corncobs or cottonseed hulls plug:
2 to 3i pounds daily of a highly fortified protein supplement like
Purdue Supplement A.

Formula of 32percent crude protein_ Purdue Supplement A:

_Pounds
Vg-i-U7E
of mix

Soybean meal (44 percent) 1,286.2

Molasses feed (145 percent'moIasses) 571;6
Bonemeal 102.8
Salt
Vitamin A and D concentrate

1
5.0

1Concentrated cod-liver oil with potency of 2i250 International
lUnite of vitamin A and 300 International Units of vitamin D per gram.
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A ration -of 111.5 pounds of ground cobs; 3.5 pounds of supplement A;
and 1 pound of ground alfalfa has proved satisfactory for wintering
pregnant cows. Feed prices and availability determine whether you
should use rations of this general type. Cost easily can be greater
for rations of this type than for more conventional rations and no
evidence inaicates better results.

Unless your hay or silage is of very good quality; to stimulate
milk flow you must_feed concentrates to cows that drop fall calves
and nurse them during the winter. Add 3 to 5 pounds of a 16-percent
protein concentrate mixture to any of the rations listed; Silage is
especially valuable for cows nursing calves.

When cows calve in early spring before pasture is avtOlable; feed
them more liberally_after their calves are large enough to benefit
from an increased milk flow.

Except in the Jeep South most of the perennial summer pasture grasses
used for permanent pastures are dormant and have low nutritional value
during -the winter. If_you_use them for grazing durin!, winter; feed a
protein supplement. Usually it is more economical to feed harvested
forage for a time each winter except in the most extreme southern areas.

In much of the South; well- fertilized temporary winter crops such
as rye; oats; ryegrass; or mixtures of these with crimson clover will
furnish grazing during the winter months. Productivity varies greatly;
depending on_the severity of the wintor and moisture donditionsi and
these crops furnish better grazing than is needed. Even cows nursing
ca1ves fatten excessively on such pastures. ,Orsaing cows on such
pasLues for liMited periods of 2 to 4 hours daily and feeding harvested
roughage fOr_the remainder of the daily ration can be economical and
highly satisfactory.

If you live in the South; you can seed crimson clover in permanent
sods_to increase forage production in late winter and early spring and
obtain excellent feed for cows and calves. The reseeding type of zrimeon
Clover eliMinates the work involved in an annual seeding.

CARITC MR COW AT PARTURITION

The average gestation period of the cow is about 283 days; or about
4 months._ A variation Of as much as 10 daye either way from the average
gestation length is not unusual.
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As parturition approaches, the udder becomes dittended with milk

and there is a marked "loosening" or falling away in the region of the

tailhead and pinbones. The vulva swells and enlarges considerably.

When cows calve during the grazing season,_a_clean pastUre is the

best place for calving. Chance of infection and injury is less than

in a barn. Often, you can segregate cows expected to- calve in a stall

pasture near the farmhouse where they can be frequently_observed. If

this is not possible, check the pasture at least twice daily dUring

the calVing season.

If you expect a cow to calve during severe weather, put her in a

clean, well-ventilated box stall that has been disinfected or in a small

pasture with underbruth or protected shelter; Cows in large herds

normally calve Without any change in ration. If you can provide indiv=

iduaI care, reduce the daily ration as calving approaches and incorporate

into the diet some mildly laxative feeds such as linseed meal or bran

mash. This is helpfUl if the cows are on lefeed. Silage or other

succulent feed is valuable at thit time. Hover, cows getting only
high-quality dry roughage usually get along well at calving time.

Most cows will calve normally without assistance. _Be alert for

signs of trouble and assist or call trained help if_needed. If the

cow_has severe labor for more than I to 2 hours without result,

assistance usually is needed.

If the calf does not Immediately begin breathing when itis born,

wipe out any mucus in its mouth or nostrils. Induce natural_ breathing

either by forcing air into the lungs with a bellows_or by alternatos

compredeititi and relaxation of the wane of the chest.

In cold_weatheri protect the calf and keep it warm until it is

dry and on its feet; Disinfect the navel of the newborn calf with

iodine, as a precaution against navel ill.

After the_tow has calvedi give her all the saterJpreferably_

lukewarM) she desires; Return ration to normal in a few days._ If

the cow is an_eXteptional milk producer, she may have more Milk than

the calf can takethe_first few days. Milking out the surplus milk for

a few days quay make the cow more comfortable. Howe?er, many cattlemen

in recent years have adopted the practice of milking onlY_when_the calf

falls to nurse one or more teats; The milk output quickly adjusts to

what the calf can take._ Failing to remove excess milk does not increase

the frequency of spoiled udders
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AGE AT WHICH TO BREED HEIFERS

If_calves are to_be dropped in a herd at only one season of the
year, the owner must decide-whether to breed,heifers to calve first
as 2 -year -olds or 3-year-olds; At present no general recommendation
can be made.

Severed experiments have been carried out on this problem. It
has been found that heifers bred to calve first as 2-year-olds Will
raise an average of approximately 0.7 more calves during their lives
than heifers bred to calve first as 3-year-olds. Mature size is affected
little if at an and length of productive life apparently is not reduced.

Disa6vantages of calving first at 2 years of age are:

1. Heifers raise a smaller calf crop in their first calving
season than if bred to calve first at 3.

2. A higher than average number of heifers calving at 2
often fail to rebreed to calve the next year;

3; A high number (about 50 percent in one survey) of heifers
require help at calving.

Ii. Death losses may be higher than average.

5. Calf losses usually are higher than average.

The importance of these disadvantages has varied from experiment
to experiment--in some cases, results have been so bad as to discourage
the practice.

It would appear that breeding to calve first at 2.1.8 profitable_
and is to be encouraged if (1) heifers can be grown rapidly_and weigh
600 pounds or more at breeding, and (2) experienced help will be
available at calving tine and will have the necessary time -to give
special attention to the heifers; Breeding heifers to small, fine -
-boned bulls will minimize calving troubles but if this is done all the
resulting calves ehoulc be marketed. This usually is not feasible in
small farm herds where only one bull is used annually.
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SEASONAL CALVING

In many farm beef herdsi'the buIl is allowed to run with the cow
herd the year around with the result that calves of all ages are on
hand.

Although this system may result in more calves being raised over
a period of years, if your herd is small it usually is preferable to
limit breeding to a season of 2 to 4 months. If you limit breeding
to_a short period, you can choose the moat favorable season for
calving, for your area. This system facilitates uniform and systematic
management of the calves. If your herd is large, systematic calving
at two seasons a year may be desirable and may increase calving
percentages slightly since cows failing_to settle in one season can
be bred in the next. You can breed heifers to calve Sirst at About
2i years of age, which may be preferable to either 2 or 3 years.

Most beef calves are dropped in the spring. If weather is suit=
able, have calves born 6 weeks to 3 months before pasture season begins
so that the calf is large enough to use the increased milk flow when_

the dam goes to pasture. Because it usually is necessary to wean calves
at the end of the pasture season in the fall, having them born fairly
early in the spring will result in older, heavier, and more valuable

calves at weaning.

_Fall calving totluires more harvested feed for the cow herd. In
the- North, fallealved aeldom do as well as calvp born in the spring;
fall_dalVink, therefore, is justified only under special circumstances.
In the South-late -fall or early winter calving often is desirable
because of the relative freedom fromBerewworms at this season. Local
circumstances and feed supplies should determine the time of the breed-

ing season.

CREEP FEEDING CALVES

Creep feeding is feeding concentrates to nursing calves in
enclosures Lhat their dams cannot enter.

Giving 80- to 90-day-old nursing calves 'access to a concentrate
mixture in a creep placed in the pasture where shade and water are
available and where cows gather usually increases gains and the amount

Of finish carried at weaning
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Whether creep feeding will be profiterole depends on_the system of
management and; to some extent, on the milk- producing ability of the
dams; Calves from dams with good bred-in Milk7proctuci--, ability get'
little benefit from creep-feeding. _Creep feeding often must be resorted
to in drought years when feed supplies for cows are short and their
milk production is reduced.

Since milk ie high in protein, grain alone is a satisfactory creep
feed. Feed grain, whole, cracked; -or coarsely ground. Often, adding
a small proportion of protein supplement (1 part of supplement to 6 to
9 parts coarsely ground grain) will improve palatabi:jtv. Calves eat
an average of about 500 pounds of feed if they have free access to
creeps after they are about 90 days old. The amount eaten varies greatly
from herd to herd, however.

Creep feeding often will pay (I) in purebred herds where_the finish
that Calves exhibit at weaning may have advartising value; (2) in
commercial herds when the calves_are to be marketed at or soon after__
Weaning aS fat baby beeves, and (3), during drought or other emergency.

Creep feeding ordinarily will not pay if calves are to be carried
through a winter on limited rations prior to grazing for one or more
seasons teforP IlaeKetingi

CALVES FROM DUAL-PURPOSE COWS

Calves from dual-purpose cows formerly made up 'a substantial
proportion of the Nation's beef supply. Raising calves from dual-
purpose Cows is not likely to be profitable unless unpaid family
labor is available; They usually are raised by one of two systems.
With the double- nursing system, 2 calves of about the same age are
suckled by lccw; The calves get along nearly as well as wnen they
run with their own mothers in a strictly beef herd,although consid=-
erably tore labor is involved. Wth_this plan, half of the cows in
the herd may be used for the production of milk.

With the other systemp_calves are taken from their dant en_the
fourth or fifth day after birth and bUtket fed.

TO teach a calf to drink milk, first permit the calf to suck
your fingers and then immediately immerse your fingers in a bucket
of milk. When the calf begins to take the milk in this way, withdraw
your hand from the bucket. Buckets with rubber nipples often are
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used. This eliminates having to teach the calf to drink. After each
feeding; clean and disinfect buekets a.3d oMler utensils. thie a

chlorine solution or a similar disinfectant.

Three or four pounds of whole milk are enough for a day or two
after weaning. If the calf refuser to drink, do not force it; take
the milk away. Twelve hours later, at the next feeding time, the
calf probably Will take milk. Increase the quantity by about a pound
a day until the calf is getting 8 to 10 pounds a day.

After feeding whole milk for 10 days to 2 weeks, gradually replace
it with skim milk. Make the change over a period of 5 to 7 days.. Skim
milk contains leas energy and less vitamin A than" whole_ milk. Feed a
small quantity of ood-liVer oil orrother fish oil rich in vitamin A.
If you have enough skim milk, increase the amount gradually each week
until you are feeding 15 to 20 peunds per calf per day. If you want
to conserve the milk supply, 12 to li pounds will be enough, provided
'au feed the calves enough suitable grain mixture, a protAin supplement,

and good hayi

Stop feeding cod-liver oiIor other source of vitamin A after
calves begin to eat hay; silage, or grass; provided the hay is green
and leafy or the silage or grass has some green colori Be sure the
calves have access to clean, fresh water and salt at all times. Calvee
readily learn to eat grain and should receive a limited amount each day,'
from the time they are about 3 weeks old. Equal parts, by weight, of
wheat bran, ground oats, and coarsely ground corn or barley ie a suit-
able grain mixture.

At soon as possiblei put the calves on pasture. If pasture is not
available when calves are *bout _a mont_old, cut and feed some growing
crop or give them a small quantity of silage or carrots. Feed calves
running on green pasture or confined in a lot or corral a little clean,

bright hay from a rack.

WEANING CILLVLS

Wean calves that have been running with their dams on pasture by

taking them away from the cows and confining them in a pen barn out

of sight of their dams and other cattle. Preferably, they should be
far enough away from their dame to be out of hearing distance, but thie
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is difficult on most small farms. Offer the calves some good hay and
a small amount of grain during this period; Unless they were creep
fed; they will eat little for a few days.;

It formerly was recommended that calves being weaned be put back
with their dams to nurse at increasingly less frequent intervals over
a period of about. 2 weeks; It was felt that this was necessary_to_
prevent spoiled udders in cows and that it was less disturbing to the
calf;

It now is known, howeveri_that the safest and most effective method
of- drying- -off even high-producing dairycows is to quit withdrawing the
Milk. The pressure built up stops further secretion. It is believed
tnat both the dams and the calves will be better off if the calves are
taken away zie not put oack with the cows.

Weaning bucket-fed calves is comparatively simple; Milk usually
is wtthd-,awn from the ration by the time they are 6 to 7 months old.
If they haye learned to eat hay and graini the quantity of milk fed
LAI/ be greatly reduced or eliminated several weeks earlier without
stunting the calves;

BEHORNING AND CASTRATING

In commercial herds; and often in purebred herds; it is advisable
to dehorn calves of horned breeds; This can be done most easily before
the calves are 3 weeks old; At that age; the tender horn "buttons"
first appear. Scrape them with a krife to irritate the surface;
Prevent horn growth_by_carefully app.Liing the slightly moist tip of
a caustic pencil (stick of pbtassium hydroxide); The caustic causes
a scab to form on the irritated area; After a few days; the scab
shrivels and falls off, leaving a hornless or "polled" heath

7,ommercial liquid and paste_ preparations may be easier for many
people to_ use than the caustic sticks. Young calves also can be
dehorned by applying_a heated iron to the base of the horn button.
Electrically heated irons are convenient and satisfactory for use on
many farms.

Male calves must be castrated to produce beef meeting American
market requirements. Perform the operation preferably at a time of
year w:-en flies are not prevalent and before the calves are 3 to h

months old. Some cattlemen castrate calves when taking birth weights.
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Spaying of heifers seldom is practiced in farm herds. Contrary
to the former belief; spayed heifers actually make slower gains and
have no carcass superiority. Heifers ehould be spayed only' on farms
where they_are being fattened and it is impossible to keep them
eeparatec from bulls.

SALT AND OTHER MINERAL REQUIREMENTS

At all times, supply stock with cleanj fresh water and loose_or
block salt. On the average, cattle will consume about 2 pounds of
salt a month--less for calves and more for steers on full feed and
mature cows.

Requirements of -dattle-for-otherT_mineraIs vary from area to area
and with the type of ration. Consult your -County-agricuItural agent
about probable needs in your area.

.
In some parts of the countryi iodine is deficient. This deficiency

leads to goiter or "big neck" in newborn calves. In these areas iodized
salt should be fed; In other areas cobalt, copper, iron, and possibly
other trace minerals are known to be deficient. These should be supplied.

CalciuM often will be needed if beef cattle are not fed legumes or
if the paiture is low in calcium. Phosphorus_is deficient in the soil
in many_areas.. Plants grown_on these soils also are low in this element;
Low-quality roughage' and mature, weather hay and grasses that are low
in protein and carotene also are likely to be low in phosphorus.

Ground limestone usually is the cheapest calcium supplement.
Phosphorus may be supplied_ in_ the form ofeteamed bonemeal, dicalcium
phosphate, or defluorinated phosphates. Supplements_ should be fed as

required in specific localities. Both calcium and phosphorus supplements
usually are fed in mixtures with salt.

FEEDING CATTLE FOR MART=

Many farmers with beef herds find it practicable to fatten the

calves raised. The system used may be immediate_ full- feeding on

heavy concentrate rations; An increasingly y-popular system of handling
farm-raised steers; however. is to winter them at moderate nutritional
levels the first winter, graze them a season, and then full feed them
for50 to 100 days just prior to marketing; This system permits
marketing 18- to 20 -month -old steers at approximately 1i000 pounds
that grade in the .high -goof to low - choice range; Heifers can be
handled under either system but ordinariI should be marketed at
lighter weights than steers since they fatten more rapidly.
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,MILK GOATS

PRESENT STATUS OF THE INDUSTRY

Goats are especially useful to those who_need a small quantity of
milk and do not have the room or cannot afford to keep a cow. A goat
can be kept where it is impossible to_keep a_cow; and the goat will
consume considerable feed that otherwise would be wasted. The raising
of goats is not limited to farily use) however; many conrerciaI dairies
have been established successfully in areas where_markets_for the milk
are favorable. The fact that goats are rarelY affected_With_tuberculosis
is another point in their favor. Milk goats are exceptionallY clean
animals and are more fastidious in eating habits than any other type of
domestic animals.

GOAT'S MILK

Yield

About the first question that most people ask concerning milk
goats is; "How much milk will one.produce?"_ This is important; of
course; as the value of a coe is estimated largely by her Milk pro_.-
duction Even if a doe is purebred, she is of little froputha_
utility standpoint unless she is capable of giving a good quantity of
milk. Many persons, in purchasing grade or even purebred goats, have
been disappointed to find that the milk could be measured in pints and
not quarts or gallons; as expected.

*tit doe that produces 14000 pounds or about 500 quarts of milk_ (1
quart equals 2.15 pounds) during a lactation period of 10 months is
considered a fair milker. A production of 11200_pounds_of milk i3

_

good, and 1,600 pounds and up is excellent provided it is produced in
a lactation period of 10 months or less. Good does will Produce 8 to
10 months in a year and from 8 to 15 tires their weight in milk in a
lactation period. Production records of some of the outstanding does
in this country, together with records of some of the animals in the
Department's herd; will be noted in the sections dealing with their
particular breeds.
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Characteristics

Goat's milk is nearly always pure white in color. The small size

of the fat globules and the soft curd are two of its chief characteris-

tics. The cream rises very slowly and never so thoroughly as in cow's
milk. This condition makes impraticable the ordinary method of allow-

ing cream to rise. It has beep stated that goat's milk will not keep
Sweet so long as cow's milk, but tests have shown that this is not the

case, The keeping quality of any milk depends on the conditions under

which it is produced and handled.

In tests made_by_the Department of Agriculture it was fonnd that

goat's milk could be thoroughly separated in a separator. After milk

testing 4.4 percent of fat was run through the separator, the milk

then teat-6d only 0.03 percent of fat;

Composition and Nutritive Properties

Goats Milk is a healthful and nutritious food; The milk of
Saanen and Toggenburg_goats_resembles that ofHolstein cows in per-
centage of water, lactose, fat, protein, and ash, although subject to

greater variation With the advance of lactation than milk of either

';olstein or Jersey cows table-1). The _percentage of total solids in

goat's milk ranged from 13.05 in February to 10;78 in Augusti

The small fat globules and the soft curd of goat's milk contribute

to its ease of digestibility. Some persons who pre allergic to cow's

milk can consume goat's milk readil,, due largely perhaps to its easier

digestibility. In a great many cases goat's milk has proved especially

valuable for infants and invalids.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture in cooperation with JohnS _

Hopkins Univertity'conducted a series of studies on the nutritional

properties of goat's milk as compared with those of the milk of Hol=

stein-Friesian and of Jersey cows; Under the supervision of the
University, normal infants were fed milk from the three sources. The

milk was boiled for 1 minute and supplemented with orange juice and

cod liver oil. No essential differences in health, general appearance,

and well-being Of the infaRts were observed, good results being obtained

with each milk. The gains in weight were in proportion to the total

nutritive content of the milk. In these studies, no attempt was made

to use ,7abiee with a history of malnutrition.
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TABLE 1.--Comparison of the composition of goat's milk and that of
two common breeds of dairy °owe.

Source of milk Water
Total
solids Fat Lactose AshProtein

Goats
HolsteL-1-Friesian
Jersey

Percent

88402
8/.50
8i3I

Percent

1108
12450
111,69

Percent

3450
3455
5418

Percent

3.13
3442
3.86

Percent

4455
4486
4494

Percent

0.80
.68

.70

In one of a series of nutrition studies in Pennsylvania and Texas,
a preliminary investigation was made of the value of goat's milk in
the diet of growing children. This work has been summarized as follows:

"In an institutional nutritional investigation 38 children ate
the same basic dietary, with the children divided into two equal groups,
each Consisting of 19 children (10 girls and 9 boys). One of the groups
drank 1 quart of goat's milk and the other 1 quart of cow's milk daily;
in the 5-month study;

"Nxunerous medical-nutrition observations and tests were made on
the children before the study began and at its close.

"(1) The children who drank goat's milk surpassed those who drank
cow's Milk to an extent Which was statistically significant in the
following respects: (a) Weight for the sex, age, body size, and body
build; (b) skeletal mineralization, or -bone density; (c) blood plasma
vitamin A; (d) blood serum caIciUm; (e) urinary excretion of thiamine,
or_vitamin B1; (f)_urinary excretion of riboflavin, or vitamin 82; and
(g) urinary excretion of F2, a fluorescent substance related to niacin.

"(2) The group of children whopdrank cow's milk exceeded the
goat's-milk group by an extent which was statiatically significant in
growth, although botir groups made excallent growth progress.

"(3) The goat's-milk group tended to exceed the other group in the
follOwing respects, although thn-differences between the two groups were
not statistically significant: (a) Skin dryness as observed bioMicro-
scopically; (b) hemoglobin concentration in the blood; (c) total protein

in the blood serum; (d) reflex action; (e) overall score by the medical

examiner.



" (4) The two groups shoved no difference in their progress from
the initial to the final test in the following: (a) Skeletal maturity.
(b) condition of the conjunctiva, or normally transparent covering of
the eyeball; (c) corneal vascularization; (d) condition of the tongue;
(e) condition of the guma; (f) condition of the skin except for unusua
dryness (see above); red cell count; (h) packed cell volume; (i)
Igucocyte or white tell count; (j) differential cell count; (k) blood
plasma carotene; (1) blood plasma vitamin C; (m) protein fractions in
the blood; (n) blood serum phoephorus; (o) functioning of the heart;
and (p) resistance to fatigue.

"This 5-month study twat be _regarded as preliminary. Whereas the
results of this stud are strongly indicative of the fact that goat's
Milk has some_eperibr_qualities; the work should be extended before

final conclusions are drawn."

GOAT'S -MILIf PRODUCTS.

Goat's Milk can be utilized_for the mime ptarp,8e8 as cow's milk;
although _for some it is- not nearly so well suited. For general use;
such as drinking or tookingl the Milk has proved td- be very satisfacto]
Where a market exists for -fluid Milk this is by far the most profitablE

Goat's milk is less satiSfactory than cow's milk for making butter; bul

large quantities of goat'S=Milk thedde are manufactured; especially in

Europe.

The milk of some of the_largest herds in the country is evaporate(

and sold in that form. Getit'S milk frequently may be purchased at
drug or health-food stores in evaporated, dehydrated; or powder form.

Butter

Good butter can be made froii goat's milk;_but ordinarily very

little is produced. The_oreaM riaea very slowly, and only a portion

of it reaches the top. By the_USe_ofthe separator, however; prac-
tically all the butterfat can be obtained. Unless artificially =Uwe(
the butter is very 14hite and_reSeMblea lard in appearance: If colored,

it resembles cow's butterj_althoUgh it does not have the 'same texture.

It can be used for the table or -for cooking._ A good quality of butter

with no objectionable featUrea is ptodilood_uhen the milk and cream are

properly handled. However; When a good priba is obtained for the milk;

it does not pay to make bUtte; as cow's butter is cheaper.
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Cheese

Several varieties_of cheese, known under various names, are made
from goat's milk._ In France, goat's-milk cheese is _called Chevret,
or Chavrotin; in Italy, Formaggio di Capra;_and in Germany, Weichktse
aus Ziegehmilch (soft cheese from goat's Milk). Goat's-milk cheese
has a characteristic and individual flavor all_its own, depending on
the process and cultures used. The produCts closely resemble cow's
milk cheeses made by the same processes. The Cheese may be made either
entirely of goat's milk or, better with from one-fourth to one-third
cow's milk; the mixture materially improves the quality of the product.

Hard cheese-may be made by the following _method: "A junket tablet
is dissolved in cupful of cold-water and stirred into a gallon of
milk which has been heated to 88°F. After 30 Minutes the_curd is cut
into cubes about 1 inch in diameter. For this purpose a large knife
i8 used and after cutting in two directions vertically a horizontal
cutting is made to complete the cubes. Sometimes it is convenient to
make the horizontal cuttings With a bent Wire.

"The container with the curd is placed in a pan of water at 100°
F. This temperature_is maintained so that the temperature of the curd
will be 98°F. after 1 hour. The curd is stirred frequently while being
heated. In from 30 minutes to 1 hour after heating, the curd is poured
with the whey_into a muslin bag. After 2 or 3 hours the curd can be
removed and placed in a mold formed by roll4ng the cheese in a small
square piece of muslin. This cheese ball is then placed in the container
(a cylinder), using an inverted plate as a false bottom. Another plat-
is placed on top of the cheese. This is weighed dawn.

"After 24 hours the cheese is removed from the muslin cloth and
rubbed in salt. It is rubbed in salt again the following_ day. These_
Cheeses can then be stored in a cool place_and_rubbed dail; for a week
to prevent mold groWthand_to get a_good_rind formation. _This cheese
is ready ;for eating when la days old. If the Cheese cracks_ while it
is curing, its surface can be rubbed With a neutral oil or butter."

Cottage cheese may also be made from goat'2. milk. _By one method
"Skim milk is held at a temperature of about 75'F. until it develops
a firm curd. When this curd is sufficiently_firm,_it is cut into
pieces about 2 inches square with a long knife_or large spoon.- Then,
the vessel containing the brOken card is_placed on the edge of the
stove or in a vessel of water, and heated very slaWlY to 1000F._ The _

mass is kept at that temperature for about L minutes to firm the curd.

21&
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During the heating and holding period the curd 1.8 stirred gently with

a spoon or ladle to prevent it from lumping and to secure uniform heat-

ing. When it is sufficiently firm so that the pieces yield no milky

whey and do not bind together when gently- squeezed in the hand, the

curd is poured -into a porous sack or a colander to drain. The flavor

and the keeping quality of the cheese will be improved if the curd is

washed in cold water when the draining is practically complete. After

this wash has been thoroughly drained from the curd, about 1 teaspoonful

of salt is added for each pound of cheese, is mixed in well, and the

product is stored in a cool plac °."

COAr DAIRIES

Numerous goat dairies are in operation in different parts of the

country. These dairies have been established both,for the_production

of milk and the manufacture of milk products. One of the largeSt goat

dairies in the country is devoted to the manufacture of condeneed milk.

If only a few goats are kept it is not necessary to have much equipment,

but if a considerable number of does are milked it is beat to have the

proper equipment for handling the work advantageously. This does not

mean, however,_ that exTensive buildings must be provided. Any clean,
thy quarters free from drafts may be used. The building Should have

proper ventilation and an abundance of light, and be so arranged that

each goat can be fed and handled properly.
.1A

2%1132 -0!

1.Plait of a pram ire,' goat dairy.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a practica 6o:A,uairy and show the

requirements necessary to_handle a medium-sized herd satisfactOrily.

There are pens in which_the_does may be handled together, and stalls

in which they can be fed individually. If the goats are provided with
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leather collars or neck chains, they can be tied to the
stalls by means of a short rope or chain with a snap on
fastens to the ring on the collar.

At kidding time small temporary pens can easily be
use_O hurdles. After the does have kidded they should
to the stalls. Until the kids are at least a month old
fed and handled in the temporary pens.

mangers in_ the
the end which

made by the
be transferred
they should be

11303-11

FIGURE 2.--Left, sid-view of- single stall and manger;- right, d vision _between
stall and manger. The opening allows the goat to feed and prevents the waste
6f if pd.

In the plan (fig; 1) the milking room is separated from the main
room and has a concrete floor. The walls and ceiling are plastered so
that they can be washed with a hose. This room is equipped with a
sink, milk scales;_ and milking stand. The'milk is handled in another
room, equipped with a cooler, a sink and a sterilizer. The grain is
kept in feed bins at the opposite end of the dairy. Space for the storage
of hay can tee provided either in some nearby building or in a mow above
the main dairy barn.

BREEDING AND SELECTION

The development of superior individuals or limes of breeding In
milk goats as with other enimal..; is dependent upon the interactions of
heredity and environment. Good breeding will develop outstanding
individuals only if the right kind of feeding and management practices
are followed. Similarly, the best feed and management possible will
not produce a desirable type of goat with high milk and butterfat yields
unless the individuals carry the breeding for these characteristics.

Improvement in goats is brought about chiefly through hereditary
factors transmitted through the germ cells. Effort, therefor), should
be concentrated toward improvement by so mating the animals as to recom-
bine these factors in more desirable forms; The various recombinations
which may take place are the hope and despair of animal breeders, With=
out such variations, there is no opportunity for imprevementj With them

there is no assurance of fixing a type without constantly eelecting

animals with desirable characters and disaading those with undesirable

ones.
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Through selection; the goat breeder has the means of controlling the
inheritance of his animals. He can decide which of his animals shall
have many offspring; which shall have few; and which shall have none.
As a guide in estimating whether an animal has the hereditary factors
that will enable it to approach the desired ideal; certain procedures
are of value and should he used in practical breeding; Individuality;
ancestry; and performance must all be taken into account. Each has its
value or its limitations; and no single formula for the amount of atten-
tion to give to each can be generally prescribed.

Selection of the Buck

The buck is usually considered half the herd and, in order to make
progress in breeding, care should be exercised in making this selection:
As good bucks are scarce, it is not always possible to get the type
desired, but the beet obtainable should he procured even if the cost is
a little greater. Select a buck from a good-producing doe that is a pen=
sistent milker. There is nothing more important in the matter of breed-
ing than evidence that the entire family to which the sire belongs is
especially. good in performance and in conformation. The success of breed-
ing any class of animals depends largely on the selection of the sires.
The selection of a single sire has made many herds famous.

A buck should be masculine in appearance, of at least medium size
for his age, and of good conformation. As regards the latter; a good
depth of body is one of the most important considerations. The mascu=
Unity of the buck can be determined by the sire and conformation of
the head, amount of bone; and the quality and length of the hair on
various portions of the body. The legs should be straight -and well
placed. Alugys select a vigorous buck. Thinness is no'objection if
the buck id-healthy and a good feeder. A-good buck is seldom in good
flesh, especially during the breeding 'season.

Most breeders at the preaent time prefer bucks that are naturally
hornless. The kids of such bucks are usually without horns. The type
of doe to which the buck is bred will; of course; have some influence
in this respect.

When only a few does are kept; it is cheaper and more convenient
to send them away to be bred. A buck is usually a troublesome indi-
vidual, and must be kept away from the rest of the herd. The charges
made for outside breeding axe usually reasonable.

Many small breeders are compelled to use crossbred or grade bucks;
in such cases ;election should be made upon conformation and breeding.
Always use purebred bucks when available.
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Selection of the Dee

Although it is not always poesible,_it_is_Mudh more satisfactory
in making selections .4 see does dUring their lactation period. This
not only gives an opportunity to study their conformation when they are
producing, but the udder developments which is so important, can be
better observed.

A good Abe should have a_fekinine head,_thin neck, sharp withers,
wen-defined spina and _hips, thin thighs, and rather fine bone. The
skin should be fine and thin overthe ribs. She should have good
digestive capacity, as shown by the spring of rib and size of stomach.
The so- called wedge_shape of the_dairy cow is clearly defined in a good
milk doe; The constitution, an important item, is indicated by the
depth and width of the Chest. The udder 6houId be of good size when
fined with milk and very_ touch- reduced when empty. A large udder does
not always indicate a_high Milk yield unless it is of the so- called
"genuine" type. The teats should be large enough to make milking easy.

In selecting a doe, the first questions that are naturally asked
are: How much milk will she produce and how long will she milk? While
some does mills for only a few months after kidding, others continue pro-
ducing for 8 to 10 months or even longer.

In selecting does,:especially_when they are milk, avoid those
that are fleshy; this is a strong indication that they are not good pro-
ducers. Select those of the dairy conformation.

Owing to the- scarcity of good purebred_deesand the prices asked
for them, it is mach more economical to begin a herd by Selecting good
grade does, such as are found_in many sections of the country, and
breeding them to superiorbucks_of the_leading_breeds. By keeping the
best young stock and_breeding them_ back to good buekS selected_ for
high producing offspring, a grade herd_ can _be de eloped_ that Will Out=
produce purebreds of _the quality most breeders_areWilling_te sell.
Another way is to buy the _best purebred doe kidS that the buyer can
afford from reliable breeders.

?lethods of

Since the ultimate success of the goat breeder in the improvement
of his animals depends not only on his skill in their selection but
upon the Judicious mating of them as well, it is essential that he have
at least a general understanding of the systems of breedihg used in the
improvement of goats and other livestock.
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Inbreeding_ 10 the mating of animals which have a closer relation-
thip to each other than the average relationship within the species
or breed concerned. Only animals of excellent merit and few defects
should be used in such a system. Mating of sire to daughter; son to
dam,, Ull brother and sister are examples of this system. Animals re-
sulting ftom:auth_natinga are more likely to tranentt their good
charactetistics than_ animals which are possibly -as goa4 individually
bat Whidh have reedited ftai oUtOreaSing or random breeding. However,
this type of breeding 6130 tends to bring out recessive characteristics

not apparent in the patent/3 Whidh maybo undesirable and the breeder
should be quick to dUll tigidly in order to keep only the good
qualities*

Iinebreeding is mating animals so that their descendants will be
kept closely related to done animal regarded as unusually desirable.
It is adampliehed by mating animals that are tvoth closely related to
the unusually desirable ancestor but little if at all related to each
other through any other ancestor. Since both parents are related to
the animal toward Which the linebreeding is being directed, they are
related to each other.

This system is_used_ettensitely and is recommended when the

ancestor to which all offsPting trace_ is `of special merit_and free

from serious defects. HoweVetp_the dhandea of- getting inforioroff-
spring are too great to employ it on average stock in order to avoid

the purchase of a new tuck.

Crossbreeding is the mating of taro animals Which are both pure-

bred but belong to different breada. The hybrid vigor often results

in superior individuals. These are not usually satisfactory as__
breeding stock due to their complex genetic itheritenoei However; on

account of the general dominance of genets favorable to size, vigor;

fertilityi and production, goat raisers interested primarily in milk

production employ this system with good results.

Outcrossing is the mating of animals of the 614M6 breed but which

show no relationship for at least the_fitet 3_0t s generations.- It is

a relatively safe system to use, fol. it 15 unlikely that two unrelated
animals in a breed; selected more or lebe at tandOn4 will be partying

the sane undesirable genes and pane them along to the'offspring*

Grading up is the practice of using_ purebred sires of a_given.

pure breed on native or grade females. Itt purpose is to develop
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uniformity and to increase productivity and quality in the progeny.
This system of breeding* is the most economical way of rapidly lifting
the milk production of commercial stock;

Age of Breeding

Goats are in their prime when from h to 6 years of agei but
choice individuals and good breeders may often be kept to advantage
several years longer; The genera' practice.? is to breed young does
when they are 15 to IP months of apti at which time they will be
practically grown if they have been well cared for; Most breeders have
their does kid in the months of Februaryi Marchi and Apriii and breed
them but once a year; Howeveri some people who keep only a few goats
desire a milk supply during the entire yeat and breed a part of the
does to freshen during the fail or early winter; Well -grown young does
can be bred to advantage when from 12 to 15 months of age;

Does will sometimes breed at an early age and care should be taken
not to allow them to become pregnant too young; Cases are recorded in
which does have kidded when leas than 9 months of age;

Periods of Heat

Does come in heat regularly between September and Januaryi and
somewhat irregularly and with less intensity from January to March;
After this only an occasional doe can be bred until late in Augusti
when the entire herd will come in heat again; When they come in heat'
and desire the attention of the buck they make their condition knOWn
by uneasiness and constant shaking of the tail. They usually remain
in heat from 1 to 2 days; The period betWeen heats is ordinatily about
21 days;/ From the record kept of the Department's hetdi most does
have returned in from 17 to 21 tarsi but sometimes they will return in
from 51to 7 days after service: Thisi howeveri may be an_ indication
that something is wrong with the doe; Bucks are continual lk of use
for service from the fall to-the spring season; It is during this
time/that they have such a otrong odor; The number of does to breed
to one buck depends on hie age and condition; An early spring buck
kid if well grown andproperIy handleti_can be bred to a few does_
the following fail; -A buck from 12 to I8.months of are can - be bred to
at/least 25 doeti and a mature buck is eufficient for from it0 to 50
dOes;
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Out-of-season Breeding

Breeders experience much difficulty in getting does to breed
'during the late spring and summer months; Th4:s seasonal restriction
in the breeding of does createe a problem of maintaining a fairly
uniform level of milk production throughout the year and is of much
concern to goat dairymen and others who would prefer a fairly con-;
stant supply of milk; Several possible means of spreading the period
over which does come in milk have been invest -..ted by research
workers and in some instances applied by breetc_ Probably the moat
practical ones are: (I) Delayed breeding of a part of the does in a
herd so that some are bred at different times during the breeding
season, (2) pen breeding-virgin or dry does during the spring and
summer months, by permitting a buck to run with them, and (3) selection
of does that tend to come in estrus outside the usual breeding season,
thereby increasing the spread in possible breeding dates.

Until other methods can be developed, the first and_second ones
can be ;:onsidered the most Practical,- Even theme are` not so easy of
application in man herds as in large ones where there is more oppor-
tunity for separation of animals into_groups_for early and late_
breeding; Reserving some does for late breeding may also'result in
a few dry does since goats do not breed with as much certainty during
the latter part as in the early months of the breeding season.

,

To develop a strain of_goats whic1-. would consistently breed out
of season, if possible, would require many generations of vigorous
selection for the trait.

The injection of hormones to produce out -of- season breeding_ has
not proved effective in the Department's herd and in some cases has
proved detrimental in retarding the occurrence of natural estrus and
thereby delaying the effective breeding._ Therefore, this practice can-
not be recommended to the practical breeder.

Gestation Peridd

The gestation- period, which is the time between the effective
service of the buck and the birth of the -kid or kids, ranges from
1146 to -l52 days. It is usually spoken of as months, The average
gestation period recorded for several years in the BeltsVille herd of
ToggenbUrg does was 1li6 days.
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Number of Kids

Milk goats are very prolific. The usual number of kids at one
tin% for mature does is 2, but frequently thereare3; and it is not
a rare thing, especially among the common American goats; to have 0_
doe produce b. Yearling Toggenburg does at Beltsville have produced
kids at a rate of 161 per 100 does; while -the mature Toggenburg_
does have_ produced kids at the rate of 196 per 100 does; Pecords_in=
ditate_little difference between Toggenburg and Saanen breeds in this
respect.

FEED AND MANAGEMENT

Successful goat prodUction; as with other livestock; requires_
the use of proper feeding methods. The ability to convert feed into
milk is inherited. A2nsequently; ons of the most important problems__
of the peat breeder is -to be feed his goats that this inherited ability.
is utilized te the_maXiftdM. Unless feeding permits full development,_
intelligent selection cannot be made of the animals which can transmit
tha desired characteristics. Undernourished does that never had an
bppOrtunity tedbmonstrate their capacity to produce milk;_and bucks
lacking in growth and Vigor; are difficult to appraise accurately.

The Buck

Ih handling goats; the bucks are a considerable_ problem. Their-
strong odor and disgusting habits cause many people_tb_take a great_
dislike to goats. Bucks shouldbekept_away from the does except When
desired for seri:ice.' If they are kept in_thesams_barn_orroom where
the does are milked; some of the strong odor_is likely to be- absorbed
by_the milk. Place the bucks_in a separate barn or shed; with a lot
ben-dent for exercise and pasture;

The best results can be expected only_when the bucks are kept in
a_healthy condition._ Tiring the winter months the ration should ton=
eitt of a hayalfalfa; clover; or mixedhayr7and corn stover, with
some succulent feed such as silage and turnips; and a sufficient quantit
of grain.

_The_1.buCkis_in the Department's herd- are usually wintered on-
pounds of alfalfa or clover hay; 1 to 1 pounds of silage, and lip:wilds
of grain a day; the grain mixture consisting of 100 pounds of corn;
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100_pounds of oats) 50 pounds of bran, and 25 pounds-of linseed mea3.
During the breeding season the grain ration for mature bucks is usually
increased to 2 pounds per head daily. When the bucks are on good
pasture, no grain is necessary;

DUring the breeding season it is usually necessary to keep the
hicks_separate, or they will fight and are likely to injure one another.
A_ wood lot With plenty of browse_is an excellent place for them Suring
tha summer. .0oats are browsers by nature and prefer leaves, twigs,
and weeds to-grass.

It is often necesnarY to protect the trees in the lots and pastures
by putting around them a framework covered with close-woven wire._ This
is true_especially of the young_trees. If no lot, or only a small lot,
is available for feed and exercise) the buck may be tethered out._
Vacant lots can often be utilized to advantage. Fresh feed as well as
a variety is thus afforded.

The laod

Most of the feeds that are valuable for the production of mirk
for dairy cows are also suitable_for does. From 6 to 8 goats can be
kept upon the feed required for l cow. Whet does are in milk,_they
should be allowed all the roughage that they Will aonsumel_such as
alfalfa, clover, or mixed hay and corn stover. They should receive
a liberal quantity of succulent feed) such as silagei_mangel-wurzels)_
carrots, rutabagas, parsnips, or turnips. The grain feeds bast suited
for their ration are corn) oats, bran, barley) and linseed meal or
linseed cake. Other feeds that are often available and that can be._
utilized are cottonseed meal, brewers' grains, corn bran, gluten feed)
and beet pulp.

A ration that, has proved to he very satisfactory for does in
milk during the winter season consists of 2 pounds of alfalfa or clover
hay, 1 pounds of corn silage or roots, and from 1 to 2 Pounds of

grain. The grain ration consists, of a mixture of 100 pounds of corn,
ino Pounds of oats, 50 pounds of bran, and 25 pounds qf linseed meal.
When the does are on pasture they receive from I to It pounds per head

daily of the grain mixture.

There is a great_ difference in Individual posts; one -oat may
readily eat a ration that another may not like so well. As in the casec

of dairy cows; each doe should be studied if the best results are to
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be obtained. It is best to feed separately each. doe that is giving
milk. This not only affords an opportunity to study each individual
but also insures that each one receives the_ quantity intended for
her. 4.1gotid practice is to feed grain on the basis of a doe'smilk
production; that is; at a ratio of 1 poUnd Of. grain for each 3 or 14
pounds of milk produced; with a daily minimum allowance for all does
Of 11 pounds of grain per head"

In -the Department's herd of TogrenbUrg does an average of 1.0
pound of grain is required to produce a quart of milk, on the basis
Of the daily consumption of grain throughout the entire period of
lactation. Approximately 500 pounds of hay -and 1450 pounds o grain a
year ate required for a mature doe; provided of course; that good
pasture -is Afforded as much as 6 months of _the year" If no pasture is
available abbiUt twice the amount of hay and -2A percent more grain
is reqUired._ It is estimated that 1 acre of good pasture is sufficient
for 2 to 3:Mature goats during a grazing season to 6 months in
length" If- grain and hay are to be grown Rik the goats; additional
acreage must be- provided for this purpose._ .Gbats relish browse; but
a doe cannot be "expected to_produce milk_ at her Maximum level with-
out_the addition of good iegune hay or other pasture plus a grain
ration.

Young does should be kept growing' In- the Spring; summer; and
. fall; if they have plenty of browse And_pAStutia; no griln is
necessary" If no browse is afforded and the pasture is short duXing
certain months; give them a little grain. In Winter they Should be
fed dbouta poUnd of grain; 1.to 1 pounds of silage -or roots; and
all.the hay or fodder they will consume. They should have -a shed for
Shelter and protection from the wind" Goats must be kept dry and
out of cold winds for best results'

Some goat breeders make it a practice to gather leaves In the
fall and store them for winter use. ThiS practice - should be . resorted
to only in cases of shortage of litirt deSirable feed" heaves may be
usedifor bedding; but even for this porpOSe_they_are only fairY
satisfactory; If only 1 or 2 -goats are kept) reuse from the kitChen;
such as potato'and turnip peelings, cabbage Ieaves; and waste bread
may be utilized foz' feeding. If nedetadrY; does may be tethered
ont; as described'in connection with handling the bdcki

Ail feed offered to goats should be_clean" lations Should be
made up from the 'best feeds_ available and those most relished by the
goats:_ Salt should be provided in the form of medium fine stock
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salt with trace minerals. Phenothiazine can be mixed with this in
the proportion of 12 to 17 parts salt to 1 part PIenothiazine without

coloring the Milk. This provides sane protection from internal
parasites as the does consume their salt requirement. In order to be
sure they get enough phenothiazine to protect them, no other salt

should be provided and mixed feed containing salt should not be used.
A good Supply of fresh water is necessary; goatee'should not be compelled
to drink from pools where the water has been standing.

Lactation period

The lactation period, which is the time that a doe produces milk,'
varies considerably in the different breeds and types of goats. It
ranges all the way from 3 to 10 months, or even longer. A lactation
period ranging from 8 to 10 months is considered very satisfactorY
There are certain conditions, such --as --the breeds_individualityi_heaIthi_
feed, and regularity and thoroughness of milking, which may influence
it Purebred does of any of the leading breeds, as a general rule, will
Milk longer than any of the so=ctlled common, or American type. The
breed that has been developed the longest should, of course, excel in
this respect if the animals have been properly selected._ There are
always individuals in a breed thit excel along certain lines, and
this is especially true as regards length of lactation period.

The health of the does while giving milk is of special importance.
When does are out of condition frequently their milk yield ehricke,
and in many caaes, they have to be dried up. Proper feed and regu-
lar feeding have a tendency to extend the lactation period not only
by stimulating_the production but by causing a more uniform flow
during this time. The milking -must be done regularly and thoroughly
if good results are desired. Irregularity and neglecting to draw all
the milk from the udder h:tve a tendency to shortal the period.

Milking

As young does usually object at firSt to being milked,_the
stanchion arrangement-shown in the illustration is an excellent method
of handling them, For the first -few times at leas'; it is_best_tc
'give the does a little grain feed in the_bm: attadhed/to the_utanchion.
Does soon become accustomed to being, milked and -after a feW_times_will
jump upon the stand and put their heads through the etair:hion with-
out being assisted.
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The doe't udder should always be either_ washed or wiped thoroughly
before being milked. Ordinarily a damp cloth it Safficient to remove
All foreign Material; The first Milk drawn should not be saved, as the
openings in the teats may be partially filled_With foreign matter whichwill Wremoved after a little milk hasbeen drawn.- It is best to have
a room for milking separate from the main goat barn; This prevents themilk from absorbing any odors in the stable.

There are -two systems of milking goats: From the_ side; as cows
are milked, and from the rear. This latter method_it largely a Euro-
pean style_and_it_Uted very little in the United States as there is
more opportunity for contamination of the milk from dirt and droppings;
Commercial_daitiet usually make milking arrangements to conform to
IoCal health regulations.

There are also two systems of drawing milk from the udder: One
consists in pressing the teat in the hand, as is usually practiced in

c o w s The first can be adopted
when the teats are of sufficient size to be grasped by the hand. The
other method is necessary only for goats with small teats or for goats
in their first lactation, before the teats are fully developed. In
stripping, the teat is grasped between the first finger and the thumb
close to the udder and drawn dawn the entire length, sufficient press
sure being exerted to cause the milk to flow freelY.

A heavy producer may have to be milked_three tines a day for a
short timej bat twice is sufficient foi" most does_i__ The period between
takings should be divided up as equally -as possible. _Milk should
not be used far_human consumption until the fourth or fifth day after
the doe gives_birth to kids; Some authorities recommend_Waiting long-
er,but this is not necessary if everything i8 normal. Regularity in
milking is important, and kindness and_gentleness should be regarded
as essential. It is advisable that the milking be_done by the same
person so far_at possible. Milking machines especially detignod for
goats are used in many commercial dairies.

Care of the Milk

Utensils_ used in handling the milk may be purchased ftoth goat
dairy supply houtet. All utensils should be kept clean. A sanitary
stainless steel Milking pail with detachable hood has_ been satisfac-
tory at BelttVille. These pails are of 14-quart capacity. At soon as the
milk is drawn it ehould be weigtmd, strained, and cooled. The
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weighing is necessary if one is to determine accurately how_ mach a

doe produces.; Milk records are especially valuable to the breeder in

selling stock as well as in selecting breeding animals.

The milk should always be thoroughly strained to remove any

foreign matter. The best method is to use comnercial filters or

strainers, but it is- possible to use a layer of sterilized absorbent

cotton between two cloths,_ or to pass the milk through several thicknesses

of cloth. Cheesecloth is best for this purpose.

To check the_groWth of baCteria the milk should be cooled to a

temperature of 1400 F. as soon after milking as possible. This may

be done by placing -the cans in a tank containing cold water. One_of

the best systems of cooling the milk rapidly, however, is to run -it-

over a cooler inside of_WhiCh is cold, running water. Milli Should be

kept cool until wanted- for Use_._ Complete information on the production

can n miIk is contained in Partners' Bulletin 2017.

Sometimes undesirable flavors appear'in,the milk. These may be

due to strong feeds such as Wild garlic or strong-flavored weeds or

vegetables consumed by does too near to milking time. Good flavored

milk results from proper handling,,such as keeping bucks separate from

the milking does, using perfectly clean utensils, cooling the milk__

rapidly after it is drawn, and keeping it refrigerated. Occasionally,

owing to ill health or some systemic disorder, indivi.m:u does will

give poorly flavored milk. TheorieSihave been advanced that

individual does vary in the amount of fatty acids secreted in th-e_milk,

and thus does receiving the same feed sometimes produce diffsiently

flavored milks. Some breeders_balieve that off-flavored milk is an

inherited Characteristic. Still others have observed that does milked

for unusually long lactation periods tend to produce milk of poor

flavor. Experimental study of this problem is needed.

Because pasteurization of goat's milk distributed for human con-

sumption is required by public health authorities in many Iocalitied,

its effects on nutritive valuei_are important. Studies by the Depart-

ment have shown that the solubility of calcium and phosphorus is

Slightly increased:and the curd tension_ is reduced by pasteurization.

This process improve§ the keeping quality more than the flavor 'or

freih_goat's milk. Pasteurization b, holding the milk at not less

than 142° P. for 30 minutes caused a decrease of from 33 to 45 percent

in the.content of reduced ascorbic acid, or vitamin C.



Care of the Doe during kidding

Ordinarily the dOt_and kid need no special care during and after
kidding; A_fell_dity6 before expected parturition the doe should be
given a small stall where she may be alone; Plenty of clean bedding,
such as straw, leaves; or shavings should be provided; She may have
all she Will eat._ If she is indifferent about food, adding carrots,
beets, or small pieces of apples to her ration may induce her to eat.

ASaiatince at birth is seldom required. Small or young does
kidding for the first time may need help. Parturition may require an
hour. If it is not completed by the end of 2 hours, assistance should
be given. Wash the hands and arms with soap and warm water and a
rild diAinfectant, such as a 10- percent solution of therapogen. This
is made by taking one part of therapogen and diluting with 9 parts of
water.

EJ:ttine with the hand the position of the kid in the uterus. _

Normally the two front feet should be felt first with the nose_resting
on the front legs_i Fasten a stout cord which has been disitifedted in
the tOliitiOn to the kid's front legs and pull_gently at the doe
strains. The kid's head should move along with the legs.__Cince the
forelegs and head are passed there will usually be no further. trouble.
If one leg is doubled back, it should be straightened_ out aCthat it
lies alongside of the oth,:ar so that both will come out together. Never
pull on the front legs unless the head is coming along with them.

If the kid is in a posterior position, the two hind feet must
be expelled together., Attach a cord to them and proceed as in a
forward presentation.

In a baCkWard presentation the kid's back is sometimes downward.
In this case the kid should 'oe turned in the passage so that its belly
will be downward any pulling is done;

After the kid is out, dry it off with a clean dry cloth and put
it near the doe. She will usually lick it clean and otherVise_care
for it. A second or third kid may be born following removal of the
firat one. The afterbirth as soon as passed should be burned or
buried. If the afterbirth is retained for more than 21 hours, or if
there is inflammation of the uterus, 2 to 3 ounces, of mineral oil
containing one -half dram of iodoform may be introduced into the uterus
through a sterile soft tubber tube; This loosens the attachment of
the After birth to the womb and prevents bacterial infection.
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After the kid_gets up and starts to nurse, make certain that it

is getting milk. Stripping the_teats_a few times Will indicate the

presence or absence_of milk. If the_teat is not open a veterinarian

should be called. The kid or kids should receive the firSt_Milk,_or
colostrum. If hand feeding_ is to_be_used the kid should not be al-
lowed to nurse the doe at all but should be fed_from a bottle with

a nipple for the first few days, then taught to drink_from a pan.__If
the kid nurses the doe,_see_that both halves_of the udder_are emptied

uniformly. The udder should not be allowed to become hard.

Raibing the Kids

The raising of_the kids_is especially important when it is de-

sired either to sell or use_the miik_for family purposes; If the
kids are not to be raised4 they can frequently be sold for pets or
for meat when 2 to 3 months old. Kids that are allowed to suckle
their dams not ohly_make good growth but require very little atten-

tion as compared With_those raised_by hand. However hand-raising
helps avoid ill-shaped udders which sometimes result from uneven
suckling, prevents weaning difficulties, and provides a check on.miIk-

production.

The quantity of milk to be_fed and the length of time that it

should be fed depends on several. conditions. Kids dropped in the
spring do not require so much milk or need to be fed so long as those

dropped in the fall_or early winter. The quantity of milk required

for a kid can be_determined readily.fromthe fact that a doe producing

from 3 to 1 pounds of Milk_a_da7 can easily raise two kids satisfacto-

rily. This means that each kid_needs l to 2 pounds of milk a day, or

1= to 2 pints; The Department in an experiment alloWed several does
with records of a little above 4 pounds of milk a day to suckle 3 kids,
feeding the kids alto some hay and_grain. The kids made a fairly good
growth,;which shows that the amount of milk can be decreased if other

feed is supplied.

Studies_ in the feeding_ of kids by hand in the Department's_ herd

have shown_that after they have reached 10 weeks of age the milk may
be replaced in_a_largemeasureby good alfalfa hay end mixed grain_

without sacrificing body weight and development; During the period

of 10 to weeks of age, the, kids in one lot were given 60 pounds _

less of Silk_than the check lot, and all were fed all the hay and grain

they would clean up. The kids on the restricted milk diet consumed

on the average 9 pOunds.more of grain and 2 pounds more of hay



during this 8-week period than the kids in check lot. The average
weight of the kids in the 2 lots was identical at the close of the
feeding test. This substitution of grain and hay for milk in kid
feeding is economical, as it takes approximately 1 pound of grain to
produce 2.2 pounds of milk.

Kids to be raieed by hand should not be allowed to nunse the doe.
They should, however, be given the colostrum or first milk which is
so valuable to them during the 2 days following birth. This milk
should be fed at frequent intervals from a bottle and nipple.

Kids can be raised satisfactorily on whole cowts milk' and some
goat breeders have adopted a system whereby skim milk has been used
with a fair degree of success. The kids should be changed from whole
to skim milk very gradually, the quantity of Skim milk being gradvAlly
increased until it makes up the entire milk ration. After this has
been done the kids will usually consume from 2 to 3 pounds a day.
They dhould be given just as much as they will drink readily, and
until they are at least 6 weeks old they should be fed three times a
day. During this time the milk should be warmed and fed at a'temp-
erature ranging fXom 90° F. to not more than 980 F. The kids can be
weaned from milk when they are from-3_ to 4 months old. At about 8
weeks of age the digestive Aystem of kids is usual]4y sufficiently
developed_ so that they can obtain substantial nourishment from solid
feeds. At weaning age they will consume sufficient hay, grain, and
pasture to make a good growth. Some of the leading goat breeders do
not wean the kids until they are about 5 months of age. The age of
weaning, however, should depend upon the system of raising the kids.
If raised by nursing the does, they can be allowed to remain in the
herd until 5 month(' of age; but if they ars raised by hand feeding
and the supply of milk is limited, they may be weaned much earlier with-
out serious reaults.

Kids Will eat a little hay and grain at an early age, and they
Should be provided with them. Alfalfa or clover hay dhould Ix: given
in a rack andthegrain mixture in a trough. Arrangements should he
made to keep the kids'- out of both the rack and the trough. A good
grain ration for -the kideconsists_of cracked corn, crushed or rolled
oats, and bran mixed in the proportion of one part cracked corn, one
part crushed or rolled oats, and one-half part bran. They should be
allowed as much as they will clean up during the" 21i -hour period until
they are eating one-half pouryi a day. All grain that is not eaten /Mould
be removed from the trough each day and fresh grain provided; as kids
are very delicate in their eating habits.
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If the kids are fed by hand, they can either be given the milk
from a bottle with a nipple or a tank with a number of nipples attached,
or they may be fed from pans. Most kids can easily be taught to drink
from a pan or trough, and this system is less troublesome.' Some
kids, however, are very slow in learning to drink and do much better
when fed from a bottle; Cleanliness is absolutely essential for the
successful raising of kids; The pans, pails, bottles; and nipples
should be kept clean; After the kids are a few weeks old and have
learned to drink, they can be fed from a galvanized -iron trough.
Care should be taken; however, to see that each kid receives its share
of the milk;

Kids are very playful creatures and reauire considerable
exercise; If they are kept in a small enclosure, it is a good plan
to put -a box from 18 to 20 inches in height in the center, so that
they may run and jump upon it. This will give them plenty of exer-
cise, ane they will have keen appetities. Pasture or browse should
be afforded as early as possible.

Castration

All buck kids not to be kept or sold for breeding purposes should
be castrated when they are from 10 days to 3 weeks of age. The older
they are, the more severe the operation. The operation of castration
is very simple and can be performed by the elastration or pincer
methods or by cutting the lower third of the scrotum off and grasping
above the testicles forcing them out so that they can be grasped and
pulled away one at a time with the spermatic cord attached.

The elastration method is accomplished by expanding a rubber band
by an instrument, Which is released around the scrotum, above the
testicles, stopping the flow, of blood to the extremity below the band.
The pincer method is performed by clamping pincers, the jaws of which
do not come entirely together across the scrotum above the testicles.
This pincer crushes the cord but does not sever the outside layers of
skin. These are known as bloodless methods of castration.

In case the knife is used when the kids are more than h months of
age, the_cords should not be pulled out but scraped off just above the
testicles. The wound should be bathed with some good disinfectant
after the operation.

Buck kids should be separated from the doe kids when they are
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about h months of age Doe kids come in heat when young; and the
young bucks worry them a great deal if allowed to run with themi
Occasionally doe kids become pregnant when they are only h to 5 months
of age.

Marking

Each goat in the herd should be marked in some manner for identi-
fication. This may be done by the use of metal ear labels, by notching
the ears, or by tatooing the ears. In some instances all three of
these systems are used. When this is done, the kids' ears are notched
as soon, after birth as possible, and when they arefrom 3 to 6 months
of age the ear label is inserted and the tatooing done. The ear
label is only a fairly satisfactory method of marking and never should
be used as a sole means of identification as tic' label is liable to be
torn out. Care should always be taken tcinsert the label rather close
to the head and far enough up into the ear to make it fairly tight.

Notching the ears can be done with the punch used for inserting
the ear label. Notches on certain parts of the ears indicate certain
numbers, the sum of the numbers represented by the notches being the
number of the goat. Numbers up into the hundreds involve a rather
complicated system, but they are not usually necessary in a small herd.
To avoid a complex system, each crop of kids may be numbered from one
upward. The notch system is especially valuable, as it not only
Serves as a means of identification but it is not always necessary to
catch the goats to read their numbers. A person can stand at some
distance, and if the goat is facing him the notches can be seen readily

Tatooing on the inside of the ear is the most satisfactory
method of marking goats. There are on the market tatooing instruments
having adjustable numbers and letters, with which a combination con-
taining 3 or h of either or both can be made. Some breeders tatoo
their initials in one ear and a number in the other. Tattooing is an
excellent method of recording the identity of goats as the numbers are
easily read and when properly inserted are practically permanent.
Special nonfading tattoo ink can be obtained from all livestock equip-
ment houses. Care should be used to make sure the ink is rubbed well
into the indentures made by the needles.

Dehorning

Mature goats may be dehorned safely. This is done best by sawing
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the horns off -oldie() to the head with a wire saw_ such as veterinarians
use, The operation should be perforMed if possible when the weather
is fairly cool and when flies_are_not_troublesome. As soon as the horha
are removed, apply a little pine tar to the wounds.

The horns on kids can be prevented from developing by using_
caustic soda or potash sticks- commercial horn removing_preparationel
or the disbudding iron. Regardless of the method used_it is highly
important to make sure that the kid to be disbUdded actual* requires
disbudding; that is, be certain that the kid is not natural* hortilieee.
To determine whether a kid has horn buds the hair_shoUld_be clipped _

closely from the top of the head Where the_horn bUds_woUld be expected.
If two shiny hairless spots show up,_the_ size of a_ pinhead or larger,
and if the skin is tightly attached to the skull_ at these points, it
is highly prubable_that the kid has horn buds. On a_natural* hornless
kid, the skin tan_be_moved frdm side to side by puthing with the
finger, as the_skin is_notattadhed. _However4 there_is an enlargement
at the point at which the horn would be attached to the akUll. The
most favorable. time to disbud is the day after the_kid is born, pro=
vided the kid is of normal vigor4 and it_has been determined that the
kid has horn buds. The sooner the operation is performed the lese
developed the horn buds will be and the easier it is to stop their
growth.

Cauatic sticks of soda or potash may be obtained from the drug
Store. These Should be used with care, as they may injure the skin of
the person handling them. The stick caustic should be wrapped in a
piece of paper to protect the fingers, leaving one end uncovered.
Moisten the uncovered end and rub it on the horn buttons. Care Should
be taken to apply the caustic to the horn button oral, but it Should
be blistered well. This is best effected by clipping the hair close
to the head for some distance around the horn button and coating the
surface with petrolatum, leaving_ the skin close to the horn button
and the button itself free from the coating.

The caustic may then be applied to the uncoated portion without
danger of its burning the remainder of the head or running into the
eyes. The application Should be made when the kids are from 2 to 5
days old.

The disbudding iron probably gives more uniformly successful
results and is easier on both the kid and the operator than the other
methoda. A disbudding iron can be purchased from goat dairy supply
firms or made by anyone handy with tools. It resembles a soldering
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iron- with the tip sawed off Irons; the ends of Whith are slightly
concave, are_preferable to irons sawed off with_plain,end; although
theee_also give good results. For disbudding the iron should be
heated so that At least_2 inches_are_cherry=red._HOing two irons so
that a_fresh one is- ready for the second horn bud accelerates the
optiation. For small doe kids a "/8-inch (diaMeter)_ iron is suffi-
ciently large; but for large does and especially_bUCk kids a 1-inch
iron is better. The iron should be centered Otitthe horn buds; and
4ppried with a rotary motion and Iight_pressure; foi-_ftom 5 to IC)
econds or more depending on the size and development of_the horn

buds. When_ the iron has burned enough the clean skull Will show.
It is important that the iron be acherry=red heat, bebause at a lower
temperature a_longer time is:-required which -is more exhausting to the
kid.' Unguentine or carbolatedvaseline should be applied to each disc
immediately after disbudding;

Care of the HoOft

If goats are more or less confined and not allowed to run upon
gravelly or rocky soii_theirhoofs grow oUt_and should be trimmed; A
goat should have its_ hoofs trimmed so_that it. Will stand souarely on
its feet; A aharp:pruning or hoe knife is best for this operation.
The horny edge of the hoof should be triMined level with' the soft
tissue Which comprises the sole, and if thii tissue is overgrown or

-unbalanced it May also require a little trimming. This part of the hoof
is sensitive and must be trimmed carefully -and not too deeply;
Excessive horny portions of the heel ahOdld be trimmed so that the
entire foot will set squarely on the ground, If the hoof is over-
grown and badly out of shape; it will be necessary to restore it gradualw.
1y_to normal shape by drawing it to form a little_more at each
trimming. The need for hoof trimming will VaryWith_individual goats;
bUt examination of the hoofs shoUld be made at monthly intervals;

GOAT MEAT AND GOATSKINS

There has always been a rather_general prejudice in this country
against the use of goat meat as food; HOweVer;_in some sections a
great many goats of. the milli type, especially kids, are consumed

.

and are in demand.7-They are_eold for_slaughter When from 8 to 12
Weeks of age; The flash of young goata; or kids, is palatable and has
a flavor suggesting Iamb;
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The prices of goats sold on the Market for slaughter are always

considerably less than those received for Sheep. Goats do not fatten

and carry flesh as sheep do.

The United States imports in normal times about 4000001000 goat-

skins anttally,_so it would seem the:. there ShoOld be a readymarket

for:all skins that could heproduced; Skins froth the_shorthairod_

goats4such_as the common type of American goat and the milk- breeds,

are the kind used in the manufacture of shoeS, glovesi bookbindings,

pocketbooks- and like articles; However, as a these, skins have

only a small commercial value.

TROUBLES WITH GOATS

Although considered very healthy, goats are subject to disease

and have their troubles as well as any other animal. Goats are less

subject_ to disease than sheep, but the two species are so closely

allied that, in general, the treatment in cases of disease is the same

for both. Since the diarnosis and treatment of diseases require
special knoWledge and experience, the services of a veterinarian

should be obtained whenever disease problems arise.

A matter Of_great_importance and one on whiCh_breeders lay -con-

siderable emphasis is the fact that goats are rarely affected with

tuberculosiS. When confined to close quarters with cows that have

tuberculosis, they -may, however, contract the disease.__ Goats that

are in good condition are not very liable to contract disease, but -some

maladies may affect thek if they are allowed to get in poor condition.

In the Federal_teat inspection the cause of most of the condemna-

tions for goats on both ante- mortem and post.mortem inspections is

emaciation. Emaciation may be due to any one of a combination of7_

factors'suckas_StaMadh WorMas_flukes, tapeworms, and abortion. It

is necessary, of courte$ to determine the cause beforetrestment can

be administered;

Diseases and Minor Ailments

Brucellosis

This term covers infection due to germs belonging to_the genus

known as BrUdelle. Organisms of this class are responsible fOr



brucellosis, also known as Banglaedisease and infectious abortion, in
cattle and other animals, MA2tafever in goats, and undulant fever in
man who contracts the disease directly or indirectly from infected
animals or their products;

Brucellosis in goats is most frequently caused by the germ,
BrucelIa mentensis; ,Signs of infection may vary considerably. Abor-
tions are common in herds where the disease has been recently intro-
duced as well as in young does from herds where infection has been
present for a considerable time. Other symptoms occasionally_ observed
are lameness, retarded milk secretions, and inflammation of the udder.

Suspicion as to the presence of brucellosis can be verified
tests of the animal's blood; In herds found to be infected, repeated
tests are usually desirable. The test, known as the agglutination test;
is the same as that commonly used for brucellosis, or Bang's disease,
in cattle; Milk and milk products from infected animals:are dangerous
unless pasteurized or boiled; Persona caring for infected animals are
exposed to the infection;

The chief method of prevention is frequent blood testing. Newly
acquired animals should always be subjected to test, preferably by an
authorized agent of the State, before they are added.to healthy goat
herds. This is especially desirable in peat dairies, and is mandatory
in some States; Thereacting_animals should either be isolated pend-
ing replacetent or slaughtered under veterinary supervision.

Abortion

Goats, like all other species of farm animals, sometimes abort.
The abortion may be caused by infection, lack of some necessary ele-
ment in the diet, or other factor about which little or nothing is
known.

If several-repeated abortions should occur in the herd, infection
of some kind may be suspected. In_such a case it would be advisable
to_have the aborting goats, or even the entire herd, blood-tested for
Malta fever. Geats affected With this disease are apt to abort. Malta
fever is not likely to appear among poets except in those restricted
localities where the disease is known to exist. The test for Malta
fever is the same as that for Bang's disease.



If a dor, aborts ste should be placed in,a pen by herself, away
from the Yard, and kept isolated until discharges from the generative
organs cease and recovery is complete.

The fetus and after birth; provideethe,latter has been expelled;
should be disposed of in such a manner, as to be inaccessible to the
rest of the-herd. Similar disposition'shouid be made of the die=
charges from the genital organs and of contaminated bedding.

Pens in which abortive goats have beep isolated should be well
cleaned and disinfected before being used again.

Little can be done or is necessary in the way of treatment beyond
attention to the comfort and,nourieMent of. the animal.' If the after=
birth is retained for more than 24 pOurs; the subcutaneous or_intra-_
muscular injection of diethylstilbestrol or estradiol diproprionate is =

recommended. This treatment produces contraction of.the uterus Which
aide in the expulsion of fluids and eventual detachment of afterbirth.-

Constipation

Constipation_sometimes_occurs; especially in the kidi. Sif0016
constipation may be due to digestive-disturbances resulting from _

accumulations of poorly digested dry feed, lea of exercise; or gorging.

A change_ of diet and adequate exercise_ may serve to relieve this
condition._ When medication is_requited such simple drugs as Epsom
salts or oil may usually be safely administered as a drench.

The dosage for mature stock
solved in 1 pint of warm water.
half that dosage. Castor oil or
Salta will -be effective; and the
number of liquid ounces.

is from 2 to 4 ounces of salts dia-
Weanlibg kids should receive only
raw linseed oil in- place of Epsom
dosage shodld consist of the sane

Mastitis, or caked udder

When mastitis is present the udder usdalAy_feele hard and is hot
and swollen; but an occasional case may be found in whith there are
flakes in the milk And very little swelling of the udder. _The_oon-
dition is caused very frequently by the presence of bacteria which
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multiply in the_MiIk and tissues of the udderi and set up ittatilimatoty
changes. InjUriesi excessive accumulation of milk in the udder, rough
milking.) 'chilling, and systemic derangements favor the development of
the dieease-prodicing germs,. The diseased animal should be- promptly
removed from the herd and treated. Treatment consists in milkinethe
thimal_thorouthly_hut_gently every hour or two auring the day. 7ho ap=
plioation of hot towels or water as hOt as the hand will stand for 20
minutes 1& to 5 tithes a day will also be of benefit.

Antibiotics and sulfonamides are also useful for intramammary
injection in cases of chronic mastitis or parenterally in acute cadet/.
If these drugs are injected through the teat canal thenfrequent
stripping of the udder, is not necessary. Treatment by use of anti=
biotics and aUlfonaMides should be administered by a competent vet=
erintrian.

Sore Teats

Thi'd condition may be caused by the teeth of the kids, warty
grOwths on the teats, or an injury. After the teats have been wash=
ed and driedi carbolated petrolatum should be applied.

Foot Rot

Unless properly managed goats may have_foot rot. The. first
evidence of this troubIe,to attract attention is a slight lammed,
Which rapidly becomes more marked. The foot will become swollen and
warm to the touch. There is -no specific treatment for this condition.
A treatment may be auccessfUl under certain conditions and worthless
under others. In atreatment sometimes usedi the affected feet are
first trimmed thoroughly so as to expose the seat of infectionli and,
then soaked in a saturated solution of copper sulphate (2i pounds to 1
gallon of water) for eeveral minutes. The animal is removed to clean
dry quarters -and thecopper sulphate treatment repeatedi_when neoessary
Pine-tat applied to the feet helps to promote healing after the in=
fection has been_controlIed. Sulfonamides and antibiotics are also
used in the treatment /of foot rot.

Parasites

Goats and sheep become infested with about the same kinds of
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int?.,rnal and external parasites, and are adversely affected in a
similar manner. A detailed discussion of this subject is giVen in
Farmers' Bulletin 1330; Parasites and Parasitic Diseases of Sheep;
and only the more important aspects of the ,probIem are discussed herein.

Goats are known to harbor different kinds of parasites, but those
concerned in parasitic gastroenteritis cause the greatest economic
loss. The most important of these are stomach worms; intestinal hair=
worms, and nodular worms. Heavy infestations of the common Stoned'
worm produce a severe anemia; stomach hairworms cause an inflaMation
of the lining of the fourth or true stomadh; resulting in_gastritis,
diarrhea; and loss of appetite. The effects of intestinal hairWorm
infestations are similar to those caused by stomach hairworms, except
that the inflammation is in the small. intestine and is known as
parasitic enteritis. Nodular worms may produce somewhat similar
effects in the large intestine. Emaciation and death of kids and adult
goats may result from heavy infestations of one or more of these
parasites, unless measures are promptly taken to expel a significant
proportion of the worms. Even if death losses do not result from
parasitic infestations, there may be serious effects on growth, inter-
ference with milk productioni_and interruptions in breeding activities.
Other internal parasites; such as liver flukes, tapeworms, lungworms,
and coccidia, also can be troublesome to goats. Certain external
parasites also are injurious but, in general, are considered of
lesser importance.

Phenothiazine is the most effective drug that can be used for the
reMOVal of internal parasites from goats. This drug should be given
in deaeS of 35 to 40.grams (about 1 1/3 ounces) to adult goats, and
20 crams -(2--3 ounce)_to kids under 6 months of age or 60 pounds or less
in weight.- Treatment_with_phenothiazine twice a year is recommended
in daSea_Where parasitism--tends to be troublesome. Mbrefrequent
treatments may -be given if necessary. If goats are in productiin;
the milk ahotld be discarded, or _used for other than human consumption;
for a- period of t days_immediately_following treatment; as Pheno-
ithiazine imparts a pink discoloration to the milk for a few days after
medidation.

Phenothiazine may be -given as a drench or in capsule. Animals
may be treated individually or in groups by mixing the proper amount

of the drug in their feed. This method is not recommended, however,
for goats in production. In order to obtain an accurate diagnosis;
to assure proper dosage, and to avoid injury to the animals; the
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treatment should be given by, or under the supervision of, a veter-
inarian.

Other chemicals, such as copper sulphate, nicotine sulphate, a
combination of these, or tetrachloroethvI,ne; are used to treat worm
parasitism in goats, but none of these is more generally useful than
phenothiazine except perhaps in the case of animals in nroduction.
Farmers' Bulletin 1330 contains further details on these and other
treatments.

Measures other than specific medication can play an important
part in effective control of goat parasites; A wide range and dry,
hillside pastures tend to prevent parasitic infestation, whereas small,
wet Iow-Iying pastures favor the sprea:1 of parasites; Enclosures
free from vegetation are not as dangerous as lush pastures. Cleaning
out the manure frequently and thoroughly is another aid in keeping
enclosures safe; Pasture rotation is an important control measure;
The longer the pastures are rested the greater is the destruction of
the free-living stages of the parasites; If it is not feasible to
use these aids for parasite control one must resort to periodic
medication with phenothiazine or other antiparasitic drugsi

Lice

Goats infested with lice may be treated by dipping, sprayiipp, wash-
ing, or dusting with suitable insecticides; The method of choice will
depend upon the number of animals to be treated; the insecticide used,
prevailing weather conditions; and available facilities; Washing and
dusting -are probably the most practical methods for most dairy herdsi
the latter being particularly useful in cold weather. Spraying and
dipping are very effective, but they are generally feasible only when
large numbers of animals Are to be trented; Whatever method is
selected,'however; all goats in the herd should be treated regardless
of the number of animals infested; It may be noted that clipping
long-haire goats discourages lice and is an excellent sanitary
measure

Suitable dusting powders may be prepared by thoroughly mixing
3 ounces of derris or cube powder (containing 5 percent_of rotenone)
or 2 ounces of methoxychlor (50 percent wettable powder) With 2
pounds of talc, pyrophyllite; or other similar diluent; The mixtures
must be well rubbed into the hair over the entire body surface.
Ordinarily, 1 or 2 ounces is sufficient for a single application which
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can ueually be relied upon to protect the animals from serious re -
infestation for at least 3 or 4 weeks.

Rotenone wash, or dip, may be prepared by dissolving 3 ounoes of
soap flakaa_it 1 gallon of water and adding 12 ounces of derris or cube

powder (containing 5 percent of rotenone). The mixture Should be
Prepared just before use, and it should be kept well stirred at all

times.

A_dip or_wadh_containing 0.5 percent of methoXyChIor is also
effective against lice. A suitable suspension may be prepared by
thoroUghly Mixing 14 ounces of 50- percent wettable methoxyChIor powder
in 3 gallonaof water. The addition of an ounce of soap flakes to
the water makes the wash easier to apply'.

These washes are suitable for use during any reason of the year
except in extremely cold weather. Apply them with a brush or a
cloth, spreading a thin, even coating over the entirc body surface.
Avoid contaminating feed, utensils, and drinking wet. with these
preparations; do not allow pools of the mixtures to form from which
the animals may drink; and do not allow the materials to drain over vege-
tation upon which the goats are permitted to graze.

Other chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides such as DDT, EEC,
toxaphene, and chlordane are also useful in concentrations similar to

those of methoxychlor, but they should not be used on or around dairY

animals in production since they are eliminated partly in the milk.

A more complete discussion of methods of controlling lice may be found

in Department Leaflet 308.
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SINE

Swine prOducera who use sound practices of breeding, feeding, And
management usually make a profit.

If you are--planning to -raise hogs, you should begin by finding_bUt
if a supply of fted_is available. Your farm should produce_ abundant
feed or be in a cash7grain farMing section. Your farm should be acces-
sible to markets so that you can sell the hogs you raise'

NUMBER OF HOGS TO RAISE

Begin hog raising on A small scale. After you develop the neces-
sary skills, gradually increase the herd size to fit your farm.

Expanding too quickly could lead to overstocking in fe0d, labor,
equipment, or housing, or to neglect of other farm enterprises. Be
careful to avoid conflicts of your_farming schedule,==farroVing versus
planting or narvesting. These conflicts can cause serious lodses in
total farm income.

Once you deterMine_the number of hogs that best fits ypur par-
tittlLt farm plan, stick to this number unless some major change --in
size of farm or in cropping-- indicates a larger or smaller herd. Most
successful hog raisers produce at a uniform rate and concentrate on
reduding Waste and increasing efficiency.

In figuring the number of hogs you can raise on- the feed avail-
able, include byproducts and water; Feeds that can be salvaged by hogs
Are skim milk, grain, field gleanings,- unmarketable products froM truck
farmsi and grain in droppings from fattening steers.

SSLECTING BREEDING STOCK

Saws

FOUndation sows for the herd should have meat=typio_bodylddadiqua-
tiohi high milk production, and good weight for age. They_ShOuld be
physically sound. If production-tested sows are unavailable or prices
are too high, select them on individual merit.
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Desirable ConforMation

The_ prospective brood sow should have a long body with afull

spring of rib The back should be uniform in width -and the shoulders

ShOUld be_smooth. Along the toplinei the back shoUld be moderately

arched and full and thick at the loin.

The sides should be long, -deep and smoot, the haM thoUld be

Wide And Well developedi carrying down to within 2 inCheS of the hock.

The jowl, underline, and_base of the ham should be trim. The legs

should be strong, of medium length, and should have_good_fJet_and

strong short pasterns. The sow should have 12 to 114 good teats, open

and without deforMity.

Select breeding females from litters of 10 or more pigs out of

sows that consistently produce large litters.

Profitable Life

The profitable life-of a gilt or sow differs with the type of

operation and With each farm.

Do not replace all gilts_after their first litter. InSteed, keep

the best one-third to one-half of the gilts for a second litter." Hav-

ing sows farrow two litters_a_year will give you more info-libation for

selecting young boars and gilts to be kept in the herd.

This system also permits_ sows to remain in the herd if they are

superior to any of the gilts that would replace them. If distinetly

superior, keep some of the best 8014S for a third or fourth litter.

When you select sows for additional litters, consider the number

of pigs they produce and the weaning weight of the pigs. Also, con=

sider the gilt's own groWth and meat -type conformation.

Crossbred sows are often kept for their superior performance in

prolificacy, milk production; and mothering ability

Systematic crossbreeding programs are usually based on group _

Standards of performance. These standards are maintained by hybrid

vigor in the female line and the use of super; or; production-tested

males.
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In order to obtain the maximum benefits from crossbreeding- allp

sows should be replaced after producing a planned number of litters.
The principal advantages of this system_are_lower maintenance costs
for gilts and higher sale value per pound as compared to older, heavier
sows.

For maximum econory such a system usually includes a favorable
arrangement--exchange or high-resale value--for keeping down the cost.
of boars.

BOARS

Selecting the right boar is even more important-than selecting
sow or gilt because on most farms a boar is usually -bred to several
sows. Use productiontested_meattype boars, especially if they are
as reasonable in price as untested boars.

Ignore minor defects in a_bear unless the feMales have similar
defects. The boar's good qualities shoUld outweigh any major weak-
nesses in the sows.

Performance Information

If you must select a hoar on type and appearance alone, wait until
he is at least 6 months old. At this age, defects as well as desirable
traits can more readily be observed than at younger ages.

Sometimes you must choose between a boar from a herd with high
performance records and a boar of superior appearance from a herd with
no performance_ record. '.,)hen you make this choice, select one the
basis of records rather than appearance.

Consddei, the boar's individuality and records of near relatives-=
sisters, or brothers. The next most important qualities of a boar

to ebnsider_are_a_ moderately long body, good bone, and sound feet and
legs. He should have masculine character, be smooth, net coarse, and
have good muecular_development in his ham and loin. His reproductive
o rgans Should be clearlY visible and yell developed.
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Number of Boars

If the herd exceeds 15 sows and the sown are handled as a single

group) use two or more boars. This will pemit comparisons among the
offspring of different boars and provide a way to select boar replace -

ments on a progeny-test basis.

Avoid breeding animals with ruptures of the navel)_seXtal abhor-

malities such as hermaphroditism and cryptorchidism) and scrotal rup-

tures.

Do not use animals from litters with pigs ths.t have defeCts. A
single defective pig should rule out the selection of ftll sisters and

brothers as breeders.

A roar should not be used for breeding until he is 8- months old.

Kedp_a superior bow as long as he will fit into the breeding plan,

AVOid close inbreeding such as parent-offspring or full brother-sister

matings.

Crossbred Stock

CrOStbred pigs have some advantages over their purebred parents.

Crosses -of lineS Or breeds usually improve prolificacy) survival) growth

rate) and feed efficiency of pigs) and milk production of sows.

TWO brteding plans for obtaining maximum benefits of hybrid vigor

are

* RotatiOnal crossbreeding. It consists_ ofusing purebred sirifs of

three or more breedS in a regtlar sequence or rotation. For exampIej

females of breed A are mated to males of bread B, replacement females

of AB cross are mated to breed_C males and females from this mating (ABC)

are mated to breed A males. This sequence is repeated as long as it gives

satisfactory results.

Crossbreeding, and rotating unrelated lines within a purebreed have

similar effects. rotating lines usually results in less vigor than a

breed cross but produces greater uniformity.
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The improvement obtained under either system depends on the
genetic merit and the combining value of the stocks used;

Breed associations, State and Federal experiment stations, and
extension services sponsor programs for evaluating hog performance and
quality. They also help hog breeders find superior breeding etodk;

FEEDS

Swine are fed chiefly cereal grains and their byproducts; To
these are added protein and other supplements to provides complete
ration. This ration must contain proteins, carbohydrates, fats, minerals,
and vitamins.

Grain

_Corn is the staple grain used for feeding hogs; For best results;
supplement corn with protein, calcium, phosphorus, and pasture or legume
hay;" For growing or finishing pigs, mix ground or shelled corn with a
protein-mineral supplement; Grinding corn for hogs is not eamomical
unless y)u plan to iuse it in a complete mixed diet;

Little wheat is fed to livestock; However, it is worth about 3 to
5 percent more than corn as a hog feed;

Good, sound barley, weighing 46 pounds or more per bushel,_is 90
to 95 percent as good as corn; Lighter weight indicates 1oWer feeding
value. Barley shoiad be ground or crushed; Do not feed seabed barley

Rye seems less palatable to hogs_than other grains._ Fead it ground
with corn, wheat, or barley; 40 i8 dangerous if it contains ergot. Do
not feed rye to pregnant sows; the ergot it may contain induces miscar-
riages:

Oats differ in feeding value--on the basis of percentage of
The hulls determine weight per bushel: You can use oats as a *replace-
ment for corn - up to one-fourth-Of the diet: Ground oats equals the
replaced corn in feeding value, pound for pound.
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Oats is a better feed for growing pigs and brood sows than for
market hogs. Because oats has a high fiber content, it retards exces-
sive fat. You may want to use oats in the final stage of finishing
market hogs.

Grain sorghums are nearly equal to corn as swine feed; They are
slightly higher in protein content but lower in fat. Thresh sorghum
for swine. Grinding grain sorghum seldom pays unless it is handfed.

Rice is rarely fed to swine unless it is damagedl, low-grade, or
exceptionally cheap; It is generally worth about 85 percent as much
as corn.

Grain Sutfstitutes

If your farm is located in an area where grains are_not the most
plentiful feed crops, you can substitute other feeds in the ration.

* CUll or surplus potatoes are occasionally fed to swine._ Use
potatoes--they should be cooked--only partially to replace the grain
portion of the diet._ For best results feed no more than pounds of
potatoes per pound of concentrates.

* Yams or sweetpotatoes are fed to swine_ principally in the South.
There, yams usually outyield corn. Their disadvantages are high labor
cost and low protein, calcium, and phosphorus content. They may be
fed cooked, dehydrated, nr raw.

_Often, yams are harvested_by_grazing_or hogging!-off. For best
results supplement yams with about one -third to one=half of the usual
allotment of graini plus protein.and minerals.

Molasses, when_sUfficiently cheap, can_ replace_ part of the grain
in swine diets. Molasses and sugar are used in pelleted feeds and
starter diets for baby pigs.

Root crops--mangels and turnips--are usually_ relished by_ swine.
They are not economical to feed. Good legume pasture or hay 1_,; more
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Silage is not suited for growing-finishing pigs; However, when
properly supplemented with concentrates; silage is a good feed for
pregnant sows. It costs less than conventional all-concentrate gesta-
tion diets.

Prosco or hog millet is grown mainly in the extreme northern sec-
tion of the West North Central States. It is worth from 85 to 100 per-
cent of the value of corn;

Many grain byproducts are used to feed swine either because of
special nutrient content or favorable prices; Some byproduct feeds
Are hominy and gluten meal from corn, "oat clippings" and feeding oat-
meal; wheat bran shorts and middlings, barley; rye middlings, rice
Apran, and rice polish. For complete information on feeding value of
these byproducts you should consult a textbook on feeds.

PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS

Animal Protein

pyprodtActs of milk, cheese, meat, and fish are valuable protein
supplemerts to grain.

The amount of liquid skim milk or buttermilk needed to balance a
corn diet differs with size and age of the pigs; Weaning pigs (56 days
old) need about 11 to 5 pounds of mi).k product to each pound of corn;

Decrease the milk to 3 pounds when pigs weigh 50 to 75 pounds; to
21 pounds when they weigh 100 to 125 pounds; and to 1 or 2 pounds after
they weigh 150 pounds.

You can reduce the amount of liquid skim milk:or buttermilk by
one-third to one-half if you feed barley, wheat, or-corn;_on_good pas-
ture. Feed 1. to 6 pounds milk per., -pound of corn for 25- to 30-pound
pigs; 3 pounds of milk per pound of corn for 50- to 100-pound pigs;

to 2 pounds milk per pound of corn for 100- to 200-pound pigs;

If- barley or wheat replace corn or corn is_fed on good pasture;
reduce the amounts of milk by one-third to one-half.



Whey is worth about half as much as skim milk; If you feed whey
with corn or barley, also feed a vegetable protein concentrate -- linseed
meal, soybean meal, or cottonseed meal;

Condensed or dried whey, skim milk, and buttermilk are good pro-
tein feeds. They are generally priced too high for economical swine
feeding, except in starter diets for early weaning or creep-feeding
baby pigs.

Use meat scrap and tankage as standards for evaluating other pro-
teiti concentrates.

Meat or fish byproducts are most efficient in a trio-type supple-
ment mixture; This mixture combines a legume hay or meal. with protein
concentrates from both animal and vegetable sources;

Vegetable Protein

Soybean oilmeal is satisfactory as the only protein supplement
to grain if pigs are fed on good pasture with vitamin B,2 and mineral
supplements. The same applies to drylot feeding if a legume hay or
meal is included in the diet.

Cottonseed meal alone is unsafe for unrestricted feeding to swine
because of its free gossypol content. It should be fed in trio -type-
mixture or' combined with animal byproducts;

Peanut oilmeal is a good source of protein for swineo If you feed
it as the only protein sourcel, add calcium to the ration or, you can
feed peanut oilmeal with an equal amount of fishmeal, tankage, or meat
scrap.

Corn and soybeans_are often interplanted for grazing or hogging-
Off. However) raw soybeans are inferior to soybean oilmeal for all
classes of swine.

Peanuts are grown ini:many sections of the South to be hogged7-off;
They produce soft pork but_areusually an economical feed._ Rate of
;ain may be increasedby feeding a supplement such as- tankage with
peanuts, but this is usually not as economical as hogging off with
only salt and calcium supplements.
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Garbage feeders produce more than 2 million market hogs annu-
ally. Sterilizing or cooking garbage to prevent spread of'disease
is a legal requirement in almost every State since the national out-
break of vesicular exanthema in 1952.

Garbage differs widely in feeding value. The difference is due
to the amount of inedible refuse in the garbage.

Carcasaes of garbage -fed hogs shrink more, dress out at slightly
lower weights, and are softer than grain-fed hog carcasses. However,
the low cost of the feed usually makes garbage feeding profitable.

Minerals

Minerals are necessary for good awine nutrition. The minerals
Most needed are salt, calcium, and phosphorus. Lesser amounts of
potassiumi sulfur, iron, and manganese also are required. Under nor-
nail conditions zinc, cobalt, copper, magnesium, and iodine are essential
in only minute or trace amounts.

Practically all feeds contain minerals. The combination of feeds
that you use determines the amount of extra minerals needed in a ration.
Because pasture and harvested' foragea have a greater percentage_ of
erals than seeds and their byproducts, pigs fed on pasture require_less
extra minerals than pigp fed in a drylot. Animal protein concentrates
are also rich sources of minerals;

Almost any mineral mixture that supplies the needs of swine and is
palatz,ble enough to be eaten freely is satisfactory. For example, a
mixture of eclual-weights of Eteamed,bonemealx, ground limestone (or air.
slaked lime), and salt is palatable. It cvitain ".he major elementt
needed for supplementing grain feeds. Use trace-mineraliied salt that
will supply requirements of the Minor elements;
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Supply4 mineral mixture to hogs_in boxes or self-feeders where'
it will be dry-and available at all times. It may be mixed with the
protein part Cf_the diet, or incorporated at about 1.5 pprcent into
a complete mixed diet.

Miere hogs are raised in barns or on feeding platforms, mineral
supplements are important. Frequently it is profitable to design
mineral mixtures to, fit the diets of different ages and classes of
swine.

Vitamins

Most feed combinations used for swine feeding are adequate in most
of the essential vitamins.

Swine fed pastur6 or fresh green forage, get practically all the
vitamins they need except D and 2. If you cannot feed fresh forage,B1
include dehydrated alfalfa meal or high-quality legume hay in the
ration.

To supply vitariin D, add small quantities of A and D feeding oil
or irradiated yeast to the_diet. Or, expose the pigs to sunlight.
To supply vitamin B.,19, include an animal protein concentrate or a vit-
amin B12 supplement in the diet.

Antibiotics

Feeding small amounts of antibiotics to swine stimulates growth
and slightly improves feed use. These drugs reduce the numbers of
organisms that cause diarrhea and other digestive-system infections.

Antibiotics are most effective with animals under stress from
infections of the digestive tract, with younger animaaS, and with
animals whose diets have low nutritive value. The antibiotics that
give the best results:and are most widely, used for swine feeding are
chlortetracycline (Aureomycin), oxytetracycline (Terramycin), penicil-
lin, and bacitracin.
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Water

Hogs need a plentiful supply_of_water. The amount they drink
depends on size)_agel class of animal, and climate. A weanling pig
(35 pounds) -may drink abbut one-half gallon; a market hog (220 pounds))
about 1: gallon; and a brbOd sow suckling a litter) about 5 gallons.

For watering troughs)_allow a sow and litter or 20 Weanling pigs)
at least l_foot (on both sides) of_trough space. The animals should
receive all they want to drink at least two or three times a day.

A supjly of running_ water or_an automatic syster is laborsaving.
An automatic cup will take care.of about as many hogs (h sows and
litters or 80 weanling pigs) as h feed of water trough-.

Prood Sows

6

To do her job efficiently) a brood sow needs_an adequate diet.
Cverfeeding is more harmful than underfeeding. Either practice may
be as harmful as a severe diet deficiency.

Pregnant sows usually are handfed a complete mixed feed, Dr, you _

can scatter ear or shelled corn to encourage_ exercise and put the_grOUnd
part of the ration in troughs. If you feed this_way) allow a gilt_about
1 3/h pours of diet daily -for each 100 pounds live weight if She is in
a small lot, or 2 pounds if in a_large lot. A comparable sow_allaWande
is 1:;. to 11 pounds of complete diet per 100 pounds of body weight.

The averageelt or sow requires about_Vh ton or complete preit1xed
diet for the gestation period (hand fed) and a lactation period (self
fed) of 56 days.

In estimating feed requirements for a_herd of swinei_alIow approx-
imately l_tonoffeed for each litter of_pigs_reared to 56 days. This
will provide feed fell- boats) creep'feed for pigs) and an allowance for
soma delays in getting sows settled.

For self eeding during_pregnancy) Mix- gound legume hay or other
bulky feed to reve t excessive fattening -of the sows. This practice
reduces labor s and produces more uniform conditions of the sows. .

However, more total pounds_of feed are required_in this system and for
economy, you will need a cheap source of.bulky feed.
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;-.nothc- a,:oneaical gestation diet for sows includes well-eared corn
silage, a 14.,a1:1 supplement, minerals, and vitamins;

Cooking and Soaking Feeds

Cooking does not improve the feed value of grains. However,
potatoes, soybeans, field beans, and: velvetbeans are improved by cook-
ing.

The protection against spread of disease more than compensates for
any alight decrease in feeding value due to conking garbage.

When it is impractical to grind Whole barley or oats or when_corn
becomes very hard and dry, these grains may be slightly improved in
feeding ..yaIue by soakingi

Methods of Feeding Pregnant Sows

Feed

Mixed Diet (concentrate)
or

Hand Fed

Pounds

6

Corn silage 12

Corn 3upplement 1

Yellow, shelled corn (ground) 1

Self Fed

Hiked diet (high fiber) 8

For 214 hourd after farrowing give the sow water but no feed.

C ry
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TA HILT 1=-=EtiMples of gestation and lactation diets

Ingredient

Tallow shelled corn (ground)====="-
Corn cobs (grotni)----- --
Oats (ground)
Standard Middlings
Molassesi liquid blacketrap
Alfalfa Meal (dehydrated 17 percent)
Tankage or meat and bone serapai==--
Fishmeal
Soybean meal
Linseed Meal t

Glauber's salt
...... rGround

Bonemeal
Salty trace mineralised
Antibiotic plus vitamin ....................._.4 30

tamin ;3,1,2 . 7 ---- 77 ----7 - 77777777--4 .50

.25
B=vitamin supplement---------- ----- .J. .

%station

and fed
(comple

Silage
(suppler., (com-:
ment) plate)

Percent Percent

55.00

15.00

15,00
3.60
3.60
3.60
2.40

15.00
25.00

52.90

4.00
2;00

Vitamin A and D supplement -r

Lasts=
_tion_

(com-_
plete)

Percent Percent

42.25 45.00
35.00

5.00
5.00
6.00 5.00

3460
6.00 3.60

7.50

15.00
17.50

1.00 -.90'

.50 .90
.70

.10 ;3c

.o5

Total

_ -.._._

4 100000 '100.00
i_

i00.00
..,........www. smr....o

TAME 2=-Guide for preparing a premixed diet for pigs.

100.00

Age of Pigs
ApproadMate
weight Of
pigs

Ordde_
protein Corn

Protein-
Mineral
Mixture

"ee,,, 'o_ .8 men_ 'a 8

30 to 90_ 16 75 25
90 te 160 lb 83 17

2C to 25 160 to 225 12 92 8
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On the second day start her at about 2i to 2f pounds of feed and

increase the_ration each day. She should be on full feed, about 10 to
12 pounds, when_the pigs are a week to 10 days old. As soon as she is

on full feed, the sow may be self fed.

\If a sow_becomes_constipated_or suffers digestive upset, she may
fail to come into milk or the milk may disagree -with the pigs. For
mild constipation) give a warm sic of wheat bran or of the regular
diet; containing s tablespoon of Epsom salt or Glauber salt.

In cases of severe constipation or complete milk failure, call a

veterinarian. Proper medication may save the pigs and the sow.

If orphaned pies have received colostrum fo- a day or two before

the death of the sow, tiley are fairly eas;, to rear. You can feed them,

with a bottle and nipple or a shallow pan.

'.1thout colostrum very rigid_sanitaton is needed to save the pigs.
Use whole cow's milk or goat's milk as_a substitUte_for seWsmilk;_
Comercially prepared sow's milk substitutes, sometimes called synthetic

milk; have nearly disappeared from the market but can be useful for

feeding orphan: pigs. if available.

The easiest way to rear orphan-pigs is to them on another sow

that has extra teats. This is pra:. .ol only if the foster

sow farrowed within a day or two of the natural dam.

Growing-Finishing Hogs

Pigs, from weaning to market, may be self fed either a fred=choice

diet or a complete premixed diet.

The free-choice i-.3thoti saves grinding and mixing costs. The dia.=

advantagea are a slightly lower rate of gain and less uniform carcass

finish. For the best results with this system, the grain portia" and

the supplement should be as near the same in palatability as pos-,ible.

Feeding a complete; premixed diet increases cost per pound of

di..:4--thecost of grinding and mixing. However, it increase) rate Of

gain and improves _feed efficiency; This increase is not always enough

to overcome the added cost.

The premixed diet permits uniform distribution of additivt6 and

usually produces more uniform carcasses than if the hogs are fed a

free-choice diet.
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kfurther_advantage_of this -diet ia_that it allows changes in
ingredients. You can alter levels of fiber and protein according to
needs_for carcass_auality in market -hogs. The formulas in table 2 are
;$11itable_for feeding pigs 56 days old. You can feed them these mix-
tures until the pigs reach market weight of approximately 225 pounds.

This protein-mineral_ MIXture may be self fed in a separate com-
partment wlth groU0d, shelled; or car corn; Ori'you can make it into
a complete premixed diet by combining with the proper proport5onof
grain.

The amount of feed needed to add 100 pounds of live weight to a
hog is important for ec:onomical production of pork. This amount is
influenced by age, health; inheritance of the animal, quality and com-
bination of feeds, and environment.

Feed_ efficiency has been improved by the breeders' emphasis on
changing fror4_fat type to meat type as well as by advances in feeding
"know-haw." For instance; the complete diet just listed; when fed to
goOd weanlings; has consistently prodvo.,7d 100 pounds gain
up tc -uirket weight of 225 pounds for less thin 350 pounds of total

Since these records were compiled; a nimber of cases have been
(,-*,!d of less than 300 pounds of feed producing 100 pounds of live
yaelit gain in hogs;

Hoc Pastures

Gond pastkArr:I t;,,r) supply a large part of the protein; calcium;
and vit-Jlins needed by swine.

Iith advanc.tes in swine nutrition; we are less depen-3ent on
pasture for growing-finishing hogs; However; pigs; irate: toed for feed-
ing out on concrete or in a drylot; will do better if they have had
access to abundant green grazing during their suckltng period;

Proper pasture use benefits both pasture and Grazing
too closely harms the plants. Undergrazing allows rYAnts to mature
too much and lowers their digestibility and palatab'aity;

Pasture, differ widely in carrying capacity; the anpunt depending
on the crop; so'.l fertility; and climate; A fair-tc-good pasture may
carry five to fifteen 100-pound hogs pet: acre;
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Hogs on pasture distribute manure uniformly. This saves the
expense of removing and distributing manure-a considerable cost in
platform feeding.

Pastures are more valuable for the breeding herd than for other
classes of swine. The feed requirements of pregnant panes can be
nearly filled by pasture under ideal conditions. NoriaIly, you can
count on grazing to replace one-third to two-thirds'of a gestation
diet.

Pig-Eating Saws

Killing and eating pigs ir_moet often seen among animals that
are wervous and excitable. Occwsionallse sows eat one or more
pigs. Some causes of pig eating are ex heat, excessive pain in
difficult or protiacted labor, or loudifioises.

Pig eating also occureamong Sol* having-diet deficiencies or
suffering_froracute conetipation due to faulty feeding or manage=
ment. Although you cannot always prevent pig eating, good feeding
and management should reduce it to 4 minimum.

Permanent Pastures

In most hov.growing aflAones farmers plan to keep hogs mainly
on 7ermJnent pastwres.

PificA of hogs on permaant pasture. Allow
the pasture-enough grocr. .., Lo produce a crop of hay

'Plants mad fof perit:.nent pastures are alfalfa, Ladino, red _clover,
titike, White clover; bluegrassj belr clover,:berftUdsgraee, leapedeza,
carpetgrass, crabgrass) and 1111lie grabo.

The first six are used in the northcznhalfof the united States.
Eiluegrasaind_White clover often are grown together. Timothyoften is
grown re olorer The other plants are grown in the South.
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_ _Orall the permanent pasture plants alfalfa and Ladino are prefer=
red by hog raisers. Where these plants thrive, no other peraLlnent paa=
tore is necessary.

Feeder Pigs

Larger farms, specialization; and laborsaving systems haVe increased
the demand for feeder pigs. Many grain_produceradan fit a large -scale
feeding operation intotheir_program. However, they cannot deVote enough
time to manage a breeding and farrowing system profitably.

Vtanling pigs 6 to 10 weeks old weighing 30 to 50 pound; UormIly are
sold as feeders. Garbage_ feeders, drug manidadtdrer, and farmers who
wish to g-.-aze or "hog-off" crops usually buy larger pigs, up to 120 pores.

Most of the demand is from the Coin Belt and small grain areas.
However, the Southern States have increased their swine-feeding oper-
ations and are competing for feeder pigs.

any areas grow abundant grazing and forage crops but produce only
enough grain for breeding- stock on good pasture. Fhenever these con-
dition,' exist and you apply approved methods of breeding, feeding, and
management, producing feeder pigs should be profitable.

Temporary Pastures

You can use temporary pastures on nearly every hog farm.

Every barnyard and small lnt where hogs: are kept should be disked
and seeded at least_once_a year. Disking once a year - -or better twice
a year==does not allow time for the permanent pasture plants to get
established.

The grasses.; common in permanect pastures are not useful in -em=
peraiI pastures where there are hogs enough to keep tie pasture closely
grazed.
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The most common temporary__ pasture plants are rye, oats, wheat, _

rape, soybeans; and cowpeaS. These plants are grown in most parts of

the United States.

Seed temporary pastures neavier than a field for a grain crop.

Sow rye in the fall.

.
In the northern areas, graze rye until it is covered by snow or

made worthle3s by freezing. Rye may be grazed from early spring

until hot weather. If the growth is rank, clip it with a mowing

machine. Set the cytting bar as high as possible. In the South,

rye may produce good grazing all winter.

In sections Where winter oats is grown, the crop can be pastured

the same way as rye. In the North, oats sown in the spring makes a

good temporary pasture. The pasture period is short.

Rape is of ton sown with oats in the spring; Dwarf Essex is the

variety of rape. You can oeed rape from_ea7.1y_spring until summer.
When rye is 6 to 10 inches high, graze it heavily. It will keep grow-

ing and produce good, succulent feed.

Cowpeas and soybeans are sown in the spring. Sometimestheyare
planted_ together; Of the two, soybeans will usually make the best

hog pasture. Select a variety that produces a large quantity of foliage

and does well in your locality.

Turn in the hogs when the plants are 6 to 8 inches high. If the

hogs eat the pasture down; take them out for a while to permit th.a

plants to recover.

Dallis grass grows well in log., moist landS, mL.,es a good growth

in warm weather; and withstands close grazing well.

SvIeetolover grows rapidly in good soil. Graze it heavily to keep

the plants from becoming tough and fibrous.

MANAGING STOCK

Boars

To insure maximum usefulness of a boar--

He should have the run of a gocd-size lot orpasture, convenient

to the breeding pen, but away from lots in which breeding sows are

kept.
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He should receive all the feed:he will clean_ up twice daily during
a heavy breeding season. Feed him the same diet listed for pregnant
sows.

If he is used only lightly after a long or a heavy brerpding season;
reduce his feed to keep him in a strong; thrifty condition.

In hand-mating; allow a young boa.:.- to serve only one saw each day;
except in emergencies. Limit an aged boar to this same schedule if he
is used through a long breeding season. A strong, vigorous boar may
serve two sows a day when necessary.

Service on each of two consecutive days will increase average num-
ber of pigs born by about one pig per litter. Have your boars use a
breeding crate at least enough so that they become accustomed to it.
The crate is useful for mating females and males of different size.

Group mating is practiced where group standards are emphasized
rather than individual excellence. Under a group system; run two or
more boars with a group of sows to settle all the saws as quickly as
possible.

The advantages of group mating are maximum litter size and minimum
labor. Heavy service for short periods; followed by rest; apparently
is not harMfUl to boars;

Sows

Select only growthy well-developed gilts for breeding. They can
be safely bred at 8 months of age; Gilts bred too young may produce
fewer and smaller pigs; Also, they may have more trouble at farrowing
and fall to grow ,out well aftc' weaning their first litters.

Under the gilt-litter system; all gilts are finished for market
immediately a:ter weaning their first litters. Immediate marketing
avoids the 1,.-wer price usually paid for older, heavier sows.

Under other systems; gilts are kept for a definil.e number of
additional litters; or for at long as they produce prof able litters

If they aye fed an adequate diet; pregnant gilts have little
interruption n their growth.

Saws may produce two litters d year up to 6 or 8 years of age, or
even longer. Commercial producers frequently discard_sows_at earlier
ages than 6 or fl years. Purebred, breeders usually retain the best
femaIcs as long as they remain productive.
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_A sow usually will farrow in 112 to 115 days after she is.bred.
SOMetiMes_sho_will farrow in 110 days or she may go a few days over
115. keeping a careful service record you will know when to ex-
pect the pigs.

Care of Sows During Pregnarc:,.-

Breeeingand pregnancy are the most critical events in profitable
Wine production. Sows that are too fat at breeding time have smaller
litters than thrifty sows. For best results; the sow should be in good
condition, neither thin nor excessively fat.

"Flushing," or increasing theration;_for 1 to 3 weeks before mat-
ing tends to increase ovulation and conception rates.

Moat important during pregnancyare adequate nutrition, exercise;
and protection from extreme cold or heat. Improper feeding may cause
deaths among unborn pigs or poor survival of the newborn pigs. For
information on feeding sows during pregnancy see page 241.

Care of Sows and Pigs at Farrowing

About 3 days before farrowing; move the sow to scrubbed; disin-
fected eusrters; rash her with soap and warm water, especially her
tests; Pla'e light bedding in the farrowing pen. You can use short
hay or straw; peanut hulls; or shavings.

Reduce feed by one-third to one-haIf and watch for any signs of
digestive upset or constipation.

Normal; healthy sol.s usually farrow without trouble. If pos-
sible; an attendant should be on hand to give any needed assistance.
The assistance may be preventing Pigs from chilling; warming them after
-chilling; or starting breathing in apparently lifeless pigs--by clear-
ing the membrane covering the head and massaging or slapping the pig's
sides.

Afttr delivery; paint the navel cords with iodine. Clip the tips
the eight tusklike needle teeth; and weigh and earmark the pigs.
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The sow needs no feed tor__ 21t hours after farroWing; she should
have water available. If at all possible, feed the sow in an enclos-
ure separate from her_pies._ This-will prevent her from cripplingor
killing the pigs accidentally Valle her attention is centered on eating.
It also aids in keeping_the farroWing pen clean because droppings are
usually voided during the feeding period;

Sows and'Sucklin yes

Some sows are not able to nurse all the pigs they bear in one lit-
ter. If the sow does net_have e functioning teat for each pig, transfer
pigs to a Sow with a small litter. Make the change as quickly as possible.

Transferring p!..gs is rarely possible after more than 3 or 4 days,
because teats that are not -ed. dry up. Also the odors of the pigs must
be masked until they are accepl.ed by the fosterdam._ To do, this put a
tle oil or some harmless ointment on both the sow's own and adc?ted pigS.

Unless newborn pigs have almost immediate access to the soil, you
rust plan a Lay to prevent anemia. Several procedures for preventing
anemia are--

Provide clean soil or sod;

Spray or paint copperas (ferrous oalfate) soletion on the sow's udder;

Dose with iron tablets;

Use intramuscular injections of iron-dextran compounds.

Increase It(' sow's ration gradually until she is on full feed--when
pigs are a week old. Feed the pig a starter diet in a "creep." Litters
from poor-milking sows are greatly benefited by creep feedings; litters
from the better-milking sows do-not eat enough to increase feed costs.

Pen the sow and litter separately for at least 1 week, preferably
for 2 weeks.

Do not pen more than fnur sows and litters_together_under central
farrowing house conditions; All tne pigs should be within 1 Week of the
same age.

limit the sows and pigs_on one pas;tur3 to six sows with litters.
These litters should be within 2 weeks of the same age
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__Procedures that may:Cause_stress in_young:pigs are_ castration,
Vaccination. weaning; and wormi4g. Schedule these so that one Stress
effect weare before'the pig is subjected to another.

Unless rale pigs are to- be considered later -for breedingl_cas-
trate them duri!w the first t weeks. Pigs weaned at -4 weeks of age or
less should be castrated at least 1 week before or after weaning. The
operation should not ,follow cholera vaccination by less than 3 Weeks:

Weaning

Most pigs tre'weaned at 5 to 8 weeks of age, under,a 2-slitter-per-
year_system. RedUce or cut off the sow's feed for 2 or 3 days before
weaning to_ reducemilk flow and prevent udder trouble. Then remove the

f2-om the pigs; leaving the pigs in familiar quarters..'.

_If a ,,oar's udder SppsarF . too full, return her to the pigs for
suckling; then, remow.t im-Aediately., A second return rarely is
necessary,. except with very,.heavy milkers.
/ .

-A :,ow_normalT!y'will come in heat 3_ to 7 dvs after the-pgsare
weaned, She may be tired again at this time.

Re c: srdke.e

Every pig Should be marked at farroWing time'. The most sat-
isfactory r:ethod is to notch the= carp. Eurtags of di,ferentkinds
are used, but the:- tear out easel;; and the identity of the pig is

Ios.L

Even if hogs err raised for maiskr..t.-chly, earmarking the pigs
will help y,-)u select am,mals fyr the },reeding herd. Reliaole selrsc-

tion can be made only i thesdam of the pig is known and her performance
record in exLmined.

Small, sharp; side-:cunt{ ni:_plief6 do a good job of earnotching.
For permanent marks, notch4oeply enolIgh to include a- part of the
cIrtiiage of the ear. Notch tha e -s soon after the litter is farrowed,

when wounds heal quickly.
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Record_OVerybreeding date. If you know the farrowi ng dates, you
will be ready to feed and care for the sow.

,Sanitatidn

Results ft-L._ the best methods of feeding and breeding will be
lessened by faulty Sanitation.

Keep flatrOWing houses and sleeping-quarters clean. Change bed,
ding frequently; do not let it become wet and foul.

The f?bore_ Of the sleeping quarters become dusty. Dtat la_
irritating to the_lUngs and may carry eggs of parasites. To reduce
dust irritation_ clean the floors at least every 2 or 3 weekc4 disin-_
feet floors with 4_1-percent solution of cresol. Tb make this) add 1
pint of cresol to 4 gallons of water.,

Apply lihe to pens and feeding places that att_1..ot plowed The
lime will aid in drying damp places and_in disinfection. At least
twice a year, disk all barnyards and lots' or teihpurary pastures on
Which hOgs are kept. If you plant pasture crop in thes lots) the
disking will be profitable in two ways;,

Cooling Equipment

Shade

.Hoge suffer greatly from heat and must have shk,de. Keep far-
roWinp and individual hoghouses closed, in hot utathsr to prevent hogs

in them. Hogs will seek shade oven.if they auffocite_in
it. l`reti, ?rovide good shade if there are enough Of__tlhem in a/clump.
Or s i:z;A_make a satisfactory sh,Aing structure with_a framework
About, h feed high) made of posts or poles. Cover the _top wibil hay,
sP:raw, or weeds to a depth of at least. 2 feet Wien -dust accumulates
under 1.4.16 shelter) wet the covering;; The water Will drip through to
=tittle the &let and cool the air in the shelter. YOU can make per-_
r.ixent Shelters from pipe, lumber) and conventional roofing materials.
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Farrowing Quarters and Equipment

Farrowing quarters are varia-".ons of three baSic patterns.

The conventional "square" pen ihould be at least 6 by 8 feet for
a gilt and 8 by 8 feet for a sow.

The farroWing crate or stall should be 20 by 72inches for_a
gilt; 2h by 8h inches for a sow. ProVide an enclosed areal 18 iAches
wide on each side ollithe crate for the pigs.

An ideal temperature for the farrowing house is. 55°_te 65°F., ;try
the house is adequately ventilated. , Because a newbOrn pig chills eaSilY
you should provide some heat in the protected resting area for at least
5 days. 3

The amount of heat needed differs. It may be supplied by infrared-
heat lamps or e2ectric hovers in cold climates. Use a 100- to 125-matt
light bulb mounted in a metal'reflector in warm climates. Because any
typ of heating device can cause fire, you should install heaters care-
fully.

Sometimes it is difficult to make the farrowing house temperature
suit both sows and newborn pigs. -Extreme heat and humidity may have
worse effects on farrowing than extreme cold. The nervous, restless
behavior of sows suffering fr m heat usually causes pig deaths from
mashing.

Occasionally, a sow may be lost from heat prostration. In the
warmer sections of this cou. ry avoid farrowing in midsummer unless
you provide some method of cooling the sows

Farrowing house plans uitable for a partic locality may be
obtained through your-State extension service, ct .ty agricultural
-agents, or farm adviser.

If the sows have been running on, pasture, move them to clean, new
pasture and allow them to farrow there. "ash the sows before you move
them if they are encrusted with mud and filth. This method is suitable
for fall farrowing in practically all States. It is also suitable for
spring farr,,wing in the South.
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Wallows and SprinkliTsra

A hog wallow made of concrete and lotai,dd in a convenient she
place is a benefit in a hoglot. A mud Made by the hogs rooting
a hole in the lot or pasture is a nuisance. It Should be filled in.

It is impossL to keep a mud Wallow Sanitary. Hogs may drink
the water that has become.stagnant and fOU1.

The concrete wallow ShOUld_ hi:Ad 4 to_- inches -of water. Clean it
frequently and refill_with fresh Water. lb control lice, spray enough
crude oil to form a thin layer on the water. Apply th:, spray about
every 10 days.

If you feed hogs on concrete and a pressure water s'...stem is avail-
able; usefog-typs sprinkler nozzles, such is those used fuel oil
burners, to cool.the hogs.

HEALTH

AMOng the import- -ant health prOblems of hogs are cholera; erysip-
elas, brucellosis, tubercUlbSia, necrotic enteritis, atrophic rhinitis,
swine influenza, and parasitic infestations.

Ask your veterinarian about the Preferred times; methods; and
number of vaccinations and other disease control measures needed to
protect swine in your area.

Diseases

If you suspect that one of _your animalm 16 sick, ask your Veteri=
narian about the proper treatment:

Because some livestock and poultry have disease E that can be trans-
mitted to hogs, the danger of pertitting hogs -to eat carcasses outweighs
the feeding value. Carcasses should be burred or buried.

Parasites

Parasitea affect hogs of all ages and may cause daath==particularly._
among small pigareduci vitalityy aid prevent boat and moat raPizi devel-
opment.
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The most aamagirg interne. parasites
worms, thorn-headed wei.'s) ltmgworms, and

_ _The_principal external parasite:- are
sucking lice. Most of these specie are f
raising areas.

are large roundworms, kidney
intestinal threadworms.

carceptfc mange miter and
ound in practically all hog-

Internal Parasitos

Most swine parasites car be controlled sanitation including--

. Clean, disinfected farrowing pens;

* Sows washed clean before farrowing;

A "clean" trip to clean pastures for sows and their litters;

Clean pastures for the until they are at least 4 months old.

_Internal parasites can also be controlled by feeding pigs exclu-
Sivtr.j;7 n milk, skimmed milk) or Whey for periods of 3 successive days
at in ..vals of 2 weeksi or by feeding one of these daily instead of
one Tin feeding.

Pigs should be treated to control large roundworms at wearing and
again about 2 months 1pter. 1./8 dry sodium fluoride--technical grade,
tinted--at a concentr 1 of 1 percent by weight, in la, ground feed
for 1 day.

Pigs should be &Lightly underfed the day before treatment. On the
day of treatment, give them about two-thirds as much medicated feed
as regular feed.

Ordinarily; no othsr treatments are necessary or advisable. The
treatments should not be given to pregnant or lactating sowsi'or to-.
apy animas showing symptoms of gastroenteritis.

External Parasites

For treatment of mange mites and erarKcation of lice, several
insecticides are safe and effective--Iindane, toxsphene, malathien,
methorychlor, DDT, Bayer 21/159 (CO -RAL), and Ronnel.
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All of these insecticides may be used as sprayi:; Use lindane
duetii and DDT dusts and sprays only once; Use one of the other in-
secticides if you need to repeat treatment after 2 ,-)r. 3 weeks;

Do not treat sick animals or those less than 3 months old with
Bayer 21/199 (CO-RAL). Spray animals 3 to 6 months oin_on11, lightly;
Market hogs should not be treated within 4 to 6 weeks of eleughter.

If you want to duet your emimals use a DDT duet of 10 percent
strength: Use lindane dust of 1 percent 3trengthoniy one tithe.

Guide for Mixing E,

PERCENTAGE AMOUNT OFIFORMULATED
OF INSECTICIDE TO MIX WI TA WATER.
DESIRED IN

-IN5-ECTI-e-I-DE-FORNILATIONSFRAT---- 100 oALLONb

METHOXYCHLOR:
EC, 25 percent 0;5
WP, 50 percent 0;5

.LINIOANE:

EC, 20 percent- 0.03
0.05

WI), 25 percent 0.03
0;05

IraAPHENE:
EC, 60 percent 0;5
WP, 40 percent 0;5

DDT:

EC, 25 percent- 0 =5
WP, 50 pemer.o.- 0.5

?kLATHI()N:
EC; 57 percent
WI), 25 percent,-

'BAYER 21/199 (C0-RAL):
WP, 25 percent

RONNEL (Korlan):
ECi 24 percent,
WP, 25 percent-

2 gallont; 13 ourzoc
8 pounds 61 ov_nnp,7

20 ounces 2 tabIespcors
1 quart :-.7.-bIespoons

115ound 3 -I:Ice:Toone
1 2/3 pound6 5 tablespoons

5i piht
10 pounds

2 galena
8 pow.-de

.5 1 gallJti

66nCei
8 ounces

1,3 our es
6f Oici;i6es

16 po 13 bilne,7,6

0.5 16 pciAde 13 bun-des

045 2 ;-:;1 :1-crie 13 ounces
0.5 16 i;ottkit 13 ouvr.s

2,, 7
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POULTRY

Probably no phase of a bird's life is more frequently neglected
than the period from the time the bird leaves the brooder house until
it reaches maturity; Yet this is an extremely important period; If
stunted during '.he growing period; the bird aver amounts to much;
This is equally .true for pullets; cocker. (moons and turkeys; There-
fore when you learn to handle growing at, . the first important step
in poultry husbandry ie mastered;

To take this Ptep.i have adequate buildings; equipment; proper
range; a balanced rat : :,n and above all; good chicks;

The Range; Shelters and Equipment

The Range Provido a clean range -- ore where no birds have run
for at least a year; prefer,thly two or three years. This is so
necessary that when you cannot provide clean range; engage in a differ-
ent project; One acre will support 300 graving chickens or 150
turkeys; However it is better to plan on one acry for each 100
birds; since birds must be moved at least three times during the
grossing season

If an alfalfa or green sod range can be used; the growing ccst
may be cut about 20%; Also birds reared on a green range are
healthier and grew more rapidly; When ruming water (either pipet or
in a stream) is available the labor of handling birds is reduced and:
the birds grow fastlr;

The Range ShrIter -- When birds are fully feathered over their
backs; it is time co move them to the range; If they can be
roosted in a range ebelter; they grow better than in a brooder
house; Besides; a f.ange shelter is easier to ventilate and costa
less to maintain;

A shelter need not be fericy or expxin9ive; It & merely roosts
with a roof; wire sides and wire floo;.; c')ace roosts about 12
inches apart;_ Have Vcs comb of the roof about five fext ens the
eaves about 2i feat f.om the ground; The size of te shekter de,
pends upon the size of the flock; Pullets and capons will need 8
to 10 i;iches linear roost room; Turkeys will need $ to 12 irches-,
Thus a 7 ft; x 4ift; shelter will accommodate 100 put ete or 50 turkeys;
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Shade -- If the bi-ds have shadej_thay grow faatery
feather better -and do not runourn However donit_let your_bird6
hang around a ihelterbelt or -.Atchee of underbrush whe7.45 bitdd
have run year after yeax% Soonor or later sickness occurs unless
thb ground is cleaned ol% If nattll shade is availablej rake
a shade or plan' co--n or sunflowers 1-L rows to provide shade*

Ronge Equipment -*-; Make range feeders and waterers movable;
covcred to provide shade ana protection from we.Ither.

FEEDING GROWINt STOCK

Feeding Syetens--growinr birds do not need as_rich II diet__
As they did when younger. However they Heel -a ration which will
supply body built7; and energy materialt;.In_addition thor must
have plenty of cleanj cool water. ^o provide feed requirements
any one o: several systems may useds
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1. Commercial or home mixed growing mash before them in
hoppers at all times plus morning and evening whole
grain feedtngs.

a. Wire the amount of grain that
in an hour.

bi If fed on the ground, choose

2, Growing mash (commercial or home
grains fed in separate hoppers,
the birds at all times. This is

will be cleaned un

a clean spot each tine.

406.;:ad) plus whole

Keep both feeds_before
called "cafeteria style."

3; Milk plus whole grains plus green feed. To meet the birdia
needs, 3 gallons- of milk or ')uttermilk must be con-
sumed daily per 100 birds. Keep .he grain )--fore them at
all tines in hoppers. With -this system it, ) very necessary
that th' range be green, If not, feed additional greens
daily.

ti

Growing Mash Formulas -- There are many goOd formUlas for
mixing graving mashes, The follow.-zng haw, proven satisfaCtory:

Growing Mash

Ground uhstt 30 pounds
(are)And oats -.--- 20 pounds
Ground ccii; OreIlcw) 15 pounds
Ground bar%ey -, I( pounda

(1) Meat scrap (50% protein) 10 pounds

rklSki-inediailk 5 pounds
Alfalf::, leaf meal 5 pounds

Dom il3f:1 - 2 pnindl
Oyster shell (ground) 2 !:-Qttrld:

1 polmdrat;_-_..
(If) tzodlive7z. oil i pint

MarIiinese Sulphate L/10 Once

;total
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then neat and dry ekiM Milk cannot be rurchased aLd
liquid_akim or bcttermilk_itt not aiAilablej eubstitttc 2 pound,.
of dried whey plve 5 pounds of cottonseed meal and 8 pounds e
soy bean Mesa.

:Men a guaranteed cod liVer or Other_fAh oil of known Vitamin
D content is not available, bubStitute :eib ounces of Vitamin D
supplement having 400 Ao0.A.C. Chick units.

Proportions of F66-dStUffti -- It is just as important to have
your birds eat the right proportions of their feeds as it is to
n.:,ve the:is feeds balanced. For example; if the birds fill up on
grr in and lat_no_grawing_mashj they get fat and grcx4 slowly. On
the other hand, let &pullet eat only mash; she will comb up_and
lay .before she gains bddy maturity. Table 1 giYes an Idea of the
proportions of math and grain which birds ahould eat at various
ages;

Table 1==PrOpOrtiors of ro.bh to Grain r;onsumption

Age in Weeks % Mash % Gr1.1.1).

6 95 5
8 50 10

10 50 20
12 10 30
114 _ 6e h0
16 ,0 50
18 40 60
20 30 70
22 to maturity 25 75

_GrOWth to Feed Consumption -- Another impertant feeding factor
ia_the relation o: rate of growth to amount of feed eaten. To get
thiRj record the average weight of the flock and -of feeda_eaten.
You are not expected to weigh each bird weekly to 1.10rtain_rate
of gain. To '" .could be 1:sooliA ond tlmecons.4Min4._ taut
wei4h a :ds each eieek At the beginning_ of the growing
season M. :ive average bids in tiOne way so that they can be
easily Si,.tted. Donit pik five extra large birds or runts.

_Some poultrymen mark bird:: by oilubing paint across their
shoulders. This meths' requires r-JpaintinA whenever birds gr'w

6
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new feathers.__If_leg banded, watch the legs._ A growing Auy
soon outgrow_ its band._ Thir ; "ill cause sore legs given

birie. _put the_ same five big -As into a crate and weigh_ each week.
Divide their total weight by 50_ giving a fairly 4.,:.arate average
Weight for the_entire_flock.__Catching at night thile r6i7.10Ang it a
simple way to handle the problem.

Thou-gh the leed formulas and proportions on pages 26(1 and ibi are
not iueal for all environments, the figures will serve as a guide. In

the Temperate Zone with its long growing days, biAs usually eat more
and make faster gains.

Young Stock Diseases

Sinn(' a special chapter is devoted to diseases, only mention
Of he_troubles affecting growing_stock will bs,given here. Grow-
ing chicks -are apt to oat,* tooudiosis,_toidao fowl pprAlysilt, perosis;,

deficienCiend troubles cauaed_hy an infestation_ of worts,
mites or other porasec. Also graing turkey, are subject to black=
head,

Ae with all diseases, spot a sick bird at once, take it away
from the flock an6 correct the cause of the disease,

Range Manmgenitat

There is more to- handling growing_stock_than giving them shelter
and feed, A good poultryman watches 'his birds all the tike0
heads off dangers and anticipates the birds' no,b,0b,

First Nights in a Range Shelter 7.= 11
warm brooder house shiei6 them frun draft.
-Rust !)e kept from crowding and taught t: ver-

cos* frc a
winds._ They

aew rooets.

Storma -- Until birds learn to run -to elielter, sec that they- are
driven in oefore a storm. Be sure the door .-as not blown shut. Keep-

ing bilds out in a storm may cause heavy losses.

After a storm, check the range. Fill up or drain puddles,' Stag=
rant water causes sickness,

At ali times watch for any dead 1...aidke or hophcrs t;r4 the 1-Ango.

Nothing i kef birds quicker than eating decaying flesh.

ci
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Enemies on Range 0116 or two spec/ea of- hawks vometiMes prey
upon poultry on the range. Several pcaes may be set up_with strings
or wire stmtched between the polee. St4,lng_bita of shiny metal on
the' strings fol-_example, old- line from fruit jars. The metal
catching thaeunlignt scs,-.!: the hawk- away. At night lock birds
aecurely in the raw aniMela like minks or
weasels bother, a_ti,:t. %.-e!-nor':; wire u:der the roosts keeps them
out; When young 1.floet_on export: perches, it is well to
keep a lighted 11_2-05v-7, a Viola n az the looste. If coyotas are
a menace, keep bird.., in 1.4sir sheltert until stiter daylight. 11

tight_fence about open 'c ,ts hlpci. With liArg flock of biome
roosting intne open, you it nrcee,:ary to sleep in a
tent near them.

Dried Out or Dirty R,:,nege --Jou are adviaed to c e range
atleast 3 times during -the growing emenon. Yet no management
detail requites ,Iour judgment and Fammon sense as much as the dacinion
of when_to move_birds. If_thet.jrds eat the green feed dawn to
therootsp_a vitamin .A deficiency may show up. Then look out for
colds, swollen eyes and sIoni_grOWth. During a dry season when
the range dries up) move birds oftener' Than When the range stays
green.

Hot Nights -- One hot night may ruin the flock. If hot nights
occ r, see that ventilation is adjusted to net the condition.

FeetUng_-- The real_test lf apoultryman is how he manages the
feeding problem. What kind cf :sad is needed, the proportions and
the amounts, have already been diecunsed. Yet tinder Range Marutgement
something more should be

The good poultryman watches the feeders. Are birds wasting feed?
Are birds choosy, selecting aome ingredients and leaving others? Did
last night's rain wet the feed causing the mash,to sour? f!les the
wind sometimes blow the mash away? Do the 'Ards go on tlie roosts at
night with full crops? A good poultryman checks all of these thin
each day so he can correct faulte at once.

Uneven Development -- Ever though you feed a balanced ration
and provide plenty of feedar .:.ace, all birds do not develop uniformly.'
If a farmer has a small number cf birds, little can be done about
this. But with a greater number, divid;) into early m4-,:uringi_mmdiud
and sIow maturing birds. Dividing sizesi'gives a more uniform bunch
of 1;!. 'e at the end of the project. Give the birds which grow too
fast) more grain end leas mash than suggested in table 1. Give the
slow birds more mash and less grAin than called for in.the schedule.
For 74edium birds, follow the sch.:uule.
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CA NS AND CAPONIZING

A capon to an unsexedlmale bird of the c1-41 purpose or heavy
breeds, Plymouth Rocks) New Hampshires) Rhodo Island Reds)
Wyandottes and OTPingtons make excellent capons, Altered Leg-
horns are z. accepted as capons,

BeGause capons produce meat having better flavor and quality
than unaltered males do) capons bring a better pric: ai. i are there-
fore profitable to raise.

When to CaponizeThe earlier the operation is performed the less
the birds suffer from shock or set back. Therefore operate as soon as
sex can be distinguished. With- dual purpose birel this can be dome
by the time_the birds are from 8 to 10 weeks old or when they weigh
from 1 to pounds,

Starving --In order to perform the operation successfully starve
the birds for 2b hours, They nay have water to drink, This helps to
clean out the intestinal tract, When starving; place them in a slat
or wire bottomed create off the'ground where they can't pick up any-
thing, A shipping crate turned upside down works well,

The Operation

The instruments--Theve are many sets of instruments. -No matter
which_kind) the set -must have a knife to make the incision; a spreader
to hold open the-cut; a hook to tear the membrane covering the intes-
tines; a blunt instrument to- press back- the intestines out of the oper-
ator's way and an ex4.:ractor to --:move the teaticle. An extractor
made like a forceps does a more coAplete job than one shaped like a
spoon,

The operating table--nse either -a bow Nor an operat-
ing table. Placs an old !Nzgazint under the bird. Turn a clean-page
for sach bi't'.77. Remember .hat- this is a :,-Jor operation) thus clean-
liness is_iMportanti Plaw::: the iniuments in a_disinfeetant aolution
when tiot in use dur!ng tr.o oleratien, 'k 5% 1,ysol or carbblic acid
solution works well,



Tying down the bird--Place a nail on either side of the berrii
or operating table. Tie a long snoe string the rear -nail. Then
wrap the string around both wings of the bird lying -on ita_right side
on the operatihg table. Place a "half hitch" around the bird's
shanks. DrAW the string very tightly and tie to the front hail.

The operetiOh==After removing the feathers in front of the thigh,
make an incision or tilt between the last two vibe. Be careful tat hnld
the heavy hip muscle- bark over the thigh to prevent cutting- into the
muscle and causing bleeding. l making theincisionvdo not cut intothe rib joint. This --attaiS such a wide opening that the SP-reader will
not stay in place. AlMe do not cut too near the back. 7irie. Bleeding
results and the lungs are punctured. Now place the thS
incision.

If the cut hap been made ccrrectly and the properly ittirwedi
as Boon as the teMbithe covering the intestines is torn. the tatiticle
may be sten. It is Creamy slaw, about the size of a- grain of .,:heit
or a small Ain and lip e to the back bone. P.tht_bed of it
is a larte artery WhiCh .-ies the lower half cfttO birdlitoody
with_ blood, Be very cu extracting the teetic16. Beginners
should attempt to e.; ~ both witiol.is-fro.1 Remove
j_te left one first. CIemp the extractor -;_rMly arowid the testiclei
7_hen turn the instrume,It around onmpletelevere, times. This
-_'caws o' the testicle cord._ insuring comite eArac'iCh and prevents
'Aeedihg. Cut the cord. Now tura the bird_ over and repeat the process
ok: the tight side. It is Izeoessary to sew the incision. As soon as
the bird is released the hip muscle slides over the wond.

Care after operationAfter the operation, out the birds in a
cllon place where they cannot fly; Feed_them soft feeds And milk

that af_gatheringfor several days. Watch for *wind puff z
undarthetAih. If thwind puffs occurs_ puncture the rein and press
b'ot_the air. Disinfect the surface of the akin. Sometitheb
tAz:fon have to be opened several tines.

Cart and Feedi:-.7 Grading Capona==For this iort_e: the -)roject.
study pages 2S3 - 2(3; all growing stsk are n/lerl in tr.; Same mAiner.

Fattening Capons - -In ntst j,1St4ACi7d capons need no'fattc.r&ne.
When they have gained their growth, the:r are ready mnrket.
if they_dorequire fattening, do not pen thes,up:ir, more than .".(1
days beftio killing. ,Feed them 4 or 5 times daily, the aMOUht
they will clean up in an hour. Than retric,Ve the feeders and dcrksn
the room so that the birds will rest until_the:nekt feeding time.
The feed May consist of any mixture_of_grains to which is added
some alf.klfa leaves and flour or_middlingt. Then add enough milk
or v.:.;er to make a batter-like mixture.
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BABY CHICKS

The care and mamgement of its is an exacting_ tae' ~.

DO not attempt to raise them until are thoroughly familiar ifith

the job of growing young stock; Further you should not tadkle the
raising of chicks until you can have complete charge of /them.

To raise chicks successfully you must havean adequate bro,-;d

di houseva good brooder stove or the equivalent; s,-,:lquate

house equipment; a complete and adequate ration flid

The Brooder H7.1(70

There are two typ*!!: of brooder holes which are generally used

in the U.S;,(1) the shed roof type and (2) the arch reared typo.

The eneentials of a good brooder house are

1, Enough floor space-7!Allowlequart foot per chilk, At

leitt 1 square flat is needed for every 2 chicks from or .e to eight

weeks. Then double the floor space. Since chicks still need heatj

it ie better to with 1 square foot par chick.

P.. A Well ventilated room--Althoug chicks need uniform heat'
room moat to ventilated in order to keep the floor dry and the

healthy. Thoroughly study the ventilators in any brooder:

house plans.

hOUSe ti-e6dti a floor77Never_put chicks on a dirt floorj _

espedially if Chick have been raised on it before; A portable brooder

house needs a wooden floor.

The Brooder Stove and Hover

We' brooding chiCka, remember that when a mother_ hen hovers

themi,she sits over theM. ThUir, if tho,t7 backs arewarmi they are

warm. Therefore a gOed_broOr!er stove with hover, supplier,the heat

above the chicks. The kind Of fuel used is immaterial so long as



the:source of_heat is steady. Run the brooder stove several days_
before the chicks arrive, If you urea 9n old stove, check all working
parts.

The type of hover also unimportant so long as each chick has
7 square .1.nches_hover spacei, Since the spade should be doubled at
8 weeks, it is best to start with a generous hover;

A home -made brOOdet may be built; Even the fireless'brooder works
In the brooder room if it has a steady temperature of 75° to 800;

Fire box4The _fire box may be made from an old oil barrel,
heating stove, or_ it may be a brick or., concrete fire box; The main
thing is to have the -fire box fitted :with a tight -door so that the
fuel burns slowl.Y. Place the fire box at least 18" below the surface
of the ground with abbut a foOt dug at either side of it. Fill the
entire Spacevaround and over the fire box, with rocks or bricks and
sand; Start the fire at least b or 5days before the chicks or
poults arrive in order to have the sand and rocks thoroughly_ heated.
Once- hot, the temperature _at the edge of the hover will remaia const
The temperature will not drop even of the firing of the stove has
been discontinued for 36' hours;

Be sure the fire box is placed 1-R.ok from the sill of the house
to avoid any fire tie('

Have an additiontl door to gf,t- additional protection; The
door prevents_draughts and too rapi., burnthg of fuel. When burning y
wood a gate is not needed, but tai COal a grate is- necessary.--

The Pipe --The pipe ext,:id 4 or 5 feet under the floor
from the fire box, in order to h& :e all the intense heat taken from
the eMoke and so remove all danger Sire;

Floor- -Make the f.:bor of concrete, tnough wooden floors have
..led by cutting oot the floor a few felt above the fire box

the space with sand anri gravel

The Hover --The hover may be made of any material, preferably
metal;- The main thing is to have the hover about 10" from the floor
and allow 7 3:7uire incher, per chick,and twice that amount of space
per poult. _Do expec the Chick to sleep under the hover; Rather
t:35r 4111 sleep in the spec3.re,:eivtig the reflected heat as with any
other hover;



FORAJE FROM IMPROVED PASTURES

Livest are wasteful in their grazing habits. Instinctively;
they search -it; the most palatable plants am' plant parts -- literally
the cream 01 ,pasture crw)and are inclined to ay.,td less palatable
forage;

ReCognizing this; farmers and scientists have searched for ways
to encourage livestock to eat more of the forage that is available to
them from pastures; thus cutting down on waste and increasing the
efficiency of forage use. One way this has been done is through use
of various systems that help control the availability of forage to
livestock;

Three forage utilization systems that have evolved in recent
years are rotation grazing; strip grazing; and green feeding. These
systems can be used not only to .'courage forage consumption by live-
stock; but also to protect ;re. overgrazing and other damage;'

The systems' prom 4tte.1.;6 for grazing and harvesting forage:
that are_designed for and practical management of improved
grasslands. Their successful operation depends on skillful judgment
-_hat_is based it turn) on an intimate knowledge of both Plants and live-
stock.

Highly important to the success of the systems is the abilit,'_of
farmers to recognize signs of inefficient forage use and to correct
conditions that briny them about. These signs shoe up in either plants
or livestock) _or both. They can be avoided if_grazing ,7.r harvesting
is started and'ended at the correct time and stage of !,lant growth;
if the proper numbersa.nd kinds of livestock are gre.Aec, on an :area; and
if plants are provided sufficient opportunity to recover before
grazing or harvesting is repeated;

Skill in Making these management decisions it3 actually key to
efficient use of pastures. Ath good management; it is possible to use
forage efficiently with anj of the utilization systems. Rotr4:ion

gra7.ing, strip grazing) and gleen feeding provide iays for reinforcing
mansgor:1al skill with finch features as planned plant rest periods and
a high degree pf control over grazing and harvest. .
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No single system of forage utilization fits all farming situations.
Each farm has its own set of requirements and such factors as animal
and sea3oraI needs for forage should be carefully considered before
seIect'ng a system;

Increasing Livestock Production with Forage

There may be ii number of ways _that livestock production can be
increased with forage on a. particular farm. These include: (1) InCreaSing
the forage potential. of a pasture through_use of more productive plants
and better cultural methods and by_intelligent use of different plant
species that mature at different titles during the season;_(2) 7creasing
Waste of. forage during_grazing; harvesti, and feeding; .(3) decreasing
damage to plants from trampling or overly : and (Li) by combining two or
more of these possible changes.

Pasturewith a_high forage yield potential is the starting point
for high animal production per acre. Efforts to improve production
through grazing_ management may be_fruitless if pastures are poor. Skill=
ful_management becomes increasingly important as pastures are made more
productivebecause the possibilities of wasteful use and damage to
plants are'also increased. Dense; fast-growing plants are particularly
vulnerable to damage from trampling and overgrazing;

DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN FORAGE UTILIZATIO SYSTEMS

Molern systems for utilizing forage resulted from reSearch and
i..actical experience; Dating from 1930, scientists and farmers_4ade
some of the nost significant contributions toward improving pastures
and their use; Refinements were made in pasture fertilization; itti=,
gation; and othe- cultural practices; Plant breeders developed better
pasture plants As these were released to growers, more and more land
was seeded ' ;Adapted; highly prOductive grasses and legumes. Annual;
bi id 3:;,-i-permanent pastures gained places of prominence along-
side per ment Pastures;

Interest also centered on improving methods of ,razing and harvest-
ing pasture forage; Dairy farmers; in particlar; ,attempted_tb_find
better ways to utilize forage; extund grazing periods; and obtain more
uniform levels of milk production; Some of them experihented with a
grazing method developed in Germany called the HohenheiM system.

6
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De:::Lgned especially for dairy cattle, it involved heavy fertilization.
Pastures were divided into smaller grazing areas and cattle were pet=
mitted to graze the areas in rotation.

The HOhenheith system was the forerunner of modern rotation grazing.
The rotation system was first used with bluegrass and other low-growing

plants in permanent pastures. Inter, it was found to fill an important
renUireMent in grazing improved pastures containing erect, highly pro-
ductive new species of grasses and legumes. Unlike low-growing plants,
these new species proved to be especially sensitivetoOvergrazing and
continuous grating. The rotation system provided a way to control
grazing so that the highly productive plants could be protected;

Strip graitihg is a variation on rotationgrazingthat has been
used in New ZealdnO and Australia for over two decades and for a shorter
period in the United StateS. With this system, livestock are Moved
onto a new strip of pasture each day.

_____

Green feeding is modern version of a system of cutting and hand
feeding fresh forage that was fitat used in this country more than 150

years ago._ With the present system, livestock never enter the pasture,
but forage is harvested by machine and brought to them.

ROTATION GRAZING

The rotation grazing system proVides_a way to utilize forage by
confining livestock to an area so small that they_will eat all pasture
plants to a desired height in a given period of tithe, When grating_is
completed on an area, plaints are allOwed to establish_new growth before
being grazed again. These rest periods help prevent destruction of

highly productive grasses and legumes.

Maintenance of desirable pasture plants as well as more efficient
utilization of forage are the two major factors that contribute tb the
efficiency of rotation grazing; The individual contribution of these

two factors is usually difficult to determine;

Rotation grazing helps to reduce damab o forage from trampling,

which can cause great waste in dense, tall c s if grazing is poorly
Managed._ Cattle in rotationally grazed pastur s usually obtain the
forage. they reouire in less time than cattle on pastures grazed continu-
ously and therefore conserve energy for meat and milk production.



Because pastures arealternately_grazed and_left idle dUring
rotation graing,_such jobs as fertilization, clipping for weed con-
trcl,and'irrigation_can be clone on areas not in use without the inter-
ference_of_grazinglivestock. For the same reason) excess forage can
easily be harvested for hay_or silage) thereby) in_effect)_temporarily
reducing the_area required for grazing. This permits considerable
flexibility in the number of animals that can be grazed on an area
during the season.

From the standpoint of management, rotation grazing is relatively
simple to use; A pasture is divided into several grazing areas with
electric fence. The number of grazing areas, size of the areas, and
livestock numbers are adjusted so that each area i8 grazed to a height
that best maintains the seeded species, and the time for plant rest
periods, is geared to the growth rate of the pasture?

Plant growth rate varies during the season, a'factor that will
regulate both the number of grazing livestock and the size of the
grazing areas. During the period of flush plant growth in the spring,
for example, it may be impossible to move animals thrcu4h all pasture
areas and adeauately graze each area. Surplus_ forage_ may be harvested
for hay or silage._ Later, as the rate of plant growth slows down)
animals may graze through all areas at a relatively rapid pace.

Livestock are usually turned onto the first area as soon as the
can get a "good bite", or at the earliest time compatible with the
animals' obtaining a_reasonable amount of forage, yet not damaging
desirable plant species.

During the first round of_grazing in the spring)_livestock are
permitted to progres' ';hrough the pasture areas, grazing foragP down
to the recomrended_height)_tintil the area on_whicn grazing was first
begun has recovered sufficiently to be grazed again. The animals are
then _moved back to this_area and, the are untouched during the fit-tit
round of grazing are cut for hay or silage.

Milk production may fluctuate during the period dairy cows are
grazing an area of pasture under the rotation system. Production may
be at a high level for a few days after the animals are turned onto
an area, then slacken after the more nutritious plants are eaten,
usually reaching its lowest point just before the cows are moved to a
new area; This cyclic pattern of production usually does not lower
total seasonal milk production.
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A variation on conventional rotation_grazingo_ called the split-herd

system, is sometimes used with dairy cattle. The herd is divided into

low And high producers; and cattle are rotated thrtUgh grating_ areas so

that high producers are first tobeturned onto a new_ area.' They remain

on the area for a short period of_timei usually a week or lesl, then

are moved to another new area; The low producers -then are moved onto

the pasture area partially grazed by the high producers.

_ The eplit=17,erd system Oveshigh-producing cattle the advantage

of bOing_fitst to graze nutritious new pasture growth. Theoretics y,

theiluality of foragethey_consume is consistently high. APS studies

indicate that some crease in riIk nroduction may be eXpettedfroo.

this vstem compared with conventional rotation grating, provided

that dUfficiently large differences in_milk-prodUcing capabilities

exist between the high- and low-producing groups of cows;

STRIP GRAZING

Strip grazing is a method of intensified rotation_ grazing that

provides smaller grazing -areas and shorter grazing periods. Livestock

are Moved onto new forage each day, helping to lessen the chance of

fluCtUationS_in animal production such as those sometimes experienced

with conventional rotation grazing;

There appears to be no convincing evidence that strip grazing will

result in appreciably greater animal production or_moretOW=-days of

grazing per acre than awell7managed rotation grazing system. In coh-

paridOn6 Of strip and rotation grazing in which_the number of animal

units permitted to graze an area were kept eoual, total beadOnal animal
production from pastures under the two systems was identical.

strip grating is more complicated than rotation grazing

tecause Of the_Chbre of moving livestock to a fresh strip of pasture

each day. YeSt farmers use a single strand of electric fende that can

be readily shifted from strip to strip.

BlOat i$ less vo occur during strip grating than during

continuous or rotation grazing because the rore lihitee grazing area

encoUrageS_Oattle to eat coarse; more nature forage along With the

blatt=daUSing.immature; leafy portions of legumes.
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When dairy cattle are strip grazed on pastures at the Agricultural
Research Center, Beltsville, /Id., the width of pasture strips is adjusted
each day 30 ,:hat forage is well utilized. This involves daily observa-
tion of both livestock and pasture to determine if the animals are
receiving adecuate forage and_ if_ there is damage to the pasture stand.
As the cattle progress through the pasture, forage on ungrazed areas
that-obviously will not be needed for grazing is harvested for hay or
silage.

Clipning of pasture areas is recommended. This practice helps
control weeds, renoves clumps of uneaten_ forage, and pronOtes young
and nutritious forage growth. Hay and silage may be made_from an7
pasture area if excellent growing conditions cause a surplus of plant
growth _or grazing.

GREEN FEEDING

The green feeding system_is also called soiling, green chop, mechani=
cal grazing, zero pasture, and zero grazing. AS some of these_ terms
indicatav pasture forage is harvested witn_machinery, rather_thanlive-
stock. This way) enargy normally used by livestock for grazing is
used in meat and milk production.

Green feeding is an_adaptRtion of a_method of cutting and feeding
forage crops first used in thit country in the early 1900's to supple-
ment pastures. The early system never became generally popUlar because
it was_complex,_ involved much hand labor, and the growing of a succes-
sion of crops throughout the season.

Interest in feeding fresh cut forage_ revived with the development
Of !sigh- yielding forage -crops and such labor-saving machinery as field
forage choppers and self-unloadilg

Equipment and labor requirements are still relatively high with
the modern system of green feeding because forage is cut, chopped, and
fed once or twice daily. On the other hand, the need fox-fencing,
watering_facilitiesi shade, and _other reauiremehts associated with
grazing is reduced or elthinated.

__A dairy herd of at least 35 to 40 cows is required to make.. green
feeding economical.



The principal advantage of green feeding.ie the possibility of

mesting_forage needs with fewer acres than would be required with grazing;

The system helps avoid waste caused b3' selective grazing; tramplIngior
fouling with -droppings for two reasons:._ (1) livestock never enter the

fields; and (2) both leaves and stems of plants are harvested and fed.

The prospect of reducing acreage requirements for forage is espe-

cially attractive on farms where operating costs are high; labor is

plentiful; and where land for pastiire is scarce. However; green feeding

of improved pasture forage has seldOri resulted in more animal products

per acre than well - managed - rotation gre7ing when animals have been
allowed equal time to utilize the crop. Production per animal has also

been about eaual in such comparisons.

In some cases; the success reported with green feeding has resulted

from not only changing _the forage_ utilization system; but also from

changing from low-yielding to high=yielding forage crops. Studies in

which ladino clover ---orchardgrass forage -was utilized either by rota-

tion grazing; strip grazing; or green feeding, showed no advah.tage in

animal production that favored green feeding over the other systems.

A high degree of crop management skill is necessary for _successful_

operation of green feeding. Excellent management is required to produce

a continuous succession of crops and to harvest them and feed them

during their most nutritious stage of growth.

Generally, green_ feeding involves more risks than kgrating_aystem.
Machinery breakdowns and rainy Weather can slow down or preterit daily

harvest. Some risks can be offset by providing emergency OastUre near
feedlots or by having an emergency supply of hay or silage._ Other fac-
tors related to greenfseding; but not to grazing_systems; include
hauling of manure from feedlots; the need for surfaced feedlOte; and
sanitation -and disease problems that may occur sa a result of oohfihihg

livestock to drylot.

THE ROLE OF MANAGEMENT IN FORAGE UTILIZATION

_
Determination of -tile best way to improve livestock production- _

through better use orforage is a complicated process because tWd_hio=

logioal systems are involved; livestock and the pasture plants. EVe*._

decision about-one in same way affects the other. Understanding certain
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be3ic interrelationships that exist between- plants and livestock-is
important in making forage management decisions; The better these
interrelationships are understood; the greater are the possibilities
of making effective decisions:

The forage utilization system selected for a farm should result
in maximum net dollar returns from pasture and livestock; To accom-
plish this; it would appear that the ideal system should provide the
highest possible animal production by the use of all forage that grows
in a pasture. In practice; however; top animal production is possible
When livestock consume only the most nutritious plants in the pasture
and avoi,:. coarse; more mature clants; This ie the pattern of wasteful
selective grazing cattle instinctively follow if not controlled; When
livestock are compelled to eat all plants in the pasture; the overall
nutritive value of the forage they-consume is lowered by the mature
forage plants and weeds it contains: The result is leas- than - maximum
animal production;

In the interest of efficiency; it is good management to compromise
between obtaining maximum animal production and the using of ail forage
in a pasture; This compromise is accomplished through management deci-
sions that avoid excessive waste of forage and damage to the pasture
from overuse without sacrificing animal production unnecessarily to
favor pasture growth; They.result in a pasture utilization plan that
takes into account the facto that various ages and classes of livestock
have different forage requirements and the fact that ample forage
should be available throughout the season; including critical produc=
tion periods;

Decisions About Intensity of Pasture The

Successful forage management decisions effect a satisfactory
balance between the capacity of a pasture to produce quality forage
and the capacity of livestock to produce meat or milk; This balance
is mutually beneficial to the plants and livestock; In the final
analysis; such management decisions involve the determination of a
correct stocking rate for grazing (animal days of grazing per acre)
or a correct rate of harvest for green feeding

Accurate rates for stocking or for harvesting take into account
individual animal differences; This requires an intimate knowledge of
the productive capacities of the animals.
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LiS:restockdiffer in their inherited capacities to produce meat and

milk; :ome animals eat rore forage than they can possibly convert

into animal products; Others may rak6.6fficient use of-a relatively

high intake of forage; supplemented with concentrates; because of their

inherited high capacity for production.

There also are seasonal variations in _the productive capacities

of pastures. A special problem occurs during the period of flush plant

grOWth in the spring; when livestock usually cannot eat all of the forage

that is available; T1 is problem may be solved by reducing t.Le size of

the pasture area grazed and h :; harvesting excess forage for silage or

hay, or by increasing the number of livestock grazing the pasture.

Signs of Inefficient Pasture US6

= Signs of inefficient pasture use are most likely_td deiblibp_whet

livestock arepormitted to graze a pasture continuously with a minimum

of control. The animals are free to follow their natural tendencies

to SeleCt_Only palatable; tender leaves and plants and to avoid more

Mature and less palatable plants.

The signs_ are characterized by areas of over-mature_fOrage; areas

of_eitreMely_SpOrt forage that has been fremently_and closely grazed,

and Chan68 in the pasture stand from more productive to less productive

species and weeds.

Close observation of both pasture and livestock.can result_ in

early detection of the signs of inefficient pasture use. _ROtAtiOnal

and strip grazing generally result in closer_ranagenent than continu-

ous grazing. Coneiitionofboth pasture and livestock may be observed
regUlarly as animals are moved from area to area. Panger signs may

be noted and adjustments rode in the size of grazing area or' the length

of grazing period.

Green feeding provides an opportunity for Close regulation of the

USe_Of pasttre forage, since it makes possible strict control OVer_the

,
entire operation. Harvest may be done in a manner that prevents plant

daMage and waste_. In addition; daily contact with livestoCk permits_
adjustments in_ the amount of forage fed to achieve a desired level of

animal production.
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Rest Periods for Plant Recovery

The rest periods for plant recoverf*that pre an integral part_of
rotation and strip grazing and green _feeding lelp bring about a balance
between prodUction and consumption of forage, Used correctly; they pro-
tect pastures from overusee:and help assure that enough nutritious forage
Will be available to livestock throughout the pasture season.

_Managing forage in such a way as to include adequate resit periods
has become an iMportant feature of the three pasture_ systems because
the plantepredohinant in improved pastures are especially sensitive
to close, continuous grazing or frequent- harvesting. _These plants are
more erect and more productive than the low-growing plants in perma-
nent pastures and include such legumes and grasses as Ladino_ cloveri
Alfalfa' the fescuesj Coastal bermudegrassj dallisgrassi orchardgrassi
bromegrassj and timothy.

Because of their heighti a larger amount of the leaf surface of
plants in improved pastures may be easily eaten 'Cr trampled by live-
stock. Loss of leaf surface is a setback to plants. Leaves that are
removed ordinarily would be used to manufacture carbohydrates for con-
tinued growth and reserves stored in roots. When defoliatedi plants
rely on root reserves; and continuous defoliation results in depletion
of these reserves and death ofthe plants. If grazed too frequently
and too close; the improved plants may be forced out of the pasture
stand; often to be replaced by weeds;

During rest periods, forage plants produce new foliage from
shoots near the ground. This foliage is highly digestible and high
in protein content; When regular rest periods are providedi the plants
will continually produce new shoots and the foliage remains young and
nutritious; New foliage has a very high vitamin A value because it
is rich in carotene. It is also rich in B-complex vitamins, vitamin E,
ascorbic acidi and certain other essential vitamins. Calcium and
phosphorus contents also are higher than in mature forage.

Livestock generally prefer young plantsj or the young and actively
growing leaves and stems of plants._ In their search for thesej they
will pass by_more mature plants. This selective grazing may be_a _

special problem when grazing is continuous and poorly controlled._
the other hand; the greater degree of control of forage use_proVided
by rotation grazingi strip grazingi and green feeding miniMizes the
problem by compelling livestock to eat all plants and plant parts.
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Production of high-prodUting animals may suffer; however; if
,
they are-

.

compelled to eat low quality forago;

The Importance of Timing

Management involves determining *en grazing should be started,

haw Iong it should be continued on each .pasture area; and when and

how often forage shOUld be harvested for green feeding.

The maturity;_leafiitess;_and yield of forage at the time it is

grazed or harvested_art *portant in determining the feeding_valuebf

any pasture crop. Beat yields of rutritious forage are obtained when

plants are young; vegetative, and actively growing. In this stage

the plants are more palatable, more nutritious; and more digestible

than when they are mature.

Grazing should be started in the spring as soon as livestotk can

obtain an adequate amount of forage; yet not damage the plant stand.;

Rotation grazing may be continued on each paiture_area until such

mixtures as bromegrast and alfalfa are grazed to I minimum average

height of 3 to 14 inchea; and mixtures stiCh as orchardgrass and clover

are grazed an average height of 2 inches._ During hot; dry weather,
however; these minimum heights should be raised, inch or_ more. The

size of strip-grazed pasture areas should be so adjusted that the for=,

age is grazed to the minimum height desirable for the plante at the

end of a 24-hour period.

The sequence for 6hopping_for green feeding should be so timed

that forage is cut when nutritious and adequate recovery periods are

provided between harvests. Cutting for green feeding generally

should OP started When planta_are in the early hay stage, which occurs

a werA cr more after the plarita are ready for grazing.

FITTINGTHETORAGE UTILIZATION SYSTM
TO THE ?AWING SITUATION

Properly managed, each of these three improved forage utilization

systems can advance the efficiency of livestock production. But

Which of the three _syStd-Mt_ VrIllbest meet farmer!' needs, can only be

determined by evaluating:their relative merits and drawbacks in terms

of individual farniiig situations.
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VETERINARY MfflICINE

IMMUNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS

What They Are and How They Work

"Immunity" means; in general_torms; a resistance to infectious
disease. Textbooks on the subject mention several types or cleaves
ofimmunity; two of which_are especially important from the_etend=
point of disease control in domestic Eiiiiidalb and pOultry. An Under-
standineof these two types of:immunity is essential' if one is to
obtain maximum benefits from the use of biological products.

The injection of_a Bacterin; Vaccine or Toxoid into an animal
stimulates the animal's tissue cells to pre-duce substances called
antibodies which serve to protect the animal againSt infection by
the particUlar organisms represented in the product. Since the cella
Of the trPated.aninal are active in producing the antibodiea; we
spedk of this as an Active. Immunity. Active immunity develops gradu7
ally; requiring from one to_four weeks to reach its maximum. This
type of_iimumity lasts a relatively long time; although there is con-
siderable variation; depending on the age and species of the anircati
nature of the disease; quality of product used and other factors.
For examplei_pigs actively.immunized with Hog-Cholera Virus and Anti -
Hog- Cholera Serum will; under ordinary conditions; remain reaistant
to_ Hog Cholera for life. On the other hand; dogs vaccinated with
Eabies Vaccine gradually lose their immunity after about twelve months;
which make!' it necessary to revaccinate at least once each year

The antibodies; which are present in the blood serum of an im-
munized animal; may be transferred to other animals by injections of
this serum.. Animals ao treated acquire an immunity by virtue of the
antibodies injected. This. type of immunity is called Passive Immunity
since the tissue cells of the treated animal are not involved in the
production of the antibodies. Passive immunity is of short duration;
lasting; on the average; about three to four weeks. Its effect; how=
ever; is immediate; and for this reason immune serums or antiserums
are of great value in the treatment of affected animals and also in
providing immediate protection to animals that have been 0 are likely
to be exposed to disease soon.

There are many actors which affect the de ee and duration of
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active immunity; It is generally recognized that very young animals

do not immunize as readily_as_older animals; Nutritional deficiencies

and other debilitating conditions may possibly interfere with the de..

vtiqopment of immunity, or even cause a decrease in the resistance of

an animal that has been successfUlly immunized some time previously.

In any large number of animals, one may occasionally encounter the

rare individual which, for some unknown reason, is unabIeoto develop .

an immunity, even when vaccinated with products that are highly effec-

tive in_the vast majority of.cases. Immunity, therefore, is a relative

thing, dependent on many variable factors, including the individual.

BACTERINS

Bacterins are suspensions of bacteria which have been killed by

heat or CheMidal means, thereby rendering theM incapable of producing

disease.: The ba:,6eriaH,ore first isolated frOt the blood or tissues

of animals Sidk_Or_dead of the disease; Their identity is established

by exacting biological tests; and suitable culture media inoculated

and incubated at blood temperature.

The culture MediUmis prepared with tissue Juices and other in-

gredients to simulate the body conditions, and serves as the food for

bacterial developMent. The bacteria, by this Meanai can be grown in

large numbers, pure and freCof all contamination.

After maximum growth has been reached, the cultUre4 are removed

from the incubator and a preservative added; The_prebervativa- acts

also as the killing agent. Each culture is tested for sterility to

determine definitely that all the organisms have been killed. Each

batch of bacteria is subjected to microscopic examinations and animal

inoculation teststo determine purity and safety of the product.

7ACCINES

7accines constitute a group of biological prodUdtt Whithp like

batterinsi are employed for the purpose of producing an _active im-

mUnity. They differ in many- respects from bacterinb and theiricam-

poSition is determined largely by the_methods employed in growing

the bacteria or viruses which comprise the active or immunizing agent

in the product;

Bacterial Vaccines are suspensions of living bacteria Whith have
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been attenuated or weakened to such a degree that they-are no longer
capable of prOducing disease when injected into the animal body.
Brucella Abortus Vaccine is a typical example of a bacterial-vaccine.

Virus Vaccines are suspensions of ground tissues in which the
Virus has grown. Viruses will not grow and multiply in artificial
oUlture media and consequently must be grown in or On the tissues of
living animals. These tissues are collected at the proper time;
ground; and processed invarious ways to make the-finished product.
Certain vaccines; as for example Fowl Pox Vaccine; contain live Virus
since it is essential in this instance that the virus be alive in
order to produce imoianity. In Rabies and Encephalomyelitis Vaccines;
however; the virus is killed by chemical agents. These viruses are
capable of producing an immunity even though they are killed and,
further; they could not be used safely t alive;

Hog-Cholera Virus, strictly speaking, is not a vaccine, and its
virulence has not been interfered with. Its action is controlled in
the body of the hog by the injection_of Immune Serum which prevents_
the development of Hog Cholera. It is the virus which stimulates the
development of an active; lasting immunity.

ET-IUNE SERUMS

Practically all Immune Serums are prepared from animals which
have previously been immunized by injecting into their bedies large
and repeated doses of Bacterins. When sufficient immunity has been
developed by this treatment, the animals are injected_with large and
repeated doses of living_ bacteria, the disease- producing powers or
which have not been Impaired in any way.

The blood of the animals is repeatedly testedj and_when_found_
to contain sufficient amount- of antibodies, the blood is collected,
clarified, pasteurized, and preserved by the addition of a suitable
preserving agent.

Immune Serums oontain_theiantibodies specific for the disease
germs used in immunizing the animal; and when_injected into well
animals in sUfficientidosage) provide an immediate immunity against
the specific disease.

The IMMune Serum) when injected into an animal's body;
does not stimulate that animal's body cells to produce anti-
bddieS. Therefore) the imrTranity conferred is transitory,
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lasting for relatively short periodS of time,

IMM4110 Serums are used to treat sick anithals and to protect' animals

that have been or are likely to be exposed to infection. When injected

into such animals in sufficient dosage, the antiboidies immediately pros

tact the tissues from further bacterial invasion;

The dosage generally_ recommended has been arrived at largely through

experience. It has been found that large doses, in severe cases repeated

in h to 8 hours (lead Severe cases, 12 to 24 hours)? are much more effec=

tive than smell dosed repeated at more frequent intervals; Judgment as

to the dosage to be employed in any given case would depend on the Severity

of the symptoms manifested, And the size of the animal.

CARE OF INONOLOGICAL PRODUCTS

Bacterins, Vaccines, and IMMUne,Serums are all adversely affect6d

by exposure to heat and light; For this reasonithey shotad.aIways be

stored under refrigeration, preferably at -35 -to 456, F., but should not

be frozen; All biological: products are marketed in sealed pasteboard

biexes in order to protect the product from light. Live Nirusei and

Bacterial Vaccines are much more. sensitive to the effects of heat than

are Bacterins and Immune SerUMS; therefore, particular care should be

taken to keep such productS cold until ready for use;

SANITATION

This term, while faMiliar to everyone, -has been more or less mis-

understood, abused and misused until the public generally has lost

sight of its real meaning, value, and iMportance;

Sanitation means to render whoIesoMe or healthful, and requires

the use of Methods which have proved to be effective in the prevention

of disease and the promotion of health.

The term,- cleanliness, means the removal_ of all filth and dirt,

freedom froth Whatever 'is foul and offensive (rubbish, animal body

discharges) etd.);

Therefore, the first essential of sanitation is cleanliness;

Second, disinfection.
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Sanitation should Le maintained at all times.

Disinfection means destroying_disease-producing bacteria in and
about the premises, and making conditions unfavorable for their de-
velopment. Disinfection is accomplished by the use of dips) disin-
fectants, etc.

The effectiveness of dips and disinfectants is_ dependent_ upon
cleanliness. Before disinfecting, it is necessary firSt to clean
thoroughly and remove all dirt, rubbish, etc., in order to -be sure
that the disinfecting agent will come in direct contact with and
destroy any disease bacteria which may be present.

Thorough cleaning and disinfection do not, in themselves, con-
stitute sanitation. It is of equal importance to clean and disinfect
the premises at periodic intervals'to maintain sanitation.

Sanitation plays a most important part in the prevention of
diseases by reducing the number of disease bacteria an the premises
with which animals will came in contact.

It is especially important that strict sanitary measures be
employed on premises where infectious contagious diseases are present.
Sanittition plays an important,part in preventing the spread of any
infedtidtb disease. It should be remembered that the number of disease
bacteria taken Within an animal's body determines whether or not the
animal will contract the disease and, if so, whether or not the disease
Will be mild or severe.

Through cle anliness and disinfection, the number of disease bac-
teria is greatly decreased, and healthy animals are less apt to take
within their bodies a sufficient number of the bacteria to produce
disease.

DISINFECTING AGENTS

Effective disinfection depends on four things: First, the phenol

coefficient of the disinfectant. Second, the dilution at uhich the
disinfectant is used. Third, proper cleaning before application. And
Fou-ch, thoroughness of application.
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The phenel coefficient indicates the kininvstrength of
disinfectant as compared to phenol (carbolic acid).

Diainfectantd are_diluted with water for use) and the extent

of dilution will depend largely on-the phenol coefficient. As a,

general rule) dibinfectentS should be diluted not more than 20 times

the phenol coefficient. For examplei a disinfectant with phenol co=

efficient 5 may be diluted 100 times (20 x 5); that is, one part

disinfectant_ to 99 parts 'Water. In many instances stronger_solutions

are preferred, Obviously a disinfectant of high phenol coefficient

will go farther tban one of low_ coefficients It is seldom economical

to use disinfectants of leSs than coefficient 5.

Cleaning before disinfection is essential if the disinfectant is

to do an effective job. ExceeSive amounts of dirt, filth, and organic

matter interfere with the action of diainfectants.

Thorough application means applying the disinfectant to all con-

- taminated surfaces and objects, With- special attention_ to corners,
cracks, crevices, and other points that might easily be overlooked.

The use of coal tar disinfectants, such as Dtp, for general farm

disinfection and many other purposes is Well known, In certain op-

erations, such as dairying, coal tar diainfectants are unsuitable

because of their pronounced coal tar odor.

Pine Disinreetant is an aromatic) disinfeetant and_deodorant

concentrate with a_refreshing pine odor. The pine -oil is emulsified

in such a_Manner that it retains its several valuable_ properties and

mixes readily_With_ Water. Pine Disinfectant is especially recommended

for farm, office, household, and kennel use.

Odorless_ Disinfectant and Poultry Disinfectant, containing qua

ternary ammonium compounds, are among the most recent developMents

in the sanitation_ field, These products have a high phenol coefficient;

are odorless) tasteless, non-toxic- non-irritating, and_nonrcorrosive.
They are especially suited to all- dairy and poultry sanitation needs.

In suitable tonttntrations; they are effective deodorants as -well as ;

disinfectanta* Poultry Disinfectant; in proper strength, will kill

the virus of NeVidastle disease in contaminated brooder houses;_batteries,

and other equipment, and in addition, may be used as a sanitizing agent

in the drinking water.



APPROXIMATE MEASURES

112 ounce (fluid) . . 1 teaspoonflas (tsp.)

1/2 ounce (fluid) 1 tablespoonfUl

4 ounces (fluid) ; 1 teacupful
8 ounces (fluid) . 1 glassful

1 c.c. 16 drops

4 c.c. 1 teaspoonful

15 c.c. 1 tabIespoonfUl

4
USE AND CARL OF SYRINGES

AII syringes and needles_' should be thoroughly cleaned and

sterilized by boiling Mr at leatt 15_minutes just before using;

Syringes and needles thht haVe been_cleaned_thoroughly may be

sterilized by immersing in a Stitable disinfectant solution for

30 minutes;

To adjust syringei push plunger allthe way in and turn palm

rest or handle to the right. If too tight, turn to the left. Place

dosage nut or set screw on plusher Stem in accordance with dose to

be administered.

METHOD OF FILLING SYRINGE

Shake bottle well before drawing the contents of the bottle into

the syringe. Force a needle through the diaphragm of the rubber

stopper. Injection of a little air into the bottle between with-

drawals will prevent the formation of a partial vacuum; Draw the

product into the syringe direct from the bottle.

Attach another sterile needle to.the syringe to inject the producti--

Biological products should be,used the same day the stopper is

punctured. When vaccinating, protect this class of products from

direct surlight and intense heat to avoid impairment of immunizing

properties.

After using syringes; they should be taken apart, thoroughly
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cleaned and dried, and placed in a dark cool place until again needed.

SITE CF INJECTION

The best place to inject most bacterins, vaccines, etc., in horses
and cattle is in the side of the neck, midway betifeen the head and
shoulders; sheep and swine, under the foreleg (armpit). See Center
Spread.

Needles after each injection should be r7imsed in a disinfectant
solution but care_should be_exercised_to insure_that_the disinfectant
solution is expelled from the lumen of the needle before use.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING VARIOUS TYPES
OF INJECTIONS IN DONESTIkANIMALS

Before making an injeCtioni read the bottle label carefully to
determine indications, cautions, proper dosage, frequency of administra-
tion, and recommended method of administration. Then consult these
directions for detailed instructions on how to make the type of in-
jection recommended on the bottle label.

INTRAVENOUS: Injection directly into the veins. This method
is generally used when rapid and effective action is needed to save life.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AN
INTRAVENOUS INJECTION

IN CATTLE

Equipment Needed:

1. Choke rope--a rope or cord about 5 feet long, with a loop in
one end, to be used as a tourniquet. -

2; Gravity flow intravenois set. (See Fig. 1)
3: Hypodermic needles, 16 gauge, 1 to 2 inches long and very

sharp. Use new needles. Dull needles will not work. Extra needles
should be available in case the one being used becomes clogged.
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FIG1M I

hi Scissors or clippers.

5: 70% tubbing alcohol compound or- other equally effectAve

antiseptic for diainfc:cting the skin; Blue Lotion is ideal for

this purpose. _
6. The medication to be given;

Preparation of Equipment:

Thoroughly dlean_theneedles and intravenous set and disinfect

them by boiling in Water for twenty minutes.

Warm the bottle of medication to approximately
body temperature

and keep warm until used.

Preparation of the AniMal for Injection:

1; Approximate location of vein;__ The jugular vein runs in the

'jugular groove on each side of the neck frog the angle_of the jaw to

just above the brisket and slightlyabow and-to the side of the

windpipe. (See Fig. II and III.)

Jugular Groove

FIGURE II
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Wrtebra

Carotid Artery

Jugular lkin

Jugular Groove.

Esophagus (Gullet)

Muscles

-Carotid Artery

Jugular Vein

Jugular Groove

Treachea -

(Wind Pi0e)

FIGURE III

2. Restraint - -a stanchion or chute is ideal for restraining the
animal. With a halter)_ rope) or cattle leader (nose tongs)) pull the
animal's head around the side of the stanchion; cattle chute or post
in such a manner to form a bow in the_neck (See_Fig._IV)) then snub
the head securely to prevent movement. By forming -the bow in the neck)
the outside curvature of the bow tends to expose the jugular vein and
make it easily accessible. Caution. Avoid a tight rope or halter
around the throat or upper neck which might impede blood flow. Animals

that are down present no problem so far as restraint is concerned.

3. cup hair in area where injection is to be made (over the

vein in tne_upper third of the neck). Clean and disinfect the skin
wIth alcohol or other suitable antiseptic.
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Entering the Vein and Making the Injection:

1. Raise the_vein; this is accomplished by tying the choke

rope tight around the neck, close to the shoulder. The rope should

be tied in_SUCh a Way that it will not come loose and so that it

can be untied Oitkly by_ pulling the loose end (See Fig. IV). In

thick-neCked animals, a block of wood placed, in the jugular groove

between the rope and the hide will help considerably in applying

the desired pressure -at -the right point. The vein is a soft flexible
tube through whiCh blood flows back to the heart. Under ordinary

conditions it, cannot be-Seen or felt with the fingers. When the

flow of blood is blocked -at the base of the neck by the choke rope,

the vein becomea enlarged Ahd.rigid because of the back pressure.

If the choke rope is euffitiehtly_tight the vein- stands out and

can be easily seen and felt -in thin=necked animals. As a further

check in identifying the Vein4 tap it_ With the fingers in frent.of

the choke rope. PulsatiOna that can be seen or felt with the fingers

in front of the point boitg confirm the fact that the

vein is properly distended. It is impossible to Put the needle into

the vein unless it is distended. Experienced_ operators are able to

raise the vein simply by hand pressure, biit the use of a choke rope

is more certain.

2. Inserting the needle. This involveS three disAnct steps.

11111, insert the needle through the hide. aemnA0 insert the needle

Thfi-the vein. This may require two or three attempts before the

vein is entered. The vein has a tendency to roll away_ from the

point of the needle, especially if the needle 15 not Sharp. The

vein can be steadied with the thumb and finger of one hand* With

the other hand, the needle point is placed directly over the vein,

slanting it so that its direction is along the length of the vein,

either toward the head or toward the heart. Properly positioned

this way, a quick thrust of the needle will be followed by a spurt

of blood through the needle, which indicates that the vein has 'been

entered. Third, once in the vein, the needle should be inserted

along the length of the vein all the way to the hub, exercising

caution to see that the needle does not penetrate the opposite' side

of the vein. Continuous steady flow of blood through the needle
indicates that the needle is still in the vein. If bIcoddoei not
flow continuously, the needle is out of the vein (or clogged) and

another attempt.mutt be made. If difficulty is encountered, it may
be advisable to use the vein on the other side of the neck.

3. While the needle is being placed in proper position in the
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vein, an assistant should get the medication ready so that the in=
jection can be itarted without delay after the vein has been entered.
Remove the rubber stopper from the bottle of intravenous solution,
connect the intravenous tube to the neck of the bottle, invert the
bottle and allow some of the solution to run through the tube to
eliminate all air bubbles.

Ii. Making the'ihjection._ With needle in proper position as in-_
dicated by continuov.5 flow of bloOdj release the_choke rope by a qUick
pUll on the free end. This is essential.- -the medication cannot flow
into the vein the vein is blocked. IMMediately connect the in
traven, ,ts tube to the needle,and raise the bottle. The_solution_ill
flow in_ by graVity(SeeFig. V.). The rate _of flow can be controlled
by_pinching the tube between the thumb and forefinger or by raising_
and lcr,tering the bottle. BUbbles entering the bottle through the air
tube CT valve indicate the rate at which the medication is flowing.
If the flow should stop, this means the needle has Blipped out of the
vein (or is clogged) and the operation will have to be repeated. Watch
for any swelling under the skin near'the needle, which would indicate
that the medication is not going into the vein. Should this occur,
it is best to try the vein on the opposite aide of the neck. Sudden
movement of the animal, especially twisting of the neck or raising or
lowering the head, may sometimes cause the needle to alip out of tno
vein. To prevent this, tape the needle hub to the skin of the neck to:.
hold the needle in position. Whenever there is any doubt as to the
position of the needle, this should be checked in the following manner:
Pinch off the intravenous tube to stop flow, disconnect the tube from
the needle and re-apply pressure to the vein. Free flcw of blood
through the needle indicates that it is in proper position and the
injection can then be continued.

FIGURE V
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5. Removing the needle: When injection is complete, remove

needle With a straight pun._ Then apply pretaure over area of in-

jection momentarily to control any bleeding through needle puncture,

using cotton soaked in alcohol or other suitable antiseptic.

PrecIutions:

1. Ineiperiented persons Will find the intraperiton-Al method

simpler than the intravenous method and, except in cases Of -extrema

emergencies, iritraperitoneal injection is the method Of preference,

provided this method is recommended on the label of the product

being used;

2 To reduce the likelihood of shock, ir'xzvemouto Solutions

should be warmed to approximately body temperature before injection.

3i Rapid injection may cocesionally roducb shock. Administer

slowly. Rate of injection may bo controlled by raising or lowering

the bottle or pinching the tune. Tne animal should be Obaerved at

ll tin ts during the injection in order not to give the solution too

fart.4fThis may be detimmined by watching the respiration of the

animal and feeling or listening,to the heart heat-, if the heart beat

and respiration increase maxkedly, the rate of injection should be

immediately stnpped by pinching the tube until the animal recovers

approximately to its previous respiration or heart beat rate, when

the injection can be resumed at a sloWtr rate.

1&. If symptoms of shock are seen or the animal shows an; signs

of dietress, admistration can be interrupted by pinching thein-

travenous tube. If symptoms pereist, the injection should be ter-

minated entirely.

INTRAPERITONEAL: Injection is made through the abdominal wall

and directly into the abdominal cavity. This method is used when a

large quantity of solution is to be given, rapid absorption is de-

sired, and the vein cannot be used.

DIRECTICNS FOR MAKING AN
INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTION

IN CATTLE

Equipment Needed:

I. Gravity fle4 intravenous set.
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2; Hypodermic needles, 114 or 16 gauge,_1Z or 2 incl'es long and

very sharp. Extra needles should be available in case the one being

used becomes clogged.

3. Scissors or clippers;

__ 4. _70% Rubbing Alcohol Compound or other equally effective
antiseptic for disinfecting the skin. Blue Lotion is ideal for

this purpose.

5. The medication to be given.

Preparation of EqUipment:

Thotoi4hly clewthe_needles and intravenous set and disinfect
them by_ boiling LI water for twenty minutes. Warm the bottle of
medication to Apptokimately body temperature and keep warm until Used.

Ldcating the Injection Arta:

An intraperitoneal injection is made through*the belly wall on
the animal's right side (never on the left) at a point about three

inches- elow the edge of the loin muscles and midway between the
point of the hip and the lett rib. This is the center of a trian-
gular depression called the "holloW of the flank," illustrated in

Figure -VI;

Preparation of the Animal far Injection:

The injection can be made most wittily if the animal is restrained

FIGURE VI
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10_1 standing position, preferably in a stanchion or cattle chute.

Clip the hatmfrom the area where the needle is to be inbettea,_ Then

Web the area vigorously with alcohol or other equally effective anti=

septic to clean and disinfect the skin,

Inserting the Needle and Making the Injection:

At the center of the triangular depression, hold the needle
perpendicular to the skinj thus pointing it approximately toward

the center of the body, Then, with a quick thrustj insert the
needle through the belly wall all the way to the hub, This will
put the end of the needle into the peritoneal cavity, (In thick

skinned animals where penetration is difficult, attach to the needle

a sterile veterinary syringe with which the operator can obtain a

better grip and make a more forceful thrust.)

When the needle is .being placed in proper position, an assistant
should get the medication ready by removing the rubber stopper from*

the bottle and attaching the intravenous tube to the neck of the

bottle, Then invert the bottle and allow a small quantity of the solu-

tion to run through the tube to eliminate all air bubbles,

Connect the intravenous tube to the hub of the needle and

elevate the bottle. Ifythe needle is in proper position the solu-
tion will flow rapidly as indicated by a steady stream of bubblei

entering the bottle through the air tube or valve. If the solution

'does not flow readilyi disconnect the intravenous tube, withdraw

the needle a short distance, and reinsert at the proper angle. If

thi fails to correct the trouble, the needle is probably clogged

with a plug of tissue in Which case a, new needle should be used, '

Removal of the Needle:

After the proper dosage has been administered, pinch off the

tube to prevent further flow, disconnect the tube, an4 quickly_with-=

draw the needle, Then Swab the the needle puncture with

alcohol or other equally effective antiseptics. _
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AN
INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTION

. IN SHEEP..

First read_th4_ditections for making -this injection in cattle.
The principles involved are identical. Sheep -can be easily re-
strained -by an assistant who straddles the animal jilstin front of
.the'shoUlders. For sheep, use a 16-gauge needle, lfinches long.

Since the_dosage.for sheep is relatively small, -an- ordinary
veterinary syringe of 25-cc or 50cc capacity is generally- preferred
instead of an intravenous_set. Sterilize needles and syringes by
boiling in water for 20 minutes._ Disinfect the- bottle- stopper before
puncturing. Use a separate needle for filling the syringe.

Make_injection on the animalls_right side as described under,
cattle. The triangular depression is not always apparent to the eye
in heavily wooled animals, but after_ clipping the area the depression
can be easily seen or felt with the_hand, _Be sure to_disinfect the
skin, as described under cattle, before making the injection,

DIRECTIONS FOR-MAKING-AN-
INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTION

IN SWINE

Equipment Needed:

1. Gravity flow intravenous set,(for large hogp when dosage to
be given is large) or a.25-cc or_50cc veterinary syringe (for pigs
when dosage to be given_is small).

2. HypoderMic_needlesj 1E- gauge; at least 3 inches long for
heavy hogs, l inch long for pigs.

3. Scissors or clippers.
4i 70% rubbing alcohol compound or other equally effective

antiseptic for disinfecting the skin. Blue Lotion, is ideal for

this purpose.
Si The medication to be given.

40

Preparation of Equipment:

Thoroughly clean the needles and intravenous set or syringes_and_
disinfect them by boiling.in water :for twenty minutes. Warm the bottle
of medication to approximately body temperature and keep warm until used.
If the injection is to be made with a syringe, swab the stopper with
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disinfectant_before_puncturing it with the needle: Use a separate

needle ft filling the smingei

Procedure for Heavy Hogs :

Area of Injection:

The place to make the injection is on the animal's right side

at a point about 2i inchee below the loin muscles and Midway between

the last rib and the point of the hip. (See Fig. VII)

Preparation of Animal:

If neceesaryi_restrain the animal by putting a noose in the mouth

behind the tusks and pulling it tight around the upper -jaw: Tie the

free end of the rope to a post. Clip_the hair from the area where the

needle is to be inserted. Then swab the area 'vigorously with alcohol

or other equRily effective antiseptic to clean and disinfect the skin.

FIGURE VII

Inserting the Needle aid Nakihg the Injection:

At the point. of injection described ebove4 hold the- needle

perpendicular to the akin, thus directing it approximately toward

the center of the body. _Then With a quick thrusti insert the needle

through the belly wall all the way to the hUb. This will put the

end of the needle into the peritoneal cavity;

While the needle in being placed in proper position, an assistant

should get the medication ready by removing the rubber stopper from the

bottle and attaching the intravenous tube to the neck of the bottle.

Then invert the bottle and allo0 a Snell quantity of the solution to
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run through the tube to eliminate all air bubbles.

Connec* the intravenous tube to the hub of the needle and elevate
the bottle. If the needle is in proper position the solution will flow
rapidly as indicated by a steady strean'of bubbles entering the bottle
through the air tube or valve. If. the solution does not flow readily,
disconnect the intravenous tube, withdraw the needle a short distance,
and reinsert at the proper angle. If this failm to cr:rect the trouble,
the needle is probably clogged with a plug of tissue, in which case a
new needle should be used.

Removal of the Needle:

After the proper dosage has been addinistored, pinch off the tube
to prevent further flow, disconnect the tube, and quickly WithdraW the
needle. Then swab the site -of the needle puncture with alcohol or
other equally effective antiseptic.

Procedure for Pigs

(Suitable for any swine not too heavy to be handled)

Area of Injection:

The injection_ is Made thru the bellY wall at a point half_way
between the fold of the flank and the midline. (See Fig. VIII) In
moat -pigs, -this point lies between the rear nipple and the next
nipp7.e in front. The injection can be made either to theIeft or
to the right of the midline.

FIGURE VIII

Preparation of Animal:

The animal must be restrained by one of two methods: (I) An
assistant holds the pig up by the hind legs, squeezing pig's body b3-
tween assistant's knees to prevent movement. (2) The pig is placed on
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its back in a V=Shaped_trough and held down with the hind legs ex-

tended. In case the _pigs are fairly large, two. assistants may be

required, one to hold the hind legs, and the other the -fore legs.

The trough should slope at an angle of 30 degrees or more with the

pig's head at the lbw end of the trough. This elOping_ position

practically eliminattii the possibility of puncturing the intestine.

Clip the hair fray -the area of_injection and swab the akin with

alcohol 1r other effective antiseptic to clean and disinfect the skin.

Inserting the Needle and Making the Injection:

After filling the syringejuse a separate needle) with the re-

quired dosage;_ attach_ a sterile needle, 16-gaUge,_1 inch in length.

At the point of injection described above, place the needle point

against the skin, pOinting_it toward the center of the body:

thrust the needle through _the belly wall all the Qrsorup_to-ths hub.

Inject the full &Sage and withdraw the needle. SWab the needle_

puncture with alcohol or more equally effective antiseptic and

lease the animal. If more than one syringeful is required, disconnect

the syringe leaving the needle in place in the pig's belly. Refill

the syringe, connect to the needle and make the second injection.

INTRAMUSCULAR: Injection is through the skin and subcutaneous

tissue, directly into the muscle. Absorption is very rapid in this case.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING__AW_
IN'TRAMUSCUTAR INJECTION IN

DOMESTIC AN

(Cattle, sheep, swine, horses and dogs)

Equipment Needed:

1. A 25 or 50cc veterinary syringe.

2. Hypodermic needle, 16 gauge, 3/4 to 1 inch in lengthi

3; Scissors or clippers.

4. 70% rubbing alcohol compound or other equally!effective
antiseptic for disinfecting the skin and bottle stopper. Blue Lotion
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is ideal for this purpose;

5. The medication to be given.

Preparation of Equipment:

Clean and disinfect the needles and syringe by boiling in wat:,,r
for 20 minutes;

Areas of Injection:

An intramuscular injection is made directly into the muscle
tissue or meat; Heavily muscled portions of the body Such as the
neck, shoulder and hindquarter should be utilized. Not_more than
25=cc should be injected in any one spot in large animalscattle,
horses, and heavy hogs. In small animals--sheep, pigs, and dogs
- -not more than 10 to 15 cc should be injected in one spot. Where

the dosage to be given is large; as much as 500 cc can be injected

into cattle by distributing the dosage in 25-cc amounts into the

heavy mutcleoll of the neck, shoulder, and hindquarter on both sides.

Preparation of Animal:

Restrain the animal by the beSt means available. A stanchion

or chute is ideal for large anithalt. _Clip_the hair fram the area in

which the injection is to be given -and SWdb_the clipped areas vig-

orously with alcohol or other equally effettive antiseptic.

Inserting the Needle and Making the Injection:

Fill the syringe with the medication to be_given, using a
separate needle for filling. Disinfect the rubber stopper before

inserting the needle into the bottle:

Insert a previously disinfected needle deeply into_the mUScle

tissue with a quick thrust: Observe the hub of the needle for a

moment, If blood begins to flow out of the needle, it id prdbably

in a blood vessel and the needle should be withdrawn ind_re=ineerted

in a different direction. Attach the syringe to the needle And in=

jedt the medication slowly.
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After the medication has been injected, remove the needle still

attached to the syringe and massage tht area With cotton soaked in

alcohol so as to spread the medication through the muscle tissues The

Above procedure is repeated in each injection area until the full

recommended dose of medication has been given,

SUBCUTANEOUS: Injection into the tissue beneath the

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A
SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTION

IN DOMSTIC ANIMALS

(Cattle, sheep, uwines horses and dogs)

Firsts read directions for making an intramuscular injection.

The equipment needed, its_ preparation, and preparation of the animal

are the same as for an intramuscular injectioni

A sUbcutaneous injection is an injection made beneath the skin,

between the skin and tne_muscle tissues The recommended areas

of injection are places Where the akin is looaes_particularly on the

aides of the neck and behind the shoulder. In pigs and -sheep the

axillary space is frequently used for subcutaneous'injectioni The

axillary space lies between the foreleg and the cheat wall, and cor-

responds to the armpit in man.

To make the injection, pinch_ up a fold of skin between th thumb
and fingers (not necessary if axillary space is ueed)i Insert the

needle under the fold in a direCtion apprOximately_paralIel to the

surface of the body; When the needle is inserted in this memmeri the

medication will be delivered Underneath the akin bemoan the akin and

the muscles Observe the name precautions regarding clipping and

disinfecting the akin as outlined under intramuscular injectionsi,

ORAL: By the mouthdrugs are usually given by the mouth and

are abtorbed in the atomach and intestiness Absorption is more rapid

when drugs are given in solution into an empty stomach; slower when

administered in powder, pill or ball form, and on a full stomach.

1 ,
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OTHER METHODS OF
ADMINISTERING DRUGS

INHALATION: (Inhale),_ Volatile drugs are used mainly for their

local action on the respiratory tract.

RECTAL: By the rectum. This method is used when oral administration
is inadvisable or impossible, because of paralysis of the throat; etc.

Absorption, here is slower.

TOPICAL: Local application to external surfaces of the body:
Absorption by this method is extremely slow and the effects of the

drug are limited to the treated area.

BODY TEMPERATURE

Average Rectal Temperature

Horse o 100.2
ASS _90.5
COW 101.5
Sheep 102.3
Goat . 103.3
Pig 101.7=10.3
Dog 101.0=102.0
Cat 101.7
FoWl
Duck 107.$ =110.5
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Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention :

Disease:

Cause -:

synptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

famse:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

CATTLE DISEASES=v

Acetanema,

Metabolic ditturbance occuring as a complication of
milk fever or as a result of poor winter feeding.

Reduced milk flow, consnpation and rapid loss of

weight.

Subcutaneous injection of 2S0 to SOO c.c. of Sterilt

Glucose Solution repeated in 24 hours if needed.

Provide molasses, high=quality hay and/or good pasture

grasses.

Actin c sit (Lunt, Jaw) and Actinobacillosis Ogoockn

'longue

Fungus organisms.

TUmor=like swellings or evilanements_of tissues about

the head and throat. Swellings contain yellowish=

white pus.

Intravenous injection of SOO c.c. of Sodium Iodide

per 1,000 pounds animal ifeight.

Mix one pound organic' Iodide compound with SO _pounds

of salt and feed free choice.

Aaaplasmosit

Protozoan blood parasite.

Anemia as shown by loss of appetite, loss of flesh,

and yellowish discoloration of visible mucous

membranes.

IntramuteUlat injection of Sodium Cacodylate Solution;
5 c.c. for each 100 pounds body_weight_ h cases of
eichaUttiOn also give 100 c.c. of Sterile Glucose
Solution.

Control flies and other insects by spraying.

Anthrax

Bacterium patted in contaminated feed or water.
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Symptom:

Diagnosis:

Treatment:

Prevention:

disease-:

Cause:

item:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Diagnosis:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Spasm, staggering, and death within a few hourS.
Rapid decomposition occurs after death and blood
fails to clot.

Laboratory blood analysis.

100 to 250 c.c. of Anti-Anthrax serum should be
given daily until animars body temperature returns
to normal; Supplement large doses of Penicillin
every 4 hours.

Vaccination every 2-1/2 to 3 months if anthfai is
known to the area; Burn and bury all dead animalS.

Blackles
Bacterium

Lameness, stiffness, and possible bloody discharge;
Death is rapid.

Not practical.

CaIfhood vaccination of one S c.c. dose of Blackleg
Bacterin whole culture (Alum Treated) . Burn and

bury dead animals.

Brucellosis

Infectious disease which acts on the genital tract.
Spreads by breeding of infected animals.

Abortion.

Blood Tett.

None.

Calfhood vaccination with Brucella Abortus Vaccine
S c.c. per animal, sterilizing all syringes and
needles between each vaccination.

Calf Diphtheria

Actinomyces necrophorus infection;

Infected larynx -- high temperaturei distressed
breathing, and death due to strangulation. Infected

mouth -- emaciation and salivation.
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Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatrrnt:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

2p1.5:1111:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Intraperitoneally administer 25 c.c. per 100 pounds

of Triple-Sulfa solution. Segregate sick animals.

Clean and disinfect' all water and feed containers;

generally clean the animal area.

Calf Scours (White Scours)

Colon bacillus present in the digestive tract.

Grey or white fluid diarrhea which has an offeniive

odor.

One Calf Scour Bolus for each SO body weight.

If serious, inject SO to 100 c.c. of Antibacterial Serum

(Bovine) also give injections of Vitamins A-D-E in oil

solution.

Sanitation.

Foot Rot

Injury to feet with subsequent infection.

Slight lameness to complete rotting of the hoof.

Triple-Sulfa solution given intravenously or intra-

peritoneally.

Mix one pound organic Iadide compound with 50 pounds

salt and feed free choice.

Hemorrhagic Septicemia (Shipping Fever)

Lowered resistance.making the animal subject to

Pasteurella organisms.

Cough, difficult breathing, temperature, staggering,

and death. Dead animals have blood spots on the

heart', lungs and intestinal membranot.

Isolation and 100 to SOO c.c. dote of Anti-Hemorrhagic-

Septicemia Serum, repeated in ahours as needed.

Calfhood vaccination (whole Culture) using a 5 c.c. dose.

;
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Disease: Cowpox

Cause: Filterablevirus picked up
ceptible animals.

Sr1113tom:

gh the skin of sus-

Inflamed areas on upper teats and inner surface of
thighs. Bumps and blisters may be present.

Treatment: The didase will run its course but Sulfa lotion
aids healing of Cowpox sores.

Prevention: Isolate sick animals.

EXTERNAL PARASITES OF CATTLE

Parasites: Horn flies lice gnats mos uitoes and cattle grubs.

Treatment: Malathion,' DDT, Chlordane, and Lindane. Treatment may
be given by spraying or dipping. Methods of applica-
tion should follow the recommendation for the product
used.

flarasi-te : Scow Worms

Cause: Screw worm fly lays eggs which hatch into small larvae
or worms that burrow into raw tissue.

Symptom: Raw open wound with worms inside.

Treatment: Use a liquid screw worm killer containing Benzol and
Chloroform.

cATTLE BLOAT

Cause: Accumulation of excessive gas in the paunch created
by changes in feed, overeating or mechanical problems.

Treatment: Two ounces of _Equi-Dine mixed with a pint of Mineral
Oil given as a drench. For acute cases puncture the
paunch by cutting a hole in the upper left flank mid=
way between the last rib and the point of the hip.

CATTLE INDIGESTION

Causa: Spoiled or damaged feeds and other indigestible sub=
stances.

Treatment:_ Empty the digestive tract by giving 2 ounces of Purga=
tive every 6 hours for 3 doses or until relief occurs.
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Parasites:

Treatment:

Disease:

Cause:

Spread:

Srmptam:

Treataent:

_Prevention :

Disease:

Cause:

Snot=:

Treatment_:

itevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Imam:

Treatment:

Prevention:

ANTERRAL_PARASITES OF CATTLE

Stomach worms nodular worms, hook worms, lung worms,

and liver flukes.

PastUre rotation and Phenothiazine used in a drench

or feed. Use one ounce per IN pounds body weight

Up to a maximum of six ounces.

CrEHER.CUTLE DISEASES

tosplrosis

Germ called leptospira.

Through urine of infected animala.

Sudden abortion, anemia, yellowish color, and blood-

tinged milk.

None effective.

Sanitation and vaccination with Leptospira Pomona

Becterin. Vaccinate calves at 3 to 6 months of age

and each year thereafter.

MalignantBieMa

Clostridium Septic= organism.

Similar to Blackleg with a higher fever.

Mattive doses of penicillin,

5 c.c. dose of Triple Bacterin.

Mastitis

Streptococcus.

Suckren decrease of milk and lumpy, stringy or bloody

milk.

Use Sulfanilamide-in-,oil as an intranaunmary infusion.

Milk frequently until cured and apply hot epsom salt

water packa as needed.

Sanitation and control of flies.
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Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevent-ion:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Ftevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Wtritis

Bacterial infection in :the uterus.

Vaginal discharge, straining and loss

Sulfanilamide uterine boluses. Use 3
and repeat in 24 hours if needed.

of weight.

to 6 boluses

-7--

Sanitation at galving; Assist, as needed, the
removal of the afterbirth.

Milk Fever

Unknown.

Nervousness, spasm an
S-like curve;

then collapse; Neck assumes

Cal-O-Dex or. Cal -_D-Mag.
intravenously and repeat.

Provide adequate mineral
duting pregnancy.

Pink lye

Administer_250 to SO0 c.c.
in 12 to 24 hours if needed.

supplements especially

Streptococci and Staphylococci with mineral and
vitamin deficiencies as a predisposing factor;

C3osed eyes, reddened eyelids, and white scum over
the eyeballs.

Pink -Eye powder; a mixture of Sulfanilamide, Boric
Acid, Acriflavin, and Sulfathiazole sodium.

Unknown.

Pnenninnia

Infectious disease of the lungs brought on by chillin
crowding and malnutrition.

Rapid breathing, high fever and loss of appetite;
Lesions are found in the lungs of dead animals;

240 -grain boluses of Sulfathiazole every 8 hours as
needed. Give daily injections of 1 to 3 c.c. -of
Vitamin A-D-E.

Avoid exposure to cold, crowding and malnutrition.
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Disease:

Cause:

SY9Roam:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Cause:

Treatment:
AMMO

Prevention:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Cause:

SYR:Um:

Treatment:

Prevent-in

4

Red Water Disease

Bacillary nemoglObinuria which is found in swampy

and poorly-drained areas.

Dark urine, high temperature and sudden death.

-Dead animals shov_signs_of hemorrhaging on the

membranes lining the chest and abdomen.

None.

Vaccinate all animals_in infected_ territories with

Red Water vaccine. (Clostridium-Hemolyticum Bacterin)

PRUSSIC ACID- POISObatia

_Hydrocyanic acid animals obtain by eating the second

growth of canes and sorghumS.

Muscular trembles, staggering, and, sudden death.

'30 to 60 c.c. of Thi0=Nitro Solution, intravenous.

Keep animals away from second growths of cane or

sorghums.

WARTS

Filterable Innis;

Wart growth on any part of the body.

Culling, sanitation, and use of Wart Vaccine

(Bovine origin)

Sanitation ,mod culling of warty animals.

POISONING and BRASS TETANY

Fast growing young wheat or grass.

Incoordination, loss of appetite and staggering.

Convulsions, with periods of relaxations occur

before the animal dies.

500 c.c. of calcium gluconate by slow intravenous

injection;

Control grazing of young wheat or graStes.
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PENICILLIN IITIRAAUSCULAILDOSAGE_FORCATfLE

(Milk =potable until-a week after last dose)

General Rule: Allow 1 c.c. to each 100 pounds_ body weight, Use

16 gauge 1-1/2 inch needle. Give daily for infections
until 2 days after symptais disappvar.

Disease:

Cause:

SWINE DISEASES

Anemia

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Carus

Synptom:

Diagnosis:

Treatment:

Irevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Synptom:

Treatnent:

Prevention:

Lack of magnesium, manganese, cobalt and zinc.
Deficiencies often result from pigs being farrowed
on concrete or wooden floors which prevents their

access to the soil.

Sluggishness and difficult breathing.

Intramuscular injection of 2 c.c. of Swi- Ron
(Sterile Iron solution)

Give pigs access to soil or inject 2 c.c. of Swi=
Ron per pig at 2-4 days of age.

Bnicellosis

Brucella suis. (Genital Disease)

Abortion and lameness.

Blood Test

None

Cull infected animals

Swine Eryslpelas

.

Germ, Erysipelothrix ihusiopathiae.

Red discolorations on skin, difficult breathing,
high temperature, a.1,1 swollen joints.

Anti-Swine-Erysipelas Serum, S c.c._for pigs up to
SO pounds -and proportionate increases up to 20 c.c.

for over 100 pounds.

Vaccinate all sine every 6 months with Erysipelas
Bacterin S c.c. up to 1(0' pounds and 10 c. c. over

100 pyunds. Sows and gilts should hit. vaccinated

4 to 6 weeks before the farrowing period.
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sue:

Disease:

Cause:

Treatment:

Prevention:Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Hemorrhagic Septicemia

(See Cattle Section)

Swine Flu

Filterable virus affecting the respiratory tract,

Coughing, teMperaturei_and difficult breathing,

D6Ad_atiiiitrIlLiialL0 a heavy_mUcus ixrtle_Bronchi.

Provide crarm, dry quartert_and_inject 2 to S c.c.

of Vitamins_AD-Einiectable oil solution.

Provide warm, dry quartert during cold and rainy

seasons.

Hog Cholera

Filterable virus.

Wobbly gait, red and watery eyes, difficult breathing

and diarrhea, Dead animals have bright red spots

on kidneys, bladder, lungs, and lymph glands.

None effective,

Vaccinate each animal with S c;c, of crystal Violet

Hog Cholera_VaCtite, Pigs should be 6 weeks_old

before VACtination, Always place vaccine under the

skin of the foreleg, (Anti-Hog-Cholera serum may__

be used to provide_quick immunity lasting only about

3 weekti howeveri there is a danger that serum may_

interfere with later deVolOpment of good immunity,)

Fnteritis

Food upset or dietary deficiency.

Loott bowel movements often black or bloody.

Feed animal protein to provide _B vitamins, Niacin,

Riboflavin, and Calcium Pantothenate. Practice

sanitation by providing clean food and water.

Infectious Enteritis

Vibrio = Necrotic - Necro - Bacterial and neneralized

Septicemia are all causative organisms.

Bloody diarrhea, watery diarrhea. or other diarrhea.
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Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Sodium Arsanilate added. to drinking water, feed some
whole oats or bulky feed, put Sulfaquinoxaline in
drinking water, and use antibiotics plus penicillin.

Sanitation and proper diets.

Leptosp-ix-osis

Leptospira pomona,

Abortion and litters with some dead or stunted animals,

None effective

Vaccinate with Leptospira Pomona Bacterin and cull
all diseased animals.

SYMPTOM TABLE=

ARE THEY AFFECTED WITH ifa_l CHOLERA SWINE ERYSIPELAS,
OR INFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS?,

Examine These
Organs:

SKIN

EYES

LIMBS

EPIGLOTTIS

LYMPH GLANDS

LUNGS

Acute
Hog Cholera

Red Spots or Hemo-
rrhages do not dis-
appear on pressure

Eyelids gummy

Knuckle at pastern
joints

Small pctechial
hemorrhages

Bright red,
enlarged, and
congested at
borders

Real dark hemo-
rrhages that do
not run together
are present

Acute
Swine Erysipelas

Scarlet areas- -
disappear on
pressure;
"diamond skin"

Normal. or clear
watery discharge

Hot, painful and
frequently
swollen

Acute Infectious
Gastroenteritis

Normal or exten-
sive purple dis-
coloration of
abdomen just
before death

Normal

Normal

Normal Irregular size
hemorrhages may
he present

Little change in Enlarged, con=
color but enlarged gested, purplish-

black in color

Normal; _may be
scattered areas
of congestion
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Usually scattered
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SYMPTOM TABLE

ARE MEI AFFECTEDLWITh BCD CHOLERA, WINE ERYSIPELAS,
OR INFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS?

Examine These
Organs:

sromai

SPLEEN

LIVER

AdUte
Hog Cholera

l*mbranes usual37
norzwu.

Normal or slight
enlargement or
disooloration along
edges; dark.

Normal_or May be
congested.

SMALL INTESTINES Normal or slight
oongestion.

LARGE INTESTINES

KIDNEY

MADDER

Generally dhows
moderate conges-
tion, especialli
in region of
ileocecal valve.

Pin-point
pe te Chia hertor-

Aiagea.

Fetechialhemor-
thageo or con7
gestion of mucous
membrane.

Acute
&rine Erysipelia

Contain:4 some fooAl
metbranes frequently
dhow patchy ere as of
congestion and heavy
sticky mucus on stir=

fate.

Frequently normal;
may ahOw_slight en-
largement with red-
diet-purple dis-
coloration.

Usually normal.

Frequently congested.

Usually normal.

UsuaIly_soMe
flammation present.

Usually normal or
slight congestion.
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Acute Infectious
Gastroenteritis

Contains foul =_
enaallirrg irigesta_
UtUallvacute, af....-
fUse inflammation.

Enlarged, friable,
die red or pur=
pliWi=black in
color.

Frequently enlarged
and congested.

thhialay congested;
May dhow petedhial
hemorrhafee on
mucous membrane.

Usually diffuse
congettion of mucous
membrane over large
area.

Soft and_congested.
Fetectiel hemorrhages
largo And irregular
in Site.

Numerous
ihemor-rhages, rregular

in size; extensive
diffuse congestion.



Parasite:

Treatment:

Parasite:

Treatment:

Parasite:

Treatment:

Parasite:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Parasite:

Treatment:

EXTERNAL PARASITES Of SWINE

Mange (Elite)

0.046 per cent Lindane or 3 tablespoons of Lindane
to 2-1/2 gallons of water to be ase4 as a spray or
dip.

Hog Louse

A=D=A Lice powder and spraying or dipping with
Malathion compound.

INTERNAL PARASITES OF SWINE

Ascarids_1(Rourahommis0

Keno caps which contain Oil of Chenopodiaa. For
pigs 40 to 80 pounds give one cap, over 80 pounds
give 2 caps. Pen animals 18 to 24 hours; with-
hold feed and water for 3 hours after treatment.

Thorn-headed Worms

None

Ring noses of pigs to prevent rooting.

NOdular Wonas

Phenothiazine (Drench grade) with Bentonite.
5 grams for 25 pound pigs up to 30 grams for 200
pounds and over

PENICILLIN INTRAMUSCULAR DOSAGE FOR SWINE

Genera Rue: Allow 1/2 c.c. up to'10 pounds; 1 c.c. up to 50
pounds and 2 to 3 c.c. for hogs between 100 to
200 _pounds. _Use 16 or 18 gauge one inch needle. Give
daily for infections until 2 days after symptoms disappear.

VITAMIN DEFICIENCY SYMPT245

General-Rule: All young are born with low reserves of Vitamins A,
Di and E. Weaknesskjunthriftiness and emaciation
are immediate symptoms.

Vitamin A - is obtained from green feeds and sun-cL:ed roughage.
Swine deficient_in A vitamin Show slow growth, lame-
ness and will often have diarrhea.
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Vitamin 0

Vitamin E

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Sympt an:

Treatment:

Prevention:

is provided in sunshine. Deficient_ animals have

enlarged joints, abnormal walking, and humped back.

acts as an anti-oxident. It stabilizes vitamin A

and increases its utilization by the animal.

SEEP DISEASES

Enterotoxenia

Cuanimn, Clostridium perfringens Type D. (Affects Lambs)

Walking in circles, leaning, throwing head back, con-

vulsions and coma. Dead animals show hemorrhaget of,

the heart.

None effective. Antitoxin may be helpful at early stages.

5 c.c. injection of Type D Oacterin under the skin;

Lambt should be at least 2 months old. Wait 4 weeks

after vaccinationbefore slaughtering. Reduce the

iquantity of feed if the disease is suspected.

Pink Eye

Contagious disease associated with vitamin A deficiency.

Eyes water, swell and become inflamed.

Isolation, dark quarters, green feed, and pink eye

prescription.

Green feed.

Lambing-,Paralysis

Toxemia resulting from lack of exercise,

Slowness, leaning, paralysis of hindquarters and death

within 6 or 7 days of on3-t. Dead animals have lesions

on liver.

Daily injections of 40 to SO c.c. of Sterile Glucose

Solution.

Exercite and good feeding for pregnant animals.
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Disease:

Cause:

aTELT:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Sym Ptom:

Treatment:

Parasite:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Parasite:

Treatment:

Parasite:

Cause:

aTELE:

Treatment:

ParaSite:

Cause:

Symptom:

Soremouth

Contagious Ecthyma

Tiny blisters on lips which grow and become filled with
pus, These eventually scab and dry if no complications
develop.

None

Vaccination with Ovine-Ecthyma.

Stiff Lambs

Unknown (possibly Metabolic)

Lambs show stiffness; muscular tremors and inability
to rise.

10 c.c. of Wheat Germ oil_with 2 ounces milk = daily
until improvement is noted.

EXTERNAL PARASITES OF-SHEEP

Shee Sc-ab-L-MS:a)

Mange mites.

Unthrifty animals that rub and scratch.

Lindane mixed the same as for Hog Ntange.

Quarantine and examine new animals for 10 days.

Coat -Lice

1 part malathion to 10 parts water or A-D-A Lice ponder.

Sheep Ticks

Wingless Fly

Off feed and restless.

Two-tenths per cent DDT emulsion.

Sheep_Nasal_Fly

Larvae of Sheep Botfly.

Sheep run with nose to ground during fly season.
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Treatment: None.

Prevention: SMear Pine Tar on the nose;

Parasite: Foot Rot (Fungus),

Symptom: Redness and swelling of the skin above the hoof. Lameness.

Treatment: Trim feet removing looSe hoof and bathe in Capper Sulfate
dissolved in water =_if_sOlution is strong one or two
minutes is enough. Apply a suitable antiseptic.

Prevention: Keep infected animals away from clean flocks. Sheep

should be on dry ground.

INTERNAL PARASITES OF SHEEP

Parasites: Same as Cattle

Symptom: Aheitiit reaction. Sheep become weak and stunted; often

have swollen stomach or jaws.

Treatment:, Phenothiazine drench i boluses or feed mix. Lead.Asse-

nate may be needed for tapeworms.

_DENICILLIN INTRAMUSCULAR DOSAGE FOR- SIIIP

General Rule: Lambs up to 10 pounds; 1/4 to 1/2 C.C.;_ 10 to 20 poundsi

1/2 to 3/4 c.d.; 20 to 60 pounds, 3/4 to lc.c.; for

100 poundS use 1 to 2 C.C. Use 18 gauge one inch needle.-
nive daily for infections until 2 days after symptoms disappear.

HORSE DISEASES

Disease: Colit

Cause: Improper feeds

Symptom: Restlessness and kicking at the stomach.

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease: amiLig Sickness

Equi-Dine

Controlled feedit methods.

Cause: Filterable virus ffecting the brain and spinal cord.

Symptom: Animals are first xcited and then depressed. _Fatial
paralysis and spa is of the lips precede muscular
tremors, coma, andifinally deathi
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Treatment: 250 c.c, of Anti-Encephalomyelitis Serum.

Prevention: Two interadermic injections of Encephalomyelitis,
Vaccine.

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Fistula-airid_Poll Evil

Bruising of tissues; back of the head for P9I1 Evil
and on the withers for Fistula. Bacterial factors
may create complications.

Swelling on_poll or withers Which enlarges as it fills
with flocculent pus.

Cut the abscess at the lowest part to establish drain-
age. Irrigate daily with an odorless disinfectant
(1 oz. to 1 gallon of water). Feed a mineral ration
mixed with a tonic powder containing- arsenic:
(1 teaspoonful of tonic to_a quart of oats or bran
to be added to regular ration)

Careful handling.

Influenza

Infectious and contagious filterable virus brought on
by fatigue and exposure.

Chills; coughing and mucous discharge_from the nose.
Complications may occur in the form of diarrhea,
pneumonia and sore joints.

one specific. Give injections of Camphoil and Sterile
Glucose Solution.

Sanitation and quarantinei Provide warm; dry quarters.

Navel_Ill

Variety of organisms.

Colts appearweaki breathe hard;
and die within a few days.

100 to ISO c.c. of Normal Serum
daily as needed.

have swollen joints

(Equine Ori,in) given

Sanitation and painting of colts navel with iodine.
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Disease: Distemper

Cautd: Pyogenic Streptococcus which invades tissues around
the head and throat.

Symptom: Fever, discharge from the_nose and swelling under the
jaw with abscesses appearing in 1 to 2 weeks.

Treatment: FreSh_wsiterv_resto_puncture_abscesses when soft, and
give Triple=.'Sulfa Boluses or solutioni

Prevention: Segregate new or sick animalsi

Disease: Tetanus

Cause: Clostridium tetani which enters tissue through wounds.

S ptom: StiffhttSi anxiousness -and extreme nervousness. Stiff=ym
nett of the jaw muscles to the point that eating is

impossible.

Treatment: 40000to 100000 units of Tetanus Antitoxin for the

first day. x,500 unit doses. 2 to 3 times daily after

the initial dose until the animal responds, Paint

wound with iodine.

Prevention: If an animal is wounded give 1,500 units of Tetanus

Antitoxin.

EXTERNAL PARASITES_OF_HORSES_AND_MULES

Parasites: Fliesi lice and ticks.

Control: Sponge on barn or- livestock sprays, being careful that

you do not wet skin._ DDT, emulsion is good for flies

and Ike. Use Chlordane emulsion to control ticks.

INTERNAL PARASITES OF twasFs AND MULES

Parasites: Bot larvaeo ascarids and strongyles are most common.

Control: For ascarids (round worms) use one 6 gram Equine Worm

Capsule. _Phenothiazine is effective in removing

strongyles. got larvae are difficult to control.

PENICILLIN_INTRAILISCLOSAGE FOR HORSES AND !IDLES

General Rule: Horses and foals up to -500 pounds use 5 c.c.; 500 to

1000 pounds use S to 10 c.c.; 1000 to 2000 pounds

use 10 to 20 c.c. Inject in the rump and use 16 gauge

needle 1=1/2 to 2 inches long. Give daily for infections

until 2 days after symptoms disappear.
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Disease:

Cause:

amacet:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

_ Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

DOG DISEASES

Distemper

Filterable virus for first stage and bacteria for
second stage.

Fevers loss of appetite, diarrhea, vomiting, coughing
and yelping.

Difficult, attempt care and nursing.

Canine Distemper Vaccine for healthy animals.

Ear Canker

Species of mite.

Pawing and rubbing of ears and shaking.of head.

Remove scales and wax with cotton swab, then pour a
small quantity of ear canker emulsion into the canal.
After rubbing the ear wipe off excess. Repeat in
30 days.

None.

Rabies

Virus disease transmitted by the bite of a rabid animal.

Animals are irritable, attack objects in their path,
paralysis develops in hind quarters and death follows.

None.

Annual vaccination of all dogs with rabies vaccine.

Running Fits

Unknown condition affecting the nervous system of dogs.

Animal barks, runs wildly and champs at the jaw.

Good diet and dark quiet quarters.

Unknown.

Eye Irritations

Cause: Foreign matter, injuries, colds and fever.
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Symptom:

Treatment:

Check the eyes for unusual conditions

ReMOVe the cause and apply an eye wash containing Zinc
Sulfate and Butyn Sulfate,

EXTERNAL_PARASITES

Parasites: Fleas, lice, ald ticks.

Control: Flea bomb or powder. Washing and removal by hand will
help if nothing else.

Parasite: Mite (Mange)

Control: Mange remedy or 1/4% Chlordane emulsion. Disinfection
of quarters and a good diet are helpfUl.

NUTRITIONAL DISORDERS

Prohlea: Poor condition

Control: Provide minerals, vitamins and high quality proteins.

_INTERNALPARASITES

Parasites: Roundworms, hookworms, and tapeworms

Control: Tttrachlorethylene for roundworms and hookworms. Use

Arecoline Hydrobromide for tapeworms.

Prevention: Sanitation and disinfection.
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PCAJLTRI _DISEASES

6

Management and Establish sanitation. procedures._ Adequate
housing.shoUldibe provided_with provision for keeping
chicks warm._ Housing_should be dry with adequate space
and ventilation._ -Feed and water should be clean. Where
disease is a problem disinfectant should be added_to
the drinking water. A good general !disinfectant is
20% Quaternary Ammonium compound. -

Nutritional Diseases: ,

Disease Row (Avitaminesis A)

Cause: Deficiency of Vitamin A.

Symptom: Cessation of growth; weakness. rough feathers and a
staggery gait. Adult birds accumulate a_ cheesy
material in the_eyes. Dead birds show White pustules
in the lining of the gullet.

Treatment and Prevention: Vitamin A foods such as fish liver oils
and green feed.

Disease:

Symptom:

Rickets

Vitamin D deficiency.

Soft bones. deformities. beak is soft and birds lay
soft shelled eggs:

Treatment and Prevention: Sunshine and a balanced diet.

Disease: Slipped 2.2hdcin

Cause: Lack of Manganese or a deficiency of Choline.

Sympton: Flattening of hock joints causing the tendons to slip
to one side and turn the foot in or out.

Treatment: None.

Prevention: Mineral supplement or tablets.

Bacteria.Luiseases:

Disease: &haunts_

.

Causo:_ Castro-intestinal disease.

Symptom Affects turkeys causing darkening of skin on the head
and neck. A greenish or yellowish.diaribea is usually seer

Treatment: I gram per gallon of water of Streptomycin Sulfate Powder.
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Disease: Limberneck

Cause: Toxin _from CIOStridium Botulinus. Usually develops
from deCOMOOSing material upon which maggots are found.

SYmPtan: Toxin producet paraesis.

Treatment and Prevention: Sanitation -and a clean range._ Give_ one_

pound a Epson salts dissolved in water for each 100

adult birds.

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptorl:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Erysipelas (Turkeys)

Bacterialdisease.-

Swollen snoods and hemorrhaging in the muscles.

FeedtetracYdlind anilbiotic_for 7 days. -Inject

40i000 to 60,000 units of procaine penicillin in

aqueous suspension.

VatdihatiOn after 8 weeks of age.

Fowl-Ololera_

Pasteurella avisepticus.

Dying,btrds which may or may not show swollen wattles

or diarrhea before death.. Dead birds show hemorrhag-

ing on the hand of fat around the heart.

1-1/2 ouncet of Sulfaquin-oxaIine solution for each

gallon of drinking water for 3 days.

Burn dead birdS and isolate sick birds. Vaccinate

susceptible birds with Avisepticus-nallinarum Bacterin.
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Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Treatment

Disease:

Cause:

EhronicliesPirato17

Bacteria or Virus (air-borne)

Sneezing, coughing and hacking. Feed consumption drops
and egg production falls off;

Dissolve Streptomycin Sulfate'pOwderin drinking water.

None 41

Fowl Typhoid

Acute septicemic disease.

Yellowish or greenish diarrhea, thirst and general
emaciation;

and Prevention: Disinfection, isolation of sick birds and
vaccination with Avisepticus-GaliinArum Bacterin.

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Infectious conna (Chickens)

Cold bacterium;

Nasal discharge to coughing and sneezing. Egg production
is reduced;

Streptomycin Sulfate powder in drinking water and
source of vitamin A.

Green feeds and vied ventilation of poultry houses.

paratyphoid,

Salmonella organisms;

Symptom: Not positive; resembles other diseases; Dead birds
have enlarged livers.

Treatment_and_Treverition: Vaccination of healthy birds with Gallinarum-
yphimurium Bacterin.

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Pullorum

Bacterial infection of the ovaries.

New chicks appear sleepy and weak. Whitish diarrhea
and gasping for breath precedes death.

Nonei

Blood testing, disinfection, fumigation and burning of
dead chicks..,
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Disease:

Cause:

Tuberculosis

Contagious disease.

Emaciation, anemia, lameness and paralysis.

Treatment and Prevention: None.

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

ptan:

Treatment:

Preventi-on:

Disease:

Cause:

SyMptoM:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Septum;

Treatment:

Prevention:

Infectious disease of the respiratory system.

Rapid breathing_and eventual emaciation;
Show small nodules in lungs.

None.

Dead birds

Avoid moldy feed and wet or damp surroundings.

Mycosis of the Crop

Fungus infection of the crop.

Birds are listless, droopy and fail to gain weight.

At intermittent periods of 3 to 4 days add one leVel

teaspoonful of copper sulfate to each 2 gallonS of
drinking water.

Avoid wet feed or litter.

FeWl Pox

Filterable virus often transmitted by mosquitoes.

Wart-like growths on the comb and wattles.

Paint cankers with iodine.

Vaccinate with Fowl-Pox vaccine.

Infectious Bronchitis

Filterable Virus

Gasping followed by depression and weakness.

Ione.

Bronchitis vaccine mixed in drinking water.
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Disease:

Cause:

Symptal:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Stan:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:---
Symptom:

Treatment:

Prevention:

Disease:

Cause:

Symptom:

Control:

Prevention:

Disease:

Giuse:

lExagotracheitis(Chickens)

Filterable virus.

Wheezingi gurgling and rattling in the throat. Death
is from suffocation; birds show a dense cheesy material
in the windpipe.

None.

Sanitation and_ quarantine. Laryngotracheitis vaccine may
be used, but the virulent virus is a possible hazard to
the user.

Leucosis (Chickens)

Filterable virus.

Paralysis; grey eyes, and large livers with lymphoid
tumors. (Birds usually have only one of the above
symptoms.)

None.

Feed adequate rations; control internal arid external
parasites.

Newcastle

Filterable virus.

\Casping followed by various nervous disorders.

None.

Newcastle disease vaccine (For intranasalo intraocularo
or drinking water use)

Blackhead (Turkeys)

Protozoan.

Poults are weak sleepyo and droopy. 'Inflamed liver -and
ceca.

Use Blackhead formula soluble in water for 1 to 2 weeks.

Continuous use of Balckhead Formula. Control cecalwors.

Coccidiosis

Eimeria tenella protozoan parasite.
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Stem: Bloody droppingt, dull and droopy birds which may soon

die from hemorrhaging.

Control and Prevention: Sulfaquinoxaline solution in drinking water.

Disease: Trichomonlasis (Turkeys)

Cause: Protozoan.

Symptom: Ruffled feathers and foul=tmelling saliva.

Treatment: One teaspoonful of copper sulfate in 2 gallons of

drinking water for four days; skip three days and

repeat if needed.

Prevention: Avoid poorly drained or infected areas.

Cannibalism: habit acquired by confined birdS.

Control: Salt in drinking water, ample space and green feed.

Internal_Parasites

Parasites: Roundworm, tapeworm and cecal worm are most significant.

Control: Nicotine, Phenothiaziner and Piperazine hydrcchloride.

ExternalParasltes

Parasites: Lice, mites, and blue bugs.

Control: Lindane, Malathion or powdcrs containing Rotenone, Sulfur,

and petroleum oil.

EXTERNAL SYMPTCMS OF BIRDS PROBABLE CAUSE

Mucus

Eyes and Nostrils Cheesy Material
Blindness

Breathing

Carib

Gasping

Dark Red

Pale

Scabt
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Infectious Coryza (Colds)
Avitaminosis A
Lacterial Roup
Leucosis

Laryngotracheitis
Heat Prostration
Pneumonia

Faal Cholera
Blackhead
Intestinal Parasites

Tubercu/osis
Fowl Typhoid
Fowl Leucosis

Faal Pox



EXTERNAL SYMPTOM OF BIRDS PROBABLE- CAUSE

Intestinal Parasites
Feathers Ruffled Lice

Coccidiosis

Severe Parasitism
PUllorum Disease

Wings Drooped Coccidiosis
Blackhead

Loss Of Flesh
Tuberculosis
Intestinal Parasites
Fowl Leucosis

Avitaminosis A or D
Coccidiosis

Legs Paralysis or Weakness fowl Leucosis
Botulism

Cholera (Late Stages)
Neck Limber Botulism

- Cholera
YellowiSh=BroWn ----Blackhead

----:___

-;
Diarrhea

Green

Bloody

WhitiSh

Fowl Typhoid
Fowl Leucosis

Coccidiosis

Pullorm Disease
Intestinal Parasites



Nplr,ULTURE

CONSTRUCTICN_OF PONDS

Farm fish ponds, under proper management, can contribute materially

to a nation's food supply. This is particularly true in southern coun-

tries where most pondfishes attain within one year sufficient size_for

table use. FirMers who own a pond site -will find that with_ a little_

labor and non - critical materials they_can build a small fith pond -Which

will produce enough fish to _supplement their meat supply and_furnish
minerals_and vitamins required in the diet to maintain health. A form

fish pond one acre in size, properly fertilized and managed, can supply

up to 200 or more pounds of fish a year. Productien wili be reduced -in

northern regions in_proportion to the thortening of the growing season

and lower water temperatures.

POND OR WATER AREA

The selection_ of the pond site is important. Primary considerations

are: an adequate but not excessive water supply, a pond bottom Which

will hold water, a location wherethe_dam can be constructed economically,

and satitfattory and sufficient- materials nearby with Whith_to build the

embankment, Secondary considerations are: reasonably fertile soil for

the pond bettomi erosion control on the watershed area, gently sloping

groUhd particularly for the pool area, and freedom from heavy overflow

Or flash floods. Low areas too wet to farm often make ideal pond sites

for wildlife and fish.

The source of water for the pond should receive first consideration.

In order to reduce the cost of construction and of fertilization after

the pond is full, it is best to consider only small streams or springs

or direct runoff from pastures and woodlands. It is not necessary to have

a constant overflow from the pond but there must be Sufficient water to

fill the pond and to maintain it at a rather stable level. If it is

impossible to find a site where water is floWing during the summer months,

then the pond should have sufficient depth to provide adequate space for

the fish when evaporation lowers the amount of water-surface. -A ratio

of approximately 10 to 15 acres of watershed to one surface acre of pool

water should be established for pasture land when the water source is

only direct rainfall runoff, with a slightly larger ratio for woodland

and a smaller one for lands under cultivation. These ratios will, of

course, vary with the rainfall and the slope of the land, so they should

be determined for each pond.

After the general location -has been chosen with respect to the water

supply, the next step is to select the actual site for the pond and dam.

Areas where gravel beds exist or where limestone outcrops, are present

should be avoided as the ground may not_hold water. Water draining into

the pond from adjacent lands should be free of silt. If it is not

possible to locate the pond where there is a wide fringe of -grass or

woodlands bordering the edges, it would be desirable to create such a

strip so that the silt will be deposited before it reaches the pond.

The cost of construction will increase as the height of the embank-

ment or depth of the water increases. An embankment 10 feet high will
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requare_approximately three and one-half tines as much dirt as one S feet
high. Hence, it is well to limit the depth of water to some reasonable
figure unless_ abundant funds are available for construction. Expense
must -be considered also when large streams are blocked, as additional
Spillway cap..city and freeboard on the embankment will-be required as
insurance against failure of -the dam during_flebdSi The minimum depth
at the drain structure_should_bt from_6 to 8 feet,_ If a heaVy deMand is
made on the -pond for stock watering, thenvit_may be necessary to have_
deeper water, to carry both the fish and stock over protracted dry periods.

_ The pond area itself should be cleared of all trees, brush, shrubs,
and debris. Leaf mold and other organic mulch act as a fertilizer and
SheUld be retained, It is not considered necessary to remove stumps
but the yearly maintenance will often be decreased if they are removed
from those- portions of the pool where the water -will be less_than 3_feet
deep at_full.pool. In locations where sprouts from stumps thrive, it is
particularly desirable to. remove the stumps from the shallow-portions as
they would soon choke up that part of the pond and both the fishing and
appearance would be harmed.

Water less than 18 inches in depth has little valtia iA the fish
pond; By eliminating shallows it is ppssible to reduce the mosquito
problem, increase_theforage area for the fish, tam' it is easier to
control aquatic vegetation. These portions should be excavated and
the soil deposited uniformly along the -shore line, care being taken to
spread it so that the normal surface drainage into the pond is not
blocked. It may be desirablei also, to use some of the top-soil thus
obtained in surfacing the slopes of the embankment.

WAlER _eaviRoL___STRULTARES

In order to manage the pond properly -it isnecessary_to provide
some means for completely _draining the pool. This can be clone by building
a drain structure,-with additional attachments for_controlling the eleVA;
tion of the surface of the pond at the lowest point in the base of the
embankment. Such a structure is useful in draining_the pond when repairs
are necessary, Rnd for providing facilities for piping water to stock-
watering tanks. When the source of water for the pond is constants with
no danger of flash floods, this structure can be made to serve as the
overflow. The_disCharge opening should_be large enough to permit the
normal_water flow_to_pass over it at a depth of. less -than_ 2 inches.
Otherwise the pond-will become depopulated by_ loss of fish through the
discharge pipe. If excessive runoff- occurs, it would be advisable_to
provide auxiliary spillways cut about 1 foot above the desired pond level
around the end of -the damn sloping no more than 3 inches per -100 feet, in
earth, or as steep as desired, in rock. Sand is too erodible. The size
of the outlet pipe should be determined by someone familiar with the
requirements, but it should not be less than 6 inches;

DAM__011__EARITLEMBMINENT

The dam or earth embankment is used to stop the flow of surface
water and for the creation of the pond. Careful selection of the site
for the pond should include consideration of the location of the dam.
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It is_preferableto build it in ainarrow part of the valley so that its

length and height will -be kept at a minimum without affecting the surface

area -or depth_of the pond water; Primary consideration should, of course,

be given to the pond site but_some balante should be -found between the _

pond acreage and the amount of embanktent needed to create the pool; The

larger the fill, the more expensive will be the pond;

The base of the fill should be on good sail, with care_taken to avoid

gravel beds or peaty formations. The foundation for the fill should be

relatively impervious to water just as should the pond.bottom.

_
The shape of the embankment will vary with the type of soil tobe

used bOt_geherally the slope will be about three -feet in width for every

foot in height. Sandy or similarly perVidiit soil should have a flatter

slopei perhaps five_ feet in width to one in height. The -top width should

hbt he less than six feet and it -can be wider to suit the needs of the_

owner. Often such fills_are used as toadwaysi in which case the top should

be at least eight feet wide. The top of the dam should.beftot less than

3 feet above the desired elevation for the pool water (free board). In

places where there_is excessive flash runoff or high winds which cause

large waves, additional freeboard may be advisable.

There thbUld be a good bond between the eMbankMent and the natural

ground so that no seepage_places exist; To insure this, it is necessary

to remove all stumps, roots over two inches in diameter, vegetable matter,

trashi_lbgto peatl_etc;_ufrom the base_befbre any -fill material is moved

into place. If the foundation material is found to_bepervious after the

removal of these:materiaisi_it is advisable, to excavate a trench along

thetenter line of the dam down to impervious soil or rock and to back-

fill with clay; Should rock outcrops exist, it may be necessary to pour

a concrete cutoff wail into the rock and extending a few feet into -the

fill; After the entire base is Cleated, it sho,-.:1d be pl:','Wed or otherwise

scarified before placing the earth_fill so there will re DO unbrokon

division between the ground and fill.

The method of placing_the fill material will vary with the type of

equipment used. If a dragline or similar machine is used, the fill can

be built WithbUt compaction, but adequate allowance should be. made_for

settling; An average allowance would be one additional foot in height

for_eVery_5_ feet of final dam height; i.e., if the -final dam is to be

10 feet -high, it should he built to 12_feet; All dirt should be placed

as nearly as possible in its final_pbsitiOn so rehandling will not be

necessary. The slopes, too, should be -built on the designed_ratio,

which, if 3:1, would mean_a rise of 1 foot for each 3 feet of_horizental

measurement; As an example, if the-dam is to have a final height of

10 feetj it would be_necessary to -start the slope out 30 -feet in order

to reach the designed _height at the right place; If -it is planned -to

have a 6 foot, top width, the outside point for the dirt would fall 33

feet froM the center line of the dam.
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CARP

There &re two aims in the establishment of a carp farm. (1) to
breed fish ready for market by their third summer and (2) to produce
breeding trios of this quick-growing strain for own use or_for sale_
to other fish culturistsi For carp one always uses trios_for parent
fish--one female and two malesi The female should be at least four
years old, because the ova or hard roe ripens at four years. The milt
or soft roe of the male ripens in the third year. There should be
anything from two hundred thousand to seven hundred thousand eggs from
a female, depending on conditions of temperature, weather, dater; food.
At established carp farms they figure on an average of at least half a
million eggs per spawner.

There are several varieties of- the common carp. Cyprinus Carpio
is the name of this species. It_will breed anywhere, regardless of
cli-mate _and latitude. The variety }_ most favoured try carp farmers and
the trade, is the fish called the King Carpj which has been bred for
a great many years from selected parents. Environment and different
feeding has made it deep-bodied or fat - bellied or with longer body than
the ordinary carpi

Other varieties which the carp farmer should find wr,ith cultiva-
ting are the Mirror Carp and the Leather Carpi The Mirror Carp is a
very handsome and showy fish; ;Jost suitable for a fair-sized garden
pond. It is also good fish for the food marketsi The aim of the carp
far:aer lies, mainly, toward the food market. To this end the better
fish are those with a length only twice their breadth. Both Mirror and
Leather Carp are European varieties.

__The carp family, so far_as pond culture is concerned, in addition
to those mehtioi,ed, are the Crucian; the Grass; the Black; the Silver;
the bighead; aAd the Mad. The_last five are Chinese. The Crucian_
ahoUld be avoided. It is a nuisance, too bony for food markets and a
terrific breeder. The Bighead and the_Mud carp would also be_useless
here. While it would be difficult to import breeding tries of the Grass
carp from the Far East, it may be possible to secure eyed-wa.

HE SPAWNING PERIOD

The parent fish are in cool ponds while the spawning pond is getting
warm. When the temperature of the latter has reached, either naturally or
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by artificial means, from sixty degrees to seventy-five digrada=='

the higher the better - -the parent_fishare removed froM the_ecibl

pond to the Werth one. This should be during the last week -in May

or the first week in_June. Spawning will take place almoit

mediately. Fecundation takes place outside the fish's body. Sex =-

ual organs of the famale_are represented by two rolls of ova, Whith

join each other between thevent_and_the spine, and when riO4,_OttuPY

the largest part of the fith_IS abdominal cavity. As the male_fieh

chase the female she dashes towards the bunches of twigs and leaVes

in the pond--or other flora which may be growing there --and swiMMing
slowly over these she releases a stream of -ova, a few seconds Utak

another stream. In fact,- there are_a score or more ejections With=

in an hour. This may continue for the whole morning and sometimes

go on into th6 afternoon. The male fish follow the spawning and,

hovering over the spot, impregnate the eggs_vith their milt. This

has a milky 4044rance and curdles like milk, but is composed_of

microscopic aPerMis,tozoa. So_qUick_is the follow up of the males

that the eggs are impregnated_as_they reach the water. As MaY_he'_

expected very Many eggs_fall in the water impregnated, and tri_loet

in the mud or eaten by the parents or acme pond intruder. With the

impregnation of the egg the development of the embryo beginsi

lt is generally agreed that 10 per cent of a usual spawn can be

expected to hatch into fry. A spawn of half a million eggs should,

therefore, result in fifty thousand fry. The egos include in their

content a yolk which serves a double purpose. One part assists in the

development of the embryo and the other remains in the yolk sac which

attaches _itself to the belly of the embryo and supplies it with food

for the first few, days; It is interesting to observe how quickly the

body grows, You first recognize the head and the spine, The eyes

are particularly prominent. Than the heari, and the blood vessels

begin to act, In six to ten days, earlier if the water ie very warm,

the shell is broken and the fry emergei. It is transparent, extremely

delicate, and has to remain quietly existing on the remains ofthe yolk

in the Sac for another day or two, ay the time this is exhaustedthe

fry hai groWn much larger and much stronger. It has, moreover, got

the suction and digestive organs working and is now able to move in

the water and feed itself. This is a very important moment in the

life of fry. There must be ample food in the pond and this food can

only be microscopic fauna,
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REMOVAL OF PARENT FISH

Regarding the parent fith;_they must be removed_from the spawn-
ing pond after_ the spawning, Otherwiee they may feast upon the ova.
After netting- the female, she should he examined to see whether there
iS_Still ova in the abdomens _If so, this should be gently pressed
out as in artificial propagation'

The young fish on removal into the fry pond should continue to
be fed on the microscopic fauna for a day or two, Then gradually,
Si the daye lengthen, minute organisms shoed be introduced into the
pond and_bY Jtily those organisms can be big enough to be seen with
the naked eyes.

CARP NOT VEGETARIAN

Many mistatements have been made in the past by mistaken scien-
tists about the carp's habits. The carp, except the Grass, is carni-
vorcuS. But he does not chew or masticate meat, nor vegetable matter,
because he cannot, The carp's mouth is loose. He sucks in food. His
snout has _a pump-like suction arrangement. His masticating organs
are insufficient for chewing anything before swallowing it. The carp..,,,._,

is a bottom feeder, much like the tench. On the upper lip are two to
four barbels which serve as feelers searching on the bottom. But ho
is not a scavenger. He dislikes and avoids any decayed or decaying
matter.

If food in a pond is plentiful the fry will grow rapidly, On
finishing the yolk sac they should be about half an inch longs A
week ,or a fortnight later, on being transferred to a fry pond, they
would be an inch or mores In a month's time the size should be two
to three inchess This is the time to start sortings Keep the smaller
ones in their original fry pond and send the larger ones to other
fry ponds, Until they reach the three -inch size the fry need careful
handlings They are still extremely delicate, and netting and sorting
into sizes disturbs them, and rough handling would kill them. The
expectation, under normal conditions,. is a loss of 2S per cent of
fry from each hatchs But with care, fair weather and avoidance of
haatei the loss may be reduced to a minimum. The rate of growth of
the fry can be regulated by increasing or decreasing their number in
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a definite area of fertile ponds; A fertile pond is one that possesses

large_and continuous growth of plankton - -the food of the fry. Conti-

nental records show that, after sorting, the larger _fry, transferred

to a_seperate pond; reached ten_inchee in length and one and a quarter

pounds in weight during the following six months.

THE GRASS CARP

The habits of the Gramm Carp are-interesting because of its herbi-

verbal nature. Even though it will take any'kind of food that comes

its t.-44, at random it prefers green grass and vegetables to any food

of Anita]. Origin, All kinds of freshly-cut land grasses, weeds==if
not too tbugh==leaves of some trees and all kinds of fresh vegetables_

are placed in twenty=foot square frame in the pond. The frame is to

prevent the grabs, etc.; from floating all over the pond. The prase

Carpi after the_experi ;e* of a day :or twooill come to this frame

punCtUelly for the food. During severe weather -When green stuff -may

be difficult to procure foods Iike rice-bran and_bean-teal are_given.

When Well fed the growth of this fish is remarkable. Frys_at theend

Of the year in which they -were hatched, commonly attain a length of-

six to ten inches and _a weight of halt to one; pound. SOWN reach one

Met in length with weight of one and Shelf pounds. If this size

fish continues to grow it attains a length of two feet and four to

five pounds weight in the second year. It is not unusual for a Grass

Carp of four_ years of age to weigh more than ten pounds. _Weights of

teetty -Utirty poundslare quite common, and sometimes there is a

fifty -pound Grass Carp in the market.

The Black Carp is a snail feeder and must be plentifUlly supplied

with snails.- It is a sotal_feeder on other foods-_but With a generous

diet of Sheila it grows very fast, in a pond, attaining ten pounds

weight in three years.

The Silver Carp ii a plankton feeder. Due to the_fits Structure

of its gill rakers it can_feed_onbig particles as well -as stall ones

suspended in the Water. The silver carp reaches maturity early and



weighing from three to four pounds in tne tram year bears ripe ova
or sperm.

These three species can be stripped and artificially propagated.
They arepparticularly the Grass Carp, widely distributed from Siberia
to south China and should stand up to climatic Tanditions at almost
any latitude and altitude, The fry of these species thrive on plankton.
Duckweed, however, is considered the best food for fry of the grass
carp. Unfortunately duckweed grows rapidly in a well-fertilized pond,
so much so_ that the fry cannot eat it quickly enough to stay its pro-

gress. This ie an undesirable contingency, and as the we4d becomes
thick it must be cut and removed to give the nursery pond.better light
and ventilation.

CARP ARE LAZY, NOT SCAVENGERS

The carp is a lazyj luxuryrloving fish. A placid pond with the
right kind of shade- giving plants and, above all, plenty of food, makes
for full enjoyment of its life. The carp has no work to do except
suck in food. It would never do the housework in the pond. The accusa-
tion that the carp is_a_scavenger my be due to the cleanliness of
carp ponds._ This work_ii_undoubtedlrdone by the snails, who are
scavengers," Carp are fond of snails but, asalreau(Y shown can only
eat them in the state of infancy when the shells of the snails are just

forming and are soft. As the snail gets its hard shell the carp has,
perforce, to ignore it. The consequence is that the pond is thus amply

supplied with cleaners'.

Again, the statement that carp eats vegetable matter is, no doubt,
due to the fact that the fish can- be seen nibbling away_ among the

pond flora. But it is really nibbling at the host of tiny crustaceans
and other minute organisms who make their:home_on the leaves and stems

of the plants. The grass carp, however, is priMarily a vegetarian;

The manuring of ponds with animal excreta, poultry droppings and

night soil may sound disgusting to the uninitiated, b.-tit the fish do

not feed on these lungs except_sometimes at first out of ignorance and

curiosityi They avoid the small piles made, at intervals of days, here
and there in the pondsi The piles disappear very quiCk4, due o water

action- and in their place appear swarms of infusoria and plankton,

especially minute crustaceansi
p

A carp faim does not require a hatchery houeoe. The culture of



carp and goldfish is _very_similari'any informational source Whith
gives all necessary details for the cult of the goldfish should be

followed by the carp farmer. Instead of leaving the impregnated ova
in the spawning ponds they -can be hatched, like goldfish ova, in

special aquaria or wooden tanks. In tLe case of a smallish establish-
ment With_ohly a few ponds, such hatching is advisable. From the
aquaria the fry will, in due course, be removed to the fry pond.

SEOhET OF GP.011TH

The secret of growth lies in the operative word 'plenty'. The
fish, more particularly_ after they are removed from the nursery pond
to the_rearing and growing ponds, must have plenty of water. plenty
of food and plenty of water-plants.' The smaller ponds are the better;
they must have plenty of earth on the bottom and plenty of manure.
There lies the secret of fertility.

Manures should be, preferably, of animal or other organic sub-

stances, Vegetable compost also might be useful. All manures; before
being put into a pond, should be thoroughly rotted. To get them into
such suitable condition the manures brought to the pondside should
be limed. Each forkful, as the heaps_ are being r-adepshould be dusted
with lime; then a good sprinkling_of liMe on the top. Finally; cover

the heap with earth; well patted down. While waiting the week or
two for the proper rotting one can use a :-nano- Manure. The Peruvian
guano is practically impossible to procure, but a guano made_from
poultry manure is being produced in poultry raising_areasc_It is
rich in nitrogeh and comes in pulverized form, Refore pUtting this
in a pond it should be soaked for twenty-four hours in -a rortaine?..
The amounts to be used in the pond are twenty pounds_(drY) per_one
hundred gallons of Water. Over-fertility in a oond is not good for
the fish; so care rust be taken not to use too muc;n nanure at a time.

FIRE POND .;01TTOr NMESSARY

A pond becomes fertile after manuring in 'z.hat. organisms- are:
created and immediately find homes in the mud bottom or -on the plant

life. It is here that the carp feeds--on the botton and among -the plant

life; As carp feed by sucking in their food they naturally get
same earth and vegetable matter with the insects, worms or General

crustaceans. This matter is not much benefit to the fiSh;
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but it is not harmful until the pone bottom beccmes too slimy. With
loose slime the carp sucks up more of it than of food, and it is not
only indigestible to the fish but harmful to the small fauna living
in the bottom. A firm, not loose, pond bottom is desirable and neces-
sary. That is why each season carp ponds are emptied and allowed to
go dry for a period. The slime can then be scraped out and a firm
bottom re=established. When empty the bottom of the pond should be
ridged throughout for a time. The furrows and ridges dry quicker
than if the bottom in left flat.

For some hundreds -of years carp farms have existed on the_Con7.
tinent. German scientista some years age, made researches into the
food for carp in Europe. For ten years they examined carp stomachs
from many localities under the microsQupe. They found -that the- best
natural food of the carp is the small water fauna which. has no hard
or tough shell. With the gullet tooth of the carp the soft shell -is
broken and -the contents swallowed without arty addition of inorganic
or vegetable matter. Worms and spiders are-not in favour for the
carp's diet- although they will be present in the pond. Water fleas
and mites and all soft-shelled crustaceans are the carp's prindipal
choice; It needs many good mouthfuls of these minute creatures, bUt
the water fleas must help considerably, for a famous naturalist has
stated that the issue of a single water flea in two months is three
thousand millions. In a lifetime of a single female it is estimated
her progeny would reach the enormous number of four and a half
billions and weigh eight tons; These daphnia varieties often form
a mass in the water and the carp sucks in the lot at one go; Most
gnats and caddis fly are also favourite food for carpi

In pone' which do not become properly fertilized they can be
colonized by removing some of the natural food from an over-fertile
pond and introducing it into the under-fertilized ones.
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HAND FORGING

Forging tools Uatiallyhavewooden handles and are held in the

hand white being struck with tither sledge or mechanical haMMera,

Fig. 1 shows a' group Of commonly used hand forging toOls._ A_

illustrates the common ball-peen hammer, which is_best suited to

practically all of the hand forging operationsi B thoWa the

cross -peen sledge, and C shows the double -faced sledge. The

sledgeS are the heavier hammers used by the hand forger's helper,

and they vary in weight from S to_20 pounds. D shows the black-

.
amitMs anvili an implement that has been used in practically the

same shape and form for many centuries. Occasionallyi anvils of

special shapes are deaigned and may be used for hand forging

operationti but their application_ is fuhdamentally the same

that of the common-type _anvil_i_which can be adapted to practically

any hand forging operation. The anvil shown at D consists of

body a usually made from wrought iron to which a hardened steel

top or face is fielded'. The portion which is designated f'J at he

right isithe horn, and the. portion at the left designaten't

the tail of the anvil. The baseand feet upon which the_dil
rests are at the bottom._ There are two holes at_the tail poron_
of the anvil._ One is square and called the hardie hole; :)ther

is round and is called the 22aEt

F

Fig. 1. Common Hand Forging Toole
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To of various shapes_ are very useful- in hand.forging opera.,
time. quently parte to be_hdameredon the cannot oe Leld
with the hands, bUt tith_tte aid of_finitable_tOnge_these_parts may
be very conveniently_Manilicilated6 Stall work' witch as direevind

ge_worki such as_ingots and bars' can be_handled by properly de
signed tongs to edit eackosee,_ The jaws of -the tongs are designed
tO4rasp the parte handled and hammered on the anVili A va-
riety of tense °cutaway militia hand forging is shown in Fig' 1.
At Ie flat-jewed_tongs aremhomni r shows pick-up tow") ()illus-
trates the lihk for cla mping tongs on heavy work. These are only
few of the commons-type tongs. There are mmeroug other tangs de-
signed for the purpose of meeting wTtatever raquirereuts may arise
when forging needed pirto and tools of assorted wcigt:s and shapesi

(A) 8)

rig. 2. Chisels

Fig. 5. Set Hammer

(C)

Swages
f )1. Round

Work

Fig 4. Fulkrs

Fig. 7. Round
Punch

Fig. 6. Flatter

Other hand tools include various chisels- which are used to cut
off hot steel or to notch cold etA114 -F1177 shove a set of chisels
which are used for cutting off steel: A is the hot chiskli B is the
cold chisels and C is the hardier The hardie is used by placing it
in the aware hole in the heel of the anviIi and striking the steel
with the face of a hammer while resting the steel in contact with the
cutting edge of the hardie. Sways of various forms are used for
forming and finishing convex surficisi round holesi and other shapea4
Fig. -.3 shows a:eat of swaging tools designed to shape round worki
The upper tool is known as the top swage and is provided with a hand-
le similar to a hammer handle,-, : This tool applies tho force upon the
heated metal which is held on the lover 'waging tool This lower
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tool, known as the bottom swage,. it held in place by a square stem or

shank which extonds daWiatiard and fits into the hardie hole in the

tail of the anvil (shown in Fig, 1). Tools having ha-die-hole stems

should never be used on an anvil if they are so tight-fitting that it

is necessary to drive them into place. Fullers are tools used for

forming grooves or:hollows_ while hot met31770W being hammered into

required shapes. shOWs a set of fullering tools designed, for

working- grooves or hollows into shape, A set consists of a top tool

and a bottom tool. The top tool_is provided with a handle and is

used for finishing metal at rouniiebrbers. around bosses, and on the

inside of angles. The Nottom tool hAS a_square shanki which fits
into the square hole of the anvil. U66 Piller to spread metal in one

direction only.

Various tools are designed for off flat work in the

finishing process. Theee tools are kt;, as set hammers and flattsra.

The set hammers are useful for t metal and forcing IFEREY-

orniars andnarrow places. The f1,0:,-6 are designed for working widej
iat surfaces. :Round par-whet are ump_loyed fcit punching round holes in

hot steel. Appropriate punches of other various :Mapes are used for

punching holes_of oval outline, square ciiitli061 etc. Fig. 5 shows a

Set hammer. Fig. 6 shows a flatter. Fig, 7 shows a round pumch

The_ Blacksmith's Forge ; The simplest forge Or
the blaCketith is an_open Hearth with forcod draft. is it iroA

steel, or other metals can be heated and made ready for heftier-it* into

&tired thapes,_ _Refractory_material. such as firebrickj is COMMonly

used to build this typo of forge, which -is usually of rectangular_

shape. A simple hood is provided at the top of the tcrge to catch

smoke and_convey_it Lito the smokestack; A water tan's made of iron

is often_fastened to the side of theforFe; this tank is chiefly used

by the bladkeMith foe quenching a heated; steel tool in iirder to -hard-

en it. The blast:(forced air) for these forges may be supplied_ by

blowers or by hand power. An opening (tuyere) is arranged at the bot-

tom of the forge' and_this openim. admits air under the fire; it can

he regulated by a suitable valve arrangems

Blacktmith's forges are made in numerous shsX,6 and sizes, but

all of them are built according to the tame principle:6 of construction
vA.ch are based on the fundamental purpose of a forge to

contain the fire necessary forheatin? metal before hammering. A deep

bed ox coke should be maintained with a minimum amount of blast2 via

the tuyere, durinE heating of steels in a blacksmith forge. A

shallow hr:d of ce with a maximum amount of blast may ba responsible

fol exces:ivo oxidation (formation of scale) and postible burning
(melting rIAd sparkling) of the steel while it is being heated.
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_. Figs 8_ shows a_down-draft forge_proVided with _a hood _for oarrY''
ing off smoke. A pipe ie connected to the hood and extends downward,
as_shown at the left_ in the illustration; to an underground flue,
which leads to an exhauet fan whidh draws_out the air, This arrange-
ment_ofunderground piping ie kniown as a_ddWri-draft srstemi The pipe
furnishing the blast of air is_also located underground; at the right
in_the illustration, a small pipe may be seen which connects with the
underground blast pipe_and leads_upward to the tliYere, A simple valve
arrangement, controllad by a handle, regulates the amount of blast ad-
titted to the fire.

The air blast in some of the older-type forges_is prodUced by idea=
lows, whereas the more modern - type forces emplcv rotary fans also
known as centrifural blowersl_relich-may be hand-driven, tha fans or_
blowers are operated by a belt from a pulley or the_line shaft, or by
a belt from an electric motor, or _by a_motor directly connected to the
blower. The_predominant fuel used in the blacksmith's forge for_heat-
ing wrought iron and steel is a good quality cf soft coal, free from
sulphur, which is broken up into small lumps for .)ect results._ Coke
is also_a desirable fuel for heating iron and steel, because it does
not tend to choke the fire in the forge. Charcoal is an excellent

Fig. M. Dim n-Drair Forgc

fuel, since it is free from sulphur and other undesirable impirities
and gives a clean fire, Charcoal is especially recommendadfor heat-
inp carbon steels) but not for_hih-speed steels, becarFe the tempera-
tures developed_ from_ burning Gharcoal are not sufficier high to

properly heat the latter-type steels,. Cas, oil, and powdered coal
are also used as suitable fuels in the blacksmith forge for heating
both iron and steel.
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Heating for_Forging. The heating of a metal is one of the most

important operations in the production of a forging. Frequently;

this operation receives little attention, with_the_result that numer-

ous difficiatied are often_encountered during_the forging operation

and during tWheat treatments which usually follow forging, Many of

the defects Which seriouslyaffect the behavior of the finished; forged

piece are caused by improper heating of the metal prier_to forcing:

Among_the_erters made in the heating of metal, overheating and nonuni-

form heating ere the most prevalent,

.

The_proper rate of heating the metal is such that no great differ-

ence in temperatures occurs between the surface and the center of. the

Fig. 9. Seirf.ice of a ticetic.st of a.Burned Billet
(hi:rhymed In Forging

metal. When a metal whose surface is much hotter than its center is

worked, a nonuniform effect of metal flow may result in internal

bursting of the forging. Acdepted forging practice specifies approxi-

mately one or two hours per inch of section of a piece of metal, as a

proper rate of heating. The time of soaking' (equalizing the tempera-

ture) the metal at the maximum temperature should be long 6nongh to

insure_ uniform temperature throughou6, A small steel bar may take

only thirty minutes to be brought up to forging temperature and then

only ten to fifteen minutes for soaking before forging, A very :'.arge

steel ingot may take over eighty hours for heating End thirty hours

for soaking.

Forging Temperatures. Because of the ease of forging at high

temperatures; there_ie a tendency to heat the work to much higher

temperatures than thoad actually required for satisfactory forging.



Eineaaive temperature., Mmy result in burning, which deatroye the co-
hesion of the metal, ae rho= in Fig. 9. Remelting the meUl is the
only thing left to do when it is Overheated and_burnt If the metal
is heated to an =COWAN'S temperature but is not burnt, the_high
heating temperature vill result in a high finishing temperature and
coarse grain structure The_compoeition_of the metaldeterminea the
beginning or ling and meltingtemperatureranges; the- heating of
the metal slvc,Ild atop abort of these tampbrature ranges by at least
200° F. The amount of hot forging to be done will determine how

rkerinocoupAn Extwukrn Le**

kidkotor

. 6'HotJatiction Coldfncidarction
Fig. 10. I)iagram of _a Thermoelectric Circuit for Indicating

Furnace Temperature

Oboe to tb.i burning temperettre the metal ahcittld be heated. If con-
siderable changing in shape LI rewired to bring the ram material in-
to finiehe& form., the metal is_lwated to the limit shbrt_of burning
or melting it. However, _if only a elight amount of rarebit is noose-
sary_to forwthe metaliit should be heated met high enough, within
the hos4 working range, tea aucempliah the finishing at the proper
finishing temperature

Measuring Temperatures. Nugieroue modern &vices have been do..
voloped or maturing tetpernturea in furnaces where metal is heated
preparatory to forging. A tkermbalectric mrometer system is moot
generally used for memuring VII temperature of a furnace. The



aatem consists of a thermocouple at the furnace' and a temperature
measuring instrument that is connected -to the thermocouele by wires.

The measurtng instrument may be the indicating type or the recording_

tvpe or) in some cases) an instrument incorporating both features.

Fig. 10 shows a diagram of a pyrometer circuit.

T:e thermocouple shown -in Fig. 10 is a simple device made of two

wires of different composition) which are welded together at one end

and connected to the indicator at the other enc4 The welded end is

placed in the furnace and forma the hot lunation, The wires connect-

ed to the indicating instrument form the cold junctionii The mere in-

sertion of the hot end of the thermocouple in the furnace does not

give a true temperature reading of the steel being heated in the fur-

nace; Sufficient time must be alloWed for the steel to heat up to
thetemperature of the furnace) and for the thermocouple hot-end junc-

tion to do the same) in order to obtain an instrument reading repre-

senting the true condition of the heated motak.

There are other satisfactory commercial V7pes of pyrometers and

temperature indicators; No matter-what type of instruments are used)

they should be frequently checked (about twice a_ week)i if they are

used continuously; Failure to periodically Iheck the instruments
ma- cause serious defects to become present in finished products:

There are somesimple methods which have been-used for zany years

to determine the temperature of heated metals) particularly iron and

Steel. These methods demand a trained ce.e to tell approximately the

temperature :A* the metal under consideration. Of eourse) there is 1

pessibilit7 of error in a_visual method_of_temperture identification)
since no one caniaecurately determine the_temperature of a boated

metal by its color. Table I gives sone idea of the color that metal

isexpected to be at- different temperatu-es.; A blacksmith hand forg-

ing a prOduct'has only one practical method of determining the tem-

perature of the iron or steel heated in the coals of his P:re--Oo-

servation of the color of the Metal, For. exact forging temperatures

of commonly used ca.bon and alloy steels, the student is referred to
the,Forrine Handbook) published by rhe American Society for Metals of

Cleveland) Chici 1939. The-Aluminum Company -f America and Reyna-OA

Metals Company publish pamphlets in which de.;;ailed information is

given regarding the exact forging temperatures of various aluminum

alloys; For forging temperatures -of_ othei ;Nonferrous alloys) the stn.=

dent is referred to pamphlete_publithed by Revere Copper and rre.:a

Incorporated) American reass Company, and Dow CheMical Company; For

detaVed information regarding_all properties of Metals) the student

is referred to the Metals_Handbooks, published by the American society

for Metals of Cleveland) Ohio) 1948.



Color _Temperatnrt
(Deg. Fahr0

Redi lowest visible in dark V 878
Redi lowest visible in daylight , 887
Redi dull 1100
Redi full

\ 1370
Redd light (scaling heat)

't 1550
Orangei full.

\

1650
Orangei light . 1725
Yellowi full. . 1825
Yellows light 1950

Simple Hand-Forging Operations. In all hatd.forging operationsi
the motel should always be heated in the fOrgetO a temperature as
high as it will stand witheftt=injury. The most common hand-forging
operation_ is the one of reduCing the cross section of a piece of
heated metal and thereby increasing its length. This is kheen as
drawing out the heated Metal-man operatiomehich may be accomplished
much fasterby working the metal over the horn_ of the anvil than_by
hammering it on the_anvil face. Tha metal Will have a_tendency to
flatten out too much and spread over a larger area if hammered_on the
face rather than the horn of the anCtil. In meet cases; it is deair-
able to increase the length of the heatJd metal rather than !its
width; hencei the suitability of the horn portion of the invilo Which
has a restricted area of action.

II_illuatrates_the operation of_draWing_out the work over_
the horn of the anvil. It may be observed that the rounded horn acts
as a blunt edge, Which forces the metal to_ flow lengthwise When
struck by the_hafter. Drawing out the work over the horn utilizes_
practicl_ly_the entire energy of the _hemmer blow in forcing the metal
to stretch in the most advantageous direction. The hand -tools called
balers, previousl describeds_may accomplish to a_certait dear, cue the
same results as the horn. In the operation of_a_steam hammeri a
round bar of steel may be successfully employed for the same purpose,

Fig. II. Drawing Our Work over
Horn of Anvil
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The successive steps in draving_down_a cylindrical bar of a

given diameter to that -of a Willer diameter are shown in Fig. 12.

It may be seen in the figure -that When drawing out or pointing cy-
lindrical stock; it is beat firattd_hammer it down square to the de-

sired sizei and then to round it to the_reqUired diameter_b7 striking

a few blows while -the stock is still hot and plastic._ A in the figure

shows the original round Site. B is the first sttp_in_hammering down
the original shape to a square- shape, _This_squareshape is now ham -

mered to an octagon shape as shown at. Ci and finally the rounding

operation is sheen at D.

Fig. 12: Drawing Down Round Bar

Fig. 13 at_i_and Biltheee the improper and proper forging of

round stock. Itthe_praliWitiary round stock were hammered to the

final round stock withodtinterimediate squaring, the heated material

would very likely split threUgh the center under the blows of the

hammer. The effect of the blows coming down upon the stock is iI.

lustrated at C by the arrows A. The metal is squeezed together in

this direction and forded apart in the directionat right angles
dicated at C by the arrows b. The proper prodedre of forging rood

stock is illustrated at D.

Fig. 13. Improper (A; B, C) and Proper (D) Fiirgirig of Round &ock

Another typical hand=- forging operation is that of sett

This operation consists of working the heated metal in a way that J

length is short3ned and'itt thickness or width; or both, are_increased.

There are various- methods used in upsettingheated metal:._ The moat'

suitable method chiefly depordsppon the size and shape of the work.

When upsetting short pieces, the heated wort- ie'usuraly placed on one
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of its ends on the anvil and the upper end is then hammered directly

down. If the work piece is not kept straight, there is a possibility

of a bend or kink, and if any bend occurs, the metal -nst be straight-

ened out before additional tosetting is carried out. when long pieces

are to be upset, they are uSually swung back and forth horizontally,

and the upsetting is accomplished by ramming the end of the work

against the anvil.

A forging operation known. as swaging is employed when certain

portions of, the forged.pert_av- required Lobe smooth and accurate; or
when cylindrical portions of tba part are to_be squeezed to assume an

even; roundi tapershaoe. If accuracy is not required, swaging can.be

done by hand with hand tools. For Moro accurate work ard for larger
sections; a pair of Simple swaging form:1 or dies is attachedi one to

the anvil and the_other_to the 'tat of steam or other power hammer.

Fig. III illustrates a simple -hot swaging 7,itition with the aide a

pair of swaging dies._ The dies shown at A and 1; have rounded cornor7j

ind'this is a desirable feature;_since the swaging win nctform
sharp_ corners In the heated metal as sholin at Di which"final4 would

be folded in as shown at E. The dies snown atC_have correctly'_ round=
ed-cornorsj but the positioning of the work ts not correct relative to

the dies.

Fig. 14. Correct Wild -hwonvcr Via and
MeCuach of Swaging

In determining the amount of stock required t-.) make a forged

part of specific shapej ;my :change in the density of the metal during

a forging operation many be disregarded, since 1+-
g

is too small_ to con-

sider for all praccal_purpesee. Therefore, the volume of the Metal

before forging is_essentially_t!ue sem as that after_ forgingi_ and it

must be predeterMined_befors the operation. Such vorlumc ma:- be eorn

puted t, geometric principles.



Emmal. Suppose a 3 -inch diameter steel bar is heated and forg
ed by upsetting into a circular disk having a:diameter of 8 inches and
a thickness of 2 inches. What length of bar is required?

Solutior.. the volume of the disk. The disk is reolly
a 'Lae volume of a cylinder is fnur4 by multiplying the
area o2 by its altitude. The base are. is calculated by the
feir!7:'i1P., A wr2 where A equals area, if equals,3.1416 and r2 equals
radius squared.

A 3.1416 X 42
A 3,1416 X 16
A 50.27 square inzhes

The altitude (height) is 2 inches. Then 50.27 x 2 100.54 cubic
inches) which is the volume of the disk.

Ildict, find the volume of a length.of the rod 1 inch long,

The rod_ is also a cylinder and -the same procedure can be followed
in fihdinr, the volume of.a piece 1 inch lone.

A 3.1416 x 1.52 (radius is i of diameter)
A 3.1416 X 2.25
A 7,07 square It:riches

The altitude of a length of_the bar 1 inch long is 1 inch, because
we think of this length as a cylinder havinr its base d7wn. Then,
7.07 x 1 70? cubic inches.

Finally, if 100.54 is divided b.y7.07 the result will be tho number
of inches of 3-ihch bar necessary tr 4'nrmthe disk. Thus, 100.54 7.07
U.22 inches. Call it 14.25 c: 7 in. es.

Exact reproductions of a FiYar, io7.-el.ng are seldom obtained in hand-
forging operations ecause of a nffher of factors involved. The chief
factor is that most_hand-forew operations are carried out without the
use of any dies. If dies are used in some cases, they are of a touporary
nature and are_dusigned simply a;:tVinexpkInsive11.- 9ithout consitkorattonof
accttacv. Another- factor contrinuting to size- variations in hand forging
is the frequent omission of proper allowances for certatn conditions
cutting in the forging operations. Whether forging by_ hand or by mech
anical means) allowances must always be _made _for- the shrinkage of the_
heatod metal when corilinr_in open air- after forginr. Simllarly, as the
pattern maker allows -for the contraction of the cold__casting_made_from
.molten_ metal poured into a sand mold whose shape_ is fashioned bY the pat=
tern, the torcer must_also make allowances for the contraction of the
hammered metal after it is cooledAo the surrounding temperature. The
rates of contraction of heated metals are given in handbooks.
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Melding by HandForging. Thi3 is a simple process used in
joining two pieces of metal by means of heating the metals to their
forging temperature and_then hammering them together. For centuries;

this process was_the only means used in welding metalsj and it still
is used to a limited degree at the present time when hand welding is
sufficient to attain_the_required purpose. :rile chief requirement
for a successful hand_ welding is the proper 'heating of the`., metal's to
be joined--this must be done_cleanly and eVenly,throughoutthe-metal
areas in contact. An exceseive_temperatureWill_cause the 'metal to

.burn. A sample of burnt steel is 3hawri in Fig. 9. An insUfficient
heat will prevent the metals from sticking to each other. The ex-

perience of the weIderi howeverj will_dlaate the proper temperature
to Which the metals should be heated before bammering.. _The color
scale of iron and steel at different temperatures wasphown earlier
in this chapter. In the case of unknown conditionr; it is recommended /

to experiment first with small samples. of the metals to be joined be /

fore undertaking the main task of welding.

The metal areas in contact must be free from impurities;_such as
dirt;_oxide scale; grease; and sand particIesj before the welding
operatiohtakas place; When iron or steel are heateli their surfaces
Will oxidize very rapidly; i.e.; an oxide scale will form on_their_

attfaces_dueto_contact with oxygen; This iron oxide or scale will
prevent the heated areas in conta:A from successfully sticking and

foitihg together However, if the portions to be joined are heated
to a_temperature high_enaugh_to_melt the surface scaiej and if these

metals are- properly shaped_ at the joint, vigorous hammering will force

out the molten scale_frombetWe the two parts that are to be joined.
The result Will be that only el an surfaces of the heated metals ill
be in contact and they Will sti k to each other.

Very high welding tempera ures may be desirable for melting the

surface scale butj at the same time; they may be the chief cause of

11,:rning the metals in contact To remedy this latter condition; suit-

aole fluxes are used in these forge,welding operations. Fluxes are

used to lower the melting-point_of the scale. The operation is car-

ried out by sprinkling flux on the_metal surfaces to be joined im-

madiately before the welding heat_is_attained. The metal thus treated

is placed in the fire again, andis_heated_tio_the welding temperature.

MITI the metal is hammered to makeethe desiredweld. The flux enables

the scale to melt at a much lower temperature thah would be the case

if flux were not used. The applied fluxmelts immediately and spreads
over the surface of Vie heated metal. It forms -a protective shield

which guards against the formation of additional scale by keeping out
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the-oxidizing air; Fluxes serve only to lower the melting point of
Seale and to orov air from contacting the heated work. It is an
erroneous belief that; flux also acts as a binder or cement which
makes the two contacting areas stick together.

Veriout fluxes haVe been developed to suit the wide variation in
forge-welding applications._ The most COMMA fluxes are sand and
borax. When welding wrought iron or machine sand is found to

be a sait4le fink. In the welding of- tool reef or fine_ work; borax
is the best flUx) since it melts. at lower temperature than sand;
This low-melting characteristic makes it possible to_use lower welding
temperatures - -a desirable feature in the welding of high-grade work.-
A combination of borax and ammonium chloride (sal ammoniac) -is_ also
recommended as a satisfactory fIuxi_ The usual proportion of_the zOm-
ponent ingredients of this flux is 4 pa:As of borax. to 1 part of sal
ammoniac.

The proper shaping of the contacting surfaces preVious to forge
weldingisknown as scarfing. The ends of the - pieces to be- success-
fully welded are so shaped) or scarfed) that they do not fit tightly

before welding) but just touch
in the center of the joint, leaviiig
the sides open. When the weld is
made) the molten scale is forced
from between the pieces. The
welding method most commonly used

I+. 0% crla to join flat bars together is lapppIng fla
welding. The ends of the pieces

are scarfed by upsetting in such a way that they are much thicker than

the rest of the pieces. The purpose of this shaping is, first) to

allow` for which may burn off add become lost because of-
excessive scaling_and, secondly; to allow-for the vigorous hammering

that causes the pieces to join together. 'Fig. illustrates the

pruner Shape of the- ends andtheir overlapping pOsition previoui to

ther being joined by hammering.

When ;-gilding toel_ttSel) an operator must exercise_great care in

heating the Metal_ previous to working. The ends are scarfed in the

same nanner as other metals. 4_borax and sal ammoniac flux is recom-

menc:JtL in welding tool steel. In 66016 cases dissimilar metals may
also be successfully welded, _such as tarbohi tool steel or alloy) tool

steel to wrought iron or to low- carbon steel. The later two metals

are inexpensiveas coMptred_tdithe first two metals: In the manu-
faci.fre of certain tools and implements) inexpensive metal may be
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made to serve as the backing or supporti whereas or expo/is:1'w metal_

may be needed for the tools' sharp edges or facingsi which_must roast
wear and abrasion in service; Fig. 16 illustrates how welding of
dissimilar metals is adapted in the manufacture of a machine knife.
Tho support or back strip for the knifej Shown at A, may be made frOM

CA) tar

ft) fa)

Fig. 16. Welding in the Manufacture of a Machine KM.

from inexpensive low-carbon steel. The support_ie shaped er -scarfed
at a 45 degree angle to make a suitable joint With the tool steel,

which is also scarfed at the same angle. This is illustrated at B
in the figarei where both members are shown_ready for the weld. -A

section a assembled parts after hammer welding is shown at C; The

finished knife after grinding is shown in-section at D.

Welding of dissimilar metals is common in the manufacture of
numerous, edged tools used in various industries-toole such
knives, blades, chimaa, and others. There are definate advan tages

derived from this practice. The cost of the product it reduced at

no Sacrifice of its quality. Usually, only the Working portion of
the tool is heat treated; the soft backing zilows for straightening

after the beat treatment. The soft backing also insures a much

stronger finished tool. Another illustration of banner welding of

en expansive tool-steel blade to an inexpensive Ioi=dirbon=dteel
holder or ferrule is shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Hammer-Welded Blade and Ferruk of WciWorking Chid
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Tool Forging by Hand. Numerous tool9j'such as lathesj shapers,
and planers -- various chisels for work on metalj stonej and other
materials - -tools used in the cutting and carving of wood, are in most
cases hand forged by hammering to desired shapes. Afte.J.-:.dj they

are. rough ground, hardened, tempered and, finally, ground to the ex-

act shape_and required keenness. The methods used in hand forging
these tools are essentially the same as those previously described..
The proper heating of the stock in the furnace before hailmering is an
important prerequisite for successful forging. Correct temperatures
of the furnace and of the metal; both at the beginning of forging
process and at the end; proper handling of the equipment; etc., are
ObtCri:ed with greater exactness in making'keen-edged tools than in
forging ordinary products.

Many grades of Sttel_both plain carbon and alloy, are employed
in the making of tools hy_hand_forging. For economy reasons, plain7_
carbon tools are satisfactory if the tools are_employed in light serv-
ice and are not subected to the influence of high temperatures, high
speeds; and other c_;riitions detrimental to this_type of_material.
The carbon content f. usually high) 0.90 per_ cent for chisels and
about 1.20 per cent ft:r cutting tools on machines, such as lathes,
shapers; and planers. In the forging of a chisel, the steel stock_is
first heated in a suitable forge or furnace to a_good yellow_heatand
then is hammered into the required Shape_and finiShe;1 smoothly_ before
the metal cools off appreciably. Since the equipment to hand forge
a tool consists only of an anvil (particUlarly_the _horn) and hammers;

as shown in Fig. 1P, skill in heating the stock and_holding it over

the anvil proper is required. _An_eicperienced craftsman- -one familiar
with the behave_ c heated metal--is usually 'led upon to car-y

out the operati- lsive tools are to

be hammered to Fig. 18 illuStratea th' ,hod and stepS fol-

lowed in hand forging a cape chiSol.

The completed tool is shown at the top
step consists of hammering a portion.of the
horn, as shown at A. Other portionS'of the
sively hammered on ;.he wider Surface of the
and D.

of Fig. 18. 4a first
stock over t1-3 anvil
work are, then, proc,r2s-
anvil as shown at B, 0,

Fig. 19 shows the mathod of forging a typical cutting-off tool,
The hammering of the thin portion of the tool over the anvil is
shown at A. The position of the hanne..., relative to the work_ should

be noted it the l'Iustration. The complei--d tool is shown at B.
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Fig. 2 chows the metht.,- and steps need 1x raking the_general
shape (.1 a diAmond-point tool. The shape is edArted_by tieing
bottJit fulleri working the mock dawn tihrsa one-third, as shown_ at

A. The rounded edv of the anvil may aIeo be used in place of the
fuller. The_pcint is formed theni as shown at 13 and turned_ on the

sidei as shown at Ci for starting the diamond shape. 3.rth aides of

the tool are worked, until the proper shape and sitc_are formed as_

desired. Fire; the tool 'oint is pieced on the flat side on the
anvil; and with the aid of a :lot chiseli the point is out $' proper
length, as shown at H.

Fig. 21 shows the method of forging a side tool. The operation
ie started by dravihg down a point endwieei as Shown at 1 in the __

illustration. The point is hammered out at the corner of Vs anvil

Anvil 1

t@. Method of Forging Cape Osisets

Anvil

so it can be smell without Striking the corner of the hemmer

let ti rani brow work io then brought to the_flat_horn_of the an-

v.t2 for 4:6-.rpoilaing or drawing out thin on _one Sidi. At B is shown he.4

set &I. 411e face o: the hammer is oPateaded over edge of the anvil

so that all o' the recess in the work will occur on the side that ie

15

Fig. iv. .veti;tod of Forging a Cutting-4'..:V;
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down t:.(3 tool is placed on the _anvil as shown a C$ and its top
edge is t,ent over to get the proper side-clearance, as so own at E. D

shows how the completely forged tool is quenched in a c61A liquid, water
or oil; after heating, it to the hardening temperature. This temper-
ature may be recognized by thc color of the heated tool. It varies
from a isu...2 red to a light red; The color ecEde of steel war shown
earlier. The heating of the tool. and the rapid quenching hardens the
metal; After hardening, the tool is reheated to a lower temperature
than that of hardening, and then is cooled to room temperature. This
last operation tempe73 or dress thu ?If:tali i.e., it reduces the hard-
ness but incrJases the toughneEo of the tool; Tempering temperatures
vary, depending upon the degree of tempering or drawing that it is de

sired to achieve in a product. Such temperature may be as low as
1100 degrees F. or as high cos 1200 degrees F., or even higher.

Of cou:se, production tools Peed in large quantities are forged
by means of pOwerhammers and precse dies. The accuracy of the tool
shape is assured_ by the workManship Of the dies. Forging dies are
expensive, but their cost_is_wrrantedi_since they are_used in large
folume production of required parts. High-production tools are made
rrom mLt-:-ial of superior quality--sock that_uill withstand high
temperatures encountere6 in tlgh-speed machining cld that will resist
wear; and other detrir.enta2 effects.

Fig. 20. Cloht,d of Fo..ging a Diamond Point
s.
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SOAP

Soa;) has _been used as a cleansing agent for more than 2,000 years.
It_is a good detergent when used in soft or softened water. It cleans _

wellbeca_se it can he dissolved in-warm or hot water to form sUdS WhiCh
penetrate quickly ane deeply inc the fiucrs of a fabric; it emulsifies
rease; and holds the dirt in suspension until it cun_be rinsed away.

Marking; soap at hcmc is a thrifty practice for any family._ It's' a Way
to use fat frr butchering wld cooking which is often wasted.

IV,REDILINTS

and

pound:_,

quality Euap
soapmakinL.;

Eve

:OR OAP

re, ingreflicats are needed to make soap--cold water, lye,
7eunds of fat an4 one can of lye can be made into ninF

Fit_ fors butotcring_can be used to make an excellent
qsed fat can be clarifice to make clean fat Suitable for

hhen you buy lye n^tice the sodium hydroxide content. Since tnere
are many different brands on the market read the label and be sure the
sodium hytftoxide content is'94 to 98 per cent; It is usually sold in
cans containing ihout. 13 ounces.

ANTIDOTE FOR LYE == LYE IS POISON -- IT BURNS

For protection when making soap, keep a small bowl of vinegar
near._ so if yol:. spatter lye on your nands can -dip them
immediately_into_the vinegar_ to neutralize_ if burns are

call_ a doctor immediately, Drench burned spot as
Soul as !:.cvsible with water anu '7:the with vinegar. _if_ lye
has hee .ziwai:owed,\,give juice c i lemon; orange, rhubarb or
grapefruit, or if you don't' have ..:14!se use vinegar. Give as
much is t4le person will take

`'cu -can use any animal or vegetable fat but not m4.ne7-al oil.

Iutton tallow has a_veryhif;h mcIting poirt ago -is hardesc of all
alimn' rnts. If will make a_hardi dry soap unless ndditicrel. .:Eate'.' is
adde s mixed with soft fats a lard, goose grease OT ch:iA6-1 idt.

..1.1nw is next in hardness and should be mixed with
Or itional water added.

sJftr,r fat

. l'oultry_fat used alone makes a Flit spongy so should he 'zed
with harder fats

Any of t!;ase, fats can be mixed and u%.'.11 mg.!kc ,:oap. Soap made
From oils or soft-fats requires less water and needs to dry loocer than
Lap made from tallow.

nr fat ir a.cool dry plPoe while collectin3 enough for soap-
doucveri it's best to make fat into soap promptly and let te

soap age rather than to ict the frit get old and rane,d; 'Soak; irpoovts
with a;,,ci but fat does not.
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Tu-Re ndarFat

1. Grind fat using the coarse blade or cut into.sMell pietas.

2._ Put irto a large kgIttle_on top of range or in rOaater in
the oven; Add a quart of water for each10_pounds of fat.

Use moderate temporature and stir occasionally..

4; ',Clan cra(-Lings begin to brow:, and settle; strain and_

Squeeze a31 of the fat frOM the ,.rack_Lings. Cracklings themselVeS

don't make soap.

To Clarify Drippings a_ Salt

1. Put drippings into kettle With equal amount of water.

2. Bring to a boil; remove from het,; and stir. (Caution:

fat bbil over easily)
3. FO: each gallon-of-hot lipid'pour 1 quart of cold watei:

over the surface of the fat. (Caution: if fat spatters cool a

little) Stir slightly.
G. COO1 and SkIM fat from the surface.

T-0111LON'_6 aancidity

1. PoiI sour or rancid fat in a mixture of 5 parts of Watr-r

to one part of vinegar.
2. Cool and skim f#tfr3m the surface.

3. Remelt the fat and for each gallon of Y,ut liquid add one

quart of cold water. Stir slightly.

4; Cool and skim fat from the surface.

ut17ItjaEYtents

3f_perfume is desired use Qi1 of citronella; oil of sassafras;

Oil of lavender or oil of lemon.

draii14 m01-3; bfactory. Howgier; wrieA

iilet soap if a slight :_olor or rArbled effect

is dealt i; use liquid butter coloring. Other colors are not

easily a Ailable.

Parbide stone powder for rechanics' soap.

Oil of tar for Lar soap.

reotor oil t.4 prevent abrasive from settling.



Botat to quicken sudsing action.

Oil to produce a fine sudsing soap.

nniat:21t Needed

Utensils- should be iron; enetelj crockery or gIsse. You will need:

Large round .bottom bawl or, utensil (6 quarts)
Small boOl or u snail (2 quarts)
c'ca ndard tablospoO: cup and pint measures
21:citted_VitddSiiepd-on

Daitt thisithOtoter
Household 8C0168
Flat wooden Odic soaked in water and lined 'Ain cotton clota.

Making Siap

The "Saponification" Prz..cur.s

Makiu-46 soap is a chemical procosn. When lye and fat are brought
together under the right conillti^nsi they react to mare entirely
differont products.: Fat pied lye produces soap_ and glycerine.
This process is called speonification. A may take several weeks
for complete napon:;:fiation -..A7 take plane: When it is saponified)
the produc4:, e-narates into fat and lye again In home0Sde__
soapj glycerine is 1 !% in. Commercially it i8 separated and sc:14
as glycerine.

If proportions used are correct and sapoWf4teation eamplotej
she ;.nap formed will be neutral. If any free lye is present, the
soap "biteF," r. hen touched with the tongue,

Precautions

I. Don't use aluminum tioensiis for mOing aoap.
2. For excellent soap use exact vieitax measures and tem-

peratures.
3: Always add the lye slowly to the_Watot._
4i Always add the 3Ii_solutionSlowly to the teated_fat.
5. Rapid addition or lye to fat or jerky, uneven sti

cause separation.
5: Pour mixture into the mold car-dully.
lie Dcn-t allow new soap t4; f1764.6.



Correct Temperatures Lre Important

the following _chart gives temperature6 for the

melted fat. Use lower range in warm weather.

Type of Fat

Thllow
and and tallow

(half and half)

t, lard or other
soft fats

Soft rancid fat

Recipes for Cold Process

Soap with- Soft Fat

cups cold soft water
I can lye (13 oz.)
6 pounds soft fat (lard

or mixed fats.)
2 tablespoons of borax
may be rdded

1 tk 2 tablespoons of
perflAme if desired;

?ethod

Temperature_of 7 riperi-urs of

MelWd Fat

120° F = 1.300 F
100° F = 1100 F

9ei° F F
t - 65° F

80° F 85° to' ° - 75° F

100° F 750F_8001

&bap from-Tallow

7 cups cold soft water
1 can lye (13 oz.)
6 rounds of mutton ow beef talTow
2 ta1,3poons of borax may be

auded
1 to 2 tablespoons of perfume

if desired.

1. Put'correc: amount of cold _water into a 2_quort Wensil

(arthenware or heatrfoof_gla66). Add slowly one can of lye and

stir until disolved; Cool sOlUtiOn to tetperature given in ;hart._

2. Put melte(' .'at into a six quart utensil (earthenware or

glass); Add the lye sclution in a slow steady stream; Stir sl6wAy

until *ne mix,ure is thick and creamy.

01,
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3. If desired add any or all of the following: borax,
perfume and color.

h. For bar soap pour_carefully into soaked wooden box lined
with -a vet OZER, Ven_well set remove and cut into convenient
sized oakta. Pile so air circulates around each cake;

5. :or _grer-lar form leave in container and stir occasionally
over a period of several hours, until becomes dry and crumbly;
You can also grind bar soap tl..rougha_rood_chopper for granular form.
If you prefer flakes, cut bar soap with a slaw cutter; Granular soap
or flakes can be stored in a pasteboard box or any other convenient
containtir,

Curing Soap.

Best results are obtained if homemade soap is cured at roan temper=
ature. It can be used At the end of a month, but mince aging improves
it a longer period is better.

r:TH Viz. .OAFS

Toilet Soap is made like other soap, only the fat uexi is from
Elitchering instead of drippings; It gives a whiter, better quality
soap

FIoatingaos is made by :olding_ail. into arty soap when it be=
gins to have a creamy consistency; Teat for floating by dropping

few crops or lo!, water; Except for z.:onveniencA soap atayik#
top of the ea.-,er, fioating soap is no better than other* soaps.

Tam : As any plaint lard or tallow tiap beeomeli t;-eamyp
g t ounces of oil of tar; Work in well by atire-he preVart

smell lumpt from forming; Tar soap 11 used frequently flr shempir,o.

To One-half recipe of soap add 3 outraloi of
coconut a Or use all lard for then fat.,

Mechimiret HandCntn (M40<ea 11 pounds)

3 pounds hometatdeec-.2
6 zgps water (7 ?..xpe

s.,ap is very dr.;

1 table4O-ii_bOrax
ounces light mineral oil

5 pouhd6 of 17JUACOS stone powdor
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Method: Dissolve 3 pounds of homemade soap in 6 cups of

water; Add borax- and-'mineral oil; When cooled tb_a creamy

consl,tency work in_the_pUmice stone; Pour into Wide mouth jars

or cans which are then_ tightly covered and use as a paste; ,or

pour into a mold arid when bard cut into cakes.

IF YOU aAVE "BAD LUCK"

If 1,.,:ap separatees, it can be reclaimed; Cut (1. shaVe Soap into an

enamel or :Iron kettle. Use, rubber gloves or cut soap without

touch,g. Be sera to use any lye that has separated out And about

2/3 pint of water for each pound of soap; Stir slowly and evenly

ai;d_Lring gradually ",-;,7N the boiling p4nt. Watch caref7ly fdt it

Will boil over easily. Boil until the 1,ixture dibi , the

sp,,on in sheets.: Pour ;;.;-.1to molds and cover as befo

GOOD SOAP . .

de neutral, ro or fat p',:eseni

Be attractive
Have a clean, wholsome odoy
Curl when shaVed (if fresh)

CANDLES

Candles are run in mou1.0 For this purpose melt together

quarter c.r a pound of white TiA/Ci one quartet of an ounce of

camphor, tWo ounces of alum; z.rd ten :.noes of suet or mitten

tallow. Soak the wick6 in limewater and saltpetre; and when

dry, fix in the moulds and pour- in the molted tallow.

Let them rr-main One nightto cool; then them a littie to

looser them. _DraW outi and when 1-.ard; them in a tox

in' a d:y, cool place.

"..%; make dipped candles, cut the wicks of the right length,

double them over rods, and twist thm. They should first be

dipped in liMeWater or vinegar and dried. Melt the tallow

in a large kettle, filling it to the top with hot Water when

the LClow is melteu. Put in wax zi,nd powdered alum to harden

them. Keep the tallow hot ov a portable furnace, and fill

up the kettle with hot water fast at: the tallow is used up.

Lay two long strips of narrow hoard, on which to hang the rods;

and set flat pans under on the floor to catch the grease. Take

several rods at once, and wet the wicks in the tallow; when

cooi, straighten and smooth them. 'then d',17 them as fast as

they cool until they become of the proper size. Plunge them

obliquely, not perpendicularly; and when the bottor are 1,00

large, hold the,. in the hot rreasc till a part melts off.

Le, them remain one night to cool; then cut off the bottomS

aid ke.ep thorn in .% cool, dry place. Cheap lights are made

by dipping rum es in tallow.

L.4
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CERAMICS

Geramicei a term_applied to all useful or oriental clay
objects that ate baked._ ceramics includes both pottery and
porcelain. Any clay object fa6hioned from earth and hardened
by balc_;; either in the sun bt Z-iy firing; is considered pottery.
Fore lain is one particular kind Jf pOttery.''Translucent;
ileous, and basilly white, true porcelain is_formed from
*43ecific types of rock; and quartz bt quartz substitutes.

The_making :cry is an ancient art; antedating, in
most nultUres; i-_edge of metals or even of textiles.
Porcelain; hOW .2, is much later development; first appearing
in China as l6- A.L 600, and in Europe. in the eighteenth
cent:cv.

TECFNIQUES

Natertal_. Clsy_is the "Maio material in_ the making of
ceramITE7 1,hen it is firat dug from the earth, the_ clay is
mused with sand; small stnes; decayed vegetable matters and
Other foreign material; all of which has to be removed' before the
-rA.Eair can be used This is accomplisl,ed today, -.A it WeA_iti
ancient titeSi_by:4rIxing water with the clsy ard lett1ethe

. 'elilr.ture stand in a;lalTe basic :-. impurities fall to the
bottom, and the upper- layer - 04% cley and water, is pumped or bailed
into an adjoining pa6in. The process is then repeated, sometimes
several times; eacp auceedg_Settling_ purifying the clay Still
further until the desimd quality 16 achieved.

TS diiiiip clay le_ tored indoors to needed: Storage /f the clay for
severs' ii;:lotatttiall immVes its working qUalities. It allows the clay
to 'make_ i "siA:" so tfrl Althetgh remaining malleable, the slay will hold its
shape bit t it is be : moldfidi_ _MO fresh clay is often mixci with ad clay
from_ar ..1.1.: zimiti, t.,11.; this increases bacterial action and also seems
to imprc ^hc quality of tho mawriaL

A puce mold d in clE* ndergoes a certain amthalt off' shrinkage,
bot..11 while it is rying and during the firing process. TO insure
unIfom drying and to minimize shrinkage,' coaroely ground bits of
Tired terra cotta usually broken pottery known as "grog," are
dad:A tc tht clay The grog:also increases the stiffness of the
clay, thus :.- educing its tender_:..;: to slump while being modeled.

j
_

-t,-.7mins she Pot. Freehand T.,chnique. The earliest technique
for mUrrirpottery, Invented about 5,000 B._C.,_at: the beginning
of the 1s9clit'lic pi,...-riod, .ica the fTeehand forming of a vessl
from a 1 q.mp of clay; This was accomplished 1::y pushing and
pinching :he cI-45rlantil the desired shape was achiovr:0 Di.imples
of this early 4c: . have been found in -,Ycr<!ani tvani ariL Iraq, Thik_
technicp.e is still used tufty by some potters;
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Coil Technique. A- later_ development was the coil technique;

Whereby the pot was bUilt up from a number of strands of -clay.

A thiok__?:;rend was coiled_ around a flat; hand4fovmed clay base

and then pinched and smoothed to form a_gobd joint. Additional

strands were added until the, pot reached the desired height and

shape._ Tb assist in. the building_and smoothing operation, a

rounded_stone was sometimes held inside the wall of the pot

while the outside_surface was beaten with a paddle; This

technique produed very fine pottery with walls Gf uniform

thickness. The coiled pottery method has been compared to the

teChnique of basket wetiVing in which baskets are woven_ with

long ropes ct fiber; and it may be.that the coiled pottery

technique derived from basket making.

A refineMcJ1,t of thecOiI technique involved forming the

pot on a small_ Oece.of rush matting or a curved potsherd (a

fragment_tif a broken.pot). The that or potsherd acted aE a

base_during ti-ic_buildtng of the_pot and as a convenient pivot

so that_the vessel ::ould be_readily rotated between the hands of

the potter. This manual. rotation gave the potter an opport,rnity

to continually smooth the pot and adjust its symmetry as he

built it. Sol primitive groups, such as the AmeriCan,

never progressed beyond_thiS technique; and all of their_potery

was produced by this method: The coil method Continued to ".'e

employed In the conatrUCtionof_very large atdrage.jars ev.m

after the invention cif the potter's wheel.

The Potter'S Wheel. The invention of the potter's w-1-!el

occurred -near the !,nd of the -fourth millennium B.C.

was not irmnediate 17: widespread; some areas having adopted it far

ahead of others. eae of the first areas to use th..1. Whel was

SUiter) in ancient 1?abyIonia. about 3250 B.C. In Egypt it was

used as early ac t!le latter part of the Second Dynasty, about

2800 B.C.; and 7T-. wheel ,..ade pottery Wae found at tie Troy

Ilb level, about H.C.

The ancient pOA(--.3.whi was a heavy; sturdily bW_It/din

of wood or tetra cotta. On the underside o. the disk Was a

socket which fitted over a low fixed piittit.' The entire wheel_was

balanced to run true without wobble or vibration. It :was customary

practide in Ireece to have a boy, preLumably an apprentiCe4 turn

the wheel by herd; adjusting'the speed at the co:wand:Of the

potter. The larze size a '4-eight of Itt:e whezi p.ltiVie!ed ample

momentum 6i1CC thc rtheel Was- put-in motion: Hevingan assistant

for the labor of .4hPel=turning_allowed the potter to use both

17ands in forming the vase ana to devote his entire attention

to it; The !-Ack=.wheel, or fobt-operated wheel, apparently was

not used until lik.Man times. In the seventeenth century the_ wheel

as spun by means of a cord working over a pulley; and in the

nineteenth century a 'steam-driven wheel was introduced.

The prooess_of making a pot on a_ wheel starts with wedging__

the 61* to remove air bubbledj_to make -it homogenoi.l.e, and to get

At to the proper working consistency. A ball of clay is then
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centered on the rotating wheel andfirmly held in cupped handa
until it runs true WithOUt wobbling. Pressure of the th4mb_in the
center of_the ball Of clay f'orms a thick-Walled ring which is
slowly pulled upward between the thumb a. i fingers, creating a

cylinder.' The cylinder can then be oper' into a bowl shape,

drawn up as a long tube, flattened into a_platel__ or closed to
form a sphere, at the pleasure Of the potter. This concludes the
"throwing" operation, and the_VaSe 16 set aside to harden; The

following day, when the clay has dried leather-hard, the pot is
centered upside down on the wheel. As the wheel rotates, metal,
bone, or wooden tools are used to "turni" or refinei_the shape by
shaving_off_UnWanted clay. The modeling of the_pot 1s now
finished and the pot_is:ready for decorating and firing. (The

foot or, other sections of the pot may be- thrown and turned
separately and_then joined to the bbdy of the pot with clay slip- -
liquid clay used by the potter as a cement.)

Casting; Casting is a technique used in making' a ser4.es of

identical preces of pottery, First, a plaster mold is 1.q.d,: from

the Piece to be reprodUted._ A liquid -clay slip, ;,'ried ;e5!tirig

slip, is then poptred ihtti_the_ mold. It is allow(' - re a_a

there until the plaster absorbs the moisture of lay -slip

near the surfade of the mold, causing this layer to solidify.
This takrs abou an hour. The mold is then inverted, and the

remalnInE clip_ is_ out. After the thin-walled clay- c.azi-Ang

has hardened slightly, the mold is carefully opened_and the
casting removed. The hollow clay-tasting is retouched and finished

by hand alid subsequently fired.

In ancient times, the soft,_ pliable clay was pressed into the

mod by .hand;: It was not 'phuredi as it is in casting. The _

manufactdring procedure began with the forming of the original

azdeI. The patriX or master model, was idade from clay by a
sculptor; kee'o.ng in mind the ultimate use of the; vase and the
intermediate ianufacturing steps; In most cOf these so- called

plastic vases,the i'llid-made section wasjoined_to a part, usually
the mouth,_ forthed 'on the potter's wheel. Therefore, the patrix

was made for only the molded section.

Firi . The techniqueof trett ing dried clay heat

change rom: a softi_frakile substance ,to a hard, vitreous
material was d1stbVered by tan about 5006 B.C. The_discovery was
undoubtedly acCidental, possibly as a result of building_a
campfire ovr_a _deposit 3f clay. When the' fire burned itself out

it was undOUbtedlY noticed that;the .clay underneath_had become

extremely hard. The inventive firat_pOtter'must have repeated

the_phenomenon by shaping something frtit the _soft clay and placir

it to the fire; When this piece emerged fromthe firing intact

and in a hard, permanent an industry was bOrn;,

Primitive methOdS. The early potters did' not use kiln/;

they arranged their- dried clay vessels in a small pile and _then
covered theM with whatever fuel was avaiIabIS- such as 7,,dod /fuel _ I

charcoal, twigs, straw, or dried dung. Primitl.t7e group: in:Africa
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and in both North and South America have continued this particular
practice to the present day. Since the temperature is not uniform
in a mound of pots and some of_them_do_not_reach the proper _ _

tempe:-ature for the vitrificat1.3n of- the clayl, this_type_of_firing
produces uneven_reaults and zal:.sos_thP loss of a substantial
number of pots by_breakage. Whin the unvitrified pots are filled
With_Water_they dissolve and revert back to soft clay. The. color
of ;;his pottery is also'raher unpredictable; as some areas of
the fire are, oxidizing in character and others are reducing.
Therefore; some of the pottery is a brownish-red in color and
some is grayish or black.

The Kiln. _A kiln_is a_specially built chamber -for firing
pottery which allows the potter more control over the process
than does an _open_ fire. sually the_prea for _burning the:ftl
is separate from the areal which t e pots are placed. Op-'ngs
are provided for tending the fire, or the placement and remo.al
of the ware, for observation of the,(firing; and for control of
the flow of air thrOugh the kiln.

)Procedure. Most pottery is fired twice; The first firing;
done after the pot is formed; hardens the clay; producing what is
known as "biscuit"; the second firing; done after the pot is
gIazi-1 fixes the glaze.

In the first_stage of firing; the moisture in -the clay 18_
slowly removed. The firing is done slowly, to avoid cracking the
ware, :When he temperature reaches 1112"F., the'clay is completely
dehydrated. The clay is now red throughout and is brittle;
porous, and absorbent. -In -the second firing; after glazing; the
tempeature reaches 111-1652t%. If the sir is/freely admitted
to the kiln during this process, the clay is thus oxidized and
all carbonaceous matter .i., removed. If the air is excluded from
the 1,:iinj the ,Iay will -be black and is said to be "reduced."

_ Decoration. There_are three basin types of decoration:
underglaze;_inglaze; and,overglaze. . lazes-are smooth, glassy
coatings made_of mixtures of miner' such as lead) flint, borax)
feldspar, or lime.

Undo.rglaze. As the term ipliesi underglaze decorations are
applied before the ware is covered with a transparent glaze;
Colors are produced by the use of colored oxides of elements such
as cobalt; nickel; chromej manganese; and iron. The coloring
oxides are mixed with materials which will:fuse during aubsequent
heat treatmenti thus adhering to the ware. Decoration is applied
by hand painting; application of decalcoMmania, silkscreening;
or spraying through other types of_stencils. One method of
decoration, called sgraffito, entails painting the entire piece
with_a_clay_slip of .a_differL:nt_color than the original and then
scratching the desired design_throughthe coating. Underglaze
decoration,1s extremely durable; being protected from wearand
chemical. attaclOpy_the covering_glaze
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Inglaze. Inglazed decoration is merely the application of

a solid-colored_glazeto_a piece; This methodA.s very_widely
used. It Is quite difficult to produce sharp images of any
design within the glaze itself; because of the Melting process
and the diffusion which take place upon firin3 the glaze.
However, a number of pleasing effects are produced by application
of different colored glazes WhiCh flow together partially during
the heat treatment.

Overglaze,. In overglazing both colored-oxide media and_
materials which actually form_deposits of a metal are applied
over the glaze. Since everglazes are fired at rolatively_low
teMpei'atUrea (1300.71604eF;); a great many coloring material8 which
would not be stable at the higher temperatures needed for the

firing -of unaerglazes can be used. Thusj overglaze decorations
allow the use of the greatest Palette of colors in ceramic work.
Metallic decorations consist of either a metal salt or very
finely divided metal_partieleS suspended in a medium which produces
a consistency suitable for painting or silk-screening onto the

ware; During firing) the rmdium volatilizes; leaving the metal

behind. If- the coating is sufficiently thin the metal does not
appear metallid_bUt rather produces a mother-of-pearl type of

luster. The color of this luster can be varied by the USO_of
different t:.etals.Ifthe decorating medium is compounded to
leavea somewhat thicicer coating; the_ result Will be a shiny
Metallic coating; gold; silver; and platinum are the metals normally
used for this; The media containing p6wdered metal particles are
usually applied quite thickly by tilk-=-soreening and thus produce

the moL:t durable metallic decoration. These materials are dull
rather than shiny after firing and must be burnished;

CHARCOAL

Charcoal_is the black_ porous brittle material consisting
mainly of carbon that remains after burning vegetable and animal_
Matter with limited access of air; The term is popularly applied
to the material thus obtained from wood;_this was earlier known__
as COalsimply;_until mineral coal (q.v.) came into use._ When the
production of charcoal as such for domestic cooking and. heating
and for metallurgical purposes originally bega 18 unknown, but
the smelting of metals from their ores was prao iSed before
4;000 B.E. and charcoal was the only known fuel apable of
producing the high temperatures necessary.

_Wood consists essentially of carbon; hydrogen and oxygen; but
the latter two elements are present in the same proportions as in
Water, During the combustion of wood only the carbon contribUteb
towards:the heat released) and a proportion of this bedethea used
in evaporating the moisture in the wood; of which eVen_8ea8Oned
timber contains 15-20%; If wood is first converted__ into charcoal
this burns with intense heat; without any visible flame and has
about twice the heating power of the_SaMe weight of-wood; These
properties and the high_chemidal_aCtivity of charcoal compared
with most other toms of carbon (cf. diamond' as the other extreme)
are responsible for its economic importance.
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Throughout the middle ages the increasing demands for fuel
for metal-smelting and glass-making led to the concentration of
these industries in the European forest lands, some of which
became relatively densely populated. Much of the deforestation of
Europe during this period can be attributed to charcoal-burning.
In spite of--legal restrictions the process continued: in England,
the Sussex Weald and the Midland forests were cut; yet towards the
end of the 16th century Archbishop Grindal could complain of the
smoke caused by charcoal-burners at Croydon, so that timber must
still have been available there. By the beginning of the 20th
century 95% of the forests which once covered Great Britain had
been felled and in parts of western Europe the proportion was
nearly as high. The evolution during the 18th century of
metallurgical processes using coke prevented complete denudation
of the European forests; Charcoal t now little used for iron-
smelting except in remote_ore-fields without local coal supplies
(e.g. Zapla; in Argentina);_but metallurgical operations requiring
a carbonaceous material of low_ash content,- especially sulphur
and phosphorus, still consume large quantities.

Preparation.--Wood charcoal was formerly produced by' slow
partial combustion of wood in circular stacks Oer. Metier, hence
'metier charcoal') with a central chimney; When this process is
now used the stacks contain about 200 cu; yd; of matepial and two
to three weeks are required for its completion; with Skilled_
attention the yield approaches 265 by weight of the_wood Or 60%_
by bUlk. To avoldthe_lOss of many valuable by-products into the
atmosphere, carbonization is now carried out in kilns or retorts
fitted with condensers. The former are of either beehive or
rectangular shape, externally fired and may contain 250-400 cu.
yd. of wood. The temperature is raised in stages first to about
275°C, when an exothermic reaction occurs, then to 400 or 500°C;
the process normally takes up to three weeks but can be shortened
by the use of forced draught; The main liquid product is
Stockholm tar or creosote; a valuable preservative for timber
(see Tar.

Better yields of both charcoal and distillates are obtained
With retorts; the process was_ introduced into_England in 1783
when an improved quality of charcoal was required for making
gunpowder. For this purpose light woods such as alder or willow
are best. During the second world war small portable kilns 14:-;re
designed for use in Britain and elsewhere; Sporting cartridge
powder often contains red charcoal or charbon roux, prepared by
subjecting wood to superheated steam at two atmospheres pressure
in iron cylinders;

Recently; especially in the United States, low temperatures
(200°rising to 3401) have been employed for the_distillation_of
wood; this and the_selection of woods to give the maximum volume
of liquid reduce the quantity and quality of charcoal, which
becomes a by- product, but a variety of spirits and oils in addition
to creosote are obtained. Formerly horizontal iron retorts were
used but in modern American practice the process is continuous,
wood being fed in at the top of the retort and charcoal withdrawn
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at the base; A Swiss process) also_continUbUs,utilizes furnace
gases for direct heating of the wood._ In Scandinavia horizontal
tube ovens and large vertical iron retorts containing 500 cu.
yd. of wood are employed.

The residue of charcoal from distillation is usually 20=35%
by _weight;_ in addition' 10-40 gallons of turpentine; up to 120
gallons of resin oil and creosote- and smaller amounts of acetic
acid, wood spirit (methyl alcohol -and various bil8 are obtained
per cord (c. 4;000 lb.) of wood. Inflammable gas and pitch are
also produced. .

'A 'charcoal'_et char can_be prepared by carbonizing peat and
variouscomMerdial_prOCe8808 for its manufacture have been
operated but none has proved an economic success in the lbhg run.

Properties.--Wood charcoal retains the original_ahape and cell
structure of the wood from which it is made; -rings when struck and
has a bright fracture; it is tasteless_and odbUrle8S. Its apparent
density ranges from 0.1 gm /ml if_made from soft wood to 0.5 if
made from hard wood. Its_calorific value_Varies from 12,000 to
14;000 B.Th.U. /lb. ExclUding_the associated mineral matter the
composition of a typical 'Metier charcoal' prepared.at,i500 °0

corresponds approximately to the formula:C060; the proportion of

carbon- increases with highercarbonization temperatures. -In the

literature the 'carbon' content .of_a charcoal isfrequently
referred to as the residue after re-carbonizing to_a high
temperature; this ignores the carbon present in volatile matter

driVen off and the-appreciable hydrogen and_oxygeffContent of the

residue. The non-combustible portion) usually__amounting in a

C-cw.thercial charcoal to 1-5%_by, weight_on the -dry basis; consists
Of adventitious matter and the mineralresidues from plant cella;
the latter being mainly phesphates,_carbonates; silicates;
chlorides and sulphates -of the elements Na; tom; ea; Fe; and

Mn; Owing to its capacity for absorbing gases and vapours,
charcoal normally contains up to 9% of moisture.,

One Of_the principal uses of wood charcoal to -day is for

the manufacture of carbon disulphide. Beech or birch wood yields

the best charcoal for this purpose and Its reactivity is highest
When the carbonization temperature, does not exceed about 500t.

In countries with ample timber resources but dependent_on.
imported petroleum supplieb (e.g. France-and Australia) charcbal
has been used as a_ fuel fbi' mobile -gas generators; The lOW

density of the fuel_and Site of the generator have: however,
tended to restrict this application.

Wheh_Weed charcoal; especially that made from_coconut shell;
is kept at red -heat for many hours; with only limited access of

air, its capacity for adsorption (q.v.) of gases is greatly
enhanced; it is then said to be active.
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TANNINC,

The directions for 4-anning need not be memorized) but they must
be studied carefully until thoroughly understood_beforethework is
begun. A11. supplies and eqUipment should be on hand and all plans
should be carefUll made before the work iis_started._ It may be neces7
sary to modify the directions) especially those dealing_With equipment
or tanning conditions. Success in modifying them depends largely upon
the individual.

Tanning operations are done best_at_a uniformly moderate tem-
perature. A cellar) which is naturally fairly warm in winter and -cool
in summerj is a suitable place. A supply of fresh water near at hand
and a drain are convenient.

All the operations can be done -in tight.) clean wooden barrelsj
preferably oak, having a capacity of from 40 to 60 gallons. When not
in use the barrels should be kept clean_and full of water. Half barrels
and wooden or fiber buckets are useful for many puxposes. Iron containers
Should never be used Tools useful in tanning are shown in figure 1.

TAUNING HIDES Alin SKINS FOR LEATHEA

The kind of leather which can be made from a hide or skin depends
largely_upon the weight and size of the nice or skin. In the tanning
trade distinctions in,hides and skins are based mainly upon the size
and age_of the animal and upon the class of leather. Hides from large
and adUlt animals -are suitable for solejharness) belting) or_heavy
leathers. Skins from small animalsj such as sheep) goats) calves) and
deer) are made into light and fancy leathers.: While there are ot4pr
commercially important sources of hides and skinsj the most important
ones are the usual domesticated farm and rant.1 animals. As-a general
rule) the thickness of the finished leather will .e about the same
as. that of the untanned hide. This should be a guide in selecting
skins for different kinds of leather. The first essential for a sat-
isfactory yield of good leather is a sound; clean hide or skin. Skinning
should be done properlyjtwithout cutting or scoring the hide) and at_
the same time all of the fat and flesh should be removed;_ for; if left
on; they increase the tendency of the hide to rot or spoil. Farmers'
Bulletin 1055, Country Hides and Skins: Skinningi Curingj and Marketing)
should be studied in this connection.
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C- Figure 1. --Tools for tanning

(A) Tanner's fleshing knife) haVing a blade 15 to 17 inches long:_

(a) Dull edge for scraping off the hair after liming; (b) very sharp

edge for shaving off the flesh.

(B) Eight-inch blade drawing knife, which may be. used instead of A,

especially if both handles are bent straight. The back edge may be used

for unhairing and the cutting edge for Shaving off the flesh.

(C) Twelve-inch-blade butcher knife, which may be used instead of

A or B When the point has been driven into a wooden handle or wrapped

with leather.

(D) Metal Slioker==a dull steel blade about 5 inches square,
1/32 to 1/16 inch thick, mounted in a wooden handle.

(E) Wooden slicker, Made_tif hardwood,_ about 6 inches square,

inches thick at head, ShaVed dOWn in the shape of a wedge to athin

edge.

(F) Stake for b...daking up and softening skins and leather. A

board about 3 feet long, 6 inches wide, and 1 inch thick is braced in

upright position to a heavy baSe or to the floor. The top of the

board is rounded and thinned in the shape of a wedge to an edge about

1/8 inch thick.

Preparation of the hide or akin for tanning may be begun as soon

As it has been taken off the animal, drained, and cooled from the body

heat. Overnight will be long enough. If tanning is not to be started

at once or if there are more hides than can be handled at one time, the

hides my be thoroughly salted, using about 1 pound of clean salt for

each pound of hide. They then may be kept for from 3 to 5 months. The
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hides must never be allowed to freeze or heat during storage or
tanning. Some tanners state that salting before tanning is helpful.
It can do no harm to salt a hide for a few days before it is prepared
for tanning.

The directions here given have been prepared for single heavy
cow, steer; or bull hide weighing from 40 to 70 pounds or for an equiv-
alent weight in smaller skins; such as calf or kip skins; The heavy
hides are best suited for sole, harness; or belting leather. Lighter
iclos weighing from 20 to 40 pounds should be used for lace leather.

PTtELMINARY OPLRATIONS

Before it is tanned a hide or skin must be put through the
following preliminary operations, which are the same for all the
leather-making processes given in this bulletin. As soon as the skin
has been put_through these processes, start the tanning, following the
directions given for the particular kind of leather desired.

Soaking and Cleaning

If the hide has been salted) shake_it Vigorously to remove most
Of the salt. Spread it out) hair side down; and trim off the tail)
head) all ragged edges, and shanks.

Place the hide; hair side up, lengthWise; over a smooth log or
board; and with a sharp knife split it from neCk_to_tail) straight
down the backbone line, into two half hides; or_"sides." It will be
more convenient in the later handling; especially when the hide is
large; to then split each side lengthwise through the "breaki" just
above the flanksi into two stripsi making the strip with the backbone
edge about twice as wide as the belly stripy Thus a whole hide will
give two sides or four stripsi Small skins need not be spIiti In these
directions "side " means sidei stripi or skin; as the case may be

Fill a 50-gallon barrel with clean; cool water Place_ -the sides;
flesh aide outi oven short sticks and hang them in the barrel of water
The sticks must be short enough to fit crosswise, in the barrel and
should have a cord or small ropei a /cot or so long; attached to each
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end: The cords or ropes_are fastened to nails on the outside of the
barrel after adjusting them -so the sides are completely covered by
water. Let the sides soak for 2 or 3 hours., Stir them about fre-
quently to soften; loosenj and wash out the bloodj dirt; manure and
salt.

After they have soaked for about 3 hours take out the sidesj one
at d time, and place themi hair side'upi over a "beam." A ready-made
beam can -be bought.: A fairly satisfactory one may be made from a very
smooth slabj logj or thick planed board; from 1 to 2 feet wide and
6 to 8 feet long. The slab or log is inclined; with one end resting
on the ground and the other extending over a box or trestle so as to
be about waist high. Edith the side lying hair side up over the beam
scrub off all dirt and manure; using if necessary a stiff brush. Wash
off with several bucketfuls of clean water.

Turn the side over; flesh side upj and scrape or cut off any re-
maining flesh. Work over the entire flesh side with the back_edge of
a drawing or butcher knife held firmly against_the hide) pushing away
from the body. Wash off with one or two bucketfuls of clean water.
This working over should always be done.

Refill_the soak barrel with cleanj cool water and hai*_the_sides
in it as before. PUll them up and stir them about frequently until they
are soft and flexible. Usually a green or fresh hide needs to be soaked
for not more than from_12 to 24 hours and a green salted hide for not
more than from 24 to 48 hours.

When the sides are properly softened--that isj when they are about
like a fresh_hide or skin--throw them over the beam and thoroughly
scrape off all remaining flesh and fat.

The side must be soft, pIiabIej and clean all over before being
put into the limei which is the next step.

Liming

Wash out the soak barrel:, put...J-6\1'nm 9 to 11 pounds - of hydrated
lime (use lime from a fresh bagi not oldj air-slaked lime) and kor 5
gallons of water. Stir with a paddle until the lime is thoroug
mixed with the water; the:. nearly fill the barrel with clean; cool
water and again star thoroughly. Again place the sides, hnir side
out; over the short sticks and hang them in the barrel so that they are
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completely covered by the limewater. See that the sides have as few

folds or wrinkles as possible, and also be sure that no air is trapped

under them. Keep the barrel covered with boards or bags; ?ull up

the sides and stir the limewater three or four times each dgy until

the hair will come off easily; This takes from 6 to 10 days in summer

and possibly as many as_16 days in winter.

When thorOughly_limed, the hair can be tUbbed_off readily with the

hand; Early in the liming process it will be possible to pull out the

hair, but the hide must_be_left in the Iimewater untilthehaircomes

off by rubbing over with the hand; For harness and beltiAg leathers

leave the hide in the limewater for from 3 to 5 days after this con-

dition has been reached.

Unhairing

After the side has been lited, throw it hair side up, over the

b;at and with the back edge of a daviing_or nearlyknife_held near1

pflat againat_the side push off the hair from all parts; If the side

is sufficiently lined, a curdy or cneeey_layer of skin rubs off with

the hair. If this layer does not rUb_Off, the sidemust be returned

to the liliiei4etor Now thoroughly work tiler -the grain or hair side

with a dull=edged_tool to "scud" or work out as much Iimeigreasei,

and d.:Utas possible.

Fleshing

Turn the Side_over and scud it again, being sure to remove all

fleshing, matter. Shave down to the hide itself, but be careful not to

cut into it. RemOVe the flesh by scraping and_by using a very sharp

knife, with a motion like that of shaving the face.

Now proceed as directed under Bark-Tanned Sole and Harness

Leather, Chrome-Tanned Leather, or AIum-Tanned Lace Leather, depending

upon the kind of leather desired.

Wastes From Liming

The lime, limewater, sludge, and fleshings from the liming process
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may be used-as fertilizer, particularly_ for acid Soils. The halt, aS
it is scraped from the hide, may be collected separately_and after being
rinsed several times may be used for plastering.__ If desired, it can be
thoroughly washed with_many changes of water until absolutely clean and
after being dried out in a warm place used for padding; upholstering;
insulation of pipes; etc.

BARK =TA NNED SOLE AND HARM :SS LEA:TIER

Deliming

After the sides have been,put through the unhairing and fleshing
operations) rinse then with clean water. Wash the sides in cool;
clean water for from 6 to 8 hours; changing the water frequently.

Buy 5 ounces of_U. S. P. (United States Pharmacopoeia) lactic
acid (or 16 ounces_of tannery 22 percent_lactic acid). Nearly fill a
clean 40-7 to 50- gallon barrel with clean-,'cool water, stir in the lactic
acid, and mix_ the water and acid thoroughly with a paddle. Hang the
sides_in the barrel 'rd leave them there for 24 hours, pulling them
up and stirring them frequently.

Take out the sides, work over or scud them thoroughly; as directed
under thihairingi and hang them in n barrel of cold water. Change the
water several times, and finally leave them in the water overnight.

If lactic acid cannot be obtained, use a gallon of vinegar instead.

Tanning

The sides are now ready for the actual tanning.. From 15 to 20
days before_thii-stage will be reached, weigh out from 30 to 40 pounds
of good_quality, finely ground oak or hemlock bark and pour onto it
about 20 gallons of boiling water.

Finely ground bark, with no particles larger than a grain of
corn, will give the best results. Sitply chopping the bark into coarse
pieces will not do. Do not let tho tan liquor come_into ccntact with
iron vessels. Use the purest water available; Rain water is best.
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Let this bark infusion stand in a covered vessel until ready for

use. it occasionally._ When ready to start tanning, strain off

the bark liquor through a clean) coarsesackintothe tanning barrel.

Fill thebr teI about three-quarters full withwater) rinsing the
barkwiththis water sp as to get out as much_ tannin as possible.

Add 2, quarts of vinegar. Stir well. Place the sidesifrom the delimiting)

over sticks; and hang them in this bark_ liquor -with as few folds and

wrinkles as possible. Move the sides about and change their position
often in order to get an even color.

Just as soon as the sides have been sung in_ the bark liquor; again

soak from 30_to 40 pounds of ground bark in about 20 gallons of hot

water. Let this secondbarkliquor stand until the sides. have become

evenly colored; or_fcr from 10 to 15 days. Take out of the tanning

bartel_ gallons of liquor and pour in about one-quarter of thesecond

bark liquor. Also add about 2 qua:As more of vinegar and stir_ it in

Well. Five day'S later take out a_second 5 gallons. of tanning liquor

the barrel and add another fourth of the tan liquor only_(no

Vinegar). tk this every 5 days until the second bark liquor is used

up.

The progress of the tanning varies somewhat with condition6 and

can best be followed by inspecting a small sliyyr cut from the edge

of the hide. About 35 days after the actual tanning has been started
a fresh cut should show two dark or brown narrow streaks about as
wide as a heavy pencil line coming in from each surface of the hide.

At thisstage weigh out about ho pounds of fine bark and just__

Moisten it with hot water. Do not add more water than the bark will
soak Up._ PUll the sides out of the bark liquor and dump in the
moistened barki_keeping in_the barrel as much of the old tan liquor

as possible._ Mik thoroughly and whilemixing_hang the sides back
in the barrel._Actually_bury_them in the .bar All parts of the

sides must be kept'well_down in the barkmliture; Leave the sides

in this bark for about 6 weeks and move them about once in a whilei.

At the end of.6 weeks pull the sides out; A cutting should show
that the tanning has spread nearer to the center. Pour out about

half the liquor. Stir the bark in the barrel; hang the sides back; and
fill the barrel with fresh; finely ground bark. Leave the sides in
for about-2-rtonths, -shaking the barr1 from time to-time and-adding

bark and water as needed to keep the sides completely covered.

At the end of this time the hide should. be evenly colored all

the way through, without any white or raw streak in the center of a

cut edge. If it is not struck through) it must be left longer in the
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wet bark, and more bark may be needed.

For Harness, strap, and belting leather the_Sidea may betaken
out of the bark liquor at this stage) but for sole leather they must be
left for 2 months longer, When fully tanned through, the sides are
ready for oiling and finishing.

Oiling and Finishing

HkRNESS AND SUTING LFATHER.--Take the sibes from the tan liquor;
rinse them off with water, and scour -the grain or hair side thoroughly
with plenty of warm water and a stiff brush. Then go over the sides
with a "slicker"; pressing the slicket_firmly against the leather
while pushing it away from the body and work'but as much water as
possible. "Slick" out on the grain or hair side in all directions.
For harness; belting,: and the like this scouring.and slicking mist
be done thoroughly.

A-slicker can be made from a piece of copper or brass about one=
fourth inch thick, 6 inches long, and. I inches wide. One long edge
of the slicker is mounted -in a wooden handle and the other long edge
is finished smOoth_and well_rounded. A piece of hardwood, about 6
inches square, li_inches_thick at the head, and shaved down wedge=
shape to a thin edge willalso serve as a slicker.

While the sidet_are still damp, but not very weti_go over the
grain or hair side with a liberal coating: of neat's -foot or co' Oil.
Hang up the sides and_let_them dry out slowly. When dry, take them
down and danpen well by dipping in water or by rolling them up in
wet sacking or burlap.

When uniformly damp and limber,_evenly brush or mop over the
grain or hair side a_thick_coating of warm dubbin.The dubbin is
made by melting together about equal parts of cod oil and_tallow_or
neat's-foct oil and tallow. This dubbin when cool must be'sOft and
pasty, but not liquid.

Hang up the_sides again and leave until thoroughly dry;
dry.; scrape off the excess_ tallow -by working over with the slicker.
If more grease in the-rileather_ia,deSiredi-daMpen-stain-and-apply
another coating of the dubbin; giving a light application to the flesh
side also; When again dry., remove the:tallow and thoroughly work over
all parts of the leather with the slicker. Rubbing over with sawdust
will help to take up any surface oiliness.
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If it is deSired to blacken the leather, this Must he done before

grasing. A black dye solution -can be made by _dissolving one-half

ounce of water=abliible nigrosine in 1 pints of water, with -the addi-

tion, if handy, of _several drops of_annonia. EVenly top or brush this

solution over the dampened but -ungreased Ieath and then grease as

directed in the preceding paragraph.

SOLE LE,P.fil::::,t.==-Take the sides from the tan liquor and rinse them

thoroughly with clean water. Slick out on the grain or hair side as

described for harness leather. Hang them up until they are only damp

and then apply a good coating of neatfs-foot oil or cod oil to the

grain or 12Lir side, Again hang then up until they are thoroughly dry.

repairing shoes with this-leaer it is advisable' after

cutting out the piece for soling, to dampen and 'lamer it down well,

and then, after putting it on the shoe, to make it waterproof and more

serviceable by setting the shoe in a shnl].ow pan of melted grease or

oil and letting it stand for about 15 minutes. The grease Or oil must

be no hotter than the hand can_bear; dubber heels should not be nut

in oil or grease. The soles of shoes with rubber hed16 May be water-

proofed in the same way, using a piepan for the oil or grease and

placing the heels outside the'Pan, Any good oil or grease will do.

The following formulas have been found satisfactory:

Forplula 1:
Neutral wool grease
Dark petrolatum
Paraffin wax

Formula 2:

OUndet
8

4
4

Petrolatum 16

Beeswax
2

Formula 3:
Petrolatum

8

Paraffin wax 4

dooi grease 4

Crude turpentine gum (gum thus) 2

Formula Li:
Tallow

12

Cori oil
4

CI-ROIIE=-TANif2D vkTlii.±Z

For many fiurposes chrome-tanned
leather is consideted to be as
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good as the more generally known bark or vegetable-tanned leather.
The ChrOMO process, which takes only a few weeks as against_as many
months for the bark-tanning process; derives its name freh the use of
chemicals containing chromium It is a chemical_ process- requiring
great care. It is -felt; however, that-by7fol1bWing exactly the direc-
tions here given, never disregarding details_WhiCh May seem unimpor-
tant, a serviceable leather can be produced in_a deriparatiVely short
time. The saving in time seems sufficient to justify a trial of this
process.

Deliming

0 4

After the sides have been put through the Unhairing and fleshing
operations rinse them off with clear water.

If sole, belting; or harness leather is to -be tanned) soak and
wash the sides in cool water for about 6hbUr8 before putting then
into the lactic acid., Change the water four or five times.

If strap, upper; or thin leather is to be tanned) put the limed
white sides into a wooden or fiber tub of clean, lUkeWarm (about 900 F.)
water and let them stay there forjrom to 8 hoUr6 before putting them
into the lactic acid. Stir the sideedbOUtbdbaSionallys Be sure that
the water is not too hot. It never thOUld be so hot that it is uncom-
fortably warm to the hand.

For each large hide or Skin,buy_5 ounces of U. S. P. lactic acid
(or 16 ounces of tannery 22 percent lactic acid). Nearly fin a clean
40- to 50-gailon barrel with Clean, deol_waterj and stir in the latic
acid, mixing thoroughly with a paddle. Hang the sides in the barrel;
and leave them there ftit 24 hours, plunging them up and down occasionally.

For light SkinSlweighing -less -than 15 pounds, use only 2 ounces of
U. S. P. lactic acid in about 20 gallons of water.

If lactic acid cannot be obtained.; use 1 pint of vinegar for every
ounce of lactic acid. An effort Should be made to get the lactic acid,
however, for vinegar will not be as satis4ctory, especially for the
medium and smaller skins.

After &diming) work over both sides of the side as directed under
Unhairing.
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For sole; belting; and_harness leathers; hang the sides in a barrel

of cool water overnight. Then proceed as directed under Tanning;

For thin; softer_ leathers from small skins; do not soak the sides '

in water overnight. Siipply rinse them off with Water and proceed as

directed under Tanning.

Tanning

The tanning solutiOn should be made up at leatt 2 days before it

is to be used--that is, nnt_latbr than when the aides are taken from

the limewater for \= - lett time.

Remember that thit is a chemical process and that all materials

must be of good quality and accurately weighed and the specified

quantities of water carefully measured.

The following chemicals are required: Chrome alum (chromium.

potassium sulfate crystalS); Soda crystals (crystallized sodium car-

bonate); and common salt (sodium chloride); Insist upon pure chemi-

cals of the United Statps Pharmacopoeia quality. Get them from the

nearest drugstore or find out from it the address of a chemical manu-

facturing concern,which can supply them.

FOr_each hide or skin weighing more_than 30 pounds use the follow-

ing quantities for the stock chrome solution:

Dissolve 3i pounds of soda crystals (crystallized sodium carbonate)

and 6 poUhda_tif common salt (sodium chloride) in 3 gallons of warm;

clean w -'er in a wooden or fiber bucket; The soda crystals must be

clear or glasslike: Do not use the White crusted lumps.

At the same time dissolve in a large tub or halrbarrel_12 pounds

of chrome alum (chromium potaas,_um sulfate crystals) in 9 gallons of

cool; cl:,an_water; This will take_some time to dissolVe_and_will need

!'req tent stirring. Here rgain it is important to use_Ohly the very

dark; hard; glossy;_purple Or_plum-!colored crystalt of chrome alum;

not the lighter crunblyi,dull=lavender onefs

When the chemicals are
dissolved; which can be told by feeling

around_in the tAf's with a paddle, pour the soda-salt solution slowly

in a thin Stre!...m into the chrome-alum solution; stirring constantly;



Take at least 10 minutes to pour in the soda solution. This should give

one Solution of about 12 gallons, which is the stock chrome solution.

Keep this solution Well covered in a wooden or fiber bucket, tub, or
half barrel.

To start tanning, pour_one-third (14 gallons) of the stock chrome
solution into a clean 50-gallon_barrel and add about 30 gallons of
clean, cool water; that is, fill the barrel about two-thirds full.
Thoroughly mix the solution in the barrel and hang in it the sides
from the deIiming. Work the sides about and stir the solution fre-
quently, especially during the first 2- or_ 3 days. This helps to

give the sides an even color. It should be done every hour or so
throughout the first day. Keep the sides as smooth as possible.

After 3 days, temporarily remove the sides from the barrel.
Add one-half of the remaining stock chrome solution, thoroughly mixing
it with that in the barrel, and again hang in the sides. Move the
sides about and stir frequently as before.

After the sides have been in this solution for 3 or -4 days, cut
off a small piece of the thickest part of the side, usually in the
neck, and examine the freshly cut edge of the piece. If the cut edge
seems to be evenly colored greenish or bluish all the way through,

the tanning is about finished. Boil the small piece in water for a
few minutes. If it curls up and becomes hard or rubbery, the tanning
is not completed and the sides must be left in the tanning solution
for a few days longer, or until a small piece when boiled in water
is changed little if at all;

The foregoing quantities and directions have been given for a
medium or large hide. For smaller hides and skins the quantities of
chemical8 and water can be reduced. For each hide or skin weighing
1-068 than 30 pounds, or for two or three small skins together weighing
not more than 30 pounds, the quantities of chemicals may be cut in
half, giving the following solutions:

For the soda=salt solution, dissolve 1 3/4 pounds of soda crystals
(crystallized_ sodium carbonate) and 3 pounds of cowmen salt (sodium
chloride) in 1 gallons of clean water.

For the chrome=alum solution, dissolve 6 pounds of chrome alum
(chromium potassium sulfate crystals) in hi gallons of cool, clean
Water.
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When the chemicals are dissolved pour the soda-salt solution slowly
into the chrome-alum solution as already described. This Will give one
solution of about 6 gallons which is the stock chrome solution. For the
lighter skins tan with this solution, exactly as directed for mec'ium
and large hides; adding one - third, that is, 2 gallons, of this stock
chrome solution each time; and begin to tan in about 15 gallons instead
of 30 gallons of water. Follow the directions already given as to stirring;
number of days, and testing to determine when tanning is completed;
Very- small, thin skins probably will not take as long to tan as will:the
large hides; The boiling-water test is very reliable for showing when
the hide is tanned.

Washing and Neutralizing

When the sides are tanned, take them out of the tanning solution
and put their in a barrel of clean water,; The barrel in which the
tanning was done can be used after it has been thoroughly washed.

When emptying the tanning barrel be sure carefully to dispose
of the tanning Although -not poisonous to the touch, it
probably would be -fatal to farm animals should they drink it, and it
is harMful to soil.

Wash the sides in about four changes of water. For medium and
large hides, dissolve 2 pounds of borax in about 40 gallons of clean
water and soak the sides in this solution overnight. For hides and
skins weighing less than 25 pounds, use 1 pound of borax in about 20
gallons of water. Move the sides about in the borax solution as often
as feasible. After soaking overnight in the borax solution, remove
the sides and wash them for an entire day, changing the water five or
six times. Take the sides out, let the water drain off, and proceed
as directed under Dyeing Black, or, if it is not desired to blacken
the leather, proceed as directed under Oiling and Finishing.

_Dyeing Black

WATER-SOLUBLE NIGROSINE.--One of the simplest and best means
of dyeing leather black is to use nigrosine. Hake up the dye solu-
tion in the proportion of one-half ounce of water-soluble nigrosine
dissolved in 1-4; pints of water. Be sure to get water-soluble nigrosine.



Evenly mop or brush this. solution over the damp_leather after draining
as already _directed and then proceed as directed under Oiling and

Finishing.

IRON LIQUOR AND SUKrp.--IfWater-soluble nigrosine- cannot be
obtained, a fairly good black may be secured with -iron liqter and
sumac. To make the iron liquor, mix clean iron filings or turnings
with one-half gallon of good vinegar and let the_tiXtUre stand for

several days. See that there are always some undisSolVed filings
or turnings in the vinegar: For a medium or large hide put_fret 10
to 15 pounds of dried crumbled sumac leaves in a barrel containing

from 35 to 40 gallons of warm water. Stir well and when cool_ hang

in it the wet, chrome-tanned sides; If you cannot get sumac leaVeS,

use 20 or 30 pounds of finely chopped oak or hemlock bark but pour

hot water on_the bark and let stand a couple of days before use.

Leave the aidda in this solution for about 2 days, pulling them up

and mixing the solution frequently. Take out -the sides, rinse off

all bits of sumac; and- evenly -mop or brush over with the iron liquor.

Rinse off the excess of iron liqtor and -put the sideback in the sumac

overnight. If not black enough thenext morningi_mop over again with

iron liquor, rinse, and return to the -sumac solution for a day. Take

the sidesout of the sumac, rinse well, and scrub thoroughly with warm

Water. Finally wash the sides for a few hours in several changes of

water.

While both of these formulas of dyeing have been given, it is

recommended that water-soluble nigrosine be used whenever possible,

as the iron liquor and sumac formula_is_somewhat troublesome and

may produce a cracky grain. After blaCkening, proceed as directed

under Oiling and Finishing.

Oiling and Finishing

THIN LEATHER.- -Let the wet tanned leather from the dyeing, or; if

net dyed, from the neutralizing, dry out slowly. While it is still

very -damp go over IthegraIn_or hair Side with a liberal coating of

neat't=feet or cod oil: While still.datack_the sides out on a

Wall br_tie them in frames (shown on cover), being_stre to pull them

out tight and smooth, and leave them until dry. When dry take down

and datpen Wellbydipping_inwrirm water or by rolling them up in

wet sacking or burlap; When unirormly damp and liMber go over the

sides with a "Slitker", pressing_':he alicker firtly against the

leather, while pushing it away from the body. Slick out on the grain

or hair side in all directions.
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This is done by_pUlling_the dWIT_ leather vigo7-ously back and forth
over the edge of a amall_amooth_board about_3_feet_long,_6 inches
Wide, Arid 1 inch thick, fastened upright and braced to the floor
or ground. The top end of the board must be shoved dolm to a wedgeshape,
with the edge not more than one-eighth inch thick and thecorners well-
rounded. Pull the sides, flesh side down, badkWard and_forward over this
edge, exactly as a cloth is worked back and forth in polishing shoes.

Let the sides dry out thoroughly again. If not sufficiently_soft
and pliable, dampen them withwater, apply more oil, and slick and stake
as before. The more time given to slicking and staking, the smoother
and more pliable the leather will be.

THICK LEATHER.--Thick leather from the larger hides is oiled and
finished in a slightly different manner. For harness and strap leather,
let the tanned sides, dyed if desired, dry down. While they are still
quite damp slick over the grain or hair side thoroughly and apply a
liberal coating of neatls-foot or cod oil. Tack on a wail or tie in a
frame, stretching the leather out tight and smooth, and leave until dry.
Take the aides down, dampen them with warm water until limber and pliable,
and apply to the grain side a thick coating of warm dubbin. The dubbin
is made by melting together about equal parts of cod oil and tallow or
neat's-foot oil and tallow. When cool it must be soft and pasty but

not liquid. If too nearly liquid, add more tallow. Hang up the sides

again and leave them until thoroughly dried. When dry, scrape off the

excess tallow by working over with the slicker. If more grease in the
leather is desired, dampenagain and apply another coating of the dubbin.
When again dry, slick off_the tallow and thoroughly work over all parts
of the leather with the slicker. Rubbing over with sawdust helps to take
up surface oiliness.

Chrome-tanned leather is stretchy, so that in cutting the leather
for use in harness, straps, reins, and similar articles it is bost to
first take out most of the stretch.

Chrome leather for shoe soles_must be heavily grease, or,,in
other words, waterproofed, unless it_is to_be worn in extremely -dry regions.
Waterproofing may be done after repairing the shoei by setting them in
a shallow pan of oil or grease so that just the soles are covered by

the grease. The soIea should be dry before they are_se_in the melted
grease. Melted paraffin wax will do, although it makes the soles stiff.



ALUM=TANNED LACE LEATHER

Deliming

After the sides have been put through the unhairing and fleshing
operations, rinse_them off with cool, clean water for from 6 to 8
hours, changing the water frequently.

Buy -5 ounces of U.S.P. lactic acid (or 16 ounces of tannery 22
percent lactic c...1d). nearly fill a clean 40- to 50-gallon barrel
With cleank_cool_water and stir in the lactic acid, mixing thoroughly
With a paddle. Hang the sides in the barrel and leave them there,for
21i hours, pulling them up and stirring them about frequently. Take
out the_sidesjwork_over or scud thoroughly, as directed under Unhair-
ingi and hang them in a barrel_of_cool water. Change the water several
times, and finally leave them in the welly overnight. If lactic acid
cannot be obtained, use a Fallon of vinegar instead.

Tanning

While the sides are being delimedi thoroughly wash out the barrel
in which the hide was limed. Put in it 15 gallons of clean water and
12 pounds of ammonia Alum or potash alum and stir frequently until it
is completely dissolved.

Dissolve 3 pounds cf washing soda (crystallized sodium carbonate)
and S- pounds of salt in 5 gallons of cold, clean water in_e wooden
butket. The soda crystals must be clear and glasslike. Do not use

White crusted lumps.

Pour the soda solution into the alum solution in the_barrel very,
very slowly, stirring the solution in the barrel constantly. Take_at
least 10 minutes to pour in the soda solution in a Small stream. If
the soda is poured in rapidly the solution will become milky and Win-
not tan. The solution should be cool, and enough water to nearly fill'
the barril should be.added.

Hang each well=washed side from the deliming in the alum-soda so-

lution. Pull up_the elides and stir the solution six -or eight times

each day. Do not put the bare hands in the liquor if they are cut or

cracked or have aorea on thank.
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After 6 or :7 days remove the sides from the alum-soda solution
and rinse well for about a quarter of an hour in clean, cold water;

Oiling and Finishing

Let the sides drain and dry out slowly:_ ahile still very damp_
go over the grain or hair side with.a liberal coating -of neat's-foot

or cod oil. After the oil has gone in and the sides have dried a
little more but are still slightly damp; begin to work them over a
"stake," The time to start staking is important: -.The sides must not
be too damp; neither must-they be too dry: When light spots or light
streaks appear on folding it is time to begin staking. Alum-tanned

leather must be thoroughly and frequently staked.

Staking is done by pulling the damp leather vigorously back and
forth over the edge of a small, .smooth board: The sides must be
staked thoroughly all over in order to make them pliable and soft, and
the staking must be continued at intervals until the leather is dry.

When dry, evenly dampen the sides by dipping them in water or by
leaving them overnight covered with-wet lurlap or sacks. Anplv to the

or hair side a thick coating of warm dubbin The dubbin is made by
melting together about equal parts of neat's-foot oil and tallow or
cod oil and tallow. When cooll.the dubbin must be soft and paste but

not liquid. If too nearly liquid, add more tallow; Leave the greased
sides, prefernbli, in a warm place, until dry-: :crane off the excess

tallow and again stake the sides. If the lesper is too hard and
Stiff, dampen it evenly with water before staking.

After staking, go over the sides with a slicker, pressing the
slicker firmly against the leather, while pushing it awaY from the

body. Slick out on the grain, or hair side, in all directions.

Alum-tanned leather almost invariably dries out the first time

hard and stiff.; It must be dampened again and restaked while drying.
In some cases this must be done repeatedly, and another application of

dubbin nay be necessary; Py repeated dampening, staking, and slicking
the leather can be made as soft and pliable as desired.
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TANNINC, FUR SKINS

Much of the value of a fur skin depends upon the manner in which
it is handled in the raw state. After the animal has been caught,
every effort should be made to follow the best practices in skinning
and curing, in order to obtain a skin'of the greatest possible value.
Certain trade customs also must be followed to secure the top price.

Requests for directions for tanning fur skins are constantly re-
ceived by the Department of Agriculture; There is, however, less need
for such information than there is for information on farm or home
tanning of hides and skins into leather; Fur skins as a protection
are a necessity for those living in cold climates, but comparatively
few are used for this purpose. Most of the fur skins are made into
articles which are more or less of a luxury and, as such, are valued
largely on the basis-of their appearance and finish, which an inex-
perienced worker can seldom make sufficiertly pleasing. Furthermore,
raw fur skins are valuable, and, if well cared for, usually find a
ready market. Nevertheless, the spread between the prices paid for
raw furs and those demanded for finished fur articles is enormous.
No doubt, this spread in many instances inspires the attempts at home
manufacture.

An inexperienced person should not try to tan valuablefur skins
or large hides, such as cattle, horse, or bear, for making into coats,
robes, or rut's. The risk of damage or of an unsatisfactory product,
as measured by the usual standards of finish and appearance, is too
great. The difficulties in properly handling large hides make the
chances of success remote, except by those having suitable equipment
and experience. Moreover, tanning the skin is only one step in the
production of the finished article; After being tanned, all skins must
be tailored, many must be dyed, and small ones must be matchedi_blende4
and sewed together; All these operations require experience and'
practice to secure the attractive appearance desired by wearers of
furs; Some of the operations, such as those of bleaching and dyeing,
are so highly specialized that their undertaking should not_even be_

considered by an amateur. From the standpoint of serviceability and
usefulness, inexperienced persons_might meet_ idth a fair degree of
success in tanning and tailoring Air skins, but few can ever hope to
make a fur piece or garment which_will compare favorably -in appear-
ance with the shop or factory product; The tanning and dressing of_
fur skins, then, are best left to those who are experienced and eqUip-
ped to carry out the tedious operations required.
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.
To satisfy the demand upon the Department for information on the

home tanning of fur skins and to provide those who insist upon carry=
int on such work with correct information and with detailed methods
which offer the best chances for success, the following directionS are
given. These directions are meant primarily for small fUr skins no
larger than that of the fox and for skins of low market value.

No formulas for tanning are foolproof, and success dan_be attain=
ed onliyby close observation, plenty of work; and the exercise of care
and patience; All akinr are not treated just alike; In fact, each
skin has its own peculiarities, which only experience -can shOW_hOW to

treat; Some skins are- cough and fairly thick and will stand mistreat=
rent; others are very thin and tender and are easily_ruined. SOMA: are

at and greasy and require thorough working out of the grease; othdra
do not; An inexperienced person should experiment -with the lea:St i.tal=

uable skins; If a number of skins of the sane kind are to be tanned,
one or two of the poorest should-be tried first.

Soaking and Fleshing

The first step is to get the skin thoroughly softened, cleaned,
and free from flesh and e-rease.

Spltt_the_tail_the entire lenth on the underside; If -the Skin

is "cased," split it_neatl down the middIe,of the belly; .`'oak it in

several changes of clear, cool water; 1hen the skin be;-ins to soften)

lay_ it on a beam or smooth pole and begin working over the fleah Side.

to_break_Up_the adhering tissue and fat. All dried skins have a

shinyi ti'ht later of tissue; This tissue must he broken up nnd en..!

tirely removed, which is best done by repeated alternate working and
SOAkih. _A good_tool for scratching the tissue is a metal edc'c of am-

kind, such as a drawing knife or an ordinary knife with dull saw teeth

or notches filed in it. orking over with these dull teeth scratches
or breaks up the tissue so that it can be Scraped off after further

soaking.
11

At the -same time the grease and oil are worked out of the -skin.

This_operation is of the utmost importance; It is utter.' useless_to
start-tinning until all the tissue and grease have been_removed and
the akin is uniformly soft and pliable, without any hard spots.
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The time of soaking depends upon the condition of the skin. Some
ekine_reqUire only about 2 hours while others need a much longer time.
Very hard skins often mustbe thoroughly dampened. rolled up, fur side
out, and put away in s cool place overnight to soften. While a skin
must be soaked until soft, it should not stay wet_longer than neces=.
wiry, as the hair may start to slip.

In fleshing and scrapinr, care also must be taken not to injure
the true skin or expose the htir roots. especially on thin skins.

_ When the soaking is weal advanced and the skin is getting in good
shape.' work it in 1Crewarm water containing an ounce of soda or borax
to_ the gallen.__Soap_also may be added. This treatment promotns soft-
ening, cleans the skin, and cuts the grease.

Work again over the beam and finally rinse thoroughly in lukewarm
water. Squeeze out most of the water, but do not wine the skin.
Without further drying, Work the Skin in ,gasolines using several
changes if very much dirt.and greaie are present. Squeeze and hang up
the skin for a TOW minutes.

The Skin ehaild now be readY_for_tanning. When painting or past-
ing Of the tan liquor on the flesh side only is included in the direc-
tions for tanning, it is best to dry outthe hair.or fur side first by
working in saWdust._ In this way fur- heating of the fu or side while the
tkin is tacked out is avoided, as are also matting and stiffening of
the DWro_ If WhilO_drYing_out the fur, the flesh side eccmes too dry,
it must be evenly dampened with a wet cloth before appI7-ing the tan
liquor.

Combination Tanners

A Combination tannage is a combination of mineral and vegetable
tanning. It has an advantace over the salt- acid-or salt-alum proc-
esses in giving a soft and flexible skin, as wmll as a more lasting
tannare.

_ One_Of the most_popUlar and successftl formulas fora combination'
tannage is given b7 M. C. Lamb. A past , mixture of alum, salt. PaMbier,
and flour, with_or_without FlYcerin or olive oil, is made_ as'
Dissolvt l_pound_of aluminum sulfate and 1 pound of_salt together in a
srP11 owintitr of uatar. Dissolve 3 ounces of gambier or Torre apon-
ica in a little boiling water. !Instead of r7mbier, 3 or L ounces of
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finel powdered_sumac leaves be used.) Mix the two solutionS_and

ijitakA up to_2 gallons with water As this solution is used) mix it
-With-enough flour_to_makea moderately thin paste. If the skin hat a

hard texture and lacks natural grease) thoroughly mix r. little olive

-oil or Flcerin With the paste.

Seaki_tofteris and clean the skin as previously described and tack
it out_flat and_gmboth) flesh :side up. Apply from two to three doat-

inct of the paste, depending upon the thickness of the ski. Only

thick skins require three toatings Each coating should be abottt one-

eighth inch thick and :Mould be applied at intervals of a da7i Be-

tween applicatient the skin_ should be kept covered withsacking or

aver. Scrape off most of the old coating before puttinp on a new

ne. After the last coating hat been applied, spread out the skin un-

covered or hang it up td dry elen41:,'.

?Then practically dit) wash off the flour paste) rinse for several

minutes in water containing an cutlet, of borax to the 'gallon) then in

water alone. Squeeze outmost of the water Put the skin over a beam

and slick it nut Well -on the flesh side with the back of a knife or

edgo of a woo -en tlieket) thus working out most of the water. Again

tack the skin out smoothly, floth side up, and apple thin`coating of

any animal fat) fresh butter; being particularly good) or a nondrYing

oil) such as neatit=f-O6t4 tatter) or olive oil. Glycerin or a soap

may be use-1 instead ofthe -reoa86 or oil; If the stein originally was

very greasy. it may not be necessary to apply any oil.

When nearly ditr, btt_still_slightly dnmpi begin to work the skin

in all directions) stretching it _from corner to corner and working the

flesh side over a stake or a wooden edge) such as the back of a chair

or piece of board clamped in a vice.

The tiMe_to begin working is impOrtant-and is best judged_freti

experience. The -skin must not be two wet; neither must it be too_drY'.
The appearance Of_a few_light spot: or a light streak on folding ie a

Food indication of tad time to start uorkinp the skin.

;Work the skin directions back and forthias if shining

shoes with a The- skin ma7., also be worked this waz through_

smooth metal rinFt. _MUM Of_the success in petting a soft skinliet

in this rapeated_Werkihg) which :mot be done while the skin is dr:ring

out) not after it is dr;i'._ If -the skin ..:J3 not soft enough women rry,

it must be evenly dampened and worked again while dryingi This'may be

repeated several times if necessary.
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After softening and drying out it is well to give the skin a
hasty bath_ in gasoline. If the skin_is greasy) this must be &one,
This also helps to deodorize some skins) such as those of the skunks

Finally, to clean and brighten the tanned skin) tUMble_or work
it repeatedly in dry, warm saWdust) preferably_ hardwood saWduSti or
bran_or cornmeal. Clean these out of the fur by gentle shaking)
be4ing) coMbing) and brushing.

The flesh_ aide may be smoothed if necessary by working over a
sandpaper block, _This Also helps to soften the skin fUrther. If
desired) the thicker sections of the skin may be made thinner and
more fleiible by shaVing off some of the skin or hide.

Smit-AIum T=nage

The salt -alum process) an old method for furskin tanning) is
widely used; It is considered slightly better than the salt=acld
tannage) being a little more permanent and) when properly carried.
out) giving skins which have a little more stretch and flexibility,,
It often hapnens) however) that alum-tanned skins come. out stiff and
hard and must be worked repeatedly and sometimes ratailned,

A salt-alum tanning solution mar be made up using the following
nroportions: 1 pound of ammonia alum or potash alum dissolved in 1
gallon of water; 4 ounces of washing soda (crystallized sodium carbo-
nate) and 8 ounces of salt) dissolved together in one -half gallon of
water; When dissolved) pour the soda-salt solution very slowly into
the alum solution while stirring vigorously,

A skin) cleaned and softened as previously described) may be tan-
ned. by immersion in this solution for from 2 to 5 days) depending upon
its thickness; BeCause of the action of alum on some furs itmay be
best) as a:generaI rule) to apply the tanning Iiquoras a paste to'the
flesh side only.

Mix the tan liquor as used with sufficient flour to make a this
paste. Add the fIourin small quantities with a little water and mix
thoroughly to avoid lumps, Tack the skin out smoothly) flesh side up.
Apply a coating of the paste about one-eirhth inch thick and cover the
skin; The next day scrape off most of the paste and give another
coating; Apply altogether) at intervals of a day) from two to three
coatings) depending upon the thickness of the skin; Only thick skins
should need as many as three treatments. Leave the last coating on
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for 3 or 4 days; Finally scrape off and._tinse clean:in wateri_putting
in_abbut an ounce of borax to a gallon of water. Rinse at_last in

water only. .

.

Work over a beamto remove most of the water. Stretch the skin

out flat and sponge over the flesh side With_a thin-564p paeto.i After

this has done ins apply, a thin coating of oil, Leave_the acin'etretch=

ed out to dry, and whileit_is_stiII damp, work and stake, Wetting and

working repeatedly if necessaiyi_Finallys clean in gasoline and saw=

dust and finish as described above;

Salt-Acid Tannage

One of the oldest__ processes of tanning requires various -mixtures

of common salt and sulfuric acid;__ Tannings ors more correctly speak =-

ings tawing, by this means is open-to the objection that sulfUrioddid

must be used very cautiouslys_and must be completely nentralited tbi

prevent later daMare to the skin; Skins tanned with Salt and acid

also show a tendenty. to become damp and clammy in wet weather-ands if
repeatedly- subjected to wetting, lose their tanned effect;

A saltadid tanning solution may_bevade up it; the following_pre

portions: F61' each gallon of water use 1 pound of common salt and One=

half ounce of concentrated sulfuric acid. Dissolve the salt and date.=.

fully pour in the acid while stirring This tan liquor must be Made

and usedlin Jett or wooden vessels, -never in metal containers -Of any

4ind; (When pouring in the acids do.not inhale any more of the fUmeS

given off than is necessary, and also be careful not to get amy of the

'strong acid on -the -skin or _clothing0 As soon as the acid-Solt-561U=

tion haS, cooled, it is ready for 1.188 _

_PUt the cleaned, softened_skin in the solution so that it ie_dn-

tirely covered and leave it for from I to 3 dIre,_ depending upon its

thicknerba; DUting this tiYhe stir the skin about frequentIyi If dii=-

sireds the solution may -be- painted on insteadi In this case, tack _out.

the skin SMOothltslfleSh side ups paint over with the solutions and_

cover the skin with- well -dampened sacking or cIbthi At the end of 6

hourss paint over -it again. With thicker skins, give one or two more
applicatiOna of the_solution about 6 hours apart, keepinc the akin

covered between applications. After the last applications hang up the
skin or spread .5.tsfleSh side up, without covers and let it dry;

After tannings either by immersion or.by painting, Anse.the

Skin in clear water and squeeze outmost of the waters hut do not

Wring it. Then work the skin for about 10 minutes in a solution

"made Up in the proportion of an ounce of borax in iigallon of waters

and finally rinse,weII in clear water and squeezei
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WOtk over the -skin with a slicker to.renwie most of the watet.)
tatk_it out flat, flesh side up, and apply a thin coatinr of_rrease
or Oil._ Leave the skin _stretched to dry, and while it instill damp
work and stake it.

Finall_tlean_in gasoline and sawdust, and fish by shaking,
beating, dandnaperincibrushinc, and combing-:

HAND-LOOM 1-,,rfLk VINO;

.

A Simple Loom: In all hand weaving the loom-iS the structure
forming a frame upon which the materials are woven. It Would be
quite possible to carry out simple weaving_witheidt_t frame by attach-
ing one end of a set of threads to a hook in a wall, hOlding the
othet ends) and working other threads across thede. Therefore the
lockor_7rame is merely asimple device_to_hold_bne Set of threads
fitmly in position while working through them with another thread or
threads. There are many types of looms, arid I ShOdld like to make
it enite clear that it is not essential for the befinner to commence
rith a Simple, small loom acid work throUgh all..the_tres of looms
Mentioned; the beginner cancommenee_withNotnite a large loomi_such_
at the 17our,-shaft Kentish Loom; ,if_ it -can b1.4-forded. The purpose
of describing the simle locms is to-demonstrate by illustration and
explanation the simple techniqueOf weaving. _HoWeVer) 't is suggest-.
ed that cormtructitheloom illustrated in Fig. I, and using it
to practise the early stages of the work will assist the learner-
V,OaVer in apprrciating the simplicity of thr crar't.

Fig. 1. A SIMPLE PRACTICE LOOM
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The looM illustrated consists of a_ piece of wood; which is

narro-cr than it is lonpi with two smaller pieces of wood fixed at

each end. At the torlt corner a small screw -eye is fitted and

another Fcre*,ed_i.nto tie wood at the bottom -right corner; To set

up this simple lOom; the end o' a piece_of lOng string should he

rmy tied _to the small screw-eye at the top=lei-t corner; and the

string pound round the wood ''rams in -the manner illustrated in Fig.

2. The str:he_Should be wound tightly- and the tension shollId he _

even; twelVe_Wihds 0' string are all that are necessary for initial

practice. The loose end of the string ri:hoUld_e firmly tied to the

small screw -eve at the bottom of the frame after winding; It should

ocvious_that only a very simple .sorm of weaving can be done on

the loom illUttrated.

Fig. 2. 'SETTING LT THE F::ACTICE LOOM
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The_Warp: This term is common to all forms of weaving and it
is used to_ describe the fixed strings or threads described abuiVe,
which are the foundation of the fabric. Variout means are used with
the di'ferent types of loom for holding -the warp firmly:and keepihg
the strands seperate. In the simple loom described, this dati-_tie__
.done :y Pitting two dowel ro's across the 'rame over and under Alter-
nate threads of the warp. The rods are illustrated in Fig. 2, and
it Will be_seen that the tension can be easily increased hy_di-404ing
the_tWO rods closer together. The rods should be attached_ to the
back end of the frame, as shown in the illustration. Thus the warp
is setup on the frame of this loom. Variations of setting up the
Warp will be explained in detail when descri5ing other types of
looms.

The Weft: This is another term common to all formS of weaving,
Which is used to descri.e the long thread woven through the warp
(fixed threads). For the purpose of practice on this simple loom
the weft material can be cotton rug yarn. The material woven 4
passing the weft thread through the warp is known as the "web."

So_now_we-three main items of weaving. The_locuthe
simp ch the warp tIreads are set_u_p_i___ax0_the-welt
(the _Al-ir_e_ad_wover the warp to form the web.) Before commencing
weaving it is necessary to have three more pieces of equipment. These
are a shed stick, a shuttle, and a reed.

The Shed Stick: This is shown in the illustration (Fig. 1)_, and
it is used to seperate the warp threads. It is a narrow piece of
thin rood with rouneed ends, which is passed through the warp under
and over alternate threads. Two shed sticks are usee in this form
of weaving, and it will te seen .from the illustration that they are
passed through the warp threads in alternate order. When weaving
is_be'ng done, one of the shed _sticks is turned on edge to seperate
the -arp threads for passage of the eft.

The Shuttle: This it another basic item of equipment used in
all forms of weaving. There are many different types of shuttles
used with Alferent lcomb, ut for the purpose of explaining the
fundawntals of weaving the shuttle descri' ed and illustrated (Fig.
1) is a narrow thin piece of wood with a U-shaped notch cut at each
end. Like the other equipment described, the shuttle can quite
easily be maCe at home.

The Reed: AlSe knoWn_as the "comb" is shown in the illustration
(Fig, 1) in the form of a flat piece of wood with nails hammered into
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it, and for the purpose of_this explanation; thirteen nails

thOPT1 and spaced to separate the warp threads; (The spaces between

are len-yn Pa "DElltS")i Mit piece of et:uipment is not attached to

the loom il]ustrated; and it may be different in shape and form for

Ute_With some of the other IOOMt_describedlater in this bocik._ The

reed is used to eat up the "pick": (The pick is the term Uted_to

deSeribe the weft threads as they are passed through the warp) to

MW:t a firm web (the woven material);

_
_Weaving on the simple lOOM:_ After setting up the warp on the

SiMple_loom, the rods should fattened in place; and one of_the

shed sticks inserted through the Warp threads over and under in

Alternate order; The weft material of coarse yarn should be wound

round the_shuttle between the U=Shdped notches) -with the end of the

material free, -and the reed should be put in -place behind the first

shed stiek_AS illustrated in Fig. 2. Darn the shuttle through the

warp threads from right to left, under an(' over alternate threads;

a short r:istance from the front of the loom, leaving two or three

inches of_the_yarn hanging over on the right __of theweft; With the

right hand hold -the yarn where it meets the first warp thread on

the right; an,' darn_the shuttle back-thrtiugh the warp threads --this

time from left to t5ght=-under and over alternate threads in opposite

order tc those first worked; Hold the le't edge_of weft and warp

and pull, the yarn_straight; but not too tight. Bring the reed for-

ward, with the nails_betWeen the harp threads, and press it firmly

against the diirned pick, and your_tvo_rows of yarn should look like

those in the illuttratiOn (Fig. 2). The odd end of the yarn is after-

wards darned in the web.

To continue, turn_the reed down and bring the shed stick for-

ward to a distance_bf four or five inches from the_pick; and turn

on its side (this is also shown in the illustration Fig. 2).

The shed stick seperates the warp threads and the space thus formed

in front of thepick_(the weft threads already_ woven) permits easy

passage of the loaded thUttle; This space is known in weaving as

the "shed," and the tett is common to all forms- of weaving done on

any kind of loom. Before passing the shuttle through the shedi in-

sert the second stick,_flat on its side, through the_varp_behind the

tet-d; and ensure that it it_worked under and over alternate threads

to_those seperated b the first shed stick. Pass the shuttle through

the shed from right to_lefttothe third warp strand of yarn; pull

the yarn firm, remove the first shed stick, and turn the reed up to

:ring it forward to beat up the pick;

Continue in the same Wkyi repeating the sequence of_actions;

After beating up the pick, turn down the reed and bring the shed
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stick forward, turning it on edge to open the shed; place the other
shed stick in position through_the warp (always in_alterhatt erder
to the first one for this simrle wea-e), and pass the_shuttle .:Jack
through the shed alternately from left _to right. _As the_web pro=
gresEes it may be observed that it is_drawn in and is not so wide

as the warp thrraes. This loss of widtil_is r'ue to the_compression
o^ the warp in weaving, and this can be largely avoided_t)y adjust=
ing the tension of the weft strands before they are beaten down.__
The edges should De watched as the work progressesj_and the tension
on the went should e even throughout the work. this is_het_alWaVS
easy for the eginner to do, but if it is carefully watched ih_the
early stager, and the reason or the looseness fully underatoodj_it
should be a simple matter to overcome the fault with practice. It

may be found that the tension on part of a weft thread is greater
than that of the rest, causing the weft to curve. The tension, of
course,_should always be even throughout the work and tightness or
looseness of the wet adjusted iurediately it is observed. The

pressure on the reed should also be even throughout the work, and after
a little practice on this very simple loom, the beginner will soon
find hew to regulate the tension of the warp threads, and beat up
the pick evenly to form the we with firm straight edges.

Continue weaving the Tractice piece on the simple loom, as
describer' a;cve, to within four or five inches of the end of the
lomn. The web formed by passing alternate weft threads through
Alternate warp threads is described as plain weaving or ntahl-y"
weave. There are many variations which wil.1 be explained later
in the book. The ends of wnven fabric may be finished in several
different ways, and these are best done on the loom rather than
cutting the warp threads and ,.finishing the ends off the loom; The
ends may !e oversewn with strong yarns as illustrated in Fig. 2,
and the Stitches should he sewn through each of the ve7t and warp
threads, and fastened off firmly, or the ends of the warp threads

may be knotted to form a fringe this is also illustrated in Fig.
2-=%rhen securing the ends of the web, the woven material should be
removed from the loom, by cutting through the warp threads.

It may be found in working on larger looms that there may be
some slight variations of the usages and_motheds_described; for
instance; shed sticks are used slightly_ differently in larger looms-
the object at this stage is to clarify the preliminary instructions.

The information given wove has been written in very simple
style to give the veriest beginner a working knowlePte of the elemen=-
tary principles of hand-loom weaving, and includes most of the techni=
cal terms used in weaving. 3ut it should not be assumed that the
simple loom described is only suitable for practice--it can be used
to weave some very good small articles.
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To modify the practice loom, screw four cup hooks into the enes
of the frarre at the top, as shown in illustration Fig. h. Posi-
tion the cup hooks so that the closed sidts of then face inside
the loom. Cut two pieces of dowel rod to rest in the cup hooks
Thiel may be 'ent a little to prevent the roes falling out. Drill
a small hole through both ends of each rod and insert_ a short
piece of strong wire through the holes at each side of the frar
at both ends; hammer a small nail into position, as shown in the
illustration.

All the other items used with the simple practice loom will be
recurred for use with this loom-T.the cross rods (dowel rods), the
reed, shed-aticke, and the shuttle. For practice, the worker_can
again use string for the warp, which for this leoM is attached to
the to the two roller rods. To set up the loom, place the two dowel
rods in the cup hooks and tie a piece of strong to the ends of the
douel rods, as shown in the illustration Fig. Li to keep them in _
place while setting up; The warp thread's should be about slag inches
longer than double the length of the piece of material which is to
woven. The string should be doubled and looped over the warp rod
at the back of the frame, as shown in the illustration Fig. h. Pass
the end of the string through the loop, which should be closed very
tightly_ to prevent the:warp slipping round the dowel in a later
stage of the work. Fasten the required numer of warp threads to
the warp_doWell then fasten the ent:s of the warp strings to the
dowel_ rod at the front of the loom, and 'asten them very tightly.
It will 6.VIOUtly_be necessary to- have -the :trends all exactly the
same length to maintain even tension of the warp;

After fastening the emes of the warp strands to the rod at the
front cy" the lom, wind the back roller rod round clock-wise, as
shown in the illuitration, to tighten the warp, and finish with the
pieces of,Wire at the end of the back dowel lodged against the
Small nails in the side of the loom. Before inserting the cross
rods and trying then to the frame, ensure that the tension on each

warp string is even; if any are loose it will affect the firm tex-

ture of the weaving. Work the cross rods through the warp, as pre-
viously detcribed, and 'asten them to the frame.

Insert one` of the thed=stickS over and under alternate warp
strandt if a plain tabby weave is to be worked, or under and over

two strands at a time if a twill weave is to be done. As explained

above, weave in the same way by passing the shuttle :;ackwards and

forwards through the shed, beating up each pick as it is formed,
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and when several inches of the web have been completed release the
tension on the tarp rod at the 'ack of the frame and tighten _up
and twist the warp rod at the front of the frame. Lock the dowel_
rods in Tositionj and be4-ore commencing the neit stage -of the work
rake any adjustments to the cross -rods necessary to take up any
slackness of the warp. This simile modification of the practice_
loom demonstrates how the length of the material can :e increased
beyond that of the length o- the loon:.

Cup

_ Dowel_ Rstii

kmd raaf=
ketAt to
ttirtitai

ryiir the Aigo.

Fig. MODIFYING THE PRACTICE LOOM
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Loons of more advanded design_ than the simple practice- lock=
with the roller modification--previouelydescribed takes the
learner beyond the beginner stage into the realm_of_Table Looms.
The structure of table loons may vary according to the ideas of
individual manufacturers, but in principle their actions are simi-
lar. The table loom illustrated in Fig._5 is a stepforWard from
the practile lo-Ja pictured in previous illustrations,_bUt_it has
several points of similarity; it will be remembered that the "loom"
is the frame upon which the:weaving is done. In our first loom__
the warp was set up by winding string round the wood frame-,in the
tale loom (Fig. 5) it will be seen that the warp is stretched be-
tween two rollers similarly poeitioned and controlled to the dowel-
rod rollers of out first loom, that isi one roller at each end of
the loom, which is wound tight, or freed, by adjusting control
pins or _pieces of wire held in place by nails or pegs in the side
of the frame. Our simple hoard, with a piece of wood attached
each endi hasdeveloped into a box-like frame with rounded slots
cut in the sides to hold the rollers in position (instead of the
cup-hocks), and the wire peg, or nail inserted in the side of the
frame can 1,e placed in more than one position to adjust the tension
of tte Wenrol3ing off the vet. The shed-sticks used with
our last =eel and the reed have. heen comb!ned in the form- of a_

hod.le=reed, which is included in the illustration (Fig. 5). The
heddie7rted ceperates the warp threads to form the shed through
vhich the - huttie is passed (this is only svitabIe for tabby weave).
The cross-rods remain, but in this loom they are narrow flat pieces
of wood (also known as ns'ed-Sticks") and as Lefore they are position-
ed At the end of the frare;

C,

Fig. 5. A TAME LOOM
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A table loom such as the one illustrated/ coUld_quite_easily
be made at home, but if this is one care shoUld be taken to form
the joints_of the_frame carefdlly so -that it is rigid and the ends
square with the sides. A broom-handle could be_preaadd_into aervice
for therollersj and the cross -rode -could be made from bdilderla
laths; a strip of canvas ahodId be firmly tacked to each roller to
help to secure the ends of the warp. Two dowel rode should be
attached to the canvas of each roller, as illustrated. A home-made
loom of this type would be quite suitable for practicing weaving,
but if the craft is to be made the subject of a commercial venture
the hand-weaver should purchase a craftsman-made loom; Some very
attractive and useful articles can be woven on this table loom--
in which the length is not controlled by the length of the frame-
work, because of the roll: re; but, o" course, the width of the web
is slightly less than the width o7 the loom; The heddle-reed can
also be ma:-!e at home; It consists o' a light wooden frame which
should be strong and rigidi upon which is strung fine wire twisted
as shown in Fig; 5, to form a row of holes; Additional heddle-reeda
can :..re made for use with this loom for weaving some.of the more
intricate patterns; In setting up the loom; some of the warp threads
are passed through the holes in the heddles; It will be observed
that the loose pieces of ecuipment prominent in the practice loom
are incorporate:' in the table loom; The only looSe part ie the
stiuttle;

The shuttle can be the eame shape as the one previously describ-
ed ,,,nd illustrated- but it should be long enough to paws through the
shed, or roller shuttle may be used with this type of loom; The
roller, or hand shuttle, is illustrated in Fig; 6. The advantage
of this tyre of shuttle ie that it can be thrown through the open
sired, making the work very much easier and quicker; The best roller
shuttles are made of hardwood with a very smooth finish. Sizes vary,
but usually they are sic to eight inches long; these shuttles are
shaped like a boat, and carry a bobbin in a hollow center. The bobbin
"reely rotates on its spindle aril' the thread is palmed through a
hole in the side of the shuttle; the bobbin ie held in the body of
the shuttle bY means of a spring which in some hand shuttles can be
regulated to adjust the tension of the weft. Shuttles used in weav-
ing fine yarns may not -be_ f'itted with rollers at the bottom, the
emoothness and shape of them being relied on to pass freely over the
delicate threads; but shuttles used in weaving coarser yarns may be
fitted with rollers to assist them in gliding over the lower;warp
strands when the shed ia open. In action the hand shuttle 14 held
with the point inserted in the open shed and it flicked to glide
along the threads to be caught in the other hand. There is quite a
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knac!: in manipulating this type of shuttle, and after practice the
worer will find that not only can the action of weaving be speeded
up, Imt the quality of the web,can 'oe improved by controlling the
pelt at an even tension _est suited to the yarn used. It may be
considered that the use of a ham: or roller shuttle is not necessary
with Stlel a narrow loom as the one described, htt it will be found
as the weaver progresses beyond the learner stage, that the quality
of weaving with this tyl_e of shuttle is much superior to the method
previoualy described. The roller shuttle Will again be re'Orred to

in later instructions.

444Ar
4aUft.

Fig. 6i SN1TTLES

--"

Warping: With our simple practice loom_the warp was set -up by
Wnding string round the body of the loom. To set up the table loOM
a different method of setting up is adopted, and this is known as

"warping". retailed information about warping is given later in these
instructions describing the_use of warping boards and warping
but for the_purpotte of explaining how to prepare a warp for. the table
loom deSCribedvand to avoid confusing the learner-weaver, only a
very tiMple_method or preparing the warp_is described at this stage:
Before warping it will_benecessary to_estimate the warp, and the
amount of yarn required, for the warplof a particular object will
vary according tb_the_type of yarn_ being usedwooL linen, cotton
and_tilki and synthetic yarns of different t4eights and qualities will
obidotibl vary in thicknesg4 and to estimate the number of threads
of the_totp it Will be necessar7 to determine the number of strands
-of whatever yarn is_ used to the inch; :Air the purpose of .clarifying
thii_ektlenetiens the weaving of a simple scarf is described as being
the fikst pfactice piece made on the table loom;
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The width of the scarf to to be 9 inches, and the length LO inches
(not including the length of the fringe); it is to be made with 2-
ply v-iol and one colour only used for the warp.:

As previously explained, the spacings betveen the warp threads
may -vary according to individual requirements,_but for our scarf of
2-ply wool we will count 12 threads to the inch across the warp; There-
_7orep if the scarf is to,9 inches wide and there are 12 threads to
the inch, the number of threads required for the warp will be 9 x 12i
which"eouals 108 threads; and extra thread should be addedeach_side
for the selvedge, arid these two adcitional threads bring the total up
to 110 in the warp. To determine the length of -the warp the amount of
loom wastage and shrihkage should be added to the length cif the scarf
( although described_as wastagevnot all is waste as some will be
taken up by the knotted, frijige at each end of the scarf ). Loom vast-
ape may vary according to the crnstruction of- the loom, and shrinkage
also may vary ac-ording to the yarn material beind used. The length of
shrinkage and wastage for_this scarf is estimated at 11 inches. There7
'ore, if the scarf is to -be li inches long and the wastage is_ estimated
at'll inches, the total length of_the warp will be LO X_11. which.-is
51_inches. A simple Warping board,used for preparing_ the:warp, is
illustrated_in Fig. 7. It is a flat piece of wood with holes drilled
in it, the dimensions of the board and the distance between the holes
are shown in the illustration (Fig. 7). Pegs are- fitted into the_holes,
and although they should fit tightly for winding the warp, they ehounl
be removatle in -order to- adjust them -for winding warps of different
lengths. By adjust' n-- the number and_groupings of the pegs, Warps of
almost any length for the -table loom.-described, can be prepared. The
importance_of_stUrdiness in_thewarping board cannot be overstressed.
The pegs- should be_substantial in make an0 they should Firmly fit into
their holes--the strain of numerous threads wound round the pegs can
be consideralae.

To- prepare -the warping board for a 51 inch warp (the length of the
scarf plus an allowance for wastage), set the pegs in the board as
illustrated_in Fig. 7._ Only half the board is used, and onlyseven
pegs are set in holes in the positions shown in the illustration. To
clarify these instructions_the pegs have been nUMbered from 1 to 7.
The_peg-holes in this board_are three inches apart, and if those wed
in Fig. 7 are counted it will be noted that there are 17 three-inch
spaces between peg No. -1 and peg No. 7. Thus the length of the warp
is regulated at 51 inches._ (It -will be obvious t1-.at by changing the
positions of the pegs in the holes longer or shorter warps can "Jel pre-
pared on the boardj
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Fig. 7. A WARDING 71cupp

After poeitioning_the pegs and setting them firmly in their
holes to take the strain of the threads of_yarn, the .end of the yarn,
the end of the yarn should be tied to peg No. 1._ When firmly_tied
it shotld be taken along:to:peg NO. 2 which passes, and should cross--
outeide this peg_to the inside of_peg No. 3. Continuing round the
board to the right the_ yarn should be broUght round the outside of
peg No. h then.along the end of the beard round the outside of _peg_
No. 5. From peg NO;_5_the yarn shodld he taken round the inside of
peg_No. 6,. then_rotind the outside of peg NO. 7. This completes the
winding of the first warp thread.

To wind_ the second warp thread on the nuMbered pegs, keep the
tension on the yarn and bring it round peg No. 7. From, png No. 7
pass the yarn round the_outaide of peg No; 6 (this is in opposite
order to: the first wrindriTaiinue round trs outside of pegs NO. h
and 5 at the corners, outside peg No. 3, over the first tt.read and
inside-peg No; 2 to peg the yarn is woUnd round to eon-
mence the third warp thread. Continueminding the yarn round the
numbered pegs in the sane order until 51 threads _are wound on. Keep_
the tension on the yarn even all through the winding procees; this is
very important, and if care is taken at this stage to keep the tension
even much trouble will be saved when the varp_is_on the loom. To

secure the warpi tie the yarn at the end of the 51et wind firmly to
peg No 7.
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aefore removing the warp from the board the crossca ehoule be
tied. These croases are identified in the illustration (Fig. 7) by

:-

their names; the crossed threads between pegs and 3 form the "Forrey"
cross, and the crossed threads between pegs 6 end 7 form the "Portte"
cross. To tie the crosses, pass a piece of c rd through the VI-cads
at each side of the crosses (as illustrated in Fig. 7) and tie the
cord. Of the two crosses; the porrey is the most importatt. After
tying the crosses, the warp can be removed from the warping board.
There is a certain way to remove the warp from the hoare to prevent
the warp threads becoming tangled. To remove the warp, ease it off
the pegs (if it is ver, tight remove the corner pegsNos. 4 and 5);
hold the warp lith the left hand at the portee cross (as shown in the
illustrationFig. 8) and place the right hand through. the looped
threeds at the top of the-warp; when doing this -be careful not to
disturb the t reads more than can be avoided. Turn the right hand
down to grasp the warp under the portee cross and draw the threat's
through the first loop, thus formfng a second loop. Repeat this pro-
cess by again placing the,right hand through the second loop, grasp-
!np the warp threads and pu.13ing them through the- second loor to form
a thi-ed trop and continue to the end of tie lor.a.p. This is knarn as
"Chaining" nd is similar to the sign .le crochet stitch of that name.

Y9

Fig. 8. OHAINInGi
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It is sugi.ested the beginner should practice several warps

until the process'As thorouLhly Understood before preparing . the warp

11% for the scarfthepractide*warps can be_prepared vith.string;Land

notonly_should practice be carripd out in preparing the warp on the

warping board; but also in chainIng the warp, and releasing the chaln

dhen_the'end of the warp at the ast chain _is pulled it should slide

freely from the loop above it-;-- It may- Le foundefore experience

is gained_in practicethat although the worker was careful in form-

ing the than not.to_disturb the threads_ in the _warp they may he in-

advertently twisted and 'the chain is locked. If this happens, the

threadtldhOuld not be tugged to reIerse 4em;_ttgging will only tighten

the leek:in the chain; and the only way to-telease_it is to_pass the

ot'-er.end of the chain_through.the first_loop4 unchaining the warp

and forming the chain afresh; Time spent in rractice at this stage

is never vasttd; *

Setting
-

,

uPthe Loom: After preparing a sound carp :Tor_the

scar it is re':dy for"beaming"; :earning is the term_ Used to des-

cribe the 1.rotoss of fitting the: warp tc the- loom. TheiS_ are several

ways of Coi-ng this which may vary considerably aCcording to the type

acid manufacturer of the loomiand for the: table loom tmitipnee in

this chapter a tinplified form of beaming is desdribed.

First p the two shed-sticks through the end of the varp---;

one each side o the porroy_crossas illustrated in rig.9. Spread

tho warp between the Shed=sticks t read by_ thread in order;-_tea

width of 11 inchet (the_width of the scarf); and tie the ends of

the sted-sticks to the front roller;.. which should then be_Pladed in

the slat at the front of the frame. Next clarp the heddle -reed to

the :'rare fillustated-in Fig. 9).

The next part of the work_ is hest_done by two persons; one at

thebae- of the loom and the other at- the front; The person at the

i ack of the loom should have a crochet_ hook to pass through the libl'Os

in the hedele-reed 2'or the person- at the _front of the 1Oom to hook

'the lOoped threads on; After each loopfd thread is 'hooked on the

tr:!thet hoof' it should be-drayn back through the holes f:n the heddle-

reed andpassed over` one o!' the dowel rods from the back roller of:

the loom; The honking and looping shouy commence in the center of

the spread Tarp; working a central looped_thread of the warp through

a central hole in the heddle,reed;_and_after_passing the looped ti -read

through the hole in the heddlt4reed (tis hole is known as a "dent".)._

and r.&.Fsiiig the Ioop,over the dowel red; the remaining threads Should

be passed through alternate dents in a definite order; After securing

Vie first thread; takethe thread nest to it and pass that one throbgh

the next denkbut one frog, the first one and loop it over the dowel

rod.
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The thirc_thread treated should te the next thread on the other
side the first thread; and the work of tl)reading should proceed
in same order that is from the center working alternately
from side to side; It is of the greatest importance to take care
with this part of the work not to get the threads tangled and cross-
ed.

After passng all,the t'-reads of the wirp through alternate
dents in the heddle-reed and looping them over the doel,rodi the
rod should secured to the canvas of the tack roller and firmly
ties':; as illustrated in Fig; 9; The next thing to eo is to unchain
the warpi and holding it at the end; ensure that all the threads are
jrriv fastened to the beam at the back e the loom and that.the

tenrc.n ls even throughout tile warp;

1711.141trimel
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Still holding the warp taut, commence turning the roller back in its
groove. As the can, :s is taken up, strips of stout brawn paper
slightly wider than ,,he warp should be inserted between the roller
and the warp. Keep the tension on the warp and when about 10 inches
of the warp is left in front of the clamped peddle -reed lock the
back roller. Release the shed-sticks from the front roller and
insert they through the warp behind the heddle-reed under and over
to form a cross in the warp between them, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

After do4ng this, cut through the loops of the warp threads at the
front of the loom, and kind the hack roller to draw the cut threads

through the dents in the heddle-reedi with they hang from the back
roller, as shown. in Fig. 10. At this stage the warp is now ready
for enter!ng, which simply means,that the threads must once again
be passed through the dente of the heddle-reed in their proper order

and this time back to front.

Fig. 10. ENTERING THE WARP
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It is advisablejortwo persons_to do thaentering or thread-
ing, and the personat thefront_of the_loOm should have a crochet
hook Commence again at the center of the warps the person at the
front of the loom should_put the crochet hook through the Center dent
of the heddle - reed, and_the person_working at the badk of the loOM
should bend the end of the_ center thread_ and fasten- it over the hook,
which is then drawn through the dent. The second thread of-the pair
should be passed through the -space between the dentS; this_threeing
and spacing should be careully_done not to cross any of the threads.
Work from toth sides_ of the center of_the wi.tp_itiLateiqiiite order
and when 12 thread's have -been passed through the heddle=reedi secure
them to the dowel removed from the canvas of the front roller. The
threads should be tied to the dowel in the Manner illustrated in
Fig. 10i and the work of_entering_shotld_be continued, trying each
group of_ 12 threads_until the_ last threads at the sides of the Warp
are reachedaotertrying eight groups,of 12 Stranda each to the
dowel rod; the_last tie each sit=e should consist of- sift threads
each, this makinga total of 110_warp threads in all, including the
two extra each site allowed for the selvedge.

When tying Aas been completed the heddle-reed may be released
from the clamps and moved to the back of the loom, and the dowel
rod should be firmly tied to the rodded canvas (see Pip. 10). Make
any sdjuttments necessary to the ties to evenly tension the warp,
unlock the back roller, and wind the front roller round (with the
canvas rolled over the top) to prepare the loom behind the heddle-
reed, as in Fig. 10. The loom is now ready to receive the weft. By
raising and lowering the heddle -reed it will le found' that the shed
iS opened for passage of the shuttle. Lowering the hedne-reed presses
down the alternate strands threaded through the dents below the
threadd between the dents, and_raising it reverses the action, so
that if the heddle-reed is alternately lowered and raised the shed is
opened, in the correct order passage of the weft, to form tatby weave;
The Scarf is woven in the same way as on the simple practice loom
previously described, by working the shuttle across the shed, rolling
the web back'as it is completed, and knotting a fringe at the ends.
The only difference is that between each pick the heddle -reed is
brought back on the warp to beat up the pick. Colour schemes and
patterns can be wort-ed out on squared paper as is also the method of
winding the bobbin of the roller shuttle, if it is used at this stage
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Dyeing Wool: Wool is obtainable in three different conditins:

these are "In grease"_Wool, "washed" wool and "scoured" wool. "In

grease" wool is so called because it is supplied in its original

state of impurity and haa not been washed to remove the grease.

"."ashed" wool, as its name implies, has :men washed to render it

clean, and has had some of the grease renovee. "Scoured" wool is

wool that has been made per'ectly clean with all grease and impuri-

ties removed.

3efore commencing tc dye Wool, it is important _to make certain

that your wool is free from grease, _and if "in grease" wool or "wash-

ed" wool is to he dyecip_it should firat to washed to free it from

all traces of Erease. The Wool is Washed in water to which amonia

an soft soap are added in the followit.g_proportions, which are

given ''or a ten-gallon bath: to ten gallons of water add 6 oz of

ammonia and 3 oz; of soft soap.

After mixing, heat the water to a temperature of not more than

1120 deg. Fahrenheit. Care should be taken in washing wool not to

felt it; the rater should not be too hot, and while washing it the

wool should be squeezed as little as possible. Then the wool has

been thorouchly washed and is free from grease,_ dyeing and mordant-

ing should be proceeded with. There are several methods of dyeing
wool according to the nature of the dye; theSe are given as under:

(1) some dyes do not require mordanting and the wool can be

heated direct in the dye.

(2) The wool can be heated with the mordant and dyed in the

sane I:ath.

(3) The wool is separately mordanted, then dyed and after

dyeing is morunted again. This method ensures that the

dyes will be extremely fast.
(t4) With this method the wool is heated first with the dye

and when it has absorbed colour the mordant is added to

the bath to fix the colour.

Mordanting should be carried out as follows, there being some

61,ght difference in the method of using two mordants:

Alum: Fill your bath with sufficient water to cover the wool,

then, before placing the wool in the hathsadd Alum in the proportion

of -4 lb. of alum to every 1 lb. of wool being dyed. When the alum

has dissolved in the water, the wool should he put in. Heat the

bath and bring the water to a temperature of 1).0°F., atirring_occas!on-

ally, and aster one hour at this temp:rature take out the wool and

wrap it in a cloth while it is :Ail' damp. After wrapping the wool
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TABLE I. SLIPLE DYLIAO CHART FOR WOOL

Quantity

Odour of wool Dyestuff Mordant

Bradt 3 lbi. Walnuti None

Yellow 3 lbs. 6 lbs; fresh 3/4 lb.

birch Alum

leaves

loon 3 lbs. M ignonette 3/4 lb.

Alum

balmy

4) Green

3 The. Nettles 3/4 lb.

Alum

Crimson 3 lbs. oss 3/4 lb.

Cochineal 4i_oz.

3 dessert- cream of

common tartar

salt

bit 3 lbs. to oz. As above

Hadder

Grey 3 lbs. 3 lbs. None

Blue crushed sloe

berries
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Time and Method

Boil shells and cool; Enter

wool, Heat for 1 hour at

140' P,

Boil ltaves for 1 hour. enter

wool. Beat 1400 for I hours

Tim of year Remarki

When nuts

are ripe

Boil for 3 flours. Enter VOL Summer

heat for 1 hour at 11101

Boil nettles for 1 hour, Enter

wool. Heat for l hours at

140'

Bring to 140'. Simmer for 1

hour, Enter wool; Keep at

temperature of 0 for 2

hours

During

Brin6

Use whole_plant,

Gives very ft

colour

All the , hany evades can

year be obtained by

round varying the quan.

tide's

to 314O'. Simmer for 20 All the

Lirver wool. Continue year

to simmer for 1 hour round

Boil berries for I hour; Enter Autumn

wool and heat for 1 hour at

140' F.

Place berries in

a muslin bag toboil
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it should be left for two or three days, and before dyeing should
be lightly washed to rid it of superfluous moment.

Chrome: To mix a chrome mordant, fill a bath with suffidieht
water to cover the amount of wool to be treated, and add the water
before placing_the_wool in the bath 3 oz. of chrome to 1 lb. of
wool. Allow the chrome to ditsolve, in the water, place the wool
in the_bathvbring_the water to a temperature of 2100F. and main-
tain it-at this point for three-quarters of an hour.

A dyeing chart for wool, which gives full information te-out
colours, quantities to be dyed, description of the dyestuff,
mordants, and the time for dyeing is given in Table 1.

It ia important in all stages of preparation of mordant and
dyeing wool -not to allow the temperature of the bath to exceed
ltC°F. or the material may he thickened and damaged;

Silk: The dyeing of silk, providing information of colours,
quantities, dyestuffs, etc. is given in Table 2.

Silk is obtainable for hand weaving in two kinds;-one of
wlif_ch is waste silk (Which is generally known as Spun silk), the
other variety is raw silk. Wm silk is coated with a gummy sub-

stance which has to be removed_ before it can be dyed. To clean

raw silk place it in a canvas bag, which should be tied at the
mouth, and heat it in a strong solution of soap for several hours
until all the gummed coating is removed.

Silks for hand-loom weaving can be dyed in the same way as
wool, but lower temperatures are used in the dyeing of silk than
used in dyeing wool. In some cases soaking _in a cold solution of
the mordant is aufficient preparation of the silk. For treating
bright coloured silks an Alum mordant should be used; if it is
necessary to hr5ghten the colours, tin mordant should Is used.
When taack dyes are to be used an Iron mordant is required.

To prepare Alum mordant for silk, dissolve 3 lbs. of Alum and
3_oz. of chalk in a gallon of water. Add 2 lbs. of .iihite acetate

of le(,:d. Stir the mixture occasionally and allow it to- remain for
about thirty-six hours; kter the final stirring let the mixture
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ILE 2. Sli1U NOG CHART FOR SILK

Quantity

Colour of silk Dyestuff Mordant

Orange 1 lb, lb. had- Alum

der 2 oz. Acetate

Flavin 1

oz. Tin

Black 1 lb. 6 oz. Log- Alum

wood 3/4 oz. Acetate

Flavin 1 oz.

Iron

Grey 1 lb. A quantity

of Bracken

tips

Red 1 lb. oz.

Cochineal

1 oz. Tin

1 oz.

Iron 2

oz. Cream

Tartar

1 oz.

Tannic

Acid

Brown 1 lb. Quantity of Alum

lichen accora- Acetate

'ing to made

required
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Time of

Time and Method year

inter Tin in _a cold bath. 'Mix All the

Flavin and hadder to paste. year

Add to bath and bring to boil; road

Enter silk and heat 10 mins.

at 1404 F; Wash in soalr);

Mix all dyestuffs tcether in All the

bath. Enter silk and heat year

hour. Wash thorougaly, round

Boil quantity of young When

Bracken tips for :I hour. Bracken tips

Strain. Miter silk and heat available

for i hour

Dissolve 1 oz. Tannic acid All the

in not water, Enter silk and year

leave for 24 hours. Rinse round

well; In clean bath put i oz;

cocnineal, inter silk and heat

till blue colour develops, _

Lift silk. Add 1 os. cocnineal

and 1 oz. tin. Re-enter silk,

heat well. sash in soap.

Put into dye batn, Quantity of Shen

lichen. Add 1 tsp, acetic acid. lichen

Enten silk. Heat for 1 to 3 obtainable

hours at 140' F. .

.1

Remarks

Put dyestuffs in

musLn bag to

boil,

While Silk ii in

Uralic acid bath

stir from time to

time;

Vary the quantity

of lichen to ob=

thin different

shades of brown.
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stand for twelve hours And decant the clear liquor. To the residue,
add two gallons of water and leave it twelve hours. Decant It and
add the clear liquor to the first decanted. Stir and bottle the
mixture.

When using the mixture, add two parts of it to one of water
and work the silk into the solution. Leave it in the mixture for
two hours, then the it out and allow to dry. After drying, wash
it well in clean water before dyeing-.

Cotton: Cotton is difficult to dye unless it has first been
mercerised. Cotton is always best dyed with chemical dyes, and it
should be boiled in AIum mordant, then boiled in dye. Before com-
mencing mordanting and dyeing cotton, it should be boiled for
several hours to completely rid it of all impurities.

Dark coloured cottons should be boiled in plain water. for
boiling light coloured cottons carbonate of soda should be added
to the evtent of 5 per cent (by weight) of the quantity ofwilter
used, or caustic soda may be used, in which case the quantity
should be only 2 per cent.

Brown cottonwhen dyeing use a chrome mordant; boil the
cotton first in the dye, then boil it in the chrome solution for
a short time. For treating pale and light coloured cotton, use a
tannic acid mordant, adding 10 per cent of tannic acid by volume
to the water.

In the last-named case, the bath may be hot or cold, tut if
hot, tile temperature should not exceed lhOPFahrenheit. Work the
cotton in the mordanting solution, then leave it to soak for
twelve hours. After soaking, wring it out and wash it.

A dyeing chart for- cotton, showing colours, dyestuffs, quanti-
ties; mordants, tire, etc. is in Tages 3 and 4 (Linen is dyed in
the same way as cotton).

flants for Dye Colours: Plants for making -red dyes are
Birch, Common Sorrel, 'alte gadder, F'otentil and Cromwell.

Plants for making blue dyes are: Bider, Priveti Sloe, Woad,
and Yellow Iris.

Plants for_making_yellow dyes are: Ash, Barberryi Birch
leaves1 Gorse) 'log Myrtle, :'ramble, Broom; Craapple; Marsh Mari-
gold, Nettle, Pear and Plum.
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TAME 3, SIM MENG Can FOR COTTON

Colour QU2itity Dyestuff Mordant Ti and Meth Time of year Remarks
of

Cotton

Bed 1 lb i 12 ozs. Boil ot in soda, idd Madder to cold A time All cotton ihould
Eadder ash dry. Steep bitt, Inter cotton of year be mercerised

oreovern±ht in a hot and bring to boil in
' before dyeing;

bath of lf a& tannic' I *a-. Rinse and re. See text,

acid. Dry, then steep dp Is shove. Rinse
wd

in cold lolution oft in'orm bath vitt 2
tB)

lb. &18ndoi. oss. soap, Wash and

chalk dry, idd 2 olio dry.

more alum and eteep as

Wort; Wish and

fellow 1 lb 1oz. ithbtit A Win to cold Any tili 4 oil. 01311 may
Flavin bath vita 1 os. tannic bath. Bring to boil of year be %told in place

acid, *int dry, wet sia aye slowlyi of !Wank Acid,

ill bath containing

lb, slu,,1osc1k

Pass through mak

chloride of limei Dryi

Return to alum bath and

repeat proem Wish
(
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r.

TABLE 4 (continued from Table 3), SIMPLE MOE CHART FOR COfION

Colour quantity of Dyestuff Mordant'

cotton

Time and Method Time of

year

Brown 2 lbs. 12 ozs. Put 2 ozs, cutch and Enter cton in cutch Any

Fostic 1 oz. cnrow: in sepa- bath, B '1 for 2O tile

rate baths minsi Wring; roil 10 of

mins, in chrome bath. year

Add 6 ozs. of fusgc

to cutch bath.,inter

cotton.

cess till snade rear

quired is obttinid.

Black 2 lbs; 12oz.

Log.

wood

2i ozs,

Madder

8 MI
stic

Wash cotton, steep Mix dyestuffa in cold Any

overnight in hot bath bath, inter cotton time

containing 2 ozs, tannic and bring to boiling of

acid. wring out and work point, Boil for year

in 1 oz. soda bath at hour. Pass tnrough

temperature of 50' to warm solution of 1 oz;

60' C, Wring and work in chrome. Wash and work

cold bath containing lt t;rough warm oath con-

oz, copper as for hotr,taking soap.

Return to ackbatn for

aour.

iemarka

Colour

darkenaby

adding I

dram of cop-

per sulphate.

To obtain 0reya:/

Dye with 1 to

5 per cent. of

logwood after

ranting in

iron.
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1-lants for brown dyes are: Hop Onion, Lerch, Oak, Walnut,
And pulse Seaweed.

Plants for purple dyes are: Daneelion, Deaely Nig,:tsYade,
Dock and headowsweetj and it must he recognised that many of the
plants included in these lists are poisonous. They must le handled
carefully ane should be'safely stored to prevent any damare or
Banger of accidents.

In action to the plants lister' above, dyes may he mare from
lichen. Many ordinary lichens make extremely good fast dyes of
s'. acdp s of hrown, and tLey are largely used in t1;e Highlanes and
Western Ireland. For dyeing materials_ browl, no mordant is needed
with lichen dyes and the colours are -the fastest known in the
vegetaiae group. The lichens are collected in the summer, in July
and Aug!t and after drying in the sun are put into a bath con-
taining sufficient water to cover them, and the water is then boiled.

After the lichen dye bath is cool, cotton may be immersed in
the liquid and then coiled until the Fade of brown required is ob-
tained.

The information given atove is sufficient to enable the home
weaver to dye materials. There are, of course, other dyes and
mordants, but those descri'ed are the ones chiefly used, It is, of
course, obvious that yarns should be dyed before they are woven into
textiles.

Finishing Treatments of Textiles: After weaving textiles on
hand looms, some treatment may be necessary to finish them, and there
is some difference of treatment for various kinds of yarns. Soft
water is rest for treatment of the finished fabrics, and in the
case of wool, if the water is hard, armonia should be added.

Before woven textiles are vaEhed they should be carefully
examined in a good light for faults, and, if possille, any found -
should be rectified before the material is inishrd.

To wash tweed; which is woven wool yarns, place the tweed into
warm soar.y vater, which should not be too hot; Leave the tweed to
soak for about twelve hours, then repeat the process, following by
rinsing in clear T.rater; All the grease is removed when the tweed
!:cugalez in the fingers. After wasilng, rinse the tweed thoroughly
in ',!=rm water and wring it uy twisting;
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After wringing the tweed before it is nearly dry, roll it

round a smooth stick, which should afterwards be withdrawn from

the roll. Leave the lengths of tweed rolled for several hours

and then press lightly with a warm iron. This treatment is for

yarns which have been oiled to make the process of weaving easier.

Unoiledwool should be washed in warm water, adding a little

soap only, and should be wrung out but not twisted too hard, then
hung until nearly dry before rolling over a smooth piece of woc,d,

later ironing with a moderate iron.

To finish linen, place it in a bath of hot Water and add soap

if the linen is dirty. Afte'- soaking, put the linen through the

mangle, then hang to dry before rolling it. After the linen has

been rolled for several hours it should be ironed on the wrong side

of the material with a hot iron.

lioven silk should be soaked in warm water only, then squeezed
to remove as much water as possible, and after hanging until nearly

dry, it should be ironed on the wrong side of the material with a

moderately heated iron.

To finish cotton, soak it in clear warm water and only add

864 if the cotton in dirty._ After soaking squeeze out_as_much

water as possible hapg the cotton to dry and when nearly dry,
iron it on the wrong side with a fairly hot iron.

_Haydn should be_finishedin clear warm water and soap should

ircit_be added unlees_the workis dirty._ When wringing out rayon_

handle it very carefullyi hang_the_material until it is nearly dry

And iron with a warm iron; A hot iron should not be used on wayon.

With finishing, -as in any -other part of hand-loom weaving, care

ShOuld he taken_at_all stagesofthe work. It should be remembered

that althbugh_the basic principleissuch a simple onej there is

Muth more to hatud=veaving than merely darning yarns.
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SUN DRYD YOUR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

For Greater Health for Your Family

Drying the sumlus fbod in the season of plenty can mean more
good health foods for the family in seasons when-these foods are not
available fre6h. It can add variety to the diet and make cooking
easier because there are more foods fronrwhich to plan meals. Dry-
ing is not difficult and it requires vary little equipment. For the
equipment you can use things you already havv or can make the
necessary pieces easily at home. Drying need cost nothing.

Just What is Drying?

Drying- foods does_two things._ (1)_It removes the water and_
(2) it Checks the chemical change that takes place naturally in food.
as for example. fruit when it ripens.

WHAT FOODS CAN YOU Da?

Many different fOOde are being dried today in various -parts of the
.worid. Some filede.vhich_in one country marseemuntuitable for dry=
ing. are being dried in others_. The tomato is- of example of thin. In
the United States it- has been lass commonly_ dried than _some other
vegetables: In some Middle East countries -it has tten dried frequently.
Here_are_sOme_of the foods_ most commonly dried. They have been .

di*ided into two groups; those which are easier and those harder to dry.

FRUITS

EASIER HARDER

APPLES AVOCADO

APRICOTS MAMMIES
CHERRIES BANANA

'COCOANUT BREAD FRUIT
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DATES
FIGS
GUAVA
NECTARINES
PEACHES
PEARS
PLUMS
PRUNES

VEGETABIES

BEANS - Mature-
tKidtioy,_Lina, Mbngos_Pintai
Pole, Redp_Blacki Soy)
BEANS - dried_in grew state

Soy)
CHILI (Peppers)
HERBS (PirsleYi Celery topsi etc.)
PEAS = mature
Otter pea* Car psai
Chuck peep_
Pion -pea)
9dEET CORN
7JEET POTATOES
CASSAVA ROOT
ONION
SOUP MIXTURE

CLEANLINESS EVMY STEP OF THE WAY

DEWBERRIES
LOGANBERRIES
MAFEY_
GRAPES

ASPARAGUS
BEETS
BROCCOLI
CARROTS
CELERY _

GREENS .7. Xintsay,
TalinU*0 KiingkOng,

MdStard82
Tulnip_Topa* Beet
Taps, greet Potato
Leases)
GLMN SNAP BEANS
GREEN PEAS
OKRA
PEPPERS_
PIMENTOS
PUMRKIN
9=SH
TOMATOES

CleanIineii iS of the greatest inportanceiIt is necessary_

follow clean practices -overt' stop of the wayi What cadges food to:de-

cors dirty? 'AAA ind_ditt_Uhich fell on the food MY contain hainfUl

becteriai Flies or other insects -also carry bacteria on their feet.

Sone of these bacteria narCause it to spoil nore easily. Here ai*I

sone rules for keepd.ng the food clean as you pick it prepare it* ditr

it and ',tors it.
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14 Pick or oollect food into clean containers'
2. WAh hande before_handling food'
3. Wash food carefUllY in clean water.
44 Cover food drYing on trays with clean cloths to keep duSti, dirti

Milli and other insects out of it.
54 Wadh these covering cloths frequently in clean water:
64 Place trays of food while drying away from dusti insectsi and

fiies4
7. Never lay drying food directly on sand, or ground.
8. Store in tight containers from which dirt and insects can be

excluded'
9. Scrub trays or mats after using'

CHECK TRE AIR

If you are thinking of drying be sure you have conditions- which
Will bring you success. You need to have these three for the beat re-;
suite.

DRYNESS_ ORALR--Unless the air is reasonably dry the moisture
cannot be removed from the foods If it rains all the time it
will be hard to dry food"

2. WARM OR HOT AIR --Hot days when the sun is shining brightly
are best for drying food' Then the food can be dried quicklYi
which is desirabIe4

34 CIRCULATION OF *TRThere needs to be free circulation of air
around the drying foodi Make sure that air can read the
foods from all sides; around and underneath as well as the
top of the food4

HOW TO DRY FRUITS

EQUIPMENZNEEDED

Equipment can be very simple for drying fruit" In order to
work rapidly after the fruit is picked it will help to get the equip-
ment ready ahead of timei Be sure it is clean" You will need:

t
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1. She* lad T--to and cut_fruite ate see Steel

knife prevents discoloration)
2. Wooden board --to make cutting easier

3. Pan, kettle or pOt.-in whiCh to wash fruit

b. Equipment for sulThuring:

Large box to cover trays
Small container for sulphur
Sulphur
Snell piece of paper
&Wale

5. Plenty of clean exteri
6. Trays or sots on vhich to spread fruit to dry. _Trey* &bed

be thoroughly scrdaed and driedi See page 431 for suggestions

regarding materials to use in making trays and for directions.

7. Pieces of clean, loosely woven cloth ate for eitit tray or

*At. Each piece gimmrldbe_2 inches (5 centimeters) Unger
Add 2 inches (5 oentineterb)wl4er than tray.

=MAN DE LIE FRUITS

STEPS 110iMATT4EIEN

1. Gather fruit
a. Fbod

The finithed_food_can be no_better than the fruit with which

ybu start. Select freah, ripe, firmand sound fruits Gather

it as early in the_mbrning as possible: When fruit is right

for eating it is right for dryiug0

b. HandQUCibrily

Fruits bruise eaei]y. Hindle with oars.-

Wash fruit

Place fruit in 13441,5 Pour clean water Cover fruit. With careft.11-74

Lift fruit froM eater. Empty water from pan and repeat if neoetearY4



STEPS TN DRYTNG FROM - Oontinwed

SIMPSHCW-WIZATEN

3: Feel or pit fruit--As needed

4: Crt fruitts needed; Slice into thin pieces. Thick slicea dry
slowly;

Si Sulphur fruit---Mst fruit is improved by sulphUrizig.' Read chart
page 436 to see which fruits dhould be sulphured. See direction&
page 423 for how to sulphur.

Why Sulphur? Pruit has better color and flavor. Fruit_reqUires
less soaking Vefore cooking; Sulgawing helps to: retain vitaitins
prevent souring prevent insect attacks.

6. Spread fruit on clean dry trays or mats=wSpread evenly. One layer
in thickness.

7. Cover with loosely woven clean cloth, moequito netting, or wire
screen. To keep insects and dust from getting on the food.
Fasten cloth so it will not blow off.

8. Place trays of fruit in sun to dry.

a. In direct sunlight._ This may mean placing the tray flat or
it may require raising one edge of the -tray. _

b. %%ere air can circulate freely over- and under food. This may
require puttiog tray on blocks or StOnes.

c. Away_ from dust and dirt.
d. Off the ground.
a. Away from animals and people.
f. Protect from storms and dew.
g. Take in when danger of rain.

Turn Food. Teo or three times each day to speed drying.
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10. Continue drying. For several days until 2/3 drY.

11. Test for dryness._ Squeeze a handful' If there ii_no moisture_ left

on the hand and_ the frait eTrings apart_ when hand is opened, the

fruit is properly dried. Berries mould rattle on trays.

12. Condition ftiiit, Gives fruit opportunity ta complete drying pro-

oess and prevents growth of mold.

Take frUit from trays and put in Large container.= COver contAinar

with cloth or wire screen to Prevent insects and dirt fromi getting

into it. Stir fruit 2 or 3 times daily. Leave 8 to 10 days.

136 hit dried foad in oontainera for storage.

Containers in whiCh food in stored need to

A" Be moisture proof.
b. Keep insects outa
o. Keep ditt from food.

BOMB good container:4 are:

a. Stone jars.
b. Jars or pots- made of clay or metal.

c. Dry gotrda.
d. Paper bags.
ei Cloth bags.
f. Glass jars._
g. Tin boxes with tight fitting tops.

SmalI containers are better than. large beckdos_the food is less

likely, to become contaminated by mold or inseititi"

14. Seal container:1_6f fooA.__For containers With 16o19017 fitting

lids: aide lid on containers dip strip of 616Mijabout 1" wide)

(2i centimeter) in melted paraffin Or_biesmtie. Wrap, while

warm, around container at joining of lid._ Be su=e',-all space

between container and lid is covered by strip of cloth.
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15. If the food has been put in bagss place the small bags in a large
container. Large container may be a jars crock or pot. Seal
large container when filled with small packages.

16. Store. In a cleans drys dark and cool piece. It is well to check
food often to see that it rsmains drys

HOd TO SULPHUR FRUIT

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED

1. Trays or rack on whidh the fruit is spread for drying must not be
made of metal.

Platform - stones, bricks or blocks of wood to build a platform
r- 8 inctes (15-20 centimeters) high on which the trays can be
stacked.

3. uring_Rox - wood or cardboard box to cover trays fd: era
!: i needs to be deep enough to rover the stacked trays, plus

the platform. It must be wide enougl to cover not only the trays
but also a small pan of aulpinur which will be placed at the side
of the stack of trays.

4. Pans tin can or tery bowl in which to burn eulphur. It should
be shallow and cisan.

- square piece in which edIphur is wrapped. Minimum size -
ge enough to wrap around a walnut.

6. Sulphur - Allow one level teaspoon otnaIPhur to_eadh pound (45
grains) of prepared fruit. Don,t use too much sulphur*

7. Patches

8. Tray_dividars - pieces of woods or bamboos whioh are as long as
the width of trays and 11 inches (about 4 centimeters) wide. Allow
two pieces for each tray - stones may be substituted for the pieces
of wood. Allow four stones per tray.
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1. Cut opening about 1 inch by 6 indhes (3 by 15 centimeters) at

bottom of box for ventilation.

Build platform of bricksj blocks or stones on which trays can be

stacked.

3. Place sulphur on small piece of paper, roll loosely and twist

ends so that end of paper may be lighted.

SULPHUR FRUIT OUT OF DOORS

STEPSAILD01101i

1. Place fruit on trays. The frdit should be only one layer deep.

2. Stack the trays one on top of the other with a space of i inches

(about 4 centimeters) between them. Use strips of woodj piece of

ban boo or stones to separate the trays. Fumes of suiljhur must be

able to circulate freely around the fruit.

3. Plaoe twist of paper containing sulphur in small metal or crockery

container.

44 Set the sulphur container by side of the -stack of trays and set

fire to the twist of payer containing sUlPhur.

56 QuicklY cover stack of trays and sUlpbur dish with box. It Should

cover trays completely. Close opening in box as soon as sul-

phur is burned to prevent loss of fumes.

6. For length of tine fruit should be sulphured see chart page 436.

7. Remove cover and place trays to dry.
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HOW TO DR VEGETABLES

EQUI P1ENT NEEDS).

Collect equipment before gathering vegetables.

I. Knife (for moat vegetables).

2. WOOden board for cutting.

,L Panes or pots in Which to bash vegetables;

I. Merity of clean water for thorough washing.

5. Pbt or kettle in whidi to steam vegetables.

6. Lid Whidi fits the pot or kettle in which vegetables are steamed;

7. Equipment for s_teaming. A rack rnd beast or a cloth bag and
atiOk.

8. Rack; trays or mats on which tho vegetables can be spread to
dry.

9; One piece of laosely woven, clean_cIoth for oath tray Or mat
above. These Should be slightly larger than tray or Mat
on Which they are to be used.

STEPS _IN DRYTM VPZETABLES

STEPS

I. Gather vegetables.

HOW =- Why = When

Select good qualityi firs sound
vegeUblee6
Avoid overripe vegetables.
Harvest early in the morning or i

late in the dayi
Avoid delay tvtween harvesting
and processing
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2. Wash vegetables.

3. Prepare vegetables.

4. Steam most vegetables.
(See page 436 for length of
time to steam.)

/ Um, plenty of clean water.
]ace vegetables in pan.

/ Pciax clean water over vege-
/ tables.,

flash thoroughly. Scrub if
neoesrlary.

-lift from water.
Empty water from pan.
Repeat if necessary.

Follow directions on page436
for each vegetable..

This may be:
Shelling

Neling
Slicing

Work rapidly.

Steaming helps to:
a. Retain vitamins.
b. Retain minerals.
c. Give better color and

flavor.
d. Reduces tire needed

for soaking before
cooking

See page428 for directiona on
how to steam.

Spread vegetables fon lean 041 e layer in thickne ss
dry trays or mats; Spread evenly.

6. Cover -With 140tely woven clean TO keep insects and dust of
cIothi mosquito/netting or wire food. Fasten zloth down so
screen. it Will:not blow off.
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STEPS IN DODO VEGETABLES - Continued

STEPS

7. Place trays in sun to dry.

HOW .= - WHEN

a. In direct sunlight.
b. Where air can circulate

freely.
0. Away from duet and dirt.
d. Off ground.
e. Away from animals and

people
f. Protect from storms and

SW.
(See page433 for suggested
places to dry.)

8. Mtn food. Two or three_times. each day
to speed drying.

9e, Continue drying. For sevt9ral days until 2/3 dry.

10. Test for dryness. Squeezei handful.

11. Condition vegetables. In large containers for 8 to
10 days.

12. NI. in containers for storage. Saveral_small containers are
better than large ones.

13. Seal containers. To exclude_air.
To keep out insects.

1)4. If food is in bags, place the
small baps in a large container.

Seal large container.

15. Store. In clean; dryi dark; cool place.
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HOW TO STEAM VEGETABLES

To steam vegetables they must be suspended in live steam above
rapidly boiling water in such a way -that the steam reaches all the
pieces of the vegetables- quickly without the vegetables resting in
the Water. This means the vegetables must be held loosely and not
be allowed to pack. Small amounts of the vegetable pieces need to be
steamed at one time to insure the steam reaching all the vegetables
and to avoid overcooking some While others remain raw.

Two methods of ate:A:ming have been used succesefUlly in different
countries. Each method With equipment used is described in the follow-
ing:

METHOD I.

EQUIPMENT-NE:0BD.

1. A deep container with tight fitting cover. A pot or kettle
used. for preparing_ soups, main dish or stew for the family
would be fine for this, 1$:it does not' have a cover which
fiti tightly, something should be improvised to serve as a
cover and hold the steam inside the kettle, A board could
be laid over the opening. The board needs to be large enough
to cover_the opening completely and hold in the steam. Plac=,

ing a weight on top will help with this.

2. Rack which can be put in the bottom of this container and
used to hold the vegetables up out of the boiling water. It

Will need to be l to 2 inches_(3 - 5 centimeters) high and
be so_cone#ucted that it permits the water to boil ireo.ly
around or:Al:rough it. A_moOden rack made of slate if elf,en

used for this. An equally satisfactory rack can Le mace cf
bamboo, or woven of re- :de.

3; Container to hold vegetables while being steamed. This tWatt

(a) Fit inside the ateaminr pot;
(b) Fold the vepeta_les loosely,
(c) Pe open enouch_ in construction that the steam can reach

all parts. or the vegetables.



This container can be a colander),_ wire basketi:or reed basket.
Improvised baskets can be made of wire fencing; wire screening;

weaving materials such as grasses, reeds) or vinosi_ If none of

these are available) a second pot could be set on the rack inside

the larger poti

STEPS-IN- -STEAMINTABLES

STEPS

1, Put_rack in bottom of deep
'container.

2. Ptt 1 inch (21 centimeters)
of_vater in deep container
and bring to boil.

3. Put layer of prepared vege-
tables in basket. .

L. Place basket on rack in
bottom of deep container.

5. Place lid on container.

6. Count time as soon as ket-
tle fills with.steam.

7. Tett to see if vegetables are
completely steamodi
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WHEN-

As a support for the steaming
basket.

Put lid on container to hasten
boiling.

Make16,-er of vegetables thin
- not more than 21 inches ( 7
centimeters) deep.

vegetables should not touch
water.

Lid needs to fit tightly to
keep steam in container.
Place weight on lid if fiteet=
wary.:

Minimum time indicated on chart
has teen found best) except_
when vegetabbWare older) have
been gathered longer) or -were
grown under very dry- conditions.
These vegetables may need leing-

et steaming.

Etch piece of vegetable must be

heated through and wilted. Re=

move a piece from center of
steamer and press it. It ShOUld
feel tender but not completely
codked.
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METHOD II

EQUIPMENTNEEIED.

i. beep container with tight fitting lid.

2. Piece of loosely woveni clean_ cloth in which_vegetables can
be tied loosely and hung in the container, The size of this
will depend on the size of the steaming kE04tle_used. It is
important not to crowd the vegeteles or the steam will be
-unate to reach all of them.

3. A piece of woodi,stick or beMboo Which_can_ he wedged across
the kettle near its openingi to which the bag of vegetables
can be hung.

ST1PS IN STEAMING VECIETASLES

STEPS

1. Place piece of wood; stick or
bamboo in top-,

/
of deep contain..

sr

2. Put 1 inch (2k centimeters) of
water in container and to

boil.

3 Place vegetables in piece of
loosely woven clean clth.

Tie cloth to form a bag.

430

Hai; = WHY = WHEN

Just far enough belowrik_ed e
of container to perMit lid
be placed tightly on container.

Put lid on container to hasten
boi3ing.

Vegetaraes must be ye loose
in bag.

Bring_opposite_corners of cloth
together and tie. l'.epeat with

remaining two corners. This.

knot ehould be tied far enough
from the corners tot
(i) Lteve ends lone enough to

tie_over stick in top of
container.,

(b) Keep the bottom of the bag
from touching_the_water
when the- bag is tied on
the stick.
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Tie bag to stick securely.

6.' Place lid on container.

Count time as soon as con-
tainer fills with steam.

8. Test to see if vegetables
are completely steamed.

SIZE

UT.- CNC; TRAYS

So that bag of vegetables does
not touch water

Lid needs to fit tightly to
keep steam in container;

Yinimum time on chart has been
found best, except when vege-
tables are older, have been
gathered longer, or were Frown
under very_dr7 conditiong.
Thee() vegetables may need ?.ong-
er steaming.

Remove a piece from center of
vegetableaand press it. It

should be_heated throu7hand
wilted. It ahould feel tender
but not completely cooked.

Here are some guides and suggestions to help you select or make

your own trays.

Since you will need to move the trays after they are loaded

they should be no larger than you can handle easnyi

Under most circumstances a_few larger trays will be easier

to care for and spread food on than many srII trays.

Where are you going to place trays so that the sun can reach

the food?, How large is this space? Will a few large trays

rest better here or several smaller trays?

L. What do you already have on hand which can be used for drying

trays? It may be better to improvise with something you have

in the home now than go to the expense or spend the time to

make new ones.
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5 Trays of uniform size are easier to stack when you must_bring
them in at night or out of the rain. It also may make it
easier to store then in seasons when you are not using them.

A size of trays_Which_hes been found to be convenient is 14
by 24 inches. (35 X 60 centimeters)

SHAPE -

Any shape - round; square) rectangular - is_satisfactorys
Trays of uniform shape can be easily End quickly stacked.

POTTDMOF TRAY

The botteM of the tray- needs to have opp s to allow passage of

airs Air r^r7ds to reach all sides Of the food fel:_rapid. drying. For
trays made of wood; alloW spaces between slats. If trays are made of
reeds or grasses, use -an open work wearing pattern. Do not mtkn the

bottom of the tray solid.

sIrws ON TRAYS -

Trays with sides on them Are b.-Etter than those oithout sides be-

cause they -

Is Keep foods from sliding Off When you mov.ii the .rays,

2i Make stacking easier.

Keep trays froM resting on food when you stack then6

4i Provide an edge to which cloth may be fastehetL

MATERIALS FOR TRAYS

Trays can be made of many materiras. Here are a feWi

A4 sdrAp_iumLtr or wooden boxes are sources of wood to use in
building trays.
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b. BA-boo; or siMilar wood.

ci Slall limbs of tree for frame and vines like honeysuckle

woven in betWeen to form drying surface.

d. game of wood with thongs of leather woven in to form the

rack.

ei Screen wire attached to bottom of wooden frame.

f. Grass or straw matting woven or cut in suitable sizes.

SOME GOOD PLACE TO DRY FRUITS AND VECETABLIO

I. On the roof of the house.

2, On an improvised table by the house

3. On an elevated platform built P few feet above the ground leireli

BeleW are suggestiens

(a) Wooden or ba'mibee rack.
(L) Mound of adobe bricks or stone3.

SOME SPECIAL FRUITS AND IrEcETAntIG

Cocoanut

Remove meat from
C'it meat An thin slices.
Place on trays._
Uover_trayt 4ith clean loosely woven cloth and place in until

Well dried, __

State in tight cans or jars.

May be Acded to puddings, candiesi ea47-J, as a tor,it or._ used in place

of nuts. When sprinkled with salt may be used as appetizer.

Peanuts

Peanutt ao high
\ in feed value and may be served as a part of a_meali

They thetild_be.gthered when mature and spread on- trays to dry in -the

sun. Peanut butter; which can be used as the batit for a number of

tasty dishes is made as follows:



Peanut-Butter Recipe

2-3/4 cups peanut
(Loo grams)

1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons sugar

Roast peanuts, remove skin. Pass neanuts through a stone or meat
grinder as many times as needed to make it fine and smooth: Add
salt and sugar. Tess again through grinder several times until a very
smooth paste is obtained. Pack in sterilized jars and seal tight.

Cassava

Shred fresh cassava_rootstocks into small chips. Dry the shredded
chips_and cut into small pieces, preferably like rice grains. The
cassava chips can then be used to extend the rice orbe _prepared in
a variety of nutritious and delicious dishes. To extkInlrice, roe
1 part cassava chips to 4 parts of rice. Mix with washed rice and
cook.

Souo_Miktures = Choose available vegetables that Will give a_pleasing
coMbination._ D'rr them separately according to instructions for- that
vegetable, then 3;oMbine and store in one container for a soup Mixture,
chowder, or stew. 4

Herbs and Seaoningrr - Parsley leaves, mint, celery leaves, sage, dill,
and other herbs, are net blanched before the drying process begins.
Choose plants that are well developed, wash and hang up in an airYi
breezy, shady place. They are brittle and bone dry when done; The
herbs may be broken up when dry to save storage space.

HOW TO PREPARE DRIED FOOD FOR USE

RESTORING (Soaking)

Most fruits and vegetables should be covered with cold water and
soaked to restore the moisture removed by drying. Usually soaking 1/2
hour to 2 hours will give an acceptable product, although longer soak-
ing, 2 to 6 hours, may result in increased tenderness.
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The food should be kept covered while soaking. The amount of
water used for soaking should be as near to that *Lich the .food_ can
take up as possible; It is better to add water during the soaking
process than to start out with more than is needed.

COOKENG

Cook the food' in the SUMO water in which it has been Soaked 166;=,
cause there are some minerals dissolved in the Water.

Boil vegetables until tender. Add Water for cookinE if all the
water used in soaking has been absorbed.

Cook greens; cabbages_ tomatoes, soup mixtures and powdered vege-
tables without soaking. Drop them into enough Water to cover and
cook until tender;

_ -

Dried tomatoes, okra, peppersstring beans and corn. added to
meat stew or soup make an excellent dish when fresh vegetables are
not available in the family garden.

FLAVORING

Vegetables on dryirr lose much of their fresh flavor. Therefore,
the addition of such flavoring as basil, garlic, onion or other herbs
will be desirable.

FRUITS

Usually 1/4 cup of sugar pia' cup og dried fruit is SUffiCient_ for
dried apples; pears, or peat:hee. Less sugar {.r_ needed for dried _than
for fresh fruit because in 'the drying proces8 tho _starch _in the_frnit_
is changed to sugay. When suptr_is_vsed_it ShOUld be added at the end
of the cooking period so_as not to 11-erfevi With the absorption or
water by the fruit; Adding a_few_grans of salt helpt to tilt* 011'4
the natural sweetness -if the_frtit. Lemons orange', or grapefruit juice
added to the dried fruit just before Setting will giit a freSh frUit
flavor and add vitamin C to the diSIL,
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CONDENSED DIRECTIONS MR PREPARE LE SUN DRIIIG SOME FRUITS AD 1TEGETBIES

ITEM selection and Preparation Treatnent !orDyli Tests for Dryness

maildar.rd.
hel and core, Cut into_slites or

s about 8 inch thick. Sulfur

lea ry; g vi ;

section cut in half) no

60 itiet area ill Obt(it--

%are

Eta cut in ha ltrYg se an .core

Section or cut into slices about 1/8 Sulhr

inch thick

Large stone and pit apricots, nectarines, And large

fruits plume rid prunes, huita dry more

ra i if cut in uarters or sliod.

s exee c over; remove ective,

strawberries) Wats Steam

(60) 61160)

-120 qua4

Sprirgy feel

SuLfur

b leathery; a

handf41 of prunes prop;

(60, shoed) erly diiid will fall

uartere art áftàr

Cherriii Pick oat, remove isfectivei wash i pit. No

Nrther

treatment

, no n8De
tO 1 moisture in crushed.

leathery but sticwy

f figs are 414 or eve part

Yis on the tree, they may be dried whole Sttam

without bindithg. cut in hei

Gums Only dle ss váitieS 1Oith1 be dried to

Pick over, rentiovi defective.
further

treatment

II0VABffs:

20

Cut tender green tips only

lisparkus,

Nans-grven Remove c417FiNliod7.771---flaan rergi

snap strings from string varieties. Split 5team

.ids le thwise to hasten

s tnresogo o r

and flAvor, free_fron woodiness. wash; No

trim the tops but leave the crow* Airther

tests steam for 30-45 mins. until cooked try,tment

through. Cool; trim off the roots and

crtvns; peell Int slices about 1/8" thick,

Stearn

ery; tie

slight', sticky.

Pliable; leathery

14 - 5 Brittle, greenish black

15 ; 2J Brittle

tough; leathery

1100111111111MONIMIINIMOILaiMM.1.1...11111111=1.11.1
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hoc°

EOTO OU OBO) rj
Cut into treads about 81 thick

COM

Steam wilt to

tmatront Crisp) brittle
tue reen

MOD

or Peppsrs 431 alit pod) ream suds

Cantsi tur-
ripe, rutabagu

Se ct atop,
voodinessi Nati Trl off roots
and tops. e1 thin Cut into
slices or atii s about ii& tJi±ck

r wee corn.
Steam 1045 ffin.) or_ until silk

Steal 8

1"Sv--0717
seaeoning;

cele

further'
Is aet. Out from cob treatment

move ou r OCO re Iasi

garlic

you_Ag4le r=me--o a
_Pau met variety., Shell

.

J644 tilt into ihoiairing 4tripe
Potatoes 3/1.0" in cross motion) or cu into

--33itetabout 80 thiaQ

No

treatoent

tough) leathery

dry, brittle

brittle

treatment brittle;

when hi;; iti4;2 a hair
kine.........MOMMINan4114101EM
cold vste J 6 Brittle
stem

elec young,_ ATM Ia
Spinach and &e that baves am not vested When
other greens placed on trays. Cut large,leaves

=wise into ee7eral pieces to
facilitate

thick
t into et pa a Oi

foquat(Hubbard) off le rind. Scrape off the fiber
Pumpkin, !anal and weds. Cut peeled stripe cross-

Ili .6 I : Of,

Vs pee an cut
9ieet potatoes slices (altezzate withoditeu before Steam

Stec

Stec Until tenor tough to brittle

L) or until Brittle
thoroughly

Wilted

T matoei for
3
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Select tomatoes of good color
or in bbiliN water to loom- skins.

_11 cold Cut irk
DOC ODO, not over Nu. vie. Cut

wall pear or Auto tomatoes in halts

Until tenr lough to brittle

treatIvnt_ 10 - 20 leathery
or may se-
for ,
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ABSTRACT = HAND GRINDER

SEIMELPENCINEERING

This head-poweJec. grindf:c
grind corn; whe(7,t_orothf.:
coarse or_fine. 1$ ;Ariple in
debign and_easily by_a car-
penter) being made Llmost entire-
ly of pain one inch lumber;

TOOLS AND MATEUALS

Tools -
Hammer
Hand cross cut_saw_
Auger brace and_1/4, and

inch__ auger bits.
Round file
Coifing saw or keyhole saw:
Breast drill and 1/8" twist
One'flat file
1)-..m three corner file
1/2" x 13" die and die handle:
5/16" die
Wood chisel _

Half round wood file
Tin shears
Screw driver

Materials - _

12 feet of 1" x 6!! seasoned sheath-
ing lumber

7/8 2 feet 1" x 10" sheathing lumber
2 feet 2" x 8" framing lumber
3 feet 2" _x_4" fraMing_lumber_
l_piede_1/2" X_14" cold rolled steel

drill 12 =- 1.1/2" x 8" flat head wood
screws-

3 - 1/2" steel washers
4 i"__x 4" ca72r1§4te bolts
1 1/2" wing it

1 =- 3/8"_x 57_cariage bolt
2 cast iron burrs. (The cast iron
burrs are available_fromzBooher
Equipment Company) 3627 Devph Drive
S. E.) Warren, Ohio, for about Mo
plus pot...stair!.

DETAILS

rough the folIowing_discusfJion_l" lumber rrP to the standard
board- thickness for surfaced sheathing lUmber ut the United §tates.
actually measures only about three
quarters of an inch in thickness;
All dimensions are in tnches; Lum-
ber Used should be flat and well
seasoned; The numbers in -the next
section refer to part numbers ,shown.
in Figure 2 and subsequent detailed
part sketches.

1; Grinder Body -make Of 1" x 6"
pine or hard wood_lumber. Circular
hole dan_be'dUt With coping -saw or
jig saw but for a better and quicker
way to-cut see Notes I and 2, Figures
3 and 4;

1

2. Rotor - See Note 2. Take care to
bore the 1/2" -holes thru each Part_
Where_required accurately and at right
angles to tht surface of the part. If
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When placed on the assem.)ly
post, It does not lie flat to
the assembly post surface
Marked "A" in Figure 3 or a-
-gainst an adjacent part be-.
cause the hole is not bored
straight, remove it from _the_
assembly post and use A round
file_in the hale carefully un-
til it will lid flat. a
few spots of glue between part.
'Be_careful in nailing so nails
Will not_interfere with boring
the 1/4" holes later; Keep
the nails within 1" of the cen-
ter post. 1 1/2"_finiShing
nails are about right.

4S0WWmuES

S

oa AU E

4er

Z- E SQUARE-
AUL,- crliTeRSO

arRECTOON Olr FAWN

aRnairivmmz_m_Awar
42rAr Air afir4_sze4L

COVERED AWOR DIN/AK
crkrEAT 14 I/4

VT
.moteAT _Pe /WV "WM O r

a4_1_ wort eft°. ADR. cutri to _ceRrocoR
AssEmsLL Slogs _TO ENOS Wrr#I SCREWS OR mat

0 GRM`ETER 40.W.--EXOL-Egfra"--VIEW

Ci.<0 4.4r,C mcsr --e-o-n4ZDILW wme sCREWS Av.*

it is a_help in gettin2; the
metal band-snugly_on the rotor
d :im to form the 3/8" lip_on_one'

_

end first, then bend the band around some round object that is about
3" in diameter., Next put it on the rotor druM with the one liy en-
gaged in _the slot. jse strong twine or flexible Wite_tb pull band snug
ly_around dram_and mark position of the second lip. Remove_ frOM rotors
form the gecond cut off excess. The band may need to be formed
a Ittle with the fingers. It should, now fit snugly;

3. Stationary Burr Holder - In_boring 1/2" hOleb and a,taeMb2ing follow
the instructions given Under_ 2)_._ Assemble the parts using a feW spots
of glle and nails. 1 1/2'' finishing nails are about right;

4. Follow instructions unde
thrust block.

(2) Rotor for assembling parts of the

5. The 1/4"holes can best be_located_by placing the rotor and crank al
on che_assembIy post; With bolts in place thrU rotor; mark location
f..0 holes oa_cran4
by tapping with
a hammer. Oil _

hale in the
crank is bored
to reach the _

1/2" hole. TY
will supply_jil
to the stc!1
shaft.-
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%.0

T-Reit?_,r0.-ragfaV_Tr7 SHOW' .t1.0.0/411
legrfS3 COT 712Attiwin_OP11 Of CROW

SLOP( Semeas__xe_;PoiR romo

a .R.4i710S

ar-G-ReIN

ALL peRrs Smit$4714,-AW /1110E OF CW1

1
ARE it 6al, marers_J; tor_moo I. ARE

4s; ernwo I
1, .4 541t A maze:1_44P_ vr,ic e o i Rife ceeresep ,/,
?V If33Z- Z_AVIT 19,47 r- OW /733E115ZY BOAT _w/r# WIOF

SLOT .90w.e. czwzr-fir rotezrfULL V" AWL, NOLo Atie Piece WITH 2 31104 Nit/LX

03SEMCLE ~ITS C,f11,-1,14' 4NI7 t 770 IT (/S/Ni /1 17-#1.51 IviTaS AND czag:

arraCti !VIM r1 Z-49t-DOEP viz-Wei, Stemffee_1=49t/AIR HOLDEN.-

6. Attach hopper to top of stationary burr holder with screws.

Figure 2

4,71"R _BORING Nolf3__ AND
CUTTING 3L07;_ei3SAm8LE Almrs
64 a ebtito _C _u37-NG 3-morit RAILS

AND GLUE. rorg-L 7WAXM1-33
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8; Four 1/4" x 4 1/2" carriage baits with
nuts and 8 washers.

9. TWO steel washers for 1/2" diameter
bolts.

10. Two I/8" diameter _x 2 "--cotter key._
cIf_a_larger diameter cotter key is used,

drill the hOle to suit. The hole- should
not in any case be more than 5/32".

11; Three steel washers for 1/2" bblt.

12. One 1/2" winged nut.

13. One 5/16"_ diameter carriage bolt
threaded 1 1/2"; File square shank
under head to rouirldnesE34 Length 4 1/2':

14.learance Block
the clearance block is
crank from rubbing the
front of_the_grinder.
Locate the clearance
bIocks__at_even quar-
ters around circular
opening in -front of
grinder body.

15; Rotor Drum Band
In making this part
and attaching it to
rotor readthe_dis-
cussion under Rotor
(2).

16. Steel Shaft- -

Threading is U.S.__
standard,_1/2" x 13
threads per inch.

17. Grinder Stand.

The purpose of
to keep the

Mt ar_g_ 77//orNsJs waeo
oA i_tatoCIPAarat ro owavr or

4APiAtioZr' soov amovero cwitimoN
oArNING. 4 Reow/Pra.

64 ) afAgei- ma' BLOCKSs

o&r teat OAS 171?
771X/rke, r Aral _
dalo w 3o/NRE $ COL.

OIL CANS.

RZe(NRE3_-.4_47-0vp_oF
SAfoOrN 3Nfrr $7711

OPPX: /it.
ENDS ARE Rao TOWAER_ar re.WetNIc MEN IN SL97

Ase_moniz,--CoRtirf.

/7--)7729 GATW_BWVO

77/RN iolmorE NW ow_rweraws _Ne_Afg _AND leliti'M nlaii MTN ENOOff3Mirr DovaL NOLE TNANI gone A7/7" ONO s,wP? ms r

areal_ aNO_L-re -R044,§VeS_74 naktco pm, 14 - 'Mier PRI IWTLY A ViarifCr
AND or/hE 3/100_701-. 7,7:',.., 4~/F4F4AiST
COTTER orE PRes/eNr3 bowsfriER
PAroov MTN/Ng.

0 .51007; kt*S#ER, 5771P PIN RND _con-eft lrfr

18; Two cast iron burrs.
materials;

FINAL ASSEMBLING

See

VVASNIR

,-
After all parts are completed__

the next step is to fully assemble
the till. The rotor with burr at-
tached i8 placed in its position in
the circular obenink. Attach the
crank; Next the stationary_brr
hOlder in position and insert the
steel shaft thru both parts; Put

1.

2.0

E[17=1
hy lad! _i_tUrreign Tai-eWRO

CLZ473= e X e WHIM,FOR LEIF&

GRINGER S711!0

1
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the -thrust bilock in placej insert the_cotter keyi put on steel washer

and run up the winged nut. In making the final adjUStitent_it may be

necessary to add one 0i' more steel washers betWeen thrust block and

burr holder or to shorten the thrust bbck. When the winged nut is

tight, there should be a little play between the cotter key and the

bottom of the slot in thrust block.

Before putting on the cover turn the rotor and ObSercrethe burrs

carefully._ They should remain flat to each other when rotor is

turned. If ;;here is an opening which travels around as the rotor

turns, a shim is.needed under the burr on the rotor; Mark the place

and note thickness of shim required. If the opening remains station-

ary a shim is needed Under the burr on the burr holder. Remove the

necessary part and add a shim; Of course; bbth burrs may need shims;

A little glue under the shims makes a permanent jOb.

NOTES -
The purpose of the following is to facilitate and speed up the job

01 making the mills. It is assumed the MillsfAftll be made in a car-

penter_shop as a business. The_nosalong with Figures 3 and 4 des-

cribe two devices that will be fou;;' very useful in shops making these

mills;

NOTE 1 - See Figure 3. The-use of
the assembly post is described under
(2) and (3); In constructing the
assembly postj dare_ShOuld be taken
to make it very solid and strong and
the steel post must--be square with
the surface marked "A" in Figul' 3.

A good way is to build the ent
good part of the deVite "C" a:
before boring the holes for t

post. When ready to bore these os,

Obre thru "A" first; then push the_bai.
thru to "B" and testing carefullyidth
a square move top of bar untilAf tests
square both ways then strike the bar
on its_topEnd to mark position of the
auger hole in "B"; Last; put or. "On
and "D ".

NOTE 2 E Figure_ 4= The
purpOSe of this device is to cut_
the 3ircO3r discs out_ of the end
boards of the grinder body. ToSt
each on the_assembly post to be
sure the hble8 are square thru
these members. Use a round_file
if the member doe3 not lay flat
on "A" of the assembly_ post,
Place the pieces ore at a time on
the rod of the dtst cutter. Remove
the stet:: fro tlie assembly
post an': pas f'16 steel rod of the
disc cu,i-er thru both hbleS of the

/6
ALL 111000 P'PRTS RR E ?
EXCEPTAV THE E pARrs

F76. 3. 453EMLY F

SOUS -11_

kV _elrof. F'.10EZ 1
GUT ,-! GRO0i4;S r

To rem.: re-10'M_
EN.? A N COTTER / g/g cgs

-44
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assembly The assembly device wi disc- cutter-ill 'lace should
now be in a bench visc or fastened to a wall so the snLft is ho-
rizontal ana at a con%enienv height for turning. Turn the crank and
exert a gentle pres:lre to bring 4-!-te cutter into plb.y.

The steel cutter should be of tool steel.__A_six inc,1 len%th of
drill rod is excellent. If this i3 not available4 a screw driVer
With approximately a 1/4" diameter shank can be shaped up with a
file to do the job. In operating the disc cutterait only half way
thru the member then reverse and complete from other side;

__For greater strength the cutter can_be_made more_then 1/1.6" in
thicktvss. This will -.7ake the discs that compose the rotor drum
fit too loosely even after the steel band is on but the difficulty
iv easily corrected iv giving the drum several turns of heavy wrap-
pIng_paper before the steel band is applied. The paper should be

red to the drum.

SEED CLEANING SIEVES

TRACT

The set of sieves
described here will_
clean your crop seeds
effectively, which
is an important step
for improved crop
proLaction.

TOOLS AND ilATERIALS

12 7 boards

q
1

5__X 46cm.
1 x 2" x 18"

12 - wood strips
I__x

e x 1" 17"_
1 -= C cm (18 in .

rAuare of t gal-
.iianized screen.

1 same but 37'16" screen
1 -same but 1/8" screen
Hammer, saw, nails.

W.VATAIZED WERE
SectEE Nit<

Ctk s PER SIDE
cini /8 2W

woo() .1 TRIP
'NECK

6 CN WAIL

DETAILS

The exact size of these. sieves is important, but I/F", 3/15"
and 1/4" mesh make convenient s'izes I clearing wheat, barley,
cora-and sae of`of °IiTL1-1,"" qi", T41,m_Atchves are 111Rn useful for
grading certain eseds. Grading consists of removing the small,
weak seeds which will produce email weak plants or will not grow
at all. Less seed --.an be planted per acre, if it is properly
_cIeand and graded, and still produce a good crop.
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MCKET SPRAYER

ABSTRACT

This simple sprayer works on the same principle as the inertia
F,Imp, and is designee so that loc.al artisans can make it. Two people
opeate it; one sprays while the other ptmps;

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Galvarized iron '10 cm x 30 cm
plus 10cm x_20 cm

Barrel metal 10 cm x 20 cm
1/';" nose high pressure) 4 m.
1/4" pipe (truck brake line may
be used) 50 cm

Wood for handle 2 cm x 15 cm
x -30 cm;

3/4" galvanized iron pipe (thin-
wall) 120 cm Ion

4 .An ,,-ire -20 cm
Truc_inner tube material 10 cm
X 20 cm

1 mm galvanized va!-,-
= 3/16. bolts 7-.Jg

2 2/16" bolts

DETAIL

The_ buCket sprave.' described
bef has been ces:.Lgned primarl.
to_meet the need a sprayer,
which can beb!Illt in an area
where prcduction facilities a.)1
limited; This sprayer cal: be
made by the local artisans; It
is intended only for water solu-
tions of insecticides pr fungi-
cides;

.r +x
tra AfeC

Two<

1,731(
wozzLE

467 mmx
1 OA U*K

5)1 CM
LOW, TO
SECURE-
PV4SCE

4"

PS

WS0011,5
lircKtkr

;

WEJO
'PON P1P.

The sprayer_ pump is r,f_tk.c inertia type _which consists of a 3/4
iron -pipe w'_th tpp plugged and a simple valve located 3 cm. from
the te:- The valve is a piece of truck inner tube rubber wrapped
around the pipe and held in place by wire; Une corner or t1"- rubber
is over a hole in pipe; Some careful adjustment is necessary
when placing, the rubber to make sure it works prope;Iy and does not
leak;

The pressure tank encIo.ses_the valve asscabIy_andi as the liquia
+s pumped +nto th tank, builds Anrrin'ent to operate
thesImpIe_disk type spray :lazzle_. The 'ank is built so that it
be removed in order to service the vallP:t.

444
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The lehgth of the hose can be determined by the maker of the sprayer
but thOU14 be about 4 meters to allow the man doing_the spraying to_
-cover_ quite a large area before having to more the bUdket. Also,_the
letigth_of the small pipe and the angle of the spray nozzle will be
determined by the kind of crops being sPrad.

At times it will be necessary tg the sprayer pump; This

is caused by two things rl.;her th's vale Jbber is too tight and

the air cannot be forced_thrOugh_the valve; or the z,abber_i6_stuck
to the pipe; To prime the pump turn_it up-side.down eald fill the

pipe with_vater. Holding the th:tib over the pipe; turn the pump
over -and lower it into the bucket of liquid and start pumping in the
usual manner. If priming does not start the pump it Will_then_be
necessary to remove the pressure tank to inspect and repair the valve;

Only very clean watershould be used to _make the mixture for spray-
ing and it should be strain:A thrOUgh a cloth after mixing to remove
any particles which might couae_ the nozzle to plug; If a very fine
brass screen is_available, it_Should be put in the nozzle to keep
the dirt from plugging the holes.

GRAIN CLEANER

ABSTRACT

This device removes round seeds from
Wheat._ Sieved grain poured slowly
eljgn the chute collects at the base_
of the inclined_pIatform while round
seeds; rolling fabti fall -ver
the far side;

TOOLS 1-ND MATEflIAL

1 70 x % cm- galvanize
iron

1 24 x 140 cm. galvanized
iron

4 - 2 x 4 62 cm. woad
- 2 x 4 x 25 cm. wood

1- 2 x 8 ic 80 cm.
; wood_

1 2 x_8 x 30 cm.
wood

1- 2 X 8 x 34 cm;
wood

11.11mer; saw; nails,

54S°

1-14CLIE-13
OL ATFORM

C.J4UTE"

Z 4 a: 25
a

X Round
seed c*J1lects here;

446
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ABSTRACT

This bamboo poultry
house has a thatch
roof and slat walls tc
provide_good_Ventila=
,ion. -The elevated_
Slat floor keeps, chick
ens_t cleixn and healthy

tha egg catch
and feed troughs -sim-
plify maintenance.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Bamboo
Nails
Thatching materials
Small tL016

DETAILS

BAMBOO POULTRY HOUSE

SO

tTt.
t

FIB t swws 'i.Mt4 IVAD nazi Trouem

-,-The -house built-o::-a-fra=-of-emall-poles4-With labor poles
raised about 3 fee. s from the grounf'. The floor_poles are covered with
large bamboo stalks, spit L:co strips 1_1/2" wide;_ spaced_ 11/2"apart;
Floors so constructed_have_ze\erei_alvantages: better venti7ation,
no problem of we moldy '.fitter dt_Ang rainy- season-or dry dustry lit-
ter during dry_Sea6-,:74 droppings fell between split reeds Lc) ground
Away frOM Chlkents. This ielimiliated_parastes and diseases normally
passed froth to hen_through dropuings remaining warm ,11 moist in

However, it has been suggested that wide spacing of flbor
and wail slats might invit marauders such as weasels and 6naken.

Walls constructed from vertical strips of-bamboo_l 1/2" wide,
spced %: 1/2" to 3" apart. This also allJws ample ventilatiOn, needed
Lo furnish oxygen to the chickens and to_allow evaporation of- excess
moicture produced in the droppings- _In the tropics the:problem is
to keep chickens,cool, not warm._ -Using a_ closed or_lAght-walled poul-
trj nousc with a solid floor would keep them too we7m and result in
10,4ered production and increased respiratory problems;

_The_ roof mist_proteet the chickens fl,omthe_weather; In Liberia
`hat Jr rooliAg keeps the birds cool but it must be replaced more- often
than_ :test other materials. Since it is cheap and readily avaIIable
to farmer cr'rural family; it iP most likely to he used, _

Aluminum which pef/lcts the heat of the sun, ar al3bestos, an effiti=
ent ilasulator, aredesL-1,1.e roofing materials i the trot:ads. Zinc,

ia commonly used opf houses in Liber!^, is undealrable for
houses because it is an efficient conductor Of kia.t.
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Whatever the roofing material) the roof must have an overhang
or 3! on all sides to prevent rain from blowing inside the -.-)se.
:Ft Inay be desirable to slope the overhang toward the ground.

Veeders and waterers are made from 4 to 5" diameter bamboo o.
desired Ienth. A node or joint must be left intact in each P

the bamboo se-ttior to keep the feed or water in. A section 7
wide around haif ';"te circumference of the bamboo) except for_3"
sections on the ends) is removed to make a kind of trough. All
between the en-ds'are removed. These feeders must be fastened at th
base; to keep them from rolling.

The feeders are fastened to the outside of ;;he walls about 6"
above f:. nor level The hens place their meads through thebamboo_
strips to feed drki thus conserving floor space for aLlditional
chickens.

In laying_ houses
nests are also con-
Structed of split
bamboo for unobstruc-
ted ventilation.
Conventionga lumber
'nests are hotter and
may result in hens
laying eggs or the
floor instpad of in
he- nests: This
means more dirty
eggs, more broken_
eggs, _and more- like=
lihood of the hens
eatitig the broken
egg-6. The only- -way
to cure a hen of
eating eggs once
the habit is formed)
is to kill. her. In
additlonj as the
hens enter the nests_
they sit_on_eggs_ laid
previzly_by other
hen:,,) keeping them

TLic?. quality

of t. gs ci.,Anriorates
very_frAa'c unLler these
c9:10",i;tons.:

0 1'

.
r _r

e

04
spy

4;74:

c14 2 NC5T3 IN laktA900 PC.,111.TRy $40use

The demonstration nests are 15 longi 12" wide) and 14" high. The
stf!ps used on the floor the nest are about 1/2" wldei spaced 1/2
apart; and must be very smovth. The floor slopes 1/2" from front
to ba0c- so that when the e2gs are laid they will roll to the back of
the ilest. An opening 2" high at the back of the nest allows 'the e-k's
to roll out of the meat in an egg patch. Thir type of nest results

4/48
4 70
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in less egg breakage; cleaner eggs; better quality eggs, because
they begin to cool aS_SOOn a, they -roll out of the nest;__ In addi-
tion_, the eggs -are outside th nest where egg eating hens cannot
reach the.. Plating the egg cutch so it protrudes outside -the
wall of the house allows the eggs to be gathered from ot-lide.
Placing the nests 3' above the floor conserves floor-.(space-and per-
mits more laying hena_tO be placed in the laying hous'e. One nest
in out in for every five nens.

EVALUATION

The pOUlti hOUSO costs nothing but labor to build and is certain
to produce he?athier; more productive chickens; It has been used
successfully in the Philippines and Liberia;

ABSTRACT

This simple metal edged
wooden grader is designed
for, two medium sized work
horses or oxen.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

3" x I'?" lumber
2 pieces 8' long
1 piece 5' long

_2pieces 1' long
3" x 6" lu.mber

piece -4 1;1^. long
4 metal edges_" 1:N 1/2"

thick, 4 wi(i.3 long.
17 lag screws 7"
5/8" diameter __

2'eye boltsj 3"_diame';Or
eye 2q.rge washers

12 feet- heavy chain
32 woodsc.neiis, 3" flat-
head steel.

DETAILS

DRAG GF:DER

_The_angle betWeen the 51_and ;11 tea,:, i should he made 300 if t'''itch
cleaning is anticipal,A. -7Sre unit can be scaled down for use with
one animal.

_The metP_1 3dgt- oven tangs the surfaces of the 31 beac.i by

one Lic11, Each is screwed on with eigW; large woodscrews or carriage
bolts;

Thy position_ of scraper is adjuut-.d by char it the hitching
pokilt on the chain. The metal 'Ages are attachgC: tr. both ton and
bottom so the drag can be turned ovar to reverse tt,_ iirectior. in

telich material is cast;
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CHICKEN BROODER

FM4&.- oters_nrat
escort,:

IfISTM

tkiso 3110001ritp o: 1.640V,04

GVT A11011, 70 SNOW
APIORLAIG WSPIVVOIcp -
LaAvia, to Cis
offirrwrA,

mow nimmov._
_ __ramoksw raMosr AT Wive(RD_ wir.rou Tilole__Proorm

Aosta wow Roomy.

ItleVra.

mix* Aga-S: R.2-67%
IFROVIV4 women FrAmt

ABSTRACT

ThiS btibbidet iz suT.2.'3.cient sze 2QCchickpi and is hilige-J for
easy access to corral arid brooder; Dimensions are shown in meterp.,

TE.-:!;.3 :AND MA.TERTAIS

Hardware cloth 1.2 x 2 m;
Aluminum roofing - 1 i2

Ste..l rod 1 cm diameter x
aboUt Q cm long

2 buckets ciezin dry sand
NitiIt tacks; sT:ApIes
Small tools

; 2 pieces this size needed;
x i ;6 Ii2 m; x 1=7 m=
x 2 cm r mi;
3.2 m.
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DETAILS

Thio chick brooder is heated by a regular electric light bulb,
pIace,1 ander the brooder floor; Sand placed on the floor of- the
brood-6r hclds and distributes the heat; and helps keep the area
clean d_ary, _Depehaihg_oh_the temperature rise required; the wat-
tage of the_lieit_bulb will have to be chosen 'IJy experimentation.
The metal floor '.1d_roof_prevent_predators such as rats from enter-
ing the brcr; If eIectrir power is not available; an ex' avation
can b- niac ior a lantern, sure the lantern has adequate ven-
tildtIon_

FI.:7ALUATION

This type of brooder ed successfully in 7.7.uador and
other places zy the ind_ peple to raise broilers for a
cash crop

EARTH :CORER

ABSTRACT

This siMplc;_lightweight inexpensive earth
borer developeu.in_India can be used for_diL_:_
ging posthcles; latrine 116166, and_in fact zny
hole with a diameter from 8" to 23" or even
larger, it works Well only in certain ty-e8
of soil.

TOOLS AND MATERIAL6

Sarth BOrer - a sith it -earth er; the Ulti-
Balti; tr manufaCt---,e by the 7gnicuItu II
De4:.lopment P,O. Naihii Allah& i;
U;P;; India - only Le cuteing head 18
81;t;IJiiied_fo..7. about 17; nP; 25; about
$,00. _It weighs 3 1/z Seers; or 7.2 pounds;
f;o-e).,; factcy.'

- 15' to 1E, long; smooth and
straight cl:_ameter maximum.

Barrel met_al_23'_x_ 9" for blade; but cough
steel 1116 " thldk is bettztr_i__

Strap - 2 piece 1/4" X 1" x 11"
Machine bolts - 2, 3/8" x 2" with nuts and

lockwashe;-s for attanhlrg hra;:i2e to
Machine ocOts 4, 3/;4 diameter x a/4" long
with nuts and lOnkWzilars for attaching
straps to blade.

Irca rivets - 8, 1/4" diameer x 3/8 1 -nom to
fasten ends af_bIacle together;

Drill - with 1/4" arc: ;)/$ bits
Yammer 2nd anvil
Wrench
Heavy tinsmty;
File

451y
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Seymour's Patent Broad 0
ITV'1$ machine was patented in 114.5 and

ten years have ;royal it to be une-
qualled in the United States for the purples
tor which it is designed. It to durable, hay.

lug tut very liWe machinery to perform, MI

follows :
It tows correctly all kinds of grain, laud

any dairid quantitz pet acre,) from pen to
pectiiincluding wheat- rye, oaf, hat

ey, buckwheat, rice, hemp;flax,clover and
timothy seekalso, plasterr lime, rakish._
es, bone dupt, he. coalis c of
dusting every loch of irrounl on an nerd of
land, with ins thao half a bushel of pleneri
and thirty. or fifty bashela of lime ropy be

thus evenly applied to the same amount of 117;z1Tall'"'77:76.4:-.4--
hind. I t awl ten feet _wide, T may be made
narrower to order. it hits received the high- 14/1...4.4414k/70+1

-
est recommendations_from hundrideor the
bed airocrs in our country, and received

Ibrry-tem of plaskn I perehasednothells tk oil

end i now t- 1 On bud witio_tittlaualkee
am", without_dlftd4ArtlY allivatthe Lena daY.

The (I Mon is atperilwas peMbk. cirG -tom

Intl square inch if ari sers_wat dyettAneornthird eta
iielghlior, Mr. F. L he Meted

it with one peek. I estu k too oak
-4 a plater tower._ it Nom t. __sad elm*. _I Mee

aot tried it with whOst, but lkel assured it will lower well.
11ANDOLPHi

Rumens; March 7i la
#06Threetioss thr ming eeeeeiney each midst. Al

communicitions proupdy sitesdett% sad °dm ectuelieV
led with arrest lodes imatatell Sleds

LJEYNOUR, IlloWite_turer.
P. SICYMOUR, Patentee.

&a Bloom NW& L N. Y.

Orders received It the Ace of the American Farm
for either or the above.

es! .1 I*

eight premiums hoot Apiculture! Welles, besides theggh
at Prize and Diploma at t* trial of Agricultural Impre.ments)

heldat Geneva, July, .

_ The following ia from the Alban; Cultivator nr hoe, 16481

by the_editor, Mr. L. 'hicks.:
cut represents Seymour's Sowing fr-1 lei atm

tised_in our lam. It has been- extensively use P tern N.
ismuch approved. We saw many s .norm

kitdi of grain on thecarsofJohn Deig4 I
vai last ensoni_which had been sown with tlui audios, to d

we never w- nee mind more emir on the_round. Mr,
Irerafleld unwed us that lie could sow annitinglinet_plas-
wromadritte, guano, kc., or any seed from Bra u Ned to

poi windier' corn, with got fect emblem, palliating the

quandty per sere to a pint."
Reference b agomade to ail _the Presidents,of the New

/tOYork State cultural Society who have presided bilice

1845:
VPRICE 05,

1 purchmed one of Mr. fleymour's Plaster Rowers in tEA

and it was task by myself and a neighbor in vowing thirty or

As

If Via,
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FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS.

COOPER'S PATENT LIME SPREADER !

iffLampe,_

HAT has given _such general satisfaction, and was fully described in the American Farmer last
September and October, has been so improved that they can be used _to spread lime in quantities

varying per acre from 2 bushels up to 200., also to sow Guano in quantities from 150 lbs. to any desired
amount upward, They, will crush all hard lumps of Guano attic same time it is distributing, and with
such accuracy that in DO other way can be excelled. Price $75,

He also makes machines exclusively for_sowing Guano, Superphosphate and other chemical Ferti-
lizers, that are much lighteranicheaper, but will make as even work, and as speedy. Price $75.

All orders addressed to LEWIS COOPER, the Patentee, at Christiana P. 0., Lancaster Co., Ps.,
will meet with prompt attention; sep13t

Cooper Patent Lime & Guano Spreaderad PAR ./Ir AND PLANTERS DEPOT,
X. E. Conte, 7th and I Market Rt.. Philidefehia.
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WELL DRILLING .AUGER; EXTENSIONS; AND HANDLE

ABSTRACT

This auger is fashioned from standard weight steer_pipe- and" is_
Intended for use in hand drilling small.diameter-wells4 The handle

extenions allow boring deep holes.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

10_cm4 diameter pipe (4 "),
120 cm. -long, fora uger_

3-44 cm, diameter pipe wy
3 or 4 pieces, 30 cm. long for
auger and extension socket

246 cm4 diameter pipe (3/4")
3 or 4 pieces 6.1 or 6.4.
meters long for drill ex=
tensions

1.8 cm.- diameter -pipe (f2 ")
3 -or 4 pieces 6_cmi long

2 pieces 4_x 8 x 50 cm. Piardwood
for handle_ _ _

.-2.pleces mild steel 0.3 x 8 x .

15_cm.
4 bolts with nuts 1 cm. -diameter
x 10 cm. long

Hand tools and welding equipment.

DETAILS

t

4.

Figure 1
_The auger i _ hacksaV out of

standard weight pipe approxiMate-L
ly 10 cm. in diameter._NL4ghtweight tubing does not stand up in use,
The flared todthed cutting edge is cut on one end. The other is cut,
bent and welded to a section of la pipe. This pipe forms a socket.
for the drill line extensions. A slot running nearly the length of
the auger is used when cleaning out the earth4 Bends are stronger
and made easier and'more accurately with the metal hot4 'Figure 2.
shows the dimensions of the auger4 Figure 3 shows the extensions,
while Figure 4 the handlei

EVALUATION

Equipment designed has been used successfully in Viet Nam._ At
least three sets'have had fairlY'extensive use. The original auger
had two cutting lips similar to a post hole auger:- This was discarded
in favor of the design described here since the soil in Viet Nam
plugged up the auger instead of gttting cleanlyi Mn some soils an
auger with cutting lips might work more effectively.

Material From - Hichard_G4 Koegel, International Voluntary Ser-
vices, Ban Me Thuot; Viet Nam, April 1959.
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AUGER CLEANER

ABSTRACT

This simple cleaning tool
allows rapid removal of soil
from the well drilling auger.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

IC:Lem. square of mild steel
3 Mm. thick

52 cm. of steel rod; 1 cm
diameter

Welding equipment
Hacksaw
File

DETAILS

Sep Figures 1 and 2i and
the entry "Well Drilling" for

details of how to use this devicei

EVALUATION

oitr-237P;v
.

Equipment designed has been used successfully in Viet Nam, At
least three sets have had fairly extensive use,

Material From - Richard G. Kbegel
International Voluntary Services
man Me Thuoti Viet Nam; April 1959.
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AESTRACT

This reamer attaches to the
Well Drilling Auger if it is
desired for any reason to en-
large the diameter of the hole
drilled.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

20 cm; -X_5 cm. _x_8 mm. _Mild
steel_(provided the desired
well diameter is 19_cm.)___

TWO 8 mm. diameter bolts, 10 cm.
long

Hacksaw
Drill
File
Hammer
Vise

016

OW.
111WW0%."*,... .4.111gall

)11440*-...

..Attla;j_1,5.

-' MI

et, Aidi

-t

DETAILS Figure I

This reamer is mounted with two hook boltts to the top of the
auger. It is made from a piece of steel 1 cm. larger than the de=
sired well diameter. See Figure 2;

If it' is desired to ream out the,hole_to_ a larger diameter, the .

reaming cutter is attached to_the top of the auger with the -two
hook bolts and the bottom of the auger is_plugged with a piece of
wood or some mud, so that the cuttings will_be caught_inside the

auger. For reaming, the_auger_is rotated with only slight down pres-
sure. It should be emptied before it is too full in order to avoid
too riiati3t_outtitig8 failitig to the bottom of the well when the auger
is pulled up.

EVALUATION

The depth of a well is much more important in determ±ning the flOW
than the diameter, and doubling the diameter means remOVItig_fbitt
times the amount of earth. Therefore,_ only under_Special bil-btUti==
stances should larger diameter wellS-Wconsidered.

Material From - BlOhard G. Koegel
International Voluntary Services
Ban Me Thuot, Viet Nam; April 19,9
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DRILLING ROCK

AlISTRACT

This heavy drilling bit has
enabled hand drilling through
sedimentary stone layers.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Steel bar, about_ 7 cm. in_dia-
meter; about 1 1/2 m. long;
weighing_about 80 kilograms.

Stellite_(A_very hard variety
of tool steel) insert for
cutting edge

Anvil and Hammers for shaping
2 1/2 cm. x 2 cm; x 50 cm. steel
for bail

Welding equipment

Figure 1
DETAILS
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The drill bit_for cutting through stone and hard formations was
made Qom a mild steel bar weighing about 80 kilograms (175J)ounds).
Th6_90' cutting edge was hard surfacpd with stellite and a bail was
Welded to the top for attaching a rope. The bail should be made large
enough to facilitate "fishing' if the rope should ever break; See
Figure 1 and 2. Originally a ln rope was used; However; this was sub-
ject_to considerable wear when working in mud and water, so recently
a 1 cm; steel cable was substituted which thus far seems to be working
out well; It is still too soon, though; to tell which is most suit-
able; A swivel is mounted between the bit and the rope or cable to
allow the bit freedom to turn.

Since in some cases, -a bar this size may be difficult to find or
prohibitively eXpensive; it probably would be possible to fabricate a
bit by welding a shprt steel cutting end on to a piece of pipe which
was filled with concrete to give it the desired weight. This, however;
has not yet been tried;

When stone or other_substances_which cannot -be penetrated by the auger
are encountered.; the_drilling_ bit must be used. The pulley is_put in
place as with the bailing bucket; and the_ bit is attached to its rope or
cable and lowered into the well. \'Since the bit is heavyl_a practice
Should be made of wrapping- the rope once or twice around the back leg of
the tripod, so that the bit cannot "get away" from the workers with-the
chance of someone being hurt or the equipment getting damaged. It was
found that the easiest way to raise and drop the bit was to run the rope
through the pulley .and then straight back to a tree or post where is
attached at shoulder height or slightly lower. The workers then line up
along the rope and raise the bit by pressirig down on the rope and then
drop it by quickly allowing the rope .to return to its original position
(Figure 3). This requires five to seven men, and in the villages occa-
sionally more were used;
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WELL DRILLING TRIPOD AND PULLEY

ABSTRACT

This tripod is a necessary part
of the equipment for drilling and

,.pupporting drill line.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

3 poles; 15 cm. diameter, 4.25 m.
long

Wood 1.1 m. x 12 cm. square, for
cross bar

Pulley wheel - wood 25 cm. diameter
5_cm. thick; 5 cm. piece of 1/2"
pipe

Axle bolt - fits close inside 1/2"
pipe

80 cm. angle iron; 50 cm. webbs,
5 mm. thick_

4 - 12 mm. btiltb; 14 cm. long, nuts
- and_washers_
1 16 mt, bolt, 40 cm. long; nuts

and washers
2 -= 16 mm. bolts; 25 cm. long; nuts

and washers

DETAILS

FIGURE 1

L_Wai!MP'

The tripod_(Figure 1 and 2) which is made of poles and assembled
With 16 mm. bolts serves three purposes: (1) to steady -the extension
of the auger when it is extending far above ground. (2) To provide
a mounting for the pulley (Figure 3 and -5) used in connection with
the drill bit and bailing bucket and (3) to provide a tall place for
leaning long pieces of casing; pipe for pumps; or:auger extensions
while they are being put into or taken out of the Well.

When--a pin or bolt is put'through the_holes in the two ends of
the "L" shaped pulley bracket (Figure l'Arid 4) which extend horizon-
tally beyond -the front of the tripod crossbar a loose guide for the
upper part of the auger extension is formed.

EVALUATION

Equipment designed hasloeen ;used successfully in Viet Nam. At
least three sets have had fairly extensive use.

Material From - Richard G. Koegel
International Voluntary Services
Ban Me Thuot; Viet Nam, April;
1959.
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BAILING BUCKET

ABSTRACT

This device allows drilling to
continue when cuttings are too
loose (Figure 1) to be removed
with the auger.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Pipe - 1 to 2 cm. smaller ih dia=
meter than the auger say 8.5
cm. diameter; 180 cm. long

10 cm. diameter steel rod. 25 cm.
long (for Bail)

Steel plate. 10 cm. square. 4 mm:
thick

Steel bar; -10 cm. iongi 5 mm. thick
cm. wide

Machine screw._ nuti_washer - 3 mm.
diameter. 16 mm. long

TrUck innertube. 4 mm. thick. 10
mm. square

WeldingL equipment
Drill. hacksaw. hammer vise. file

DETAILS

-

FIGURE 1

Both standard weight pipe and thin- walled tubing were tried for
the bailing bucket. The former. being heavier. was harder to use.
but did a better job and stood up better under use Both the steel
bottom -of the bucket and the rubber valve should be made_neavy enough
since they receive hard usage. in addition._ as seen in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 the metal bottom is re-inforced with a cios5piece welded IA
place.

When water is reached; the cuttings are no longer firm enough to
be brought up In the augeri and the bailing bucket must be used for
cleaning out the well as work progresses: Forising_the bailing bucket
the pulley is mounted in the pulley bracket with a 16 mm. bolt as axle.
The rope which is attached to the tailing bucket can then be run over
the pulley and the bucket IrIvred into the welI. It should be noted
that the pulley bracket is E0 designed that the rope coming off the
pulley iinesup vertically with the well. so:that there is no need to
Shift the tripod:

The bucket is lowered into the well by preferably two men and allowed
to drop the last meter .or meter and one=half so that it will hit the
bottom with a little velocity and some of the solids at the;,bottom of
the well will be forced up into the bucket by the impact. The bucket
should be then repeatedly raised and dropped one to two meters to pick
up additional material. Experience will best indicate_how long ,

this should be continued for maximum results before raising and
emptying the' bucket

4813
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WELL CASING AND PLATFORMS

ABSTRACT

Although plastic 'casing
'appears an ideal material;
it Vas unavailable neces-
sitating the development
of galvanized iron and_con-
crete casings described here.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

230 cm. wooden V block
2 sections steel angle iron

230 cm. long
10 cm; diameter pipe; 230 cm.

long
Clamps
Wooden mallet_
Soldering equipment

DETAILS

In home or village wells; casing usually serves -two purposes: (I)
to prevent any caving in of the well sides and (2) as a seal to pre-
vent entrance of any polluted surface water into the well. Four_
suggestions in regard to casing are offered; the first two of which---
have been used successfully in connection with this project. It is
proposed that the remaining two be tried; but as yet time has not
permitted;

Plastic CaSitig BladkplaStid_pipe Of the type_ued for sewers_and
draine proved to be altost ideal. Its friction Joints -could be quick-
ly slipped together and sealed with a chemical solvent; it was light
enough to be lowered into the well by handj. it could be easily sawed
or drilled by hand to make a screen; and frOm all appearancesj it
was extremely durable.

Galvanized Sheet Metal Casing - Since galvanized sheet metal was
readily available in the_Banmethuot area;_ it w4s_ decided to make sheet
'metal ,asing simiIartd_down=SpOUtitig. The thiCkness of the material

(;016_indh) but a somewhat thicker` would-have been
preferable had -it been available. Since the sheetmetalitself would
not laSt ihdefihitely) the well hole was made oversize and the annular
space arouhd the -casing was poured full of a thin concrete mixture which
when it hardened formed a cast concrete casing and seal outside of the
sheet metal.

.:The metal was purdhased in sheets of one meter by two meters and
split into three equal pieces lengthwise which yielded three; two meter
lengths of 10 cm; diameter pipe; The edges of the strips were first

482 519



formed in preparation for making the seam. Since no sheet metal
brake was available) this was accomplished by clamping the_edges_
between two angle irons slightly longer than two meters and pound-
ing the edge over with a wooden mallet. The resulting strip when
seen from the end would appear as follows:

The seam is made slightly wider at one end than at the other) so
-_-that the resulting pipe has a slight taper allowing successive

lengths to be slipped a short distance inside one another.

This strip was rolled up by bridging it over a two meter long wood-
en V block_and applying pressure from_ above with a_ length of two_
inch pipe (Figure 1). The sheet_metal strip_was Shifted from side
to side over the_ V blook as bending continued to get as uniform a
surface as possible. When the strip had been_bent enough the -two
edges were hooked together and_the two - inch -pipe was slipped_in-
Side. The ends_of_the two -inch -pipe were then set up_onwooden
blocks so that it formed an anvil, and the seam was firmly crimped
over as shown.

After the seam was finished any irregularities in the pipe were
removed by applying pressure by hand and by use of the wooden mal-
let and pipe anvil. A local tinsmith and his helper were_able to
make six to eight lengths (12-16 meters _of the pipe per day. Three
lengths of pipe were_slipped together_and soldered as they were madej_
and the remaining_ Joints had- to be_ soldered as the casing was lowered..
into the well. The lower end of the pipe was perforated with a
hand drill to form a screen. After the_casing was lowered tb the
bottom of the well, fine gravel was packed around the perforated
portion of the casing to above the water level.

The cement grouting which was used around the casings varied from
pure cement to a 1:1 1/2 cement : sand ratio mixed with water to a
very plastic consistency; The grout was put around the casing by
gravity and a strip of bamboo about ten meters long was used to 'rod"
the grout into place. A comparison of volume around the casing and
volume of grouting used indicated that there may have been some
voids left probably below the reach of the bamboo rod._ These_ are_
not serious however)_as long as_ a good seal is obtained for the first
eight to ten_meters down from the surface. In general, the greater
proportion of cementused and the greater_the apace around the
casing, the better seemed to be theresults Obtained.___However,_in-
sufficient experience has been obtained to reach any final conclu-
sions. In additioni economic considerations liMit both of these
factors.
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It should be pointed out that some care must be taken in pouring
the grout. In one case where two sections of casing were not as-
sembled perfectly straight; the casing; as a result was not centered
in the well; the pressure of the grouting was not equal all the way
around* and the casing collapsed; Reasonable care'and pouring the
grout in several stages; allowing it to set in-betweenj should eli-
minate this; The grouting; however, cannot be poured in too many_
stages; since a considerable amount sticks to the sides of the_well_
each time reducing the space for successive pourings to pass through.

A proposed modification of the above method which.has not yet been
tried is as followsl In areas_such_as Ban Me Thuot, where she struc-
ture of the material through which the well is drilled is such that
there is little or_no danger of cave in, the casing_serves only one
purpose* as -a sanitary seal. It is therefore proposed that the well
be cased_ only approximately eight meters down from the ground sur-
face; To do this the well would be drilled to the desired depth
with -a_ diameter roughly the same as that of the casing; The well
would then be reamed out to a diameter five to six centimeters larger
than the casing down to the depth the casing will go; A flange
fitted at the bottom of the casing with an outside diameter about
equal to that of the reamed hole would serve to center the casing
in the hole and to support the casing on the shoulder where the
reaming stopped; Grouting would. then be poured as in the original
method; This modification would (1) save considerable. costly materi-
al, (2) allow the well to be made a smaller diameter except near
the top, (3) lessen grouting difficulties, and (4) still provide
adequate protection against pollution.

Concrete Tile Casing - If the well is enlarged to an adequate
diameter; precast concrete tile with suitable joints could be used
as casing. This would require a device for lowering the tile into
the well_one_by one and releasing them at the bottom; Mortar would
have to be used to seal the joints above the water level; the mortar
being spread on each successive joint before it was lowered; As-_
bestos cement casing would also be a possibility where its avail-
able with suitable joints.

No Casing - The last possibility would -be to use no casing at all.
It is felt that when finances or skills do not perMit the well to
be cased, there are certain circumstances under which an encased_
well would be superior to no well at all. This is particularly -true
in- localities -where the custom is to boil or make tea out of all
water before drinking it, where sanitation is greatly hampered by
insufficient water supply, and 'lere small scale hand irrigation
from wells can greatly improve Idle diet by making gardens possible
in the dry season.

The danger of pollution in an encased well can -be minimized by:
(1) choosing a fj.vorable site for the well and (2) making a plat-
form with drain leading away from the well which eliminates all
spilled water;

Such a well should be tested frequently for pollution* and if
found to be unsafe* a notice to this effect should be posted conspi-
cuously near the well.
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Well Platform -_In the work in the Ban Me Thuot areas; a flat square
slab of concrete (1.75 meter x 1.75 meter) was used around each well.
However; under village conditions; this proVed toleave much to be
desired. Large quantities of water were spilled; seemingly in part
due to the enthusiasm of the villagers for having a_plentiful water
supply; and the areas around wells became quite muddy.

The conclusion was_ reached_ that the only really satisfactory plat-
form would be a round, slightly convex_one with a small gutter a.7
round the outer edge. The gutter_should_lead to a concreted drain
which takes the water a considerable distance from the well.

If the well platform is too big and smooth; there is a great temp-
tation on the part of the villagers to do their laundry and other'
washing around the well; This should be discouraged. In villages
where animals run loose it is necessary to build a small fence a-
round the well to keep out animals; especially poultry and pigs;
which are very eager to get water; but have a tendency to mess up
the surroundings.--

EVALUATION

Wells were_installed for about $16.90 of material plus labor.
This does not include a pump:

COST OF WELLS

No charge for labor has been included below; since thus far the
wells have been a cooperative venture by the villagers; Assuming
about 20 meters (65 feet) depth:

DepreciatiOn on Equipment

Casing; sheet metal 01127.5$VN/Meter x 20 m.

Cemeni: and Sand for Grouting

Cement and Sand for Platform

TOTAL = = = - .157$17W $7:915-

Using other forms of casing the cost would be slightly higher or
lower.

SAN Piasters U;S;_iollars
100 1.35

550. 7.44

250 3.38

350 4.73

Material From - Richard G. Koegel
International Voluntary Services
Ban Me Thuot; Viet Nam; 1959
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TUBEWELL WITH CASING PIPE

ABSTRACT.

Where soil conditions permit,
the tubewell described here will
provide pure water, is much easier
to install, and costs considerably
less than large diameter wells.

'N_TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Asbestos cement, tile, concrete,
or even galvanized iron will do.

Casing pipe (from pump to water-
bearing layer to below minimum
-water table);

Sand
Gravel
Cement
Device for lowering and placing

casing.
Drilling_rig - see "Tubewell Boring"
Foot valve, cylinder; pipe, hand-

pump;

DETAILS

_ In area where a simple earth
borer or- eart auger works (ie. allu-
vial plains with few rocks in the
soil); and where there is a perme-
able (sandy) water-bearing layer,
.50 feet or less from_the surface, the
tubeweII will probably work well.

It is a sealed well which will pro
vide pure water and offers no hazard
to small children. It is intended
for the individual family or small
group of families since it may not
have the cacecity for a large group.
Since there is only a small hole to
dig and_a small amount of purchased
material involved, the tubewell is
quite inexpensive to install.

Because of the small diameter of
these wells, their storage capacity
is limited; Therefore, their yield
will depend largely upon the rate
with which water from the surrounding
soil flows into the well; From a
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saturated sand layer the flow is rapid. InfIowing_water quickly re-
places the water being drawn from the wen; A well tapping_such a
layer seldom goes dry. However, even when water-bearing sand cannot
be_reachedi the requirements of the household may be such that a
well with even a liMited storage capacity can be utilited.

The hole is_dug as deep as possible into the_water7bearing strata
as described in "Tubewell Boring." The diggings are placed near
the hole to_make_a mound, which later will serve to drain spilled
water away from the well. This is important since backwash is one
of the few sources of contamination for this type of well; The
entire casing pipe below water level should be perforated with many
small holes. These should be no larger than 3/16 in diameter at
the maximum. Holes larger than this will allow coarse sand to be
washed inside. This will plug up the welIi__Fine particles of sand,
however, are expected to enter. These should be small enough to
be pumped immediately out through the pump. This keeps the well_
clear; It may be that the first water from the new well will .bring_
with_ it large _quantities of _fine sand._ When this happens', the first
strokes should be strong and steady and continued until the water comes
clear.

Perforated casing is lowered, bell
end downward, into the hole using the
device shown in Figure 2; When proper-
1y- positioned, the trip cord_is pulled
and_the_next section prepared and low-
ered. Since holes are easily drilled in
Asbestos cement pipe, they_can be wired
together at the joint and lowered into
the well. Be sure the bells point down-
wardi since this will prevent surface
water or backwash from entering the well
without the purifying filtration effect
of the soil as well as sand_and dirt from
filling the. weIl. Install the casing ver-
tical and fill the_remaining space with
pebbles. This will hold_the casing plumb.
The casing should rise 1' to 2' above
ground level and be surrounded with a con-
crete pedestal to hold the pump and drain
spilled water away from the hole. The
casing joints that are within IO!feet of
the surface should be sealed with concrete
or bituminous material.

EVALUATION

Many of these wells were installed by
the American Friends Service Committee,
Barpali team_, and all have been producing
water for several years.

Figure 2

Material From - "Explanatory Notes on TUbewens"
by Wendell Mott, AFSC, BarpaIi
project.
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ABSTRACT

-This-simple hand drilling rig bores
6" to 8" diameter holes up to 50' deep
for installation of tubeweIIs.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Earth auger
Coupling to attach to 1" drill line

(see. other entries on earth augers)

Standard weight galvanized_steeI pipe
Pour - 10' sections of 1" diameter

(2 pieces have threads_on one end
onIyvothers need no_threads4)_

Twev- 3 1/21 sections of 1" diameter
(1 piece_ has- threads on one end
only; the other needs no thread.)

(Above sections for drill line.)

Two - 2' sections 'of 1" diameter
(both threaded one end only)

(Sections for turning handle.)

Pour - 1' sections of 1 1/4" diameter
(Sections fOr Joint Ai)

9 "- section of 1 1/4" diameter
(threaded one end onl3g

One = 14 "-section of 1 1/2' diameter
(threaded one end only)

One = 1 1/4" to 1" reducer coupling
One = 1 1/2" to 1" reducer coupling

(Sections-and couplings. for
Joint B.)

One - 1" T coupling (turning handle)

Eight 3/8 "- diameter hex head_steeI
machine bolts 1 3/4" long with nuts.

Tko = 3- diameter hex head steel
machine bolts 2" long with nuts.

Nine = 3/8" steel hex nuts

One 1/8" diameter countersink head
iron rivet 1/2" long

One --1/16" sheet steel 3/8" x 1"
(To make toggle boIti)

Drills - 17W"i. 13/32", 13/16"
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Countersink
Thread cutting dies or buy pipe already

threaded.
Small tools - Wrenches, hammer hacksaw;

filesp_etc.
Wood, nails..rope, ladder, etc, for plat-

form:

DETAILS

Thifvmethod will work in- places where
the water.Ievel- is within 40 to 50 feet
from the surface, and where there are
no rock formations to obstruct drilling.
These conditions are most often ft/WA
in the alluvial plains of tiver_valleys.;
See the entry on tubewells for directions
to assemble the well. This_descrOtiOn_
covers the tools and the method' for dril=
ling the hole.

Basically the methcid consists of rota
ting an ordinary earth auger* As the
auger penetrates the earth, it fills
with soil. When full it is pulled out
of the hole and emptied. As the hole
gets deeper, more sections_ of drilling
line are added to extend the shaft. Joint Arin Figures 1 and 2 des-
cribe a simple method for attaching new sections.

[-

Pt% a
JOINT A

Wit MAW Iva
toe rum ow

By building an elevated platform 10 to 12 feet frowthe_ground,
25 foot long section of drill line can be balanced upright. Longer
lengths are too diffiCult to handle. Therefore. when the hole gets
deeper than 25 feetk the drill line must be taken apart each time the
auger is removed for emptying. Joint B facilitates the operation*
See Figure 1 and 3.

JOint C is- proposed to allow rapid emptying of the auger. Some
soils respond well to drilling with an -auger that has two sides open.
Theseare_very easy to empty, and would -not require Joint C. Find
out what kinds of augers are successfully used -in -your area. and do
a bit of experimenting to find the one best suited to your soil.
See the entries on augers.

Joint A has been found to be faster to use and more durable than
pipe threaded connectors. The pipe threads become damaged and dirty
and are difficult to start. Heavy. expensive pipe wrendhes get addl.=
dentaIly dropped into the well and are hard to get out. By using a
sleeve pipe fastened with two 3/B" bolts. these troubles can be a-
voided. A_smalI,ten-cent bicycle wrench or the inexpensive bolts
Will not obstruct drilling if dropped in. Be4sure the I 1/4" pipe
Will fit over your 1!' pipe drill Iine before purchase. See Figure 2.
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foot sections of _pipe are the most con-. /
rout bek,iVilb any. i..wv

venient lengths for drilling a 50 foot
well. Drill a 13/32" diameter hole through
each end of all sections of.drill line
except those attaching to Joint B and the
turning handle whi,ch must-be threaded
Joints. The holes should be 2" from the
end.

-it- 'sou sau4.

When the well is deeper_than 25 feet
several features facilitate the empty-
trig of the auger as shown in-Figure_3_
and 4. First the full auger is pulled
up until ,Joint B appears at the surface.
See- Figure_4A; Then a 3/4" diameter
rod is putithrough the hole. This allows
the whole drill line to rest on it making
it impossible for the part still in the
well to fall in. Next remove the toggle
boItj lift out ono ire
and balance it_beside_the hole. See
Figure 4B. Pull up_the auger; empty it,
and replace-the section in the hole where
it will be held by the 5/4" rod. See
Figure 4c. Next replace the upper section
of drill line. The 3/8" bolt acts as a
stop which allows the holes to be easily
lined up for reinsertion of the--toggle
bolt. Finally withdraw the_5/4"_rod and
lower_the_auger for: the next drilling.
Mark the location_ for_ drilling the 13/32"
diameter_hole_in_the 1 1/4" pipe through
the toggle bolt hole in the 1__1/2 pipe.
If the hole is located with the 1 1/4"
pipe resting on the stop bolt; the holes
are bound to line up.;

Sometimes a special tool is- needed to
penetrate_ a water-bearing sand layer;
because the wet sand caves in as soon
as the auger is removed. If this happens
a perforated casing is lowered into the
well; and drilling is accomplished with
an auger that fits inside the casing. A
percussion type with a flap; or a rotary
type with solid walls and a flap .are good
possibilities. See the entries describing
these devices_. The- casing will settle
deeper into the -sand as_sand.is dug from
beneath -it. Other sections -of casing must;
be added as drilling_ proceeds. _Try to

far as possible (at least 10 feet). Ten I

penetrate the water bearing sand layer as

feet of perforated casing embedded in such
a sandy layer will provide'a very good flow
of water.
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EVALUATION

of_fivemen can dig a flirty foot well In two days; Many
*6118 have been dug With this equipment by the American Friends
Service COMMittee Earpali team in India.

Material From - "Explanatory Notes on Tubewells"
by Wendell Witt, AF$C, Rasulia
Friends RUral Center.
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TUBEWELL SAND BAILER.

ABSTRACT

When loose wet sand is en-
countered when boring a tube=
well and_the walls begin to
cavej_this_device allowsdig-
ging from inside the perforated
casing.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

5!! diameter steel tube 3' Iong
5" square of truck innertube or

leather.
Coupling from 5" to 1" pipe
small tools

DETAILS

By repeatedly jamming thiS
"bucket" into the well; sand
will be removed from in front
of the perforated casing allow-
ing it to_ settle deeper into
the sand layer. _The casing pre-
vents_the walls from caving
The first section of casing has
the bell removed; at least one
other section rests on top of
it to help force it down as
digging proceeds. Try to penetrate
as far .as possible (at 'east: 10 feet). Ten
embedded in such a sandy layer will provide

ti

the water bearing sand layer
feet of perforated_casing
a very good flow of water.

Be_sure to try your sand "bucket" in wet sand before attempting to
use it at the bottom of your well.

EVALUATION

Used by the American Friends Service Committee Barpali Team in
making many tubewells in India;

Material From - !'Explanatory Notes on TUbewells'
by_Wendell Mott; AFSC, Rasulia
Friends RUral Center.
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INERTIA HAND PUMP FOR IRRIGATION

ABSTRACT

This efficient
lift pump provides
30 gpm (gallons,
per minute) at 4
meters to 75 gpm
at I meter. The
pump is easily
built by a tin-
ablithi and the _

three moving parts
require alMost_no
maintenance. It
has been built in
three sizes for
different water
levels;

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Soldering equipment
Drill and bits or

punch
Hammer
Saws
Tinsnips
Anvil = (Railroad
rail or iron pipe

DETA11.3
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MittprtaT for meter Ifft

Galvanized iron- 1 piece 81 cm x 32 cm shield)
1 " _21 cm x 22 cm shield cover
1 " 140 cm x 49 cm pLpe)
1 " 15 cm x 15 cm tap of pipe)
1 " 49 cmax 30 cm "Y" pipe)

Barrel metal- 1 piece 15 cm x 54 cm (bracket)
1 " 12 cm - diameter(vaIve-bottom)
1_ " 18 cm - diameter (valve-top)

Wire 1 piece 4 mm - diameteri 32 cm long (hinge)

The pump is made from galvanized sheet metal of the heaviest weight
obtainable which can be easily werked tinsmith:- The pipe is
formed and made air tight_by soldering -all- joints and seams. The
valve is madelfrom the metal- of discarded- barrels and A piece of truck
inner-tube rubber. The bracket for attaching the handle iE'also made
from barrel metal.

There are two points to be remembered concerning this pump, One
is that the distance from the top of the pipe to the top of the hole
where the short section of pipe is connected must be 20 cm; The
air which stays in the pipe above this junction serves as an air
cushion (to prevent "hammering") and regulates the number of strokes
pumped per minute. The second point is to remember to operate the
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RIB (FOR EXTRA, stREtacirii)

pump with short strokes
(15 to_20_cm) and at a
rate of about 80 strokes
per minute. There is
definite speed at which
the pump works best and
the operator will soon
zet the "feels' of his
particular pump.

In building the two
.
_ larger size pumps it is

..
.

sometimes necessary to
. strengthen_the pipe to

prevent collapsing which
.- occurs if the pipe is
1 allowed to hit the side
I of the well. Strengthen-IMM,t4ER
I

I
ing may be done by form-

-WOE 10P
1 ing "ribs" about every

30 cm below the valve -or
banding with bands made

RAMER vommt from barrelmetal and
attached with 1/4" bolts.

SUM VIIM

LIP 1 Cik WIDE FACED
WIIV1 V5A.VER.
SOME) VW4msvii

The handle is attached to the
pump and post with 3/8" bolts
or large nails of similar size. 13=
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DIMENSION OF PARTS ACCORDING TO PUMP SIZE

Part Material 1 8 cm pipe 10 cm pipe 15 c r:lpe

Handle Bracket Harrel Metal

A 34 cm 4o cm cm
24_ 30

Til

3i _5 8i
D 7 10 17

Shield Galvanized tin
E 43 49 61
F 14 16 20
O 14 16 20
H

a
3 2i

1 10
a 4 4

1
K 30 30 32

Shield Cover Galvanized tin
L 15 17 21
M 20 20 22
N Barrel metal 6 _8 12
0 Inner tube rubber 11 13 la
P Barrel Metal 11 13 18
sq Wire pi mm) 16 18 22

Handle Wood pole
Post Wood post

EVALUATION

Approximately three hundred pumps are -now in -use in Afghanibtan
where this design originated. The hand -pump described- here -has
proven to be a very efficient pump for lifting water short distandeb.
The following table shows the pumping capacity for each size pump.

Diameter of pipe Length of pipe Height of lift Gallons per minute
at 6000' elevation

8 cm 450 cm 2 to 4 meters 1 30 gallons

10 cm 270 cm 1 to 2 meters 40 gallons

15 am 140 cm 1 meter 75 galldin6

Material From - Dale Fritz; The Asia Foundation_
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HANDLE MECHANISM FOR HAND PUMPS

t

This durable hand
pump handle mechanism
has wooden wearing parts
which are easily replaced
by the village carpenter; It
is designed to replace the handle
mechanism of your pump;

BLOCK

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

SIG I

Saw
Drill
Bite _

1/2" tap
" tap

Chisel
Drawknifei_ spokeshave; or lathe
43" x 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" HardwoOd_
16" of 3/4" diameter mild steelrod
2 pieces 10 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 1/4" str.p iron

BOLT HARDWARE

# Bolts
regd.

Dia.
inches

length
inches

# nuts
reqd;

# Lock-
washers

# Plain
washers

Purpose -
fadtehdt

1 3/8 1 1/2 0 0 0 3 bolt to
rod

1 3 0 0 2 Rod to Handle

2 1/2 3 1/2 2 4
Link tO Hatidle
Link to Block

2 1/2. 2 2 Mock to your'
pump

1 1/2. 'Rod to piston
.,....
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DETAILS

If you have been having difficulty with maintenance on the handle
mechanism of_hand_pumpsi this Cesign will help. The medhahiSW bf_
Figure l_ia_belted tc the top flange_of your pump. Tne mounting holes
A and C ih_the block are spaced to fit your pump. Figure 2 shows a
pump with -this handle mechanism already attached which is being manu7
factured by F. Humain and Bros.; 28 Strand Road; Calcutta; India; _The
price for the pump is about Re. 36i f.o.b. Calcuttas; which is roughly
7.50. The major parts of the handle mechanism are described in the

following paragraphs.

Handle - Make the handle of tough hardwood; shaped on a lathe_or
by hand shaving. The slot should be cut wide enough_to accommodate
the rod with two plain washers on either side. See Figure 3.

34'
SLOT 343%

Rod - Made of mild
stFET_es shown in Figure k. FA 3
A 3/B" diameter machine boIt IDLE
1 1/2" long screws into the end
of-the rod to lock the rod hinge
pin in place. The rod hinge_pin consists of a _diameter machine

bolt. The piston can be- bolted directly
to the end of the rod.usiog a 1/2" bolt;
If the pump cylinder is too far down; a
threaded 1/2" rod lhould be used instead of
a boIt.

741'

-z '"4;'-gr

D: NOCE
FOR IR00 *114E PIN

FA 4
ROD

DRILL_ b 7Ap
FOR W TWREAD
ru DEEP

TA-nk - These consist
OfWOpieces of flat
steel strap iron._
Clamp the pieces to =_
gether_for drilling in
order to make the hole
spacing eqUal. See
_Figure 5.

Block - The block
formE the base of the
lever mechanism; serves
as_a lubricated_ guide
hole for the rod;_ind
proVides a_means for
fastening the mechanism
to the-pimp barrel. If
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the block is accurately made of seasoned tough hardwood without
Icnotsi the mechanism will function well for many years. _Care-
fully square the block to 9" x 2 1/2" x 2 1/2 ". Nekt holes A,
B, C, and 0 are drilled perpendicular to the blodk as_shown in
Figure The spacing of the mounting -holes A and C_from hole
B_ is determined by the_spacing of the bolt.holes in the barrel
flankre of your pump. Next- saw the_block_in half_in_a plane_
1 3/8" diciWn frOt the top side. _Enlarge hole B-at the top of -the
16W6t section with a chisel to form an oil well around the rod;
A 1/4" hole, -F, -is drilled at an anglefrom_the oil well to the
surface of the block. A second oil duct hole E is drilled in
the upper section of the block to meet hole D. Use lockwashers
under the head end nut of the link bolts to lock the bolts and
links together; Use plain washers between the links and the
wooden parts;

D utotx

rgcTs Ott EWA-164D
'Pt D= Olt 1,4111
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I-- 9

0111

COTTON FILLEDFILLED '140CLOW
fOR GI.ND

EVALUATION

3'
W_MOUNTrOci pus

O LT PIM)

Dr. Abbott of the AFSC Barpali project,- Orissa, Ihdial_ has had
45 such pumps in operation fOr more than three years; Repairs have
been simple and infrequent.

Material From - Dr; Edwin Abbott, M.D. SC)

REFERENCE

A De -d for uta6 by- Dr._ Edwin Abbott, M.D.,
rota ao a rou: a e Street, Schenectady 4, New York
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SEALED DUG WELL

ABSTRACT

This well has an underground con-
crete tank with a casing pipe instead
of brick walls Advantages are pure_
water, no hazard to children,_ease of
construction, small area required and
lOW cost.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Four reinforced concrete rings with
iron hooks for lowering, 3.' diameter.

One reinforced concrete cover with
seating hole for casing pipe.

Washed gravel to surround tanks 70
cubic feet.

Sand for top of well;_24 cubic feet
Concrete hume pipe, 6" diameter from

top of tank cover to at least 1'
above ground.

Concrete collars - as many as jointc
required in hume pipe.

Cement - 10 pounth for mortar for
hume pipe joints.

Deep well_pump_and pipe
Concrete base for pump
Tripod, pulleys; rope for lowering

rings.
Special tool for positioning-casing
when refilling, see text.

Muting tools, ladders, rope.

DETAILS

A village well must, in many places,
act as a reservoir. This is because at
certain hours of the day the demand is
heavy, whereas during the night and the
heat of the day there is no call on the
supply. Thus it is calculated to make
the well large enough to allow the water
slowly percolating in to accumulate
during the off use hours, in order to
have an adequate supply when the demand
on it is heavy. For this reason wells
are usually made six or seven feet in
diameter. Wells cannot store rainy
season water for the dry season, and
there is seldom sense in making a well
larger in diameter than seven feeti
The depth of a well is much more impor-
tant than the diameter in determining
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the amount of water that can be drawn when the water level is low.
A deep, narrow well will often provide more water than a wide shallow
one. Remember that_ttbewells are much easier to construct than a
dug well, and ShoUld be used if your region allow" their construction
and an adequate amount of water can be drawn from a tubeweII during
the busy hours.

The masonry lining of a deep dug well is very expensive. An open
well, having organic matter falling into -it from the surface and a
continuous source of possible contamination from the various btckets
lowered into it is very often contaMinated, The tremendous_qtantity
of soil removed from a deep well of reasonable diameter must be dis-
posed of somewhere.'

A Villager !Ln Barpali, India, working with-the AFSC unit there
suggested this radical new ideal to make a masonry tank at the bottom
of the well, roof it over, and draw the water from it with a pump.
The resulting sealed well has many advantages:

1. Provides pure water, safe for drinking._
2; Presents no hazard of children falling in.
3. Drawing water is easy,_even for small children.
4. The well occupies little space, a small courtyard can accommo-

date it.
56 The cost of installation is greatly reduced;
6i The labor involved is much reduced.
7. There is no problem_of getting rid of excavated soil, since

most of it is replaced.
8. The casing enables the pump and pipe to be easily removed

for servicing.
9; The gravel and sand_surrounding the tank provide an-efficient

filter to prevent Silting, allows a large surface -area for per-
colating Water- to fill the tank, and increases the effective
stored volume in the tank.

On tbS. other hand, there_are_two minor disadvantages - -only one
person can pump at one timei_and the pump might go out oforder. _

In addition, there is a certain amount of technical-skill required
to make the parts used in the well and to install them properly.

A well is dug four feet in diameter and about thirty feet deep.
The digging should be done_in the dry season, after the water table'
has dropped to- its Ioweat level, There should be a full 10 feet re-
accumulation of water within 24 hours after the well has been bailed
or pumped dry. Greater depth is, of course, desirable;

Six inches of -clean, washed gravel or small rock is spread over
the bottom of the well; the four rings and cover are lowered into
the well and positioned there. Lowering of the rings to fOi4M the
tank requires setting up a tripod of strong poles and block and tackle
since the rings weigh about 400_ pounds each.__The_tings and cover
form a tank six feet high -and three feet in- diameter with a round
opening in the top which forma a seat for the casing pipe and_allows
the suction pipe to penetrate to about six inches from the gravel
bottom.
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The first section of concrete hume pipe is positioned in the seat
and grouted in place. It is braced vertical by a wooden plug with
four hinged arms to brace against the sides of the wall. More gravel_
is packed around the concrete rings and over the top of_the cover till
the gravel layer above the tank is at_least six inches deep. This is
then covered with two feet of sand._ _Soil removed from_ the well is
then shoveled back until filled within_sik inches_of the top of the
first section of casing. The next section of casing is then grouted
in placed, using a concrete collar_made forthis purpose._ The Dell-
is filled and more sections of casing added until the casing extends
at least one foot above the surrounding soil level.

The amount of soil which will not pack back into the well can.
make a shalluw hill around the casing to encourage spilled water to
drain away from the pump. A concrete cover is placed on the casing
and a pump installed.

If concrete or -other casing pipe_cannot'be obtained, a chithey
made of bmrnedbrIcks and mintcement mortar will suffice. The
pipe is somewhat more expensive) but much easier to Install.

In India, the_concrete rings are being made for about Fts 10 eachi
the cover for 15, the pump platform for 10, and the casing at Rs. 2
per foot. Thus for a 25 foot well; the materials cost RS. 115. The
pump, pipe, cylinder; fittings etc. to complete the well cost about
an equal amount; Thus the whole Installation, without figuring the
labor; costs Rs. 230, or about 450.00. In India, the AFSC-group-RT---
charging Rs. 4o for installation of -such a well, which_would cover
labor._ The_Service CommIttee_actually uses this money to buy -a_ set
of tools which_are given to the villager after he has received train,-
trig in well and pump maintenance.

EVALUATION

Over 45 wells of this type have been installed In India b5- the
AFSC team there, and all have performed perfectly for several-years
except one that was not dug deep enough.

Material From - "A Safe Economical Well," AFSC,
Bexpali Village Service
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BOILER F03 POTABLE WATER

A3TRACT

To provide safe_storage
and preparation of drink-
ing water in areas where_
pure_ water is not available
and bbiling is practical.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

1 - 55 Callon drum
3/4" Pipe Nipple
2" long; Quantity
of bricks for D

:Layers of bricks to
- support_drum.
1 = Bag of cement plus

sand for mortar and
base of fireplade.

1 - large funnel and
filter medium for fil-
ling.

1 - Metal plate to con-1
trol_draft in front of_firebox._

I - 3/4" VaIvej preferably all metal such as a gate
heat.

DETAILS

valve to withstand

This drum for boiling of drinking water_is intended-for use in your
residence to provide a convenient method -for preparation and storage,-_

of sterile water. The firepIace_is simple, oriented so that the pre-
nailing wind or draft goes fromj.ront_t0 back of the drum between the
bricks; A chimney can be provided but is not nef:essary;

EVALUATION

The unit has been tested in many Friend's workcamps in Mexico
and elsewhere. A 55 gallon drum would normally- last a 20 person
camp group for an entire_weekj and certainly would provide ade-
quate safe water_supply_fOr two or three_ individuals for a much
longer time. Water must boil at least 15 minutes with steam es-
caping_around the completely loosened filler plug. Be sure that
the water in the pipe nipple and valve reach boiling temperatures
by Purging about two liters of water out through the_vaive while
the drum is at a full boil.

Material From - Chris Ahrens, CAKE -PEACE CORPS
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Thug, depending on your water; different amounts of chlorine are .

needekfor adequate protection. Measuring the amount of free chlo-
rine after the 30 minute holdihg peribd_i8 the best way_to_control
the process; A simple chemical tebt_USing_ a specialcrganic_indi-
cator lorthotondine) can be used. When this is not available, the
chart (Figure 1) can be used as a rough guide.

Water Conditibh Initial Chlorine Dose in Parts Per Minion(ppm)

No hard-to-kill
organisma-suzgeotad;

Hard -to -kill .organisms
present or suspected.

Very Clear; few
minerals.

5 ppm

Get expert advice; in
an emerg-ency_boil and
cool water first, then
use 5 ppm to help:pre-
vent recontamination;
If boiling is impos-
sible; use 10 ppm;

bA coin in the bottom
of an 8 oz. glass of
the water looks hazy 10 ppm

Get expert advice_ ; -in
an emergency boil and
cool_ first.- boil-
ing is impossible use
15 ppm;

FIGURE 1

In she chart, parts per million or "ppm" means the ratio of:

Weight_of_aotive material (chlorine)
Weight of water

In water supply terminology; ppm means exactly the same thihg as
Milligrams per liter or "mg/1";

The second chart; Figure gives the amount of oheMiCal to add to
1000 gallons of water to get a_ solutibh of 1 ppm. Multiply the amount
of chemical shown in Figure 2 by the number of ppm recommended in
Figure.l to get the amount of chemical you should add to 1000 gallons
of water. Usually it is- convenient to make up a solutionof500 ppm
strength which cap_theh_be further diluted to give the chlorine concen-
tration needed._ The_ 500 ppitl solution must be stored in a sealed con-
tairer in_a cool dark plate) and should be used as quickly as possible

dOe8 JOSO strength. Modern chlorination plants use bottled
chlorine gasj_butthis can only be used with expensive machinery by
trained experts.
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ABSTRACT

Chlorination;
and protect the
to give a rough
micals needed;

CHLORINATION FOR POLLUTED WATER

when properly applied; is a simple way to insure
purity of water. These guidelines include tables
indication of the amounts of chlorine bearing che-

TOOLS kND MATERIALS

Chlorine in some-form
Container to mix chlorine

DETAILS

The surest way to treat water for drinking is to_boil
"Boiler for Potable Water." However; under contr'cLI
chlorination is a safe method; and often more convenlrit atic. prac-
tical than boiling. Water properly treated -has f'l'ee chlo-

rine which resists recontamination, The chlbrine 1x:rter is not
harmful; since water with a harMful amount of chloriT-.c In_itisex
tremely distabtefill. Proper treatment of_water with chlorine re-
quires some knowledge of-the process and its effects;

Whehthltiritie18 added to water; it attacks and combines with al-1
suspended organic matter as welt as some minerals such as iron. There
is always a certain-amount of dead-organic matter in wateri_and_al-
most always live baCteria; virus; and Perhaps .other types of life.
Enough chlorine must be added! to oxidize all of the organic matter;
dead or alive; and to leave some excess undembined or "free" chlorine.

Some organisms are more resistant to chlorine_ than others. Two
particularly resistant varietiesare amebic cysts (which cause
amebic dysentary) and the tertariae of schistosomes (which-cause
schibtbSetia81.8). _These; among others require much higher levels
Of residual -free chlorine and longer contact periods than usual to
be_Safe. Often special techniques are used to combat these and
other specific diseases; it alWays takes timefbr chlorine to work.
Be sure that water is thoroughlY\ mixed with an adequate dose of -the
dissolved chemical; and that it tancis for at ieast 30 minutes before
consumption;

Since both combined and uncombihed chlorihehas:an unpalatable taste'
it is best and safest)-to_choose_the clearest water available. A
'settling_tank; and simple filtration can help reduce the amount of
suspended matte:iii_eSpeCially particles large enough to see; Filtra-
tion that can be_d4ended upon to remove all of the amebic cysts;
SChibtObbiii68) and other pathogens normally requires professionals to
set up and operate. NEVER depend on\home-made filters alone to pro-
vide potable water. H617,er, a hornet-made slow sand filter is an
excellent way to prepare water for chlorination;
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Compound %_by weight Of
active material

Quantity to add to
100 gallons of water

to get a 1 ppm solution

High Test Oalcium hy-
pochlorite) Ca(OC1)

Chlorinated lime

Sodium_hypochlcrite
Na0C1

Sodium hypochlorite

Bleach - a solution of
chlorine in water

70%

- 25%

14%

10%

usually
5.25%

1/5 ounce

1/2 ounce

1- ounce

1.3 ounces

2.6 ounces

FIGURE 2

HAND WASHING MACHINE

ABSTRACT

This hand washer is simple to construct and simplifies washing
considerably.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Tinsnips
Pliers
Hammer_
Soldering equipment
Galvanized iron sheeting: 140 cm x 70 cm for tub

100 cm_x_50_cm for lid
and bottom

36 cm x 18 cm for agi-
tator

WoodenThandle - 4 cm diameter, 140 long

DETAILS

The tub; lid and agitator are made of the heaviest
galvanized tin available which can be workee by a
tinsmith;
To operate -the washing machine the agitator is

worked up anctdown with a_ quick motion but with a
slight pause between strokes. The movement of the
water_caused by the agitator will continue for a few
seconds before additional agitation is needed. On the
upward stroke the agitator should come completely out
of the water. The agitator should not hit the_bottom
of the tub on the downward stroke as this would demage
both the tub and the clothes.
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SILK SCREEN PRINTING

ABSTRACT

Silk screen_printing is a_simple_and Inexpensive method f-jr pro
ducing multiple copies of visual aids postersi etc. A squeegee is
used to force very thick paint through the parts of the silk screen
exposed by the stencil tc the paper placed underneath

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

linges:(about 1" x 3")
Wing or regular nuts
Squeegee
Trigger support
Frame
Baseboard or smooth table top.
Silk or other sheer cloth
Thumbtacks
Silk screen paint
Paper for copies
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DETAILS

1. Study the drawings; then_construct a frame as illustrated. using

approximately (1.9 x 5 cril.)(3/20_5( 2") plywood or other wood; The
exact size of the frame is deterMined by the size of the largest
prints to_be made4 Average inside frame dimensions might be (38.1
cm. x 50.8 cm.)(18" x 24 "). Make sure the corners are square and that
the frame lieS flat against a flat baseboard or table top; which can
also be made of 1,9 cm (3/4") plywood;

2. Stretch the silk very ti4htly over the underside_of the frame
using tacks or thumb tacks every 1" or 2 cm, Tack either in the
center of the underside of the frame or pull the silk over the out-
scle bottom edges and tack around the outside. Make_, sure that the
th2f_,ads of the fabric are_lined up with the frame edges; A few
coats of shellac over wooden frame will make it more durable and
less apt to warp.

3. Cut stencil and adhere to screen according to instructions.

44. Place_the _paper cardboard, etc; to be printed under the screen
and stencil; draw a couple of spoonfulls of finger paint or other
water-soluble paint in a line across the edge of the silk just
inside ono end of the frame.

(Oil soluble paints work well; but require a solvent cleanup; also
the viscosity of the paint should be like auto transmission_ grease;
not thin enough to fall through the screen of Its own accord.)

5; Pull the paint acros the silk surface u.J!Icc an_ edge of the
squeegee blade. This 7.7Jeze,:. the paint threuEh all _the open areas
of the paper stencil. iri t screen, _Remove prir_ and replace with
next piece to _re printed. Pali paint bac_the way for the
next print. _Th,..1 desire,' tethiql.lo is to plac Ln amount of paint on
the screen whidhi together with the rie-ht will pro-
duce an acceptable print with one stroke 6, Llie squeegee;

Make certziin that dried_paint particles do not get in the paint as
they could damage the screen;

6. If more than one color is to by printed; registratIcal becomes
Important feature and can be achieved by the following meth6d:

(a) PrInt the first color twirls regist'i,ation guides._ Regi6i;ration
guides can be mad of thin cardboard or several layers of tape.
(Thicker guides c,n cause :ilk to break .,hen squeegee blade pres-
ses the silk against the guides.)

(b) A_ piece of wax_or thin translucent paper is taped on one edge to
the baseboard beneath the second screen to be pr.Lnted.

(C) Print a tf.al image of the second screen or. to this paper.

(d) Raise the screen.
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Slide the sample of the first printing into position beneath the
taped_wax_paper_until the desired registration with the first
printing is achieved.

(f) Once registered carefully hold the first printing sample in posi-=
tion; and remove the wax paper;

(g) Tape new registration guides on three sides of the first printing
sample.

(h) Now proceed tr print the second_ color. Subsequent colors are
printed by returning to Step (b).

7. Several colors can be printed over one another
if transparent paints are used. The size of
the printed area can be restricted by using
paper masks.

8. Pull off stencil; Clean wet paint out
of silk and frame by unscrewing wing bolts;
taking the framto a convenient wash area
and holding under running water.

9. Optional: A drying rack pictured
re :!.8 helpful when many prints are

to be dried.

BAMBOO OR REED WRITING PENS

rlityL MC, i[M.K 141,1tre LIM Tli
a" " vP lt TA WM WW:i

k 1" CROSS Pati; Albovi-
ow INNICV( POIMICT

F. IC4. 3
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EVAPORATIVE FOOD COOLER

Ail TRACT

In warM;_dry_climates an evaporatiVe_food
cooler will extend the period for keeping
food frr-sh and allow saving leftovers. It

also neips to keep crawling and flying in-
sects away from food;

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Saw
Hammer
Nails; taCk8_
Burlap or__Other cloth 2 m; x 2 m;
Wood for frame 3 cm x 3 cm x 171 M.

Pan 10 cm deep; 24 x 30 em for top.
Screen;-- hardware cIoth,or galvanized iron

2 m; x 2 m; (non-rusting)
2 pair hinges __

Pan larger than 30 cm x 36 cm for legs to
stand in

Paint for wooden parts

DETAILS

Make the wooden frame tb_fit the upper pan; This might be the

bottom cf_a di ascrded 5 gallon oil- can:_ Screen -and brabing sticks

on the inside top of the Frame _prevent the pan frOt falling into

the refrigeratOr. Hinge the door carefully so_ it swings easily;

and make_a sincple w:;odenorthong latchi Paint cr oil all the wooden

parts; ShelVos and frame are covered_ with screening or hardware

clb4;h and tacked in place; Cutting_this_screen diagonalIy_useb a

bit more material; but will strengthen the frame considerably. Make

the shelves adjustable oy prOViding several shelf supports.

TWO cove's of canton flannel; jute_burlap (not sisal or henequin

burlap) or_heavy grade absorbent coarse cloth are_made to fit the

frame;_ Wash and sun one coverwhileusing the other. azttonor lace

the cover to the frAMO, with the smooth side_out. Oh the front;

fasten the cover to the door instead of the frate. Allow a wide hem

tr.) overlap the_dOOr closing; The bottom,of the cover should extend

down into the 1,J5wer_pan; _Strips 20 cm wide should be sewed to the

top of the cover. The-se form wicks_that_dip over into the upper pan.

Keep bbth the upper aml lower pans filled With water;

EVALUATION

If the cooler:is kept in_a breezy spot in the shade; and the_cli=

mate is dry; it wilI cool frOd consiC-rabIy; The cover keeps flying
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insects out; while the lower pan discourages roaches and other
crawling types; To be safe; the cooler must be kept clean.;

0

-RAN tc CM DEEP

SHEIF
SUPFDAT

REMOVABLE
5HELVE5

5/DE5 -AND DOOR COVERED
WITH SUZEEN_OR OTHER
SUITABLE MATEMAL

WOOOEN FRAME

FRAME OF 10ELE55
RE.FRIGERATCR

Material From - A.I;131 publications
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CHARCOAL OVEN

ABSTRACT

This simple charcoal-fired
oven is made from two discar-
ded 5 gallon oil_tin cans.
With practice, all types of
baking cen be expertly done.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Nail for scriber and punch
Tinsnips
Heavy knife to start cuts
Hammer
Screwdriver
Pliers
Metal bar 20 cm long with

square corner for bend-
ing

Two 5 gallon oil cans
Tin cans to provide shelf

material__
Light rod 50 cm longj 5 tb
7 mm_diameter

TWO pairs of light hinges
12 machine bolts, nuts,

lockwashers, size 8-32
or soft rivets

Bricks for base
Sand

O. CM. EDGE OVER

5-TRIP 'TO -HOLD
COALS ON TOP

SHELF

SAND

-SPACE- F
CHARCOAL FIR

DETAILS

Cut the material front the side of
the oven with care so as to preserve
the material removed for making the
door; Don't cut out the corner with
a vertical seam; It is to hard to doi
weakens_the oven, and the. revoved ma-
terial is hard to make -into the- doors.
Fold_the_edEes of the -door and door
opening back (1 cm wide) and hammer_
flat to remove sharp edges. The latch
can be made ui' three thicknesses of
metal scraps left oc,::.1b. Clean the

oven thoronghly and heat
at least once before
baking to burn wt any
residuel oil. The strip
around_the top forms a

rim to conta2.n burning coals,

ROLES_ TOBOO
TURN I.Chl CANS 'TO GET H E R
EDGE OVER

NOTE OTHER _r_Axls_cur REVERSE to make !;he over hotter, or to brown
OF THE ABOVE CAN. the surface of baked .
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EVALUATION

Thi8 oven is being used successfully
in_a_numbe of COUtitieS-. Baking and
roasting are quite effectively dbhe
with this simple and_inexpensiVe appli=
ance; Any recipes which involve thOSO
processes may be used.

SHELF

29 CPI --41

-1- MATERIA
5 FOR D
in
N

CORNER
FLATTENED

BOLL TO -REAR
OF OVEN

ROD EXTENDS. THROUGP
5iDE OF IN TO SUPPORT

SHELF

USED'
R

MATERIAL CUT
FROM CAN

DOOR

Material From - V. C. Pettit, I.C.A.=AID
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FIRELESS COC2ZER

ABSTRACT

In some places Where fuel is
scarce; thiS easytobuild_fire-
leSS cooker can be a real contri-
bution to better cooking. It works

. by heat retention through insulation.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Outside container -with lid
(I5" to 24!! in-diameter)

Inside container or well =_
At_leaSt_6"staller in diameter
and 6" shorter than ou;side con-
tainer

Cooking pot with lid
1 1/2 bards cloth for cushion
50sheets newspaper Or other inau

lation.
Cardboard
6 cups sand__
4 _cups cement- --

1/2 yard eileleth for collar (opt!.onal)

DETAILS

_
The principle of the firuIess cocer

is to keep food cooking with the small
amount of heat stored in hot stones by
preventing heat loss with a thick-layer
of insulating material around the pot.

The outside container can be a wooden_bucketikerosene nani gar-
bage,cani packing crate or even 4__hple in _dry ground. The Inside
container or well- can be a pail.- or can with a lid. It rm.Ist allow

for the three inthes of insulation between it and th o,,tside con=
tainer and should hold the stone and cooking pot without much vacant
space,
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Insulation can be made of shredded newspapers,_wool0 zaw-.
dusti straw; rockwooli flberglass_or_other material. 'Ito insulation
should be at least thme_inches thick on all sides, tw) and bottom.
Be sure that it is Very drys__ The bottom layer_of inaulativa must
be strong enough to support the weight of the_welli stoneiund cooking
pot. A natural atone carved :to shape a piece of concrete may 'oe
used for-th heating stone. The- cushion -is a three-inch-thick cloth
sack filled_With shredded newspapers or other inalation and shoule_
fit snugly- in the outside container. The cooking ,pot must have a tight

lid, 0, id fit nicely into.the_well with the stone in place. Be sure
t can be easily removed when full of hot foodi
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Direction for building -

Wash. P,P4 dry the containers and lids.

Cy. 4-ide strips of newspaper several layers thick. Roll each
Int; cylinder with a center hole -o greater in diameter than a

1-i.:11; Pack these on end into the bottom of the outside container.
They willaapport the well, stone, and cooking pot.

Put the well in place and pack the insulation around it to within
1/2" of the top.

Make a cardboard_ collar covered with oilcloth_._ Though this is
not necessary, it improves appearance and cleanliness.

Place about an inch of clean sand in the bottom of the well. This
will prevent the hot stone from scorching the paper rolls and possibly
causing a fire; The stone should never be heated not enough to scorch
paper;

To make a concrete heating_stonei place a 2" wide cardboard -band
or collaron_heavy paper or board to form a circle the_ size of t:he
stone desired. Mix 4 cups each of cement and sand washed -free of
Silt, then add 1 1/2 cups of water or until a stiff mush tS formed.
Fill the collar, casting in a wire handle for lifting the hot E,:one.
It the stone stand for 48 houni,.then'rmove the collar, p'.acir It in
cold water and boil for 30 minutes. Cool it slowly.

Use of the Cooker -

It is Important to _kcap the cooking pot and well carefully washed
and open, in sunshine if possibIe,when_notin use; The cooker's
lid should be left parr;ly and the stone kept clean and dry.

It is not necessary c .12,d :.such water whan cooking In a fireless
cooker for there is 7.1eress by evaporation. Mcstfoods should
be brougLt to a boil P.nc:_ cooked for i to 5 minutes on a stove. Then,
the covered cooking p,.)-t is set on the hot stone in the cooker and
the ltd;te placed on the well. Cereal may be left :m the cooker ail
night; Rice and cra6ced or whoj:c wheat are especlally goodi. Deans
should De soaked oyez night, boiled for-5 minutes_ and then Placed _in
the cooker for 4 to 5 hours. Dried fruit shOuld_be_washed, ;soaked
for an hour in 2_parts_ water to 1 part fruit, boiled for 5 Minutes,
then placed in the.cooker for 4 hours.

EVALUATIOU

Fireless cookers have bean used and found very successful in many
countries;

/7
PVterial From - "Rome Making Amami the World"

A.I.D. publication.
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SOLAR WATER HEATER

ABSTRACT

To provide licY,; water, primarily
for wasliing clothesi in areas Where
fuel is scLrce and sunshine is plen-=.

tiful;

TOOLS AND PATES

71101% ROCt&110 _

AT OAST te INC*406 ON
OR 'MIME

2 pieces galvanized sheet metaA; 3! by_61_fdr" heater.
2 pieces galvanized sheet mgtal pipe; 6" lting by 2" in diameter

- for connectors.
_2 pieces rubber hose; 41_ 1 ng by 1" in diameter;
56 Metal washers for 1- b-ltS.
56 rubber_washers cut from -envy -truck inner tube. inside hole

diameter shouId_be 1- outside diameter same as metal waahers.

28 stove bOltsi_ galvanized 1/4" long.
1 galvanized_aheet_metal anki 18 gallon capacity with faucet
removable lid, 1" hose onnectors hear the top_and bottom;

Tinsmiths tools: hamMers; arivilsi soldering equipment; etc;

Drill and 1/4" bit;
8-crew driver and wrench. to fit 1/4" bolts or a pair of pliers;

Quantity of mud bricks;

DETAILS

The heateris_madeby_pIacing the tiro dheetS of_galvanized sheet
metal te&ther_in the form of an envelope. _The_edges of the sheets

Are rouble folded and soldered to Make an air tight seal; (See

detail below)_ To prevent the Sheets from being forced apart when

tho heater is filled with Water, it is necessary to reinforce it

agog INCX.C Sax AND WASMIPIS
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with 1/4" bolts placed at_regular intervals; like buttons in a'
mattress. Tu make the looltsviater-tight they must have_rubber and
metal washers on both sides. (See detail on page 153.)

Inlet and outlet connections are provided in the upper and lower
right hand corners of the heater f.ir connection to the tank. The
front of the heater is paintedAplac absorb the sunlight- rather
than reflect it. A flat black pain is better than an enamel.

The tank does--not -have to be of any definite shape but should held
approxiMately 18 gallons_of water. The hot water will rise to the
top and; with the removable_lidi it is pOssibie to dip cut the hot
test water when only_a small quantity is needed. _When all_of the
water is to be used it may be drained out of the faucet. The water
level must be maintained above the upper hose connection.

When the solar water heater_is_set upj the heater should be facing
southeast to -take advantage :.of the morning sun- The back of the
heater should be raised about 18" so the sunlight will strike it as
directly_as possible. A simple way to raise the_heater is to_build
up the back and sloping sides with mud bricks. Use three small:
boards (2" by 4") to prop up the back while putting the mud bricks
in_place. Then"; remove the boards and sea?, any holes with mud to
form a dead air space under the heater which will serve as insulation
and increase the efficiency;

Tha heater is connected;to the tank in such a ray as to allow the
water to circulate as it is heated. The upper connectors of the
tank and heter are connected with _one hose and_the".lowerconnectors
with the other. The_. tank is raised approximately 18"i using_ a small
table or a brick_platformi so the coolest water will be.in the heater.
As the water in the heater is warmed, it rises and flows Out_the upper
hose into the top of the tank. Cool water from the bottom of the
tank enters the heater at the bottom. Insulating the tank will in-

. crease the efficiency of the solar water heater by cutting down the
heat losses. Any suitable local material may be used; such as straw
or sawdust.

EVALUATION

The solar water heater described here was made and_tested in Kabuli
Afghanistaniifor the purpose of providing hot water_for use in the
hand operated washing machine. Three sizes were_made_and tested:_
2_1/2, x 4 1/2', 31.x 6', and 3' x 8' which are the sizes of__ sheet
metal available in Kabul. The 3' x 6' heater with an 18 galaon tank
was most suitable from the standpoint of cost and water requirement.
In Kabul; where there is lots of sunshine; the 18 gallons of. Water
were heated to 140° F. between sunup and noon on a clear summer day;

The cost of the solar water heater was $15.00 at prices paid for
material and labor in Kabul during the summer of'1961.-

fi

Mate,,ial From - Dale Bo Fritz; The Asia Foundation
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HAND=OPERATED WASHING MACHINE

ABSTRACT

This_eaSily operated washing machine can be_built by a -cni-

.
skilled carpenter of materials readily found inmost count_i_es,
It can wash six pounds of cIothesi can be shared by_sev-2ral fami-

lies, and is easy on clothes While being effective and sanitary.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Tub Construction = moderately firmsoftwood (such as Cedro of
South America) free frOM large heartwood growth.

2 pieces -- 2,5_k_45.7 x
_1" X 18"

pieces = 2,5,X 30,5 x
_1" x 12"

pieces - 2,5 x 15.2 x
1" x 6" X

2

2

1 piece

4 pieces

2 piecs

pieces

2 pieces

965_ oin,

;6 cm
16"

40.6 cm.
-16"

2.5 x 40;6 x 66.0 cm.
1" X 16" X 26"

- 2,5 x 10.2 x 76,2
1'x 4"x30"

- 2.5 x 25.4 CM, dlatieter
x _10" diameter

- 348_iC 12.7 CM. diameter
1.5 "x 5" diameter

- 245 x 2043 x 91.4 cm. -
1" x 8" x 36"

6 pieces - 2,5 x 7.6 x 20,3 cm.
1" x 3"x 8"

sides

ends

bOttOM

b

1- ,..,

- round plungers

- 1=ound plungers

cover (maybe omitted)

- cover may be omitted)

Operating parts - Moderately firm hardwood such as Caoba

America.

1 piece

2 pieces

2 pieces

2 pieces -

2.5 x 7.6 x 121,9 cm. long = lever
lh x 3" X 48"_

2.9 cm. square 38.1 cm. long -plungers
I I/$" square 15" long
2.9 X_7.6 x 61.0 cm. long - uprights
I I/8" x 3" x 24" long
3;2.CM. round 45,7 cm. long - pivot and handle
1 1/4" round 18" long

of South

Metal Parts

4 pieces iron or brass plate - .64 x 3.8 x 15.2 cm. Jong
(1/4" x 1 1/2" x 6" long) - plunger connection

10 rods = 3,6 or ;79 cm. diameter k1.4" or 5/16" diameter)
45.7 cm. (18") long with threads and nuts on each end - iron or

_brass.
20 washers aboit 2.5 cm. (1") diameter with hole to fit roda
1 rod - .64 x 15.2 cm. (1/4" x 6") With loop end for retaining pivot

6 boltS = .64 x 5.1 cm. long (1/4' x 2" long)
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24 (screws - - flat head (1 3/4" x #10)
50 - 6435 cm. (2_1/2") nails
Strip Sheet Metal-with turned edge - 6A cm. wide; 152,4 cm; long

(2 1/2" wide, 72" long)
.Small quartity of loose cotton or soft vegetable fiber for caulking

seams

Minimum Tools Needed

Tape measure or ruler
Hatchet; Saw
Wood chisel 1.3 or 1;9 cm; wide (1/2" or 3/A")
Screw Driver
Adjustable Wrench
0.64 cm, (1/4 ") drill;_gitlet or similar -tool
Draw knife or plane and coping saw (would be useful but not essen-

tial)

DETAILS

This model of nashing machine should be a decided improvement
to conserve clothing over methods now in use in many cOuntries; This
is_especially true where dbthes are beaten or scrubbed on rocks. It
Will_also save a considerable amount of labr; If the cost of this
machine is too great for one family; it could be used by several.
However, too many users will probably mean severe wear or breakage
and competition for times of use.

The machi --rverses the principle emoloyed in the usual nommercial
'washer; in :11: the clothes are swish-, through the water for various
degrees of -le until the water is ling and then reversed. To
keep this ma le simple; the clothes v more or less stationary
while thewater is_ forced back and fo A ::'rough the clothes by the
pi6ton action of_ the plungers. One plungev cre,!tes a sect_ it
rises and the other plunger creates a pressure it moves dc, ard.
Since the principle involves the_churn_ing action of the water; 'c;h6

slope at the corners of the machine bottom is itportwit for beSt
action.

The machine needs a rectangular, tub for this method of opera ion.
The_ rectangular box also is easy to build and does not require
skilled cooperage methods. In general; any moderately strong wood
that will not warp excessively t, such as cedro in Central America)
will be satisfactory. The sides should_ be grooved for the ends
and bottom Of the tub as indicates and bolted with threaded rode
extending through '.'oth sides -with watthe--.8 to pertit it to 7x. drawn
tight . The through bolting is inpor';wit; otherwise; leaks are
inevitable.

The size indicated Ln drawings is coneldered sufficient -for an
average family in the U.S. The same principle may be used f-)lo a _

larger or ;mailer machine proviled basic proportions are_ maintained.
The tub should be slightly less than half as id as it is_long_to
get a proper surge of water; 7-..e pistons should be ;wide enough to
move within a couple of inches of each side -of t14 /tub. The lever
pivot should be high enough to permit the p'lingerS to move up and
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down :E:Veral inches ;ithout the edge _of a lever hittihg the edge of
LikeWiseds_on the_ plungers must be long enough

permit plungers to go well into the water so that clothes com-

pletely out of the water at the highest position.

For efficient use of the abov washer; several- suggestions are

made. Fill tnewasher with fifteen_ gallon: of warm or hot water
depending on what is available,- s'ilould be removed; soap__

rubbed into areas -of garments which come in close contact with the
body; and especially dirty clothes should be soaked before placing

them in the washer. Shaved soap may be dissoI%ed_by heating -it

in a small- quantity of water before adding it to the wash rater.
A_Si.T-pound_ load of clothes is recommended Vcr_beetcleaning, Wash

at a moderate apeedJabout fifty strokes .per minute) for at least
ten minutes or longer if it seems necessary, After washing and
rinsing clothes; rinse the washer until clew. and then replace the

stopper; To prevent the wood from drying_out and the washer leak-
ing; add one to two inchet of water to the washer when not in use,

Instructions for making washer

Mark and groove sides for end and bottom members.
Drill holea for Cross bolts.
Cut off corners- and trim ends of side members tolength..
Levl endt ,Srid bottom pieces to fit Into groove in side members.
Miter_bOtt0m and end members together.
Assemble and bolt].
ut an install hers

Caulk seams betwelen ends and bOttom m,nbers with loose cotton
or other vegetable fiber to make seams watertight; If joints
to aideqembers:are darefUlly made; tiley probably will not need

caulking. j
Bore -hole and take plug for draining tub. NOTE: This is Sh-c- n

Side in- drawing but it Is hPtter in bottom of tub.
Make An-c' intilpivot members (upright).
Make and_intall plunger lever; NOTE: thi cross pivot ijiember .

'round) shou1:1 be shouldered or notchec at each piVbt to prevent

side movement.'
YAke plungers and .ristaII.

ZVALUATION

A pixot mode of the_ machine was made by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture .n tneir shops and tested in the Home Econmics Labo-
ratory at_BeltSille; Mari-land._ Under test conditions a comparison
with standito electric commercial washers was very favorable.

Material From - HOW TO MAKE A WASHING "WHINE _
V; C. Pettit and Dr. K. HOlttClaW;
A i I 4 D.
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LATRINE FOR VILLAGE US2

ABSTRACT

This low cost water seal latrine
slab ls_a single con.rete casting.
It rec,Lin:s v,L._.y little 5,paca;
sanitary; odorless; easy t.-) install
-end maintan; and can be used to
produce nighesoil fertilizer.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

FbOt plate form = See Figures 2 and 3
Steel strap iron 2" wide; 9'7" long
3/8" bolt and nut 1" long to hold strap iron form
3/8" bolts 5" long for air vents
Outer form - made of wood detailed on Figure 6.
Ihr-v?v form -, made of wood detailed on Figure 4.

Clay to make water seal form
.

Cemellt. sand; stone aggregate up to 1" maxim.

FK.

DETAILS

In villages where space is a premium and the soil canabsorb the_

flushing water; this latrine may be worth serious consideration. A
30" diameter hole eight feet deep is covered_ with a slab. Most- soils
have s.A.sficient stability to support the_slab. Very loose brsandy_
sniIs may iequire_some type Of lining. Any type of simple superstruc-
ture can be f'_tted over_ it for privacy. If the nightsbil must to
used_fbr rertiliter; this method can be used After the first six
months: a new hble is dug,_an71 the sl ..oved; The first pit _is
covered W.th two 20et of Oirt. .1P later the ..,Lghtsoil in

first it has been conver or ossentiaII,; non -pathogenic fer=__
til.:Ter a; may be used with safety_. Do not use any night=
soil fert_ izer that has not been composted at least three months The
slab is me ad back to the first hole and the se!'lnd covered with two
,:eet of dixt.

The latrine can be_clealled with only 1/2 gallon_pi_water. When
this is done; there is no--odor nor any_flies_ind it stays qqite clean.

Thus it is easy -to use must be urged to provide for a
suffiT.Icrit supply of water to be brought_and_stored at the latrine
in t. large container (0g. a 4 gallon_kerosene tin); A quart container

also be provded.___InstructionsshouId_be given in the proper
met.'Iod of flushing tht. latrine._ If this it:: done improperly a large _

quantity of water will be wasted; Two quarts of water are sufrioint
to clear the latrine 'f the water is thrown -.1*th a fair amount of
force from :Ale narroi end of the latrine.

Installation is so simple that the unined_villager can do it

easily. The round one plbe constrvetion facilitates movingtl, -lab
by roiling it. It is simple to mr:;ce once the fol= and metho
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prattited. The materials cost about $1 Mr a latrine._ One trained
villager can make -three slabs per day, using three forms. The wooden

:'arms cost about $8 each.

A convex foot-plate _form -about 38"
in diameter is made of wood; metal;
or concrete; It must be_1"_higher in
the center then at tie edge; See
Figure 2.

Figure 3 show the steel ring and_
irher form in place on the base. The
iing is formed of two inch .wide strap
iz and fastened with a btatfOr_easy
removal from the concrete slab. The
collapsible wooden inner form is de-
tailed in 'Figure 4.

The inner form has three pieces.
P cure 4A shows the outline of the
two side pieces of the f-:.rm. These
must be cut from 2 1/4" thick.
The 18 1/8" sides arid 3 3/4" tides scay_
nearly in contact. A wedgO_shaped piece
of wood shown in Figure 4D /2oldsccrner
G of the sides one- inch apnxt. The.

fitb_alting the 9" side The
spring hOldt the form closed_t7ght

wagainst the teparati,n bars hile the
wedge_is inserted and the inner- fora[

placed c the base. The dimentions
shcr_%i for the 'inner forM thbUld only be
liiconsistencirs have been observed.

Figure 2
Wood_ and clay_ ianev form
in PlaCe on the base seen
frOM aboAre. Steel rim al-
SO th position.

used as a guide bin(

inOheb of well mixed concrete cement li sand 2i_stone chips 3)
lb plaoti in the_ring and tamped_ well to compact it. Next the wooden

out fOrt is set up around the inner liner. See Figures 5 ar.1 6;

sllould be a clearance of not leLt C.-i4n 1/2" between_ the inner

liner and the wooden outer Corms. A cement sand mixture (cement I;
2ind 2) of plastic c.)nsistencyis, placed in this inner space and
compacted; A 3/8" bolt thrbUgh 'tine_ outer_ wood form and into the in-
ner form provides an anti syphon v=tret and helps to hold the inner form

in place. See Figures 8, 10, dad 11;

Figure 3
Inner fcrm and steel 1-.11-1 iii
place on base.

After 48 hours i;he casting May_
be placed on blocks. The tlay siphon
and wooden inner form removed,_ and
a finish of cement plaster__added t
cover EJ1Y itperfections. When this
is set a final coat of pure cement
is put on._ If there is any defect
in_ the seal it may easily be re-
paired by_putt:.ng a little _cement
slurry (cement and water In creamy
orsistency) over the defect and

add:ng at once cement plaster to fill
the dc.rect.
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EVALUATION

The American Friends Service Committee
this unit and have many in use. They are
latrine conctruction to villagers and se:1
Villagers completing the course .
this course.

bottom View

edge

4S

411 77:oit

prot has developed
a 27: rlay course in

fon.;s at :.2.0 4-c-, the _

per3on

3-dimensional view
of weds*

4-D

* is a wooden weegc, used to hold fota
tight. To remove form from concrete
latrine, one knocks out wedge, then
removes separation bars; the bottom
of the form then contracts.

If the wood is not hard and smooth, a tin
outer coating may be hammered on to wooden
form.

With of mold at A 5 g are 4k" and *" re-
spectivel. Th. toparatioo bars L & I
are 2k" & 4" long vispectively.

Finished bowl-seal :arm, ready for placins
on wooden bnse. The water -seal form hls
been molded from clay, by Wiwi, and placed
on top of the wooden bawl form. The stae
and confquration of the water-seal form

Aust be shaped carefAaly, as shown.
This is not difflcult.1',

t

1/2" wide
2" dee

PEAarx
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Figure 5
;.4,-(2 slab has been poured; part

-t2xterior sectional mold has
1,!,:ed in its position.

milifi1 1710106771747nwom7A7,74-04

_ _Figure 7
Stibhal view after Douring the
(Ment in bowl and trap; Note
t:±le cbncL.ve shape of the base

7late.

Yigure 9
SLCtio!i of the casting arter re-
trival of the 2orms.

528

Figure 6
Rough_exteribr knock-apart mold
made to fit around the clay core
with a clearance of 1/2" to 3/4".

Wooden constituent bf above mold.
I. 4" x 4" 36" = 2 pieces
2. 3" x 4" x 16" = 2 pieces
3. 3" x 4" x 16" - 2 pieces
4. 3" x 3" x 21" 1 piece
5. 2" x 5" x 13" - 1 piece
6. 4" x 4" x 1" - piece
r 5" x 13" x 1" piece
8.

3" x 4" x 4" - 1 piece

Bohte to
forge vent
hole_s

Figure J_
Transvc,:rse srtion. of t;ie cast=:

wf;47- forma in 'lace.

?igun:! 10
Completed r!asAmgset up_ on _ricks
tihere the wooden inner tom is re-

niov ed ant'. clay siphon itning dug

bUt. ThefirfaA 'inisn of cement

a.o.z47r and T-i cement polish Jis

applied.
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Figure ii
The ci;mpleted casting from
above znlwing tie dimensions

Material Fre.m - "LaLrines for VilIrge Use' Report
on Work in the Field of Sanitary
Engineerxno, b:r Edwin A:Mott, M.D.
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INTRODUCTION TO CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

AEOTRACT

Concrete is a strong; durable and inexpensive construction material
when properly prepared; This brief summary in conjunction with later
entries w"I give you a good introduction to concrete construction

TOOLS ANT: 7ERIALS

None !_nformation

DETAI

After Fete has set; there is no simple non-destruct1ve test
to evaluate how strong it is. Therefore) the entire respondbility
for making concrete a strong ma'cerial in accordance with specifica-
tions rest::: witWthe_supervisor on the job and the people who prepare)
measure and mix the ingredients) place them in the form) crid watch
over the concrete while it hardens.

The most important factor in making strong concrete is +-tie amount
of water; Beginners likely to have too much; See the entry on
a slump cone for further detaila,;

The proper proportion of all the materials; designed for the appli-
cation; is 5,ssentia; The concrete Calculator will help give the
proper proporions amounts for your job;

Properly graded) clean) sharp aggregate and sand is required to
mak,: goc concrete. When we glue_two pieces -of paper together, we
s!lread glue evenly and in a thin layc.$) and_press firmly to

a'r hol In concrete, the cement is the glue) and the
sad and aggregate le material being joined;

By properly graded we mean that there are not too many of any one
-lize grains or pebbles; Visualize this by thinking of a IRrge pile
or stone all 1 1/2" in diameter. Thee_wouid be spaces bween
i;aese_stcnes where smaller pebbles would fit.. We could_add to the
pil just-enough smaller stones to fill the largest voids; Now the
VoL,is would be_smaller ;.',=:t4 and even smaller pebbls could fill tnese
hcles; and so forth.- Oarr:Zed to an extreme, the pile would become
nearly solid rock, and only a very small amount of cement _would be
neeec:d tr stick i.t together; The resulting concrete would be very
cerise and strG.ig;

3narp Iggregate and sand is desirable; Smo th) I-ounded stones and
salyi make fairly goo:1 concr-ce, but sharpi frss,netted particles
work better because the ilemont as a glue can get a bet5er ';:pip on a
rough stme.wi:h sharp eag,_Ns;

is eAbremely Iwpoiltant co have .vhe aggi-eaate aid saric lean;
3ilL) clay, bitr of organic matter will ruin concrete :f tine-e is
very much p;:,esent. A very stmple test for cIeanIflieSs makes use of

530
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a clear_wide7mouth jar. Fill the jar about half full of the finer
material available, -the sand and small aggreate; and_cover with

',hake the mixture vigorously_j and then allow it to stand for
three hours. In almost every.case there will be a distinct line
dividing the fine sand suitable for concrete and that which is too
fine. If he very fine material amounts to more than 10% of the
suita'cIe material; then the concrete made from it will be weak;

_This means that other fine material should be sought; or the avail-
able material should be washed to remove the_material that is too_
fine. This_can be done by putting the sand (and fine aggregate if
necessary) in some container such_as a:drum. Cover the aggregate
with water, st:Lr thoroughly, and let stand for a minutej and pour
off the One or two such treatments will remove most of the
very fine iiiaterial and organic matter.

Another point to consider in the selection of aggregate is its
strength. About the only- simple test is to break some of the stones
with a hammer. _a the effort required to break the majority of
aggregate stones s grater than the effort required to_eak a simi-
lar sized piece of .concrete; then the aggregate will:mak,. strong con-
crete. IP the stone breaks easily, then you can expect tbat the con-
crete made of these stones will only be as strong as thc, stones
themselves.

In very dry climates several precautions must be ta;-1 . If the
sand is perfectly dryj it packs into a smaIlei, space; :f yoV. put
20 buckets of bone dry sand in a pile; stirred in two .Icketn of
water you could tarry away_ about 2T/buckets of damp-sand.- The chart
does_not take t-ls_extremely dry sand intL. accornt. 1t your sand is
completely dpy. sk:.me water to it or else do your: measUrements by
weight instesi _volume. The surface of the_curing concrete should
be kept damp, Mis isbeca,Ise water evaporating from the surface
WA]. remove the wal,r needed to make a proper cure. Cover
the concrete wi*:. -.aper* burlap, Fraw, or anything that
will hold moistli-. k,_:7 ,:he direct sun and wind fr:zil the concrete
surface. Keep the -,-Icrete moist by sprinkling as often as necessary;
this may hp as often as three times per day. After the firSt week
of curing; it is not so necessary to keep the surface damp continuously.

MiXing the materials and getting .0.:m in_p)at;e quickly* tamping and
spading to a dense mixture is IMportant. This is crwered on the en-
try on mixing.

Reinforcing c-ncret will allow'MUch greater loads to be carried.
Later entries describe the proper installat:l_on of reinforcing rods;
Design of inforced concrete structures can become top complicated
for a person without special training; if they axe lax:a or must
carry high loadsi

Principal Reference - '!A_Euilding Guide for Self_
Help Project" Department of
Social Welfare ,end Community
Development. Accra) Ghana.
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HAND MIXING CONCRETE

ABSTRACT

Proper mixing of in-
gredients ia_necessary
to get the highest
strength concrete.
Hand mixed concrete_
made with these tools
and directions can be
as strong as_machine
mixed concrete.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Lumber pieces
6' it 3' X 2"

Galvanized sheet me-
tal - 6' x 3'

Nails
Saw; Hammer. - -
Or concrete;_for making

A mixing- Tibor.
(About_ 1p cubic feet
of concreteareneeded
for an diameter mix-
ing floor made 2" thick
with 4" high rim.)

DETAILS

GALVANIZED- /
SWEET METAL

RAISE D5 2-floe

_On manyself-help _projects the amount Of concrete needed may be
small or it may be difficUlt to obtain a mechanicaLmIxer. Under
these_circumstan-ces hind mixing of the concrete will be_ necessary

and; r a f9w precautions_are taken; the_qUality of concrete can be
made equivalent to that frot a mechanical mixer.

The fin:it requiremen6 ia_a watertight_And i:letn base upon which
the mixing can be_done. _Th18 can be a wood and metaImixing_boat
(Figure 2y or a simple round floor made of concrete (Figure 2);

The ends', of the wtiddand_metal mixing boat are curved to -make

emptying ed0,er. The raised edge of thecorr:rete tilting floor

serves to Prevent loss of water from the Otinere,te

The procedure for mixing is similar to -that rolii

in that dry materials should be MiXed first As a min2

recommend d that the pile of stone; saadi and c,!Ment be tu

completely_ once._ It should bc cc)rapletely turned a iteecnd Li. .

the water is being added.__Then_it_shoOld be-ii:."nPd a thIrd

Anything less than this Will nOt adeauately mix ail materials: When

this last 'step is completed the mix can oe place f as usual,

;
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Correctly placing the fresh concrete in the forms or shuttering
is- important in making strong structures; The wet concrete mix
should not be handled roughly either in carrying_to_the shuttering

putting in';() the shuttecing; In either case it is very easy,
through_joggiing or throw±ig, to_ separate the fine from the coarse
material. We have said before that the strongest concrete comes
when the various sizes of aggregate and cement are well mixed to-
gether ._ The concrete mix should be firmly tamped into place with
a thin (3/4") iron rod.

Be sure to rinse concrete frcm the mixing boat and tools when
finished each day with the work. This_will prevent rusting and
caking of cement on them for smooth shiney tool and boat surfaces
make mixing surprisingly easier, and the tools will last much lon-
ger. Also try to_ keep wet concrete off your skin) for the material
is somewhat caustic;

When the shuttering is full the hard workis done) but tha process
is not finished. The shuttering must be removed and the concrete
protected until adequate_strength_is attained. The hardening aci:ton
of cement begins alMost immediately after the water is added) but
the action may not be fully completed for several years.

Concrete reaches_the.-strength used in the designing_after 28 days
and iSstrong enough for light loading after 7 days; In most cases
the shuttering can be removedil-cmstanding structures -such as bridges
or walls after 4 to 5 days. In sMall ground supported structures
such as street drains it is possible to remove the shuttering within
6_hours of completion provided_this_is done carefully. Special con-
ditions) usually specified on the plans) may require leaving the
shuttering in place for a much longer

DUr::.ng the early stages of hardenir'j or curing the cement in the
concrete continues to neee. moisture; If therala insufficient water
available the cemen, is unable to_Complete its jab of gluing the
aggregate together. Because of this, it is recommended that new
concrete be protected fram_drying winds and the sun) and that
the surface of -the new concrete be kept damp. For cement floors or
op4.1 construction a covering of t nana or palm leaves will be ade=
quatei but these should be giv? . sprinkling of water at least
Once and perhaps twice each 0 fur a period of not less than one
Week.

vitorial From - "A BUllding Guide for Self-Help
Projects)" Department of Social
Welfare and Community Development;
Accra, Ghana.
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CONCRETE SLUMP CONE

ABSTRACT

The use of this simple device
will enable you to determine if
the proper amount of :water has
been added to the mix, which
wIII_insure_maximumrstrength in
the finished concrete;

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Heavy galvanized iron
Strap iron - 4 pieces 1/8" x 3"
-x 1"

16 iron-rivets 1/8" diameter
x 1/4" long

Wooden dowel 24" long, 5/8"
diameter

DETAILS

In making_ reinforced concrete, it is Important to have just-enough
water to make the concrete settle firmly into the shuttering (forms)

MOW .411411*Nif

CAIP

and around the reinforcing when it is thoroughly_tamped;

The easiest way is to look at the mix and at the way_the workMen
place the wet concrete; If the mix appears soupy_and_the aggregate
Shows up clearly in the mi14then it is too wet. At the same time it
will be noticed that the workten dump the mix into the shuttering_
and do very little_ tamping because, if they do any_amount of tamping,a
large amount of water will immediately_appear on the surface; The
work Men will soon complain if the mix is too dry;

A more accurate method of making a decision on the proper amount
of water is to use the slump test; This test requires a small cone
made of fairly strong metal and open at both ends; Dimensions of the
cone and tamping rod are shown in the sketch; Once this simple equip-
ment is available the slump test becomes very easy; The steps to
follow are listed below;

1; Set the slump cone on a smooth clean surface and stand on the
hold -down cIips_at the bottom of the cone.

2: Have someone fill the cone to 1/4 of its height and tamp this
layer_25 tithes.

3. Fill -the cone to 1/2 its height and tamp this layer 25 times.
Avoid tamping the first layer again;

4i Fill the cone to-3/4 its height and tamp 25 times; Avoid
tamping the previous layers;

5. Complete filling of the cone and tamp this layer 25 times.
6. Step off the hold-down clips and lift the cone vertically and

very carefully off the concrete.
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Since this process will have taken only a few minutes the concrete__
will still be very soft when the cone is removed and the top will fall

some extent while the sides bulge out. This Is called the slump.
ObvIousIyi if the mix is too wet the_concrete will lose its shape
completely and become just a soft pile. _A good mixi_as far as the-

ratio is concerned. will slump about_3"_tb_4" When the
cone form is removed. It is -well to keep in mind that dirty or muddy
water_can cause as much trouble as aggregate with excessive fine ma=
terials. Use clean or settled water.

EVAYUATION

The slump test is a standard test for evaluating wet concrete. This
particular cone and rod has been recommended for village construction
projects in Ghana.

Material From - A adading Guide for Self Help
Projects" Department of Social
Welfare and Community Development
Accra, Ghana; received through
the Near East Foundation.
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QUICK SETTING CEMENT

ABSTRACT

Using calcium chloride as an additive in rraldng concrete results
in a faster setting product with high inidaI strength;

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Ingredients for regular concrete (any Portland cement), and mea-
sured amount of calcium chloride.

DETAILS

-
In some applications a quick setting concrete is very_usefUl,

SitUatibn8 arise when many repeated castings are desired from the
same form or mold. Using an accelerator allows parts to be cast
about twice as fast as without it.

However; the mixed batch must be put -into the forms faster since
the concrete setsup sooner._ In general) the batches are small for
these appIications_so that -fast setting_up is no particular trouble;
Moreover; the accelerator does not impair the ultimate strength of
the concrete.

The accelerator is best added by mixing one pound cleancalcium chlb=
ride in each quart -if water (1/2 kilogram for each litre) and then
using this solution as part of the water used in the concrete mix._
Use the solution at a ratio of -2 quarts (2 litres)_ for each bag of
cement (94 Ibs; or 43 kg;); Mix the concrete in the usual way;

EVALUATION

This is the method recommended by the Portland Cement Association
to accelerate the curing of concrete:

Material From - DESIGN AND CONTROL OF CONCRETE
MIXTURES; Portland Cement Asso-
ciation; 33 West Grand Avenue;
Chicago 10; Illinois;
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AIDED SELF-;EELP HOUSING ABROAD

For the most of human history, shelter has been provided by
the self-help method. Within recent _years many governments and
peoples have found that when included as a part of the process of
economic developnent_, aided self-help methods will contribute
greatly to shelter improvement; They are particularly useful in
countries where economic development is in its early stages,
providing an opportunity for the people to make significant
improvements with regard to housing within available resources
by using the greatest resource of all, the manpower of the
families themselves.

Thus aided self7help in housing is_a method to utilize_the
many man hours available in the form of_heretofore unused leisure
time - often enforced leisure because of seasonal umenployment,
4sed_in.conjunctionwith-some.practicaifOrm of_ aid from the state,
or others, enabling man to improve his shelter through his own
efforts using profitably his spare time to an extent that he never
could - alone and unaided;

Perhaps the most important consideration is that this formula
permits many governments to not wait for economic development but
to proceed_now within available resources and to both improve
living conditions and also actually contribute to economic develop-
ment.

The production of better shelter by the aided self-help_hous-
ing method involves certain responsibilities both on the part of
the sponsor of aid and on the part of the families or groups of
families who are engaged in the effort to obtain better housing;
The sponsor often assists with technical advice in design and
construction. Sometimes he_arranges for the provision of limited
amounts of hard -to -get building_materials which may greatly improv,
theend product. Long term building loans at low interest rates -are
often necessary. At times the sponsor must assist in arranging for
secure land tenure through title or long -term lease. Often a_com-
bination of some or all of these forms of aid make up an aided
self-help housing program; In any-event, the sponsor must be-
organized and equipped to promptly furnish such aid as is deemed
necessary and advisable.

The family or group to be aided must assume the responsibility
for_contributing its labor to the joint effort. Frequently the
Family gathers together all of the local materials which will be
necessary. Usually it repays the cost or a portion of the cost of
the aid.

The aided self-help method of improved_housing_and shelter
encourages private ownership of property. It_provides_construc-
tive opportunity for the use of spare time It gives the family
an opportunity to_improve its economic position and its social
status in the community. It gives each participating family a
stronger interest in the economic and political stability of the
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country. It adds hope for a better future for many, even though
their government has comparatively few resources.

The programs reported in this brochure are only a few of

those which are well under way in many_places. Lath program can

learn.from the other pregrams, particularlynew ones. This can

be done throUgh filt and documents, but by_far the_best way is to

call in people who have experience, especially those who have

shown imagination_ and ingenuity in initiating_new programs in new

places. Technical cooperation in this field is developing rapid=

lyt iIrOUgh agreements between ndividual governments (bilateral);
and_agreetents between international organizations with indivi-

dual governments (multilateral) and, also, through private contracts.

IDAMPLE OF AIDED SELF=HELP HOUSING

After World War II, while most of Europe was- rebuilding;

Greece was still fighting against a Communist inspired revolution-

ary army. When the Communists were defeated late in 1949;
immediate reestablishment of Greece's agricultural economy was

necessary. Ninety thousand war damaged houses in over 2100
fart villages had to be rebuilt. Funds, labor, materials and
transportation were in short supply. At this point, Greece
turned to aided self-help housing, as a technique to rebuild for

most of the homeless families.

In conferente with village leaders and others i the Ministry

of Housing and RecenStruction developed a_plan so that returning

farmers could- quickly rebuild their own homes' with aid from the

GovernMent. The State provided technical advice and the organi-_
zation to make possible the huge building program. It furnished

the scarce-(often imported) materials and it-delivered these

materials to LReal points of distribution._ In addition, the

State supplied small amounts ofcaSh, so that the returning far-

mers could purchase materials which_were produced locally, and

could employ a limited amount of skilled labor to show them how

to rebuild and to assist them in_the most difficult_ phases.

Periodic release_ of_did_WaS on the basis_of eligibility and the

progress which the_fatily made in reconstruction; Living areas

were limited to 300 square feet per family, with provision for

future expansion.

The families accepted the responsibility for organizing the

reconstruction of their homes; They gathered together the Ideal
materials which were available near the site, such as stone,

adobe earth and sometimes timber, and purchased locally manu-

factured products such as 1106,_ They transported_ the hard-to-

get materials supplied_bY the State from the nearest distribution

center to their heMe site, Theni with the entire family working,
they rebuilt_theit_OWn homes with the advice and sometimes the

assistance Ofthe litited supply of skilled labor and government

technicians which were available:
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SELF =! ELP HOUSING MATERIAL

PRESSED EARTH BLOCKS (10% Cement or Line Mix)

iL 1S tYS

The Dampened Earth Mixture is Placed in a Machine
to Form Building Blocks Under Pressure.

-OA

j

Compression of the Stabilized Earth Oc-
curs. Some Authorities Suggest Sinking
the Machine in a Small Pit About 18" Mep
for Easier Filling and Compressing.
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-2%

I.

4

k 4

The Block is Removed from the Machine Ready for a
Short Period of Drying Before Use;

STCNE AND CENT SELF-HELP FICHES

Life Begins Again for the Seventy Thousand Greek
War Refugee Fent:Wes who Rebuilt Their Own Homes
Under the Aided Self-Help Housing Program.
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EARTH BLOCK PRESS

Building blOcki and_tiles for small houses, farm buildings, walls, floors patios,
and walks can be made from a simple, portable; -low -cost, hand-operated machine_
using common earth and cement or lime. The all-steel machine, tough ind_durablej
it constructed- for -long- andfor 104 and hard use. Oiling and ordinary care to keep it-rust-
from are the only maintenance_requirements. In many_areas_earth blocks/ if made
by the user, cost only about 1/20 as much as conventional building blocks.

Earth blocks are used in the same way as_other masohry_bUilding materials. In

laying them up, apply the same mortar you would normally use. Blocks of heavier
densities need no surface protection. They may be painted.

The

Cmva-Ram ADJUSTING THE PISTON
Block
Press

KAMM

LATCH

When the press leaves the factory the two guide angles,
between which the piston slidei, are properly adjuswd.
Continued use of the press or accidental jarring may
loosen these or force them out of precise vertical
alignment This may cause the piston head, during the
compression stroke, to travel out of horizontal line
and therefore produce blocks having unequal end
dimensions. This can be corrected easily through re-
alignment by means of the two sets of adjustment nuts
and bolts attached to each guide angle and the press
frame.

In full ejection position the piston head should be level
with top of mold box. If one edge of piston is above
or below top of mold box:

1. Move guide angles by regulating ad-
justment bolts until piston bead is flush
with top of mold box.

2. Be sure these is no considerable move-
ment in the piston assembly after this
adjustment.

3. If there is much side movement after
bringing piston htad level with top of
mold box; all adjustment bolts must be
tightened_ an equal amount to bring
both guide angles in toward pbton:

MOOD SOX

_ ROISEIt5

1C11161.65f11:::-:7 -__54!.;
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1

SELECTING THE EARTH
Most earth, when reasonably free from vegetable ma-
ter, will make good compressed earth blocks and tile:.
Select earth on your property which requires the least
amount of digging to meet this specification. The earth
from foundation or basement excavations mil usually
be suitable.

STEPS IN
TESTING YOUR EARTH
1; Fill a straight-sided giass jar about one-third full

of earth.

2; Add water to fill jar about two-thirds full.
3; Cover jar and shake vigorously until all of the earth

is in suspension

4. Allow_ earth to settle until you can see the various
particle-size L'visions. (About 30 minutes)

Although any earth will make a suitable block, one
should attempt to use earth which will make the best
block. This is made from earth having particle-sizes
from very fine to fairly coarse. The coarse parficles
should not be less than one-third, nor more than two-
thirds of the earth in the jar. The only earth which is
not suitable is earth having only one particle-size.
Howe, cr, it is often possible to add sand to make
fine particle earth suitable.
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Blocks and Floor Tiles

PREPARING THE EARTH
Only the simplest of implements are required tc prop-
erly prepare the selected earth.

SCREENING THE EARTH
The selected earth must be screened through mesh
having openings of about 34 square:

-ADDING THE CEMENT
Depending upon the intended use of the blocks and
the climatic conditions, excellent results can be ob-
tained with 5 to 10 percent cement. After screening
the earth, sprinkle the measured amount of cement
evenly and mix thoroughly. Generally, a higher per-
centage of cement will result in a block having greater
resistance to erosion, absorption, and abrasion.

NOTE: Lime may be substituted for Cement, but in
doing so, double the quantity of Lime used
and also Double the Curing Time of the
Blocks or Tiles.

MOISTURE CONTENT
The amount of moisture in the earth mixture is one of
the most important requirements. A simple test to de-
termine the correct amount of moisture in the mix is
to squeeze a ball of the soil mix in your hand. If the
ball can b broke: in two without crumbling and
without leaving any moisture on your hand, the mois-
ture content is correct. Should the mix be to dry,
sprinkle small amounts of water evenly and mix thor-
oughly until it is of the right consistency.
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At" mesh: actua size

Screening the soil
T7LIT

t_der-,'

fi;, -a, 4441,

Moistening the soil

determining the dampness
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Standardr x10- x 6' long

- Rollers This End

ARM.* 60"

MOUNTING THE PRESS
The press must be attached to a wooden baseboard for
necessary stability.

OPERATING THE PRESS
In order to make gobd compressed earth blocks and

it tiles; enough earth must loaded into the mold

Approx. ttj box to require a hard pull on the handle. Make a few
r x does test blocks and tiles to determine the quantity Of out

earth mix which must be loaded into the press to give
you this adequate; hard pull.

There are three basic operatiotts in making the com-
pressed earth blocks c. illet:

1; Loading the mold box:
2. Compressing the mix.
3; Ejecting the finished product:

1.

2.

Detailed
Movements
1. Place the handle in the rest posi-

tion and open the mold box by
swinging the cover horizontally
until its stop is reached; then fill
the mold box with the prepared
earth.

2. Close the mold bbx, skimming off
excess earth, and bring the hancile
to the vertical position; then re:-
lease the latch.

3; Pull down the handle until it is
parallel with the ground. This art=
plies the necessary pressure to
form the block. If the mold box is

properly filled; this should require
a "hard pull ";
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4. Return the handle to the original
rest position, swing cover back
and open the mold bOx.

5. Pull down on the handle in the
opposite direction until it is paral-
lel with the ground. This ejects
the block.

6a Removing blocks from the press:
Place hands flat at the ends of
the block, being careful Hot to
damage the corners or edges and
then gently lift the block from
the mold box. Place on edge at
the curing site.

6b Removing tiles from the press:
Place one flat hand on top of the
tile. Keeping the the and wooden
insert together; slide both off the
mold box until the other hand
can be placed beneath the insert.
Place both on edge at the curing
site and then gently separate the
insert from the tile

NOTE: One of the greatest ad-
vantages of .a compressed earth
block or tile is that it can be re:
moved immediately Mint due press
without the use of a palter.

4.

5.

6a
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LUBRICATING THE PRESS
UNDERSIDE

COVER AND ACCESSORIES
AND_

INSIDE
Before and during operation, oil all moving and wear=

MOLD BOX ing parts; especially the underside of the steel cover,
the inside of the mold box; the metal face of the insert.
And the wooden form: FREQUENT oiling of the form
and insert DURING OPERATION will prevent fin-

ished blocks and tiles from sticking when removing
them from the press. A light coating of oil over the
entire PieSS after operation or during storage for long
periods of time will keep it free from. rust.

LUBRICATION POINTS

MAKING BLOCKS AND T
To make a solid block; do not use the wOoderiforin
or the insert Remove both from the mold Wk. If the
wooden form is attached to the' piston head, it can be
released by removing the two screws at the top of the

wooden form.

To make a seini-hollow block, attach only the wooden
form to the piston head by means of the two screws
supplied.

To make a tile, place only the insert at the bottom of
the mold box, Meal face up.

. _

U.S. GOVERMENT PRINTING ornce, 19B1-43-723calsvl: 546 584

NOTE: Each Cinva-,_
Ram comes equipped
with 5 inserts to fabri-
cate blocks for field
drahis, grilles, lintels,
shelf-supports, con=
duits and pipes, as well
as semi-hollow; tile,
and half blocks.



Since_1961 when the Peace Corps was created; more than_80,000 U.S. citizens have served
as Volunteers in developing countries, living and working among the people of the Third
World as colleagues and co-workers. Today 6000 PCVs are involved in programs designed
to help_ strengthen local capacity_to address such fundamental concerns as_food _

production, water supply, energy development, nutrition and health education and
reforestation.

Loret Miller Ruppe,
Everett Alvarez, Jr.
Richard B. Abell, Director,

Peace Corps overseas

BELIZE

Director
Deputy Director_

Office of Programming

offices:

FIJI

and Training Coordination

SEYCHELLES
P.O. Box 487
Belize City

BERIN

P.O. Box 1094
Suva

CAROM

177 Jalan Raja Muda
Kuala Lumpur

MALI

Box_564
Victoria

SIERM-LEONE
BP 971
Cotonou

SOTS-WANA

BP 2098
Libreville

GAMBIA, The

BP 85
Bamako

MAURITANIA

Private Mail Beg
Freetown

SOLOMON ISLANDS
P.O. Box 93
Gaborone

-CAMEROON

P.O. Box 582
Banjul

GHANA
P.O. BQX 5796
Atcra (North)

GUATEMALA _

BP 222_

Nouakchott

4.11CRONESIA

P.O. Box 547
Honiara

SWAZILAND
BP 817
Yaounde

CENTRAL_AFRICAN

P.O. Box_336
Saipan, tbriana
Islands

MOROCCO_

P.O. Box 362
Mbabane

TANZANIA
103-TaT
Dar es Salaam

THAILAND
42 Soi Somprasong 2
Petchburi Road
Bangkdk 4

TOGO

REPUBLIC 6a Avenida 1-46
Zona 2
Guatemala

HONDURAS

I, Rile Benzerte
Rabat

NEPAL
P.O. Box 613
Kathmandu

NIGER

BP 1080
Bangui

CHILE
Casilla 27-D
Santiago

COSTA RICA

Apartado Postal
c-51_

Tegucigalpa

JAMAICA
Apartado Postal
1266
San Jose

DOMINICAN_ REPUBLIC

9 Musgrove Avenue
Kingston 10

KENYA

BP 10537
Niamey

OMAN

BP 3194
.tome

TONGA_P.O. Box 30518
Nairobi

LESOTHO

P.O. BOX 966
Muscat

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

BP 147
Nuku'Alofa

TUNISIA _

Apartado Postal
1414

Santo Domingo

SASTERN-CAMIRBEAN
P.O. Box 554
Maseru

LIBERIA
1-G7-757
Monrovia

MALAWI_
1-63-1-58

Lilongwe

Port Moresby

PARAGUAY
C7O5;;I:ican Embassy
Asuncion

PHILIPPINES

8, Ave: LbUit
Braille

Tanis

UPPER VOLTA

Including: Antigua
Barbados, Grenada,
Montserrat,
St. Kitts-Nevis,
St.Lucia,St.
Vincent, Dominica
"Erin Court"
Bishops Court Hill
P.O. Box 6967C _ _ _

Bridgetown; Barbados

ECUADOR _

BP 537 -Samandin
Ouagadongou

ilESTERN-SAMOk
P.O. Box 7013
Minna

RWANDA
ThTiTiOrican Embassy
KIgaIl

SENEGAL

F.O. Box 880
AVIA

YEMEN
775771ox 1151
Sana'a

ZAIRE

CaaiIIS 635-A
Quito

BP_ 254
Dakar

BP 697
Kinahass
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